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CHAPTERR I INTRODUCTIO N 

I. II  Trade and Environment Dilemmas 

Accordingg to the rules of the World Trade Organisation and the 
Europeann Community, is Denmark allowed to prohibit the use of metal beverage 
canss while allowing the use of other drink containers? Can the Netherlands 
requiree all wood products sold on its market to carry a label indicating whether 
theyy have been sustainably produced or not? Can the European Community 
enactt a ban on beef containing growth hormones? Can it limi t the importation 
off  products containing genetically modified organisms? Can the United States 
imposee gasoline quality standards allowing foreign refiners less possibilities to 
adaptt to these standards than domestic refiners? The above are just some of 
thee questions that have arisen in recent years over the interpretation of trade 
liberalisationn commitments and environmental concerns in the context of the 
Europeann Community (EC) and the World Trade Organisation (WTO). This 
studyy describes and compares the rules of the EC and the WTO on the liberalisa-
tionn of trade in goods, and how they relate to measures taken by the members of 
thesee organisations for the protection of the environment and health. 

Al ll  of the above examples concern measures that are currently being contem-
platedd by domestic authorities, or have already led to proceedings within the 
Europeann Community or the World Trade Organisation. The proposed Dutch 
labellingg requirement for wood products aptly illustrates some of the problems 
involved.. In the Netherlands, deforestation caused by unsustainable wood 
managementt is widely regarded as a pressing international environmental prob-
lem.. The Netherlands supports international efforts to address this problem, 
butt these have so far only resulted in non-binding agreements and recommenda-
tionss on forest management. Some political parties and groups would like 
too make a more forceful contribution towards addressing the environmental 
problem.. They attempt to do so by enacting policy measures that have an impact 
onn trade. Examples are a ban on unsustainably produced wood products, or a 
mandatoryy labelling requirement. Both have been proposed in the Netherlands. 
Thee impact of such policies on trade triggers the application of trade agreements 
too which the state in question is a party, such as the WTO Agreements and the 
ECC Treaty.1 The national policy measure may be challenged as an unjustifiable 
violationn of the disciplines in these agreements. If this occurs, and the measure 
iss not withdrawn or modified, the issue may be taken to dispute settlement 
proceedings.. It wil l then be up to those deciding disputes in the WTO and 
ECC (the WTO Dispute Settlement Body, and the European Court of Justice, 
respectively),, to resolve the matter. 

11 The term "WTO Agreements" as used here refers to the WTO Agreement and the Annexed Agree-

ments,, i.e. the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods, the General Agreement on Trade in 

Servicess (GATS), the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights {TRIPS), the 

Understandingg on Rules and Procedures Governing the Settlement of Disputes {Dispute Settlement 

Understanding,, DSU), and the Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPR). 
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TRADEE AND ENVIRONMEN T IN THE IC AND THE WTO 

Whyy are these trade liberalisation disciplines there in the first place, if they 
seemm to obstruct national policies pursuing such laudable goals as environmen-
tall  protection? The simple answer is that most countries believe that it is to their 
benefitt to conclude international agreements containing such disciplines. The 
economicc theory of "comparative advantages" argues that nations can mutually 
benefitt from opening their markets to trade, even when their levels of productiv-
ityy differ, and even when they open their markets unilaterally. In spite of various 
challengess made against it over the past two centuries, this theory still stands 
strong.22 The World Trade Organisation has practically been built upon it.' Even 
iff  in theory, unilateral liberalisation is beneficial, states generally feel more 
comfortablee when other states agree to liberalise too. Thus, in order to reap 
thee benefits from trade on a more permanent basis, states and other indepen-
dentt customs territories have concluded trade agreements throughout modern 
history4.. In these agreements, they committed themselves to reducing govern-
ment-inducedd trade barriers. Such trade barriers include, first and foremost, 
tariffss and quantitative restrictions, which may be dubbed "classical" trade policy 
instruments.. Under the 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), 
thee predecessor to the WTO, the most important trading nations in the world 
agreedd to control such barriers. Tariffs were bound to negotiated maximum 
rates,, while quantitative restrictions were in principle prohibited.5 Moreover, 
ruless were agreed upon to discipline such trade policy instruments as anti-
dumpingg and anti-subsidy measures, rules of origin and customs valuation 
methods.. At the regional level, the 1957 European Community Treaty not only 
prohibitedd quantitative restrictions, but phased out tariffs entirely over a transi-
tionall  period.6 

Forr an instructive overview of the origins of this theory, as well as the major subsequent challenges 

againstt it, see Irwin (1996). For a recent critique on the model built on comparative advantage, see 

Dunofff  (1998a) and {1999a), arguing that this model is being challenged by the linkages between trade 

andd such non-trade issues as environmental protection. 
33 See e.g. the 'About the WTO' introductory section at the WTO webpages, http://www.wto.org. 
44 Although trade arrangements have been reported as far back as 2500 BC, "modern history" refers 

too the state system as it developed in Europe from the mid-i7th Century onwards. Although historic 

developmentss obviously do not usually start in a particular year, the 1648 Peace of Westphalia is often 

takenn as the reference point for the beginning of this development. See Irwin (1996). 
55 See Articles II and XI of the 1947 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, GATT. 
66 In the EC Treaty as it was before it was amended by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty, the relevant provisions 

weree Articles 30 and 34 for quantitative restrictions and Articles 12 to 17 for tariffs. The EC Treaty 

iss based on the 1957 Rome Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community. Since the amend-

mentss to the EEC Treaty made by the 1992 Maastricht Treaty on European Union, the adjective 

"Economic""  was dropped to reflect the Community's reach beyond the merely economic sphere, and the 

officiall  name is now the European Community. Hence the use of the abbreviation EC in this work. 
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CHAPTERR I INTRODUCTIO N 

Yett barriers to international trade do not only result from such "classical" 
tradee policy instruments as tariffs or quotas. They are also caused by a wide 
varietyy of government policies which do not necessarily or specifically target 
trade,, but are nevertheless capable of hindering it. Such policies range from the 
taxationn of products to the allocation of subsidies to domestic industries, and 
too all sorts of regulations addressing, for example, standards for the safety of 
products.. From the point of view of trade liberalisation efforts, such internal 
governmentt policies may be typified as "internal barriers".7 The effects of such 
internall  barriers on international trade often equal or even surpass those of 
"classical""  trade instruments. For instance, if producers have to meet technical 
regulationss that differ from country to country, they wil l need to adapt their 
productionn processes for each country they wish to export their products to. The 
trade-impedingg effects of "internal barriers" became a point of attention in both 
thee GATT and EC in the late 1960s and early 1970s.88 States and other customs 
territoriess committing themselves to reducing trade barriers were in agreement 
thatt many "internal barriers" at the same time pursue legitimate domestic policy 
objectives,, such as national security, public morality, and human, animal or 
plantt life and health. Considering the obvious need for domestic policy action in 
suchh areas, it was not a viable option to subject internal regulations and taxes to 
outrightt prohibitions or negotiated maximum levels, as had been deemed suita-
blee for disciplining border measures such as quantitative restrictions and tariffs. 
Therefore,, trade agreements rather subjected "internal barriers" to agreed prin-
cipless such as non-discrimination and non-protectionism. This had the effect of 
leavingg members the liberty to pursue their societal goals through regulatory 
andd taxation policies, as long as they did not unduly discriminate against 
importss or protect domestic industries. 

Thus,, trade agreements usually contain strict disciplines as regards the use 
off  "classical" trade instruments, as well as less strict disciplines addressing 
tradee barriers resulting from other, "internal" government policies, such as 
taxationn or regulation. Still, countries felt that they sometimes needed to enact 
measuress pursuing legitimate objectives that could not avoid contravening these 
disciplines.. For example, it is sometimes necessary to ban imports of a danger-
ouss product, or to tax or regulate in ways that may turn out to be discriminatory. 
Therefore,, legitimate objectives such as the protection of life and health were 
expresslyy acknowledged in the trade liberalisation agreements. This was done by 

77 The more common term "non-tariff barriers" is avoided here, because some of the "classical*  trade 

policyy instruments such as quantitative restrictions are, technically speaking, also non-tariffs, yet are 

includedd in the "classical" trade instruments in this work. 
88 See the questions in the European Parliament during 1966-67 discussed in Chapter 2, and accounts of 

tradee barriers in "GATT Activities" publications from the early 1970s onwards (see also Chapter 4 on the 

Tokyoo Round Standards Code, the precursor of the TBT Agreement). 
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TRADEE AND ENVIRONMEN T IN THE EC AND THE WTO 

insertingg clauses providing exceptions to both the commitments on "classical" 
tradee instruments and the agreed principles regarding "internal barriers". In 
orderr for the trade liberalisation objectives not to be too easily undermined by 
extensivee invocations of these exceptions, they were accompanied by conditions 
too be met in order for such legitimate objectives to trump trade liberalisation 
interests.. An example of such a condition is the requirement that a measure for 
whichh an exception is invoked should not result in "arbitrary discrimination" or 
aa "disguised restriction on trade". 

Fromm the start, both the EC Treaty and the GATT contained an exception 
clausee referring to the protection of human, animal and plant life and health. 
Inn addition, the GATT provided an exception to its disciplines for the conserva-
tionn of exhaustible natural resources. Initially, "environmental protection" as 
suchh was not among the agreed legitimate objectives in the founding treaties. 
However,, in the EC, through the case-law of the European Court of Justice, 
"environmentall  protection" as such became accepted as a legitimate objective 
capablee of hindering the free movement of goods. Similarly, while "environmen-
tall  protection" as such is not mentioned in the text of the GATT, it now figures 
inn a number of other WTO agreements, notably the Agreement on Technical 
Barrierss to Trade {TBT).9 

Thee trade liberalisation commitments and exceptions clauses that are the 
focuss of this study were to a large extent agreed upon in the late 1940s and 
1950s.. Since then, important developments have occurred. The successful reduc-
tionn of "classical" trade barriers diminished their relative importance. Accord-
ingly,, trade liberalisation efforts increasingly focused on "internal" barriers. In 
thee EC, the relevant rule even developed into a general prohibition on trade 
obstacles,, unless justified. At the same time, large-scale human-induced envi-
ronmentall  problems, some of which had transboundary implications, received 
widespreadd attention. Moreover, internal government regulation multiplied in 
manyy states as it addressed increasingly complex and technical subject matters, 
correspondinglyy adding to the risk of interfering with trade commitments. Thus, 
sincee the mid-twentieth century, there has been increased attention to environ-
mentall  problems, an increased scope and intensity of governmental action, and 
ann increasing reach of trade disciplines into governments' regulatory authority. 
Ass a corollary to these developments, tensions between trade liberalisation and 
nationall  environmental policies have come to the fore. Since the 1980s, various 
nationall  policy measures pursuing environmental goals have been challenged as 
beingg violations of the trade liberalisation commitments in both the EC Treaty 
andd the GATT/WTO Agreements. Likewise, the environmental exceptions and 
justificationn grounds in these treaties were invoked to justify them. 

Thee TBT Agreement in its current form was negotiated during the Uruguay Round from 1986 to 1993, 

whilee its predecessor dates from the Tokyo Round, which lasted from 1973 to 1979. 
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CHAPTERR I INTRODUCTIO N 

1.22 Similar  Conflicts, Different Structures 

Thee EC Treaty and the WTO contain trade liberalisation com-
mitmentss and environmental justifications that operate according to a roughly 
similarr pattern. Tariffs and quantitative restrictions are restrained or abolished, 
principless are laid down regarding internal regulations and taxes causing trade 
barriers,, as well as exceptions for measures pursuing legitimate objectives.10 In 
thee context of the EC, this pattern is often referred to as "negative integration", as 
itt focuses on limiting trade barriers caused by national regulatory activity, rather 
thann replacing such activity by international or supranational regulatory activity 
("positivee integration"). Although the term "integration" derives from the study 
off  regional agreements such as the EC, it is also increasingly applied to trade 
liberalisationn on a global scale taking place under the auspices of the WTO.11 Not 
onlyy the relevant rules in the EC and the WTO, but also the conflicts between 
members'' environmental policies and trade liberalisation commitments are to 
aa considerable extent similar. However, there are also obvious and important 
differencess between the EC and the WTO. These differences relate not only 
too their membership, but also to the goals, institutional set-up, functions and 
powerss of these organisations. 

1.2.11 EC Background 

Thee trade liberalisation commitments in the 1957 Rome Treaty 
Establishingg the European Economic Community and their objectives were far-
reaching.. The Treaty of Rome sought to establish a common market and a 
customss union.12 These concepts both refer to the "free movement of goods", 
whichh has been interpreted by the EC J as a "general principle of Community 
law""  and as a "fundamental Community provision."13 The common market is 

100 As will be extensively discussed below, the EC goes even further by inserting into the EC Treaty a  a 

prohibitionn on 'measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions', as well as accepting 

justificationss not explicitly acknowledged in the Treaty. 

""  See Tinbergen (1954); Balassa (1961); Pelkmans (1997) 
122 Article 8 of the original Rome Treaty Establishing the European Economic Community. The 1986 Single 

Europeann Act replaced the reference to the "common market" with the notion of "internal market", 

currentlyy found in Article 14 EC. See on both concepts, Schrauwen (1997). The reference to "common 

market""  can still be found in Article 2 EC as it stands. On the customs union, see Article 9 of the 

originall  Rome Treaty, presently Article 23 EC. 

'33 See e.g. the EC J in Case 240/83 ADBHU, para. 9:'[...] the principles of free movement of goods and 

freedomm of competition, together with freedom of trade as a fundamental right, are general principles of 

Communityy law of which the court ensures observance.' And in Case C-49/89 Corsica Ferries, para. 8: 

'thee articles of the EEC Treaty concerning the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital are 

fundamentall  Community provisions and any restriction, even minor, of that freedom is prohibited.' 
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supposedd to resemble as closely as possible a domestic internal market.14 The 
Europeann Union, of which the EC forms an integral part, is built upon a founda-
tionn of common values. These are expressed in the Preambles to the EC and EU 
Treatiess as well as in Article 6 EU, which speaks of'the principles of liberty, 
democracy,, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of 
law'.155 The EU has recently adopted a Charter of Fundamental Rights, although 
itss exact legal status is as yet unclear.'6 In addition to pursuing "negative integra-
tion""  through trade liberalisation commitments, the European enterprise from 
thee very start encompassed an even more ambitious project. In the aftermath 
off  the devastating consequences of the Second World War, economic prosperity 
wass expected to go hand in hand with peace and stability for the continent. 
Thee interests of individual Member States were to be tied together through the 
poolingg of their resources and the setting up of common institutions. The origin 
off  the idea of a forging of interests can be found in the 1950 Schuman Plan, 
whichh led to the European Community for Coal and Steel (ECSC): 'World peace 
cannott be safeguarded without the making of creative efforts proportionate to 
thee dangers which threaten it' [...] 'the contribution to civilisation made by an 
organisedd and living Europe is indispensable to the maintenance of peaceful 
relations'.177 Moreover, the Community institutions were given the power to enact 
legislationn binding the Member States. 

Thee same ideas underlied the 1957 EEC Treaty.'8 For example, the pooling 
off  resources in the literal sense was to be realised by a common agricultural 
policy.. More generally, common action through common institutions was appar-
entt from the tasks and activities given to the Community in Articles 2 and 3 
off  the Treaty. Among the tasks in Article 2 EC the following are mentioned: 

144 See e.g. the ECJ in Case 15/81 Gaston Schul, para. 33: 'The concept of a common market as denned by 

thee Court in a consistent line of decisions involves the elimination of all obstacles to intra-community 

tradee in order to merge the national markets into a single market bringing about conditions as close as 

possiblee to those of a genuine internal market.' 
155 1992 Maastricht Treaty on European Union. That Treaty established a so-called "pillar structure", with 

thee the first pillar consisting of the three European Communities (EC, ECSC, and Euratom), a second 

pillarr consisting of a 'common foreign and security policy', and a third pillar regarding 'cooperation in 

thee fields of justice and home affairs', which was subsequently redubbed 'police and judicial cooperation 

inn criminal matters' by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty. This work addresses certain aspects of the EC 

Treaty,, i.e., a part of the first pillar. Only very occasionally is the term European Union (EU) used to 

denotee the larger entity. 

Seee http://www.europarl.eu.int/charter. 
177 Excerpts from the Schuman Declaration of 9 May 1950, http://eur0pa.eu.int/abc/symbols/9-may/ 

decl_en.htm. . 
188 See the Preamble to the EC Treaty: 'common action to eliminate the barriers which divide Europe', 'the 

removall  of existing obstacles calls for concerted action', 'by thus pooling their resources'. 
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aa 'harmonious, balanced and sustainable development of economic activities', a 
'highh level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment', 
andd the 'raising of the standard of living and quality of life'. The activities in 
Articlee 3 include inter alia a 'common commercial policy', a 'common policy 
inn the sphere of agriculture and fisheries', a 'policy in the sphere of the environ-
ment',, and a 'contribution to the attainment of a high level of health protection'. 
Thesee tasks and activities implied the attribution of powers to the Community 
andd its institutions. This attribution of powers was made more explicit by the 
19922 Maastricht Treaty's addition to the EC Treaty of the current Article 5 
ECC (then Article 3b). Article 5 EC requires that the Community acts within 
thee limits of the powers conferred upon it by the Treaty and of the objectives 
assignedd to it therein. Article 7 EC {Articl e 4 of the original Rome Treaty) lists 
thee individual institutions and reiterates the attribution principle as far as they 
aree concerned. 

Perhapss the most salient feature of the powers attributed to the European 
institutionss is their ability to bind the Community's Member States and their 
inhabitantss by enacting legislation, often by a qualified majority of the Member 
States'' representatives in the Council and in a co-decision procedure with the 
directlyy elected European Parliament. Such legislation, in the form of regula-
tions,, directives and decisions, has its legal basis in a number of provisions 
throughoutt the Treaty. It is usually referred to as "secondary" EC law, as opposed 
too the "primary" rules in the EC Treaty itself. Importantly, secondary legislation 
iss not confined to those areas where the Community pursues "common policies" 
orr has an "exclusive competence", meaning that powers have been entirely 
transferredd from the Member States to the Community, such as in external 
trade.199 The Community also enacts legislation in all those policy areas where 
itt shares competencies with its Member States. There is a general mandate 
inn the EC Treaty to legislate in order to contribute to the establishment of 
ann internal market.20 Moreover, the Treaty includes mandates to enact environ-
mentall  legislation,21 and to pursue action in the field of public health to comple-
mentt the Member States' own public health policies." Further references to 
environmentall  protection and health are found in Article 2 EC, which lists the 
Community'ss tasks and objectives,33 in Article 3, listing the Community's poli-

199 See Articles 26 and 133 (formerly 28 and 113) EC. 
200 See Article 95 EC. 
2'' See Articles 174-176 EC (ex Articles 130M, as inserted in the EC Treaty by the 1986 Single European Act 

andd amended by the 1992 Maastricht and 1997 Amsterdam Treaties). 
222 See Article 152 EC (ex Article 129, as inserted in the EC Treaty by the 1992 Maastricht Treaty and 

amendedd by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty). 
233 'The Community shall have as its task, [...] to promote throughout the Community [...] a high level of 

protectionn and improvement of the quality of the environment [...]' 
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cies,244 and in Article 6, prescribing the integration of environmental protection 
requirementss into the definition and implementation of all Community policies, 
withh a view to promoting sustainable development.25 The Treaty on European 
Union,, of which the EC forms an integral part, refers in its Preamble to 'the 
principlee of sustainable development' and to environmental protection. 

Anotherr important characteristic of European integration is the participation 
off  Europe's citizens in the process. Citizens participate formally through 
directt representation in the European Parliament. National parliaments control 
nationall  governments' input in the Council of Ministers. In addition, their 
participationn in the European integration process was greatly enhanced by the 
possibilityy to invoke European law before national courts in the Member States, 
andd to have national law set aside by it. The case-law on the "direct effect" 
andd "supremacy" of Community law that brought about these opportunities 
forr citizens has been described and commented on extensively elsewhere.26 

Throughh its case-law, the EC J has effectively lifted the question of the effects of 
ann international agreement between states in the internal legal orders of those 
statess to the level of the institutions set up by that agreement, especially the 
ECC J itself, irrespective of what national constitutions had to say about the effects 
off  international law in their national legal orders. Such effects had not been 
explicitlyy agreed upon by the Member States when they negotiated the EC Treaty. 
Arguably,, however, the drafters of the EC Treaty had already laid the foundation 
forr the participation of citizens in the enforcement (and formation through 
case-law)) of European law, by designing the preliminary ruling procedure in 
thee Treaty.27 This procedure not only connects citizens to European law, it also 
ensuress direct participation of national courts in its development. In addition, 
itt ensures the uniform interpretation and application of European law by those 
courts.. Arguably, the entire construction of "direct effect" and "supremacy" of 
ECC law erected by the ECJ would not have worked without the preliminary ruling 
procedure. . 

Finally,, citizens also have direct access to the European Court of Justice, 
albeitt under certain conditions. The EC Treaty allows individuals direct access 
too the ECJ in certain circumstances, such as when they seek to challenge the 
legalityy of an act of one of the EC's institutionss that directly and individually 
concernss them.28 In addition to providing preliminary rulings and hearing 

244 'For the purposes set out in Article 2, the activities of the Community shall include [...] a policy in the 

spheree of the environment; [...] a contribution to the attainment of a high level of health protection [...]' 
255 Article 6 EC, inserted as part of the title on environment by the Single European Act, and transferred to 

thee general first part on Principles of the EC Treaty by the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam. 
266 See, in addition to the numerous textbooks on European Law covering these subjects, e.g. Weiler (1981) 

andd (1991); Spiermann (1999). 
1717 Article 234 (formerly 177) EC. 
288 See Article 230 EC. 
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challengess to Community acts, the Court also deals with procedures against 
Memberr States for failure to correctly implement and apply Community law. 
Thesee infringement procedures may be initiated by other Member States or 
byy the European Commission. 29 Infringement procedures between Member 
Statess are very rare.30 Action against Member States for failure to correctly 
applyy Community law is normally left to the Commission in its function as the 
'guardiann of the Treaty'.31 Rulings by the Court of Justice are considered to be 
authoritative,, and both the compliance rate with its judgments and the level of 
acceptancee of its preliminary rulings by the national courts are high. Regarding 
infringementt procedures against Member States, the Treaty even provides for a 
finefine to be imposed by the Court in the case of a continued failure to comply with 
thee judgment in which the infringement was found. Although this stage has 
seldomm been reached, it illustrates the vigour of the Court's judgments.'2 

Thus,, as supranational institutions supervising the implementation and 
applicationn of European law, the Court and the Commission play a vital role in 
thee European structure. Another highly idiosyncratic feature of this structure is 
thee institutional interplay in the creation of secondary Community legislation. 
Evenn if the Council of Ministers, which consists of representatives of the 
Memberr States, adopts Community legislation, this is done in most cases by 
qualifiedd majority, and according to a procedure of co-decision with the Euro-
peann Parliament." The Commission is the sole initiator of Community legisla-
tion.. Its proposals can only be amended by the Council with unanimity, and 
thee Commission may alter its proposal as long as the Council has not acted.34 

Thiss allows the Commission to play an active part in the legislative process. 
Thus,, Member States are not the only ones to affect the outcome of the legisla-
tivee process in the Community through their representatives in the Council; 
thee Commission and Parliament as reflecting Community or "supranational" 
interestss have an important influence in the process too. Moreover, in many 
casess Member States can be bound by legislation they do not favour, when it 
hass been adopted by qualified majority. In the making of primary Community 
law,, i.e. the devising of new treaties and the amendment of existing ones, 
thee Member States play a more autonomous role. An intergovernmental confer-

199 See Articles 227 and 226 EC, respectively. 
300 For a recent example, see e.g. Case C-388/95 Belgium v. Spain (Rtq/'o wine). 
311 See Article 211 EC. 
322 The Court recently imposed a fine for the first time in Case C-387/97 Commission v. Greece. The fine 

amountedd to EUR 20,000 for each day of delay in implementing the measures necessary to comply with 

thee judgment in Case 045/91, in which the Court had found that Greece had failed to put into effect an 

obligationn to implement waste disposal plans. 
333 Article 251 EC, which is increasingly becoming the standard procedure for Community legislation. 
344 Article 250 EC, 
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encee is convened where representatives of the Member States must agree by 
commonn accord to any Treaty changes, which must moreover be ratified by all 
Memberr States in accordance with their domestic constitutional requirements." 
Nevertheless,, the European Parliament and the Commission play an important 
partt in the run-up to the actual intergovernmental conference, so even that 
processs is not purely intergovernmental. 

InIn almost every aspect of the European structure, the institutional interplay 
iss evident in continuing power struggles between the various Community insti-
tutions.. Examples are disputes concerning the legal basis of Community legisla-
tionn and the ensuing roles of various institutions in the process.'6 Such struggles 
mayy be dubbed manifestations of "horizontal federalism".37 Interestingly, these 
horizontall  institutional struggles often also have a "vertical" pendant, in that 
Memberr States are involved in them not just through their representation in 
thee Council of Ministers, but also directly. Examples are "comitology", i.e. the 
wayy Member States control the exercise of powers delegated by the Council 
too the Commission through expert committees,'8 and disputes concerning the 
Community'ss competence to legislate internally and externally.'9 

1.2.22 GATT/WTO Background 

Thee 1947 GATT Agreement in its Preamble mentions as its 
objectivess the raising of standards of living, employment, real income and 
effectivee demand growth, full use of resources and expanding production and 
exchange.. Such objectives were to be contributed to by 'reciprocal and mutually 
advantageouss arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs and 
otherr barriers to trade and to the elimination of discriminatory treatment in 
internationall  commerce'. The GATT was provisionally applied for almost 50 
years.. Although it had an administrative secretariat, there was no further insti-
tutionall  structure. The GATT was legally speaking not an international organi-
sation,, although regarded as one de facto.*0 The 1994 WTO, which incorporates 
thee GATT, is a fully-fledged international organisation, and has a somewhat 

355 Article 48 Treaty on European Union. 
366 See e.g. Case C-300/89 Commission v. Council, on the legal basis of a directive on waste from the 

titaniumm dioxide industry. 
377 See Trachtman (1996a). 
33 Mentioned by way of example are Lenaerts and Verhoeven (2000). 
399 See e.g. Case C-376/98 Germany v. Parliament and Council, on the legal basis of a directive on tobacco 

advertising,, and the Court's Opinion 1/94 on the competence to conclude the Uruguay Round Agree-

ments. . 
400 See Krueger in Krueger (1998). However, Seidl-Hohenveldern (1999 and 1992) always treated the GATT 

ass an international organisation. 
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moree elaborated institutional structure. The Preamble to the WTO Agreement 
essentiallyy builds upon the GATT Preamble. It reiterates the objectives described 
above.. In addition, it refers to the objectives of sustainable development, envi-
ronmentall  protection and the needs of developing countries. However, all of 
thesee additional objectives should be contributed to by 'reciprocal and mutually 
advantageouss arrangements'. 

Thus,, while new objectives like environmental protection and sustainable 
developmentt have been identified by the WTO in comparison with its precursor, 
noo new strategies to achieve them are envisaged. Apparently, these new objec-
tives,, just like the "traditional" GATT objectives, are supposed to be attained by 
thee reduction of trade barriers and the elimination of discrimination in trade. 
Thus,, the Preamble to the WTO Agreement suggests that there is no tension 
betweenn objectives like the full use of resources and expanding production 
onn the one hand, and sustainable development on the other. The Preamble 
alsoo refers to the aim of developing 'an integrated, more viable and durable 
multilaterall  trading system, preserving its basic principles and furthering the 
objectivess underlying this multilateral trading system'.41 However, despite the 
referencess to an "integrated system" based on "principles", the WTO has no 
legislativee powers of its own, and does not pursue common actions or policies 
ass regards subject areas such as the environment, culture or social issues. 
Moreover,, common values that explicitly underlie the EU, such as liberty, democ-
racy,, respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and the rule of law, 
aree not expressly mentioned in the WTO Agreements. 

Thee WTO Agreements do explicitly recognise the values of environmental 
andd health protection, however. Exceptions in the GATT refer to human, animal 
orr plant life or health and to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources, 
andd environmental protection is mentioned in a number of the WTO's annexed 
Agreements.422 Moreover, as said, the Preamble to the Agreement Establishing 
thee WTO refers to 'the objective of sustainable development' and uses the words 
'seekingg both to protect and preserve the environment and to enhance the 
meanss for doing so [...]'. Trade and environment issues are discussed in the 
Committeee on Trade and Environment.41 The Committee has a fairly extensive 
workk programme, and by the year 2000 had issued over a hundred reports.44 

However,, no environmental or health policies as such are pursued by the WTO 
itself.. Therefore, there is no question of competencies shared by the organisation 
andd its members, as there is in the EC. 

411 Preamble to the WTO Agreement. 
422 See e.g. Articles 2.2, 2.10,5.4,5.7 TBT Agreement; Article 5.2 SPS Agreement; Article 20 Agreement on 

Agriculture;; Article 8 Subsidies Agreement; Article XIV GATS; Article 27.2 TRIPS. 
433 WTO Trade and Environment Decision, MTN/TNC/45(M1N). 
444 See WTO documents WT/CTE/W1-100 and WT/CTE/1-3. 
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Itt is clear that the WTO does not aim to establish a common or internal 
market,, and no such thing as a "principle" of the free movement of goods can 
bee read into its provisions. The WTO Preamble merely speaks of'expanding [...] 
trade',, 'the substantial reduction of tariffs and other barriers to trade', and 'the 
eliminationn of discriminatory treatment in international trade relations'. Is there 
aa general 'principle of trade liberalisation' in the WTO? This question could be 
off  great importance. If such a principle were to exist, and were to be placed 'at 
thee top of the list' and thus be overriding, as is sometimes asserted, it could 
bee instrumental in tilting interpretations of WTO law towards liberalisation in 
casess of doubt.45 This would imply that members of the WTO have adhered to 
ann inherent commitment to trade liberalisation.46 It should be stressed, however, 
thatt a "substantial reduction" of trade barriers and the elimination of trade 
discriminationn do not presuppose a final objective of free trade.47 

Att most, the WTO could be said to contain a dynamic principle of progressive 
tradee liberalisation. Moreover, trade liberalisation as a goal has always, from 
thee early days of the ITO and GATT onwards, been intrinsically linked with 
safeguardss guaranteeing members sufficient leeway to pursue their policies, 
bee they of a monetary, labour, employment, or social character. Thus, trade 
liberalisationn has never been the sole goal of the GATT or the WTO; it has 
beenn and is "embedded" in other goals, pursued primarily by its Members. This 
importantt qualification of the trade liberalisation objective of the GATT and 
WTOO has been stressed by a number of authors.48 Overlooking it easily leads 
too a presentation of'trade and...' conflicts as contradictory, presenting the goal 
off  "free" or "unfettered" trade as absolute and as opposed to the societal goals 
pursuedd by national legislation. Accordingly, some authors conclude that the 
WTOO regime gives primacy to trade interests over other interests.49 It is submit-
tedd that rather than doing that, the WTO, as a result of its functions and rules, 
iss bound to regard non-trade interests from a trade angle. It is therefore of 
thee utmost importance to decide what national policies are affected by its trade 

455 Hilf (1999) at 10 and (2001) at 117 appears to read a general trade liberalisation principle into the WTO. 

Hee refers to the textual references in the WTO Preamble and in the Preamble to GATT 1994, and to 

Articless II and XXVII I bis GATT, and the TBT Agreement. In addition, he mentions the Appellate 

Bodyy reports in Australia-Salmon and Korea-Alcohol. However, it is unclear to the current author how 

thee paragraphs in these reports cited can be read as manifestations of an (overarching) principle of 

tradee liberalisation. 
466 Contra, see Broncleers {2001). 
477 Cf. the following statement by a former US State Department trade policy analyst with regard to the 

GATT,, as quoted by Dunoff (1999a) at 371: 'No one was committed to "free trade"; no one expected 

anythingg like it; the term does not appear in the GATT, which simply calls for a process of liberalisation 

withh no stated objective.' 
44 Roessler (1998); Dunoff (1999a) at 370, referring to Ruggie (1982). 
499 See e.g. Nichols (1996a) at 700; Atik (1998) at 248. 
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liberalisationn disciplines in the first place, and then whether trade liberalisation 
iss indeed an overriding requirement in the interpretation of these disciplines. 

Inn the WTO, there is no direct citizens' representation in the form of a 
directlyy elected supranational parliamentary body. National parliaments, to the 
extentt that these exist in WTO Members, are supposed to control what their 
governments'' delegates say and do in the WTO. As to the role of WTO law 
beforee national courts, whether citizens can invoke GATT/WTO law before their 
nationall  courts and whether national laws can be set aside in such procedures 
iss entirely up to individual Members to decide. It is clear from Article XVI.4 
off  the WTO Agreement that Members are obliged, as a matter of international 
law,, to ensure the conformity of their internal laws with their WTO obligations. 
However,, it remains up to national legal systems and their constitutions how 
thesee international obligations are incorporated into the national legal orders. 
Thus,, WTO law does not prescribe that domestic courts should set aside domes-
ticc laws found to be incompatible with WTO rules. Although national legisla-
turess or courts could in principle decide to allow individuals to invoke WTO law 
too challenge domestic laws, this appears unlikely to happen. Important WTO 
Memberss such as the US and the EC have explicitlyy stated that they do not 
intendd WTO law to have such effects in their domestic courts.50 The case-law of 
thee EC ƒ confirms the indirect nature of the effects of WTO law in the European 
legall  order.5' 

Significantly,, there is no such thing as a preliminary ruling procedure in 
thee WTO. No direct actions are possible before the DSB either; only states 
cann bring disputes before the Dispute Settlement Body. Therefore, individuals 
dependd upon their own national legal and political system to enforce the benefits 
off  trade liberalisation commitments. In some WTO Members, they can ask their 
governmentt to take action against another WTO Member when their trading 
rightss are impaired.52 But that possibility does not allow individuals to challenge 

500 See Council Decision 94/800/EC concerning the conclusion on behalf of the Community of the WTO 

Agreements,, Of (1994) L 336/1, and Introductory Note to the Schedules of Commitments under GATS 

off  both the EC and the MS (Legal Instruments Embodying the Uruguay Round Results, Vol. 28 at p. 

23557).. F°r t n e US positions, see Sections 102(3)1 and 2 of the Uruguay Round Agreements Act and the 

Statementt of Administrative Action, at p. 14. 
511 On the status of GATT/WTO law in the EC legal order, see Eeckhout (1997), with further references. 

Onn the status of GATT 1947 in the EC, see e.g. Cases 21-24/72 International Fruit Company, 70/87 

Fediol,Fediol, C-69/89 Nakajima, C-280/93 Germany-Council. On the status of the WTO Agreements in the 

EC,, see e.g. Cases C-53/96 Hermès and C-300/98 Dior, both preliminary rulings on national courts' 

questions,, and C-149/96 Portugal-Council regarding a direct challenge to Community legislation before 

thee EC J. 

522 Such possibilities for individuals to trigger action under WTO dispute settlement procedures have been 

laidd down in legislation in some WTO Members, such as the EC (Trade Barriers Regulation, Reg. 

3286/94)) and the US (Sections 301-310 of the 1974 Trade Act). 
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thee laws of their own country because of inconsistencies with WTO commit-
ments.533 The WTO Secretariat cannot commence procedures before the Dispute 
Settlementt Body against Members for infringements of the Agreements.54 There 
iss also no equivalent to secondary Community law in the WTO. Logically, then, 
theree is no possibility of judicial action against acts of the WTO institutions. 
Institutionally,, there is no equivalent to supranational bodies like the European 
Commissionn or the European Parliament in the WTO. The WTO Secretariat 
doess not function as the guardian of the Agreements in the way the Commission 
doess in the EC. Thus, the kind of intensive institutional interplay witnessed in 
thee EC does not occur in the WTO. 

1.33 Context of Trade and Environment Conflicts 

Worriess concerning the WTO and other international institu-
tionss in that they may be obstacles to pursuing environmental policies have 
beenn among the major causes of criticism aimed at and protests against these 
organisations.. Within Europe, although somewhat milder, similar antagonisms 
betweenn trade liberalisation and environmental goals are present. It therefore 
seemss appropriate, before examining the relevant rules and their interpreta-
tions,, to have a look at the contexts in which these rules operate, and at the 
underlyingg interests and values of trade and environment conflicts in the EC 
andd the WTO. 

1.3.11 Environmental Protection, Sustainable Development, and 
Globalisation n 

Thee dilemmas faced when interpreting the relevant provisions 
inn conflicts concerning trade and environment go beyond those which are 
purelyy legal. They are embedded in a political, economic and cultural context. 
Discussionss on trade-environment issues on a global scale take place against the 
backgroundd of the discourse on "sustainable development" and "globalisation". 
Behindd both terms lies a wealth of academic and policy discourse, which to 
aa considerable degree concerns their meaning and scope. The 1987 report of 
thee World Commission on Environment and Development (Brundtlandt Report) 
describedd the term "sustainable development" as 'development that meets the 
needss of the present without compromising the chances of future generations 
too meet their needs'.55 "Sustainable development" seeks to address concerns 

533 Which, according to authors such as Petersmann, is a most important function of trade liberalisation 

rules. . 
544 Cf. Lasok (2000). 
555 Brundtlandt Report (1987). For more information, see the United Nations Sustainable Development 

webpagee at http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev. 
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aboutt development inequalities, both intragenerational and intergenerational. 
Itt seeks to do so not just in an economic sense, but also with regard to the 
sociall  and environmental components of development. Hence trade and environ-
mentt problems are clearly within its ambit.'6 Although there is no one agreed 
definition,, "globalisation" is widely understood to encompass the increasing 
internationall  flows of goods, services and finance.57 Increasing transboundary 
andd global environmental problems may equally be regarded as aspects of 
"globalisation". . 

Startingg with bilateral fisheries treaties, environmental concerns have been 
addressedd in international law from the 19th century onwards.58 However, it 
wass not until the late 1960s that the need for more comprehensive policies 
too manage the environment was internationally recognised.59 At the 1972 Stock-
holmm United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, an action plan, 
recommendationss and a set of principles were adopted. In the same year, the 
Unitedd Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) was established. After the 
Brundtlandtt Report on sustainable development had been issued in 1987, prepa-
rationss began for the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and 
Developmentt (UNCED). At that conference, three non-binding instruments 
weree adopted: the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, the 
UNCEDD forest principles, and Agenda 21.60 These instruments explicitly 
addressedd the relationship between trade and environmental protection. 
Althoughh non-binding, some principles in the Rio Declaration may reflect rules 
off  customary international law. Moreover, it provides guidance as to future legal 
developments.6'' Principle 12 of the Rio Declaration stipulates that: 

StatesStates should cooperate to promote a supportive and open international economic 
systemsystem that would lead to economic growth and sustainable development in all 
countries,countries, to better address the problems of environmental degradation. Trade policy 
measuresmeasures for environmental purposes should not constitute a means of arbitrary or 
unjustifiableunjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on international trade.[...]62 

55 On trade and sustainable development, see e.g. Weiss, Denters, and De Waart (eds.) (1996); Repetto 

(1994);; USD (1994). 
577 A web search for a definition of "globalisation" in November 2001 produced around 50,000 hits. Recent 

workss on trade and globalisation include Richardson (2000); WTO (1998). Critical approaches are 

foundd in e.g. Wallach (1999); Klein (1999); Hertz (2000). 
55 For an overview of the history of international environmental law, see Sands (1996). 
599 See the final report of the 1968 Biosphere Conference, cited in Sands (1996) at 34. 

00 In addition, two international environmental agreements were opened for signature: the Convention on 

Biologicall  Diversity and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change. 
11 Sands {1996) at 50. 
22 See also Section 5.4.3 on Principle 12 of the Rio Declaration and paragraphs 2.22 and 3.39(d) of Agenda 

21,, regarding the need for multilateral solutions over and above unilateral solutions to environmental 

problems. . 
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Agendaa 21 does not provide principles, but rather a more elaborate action plan 
too tackle the challenges of sustainable development in the 21st century. It also 
addressess trade and environment: 

EnvironmentEnvironment and trade policies should be mutually supportive. An open, multilat-
eraleral trading system [...]  contributes to an increase in production and incomes and to 
lesseninglessening demands on the environment. [...]A sound environment, on the other hand, 
providesprovides the ecological and other resources needed to sustain growth and underpin 
aa continuing expansion of trade. An open, multilateral trading system, supported by 
thethe adoption of sound environmental policies, would have a positive impact on the 
environmentenvironment and contribute to sustainable development.6* 

InIn the GATT, attention was paid to trade and environment for the first time 
inn a 1971 report by the Secretariat, compiled in the context of the preparations 
forr the 1972 Stockholm Conference.64 In the same year, a GATT expert group 
onn environmental measures and international trade (EMIT) was set up, which 
howeverr convened for the first time only in 1991, just before UNCED. The final 
phasee of the Uruguay Round negotiations that led to the establishment of the 
WTOO coincided with UNCED. It is no surprise that the WTO Decision on Trade 
andd Environment refers to the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21, and contains 
similarr language. The Preamble to the WTO Agreement refers to sustainable 
development.65 5 

Accordingg to the international instruments referred to above, trade, envi-
ronmentall  protection and sustainable development are not regarded as being 
incompatible.. On the contrary, they are seen as complementary and mutually 
reinforcing.. This depiction of their relationship may appear somewhat simplistic 
andd idealistic. The relationship between trade, environment and development 
iss highly complex and differs from case to case. In some cases, trade can have 

6 '' Paragraphs 2.19 of Agenda 21. Cf. Paragraphs 2.3 and 2.5 of Agenda 21: 

'Thee international economy should provide a supportive international climate for achieving environ-

mentt and development goals by: (a) Promoting sustainable development through trade liberalization; (b) 

Makingg trade and environment mutually supportive; [...] An open, equitable, secure, non-discriminatory 

andd predictable multilateral trading system that is consistent with the goals of sustainable development 

andd leads to the optimal distribution of global production in accordance with comparative advantage 

iss of benefit to all trading partners. Moreover, improved market access for developing countries' 

exportss in conjunction with sound macroeconomic and environmental policies would have a positive 

environmentall  impact and therefore make an important contribution towards sustainable development.' 

644 GATT(i97i). 
655 As the Appellate Body noted in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 153: 'As this preambular language reflects the 

intentionss of negotiators of the WTO Agreement, we believe it must add colour, texture and shading to 

ourr interpretation of the agreements annexed to the WTO Agreement, in this Case, the GATT 1994.' 
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concretee detrimental effects on the environment; one can here think of pollution 
causedd by transport.66 In other cases, trade disciplines can have direct positive 
environmentall  effects, e.g. when resulting in subsidies for unsustainable fisher-
iess being abolished. The above principles and understandings therefore certainly 
shouldd not be understood to mean that there can or will be no concrete conflicts 
betweenn trade and environmental policies. How such conflicts are dealt with in 
interpretingg trade liberalisation rules is precisely the subject of this study. 

Inn the EC, the year 1972 also marked an important step in the development 
off  an environmental policy. Before then, occasional Community measures were 
takenn that pursued environmental objectives, but without an underlying envi-
ronmentall  policy. In 1972, the European Council stated that economic expan-
sionn should lead to raising quality and standards of living, and stressed the 
importancee of a Community environmental policy.67 After 1972, the Commu-
nityy started to draw up environmental action plans. In 1987, with the Single 
Europeann Act, environmental protection received treaty status.68 The Title on 
Environmentt in the EC Treaty provided inter alia that 'environmental protection 
requirementss must be integratedd into the definition and implementation of 
otherr Community policies'. With the 1992 Maastricht Treaty on European 
Union,, "respect for the environment" and a "policy in the sphere of the environ-
ment""  were added to the Community's tasks and activities in Articles 2 and 3 
off  the EC Treaty.69 Finally, the modifications to the EC Treaty made by the 1997 
Amsterdamm Treaty have resulted in a reference to a 'harmonious, balanced and 
sustainablee development of economic activities' and to a 'high level of protection 
andd improvement of the quality of the environment' among the Community's 
tasks.. Moreover, the integration principle has moved forward and is now placed 
amongg the Community's general principles. The Preamble and Article 2 of the 
Treatyy on European Union now also refer to sustainable development. 

1.3.22 "Trade and...": Trade Liberalisation and Non-Trade 
Interests s 

Tradee liberalisation commitments may come into conflict not 
onlyy with the protection of life and health and of the environment, but with other 
societall  goals as well. Often, the expression "trade and..." is used when referring 
too conflicts between trade liberalisation and other societal interests. Generally 
speaking,, the basic mechanisms examined in this study, i.e. trade liberalisation 
commitments,, and justifications for 'non-trade interests' with accompanying 

6 66 As recognised in WTO (1999), commented upon by Charnovitz (2000). 
677 Bulletin EC 1972, No. 10, cited in Jans (2000a) at 3. 
688 In what then were Articles i3or-t and 100a EC, now 174-176 and 95 EC. 
699 The preamble to the Treaty on European Union also refers to "environmental protection". 
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conditions,, are to a large extent relevant to policies pursuing other non-trade 
interests.. The societal goals that make up the other end of'trade and...' conflicts 
aree referred to as "non-trade interests". Examples are labour rights, collective 
sociall  benefit systems, cultural diversity, or the protection of intellectual prop-
ertyy rights. Conflicts are also possible between trade liberalisation and such 
interestss as national security, public morality, and public policy, or "ordre public". 
Thee latter interests are generally perceived as part of the domaine réserve, expres-
sionss of state sovereignty par excellence. Accordingly, it has been argued that they 
aree less likely to become the subject of multilateral agreement than the other 
interestss mentioned.70 Admittedly, multilateral agreement will be more difficult 
too reach with regard to some interests than to others. However, even with respect 
too the interests part of the domaine réserve, it is possible that international legisla-
tivee or adjudicatory institutions determine the margins of interpretation, as the 
Europeann Community demonstrates.71 

Theree are similarities as well as differences in the range of "non-trade 
interests""  recognised in the EC and the WTO. In their provisions providing 
generall  exceptions to liberalisation commitments for trade in goods, both the EC 
andd the WTO refer to the protection of life and health.72 Environmental protec-
tionn as a legitimatee cause potentially overriding trade liberalisation commit-
mentss has been recognised in the EC J's case-law, as well as in a number of 
thee WTO Uruguay Round Agreements, such as the TBT Agreement. On the 
otherr hand, the exception in the GATT separately provides for the protection 
off  exhaustible natural resources, which are not mentioned in the EC Treaty. 
Outsidee the environmental realm, similarities between the EC and the WTO 
includee exceptions for public morality, national treasures of artistic, historic or 
archaeologicall  value, and national or public security. In addition, the EC Treaty 
referss to public policy and the protection of industrial and commercial property, 
whilee the WTO includes a number of general exceptions not found in the EC, 
amongg which are the import and export of gold and silver, the products of prison 
labour,, and products in short supply. 

Inn the WTO context, "trade and..." conflicts are normally presented as pitch-
ingg international trade liberalisation commitments versus national non-trade 
interests.. While this is true in many cases, this picture needs to be refined. 
FirstFirst of all, the non-trade interest may also be transnational. This is illustrated 
bothh by the unilateral efforts by WTO members to address international envi-
ronmentall  problems, and by multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs) 

700 See e.g. Weiss (1999), and further discussion in Section 3.2.5. 
7171 See with regard to public policy and the free movement of persons e.g. Case 41/74 Van Duyn; Joined 

Casess 115-116/81 Adoui and Cornuaille. With regard to public morality and the free movement of goods, 

seee Cases 121/85 Conegate and 34/79 Henn and Darby. 
7272 Article 30 EC and Article XX GATT, respectively. 
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thatt may conflict with trade liberalisation commitments. Secondly, while trade 
liberalisationn commitments are made internationally, the interests behind them 
aree national, i.e. the interests of producers, consumers, importers and exporters. 
Att the same time, the interests of an open, rules-based and non-discriminatory 
tradingg system are ideally shared by actors in all members of the trade liberalisa-
tionn agreement, and in that sense are transnational. Thus, a "trade and..." 
conflictt in reality often pitches transnational interests against each other. 
However,, these interests are supposed to be represented in the national political 
processs preceding the implementation of a national policy that may lead to 
aa "trade and..." conflict. The transnational trade interests are supposedly repre-
sentedd in trade agreements. The transnational non-trade interests will be repre-
sentedd in relevant international environmental agreements or standards, and if 
theree are none, they will only be represented to the extent that they are taken into 
accountt in the national political process. 

Thee EC does not pursue its own policies with regard to, for example, public 
moralityy or "ordre public". Thus, with regard to such interests, the picture is 
largelyy similar to the WTO situation; national non-trade interests are pitched 
againstt international trade liberalisation commitments. The Court of Justice 
determiness the margins within which the Member States may invoke these 
interestss to interfere with free movement rights derived from Community law. 
Thee same refinement made above applies here too; trade liberalisation is at the 
samee time a national and a transnational interest. As regards those non-trade 
interestss that are the subject of this work, the EC has legislative competencies 
off  its own, so the transnational nature of these interests has treaty status. 
Thee EC Treaty differentiates between "public health" and "environment". The 
Communityy pursues an environmental policy of its own, and shares competen-
ciess with its Member States in this field. Therefore, a trade and environment 
conflictt in the EC involves an international trade liberalisation commitment and 
aa non-trade interest that may be both national and Community-wide. The degree 
too which the non-trade interest is perceived as a national or also as a Community 
interestt depends on the environmental problem at issue. Accordingly, "trade 
and...""  conflicts in the EC may be considered to lie somewhere in the middle 
off  a scale with completely or mostly national non-trade interests like public order 
att the one end, and completely Community (or "communitarised") non-trade 
interestss at the other end. The Community's public health policy is only supple-
mentaryy to the Member States' policies. Nonetheless, life and health protection 
iss also an internal market issue, and through that avenue increasingly comes 
too the forefront in Community legislation. Thus, trade and health conflicts lie 
somewheree between trade and public policy conflicts and trade and environment 
conflictss on the scale proposed above. 
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Somee authors present 'trade and...' problems as value conflicts.73 Of course, 
whetherr one agrees with such a view depends on how one defines "values". Non-
tradee interests such as environmental protection may well be values or express 
values.. It seems less clear that trade liberalisation itself is a value. It has also 
beenn suggested that trade linkage problems involve conflicting claims of justice 
inn the context of international economic law. Accordingly, a concept of justice is 
centrall  to international economic law.74 In this view, each 'trade and...' debate 
has,, at its root, a series of questions concerning justice. Identifying trade linkage 
questionss as justice questions suggests an 'integrated view', which recognises 
thatt conflicts between traditional trade policy and other areas of social policy 
involvee branches of the same tree, the tree being the construction of a "just 
society".. The resolution of'trade and...' disputes cannot be sought exclusively at 
thee doctrinal level. It has to be articulated normatively, as an attempt to resolve 
dilemmass and tensions within the liberal vision and between liberalism and 
otherr candidates for 'right order'.75 

1.3.33 "Trade And...", International Law and Other Disciplines 

Muchh of the literature concerning the WTO forms part of what 
iss called 'international trade law' or 'international economic law'.76 The latter 
termm is usually also taken to include regional economic agreements, among 
whichh is the European Community. The debate on "trade and..." conflicts in 
internationall  law is often linked to much more than trade and certain societal 
interests.. Discussions involve notions such as democracy, human rights, liberal-
ism,, sovereignty, legitimacy and equality. 

Proponentss usually point out that trade liberalisation increases economic 
opportunities,, thus giving countries and their populations the chance to reap 
thee economic gains from trade.77 World Bank studies suggest that developing 
countriess that have liberalised their trade regimes have shown much better 
growthh rates than developing countries that have remained relatively closed to 
trade.788 In addition, liberalised trade is said by its proponents to stimulate peace 

733 See e.g. Nichols (1996a) and Atik (1998). 
744 Garcia (1998a). 
755 Ibid. 
77 For discussions on the meaning of these terms, see (1996) 17 U. Pa. J. Int'I. Econ. I , special issue 

dedicatedd to international economic law. 
777 See e.g. 'The Case for Globalisation', The Economist, 22 September 2000 and 29 September 2001. 
77 World Bank (2001) shows that 24 developing countries that increased their integration into the world 

economyy over two decades ending in the late 1990s achieved higher growth in incomes, longer lif e 

expectancyy and better schooling. These countries, home to some 3 billion people, enjoyed an average 

55 percent growth rate in income per capita in the 1990s compared to 2 percent in rich countries. On 
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betweenn trading nations and peoples. Trade interests increase knowledge and 
understandingg of each other, and even in the event of conflicts, established 
tradee contacts make war too costly an option to consider. The main source of 
inspirationn for this view are the writings of Kant.79 The idea that trade stimulates 
orr even guarantees peaceful coexistence underlies the European integration 
project.800 Although less explicitly, it may be said to underlie global trade liber-
alisationn too.8' As early as 1947, when the Havana Conference that sought to 
establishh an International Trade Organisation was held, it was stated that '[t]rade 
hadd been man's main peacetime activity almost since the time he had begun to 
livee in society, which led people to believe that the success to be attained by the 
workk of the Conference would become an invaluable pillar of that lasting peace 
thatt all the peoples were so anxiously seeking.'83 On the basis of Kantian ideas, 
itit  has been argued that "liberal democracies" do not wage war on each other,8' 
Theyy wil l form a 'league of democratic nations' in international organisations, 
andd to some extent already do so in organisations such as the OECD, the EC 
andd the GATT.84 This view has been criticised as ignoring the tensions between 
democracyy and liberalism, and implicitly favouring the latter over the former. 

thee other hand, some 2 billion people - particularly in sub-Saharan Africa, the Middle East, and the 

formerr Soviet Union - live in countries that are being left behind. These countries have been unable 

too increase their integration with the world economy. On average, these economies have contracted and 

povertyy has risen. 
799 '[N]ature also unites nations which the concept of cosmopolitan right would not have protected from 

violencee and war, and does so by means of their mutual self-interest. For the spirit of commerce sooner or 

laterr takes hold of every people, and it cannot exist side by side with war.' Kant (1991) at 114. 
800 See the Preamble to the EC Treaty: 'Resolved by thus pooling their resources to preserve and strengthen 

peacee and liberty [...]', and the excerpt from the Schuman Declaration, supra note 17. 
811 See the 'About the WTO' introductory section at the WTO webpages, http://www.wto.org. 
822 Speech at the first plenary meeting by the President of Cuba, host of the 1947-48 Havana Conference on 

Tradee and Employment that was to prepare the International Trade Organisation. E/CONF.2/SR.1 at 1. 
8}}  When Francis Fukuyama (1992) proclaimed the "end of history", he argued that the victory of "liberal 

democracy""  marked the end of ideological clashes. Simplifying his thesis, he argued that this victory is 

drivenn by two main factors: the 'logic of modern natural science' that leads to the triumph of capitalism, 

andd man's desire for recognition, manifested in such feelings as self-respect and dignity. A "liberal 

democracy""  in Fukuyama's view is a societal order built on the logic of modern science and capitalism, 

andd able to satisfy the desire for recognition of all citizens. The international dimension of Fukuyama's 

thesiss is much less elaborated. 
844 Fukuyama (1992) at 276-284. Interestingly, in this view, even if the GATT does not require its members 

too be democratic, it does require them to have "liberal economies". Fukuyama, at 283, note 9. This point 

iss debatable, however, as the GATT accommodated a number of non-market economies as contracting 

parties. . 
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Moreover,, it has been added, liberal democracy has never been under so much 
strainn as it is today.85 

Thee word "liberal" takes on different meanings in discussions on "trade 
and...""  problems. First, the liberal view in international relations theory chal-
lengess the realist and positivist assumptions that states are the sole or predomi-
nantt actors on the international scene, focusing instead on individuals, interest 
groupss and companies. Secondly, when international trade lawyers speak of a 
"liberall  trade order", they refer to open markets enabling international trade 
flowss without undue discrimination on the grounds of the national origin of 
goodss and unnecessary trade obstacles. Thirdly, "liberal" may also denote the 
kindd of domestic system that states should be based on in order to successfully 
takee part in the international trade system. The latter meaning of "liberal" has 
ann economic as well as a political pendant. It is not only associated with a capital-
ist,, property-based economy, but frequently also with respect for human rights 
andd fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law. Proponents of a 
"liberal""  international trade system do not necessarily argue that all participating 
statess should be democratic, or even capitalist. The history of the GATT shows 
inn fact that its rules were quite apt to take in state-driven economies. And 
althoughh the WTO's expanded scope vis-d-vis the GATT makes it more difficult 
forr non-capitalist states to participate, this does not seem to be an impossibility.86 

Moreover,, the WTO does not lay down any demands for membership in terms of 
humann rights, democracy or the rule of law. It is debatable to what extent such 
valuess are enshrined in the WTO agreements.87 

Itt may be argued that through trade contacts, open economies gradually 
absorbb and adopt certain values relating to democracy and human rights. 
However,, in some countries that have shown impressive economic performance, 
littl ee or no improvement in terms of democracy and human rights has taken 
place.888 The view that trade spreads such essential assets of (Western) neoliberal 
societiess as democracy, the rule of law, individualism and human rights may 

855 Marks (1997). 
866 For instance the TRIPS Agreement requires a domestic system of intellectual property rights, which 

mayy be difficult to introduce in a non-market economy. Nevertheless, Myanmar and Cuba are just two 

obviouss examples of WTO Members that are largely based on non-market economies. 
877 It has accordingly been argued that the WTO should not attempt to 'micromanage world social policy' 

forr three reasons. First, it would not work between polities ranging from democracies to totalitarian 

dictatorships.. Second, many conflicts between trade and societal values are local in nature. Third, social 

policyy co-ordination and imposition does not create universal values. Nichols (1996a). For an opinion 

thatt the WTO does enshrine basic liberties and human rights, see various writings by Petersmann. 

Seee UN doc A/55/342, "Globalization and its impact on the full enjoyment of all human rights", 

preliminaryy report of the UN Secretary-General. 
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bee criticised from a cultural relativist perspective.89 Trade itself is sometimes 
presentedd as a human right, often linked to the right to property.90 The main 
sourcee of inspiration appears to be the German constitution. However, most of 
thee world's constitutions do not recognise a constitutional right to trade.91 

Consideringg the fact that trade and environment conflicts go beyond those 
whichh are merely legal, it comes as no surprise that they are also studied by other 
thann legal disciplines. Particularly influential in the study of international trade 
laww are international relations theory,9*  and economics.93 In international rela-
tions,, institutionalism has proved a viable alternative to the dichotomy between 
realismm (focusing on states as the primary and unitary actors in world affairs) 
andd liberalism (viewing other actors, such as individuals, business, and interest 
groupss as essential). Regime theory is increasingly applied to issues of public 
internationall  law, including WTO law. Such applications are usually categorised 
ass institutionalist.94 

Thee application of economic insights to legal issues is captured by the law 
andd economics movement.95 Public choice theory applies insights from the study 
off  private economic behaviour to collective action problems, including govern-
mentt action.96 Institutional economics focuses on the transaction costs involved 
inn obtaining information needed to take rational decisions. The relationship 
betweenn transaction costs and institutions is regarded as being critical to under-
standingg economic exchange and the existence of institutions. Transactions are 
sometimess left to the market, where they take place on the spot and spontane-
ously,, and sometimes institutionalised in a firm or in government regulation.97 

899 See e.g. Hungtington (1996) at 183-195: 'The central problem in the relations between the West and the 

restt is [...] the discordance between the West's - particularly America's - efforts to promote a universal 

Westernn culture and its declining ability to do so. [...] Double standards in practice are the unavoidable 

pricee of universal standards of principle. [...] If democracy comes to additional Asian countries it wil l 

comee because the increasingly strong Asian bourgeoisies and middle classes want it to come'. 
9 00 See various writings of Petersmann. 
911 As noted by Kuijper (1997). 
9 ii See e.g. Slaughter (1995) and Abbott (1989). 
955 See e.g. Bhagwati and Hudec (eds.) (1996) and Bhandari and Sykes (eds.) (1997). 
944 See Nichols (1996b) and (1998), arguing that the notion of institutionalism encompasses more than just 

thann regime theory, providing an overview of institutionalist approaches, and proposing historical and 

sociologicall  institutionalism as alternative ways of looking at the WTO. 
955 For ann overview of this discipline, see Bouckaert and De Geest (ed.) (2000). 
966 See e.g. Stephan (1995). 
977 The leading work on the theory of the firm is Coase (1988), incorporating Coase's papers 'The Theory of 

thee Firm' and 'The Problem of Social Cost'. For a criticism of the way the 'law and economics' movement 

hass subsequently modified the Coase theorem, see Fletcher {1999). 
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"New""  institutional economics enables comparative institutional analysis by 
providingg for the analysis of different institutions and organisations at the 
samee time.08 Examples of these approaches which are relevant to the topic of 
thiss study include a comparative institutional analysis of the various 'trade-off 
devices'' applied in 'trade and...' conflicts before international and federal dispute 
resolutionn bodies." The same author has taken a first step in building on new 
institutionall  economics to develop a theory on international economic organisa-
tions.1000 The theory builds on previous works in institutional economics that 
focusedd on transaction costs to compare the market with the firm, and the 
markett with government regulation. It seeks to apply a transaction costs analysis 
too assess international regulation as compared to business firms and national 
regulation.1011 Finally, the issue of non-tariff barriers in international trade 
andd the concepts of "regulatory competition" and "regulatory harmonisation" 
betweenn states have attracted economists and lawyers alike.102 

1.44 Aim, Structure and Scope of the Research 

1.4.11 Aims and Structure of this Work 

Thee aim of this work is to review the way "negative integration" 
clausess as well as "environmental justifications" operate in the EC and the 
WTO,, and how they limi t the environmental policy choices of the members 
off  these organisations. As accounted earlier in this introductory Chapter, trade 
andd environment conflicts are increasingly coming to the fore in both the EC 
andd WTO. With a thorough study of the commitments in this respect in both 
organisationss it is hoped to provide some clarity in a heated yet often poorly 
informedd debate. In addition to raising academic interest, this work also hopes 
too provide information for national and European policy-makers on the pos-
sibilitiess and problems of conducting environmental policies in the light of 
tradee liberalisation commitments. In addition, the author hopes to provide some 
insightt into the important question as to whether the rules on trade and environ-

99 An important work of institutional economics, written in the context of the US federal system, is 

Komesarr (1994). It has inspired Poiares Maduro (1998a), an interesting study of the role of the European 

Courtt of Justice in EC law on the free movement of goods. 
999 Trachtman (1998). 
IOOTrachtmann (1996a), building on Coase (1988) and Komesar (1994). 
1011 A first attempt has also been made to apply this theoretical framework to actual international economic 

organisations,, particularly the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), by Kiriyama (1998). 

'OÏÏ See e.g. Sykes (1999a and 1999b) and (1995), Pelkmans (1997); Trebilcock and Howse (1998); and the 

speciall  issue (2000-2) of JIEL devoted to "Regulatory Competition". 
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mentt in the EC and the WTO enable adjudicators to strike a reasonable balance 
betweenn conflicting interests. 

Whyy compare trade and environment in the EC and the WTO? The differenc-
ess between these organisations as described above are clear. However, there are 
severall  reasons for a comparison. First and foremost, the nature of the provisions 
studied,, as well as the kind of disputes in which they have been invoked, are 
similarr to an important extent. The basic question that can be asked in both 
thee EC and the WTO is what room their rules leave to their members to pursue 
environmentall  policies by measures affecting trade. Moreover, the provisions of 
thee EC Treaty studied in this work have largely been modelled on the relevant 
GATTT provisions. Secondly, the EC and WTO do not live in separate worlds. 
Onn the one hand, the EC is a regional agreement which is supposed to be in 
conformityy with the basic principles of the multilateral trading system. The 
EC'ss own policies, inter alia in the environmental field, must comply with WTO 
commitments.. On the other hand, the WTO is a young organisation whose reach 
intoo the domestic legal and policy arenas of its Members goes well beyond that of 
itss predecessor, the GATT. It is only natural, then, for the WTO to look at experi-
encess in other trade liberalisation contexts when it is increasingly confronted 
withh trade-environment conflicts. Among the sources of inspiration, the EC 
withh its well-developed case-law is a prime candidate. This is not to suggest, 
however,, that the WTO can only learn from the EC. Conversely, as already stated, 
thee EC is bound to comply with WTO law, and the WTO may be expected to 
increasinglyy affect developments in the EC.'°3 

Approachess based on legal theory in general, conventional treaty interpreta-
tionn or the specifics of European integration wil l not suffice in bringing to the 
foree the similarities and differences of the two organisations under examination. 
Theree are no ready-made theories on comparing regional economic integration 
withh the youthful World Trade Organisation.104 Accordingly, the approach of this 
studyy is modest; it does not attempt to design an overall theoretical framework. 
Itss point of departure is the interpretation of a number of rules in the EC 
Treatyy and the WTO Agreements. The approach is largely based on case-law 
andd academic literature. Occasional references are made to the different struc-
turess and institutional contexts in which the studied rules function. Perceived 
similaritiess between EC and WTO law have prompted some to speak of "conver-
gence",, while others have even advocated taking the EC as a "model" for further 
developmentss in the WTO.105 As a scholarly observer, the tendency to look for 
similaritiess and generalities between two sets of rules comes almost naturally. 

1033 Cf. De Burca and Scott (2001); Eeckhout (1997). 
1044 To the present author's knowledge, the only tentative start towards a comprehensive theoretical frame-

workk encompassing both the EC and the WTO is found in Trachtman (1996a). 
1055 See Weiler (1999), Trachtman (1996b), and Prodi (2000), further discussed in Chapter 9. 
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Att the same time, the intention in this work is to consider both similarities and 
differencess as neutral, in the sense that there is noo presumption that similarities 
orr convergence are desirable, or that differences or divergence are unwanted. 

Merelyy concentrating on environmental justifications in the EC and the 
WTOO is of littl e use without a thorough preliminary study of their basic prohibi-
tions.. Before contemplating justifications, the question as to whether a measure 
possiblyy infringes a prohibition should be addressed. The structure of this work 
iss as follows. After this introductory part, the evolution of EC law in the field of 
studyy wil l be analysed in part two (Chapters 2 and 3). The analysis will revolve 
aroundd the interpretation of the basic prohibition in Article 28 EC, including 
thee central notion of'measures of equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions', 
andd the exclusion of "selling arrangements" from that basic prohibition as 
developedd in the case-law. Next, the focus turns to the exceptions laid down in 
thee EC Treaty (Article 30), and the justifications for "mandatory requirements" 
ass accepted in the case-law of the ECJ. Finally, the conditions attached to the 
applicationn of these justifications are discussed. In Chapter 3, an analysis of 
aa number of recurring themes is made, i.e., basic disciplines and typologies, 
justificationss and conditions, the role of discrimination, and the issue of produc-
tionn and processing methods (PPMs). Part three (Chapters 4 and 5) analyses 
thee evolution of GATT/WTO rules and their interpretation. Here, there are not 
justt two pivotal provisions as in the EC, but various rules applicable to the 
regulatoryy measures of Members and their justifications in the GATT, TBT and 
SPSS Agreements. For these Agreements, the relevant obligations, exceptions and 
conditionss for those exceptions to apply are discussed, as well as the relation-
shipss between them. Again, a second part addresses essentially the same recur-
ringg themes as in the EC Part. In the fourth part (Chapters 6 to 10), Chapter 

66 takes a comparative approach as regards the operation of the "negative integra-
tion""  clauses and environmental justifications in the EC and the WTO. Chapter 
77 addresses two issues in whose respect it is more difficult to compare the 
ECC and WTO, i.e., international harmonisation and trade-restrictive measures 
basedd on production and processing methods and with extraterritorial protection 
goals.. Chapter 8 addresses a somewhat separate question, which the author 
nonethelesss thinks is worth consideration: the legal status of the application by 
ECC Member States of trade-restrictive environmental measures to products from 
thirdd countries that are WTO members. The study ends with a discussion of 
whetherr the EC could be regarded as a "model" for the WTO in Chapter 9, and 
concludingg remarks in Chapter 10. 
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1.4.22 Research Limitations and Working Definitions 

Onee of the most difficult aspects of a research topic is its proper 
delimitation.. The focus in this study on 'unilateral regulatory environmental 
andd health measures that restrict trade in goods' needs some further explana-
tion. . 

(a)) "Measures" 

Thiss work focuses on the prohibitions aimed at ensuring trade 
liberalisationn commitments, and what are provisionally called "environmental 
justifications""  in the EC Treaty and WTO Agreements, and how they legally 
affectt domestic policy.106 Manifestations of domestic policy-making in the envi-
ronmentall  sphere are manifold, and no attempt is made to categorise them. 
Often,, the word "measure" is used to refer to such manifestations of domestic 
policy.. Especially in the WTO, the use of the word "measure" sometimes causes 
confusion.. For the sake of clarity, a "measure" is here defined as the application 
too imported (or exported) products of domestic laws, regulations, requirements, 
administrativee practices, etc., that trigger the application of EC or WTO disci-
plines. . 

Thee extension of the prohibitions and justifications in the EC and the WTO 
too that which falls within the competence of domestic policy wil l obviously 
dependd on their wording and scope. Generally speaking, a domestic measure's 
allegedd discriminatory, protectionist, or otherwise hindering effect on interna-
tionall  trade, will trigger the application of the prohibitions in the EC Treaty or 
WTOO Agreements. The trigger thus lies in a measure's (potential) application 
too foreign products. In some cases, the measure will not be covered by these 
disciplines.. In other cases, it wil l be covered by these disciplines and wil l need 
too be justified. Then, the claimed environmental purpose of the measure will 
comee into play. 

(b)) Trade Obstacles and Discrimination; "Lif e and Health" 
andd "Environment" 

Thee relevant provision of the EC Treaty prohibits quantitative 
restrictionss and measures having equivalent effect thereto. The GATT in one 
provisionn prohibits quantitative restrictions, and in another it prohibits discrimi-
nation,, or to be more precise, it prohibits internal regulations from giving 
lesss favourable treatment to imported products in comparison with their domes-

Henceforth,, the term "domestic" should be understood to refer to policies of the Member States of the 

ECC as well as policies of WTO Members, including the EC itself. 
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ticc counterparts. This is called the National Treatment principle. The TBT 
Agreementt provides specific rules for technical regulations and the SPS Agree-
mentt for sanitary and phytosanitary measures. There is another important non-
discriminationn provision in the GATT, which does not consider discrimination 
off  imported products vis-d-vis domestic products, but rather discrimination of 
productss imported from country A vis-a-vis products imported from country B. 
Despitee its great importance to the WTO system, this principle of Most-Favoured 
Nationn treatment is not addressed in this work. There are two reasons for this. 
Firstt of all, there is no explicit mention of the Most-Favoured Nation principle 
inn the EC Treaty, although it is implicit.107 Secondly, up to now, all trade and 
environmentt conflicts in the GATT and the WTO have focused on the prohibi-
tionn of quantitative restrictions and the National Treatment obligation, rather 
thann on Most-Favoured Nation treatment. 

Bothh the GATT and EC Treaty provide an exception to their trade liberalisa-
tionn disciplines for the protection of human, animal or plant life and health. 
Thee GATT in addition contains an exception for the conservation of exhaustible 
naturall  resources. "Environmental protection" as such is not found in either 
thee EC Treaty exceptions to the free movement of goods, or in the GATT. 
However,, the European Court of Justice has accepted "environmental protection" 
ass a "mandatory requirement" that may in principle justify trade-restricting 
measures.. And in the WTO, "environmental protection" is explicitly mentioned 
inn a number of Agreements, notably the TBT. These differences lead to the 
questionn whether "lif e and health", "conservation" and "environmental protec-
tion""  are different objectives, or whether they overlap, and if so, to what extent. 
Moreover,, these concepts do not necessarily have to receive the same interpreta-
tionn in the WTO and the EC. 

Thee notion of environmental protection at first sight appears to be less 
clearr than the protection of the lif e and health of humans, animals and plants, or 
thee conservation of exhaustible natural resources. A wide interpretation of envi-
ronmentall  protection could include both life and health protection and resource 
conservation.. A stricter interpretation of environmental protection, however, 
wouldd exclude at least lif e and health protection, and thus only cover those envi-
ronmentall  objectives not directly concerned with life or health. Although much 
narrowerr than the wide interpretation, such a strict concept of environmental 
protectionn would not be devoid of meaning. Examples would include noise pollu-
tion,, "horizon pollution", and non-dangerous waste. As to resource conservation, 

'°77 EC Member States are supposed to treat all products in the internal market equally, in whichever 

Memberr State they originate. They are supposed to do the same for all products originating from 

thirdd countries, once the products are put into free circulation. Article XXIV GATT provides room for 

preferentiall  treatment of products from within a customs union vis-i-vis products from third countries. 

Seee Chapter 8. 
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inn the WTO, this concept has received a wide interpretation as including the 
protectionn of living species, even if that might have been expected to have 
beenn covered by life and health protection. In the EC, resource conservation 
iss not separately mentioned. It could be covered by environmental protection 
andd by life and health protection. In this work, "environmental protection" 
ass a general term is loosely used in the broadest sense, including life and 
healthh protection, environmental objectives not directly related to life and health, 
resourcee conservation, and the protection of "global commons" such as the 
ozonee layer, the atmosphere, and biological diversity. However, when specific 
treatyy provisions and judgments are discussed below, "environmental protec-
tion""  usually has a narrower scope, not covering "lif e and health" protection.108 

(c)) Trade in Goods; Non-fiscal Measures; Focus on Imports 

Theree are three important limitations to the kind of rules under 
scrutinyy in this work. First of all, this study addresses trade in goods, not 
services.1099 The author is aware of the increasing role of services in both global 
andd European trade. Trade in services has been covered by the EC Treaty from its 
entryy into force, along with goods and the other free movement subjects (capital 
andd persons, in the form of freedom of movement for workers and freedom of 
establishment).. Not covered by the 1947 GATT, trade in services is now covered 
byy WTO disciplines in the GATS, although in a less far-reaching manner than 
goods.1100 Despite the growing importance of trade in services and its increasing 
coveragee by WTO disciplines, however, there are good reasons to concentrate 
thee analysis on goods. First, the interface between environmental regulation and 
tradee in goods has a longer and richer history than the interface with trade 
inn services (or other EC freedoms). Experiences in the environment-goods inter-
facee will most probably have an influence on developments regarding services 
ass well. Secondly, domestic environmental policies interfere more easily with 
discipliness on trade in goods than with disciplines on trade services. Thirdly, 
constraintss of space and time urge a limitation of the scope of the analysis. 

Thee second limitation lies in this work's focus on non-fiscal environmental 
policies.. Domestic measures interfering with trade can roughly be divided into 
fiscalfiscal and non-fiscal measures. Fiscal measures include duties or charges levied 
onn imported products only (border measures) such as tariff duties and other 
charges,, and duties levied on imported products to offset dumping or subsidies. 
Theyy also include internal taxation levied on products, which may be imported. 

Seee further Section 6.2. 
1099 Although occasional reference is made to trade in services: see Section 5.3.3. 
1100 In the GATS, some of the most important disciplines, such as National Treatment, are not generally 

applicablee as in the GATT, and are only binding upon the regulations of WTO Members with respect to 

thosee services regarding which they have made specific commitments. 
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Exampless are excise duties and value-added taxes (VAT). Fiscal measures are 
disciplinedd by separate provisions in both the EC and WTO contexts. This 
workk does not purport to address those disciplines exhaustively, although occa-
sionall  reference is made to them.111 Non-fiscal measures, on the other hand, 
comprisee quantitative restrictions and other limitations to or prohibitions on 
importss or exports (border measures) as well as the application of any internal 
regulatoryy manifestation of policy (laws, regulations, administrative practices, 
etc.)) to imported or exported products. This wide range of non-fiscal "internal 
measures""  includes product requirements, labelling requirements, restrictions 
onn the transportation, distribution, selling and advertising of products, and so 
on.. When applied to imports, all such measures may in principle trigger the 
applicationn of EC and WTO rules. 

Finally,, although occasional reference is made to exports, the focus of the 
studyy is on rules that address measures applied to imported goods. Although 
domesticc environmental measures may well interfere with export flows, the bulk 
off  the attention in both case-law and literature has been on effects on imports. 
Thiss is no great surprise, as much of the discussion on the compatibility of 
domesticc measures with international disciplines is influenced by the dilemma 
betweenn allowing the pursuance of legitimate objectives and precluding such 
objectivess from being abused for undesirable protectionist purposes. Obviously, 
protectionistt voices wil l generally advocate restricting imports rather than 
exports. . 

(d)) States and the EC as Actors 

Inn the EC, there are currently 15 Member States, while accession 
iss being negotiated with 12 states in Central and Eastern Europe, as well as 
withh Turkey.112 In the WTO, there are over 140 Members."3 The large majority 
off  WTO Members are states, among which are the EC Member States, but 
theree are also non-state WTO Members. According to the WTO Agreement, 
thee Contracting parties to the GATT and the European Communities became 
originall  Members of the WTO.114 Thus, the EC itself has become a Member of 

1111 See Section 3.4.5. 
1122 Accession negotiations are currently taking place between the EC and Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland, 

thee Czech Republic, Hungary, Slovenia, Cyprus, Malta, and the Slovak Republic, whose accession is 

expectedd by some as early as 2004, and with Bulgaria, Romania, and Turkey, which wil l need more 

time. . 
1133 In late 2001, China became the 143th WTO Member, and negotiations with inter alia Russia are being 

held. . 
1144 Article XI: i WTO Agreement. Moreover, any 'separate customs territory possessing full autonomy in the 

conductt of its external commercial relations and in the other matters provided for in this Agreement and 

thee Multilateral Trade Agreements' may accede to the WTO. Article XII: i WTO Agreement. 
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thee WTO and is therefore bound by the WTO rules just as its Member States are. 
Thee emphasis in this work on states and the European Community as actors 
iss by no means self-evident. Non-state actors, such as private individuals, busi-
nesss enterprises, and non-governmental organisations, play an important role in 
thee EC legal order and an increasingly important one in the international legal 
order(s).. However, for a comparison between the EC and WTO, the basis chosen 
aree these organisations' rules concerning the limitations posed by trade liberali-
sationn commitments to their members' regulatory behaviour for environmental 
reasons,, and the interpretations of these rules in dispute settlement procedures. 
AA focus on states (and the EC as a WTO Member) as main actors then seems 
appropriate.. This is of course not to say that other actors are irrelevant, or that 
statee action is not viewed as a series of outcomes of internal interest clashes. Yet 
layingg the emphasis on, for example, the role of individuals and national courts 
ass actors in the development of the free movement of goods in the EC legal order 
providess a difficult basis for a comparison with an organisation like the WTO, 
whichh does not impose the direct applicability of its rules in national courts, in 
whosee dispute settlement body citizens have no standing, and to which national 
courtss cannot refer questions on the interpretation of WTO rules. 

(e)) PPMs; Harmonisation and Unilateral Action 

Measuress affecting trade flows are often enacted because of 
worriess concerning global or transboundary environmental problems."5 They 
posee particular problems to the EC and WTO rules when they are framed 
inn terms of production or processing methods (PPMs). In contrast to product 
characteristics,, such PPM-based policies do not just impose requirements as to 
productss as they are traded, but seek to prescribe how their production should 
takee place in the exporting country. In the remainder of this work, PPMs and 
relatedd problems are discussed in separate Sections both in the EC and WTO 
contexts. . 

Anotherr issue that is addressed with regard to both EC and WTO rules is 
internationall  harmonisation or standard-setting as a way of tackling regulatory 
differencess that may disturb trade. The main focus of this work is on how the 
relevantt rules relate to unilateral measures of members of the WTO and the 
EC.. However, in the EC, the room for unilateral action is disciplined not only 
byy the provisions of "primary EC law" on the free movement of goods, but 
alsoo by relevant "secondary EC law", i.e. Community legislation in the field of 
environmentall  or health standards. Such legislation represents a multilateral 
solutionn to striking a balance between the demands of market integration and 

Thee Dutch legislative proposal on mandatory wood labelling referred to above provides an example of 

suchh a measure. 
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safeguardingg legitimate non-economic interests. Often, though, the balance 
struckk is not uniform and all-encompassing. The standards agreed upon at the 
Communityy level in many cases only establish a minimum level of protection, 
leavingg individual Member States with room to go beyond that level. Although 
thiss study discusses secondary Community legislation, it does not elaborate on 
itss intricacies. Secondary Community legislation in some cases renders recourse 
too the primary EC Treaty rules impossible. In assessing national policies going 
beyondd Community standards, the primary Community rules on the free move-
mentt of goods often come into play. Thus, the primary EC Treaty provisions 
thatt are the main focus of this study cannot be considered in isolation from 
secondaryy EC law. 

Inn the WTO, as argued above, there is no legislative capacity to set standards 
inn fields such as health or environmental protection. Here too, the focus of the 
WTOO provisions studied is on disciplining the unilateral domestic policies of 
members.. However, that is not to say that at the global level, no multilateral 
actionn is taken to address environmental and health problems. First, environ-
mentall  and health standards may be agreed upon multilaterally in international 
bodiess and organisations, such as the International Standardisation Organisa-
tionn and the Codex Alimentarius. The SPS and TBT Agreements refer to such 
multilaterall  standards, and provide more lenient disciplines to national mea-
suress that are in conformity with relevant standards than to measures that 
deviatee from them. Secondly, numerous so-called multilateral environmental 
agreementss (ME As) address environmental and health issues. These ME As 
sometimess directly affect trade relations by containing provisions regulating 
tradee in the products or species concerned."6 Even without explicitly regulating 
trade,, they may present issues of compatibility with WTO provisions."7 The 
WTOO Agreements do not explicitly refer to any specific ME A."8 This study does 
nott focus on the relationship between WTO rules and international standards 
andd MEAs. The provisions of the SPS and TBT Agreements as they relate to 
internationall  standards are discussed, and at various occasions, reference is 

1166 The most important examples are the Basel Convention on Dangerous Waste, the Convention on 

Internationall  Trade in Endangered Species, and the Montreal Protocol on Substances containing CFCs. 
1177 For example, the Kyoto Protocol provides for emissions trading as one of the mechanisms to achieve 

reductionss of greenhouse gas emissions in order to curb global warming. Emissions trading rules 

stilll  need to be elaborated, but their compatibility with WTO rules has already been discussed. See 

Werksmann (1999). 
1188 With the exception of the SPS Agreement, which in Article 3.4 refers to standards developed in organisa-

tionss operating under the framework of the International Plant Protection Convention. The absence 

off  further references to MEAs in the WTO may be contrasted with the NAFTA, which in Article 104 

explicitlyy provides that in case of conflict, the provisions of a number of MEAs shall have priority over 

thosee of the NAFTA. 
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madee to the relevance of MEAs to the interpretation of WTO rules.11? This is a 
logicall  consequence of the fact that the WTO rules are not self-contained, but are 
partt of general public international law.120 Nevertheless, the main focus of the 
analysiss is on situations where a WTO member takes a measure in the absence 
off  relevant international standards. 

1199 See especially Sections 4.6, 5.4.3, 5.4.5, and 7.1. 
1200 As recognised and emphasised by the Appellate Body in various dispute settlement reports, e.g. 

LTS-- Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle. 
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2.11 Prohibitio n of Impor t Restrictions and Measures Having 
Equivalentt  Effect 

2.1.11 Article 28 EC 

Thee wording of Article 28 of the EC Treaty is short and simple:1 

QuantitativeQuantitative restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent effect 
shallshall he prohibited between Member States. 

Thee importance of Article 28 in the pursuit of a Community-wide integrated 
markett can hardly be overstated. Its use in the removal of intra-Community 
tradee barriers is attributablee to the wide interpretation that has been given to 
thee words 'measures having equivalent effect', rather than to the prohibition of 
quantitativee restrictions as such. Quantitative restrictions are so clearly incom-
patiblee with the very notion of a common market that it has not often been 
necessaryy to have recourse to Article 28 to remove them. Most quantitative 
restrictionss between Member States had in fact already been removed under the 
auspicess of the Organisation for European Economic Co-operation (OEEC, the 
precursorr of the OECD) during the 1950s.2 On the contrary, the interpretation 
of'measuress having equivalent effect' has enabled the European Court of Justice 
too tackle many national regulations having an effect on Community trade, 
evenn if they were not specifically aimed at limiting imports. The Court's case-
laww reflects a continuing search for the appropriate ambit of the prohibition 
inn Article 28. Some questions regarding this search are the following: Should 
Articlee 28 merely prohibit discriminatory and protectionist measures? Or should 
itt rather preclude any unjustified obstacle to intra-Community trade? Should 
somee types of national measures receive different treatment than others? The 
searchh for the scope of Article 28 is discussed in general terms, but it has 
repercussionss for national measures aimed at protecting health or the environ-
ment. . 

2.1.22 Place in the EC Treaty 

Inn the original 1957 Rome Treaty Establishing the European 
Economicc Community, Article 3 mentioned among the "activities" of the Com-

11 Hereinafter, references to EC Treaty provisions appear with the suffix "EC" only when they are first 

introduced. . 
22 Weatherill and Beaumont (1995) at 429. For an account of the liberalisation of quantitative restrictions 

underr the OEEC Liberalisation Code, see Hieronymi (1973), Chapter V; Veil (1965), Drittes Kapitel. On 

thee origins of the OEEC, see http://www.oecd.org/about/origins/conf-oeec.htm. 
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munityy the 'elimination, as between Member States, of customs duties and 
quantitativee restrictions on the import and export of goods, and of all other 
measuress having equivalent effect'.3 Also mentioned as an "activity" of the 
Communityy was the abolition as between Member States of obstacles to the 
freee movement of persons, services and capital.4 The latter was changed by the 
19922 Maastricht Treaty on European Union into a comprehensive reference to 
ann internal market characterised by the 'abolition, as between Member States, of 
obstacless to the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital'.' Article 
33 is located in Part One of the Treaty, entitled Principles. The Treaty provisions 
whichh this work is primarily concerned with, Articles 28-30, are placed in Chap-
terr Two, entitled 'Elimination of Quantitative Restrictions Between Member 
States',, belonging to Title One, entitled 'Free Movement of Goods', which in 
turnn forms part of what in the original EEC Treaty was called Part Two, the 
Foundationss of the Community. The 1992 Maastricht Treaty changed this into 
Partt Three, Community Policies. 

2.1.33 Context: Other Treaties 

Thee concept of 'measures having equivalent effect' to quantita-
tivee restrictions introduced in Article 28 was a novelty in international law. 
Whereass the notion of quantitative restrictions was found in earlier trade agree-
ments6,, the concept of 'measures having equivalent effect' neither appeared in 
thee 1947 GATT, nor in the legal texts of the 1948 OEEC.7 The specific wording 
'measuress having equivalent effect' to quantitative restrictions also does not 
figuree in the instruments establishing the other two European Communities, 
thee 1952 European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) Treaty and the 1957 
Euratomm Treaty.8 After the entry into force of the EC Treaty, the term did 
appearr in the Convention establishing the European Free Trade Association 
(EFTA)99 as well as in various trade agreements between the EC and third 

}}  Article 3(a) of the original EEC Treaty. The English version of this phrase only became official after the 

Unitedd Kingdom and Ireland had joined the Community in 1973. 
ii Article 3(c) of the original EEC Treaty. 
55 After the 1986 Single European Act had introduced the term "internal market" into thee EEC Treaty. On 

thiss concept, see Schrauwen (1997). 

Suchh as the 1927 Geneva Convention on Import and Export Prohibition and Restriction, Geneva, League 

off  Nations Publications, Economic and Financial, 1927. See Winham (1992) at 28. 
77 As noted by Béraud (1968) at 266-7; Graf (1972) at 59-60. 

Bothh Treaties lay down the prohibition of quantitative restrictions, but not of measures having equiva-

lentt effect. See Article 4 Treaty establishing the European Community for Coal and Steel; Article 93 

Euratomm Treaty. 
99 EFTA Treaty, http://secretariat.efta.int/efta/library/legal/stockhconv. Article 10.11: '"Quantitative 

restrictions""  means prohibitions or restrictions on imports from the territory of other Member States 
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countries10,, albeit sometimes with qualifications." The 1958 Benelux Economic 
Unionn Treaty", which was concluded shortly after the EC Treaty, instead used 
thee terms 'quantitative or qualitative restrictions'.13 

Althoughh the concept of'measure having equivalent effect' did not as such 
occurr in earlier and contemporary trade agreements, such agreements did 
employy language on the elimination of measures that hinder trade, rather than 
merelyy discriminatory or protectionist measures.14 As early as 1950, plans were 
putt forward in the OEEC Council for a single European market.15 In the same 
year,, the OEEC laid down a liberalisation code, which provided for the abolition 
off  quantitative restrictions, but not of measures of equivalent effect.'6 In 1961, 
thee OECD replaced the OEEC, and Canada and the United States became 
memberss of the new organisation. In the OECD Convention, members agreed 
too 'pursue their efforts to reduce or abolish obstacles to the exchange of goods 
andd services [...]V7 

whetherr made effective through quotas, import licences or other measures with equivalent effect, 

includingg administrative measures and requirements restricting import'. Note the similarity with GATT 

Articl ee XI, and the addition to its wording, probably inspired by the EC Treaty, of the term 'with 

equivalentt effect'. 
100 See e.g. Article n of the Treaty Establishing the European Economic Area, OJ L i (1994) at p. 3; Article 13 

Europee Agreement between the European Communities and Hungary, OJ L 347 (1993) at p. 2. 

""  Treaty establishing an Association between the European Economic Community and Turkey, Of 217 

(1964)) 3687, Article 10.2: 'L'union douanière comporte : - 1'interdiction entre les Etats membres de la 

Communautéé et la Turquie, a 1'importation comme a 1'exportation, des droits de douane et taxes d'effet 

équivalentt et des restrictions quantitatives, ainsi que de toute autre mesure d'effet équivalent visant a 

assurerr a la production nationale une protection contraire aux objectifs de 1'accord [...]'. (no authentic 

Englishh version available). 
122 This Treaty established an economic union comprising the free movement of goods, persons, capital and 

services.. See Benelux Economic Union Treaty, Brussels, Benelux Secretariat, 1958, Article 1. 
I }}  Benelux Economic Union Treaty, Article 3: 'La circulation des marchandises [...] est [...] exempte de 

toutess prohibitions ou entraves d'ordre économique ou financier, notamment de restrictions quantita-

tives,, qualitatives ou de change' (no authentic English version available). 

' 44 Article 4 of the Convention for European Economic Co-operation, reproduced in OECD (1996), provided 

thatt 'Contracting Parties wil l develop, in mutual co-operation, the maximum possible interchange of 

goodss and services. To this end they [...] wil l co-operate in relaxing restrictions on trade and payment 

betweenn one and another, with the object of abolishing as soon as possible those restrictions which at 

presentt hamper such trade and payments.' Emphasis added. 
155 Plans by Stikker and amendments by Petsche and Pella, see http://www.oecd.0rg//about/origins/ 

oeec.htm. . 
166 See Veil (1965) at 99; Graf (1972) at 59. 
177 i960 Convention on the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, text available at 

http://www.oecd.org/about/origins/convention/conventn.htm.. Emphasis added. 
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Thee EC Treaty was inspired by the GATT rules. When the GATT was 
designedd in 1946-47, it was foreseen that regional integration agreements, such 
ass free trade areas and customs unions, would want to liberalise their internal 
tradee more drastically than the trade between its constituent members and other 
GATTT contracting parties. GATT Article XXIV therefore provides an exemption 
fromm GATT obligations (notably the Most-Favoured Nation requirement) for 
customss unions and free trade areas. In order to qualify for this exemption, such 
areass of further integration needed to meet certain conditions. These require 
interinter alia that 'duties and other restrictive regulations of commerce' should be 
eliminatedd with respect to 'substantially all the trade' between the members.18 

Thee customs union in the EC Treaty was designed to meet these GATT require-
ments. . 

Ass discussed in Chapter 4, Article XI of the GATT prohibits 'prohibitions or 
restrictionss other than duties, taxes, or other charges, whether made effective 
throughh quotas, import or export licences or other measures'. In the GATT, the 
wordss "other measures" have not received a similarly wide scope as 'measures 
havingg equivalent effect' in the EC Treaty. Although a further analysis follows in 
Chapterr 4, it may be noted at this point that Article XI GATT is not needed to 
challengee national regulatory measures having the effect of restricting imports, 
sincee the GATT makes a distinction between "border" and "internal" trade 
restrictingg measures, and contains a separate provision addressing the latter. 
Simplyy put, the GATT forbids import and export prohibitions or restrictions, and 
discipliness internal regulatory measures through a non-discrimination require-
ment.. The GATT provides essentially the same framework for fiscal barriers 
suchh as duties, charges and taxes, distinguishing between border and internal 
charges.. Interestingly, whereas the designers of the EC Treaty followed the 
GATTT framework by laying down two separate provisions for fiscal trade barriers 
andd internal taxes, the same was not done as regards regulatory barriers. No 
distinctionn was made in the EC Treaty between border and internal regulatory 
measures;; they were covered by one and the same provision, Article 28. The 
extentt to which internal regulatory measures were within the scope of this 
provisionn thus depended upon the interpretation of the notion of'measures 
havingg equivalent effect'. 

2.1.44 History of Article 28 EC 

Consideringg its absence in previous and contemporary trade 
treaties,, one wonders where the term 'measures having equivalent effect' comes 
from,from, and how and when it was introduced. In December of 1952, the Dutch 
governmentt sent a Memorandum on the task and competencies of a European 

Articlee XXIV : 8 (a) (i) GATT. Emphasis added. Article XXIV GATT is further discussed in Chapter 8. 
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customss union to the members of the ECSC. This memorandum spoke, in 
additionn to a tariff community of'autres obstacles dans le commerce'.19 The 
memorandumm with the attached proposals for treaty provisions became known 
ass the Beyen plan. These documents discuss the abolition of quantitative restric-
tionss between member states, but do not mention 'measures of equivalent 
effect'.200 The same is true for the economic part of the 1953 Report to the Foreign 
Ministerss from the intergovernmental conference for a European Political Com-
munity.2'' The Commission for a European Political Community, however, in 
thee economic part of its report to the Foreign Ministers, proposed the following 
formulaa as part of the definition of the common market: 

Danss le marché commun realise: 
1.1. les marchandises pourront circuler librement sur le territoire de la Commun-

auté,auté, les restrictions quantitatives, les droits de douane ainsi que les autres mesures 
ett pratiques ayant le même effect, [...J ayant été abolis; " 

Inn May of 1955, the Benelux countries proposed general economic integration 
inn a Memorandum which spoke of 'la suppression progressive des obstacles aux 
échanges'.233 In June of the same year, the Messina Resolution established an 
Intergovernmentall  Committee ("Comité Directeur") presided over by Spaak to 
studyy aspects of the proposed economic integration plans, one of which was on 
thee establishment of a common market. The Spaak Report, issued in April of 
1956,, elaborated the requirements for the establishment of a common market. 
Itss chapter on quotas, however, did not mention measures of equivalent effect or 
anythingg similar.24 The Spaak Report was endorsed in May of 1956, and a second 
Spaakk Committee was established to prepare the Treaties establishing the Euro-
peann Economic Community and the European Atomic Energy Community. A 
documentt from June-July of 1956 of the sub-group on the common market 
mentionedd among the Community's activities in Article 3 sub (a) of the draft 

199 Memorandum of n December 1952, point 2.b. Translated into English as 'other obstacles hampering 

trade',, in Harryvan and Van der Harst {1997) at 74. 
200 See also the letter by Beyen of 14 February 1953 and the Memorandum from the Dutch government of 5 

Mayy 1953, reproduced in Jaarboek Buitenlandse Zaken 1952-53. 
211 Report to the Foreign Ministers from the intergovernmental conference for a European Political 

Community,, Rome, 22 September to 9 October 1953. 
222 Commission for a European Political Community, Report to the Foreign Ministers, Title VII , 'formules 

dee synthese et textes alternatives', Formule no. 3, 'definition du marché commun'. Text proposed by the 

German,, Belgian, Italian, Luxembourg and Dutch delegations in March 1954. Emphasis added. 
233 Memorandum by the Benelux countries. Doc.MAE 10/55, as quoted in Neri and Sperl (1960). 
244 'Rapport des chefs de delegation aux ministres des affaires étrangères', also known as the Spaak Report, 

211 April 1956, Title I, Chapter 2. 
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Treatyy the elimination of, inter alia, price and sales regulations having equivalent 
effectt to quantitative restrictions.25 Later in the same year, Italian proposals 
introducedd the term 'measures having equivalent effect' into the provision that 
iss now Article 28 EC.26 These proposals were approved by the group on the 
commonn market in March of 1957, the same month in which the Treaties were 
signedd in Rome.27 

(a)) Early Doctrinal Debate 

Beforee the ECJ had first delivered a decision on this aspect 
inn 1974, considerable uncertainty existed as to the scope of the concept of 
'measuress having equivalent effect'. This uncertainty appears from a number of 
discussionss of the concept in early doctrine.28 Roughly, three approaches have 
beenn identified in this debate. Some advocated a narrow interpretation of the 
conceptt of 'measures having equivalent effect' as only covering discriminatory 
measures.299 Of course, the scope of this interpretation still varies according 
too one's view of what actually constitutes "discrimination". Others insisted on 
aa broader view, bringing within the concept even measures that were equally 
applicablee to imported and domestic products, and insisting that in principle 
alll  measures having as their effect a restriction of intra-Community trade are 
covered.'00 All sorts of intermediary positions emerged, inter alia among Com-
missionn officials, to the effect that Article 28 covers some measures that are 
equallyy applicable, e.g. when they preclude imports or make them more difficult 
thann the disposal of domestic products, and their restrictive effect is unneces-
saryy or disproportionate.31 

255 'L'élimination progressive des droits de douane et des restrictions quantitatives a 1'entree ou a la sortie 

dess produits, et des taxes, fixations de tarifs ou réglementations d'achat et de vente comportant un 

efTett équivalent a ces droits ou restrictions'. Groupe du Marché Commun, file I, archives of the Dutch 

Ministryy of Foreign Affairs, the Hague. 
266 Documents MAE 504^56)8 and 545f/56js, files IV and V, archives of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs,, the Hague. 
1717 Document MAE 82}f/57mp, file VII, archives of the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Hague. 
288 In addition to the works cited supra in note 7, see e.g. VerLoren van Themaat (1967) and (1970); 

Dona-Viscardinii  (1973); Gormley(i985), 
299 See Seidl (1967) and Graf (1972). 

'°° The main proponents of this expansive view were VerLoren van Themaat (1967) and Waelbroeck (1970). 
311 See Béraud (1968}. 
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(b)) Questions from the European Parliament 

Thee Commission outlined its views on the scope of the concept 
of'measuress having equivalent effect' for the first time in 1967, in response to 
twoo questions in the European Parliament. In its answer to the first question, the 
Commissionn emphasised that it was the effect of a measure and not its nature 
orr contents that was decisive for being considered a measure having equivalent 
effectt or not.32 Although the emphasis on the effects of national measures makes 
perfectt sense, one may wonder how the contents of a measure can be non-
decisive,, as mostly it is the contents of the measure which are looked at when 
determiningg its (potential) trade-hindering effect." The Commission listed a 
numberr of national measures it had addressed during the previous years. It 
hadd dealt with both existing measures through its mandate in what was then 
Articlee 33(7) (now deleted)34, and new measures through its general mandate 
inn Articles 211 (ex 155) and 226 (ex 169) of the Treaty. In the first category, 
thee Commission mentioned among other measures the application to imports 
off  minimum prices. In the second category, the Commission reported having 
eliminatedd a national measure increasing the minimum amount of nitrogen 
requiredd in certain manure products to a higher level than the level required 
inn all other Member States. Whereas the domestic industry adapted to this 
requirementt in order to be able to continue to sell the larger part of its produc-
tionn domestically, such adaptation was not profitable for industries from other 
Memberr States which only sold a small part of their production in the Member 
Statee in question. Thus, the Commission said, measures indistinctly applicable to 
importedd and domestic products may also in certain cases constitute measures 
havingg an equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions.35 It appears that this is 
thee origin of the categorisation between indistinctly and distinctly applicable 
measuress that would subsequently lead to so much discussion. 

InIn a second question, the Commission was explicitly asked what concept and 
definitionn of'measures having equivalent effect' had been the basis for address-

111 JO 59 (1967) 901. Response to written question no. 118 posed in December 1966 by Mr. Deringer, JO 9 

(1967)) 122. Translation from the French original by the author. 
133 It has further been observed that the purpose of the measure might well have been added to the 

non-decisivee characteristics. Gormley (1985) at 10. 
144 Article 33(7) of the original EEC Treaty: 'Des directives de la Commission déterminent la procédure 

ett Ie rythme de suppression entre les Etats membres des mesures d'effet équivalant a des contingents, 

existantt a la date de 1'entrée en vigueur du présent traite.' The original Article 31 laid down the 

prohibitionn of introducing new quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent effect, while 

thee original Article 32 precluded Member States from making existing quantitative restrictions and 

measuress having equivalent effect more restrictive. Both provisions have been deleted. 
155 JO 59 (1967) 901 at 903. Translation and emphasis by the author. 
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ingg the variety of measures it had mentioned in its answer to the previous 
question.'66 In response, the Commission spoke of'certain common traits' in the 
exampless given in its previous answer, which at that point in time allowed the 
followingg measures to be ranged among measures having equivalent effect: 

'des'des dispositions legislatives, réglementaires et administratives ainsi que des prati-
quesques administratives, qui font obstacle a des importations ou a des exportations qui 
pourraientpourraient avoir lieu en leur absence, y compris celles qui rendent les importations 
ouou les exportations plus onéreuses ou plus difficiles au regard de l'écoulement de la 
productionproduction nationale sur Ie marché national. Il  est rappelé, toutefois, que les disposi-
tionstions indistinctement applicables aux importations et a la production nationale ne 
constituentconstituent pas, dans la plupart des cas, des mesures d'effèt équivalant aux restrictions 
quantitatives'Jquantitatives'J7 7 

Thee Commission added that new assessment factors could be added by experi-
ence,, and that it was ultimately up to the Court of Justice to decide on the 
matter. . 

2.1.55 Commission Directive 70/50 

Commissionn Directive 70/50 elaborated the views of the Com-
missionn and thus provides a further insight into the scope which the Commis-
sionn intended Article 28 to have at that time.'8 Although formally this Directive 
hass lost much of its relevance, it still has importance as the basis of the Com-
mission'ss view and as a source of inspiration for the Court." The Directive in 
itss preamble defined the word "measure" for the purposes of Article 28 et seq. 
ass 'laws, regulations, administrative provisions, administrative practices, and 
alll  instruments issuing from a public authority, including recommendations'. 
Furthermore,, the Directive distinguished between 

(a)) measures 'other than those applicable equally to domestic or imported 
products',, and 

(b)) measures 'governing the marketing of products which deal, in particu-
lar,, with shape, size, weight, composition, presentation, identification or 
puttingg up and which are equally applicable to domestic and imported 
products'. . 

366 JO 169 {1967) 11. Written question no. 64 by Mr. Deringer. 
377 JO 169 (1967) 11 at 12. 
388 Commission Directive 70/50 of 22 December 1969, OJ L13 (1970) 29. 
399 The Directive was based on the original Article 33(7) (now removed), which only had formal relevance 

duringg the transitional period. According to the original Article 7, that period ended in 1970. See Oliver 

(1996)) at 73. 
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Measuress in category (a) were covered by the Directive {and thus by Article 
28),, and hence were to be abolished where they 'hinder imports which could 
otherwisee take place, including measures which make importation more difficult 
orr costly than the disposal of domestic production'.40 In particular, the Directive 
coveredd 'measures which make imports or the disposal, at any marketing stage, 
off  imported products subject to a condition - other than a formality - which is 
requiredd in respect of imported products only, or a condition differing from that 
requiredd for domestic products and more difficult to satisfy'. Equally covered 
'inn particular' were 'measures which favour domestic products or grant them a 
preference,, other than an aid, to which conditions may or may not be attached'.41 

Thee Directive then listed nineteen examples of measures 'other than those 
applicablee equally'. 

Thee effects of Category (b) measures were considered as a general rule 
nott to be equivalent to those of quantitative restrictions, since such effects are 
'normallyy inherent in the disparities between rules applied by Member States in 
thiss respect'.41 Such measures, however, may have a restrictive effect on the free 
movementt of goods 'over and above that which is intrinsic to such rules'.43 The 
Commissionn deemed this to be the case where imports 

areare either precluded or made more difficult or costly than the disposal of domestic 
productionproduction and where such effect is not necessary for the attainment of an objective 
withinwithin the scope of the powers for the regulation of trade left to Member States by the 
Treaty;Treaty; [...] such is in particular the case where the said objective can be attained just 
asas effectively by other means which are less of a hindrance to trade; [...] such is also 
thethe case where the restrictive effect of these provisions on the free movement of goods is 
outout of proportion to their purpose.*4 

Thesee preambular considerations were reflected in Article 3 of the Directive. 
Thiss Article stipulated that the Directive also covered 

measuresmeasures governing the marketing of products which deal, in particular, with 
shape,shape, size, weight, composition, presentation, identification or putting up and which 
areare equally applicable to domestic and imported products, where the restrictive effect 

400 See Article i of the Directive: 'The purpose of this Directive is to abolish the measures referred to in 

Articless 2 and 3, which were operative at the date of entry into force of the EEC Treaty', and Article 2:1 

off  the Directive. Emphasis added. 
411 Article 2(2) of the Directive. 
433 Preamble to the Directive. 
433 Ibid. 
444 Ibid. 
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ofof such measures on the free movement of goods exceeds the effects intrinsic to trade 
rules.rules. This is the case, in particular, where: 
-- the restrictive effects on the free movement of goods are out of proportion to their 
purpose; purpose; 
 the same objective can be attained by other means which are less of a hindrance 
toto traded 

Thee main themes that would subsequently recur in the interpretation of Article 
288 and justifications for infringements thereof can be seen in the Directive. It 
containedd a typology of the "measures" covered by Article 28, as well as the 
seedss of the "means-end tests" of least-trade restrictiveness and proportionality 
thatt condition the justification of national measures. Moreover, the Directive 
repeatedd the distinction between "distinctly applicable" and "indistinctly applica-
ble""  measures, which had been introduced in the Commission's response to 
thee first parliamentary question discussed above. This distinction relates to the 
rolee played by the concept of discrimination in the scope of Article 28 and the 
justifications.. The following observations may be made with regard to the above 
citations. . 

Firstt of all, the reference to 'measures governing the marketing of products 
whichh deal, in particular, with shape, size, etc.' suggests that more measures 
governingg the marketing of products may be covered. Secondly, the question 
arisess which restrictive effects of equally applicable measures are "inherent" or 
"intrinsic""  and which are not. Thirdly, the words 'This is the case, in particular, 
etc.'' in Article 3 suggest that even equally applicable measures which are not 
outt of proportion and whose objective cannot be attained by less trade-restrictive 
meanss may still have a restrictive effect exceeding those effects intrinsic to trade 
rules.. Fourthly, are the two conditions in the last phrase of Article 3 cumulative 
orr alternative? The Preamble {'this is also the case etc.') suggests that they are 
alternatives,, implying that least-trade restrictiveness and proportionality were 
consideredd to be different concepts by the Commission. Finally, it may be noted 
thatt Article 3, in contrast with the Preamble, does not refer to situations in 
whichh imports are precluded or made more costly or difficult than domestic 
sales.. Thus, between the Preamble and Article 3, the reference to the barring 
off  market access or the imposition of heavier burdens for imports than for 
domesticc products was dropped, paving the way for a more extensive coverage 
off  "equally applicable" measures by focusing on restrictive effects per se, not 
inn relation to domestic products or limited to measures barring market access 
altogether. . 

455 Article 3 of the Directive. René Joliet, former Judge of the EC), has described the first phrase as 'd'une 

obscuritéé telle que, malgré des efforts répétés, je ne suis jamais parvenu a en discerner le sens'. Joliet 

(1994)--
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Directivee 70/50 was subsequently invoked before and by the Court in a 
numberr of cases.46 In only a few of these was reference made to "equally 
applicable""  measures as covered by Article 3 of the Directive.47 In Commission-
ItalyItaly (car purchasing subsidies), the Court emphasised that the Directive would 
nott impede it from interpreting Article 28: 'Directive 70/50 must be read in the 
lightt of Article 30 [now 28] of the Treaty and it may not be relied upon as a 
meanss of defeating the objective set out in that article [...]*.48 Indeed, most of the 
interpretationn activity would subsequently be carried out by the European Court 
off  Justice on the basis of actual disputes concerning Article 28, both in Treaty 
infringementt procedures and in preliminary rulings answering questions asked 
byy national courts. In an impressive series of cases based primarily on the 
effectseffects of national measures on the free movement of goods in the Community, 
thee Court has shown remarkable flexibility , creativity, and sometimes even 
inconsistencyy in its interpretation of Article 28.49 As the major cases have been 
discussedd in all textbooks on EC law as well as a host of academic articles, 
theyy are only briefly addressed in the next Section. As these landmark cases 
determinee the scope of the basic prohibition in Article 28 EC, their relevance to 
nationall  measures pursuing health and environmental protection will be clear. 

2.1.66 Interpretation by the Court of Justice 

Whenn interpreting the phrase 'quantitative restrictions and 
measuress having equivalent effect', the Court initially emphasised their charac-

466 See Cases 155/73 Sacchi, 12/74 Commission-Germany, 4/75 Rewe v. Landwirtschaftskammer, 13/77 

GB-Inno-BMGB-Inno-BM v. ATAB, 13/78 Eggers, 159/78 Commission-Italy, 113/80 Commission-Ireland, 75/81 Blesgen, 

95/811 Commission-Italy, 247/81 Commission-Germany, 249/81 Commission-Ireland, 155/82 Commission-

Belgium,Belgium, 18/84 Commission-France, 103/84 Commission-Italy, 56/87 Commission-Italy, 253/87 Sportex, 

145/888 Torfaen Borough Council v. B£Q; C-249/88 Commission-Belgium, 0-304/90 Reading Borough 

CouncilCouncil v. Payless; and AG Opinions in Cases 103/84 Commission-Italy, 20/87 Ministère public v. 

Gauchard,Gauchard, 56/87 Commission-Italy, 253/87 Sportex, 382/87 Buet, 21/88 Du Pont de Nemours, and 

C-249/888 Commission-Belgium. 
477 See Cases 155/73 Sacchi (on an exclusive right to advertise on cable television, otherwise addressed under 

thee services and competition rules of the EC Treaty), 75/81 Blesgen (on a law prohibiting the stocking 

andd the consumption of spirits of an alcoholic strength exceeding 22% in all places open to the public), 

145/888 Torfaen Borough Council v. BajQ (one of the famous cases on Sunday shop-closing laws that came 

too the Court before its judgment in Keck, discussed later in this Chapter); and the Advocate Generals' 

opinionss in those cases as well as in Cases 20/87 Ministère public v. Gauchard and 382/87 Buet. 
488 Case 103/84, Commission-Italy, para. 20. 
499 On the Court and its interpretation of Article 28, an equally impressive range of textbook chapters and 

revieww articles have appeared. See e.g. Gormley (1985), Oliver (1996), Weatherill and Beaumont (1995) 

andd Craig and De Bürca (1998). 
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terr as 'restrictions or discriminations' and 'prohibitions'.50 After the transitional 
periodd foreseen in the Treaty for the abolition of quantitative restrictions and 
measuress having equivalent effect had ended, the Court began to give a wider 
interpretationn to 'measures of equivalent effect'. This occurred first in the spe-
cificc context of regulations forming part of the agricultural policy.51 In Das-
sonville,sonville, the Court for the first time applied the wider interpretation to Article 28 
inn general terms. In Cassis de Dijon, the Court confirmed that Article 28 applies 
too "indistinctly applicable" measures, but at the same time acknowledged that 
Memberr States may have legitimate reasons to apply such measures. In Keck, the 
Courtt decided that certain types of measure, i.e. "certain selling arrangements", 
aree not covered by the prohibition in Article 28. In a number of other cases, 
thee application of Article 28 was refused as a result of the type of measure at 
issuee (when the effects on trade were too 'remote and uncertain'), or of the 
situationn that gave rise to a question for a preliminary ruling ('purely internal 
situations'). . 

(a)) Dassonville 

Thiss case concerned the compatibility with the EC Treaty of a 
Belgiann law requiring spirits bearing a designation of origin that were imported, 
sold,, displayed for sale, in possession or transported for the purpose of sale or 
deliveryy in Belgium, to bear a certificate certifying the right to such designation 
off  origin. In other words, any spirit sold on the Belgian market not only had to 
havee a designation of origin duly adopted by the Belgian government, but also 
aa certificate to the effect that the spirit was entitled to that designation.5*  The 
Courtt chose to adopt a broad interpretation and laid down the following well-

500 See, respectively, Case 20/64 SARL Albatros: '[the Treaty involves] the prohibition of any new restriction 

orr discrimination, the obligation progressively to abolish existing restrictions and discriminations and 

thee necessity that they should disappear totally at the latest by the end of the transitional period', and 

Casee 7/68 Commission?. Italy. '[The subject of] the chapter relating to the elimination of quantitative 

restrictionss between Member States [...] is state intervention in intra-Community trade by measures in 

thethe nature of prohibitions, total or partial, on import, export or transit'. Emphasis added. 
511 See Case 2/73 Gcddo. The Court in this case, in its decision delivered a year before Dassonville, said as 

regardss Article 23 of Regulation 359/67 on the common organisation of the rice market, prohibiting 

quantitativee restrictions and measures having equivalent effect: 'The prohibition on quantitative restric-

tionss covers measures which amount to a total or partial restraint of, according to the circumstances, 

imports,, exports or goods in transit. Measures having equivalent effect not only take the form of 

restraintt described; whatever the description or technique employed, they can also consist of encum-

brancesbrances having the same effect.' Emphasis added. The French version applies the words 'd'entraves, quelle 

quee soit leur appellation ou leur technique, ayant le meme effet'. 
522 Case 8/74 Dassonville at 839. 
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knownn definition of measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restric-
tions: : 

AllAll  trading rules enacted by Member States which are capable of hindering, 
directlydirectly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade are to be consid-
eredered as measures having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions." 

Althoughh this formula was repeated by the Court on a number of occasions 
inn subsequent cases,54 it was only in 1979 that the Court expressly referred to 
thee judgment for the first time.55 The doctrinal debate had centred on whether 
orr not Article 28 covered non-discriminatory trade barriers, and the Commis-
sion'ss contributions made a distinction between distinctly applicable and equally 
applicablee measures. In that context, it strikes one as being remarkable that 
thee Court in Dassonville did not use the terms "discriminatory" or 'distinctly or 
equallyy applicable' at all. Instead, it clearly focused on obstacles to trade. The 
Courtt in subsequent cases did not decide on the question to what extent "equally 
applicable""  measures were caught by its "obstacles" test56, until it was confronted 
withh the Cassis de Dijon case. 

(b)) Cassis de Dijon 

Inn 1979, the Court delivered a judgment which, if not as regards 
itss theoretical definition, greatly widened the scope of Article 28 as regards 
itss practical application. The Cassis judgment was the first in a series of cases 
wheree national measures that were clearly indistinctly applicable to domestic and 
importedd goods, but nevertheless restricted intra-Community trade, were tested 
againstt Articles 28-30. At the same time, by this judgment Member States 
weree given the opportunity to argue that such measures were justified as 'neces-
saryy in order to satisfy mandatory requirements.' In other words, the strictly 
interpretedd list of justifications expressly mentioned in Article 30 was added 
too by the Court.57 At issue in Cassis was German legislation fixing minimum 

5}}  Para. 5 of the judgment. 
544 See e.g. Cases 190/73 Van Haaster, 41/76 Donckcrwolcke, 104/75 &e Peijper, 31/78 Bussone. 
555 This was in a case concerning the same Belgian law that was at issuee in Dassonville itself, in a Treaty 

infringementt against Belgium, Case 2/78 Commission v. Belgium. The first stage of this infringement 

proceduree had begun even before the Dassonville judgment had been delivered. The original letter from 

thee Commission to Belgium was sent in March 1974, whereas the Dassonville judgment was delivered 

inn July of that same year. 
55 The Court explicitly refused to decide the point in Case 13/78 Eggers, para. 28. In the same case, 

itt observed erroneously that Directive 70/50 relates solely to 'measures, other than those applicable 

equally'' (para. 27). 
577 See infra. Section 2.2. 
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alcoholl  contents for specified categories of liqueurs and other spirits, including a 
minimumm content of 25% for "Cassis de Dijon", while the alcohol content of that 
productt as freely marketed in France was between 15 and 20% .*8 The following 
keyy quotes are taken from the Court's judgment: 

ObstaclesObstacles to movement within the Community resulting from disparities between 
thethe national laws relating to the marketing of the products in question must be 
acceptedaccepted in so far as those provisions must be recognised as being necessary in order to 
satisfysatisfy mandatory requirements [...]59 

[...]]  the requirements [...] do not serve a purpose which is in the general interest and 
suchsuch as to take precedence over the requirements of the free movement of goods, which 
constitutesconstitutes one of the fundamental rules of the Community. 

ThereThere is therefore no valid reason why, provided they have been lawfully produced 
andand marketed in one of the Member States, [the products in question] should not be 
introducedintroduced into any other Member State [...]6° 

Considerr also the following quotes from a case decided 16 months after Cassis, 
layingg down some of the principles contained in Cassis in more general terms: 

InIn the absence of common rules relating to the production and marketing of the 
productproduct in question it is for the Member States to regulate all matters relating to its 
production,production, distribution and consumption on their territory subject, however, to the 
conditioncondition that those rules do not present an obstacle, directly or indirectly, actually or 
potentially,potentially, to intra-Community trade.61 

ItIt  is only where national rules, which apply without discrimination to both 
domesticdomestic and imported products, may be justified as being necessary in order to satisfy 
imperativeimperative requirements [...] that they may constitute an exception to the requirements 
arisingarising under Article }0 [now 28].6i 

Itt is clear from the paragraphs cited that the Cassis line of cases on the one 
handd establishes that even indistinctly applicable national rules may fall under 
thee Dassonville definition. On the other hand, it recognises a certain degree of 

55 Case 120/78 Cassis, para. 3. 

'99 Ibid., para. 8 
600 Ibid., para. 14. 

11 Case 788/79 Gilli  and Andres, para. 5. 
622 Ibid., para. 6. 
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domesticc legislative autonomy in the absence of Community harmonisation and 
openss the door to justifications for the infringement of Article 28 in the form 
off  "mandatory" or "imperative" requirements.6' These may however only justify 
"indistinctlyy applicable" measures. The reference to "fundamental rules" shows 
thee importance attached by the Court to the free movement of goods.64 The 
thirdd quote from Cassis establishes what has become known as the concept of 
mutualmutual recognition.6*  This obliges the Member States in principle to recognise 
ass equivalent each other's production and marketing standards, so that they 
cannot,, save in exceptional circumstances, insist on compliance with their own 
ruless on production and marketing as a condition for market access.66 The 
principlee of mutual recognition raises a strong presumption that a product 
lawfullyy produced and marketed in another Member State wil l comply with the 
importingg Member State's national rules.67 That presumption will only be rebut-
tedd if the importing Member State applies non-equivalent, stricter standards, 
whichh it can justify as being necessary to satisfy mandatory requirements or 
groundss mentioned in Article 30.68 

Subsequentt to the Cassis judgment, the Commission issued an interpretative 
Communicationn on its consequences and noted that, in its view, a whole body of 
nationall  rules had to be tackled. The Commission referred in particular to 'rules 
coveringg the composition, designation, presentation and packaging of products 
ass well as requiring compliance with certain technical standards.'69 The Court in 
CassisCassis had mentioned that national rules concerning a product's 'production and 
marketing'' had to comply with the Dassonville formula, and had subsequently 
addedd in Gilli  and Andres national rules on 'distribution' and 'consumption'. The 
Commissionn concluded in its Communication that: 

633 Cassis mentions particularly the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, protection of public health, the 

fairnesss of commercial transactions and the defence of the consumer. But as shall be seen infra, that 

listt is not exhaustive. 
644 See however Opinion 1/91 Re the European Economic Area, paras. 17-18, where the Court stated that the 

freee movement of goods is not an end in itself, but merely a means for establishing an internal market 

andd economic and monetary union. 
655 This concept has also been dubbed "functional parallelism*. See Weiler (1999), referring to Dashwood 

withoutt further reference. 
666 For more references on the concept of mutual recognition, see Weatherill and Beaumont (1995) at 495. 
677 Emiliou (1996a) at 233. 
688 Oliver (1996) at 116, mentions mandatory requirements only. The Commission's Communication, 

discussedd infra, enables wider justification grounds as it mentions 'a purpose in the general interest 

whichh is compelling enough to justify an exception to a fundamental rule of the Treaty such as the 

freee movement of goods'. 
6 99 Of 1980 C 256/2. 
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[a]ny[a]ny product imported from another Member State must in principle be admitted 
toto the territory of the importing Member State if it has been lawfully produced, that is, 
conformsconforms to rules and processes of manufacture that are customarily and traditionally 
acceptedaccepted in the exporting country, and is marketed in the territory of the latter. 

Thus,, 'where a product "suitably and satisfactorily" fulfil s the legitimate objec-
tivee of a Member State's own rules, the importing Member State cannot justify 
prohibitingg its sale in its territory by claiming that the way it fulfil s the objective 
iss different from that imposed on domestic products.'70 

(c)) Keck 

Thee Court in 1993 set an outer limi t to the applicability of 
Articlee 28. At issue in the Keck case was a French general prohibition of resale 
att a loss. The Court first observed that the measure at issue was not designed to 
regulateregulate trade in goods.71 Although such legislation may restrict the volume of 
sales,, and hence the volume of sales of products from other Member States in 
soo far as it deprives traders of a method of sales promotion, the Court deemed 
thiss effect insufficient to characterise it as a measure having equivalent effect. 
Thee Court noted an 'increasing tendency of traders to invoke Article 30 [now 
28]]  of the Treaty as a means of challenging any rules whose effect is to limi t 
theirr commercial freedom even where such rules are not aimed at products from 
otherr Member States'72, and considered it necessary to 're-examine and clarify its 
case-law'.. It stated as follows: 

ItIt  is established by the case-law beginning with "Cassis de Dijon" [...] that, in the 
absenceabsence ofharmonisation of legislation, obstacles to free movement of goods which are 
thethe consequences of applying, to goods coming from other Member States where they 
areare lawfully manufactured and marketed, rules that lay down requirements to be met 
byby those goods (such as those relating to designation, form, size, weight, composition, 
presentation,presentation, labelling, packaging) constitute measures of equivalent effect prohibited 
byby Article 30 [now 28]. This is so even if those rules apply without distinction to all 
productsproducts unless their application can be justified by a public-interest objective taking 
precedenceprecedence over the free movement of goods. 

ByBy contrast, contrary to what has previously been decided, the application to 
productsproducts from other Member States of national provisions restricting or prohibiting 
certaincertain selling arrangements is not such as to hinder directly or indirectly, actually 

7070 ibid. 
711 Joined Cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck [1993) ECR I-6097, at para. 12. Emphasis added. 
7171 Ibid, at para. 14. 
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oror potentially, trade between Member States [...] so long as those provisions apply to 
allall  relevant traders operating within the national territory and so long as they affect 
inin the same manner, in law and in fact, the marketing of domestic products and of 
thosethose from other Member States. 

ProvidedProvided that those conditions are fulfilled, the application of such rules to the sale 
ofof products from another Member State meeting the requirements laid down by that 
StateState is not by nature such as to prevent their access to the market or to impede access 
anyany more than it impedes the access of domestic products. Such rules therefore fall 
outsideoutside the scope ofArticle 30 [now 28] of the Treaty.™ 

(d)) After Keck 

Thee exact scope of the limitation to Article 28 laid down in Keck 
iss not entirely clear. The Court did not clarify what it meant by "certain selling 
arrangements",, as seemingly opposed to 'rules that lay down requirements to 
bee met by goods'.74 By adding 'certain' to "selling arrangements", the Court 
suggestedd that not all selling arrangements are outside the scope of Article 28, 
butt only those that fulfi l the conditions laid down in the judgment. However, 
thosee conditions are not entirely clear. Did the Court add something to the 
discriminationn criterion in paragraph 16 when it spoke of market access in 
paragraphh 17, the last paragraph quoted above? Or does paragraph 17 merely 
confirmm paragraph 16? The Court has confirmed that selling arrangements 
thatt do not 'affect in the same manner, in law and in fact, the marketing of 
domesticc products and of those from other Member States' (para. 16 of the 
KeckKeck judgment) may indeed impede market access of imports more than that 
off  domestic products.75 But it seems that national provisions prohibiting certain 
sellingg arrangements could well prevent market access of an imported product 
altogether,, even if they affected imports and domestic products identically in law 
andd in fact. If the first part of paragraph 17 really means that measures that 
preventt market access altogether are covered by Article 28, this does not follow 
fromm the discrimination test in paragraph 16. It has therefore been argued that 
thee market access prevention should operate, and in fact already operates, as an 
isolatedd requirement narrowing the application of Keck, to the effect that selling 
arrangementss may fall within the scope of Article 28 when they prevent market 

733 Joined Cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck, paras. 15,16 and 17. 
744 Weatherill (1996) proposes to drop the reference to selling arrangements altogether. 
755 Case C-254/98 TK Hcimdienst, para. 26. The same approach was taken in the advertising cases De 

AgostiniAgostini and Gourmet, discussed hereafter. 
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accesss of imports.76 Several Advocates-General have taken the same view.77 The 
Courtt has up to now not delineated the full consequence of its statement in the 
firstt part of paragraph 17. The Court's Sixth Chamber has arguably suggested 
thatt it perceives paragraph 17 as functioning separately from paragraph 16.78 

Anotherr uncertainty ever since the Keck ruling is the extent to which adver-
tisingg restrictions are "selling arrangements". The Court decided in Leclerc-
SiplecSiplec that French legislation prohibiting the broadcasting of televised adver-
tisementss for the distribution sector fell within the Keck formula of "selling 
arrangements""  and fulfilled the conditions laid down in Keck.79 In De Agostini, 
itt repeated this application of Keck, adding however that 'it cannot be excluded 
thatt an outright ban, applying in one Member State, of a type of promotion 
forr a product which is lawfully sold there might have a greater impact on 
productss from other Member States'.80 The Court further noted that television 
advertisingg is sometimes the only effective form of sales promotion enabling 
foreignn companies to penetrate the Swedish market.81 While the Court left the 
actuall  assessment of whether the Keck requirements had been fulfilled to the 
nationall  court in De Agostini, in Gourmet the Court decided on the matter 
itself.82 2 

Somee types of advertising bear directly on the product as it is traded, and do 
nott fall within the term "certain selling arrangements".*3 

77 See e.g. Weatherill (1996), and Eeckhout (2000). referring to two cases in which Keck was not 

mentioned,, but a market access test was applied to conclude that a measure that was arguably a selling 

arrangementt was covered by Article 28: Cases C-189/95 Franzén and C-337/95 Dior; Barnard (2001) 

att 48. 
777 See AG Tesauro in his opinion in Case 0-368/95 Familiapress, para. 9, referring to Case C-384/93 Alpine 

Investments,Investments, which regarded the free movement of services and C-415/93 Bosman regarding the free 

movementt of workers; AG Elmer in his opinion in Case 0-189/95 Franzén, paras. 57-61, referring to 

Casess C-391/92 Commission-Greece (Baby Milk) and C-387/93 Banchero. 
788 Case C-405/98 Gourmet, para. 18: '[Ajccording to paragraph 17 of its judgment in Keck and Mithouard, 

iff  national provisions restricting or prohibiting certain selling arrangements are to avoid being caught 

byy Article 30 [now 28] of the Treaty, they must not be of such a kind as to prevent access to the market 

byy products from another Member State or to impede access any more than they impede the access of 

domesticc products.' However, the case did not involve a situation in which the market access of imports 

wass prevented altogether. 
799 Case C-412/93 Leclerc-Siplec. 

Joinedd Cases C-34-36/95 De Agostini, para. 42. 
11 Ibid., para. 43. This case has been interpreted as involving a measue that prevented market access; 

Barnardd {2001) at 44. However, the advertising ban at issue did not ban market access of the products at 

issue,, but only prohibited certain television advertisements for such products. 
22 Case C-405/98 Gourmet, para. 21. AG Jacobs had proposed the same approach in his opinion. 
33 Case C-470/93 Mars; Case C-368/95 Familiapress. 
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AA final uncertainty arising from the judgment in Keck is what role, if any, 
iss played by the Court's observations that the measure at issue was not designed 
too regulate trade and not aimed at imports. Does this imply that the aim and 
objectivee of a measure clarify whether it is covered by Article 28? The Court in a 
subsequentt case said that the Keck judgment was concerned only with domestic 
provisionss which limit or prohibit certain selling arrangements, and not with 
nationall  legislation designed to regulate trade in goods between Member States or 
whichh relate to the requirements to be met by the goods in question.84 It could 
bee inferred from this that the design and aim of the national measure indeed 
playy a role when assessing whether a measure is covered by the Keck limitation to 
Articlee 28, albeit perhaps a subsidiary one. 

(e)) Other Limitations to (the Invocation of) Article 28 

Inn addition to those covered by the notion of "selling arrange-
ments""  and complying with the requirements laid down in Keck, there are a 
numberr of other national measures that the Court has deemed to fall outside 
thee ambit of Article 28. 

First,, the Court has been confronted with claims regarding Article 28 that 
concernedd national measures whose link with the free movement of goods was 
tenuous.. The Court held in Peralta and other cases that Article 28 does not 
precludee national legislation if it makes no distinction according to the origin 
off  the goods covered, its purpose is not to regulate trade in goods with other 
Memberr States and the restrictive effects which it might have on the free move-
mentt of goods are too uncertain and indirect to be regarded as being of a nature 
too hinder trade between Member States.85 The 'uncertain and indirect effects' 
onn intra-Community trade concern the connection between the measure and its 
effectss on trade. These cases may be considered a further interpretation of the 
DassonvilleDassonville formula. 

Thee connection between the measure and possible trade effects should not 
bee confused with the argument that measures with a minimal effect on intra-
Communityy trade are outside the scope of Article 28. If a national measure is 
capablee of hindering imports it must be regarded as a measure having an effect 
equivalentt to a quantitative restriction, even though the hindrance is slight and 
evenn though it is possible for imported products to be marketed in other ways.86 

Attemptss to introduce a de minimis rule in Article 28 are sometimes put forward, 

844 Case C-158/94 Commission v. Italy, para. 31. Emphasis added. 
855 See Case C-379/92 Peralta, referring to Case C-69/88 Krantz, and Case C-93/92 CMC Motorradcenter. 

Seee also Joined Cases C-140/94 to C-142/94 DIP. 
866 See Joined Cases 177/82 and 178/82 Van de Haar, and Cases 269/83 Commission v. France; 103/84 

CommissionCommission v. Italy. 
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butt have never been accepted by the Court.87 An environmental case in point 
iss Bluhme, where Denmark argued that Article 28 was not applicable to a 
nationall  measure only covering 0.3% of Danish territory. Although the effects of 
suchh a measure on trade will indeed be minimal, that does not mean that the 
connectionn between the measure and those effects is uncertain or indirect. The 
measuree is covered by the prohibition in Article 28 and needs justification. The 
differencee between the Peralta and Bluhme situations is illustrated by Advocate-
Generall  Fennelly, who in his opinion in the latter case spoke of the "remoteness" 
v.. the "scale" of effects on trade.88 

Secondly,, Article 28 does not apply to "internal situations" without any 
connectionn to intra-Community trade. Thus, a trader or producer operating 
withinn a Member State cannot invoke Article 28 to challenge an obstacle to the 
marketingg in the same Member State of goods produced in that same Member 
State.. However, there are signs that this limitation to the applicability of Article 
288 is becoming less and less important. The Court has held in Pistre that 'whilst 
thee application of a national measure having no actual link to the importation of 
goodss does not fall within the ambit of Article 30 [now 28] of the Treaty, Article 
300 [now 28] cannot be considered inapplicable simply because all the facts of the 
specificc case before the national court are confined to a single Member State.'89 

Thee Court has confirmed this in Guimont, another case concerning French food 
laws.9° ° 

Inn situations of "reverse discrimination", producers or traders attempt to 
challengee domestic laws and regulations that disfavour them in comparison with 
theirr competitors from other Member States. When such laws are challenged 
withh reference to the EC Treaty, the Court has held that the purpose of Article 
288 is to eliminate obstacles to the importation of goods and not to ensure that 
goodss of national origin always enjoy the same treatment as imported goods. 
Reversee discrimination is not covered by Article 28.9' Despite this limitation to 
thee applicability of Article 28, traders and producers may challenge domestic 
lawss and regulations on the basis of domestic requirements of equal treatment 
andd prohibitions of reverse discrimination. They will have a case under such 
requirementss if they can show that the domestic laws and regulations do not 
applyy to imports and therefore disfavour domestic products. In this respect, 
judgmentss such as Pistre and Guimont are helpful to them. They may base 
theirr domestic claim of reverse discrimination on the infringement of Article 
288 caused by the potential application to imports of the domestic laws and 

Seee e.g. AG Jacobs in Case C-412/93 Lcclerc-Siplec. 

AGG Fennelly in Case C-67/97 Bluhme. 

Joinedd Cases C-321/94 to C-324/94 Pistre and Others, para. 44. 

Casee C-448/98 Guimont (Emmenthal). 

Seee Cases 98/86 Mathot and 355/85 Cognet. 

87 7 

88 8 

89 9 

90 0 

91 1 
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regulationss in question. Thus, the Court accepts questions on Article 28 in cases 
withh a potential link with trade, where its answer may assist a national judge 
inn determining whether national non-discrimination requirements have been 
violated. . 

Thee measures in the above examples were not applied to imports in the 
particularr case leading to ECJ proceedings, but could at least potentially be so 
applied.. By contrast, national laws that really only apply internally and cannot 
bee applied to imports (or exports) appear to be excluded from the scope of 
Articlee 28. An example in the environmental sphere is a prohibition on the 
transportt of local waste between regions within a Member State. However, it 
iss not inconceivable that even such measures may in the future fall within the 
ambitt of Article 28, if the Court were to extend its case-law on the application 
off  Article 25 (customss duties and charges having equivalent effect) to measures 
havingg equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions under Article 28.92 

(f)) Summary 

Thee scope of the prohibition in Article 28 is very wide. In prin-
ciple,, it captures any domestic environmental or health measure that has pos-
siblee effects on trade. This means that any such measure may be challenged as 
violatingg Article 28 and accordingly wil l need justification under EC law. Many 
exampless of environmental measures falling within the prohibition in Article 
288 are discussed infra, when their justification is addressed. Environmental 
measuress wil l only fall outside the scope of Article 28 if they are "selling 
arrangements""  that do not discriminate against imports in law or in fact and do 
nott impede market access altogether. An example is a requirement that certain 
toxicantss can only be sold in designated shops or to authorised persons. Further, 
environmentall  measures whose effects on trade are very remote or indirect fall 
outsidee Article 28, but the Court has not often found this to be the case. Finally, 
Articlee 28 does not allow traders to challenge national environmental measures 
underr Article 28 if their situation has no connection to trade with other Member 
Statess whatsoever, or if domestic products are discriminated against vis-a-vis 
importedd products. However, these limitations on the invocability of Article 28 
seemm to be increasingly confined. 

Seee Joined Cases C-363/93, C-407/93-C-411/93, Lancry, and Joined Cases C-485/93 and C-486/93 

Simitzi.Simitzi. Oliver {1999) at 786 argues for such an extension. 
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2.1.77 Article 29 EC: Export Restrictions and Measures having 
Equivalentt Effect 

Althoughh not the central focus of this research, Article 29 of 
thee EC Treaty is mentioned here. It is the counterpart of Article 28 which prohib-
itss quantitative restrictions on exports and measures having equivalent effect. 
Althoughh it employs the same terms as Article 28,93 it has been interpreted more 
narrowly.. Article 29 in the Court's interpretation comprises a discrimination 
test.. The Court has declared in various cases that Article 29: 

concernsconcerns national measures which have as their specific object or effect the restric-
tiontion of patterns of exports and thereby the establishment of a difference in treatment 
betweenbetween the domestic trade of a member state and its export trade in such a way as 
toto provide a particular advantage for national production or for the domestic market 
ofof the state in question at the expense of the production or of the trade of other 
membermember states.9* 

Thiss is nott so, the Court continued, in the case of a prohibition applied objec-
tivelyy to the production of goods of a certain kind, without drawing a distinction 
dependingg on whether such goods are intended for the national market or 
forr export. In other words, Article 29 does not prohibit indistinctly applicable 
measures.. As a consequence, export restrictions for environmental reasons wil l 
onlyy be covered by the prohibition in Article 29 if distinctly applicable; if they 
doo fall under that provision, however, they cann only be justified by Article 
300 with its strict interpretation and conditions discussed infra. Article 29 has 
understandablyy caused a much less abundant case-law than Article 28. Nonethe-
less,, the formula cited above also has been repeated in environmental cases, 
particularlyy in the waste sector. A number of national measures requiring that 
certainn domestic waste goods such as oil filters and poultry offal be delivered 
too domestic companies, have thus been found to contravene Article 29 because 
theyy imply a prohibition to export such goods.95 

Thee narrower reading of Article 29 vis-a-vis Article 28 is interesting because 
off  their identical wording. The rationale behind the different interpretations 
iss understandable, as Member States wil l be much less inclined to restrict 
theirr exports than their imports for reasons other than legitimate objectives. 

933 The only difference other than referring to "exports" instead of "imports" is the use of commas in 

Articlee 29: 'Quantitative restrictions on exports, and all other measures having equivalent effect, shall 

bee prohibited between Member States.' 
944 Case 15/79 Groenveld, para. 7. 
955 See Cases 172/82 Inter-Huiles, 118/86 Nertsvoederfabriek, C-37/92 Vanacker and C-203/96 Dusseldorp. 
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Nevertheless,, a broader interpretation of Article 29 has been advocated.96 It 
shouldd be noted that the range of measures covered by Article 29 but not 
byy Article 28 is limited. Many measures that may restrict exports may at the 
samee time potentially hinder imports and be covered by the wide interpretation 
off  Article 28 discussed above. This is the case for e.g. product requirements. 
Measuress not covered by Article 28 that may be covered by Article 29 will 
mostlyy be production requirements applied to domestic producers, including 
wastee management. 

2.22 Justifications 

2.2.11 Article 30 EC: Treaty Exceptions 

Measuress infringing Article 28 may be justified under Article 
30.. The wording of Article 30 is as follows: 

TheThe provisions of Articles 28 and 29 shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions 
onon imports, exports or goods in transit justified on grounds of public morality, public 
policypolicy or public security; the protection of health and life of humans, animals or 
plants;plants; the protection of national treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeologi-
calcal value; or the protection of industrial and commercial property. Such prohibitions 
oror restrictions shall not, however, constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination or a 
disguiseddisguised restriction on trade between Member States. 

Immediatelyy striking in this provision is that it speaks of 'prohibitions or restric-
tions',, and not of 'quantitative restrictions and measures having equivalent 
effect',, as do Articles 28 and 29. This difference has not received much atten-
tion,, however. It may be assumed that the reference to "restrictions" is to be 
interpretedd in the same way as 'measures having equivalent effect'.97 

Accordingg to the Court, Article 30 as an exception is to be interpreted strictly: 
'Articlee 36 [now 30] is an exception to the fundamental principle of the free 
movementt of goods and must, therefore, be interpreted in such a way that 
itss scope is not extended any further than is necessary,'98 The Court has also 
repeatedlyy stressed that 'the purpose of Article 30 [...] is not to reserve certain 
matterss to the exclusive jurisdiction of the Member States; it merely allows 

966 See Opinions of AG Jacobs in Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments and AG Lenz in Case C-415/93 Bosman; 

seee also Oliver (1999), as well as Weatherill (1996) at 903, arguing that export restraints ought to be 

justifiedd by Member States where they prevent export market access. 
977 Oliver (1988) at 166. 
99 Case 13/78 Eggers, para. 30. 
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nationall  legislation to derogate from the principle of free movement of goods to 
thee extent to which this is and remains justified in order to achieve the objec-
tivess set out in the Article.'99 As a Community concept, the scope for national 
derogationss from free movement is defined by the ECJ and not by the Member 
Statess themselves. No other justifications than those specifically mentioned are 
allowedd under Article 30.100 Thus, general economic difficulties or policies are 
excludedd as justifications, and Article 30 cannot be invoked for a measure aimed 
att safeguarding the survival of an undertaking.101 However, if one of the excep-
tionn grounds in Article 30 justifies a measure, the justification is not nullified 
byy additional or accessory economic advantages. Thus, a measure justified by the 
needd to protect life and health, or by security interests, may have as an additional 
effectt that an undertaking is supported by it.]°2 

Thee 'protection of the environment' as such is not mentioned among the 
justificationn grounds. Moreover, Article 30, unlike its GATT counterpart, does 
nott mention the 'conservation of exhaustible natural resources' among its justi-
ficationfication grounds.103 The difference is possibly attributable to the fact that the 
ECC aims to achieve an internal market in which production factors freely flow, 
includingg natural resources. Coal and steel have been regulated by the ECSC 
Treatyy rather than the EC Treaty, but will be part of the general EC Treaty 
regimee from 2002 onwards. As to other natural resources, the Community 
doess not pursue a common natural resource policy within the internal market, 
evenn if according to Article 174 EC, 'prudent and rational utilisation of natural 
resources'' is one of the objectives of the Community's environmental policy. 
Therefore,, differences in national natural resource policies between the Member 
Statess are quite conceivable. If they restrict trade, resource protection measures 
wil ll  largely be covered by the exception on plant life and health and the 
mandatoryy requirement of environmental protection which is discussed below. 
However,, in order to qualify, such measures should genuinely pursue a protec-
tionn goal. The difference with economic motives will not always be easy to 
establish,, as in the case of an export restriction on waste in order to ensure the 
viabilityy of a national recycling plant.104 

Thee strict interpretation of Article 30 as providing exceptions to the general 
prohibitionn in Articles 28 and 29 also implies that the scope of the justification 
groundss themselves is interpreted narrowly.105 Accordingly, an environmental 

9 99 See e.g. Cases 35/76 Simmenthal; 72/83 Campus Oil. 
1000 See e.g. Cases 113/80 Commissions. Ireland, and 95/81 Commission v. Italy, where the ECJ refused to 

acceptt consumer protection and the defence of a Member State's currency, respectively, as justifications 

underr Article 30 EC. 
1011 See Cases 7/61 Commission v. Italy; 238/82 Duphar. 
I oaa See Cases 118/86 Nertsvoedcrfabrick; C-324/93 Evans Medical; 72/83 Campus Oil. 
, 0}}  GATT Article XX(g). 
1044 See Case C-203/96 Dusseldorp. 
1055 See e.g. Cases 7/68 Commission v. Italy, 29/72 Marimtx. 
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problemm that poses no direct health risks will not be covered by Article 30, 
butt it may be justified by "mandatory requirements" as discussed below.106 

However,, the Court is not always crystal clear in its considerations of what is 
acceptablee under Article 30. It sometimes mentions environmental protection 
whenn discussing the justification of a measure under Article }o.'°7 Moreover, it 
hass made reference to Article 30 in a case concerning 

Thee Court has explicitly stated that 'the health and life of humans rank 
foremostt among the property or interests protected by Article 36 [now 30] of 
thee Treaty'.108 Thus, once within the scope of Article 30, the interest of life 
andd health protection is granted high importance. Considering this statement, 
itt may be assumed that the Member States will generally be left with less room 
too manoeuvre when enacting measures to protect animals or plants than with 
respectt to measures aimed at human health protection. Recently, however, the 
Courtt has also interpreted the protection of the life and health of animals some-
whatt broadly. It accepted trade-restricting measures to preserve an indigenous 
beee subspecies with distinctive characteristics. Cross-breeding threatened this 
subspeciess with extinction, so the measure contributed to the conservation of 
biodiversity.. The Court referred to the Convention on Biodiversity and added 
that: : 

[fjrom[fjrom the point of view of such conservation of biodiversity, it is immaterial 
whetherwhether the object of protection is a separate subspecies, a distinct strain within 
anyany given species or merely a local colony, so long as the populations in question 
havehave characteristics distinguishing them from others and are therefore judged worthy 
ofof protection either to shelter them from a risk of extinction that is more or less 
imminent,imminent, or, even in the absence of such risk, on account of a scientific or other 
interestinterest in preserving the pure population at the location concerned.IO? 

InIn the case-law on Article 30, the large majority of the cases in which the "health 
andd life" justification was invoked have concerned human health and life."0 

1000 See Section 3.2.1. 
1077 See e.g. Case C-473/98 Toolcx Alpha, para. 39. 
1088 See Cases 104/75 De Peijper; C-320/93 Ortscheit; C-473/98 Toolcx Alpha. 
!°99 Case C-67/97 Bluhme. 

"°"°  The main ones are Cases 104/75 De Peijper, 53/80 Officier vanjusitie v. Koninklijke Kaasfabriek Eyssen 

BV;BV; 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten; 124/81 Commission v. UK('UHT 

Milk');Milk');  174/82 Sandoz; 227/82 Van Bennekom; 94/83 Heijn; 216/84 Commission v. France ('Substitute 

MilkMilk  Powder'); 178/84 Commission v. Germany ('Beer Purity Laws'); 188/84 Commission v. France ('Wood-

workingworking Machines'); C-304/88 Commission v. Belgium ('Live Animals'); 25/88 Bouchara née Wurmser; 

125/888 Criminal Proceedings against Nijman; C-228/91 Commission v. Italy ('Fish'); C-293/94 Criminal 

ProceedingsProceedings against Brandsma; C-189/95 Fronzen; C-358/95 Morellato; C-389/96 Aher-Waggon; C-400/96 

Harpegnies. Harpegnies. 
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ConsiderablyConsiderably fewer cases relate to plant and animal life and health. They have 
concernedd mostly the prevention of animal or plant diseases, and in some cases 
thee protection of rare or endangered species and animal welfare."1 

Thee existence of a hazard to life or health must be demonstrated by the 
Memberr State invoking the exception in Article 30 to justify its trade-hindering 
measure.1122 This is not to say that the Member State invoking the justification 
mustt provide conclusive and incontestable evidence. In various cases, the Court 
hass held that in the absence of complete harmonisation, it is for the Member 
Statess to decide what degree of protection of the health and life of humans 
theyy intend to assure. The Court has said this in cases regarding food and addi-
tives,'1'' pharmaceuticals,"4 and pesticides and biocides."5 The Member States 
thuss enjoy a considerable margin of appreciation, especially in cases of scientific 
uncertainty,, where it is impossible to establish the threshold above which the 
productt in question poses health hazards."6 The lenient attitude of the Court 
mayy be understood in the light of the precautionary principle as laid down in 
thee EC Treaty."7 However, in a number of cases concerning product composition, 
especiallyy additives, Member States have been unable to adduce any evidence 
whatsoeverr as to the perceived health risk. The Court in such cases rejected the 
argumentt based on Article 30. Moreover, even if accepting the life or health 
protectionn ground as such, the Court has usually added that Member States 
mustt at the same time have regard to the requirements of the free movement 
off  goods within the Community, in particular the last sentence of Article 30.118 

Thee way these requirements are taken into account in the application of the 
proportionalityy principle is discussed infra."9 

1111 Cases 64/75 Keu>e; 35/76 Simmenthal; 46/76 Bauhuis; 251/78 Denkavit; 124/81 Commission v. UK ('UHT 

Milk');Milk');  Joined Cases 141-143/81 Holdijk; 40/82 Commission v. UK ['Newcastle Disease'); 74/82 Commis-

sionsion v. Ireland {'Newcastle Disease'); 73/84 Denkavit; C-304/88 Commission v. Belgium {'Live Animals'); 

C-128/899 Commission v. Italy ('Grapefruits'); C-169/89 Criminal Proceedings against Gourmetterie van den 

BurgBurg ('Van den Burg' or 'Red Grouse'); C-131/93 Commission v. Germany ('Crayfish'); C-5/94 Medley Lomas; 

C-149/944 Vergy; C-202/94 Van der Feesten; C-i/96 Compassion; C-67/97 Bluhme; C-162/97 Nilsson; 

C-350/977 Monsecs. 
1,22 See e.g. Cases 174/82 Sandoz, 227/82 Van Bennekom, 304/84 Muller, 178/84 Commission v. Germany 

(Beer(Beer Purity), C-42/90 Bellone, and Joined Cases C-13/91 and C-113/91 Debus. 
1133 See e.g. the cases mentioned in footnote 112, and 97/83 Melkunie. 
1144 See e.g. Case 104/75 De Peijper. 
1155 See e.g. Cases 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten, C-293/94 Brandsma. 
1166 See e.g. Cases 53/80 Eyssen, 227/82 Van Bennekom, C-473/98 Toolex Alpha. 
1177 Article 174(2) EC. See EC Commission (2000b). 
1188 E.g. in Case 125/88 Criminal Proceedings against Nijman. 
1199 See Section 2.3.4. 
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2.2.22 "Mandatory Requirements": Justifications Accepted in 
Case-Law w 

Measuress that may infringe Article 28 cannot only be justified 
underr Article 30, but also by the so-called "mandatory requirements" as accepted 
byy the Court of Justice in its interpretation of Article 28. It is recalled that 
thee Court in Cassis and subsequent cases determined that obstacles to the free 
movementt of goods in the Community must be accepted in so far as necessary 
too satisfy mandatory requirements. This formula has been widely referred to as 
thee "rule of reason", although the Court does not itself use this term in this 
context.'200 Even if usually associated with the Cassis case, the origins of the 
"rulee of reason" were already present in Dassonville. There, having expressed 
thee broad formula for 'measures having equivalent effect', the Court stated that 
inn the absence of a Community system guaranteeing the objective pursued by 
aa Member State's measures, those measures should be reasonable.111 It was only 
inn Cassis, however, that this idea received a clearer definition. This is not surpris-
ing,, considering the fact that the Court in that case complemented the widening 
off  the ambit of Article 28 by broadening the reasons as to why trade-hindering 
nationall  measures could be found to be compatible with the EC Treaty. 

Ass seen above, in Cassis the Court mentioned 'mandatory requirements 
relatingg in particular to the effectiveness of fiscal supervision, the protection of 
publicc health, the fairness of commercial transactions and the defence of the 
consumer.'1""  To mention the protection of public health among these interests 
seemss superfluous, as it is already explicitly covered by Article 30.123 As appears 
fromm the words 'in particular', the enumeration of "mandatory requirements" 
wass not meant to be exhaustive. In later case-law, a number of mandatory 
requirementss have been added, including the protection of the environment.124 

1200 The Court has explicitly used the term "rule of reason" in competition law cases, albeit without accept-

ingg it; see e.g. Case T-112/99 Métropole. 
1211 Dassonville, para. 6. Emphasis added. It remained unclear in the judgment whether the objective

thee prevention of unfair practices with regard to designations of origin - was covered by the grounds 

mentionedd in Article 30. 
1222 Case 120/78 Cassis, para. 8. Consumer protection was confirmed as mandatory requirement in Case 

178/844 Commission v. Germany. There is overlap between this requirement and that of the fairness of 

commerciall  transactions, cf. Case 286/81 Oosthoek. 
1255 As Article 30 may cover both distinctly and indistinctly applicable measures, there seems to be no 

reasonn why "public health" should be a mandatory requirement under the rule of reason. See Emiliou 

(1996a)) at 241. 
1244 Environmental protection was accepted in Case 302/86 Commission v. Denmark. Other mandatory 

requirementss accepted by the Court are e.g. press diversity in Case C-368/95 Familiapress, the financial 

equilibriumm of social security systems in Case C-120/95 Decker, the improvement of working conditions 
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Considerationn to environmental concerns in relation to Article 28 was provided 
ass early as 1976, in the Kramer case that concerned measures aimed at the 
conservationn offish stocks.125 Advocate-General Trabucchi disapproved of treat-
ingg the measures as falling outside Article 28, fearing that this would lead to a 
tooo flexible view as regards the concept of measures having equivalent effect."6 

Thus,, he rejected the idea of accepting an environmental justification within 
thee application of Article 28, and rather opted for considering the measure to 
bee prohibited but nevertheless justified under Article 30. He was rather hesitant 
aboutt the latter point, though, because of the extraterritorial nature of the fish 
whosee protection was sought by the measure.127 The Court did not follow the 
Advocate-General,, and applied a sort of "rule of reason" by finding that the 
catchh quotas were not prohibited by Article 28 because of their conservation 
objectives: : 

MeasuresMeasures for the conservation of the resources of the sea through fixing catch 
quotasquotas and limiting the fishing effort, whilst restricting "production" in the short 
term,term, are aimed precisely at preventing such "production" from being marked by a fall 
whichwhich would seriously jeopardize supplies to consumers. Therefore, the fact that such 
measuresmeasures have the effect, for a short time, of reducing the quantities that the states 
concernedconcerned are able to exchange between themselves, cannot lead to these measures 
beingbeing classified among those prohibited by the treaty, the decisive factor being thai 
inin the long term these measures are necessary to ensure a steady, optimum yield 
fromfrom fishing.™* 

Inn its 1980 Communication on the interpretation of the Cassis judgment, the 
Commissionn had already mentioned the protection of the environment among 
thee mandatory requirements.129 The Court followed a few years later. In the 
19855 ADBHU case, the Court considered the validity of a Community Directive 
inn the light of primary Community law. The Court observed that the directive 
att issue must be seen in the perspective of environmental protection, which 
iss one of the Community's essential objectives.1  ̂This judgment was delivered 
beforee environmental protection had received Treaty status in the 1986 Single 

byy regulating working hours in Case 155/80 Oebel [1981] ECR 1993. Even more "mandatory require-

ments""  have been added within the realm of the free movement of services. See the overview in Kapteijn 

andd VerLoren van Themaat {1998) at 759-60. 
1255 Joined Cases 3,4,6/76 Kramer [1976] ECR 1279. 
1212 Opinion of Advocate-General Trabucchi in Joined Cases 3,4,6/76 Kramer, at 1324. 
1277 See infra, Section 3.4. 
1188 Ibid., paras. 56/59. 
1199 OJ 1980 C 256/2. 
I?°° Case 240/83 ADBHU, at 549. 
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Europeann Act. The express recognition of environmental protection as a manda-
toryy requirement occurred in the Danish Bottles case, where the Court stated 
thatt 'the protection of the environment is a mandatory requirement which may 
limi tt the application of Article 30 [now 28] of the Treaty'.'31 The Court in that 
judgmentt referred to the ADBHU case and to the 1986 Single European Act. 
Itt did not define the scope of the mandatory requirement of environmental 
protection,, however. That scope will have to be assessed by additional case-law, 
whichh is still scarce on the subject. 

2.33 Conditions for  the Application of the Justifications 

2.3.11 Introduction 

Merelyy invoking the protection of health or life or environ-
mentall  protection as a mandatory requirement for hindering intra-Community 
tradee wil l not suffice for a Member State. Additional conditions concerning the 
relationshipp between means and ends have to be satisfied.1'2 The Court has 
developedd a set of conditions with which national measures have to comply in 
orderr to be justified under both Article 30 and the "mandatory requirements". 
Thee Court varies the terminology used. However, recurring themes in this 
languagee are the "suitability" of the measure to pursue the goal sought, its 
"necessity",, its "proportionality", and the question whether there are alternative 
measuress available that would attain the same goal by means that are less 
restrictivee of intra-Community trade. 

Whatt is the basis of these conditions as developed by the Court? Article 30 
usess the words 'justified on grounds of...the protection of health and life...'.1" 
Thee Court has interpreted this word as implying a necessity test.134 The terms 
mostt commonly employed by the Court when applying the "rule of reason" 
aree 'necessary to satisfy mandatory requirements', although it sometimes varies, 
referringg instead to e.g. 'justified by an imperative requirement',135 or 'overriding 
requirementss of general public importance which may justify obstacles to the 
freee movement of goods'.1'6 

1311 Case 302/86 Commission v. Denmark, para. 9. 
1322 Moreover, a measure satisfying a mandatory requirement should be "indistinctly applicable" to imported 

andd domestic goods. This point is further discussed infra, in Section 3.3. 
1333 Emphasis added. 
1344 Case 153/78 Commission v. Germany: 'Since the restrictive measures authorised by article 36 [now 30] 

derogatee from the fundamental principle of the free movement of goods, they are in accordance with 

thee treaty only in so far as they are "justified", that is to say, necessary in order, in this case, to ensure 

thee protection of human health and life.' 
1355 See e.g. Case C-209/98 Sydhavnens, para. 49. Emphasis added. 
133 See e.g. Case C-34/95 De Agostini, para. 46. Emphasis added. 
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2.3.22 The Requirement of "Proportionality" 

Thee conditions to be fulfilled by national measures in order to 
bee justified by Article 30 or a mandatory requirement are often taken together 
andd referred to as the proportionality requirement. 

Thee proportionality of means and ends has been considered a general princi-
plee of Community law from the early years of the Coal and Steel Community.137 

Firstt pronounced by the Court of Justice in a case in 1955,'38 the principle was 
invokedd and applied in hundreds of subsequent cases before it. The principle 
off  proportionality works in two ways. On the one hand, it provides a check 
onn Community legislative action, and in that sense it may be seen as an expres-
sionn of the principle of attributed powers.139 The principle thus operates to 
balancee Community action in the general interest with individual interests. 
Thiss manifestation of proportionality has Treaty status. The Court of Justice 
mayy be confronted with questions regarding the proportionality of Community 
legislationn in two ways: through direct actions based on Article 230, and in 
preliminaryy questions from national courts based on Article 234 regarding the 
validityy of Community acts.140 

Onn the other hand, the principle also provides a check on Member State 
legislativee and regulatory action through its application in cases involving the 
compatibilityy of such action with the Treaty, e.g. with the free movement of 
goods.. Proportionality in this sense is assessed both by national courts applying 
Communityy law and by the European Court of Justice when answering prelimi-
naryy questions on the interpretation of Community law. It is this manifestation 
off  proportionality which is most relevant to this study. Although not explicit in 
thee Treaty, it forms part of the general principles of Community law, and may 
arguablyy be read into the term "justified" in Article 30 as well as the Court's 
judgmentss on measures that are "justified" by mandatory requirements. 

Thee Court has never made explicit the origin of the proportionality principle 
ass applied in Community law.141 The principle has its roots in the legal traditions 
off  a number of Member States. In international law, proportionality is regarded 
ass one aspect of a broader concept of "reason". That notion has formal as well 
ass substantive elements. Focusing on the substantive elements, proportionality 

'377 Neville Brown (1985). 

'3**  Case 8/55 Fédéchar. 
1399 Emiliou (1996a) at 138. 
1400 See Section 2.3.4. 
1411 Even though both Advocates-General and national courts have discussed this issue. See e.g. the opinion 

off  AG Dutheillet de Lamothe in Case 11/70 Internationale Handellsgtscllschaft, and a statement by 

thee Verwaltungsgericht Frankfurt that the principle of proportionality is derived from the prohibition 

againstt the abuse of rights in public international law, both in Emiliou (1996a) at 135-37. 
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mayy be described as the sufficiency of the causal link between a measure and its 
legitimatee objective, the causal link and the objective being the other substantive 
elements.1422 It has been suggested that proportionality is essentially the same 
ass "reasonableness", a term commonly used in English law.143 Proportionality as 
suchh is found in French administrative law,144 but the concept as applied in the 
ECC appears to have been inspired principally by German administrative law.145 

Accordingg to German law, a measure is deemed proportional if it fulfil s a three-
prongedd test. First, the measure must be appropriate for attaining the objective 
soughtt by it. Second, it must be necessary, in the sense that no other measure 
lesss restrictive of freedom is available. Third, it must not be disproportionate to 
itss objective: proportionality in the narrow sense.146 

Thus,, there is, on the one hand, a large proportionality concept, encompass-
ingg basically all the requirements which a measure has to fulfi l in order to justify 
aa restriction on the free movement of goods.147 On the other hand, a stricter 
conceptt of proportionality, proportionality stricto sensu, posits proportionality 
ass only one of the conditions a measure has to fulfi l in order to justify trade 
restrictions.. The other conditions which a measure pursuing a legitimate aim 
hass to meet in addition would in that view be "appropriateness", "necessity" and 
"leastt trade-restrictiveness". 

2.3.33 Proportionality of National Measures 

Wheree the proportionality of national measures is concerned, 
thee elements identified above occur in all sorts of variations in the Court's judg-
ments,, the opinions by Advocates-General, and academic literature. The first 
criterionn of proportionality in the wider sense, the measure's appropriateness, is 
alsoo referred to as "suitability", "usefulness" or "effectiveness".148 This element 
iss often clear enough and not made explicit by the Court. As regards the second 

1422 Corten (1999). 
1433 Advocate-General Warner in his opinion in Case 34/79 Henn and Darby, at 3830, referring to Neville 

Brownn (1985), as noted by De Bürca {1993) at 108. 
1444 See Emiliou (1996a) at Chapter 2. 
1455 See Emiliou (1996a) at Chapter 3. 
1466 See, with slight variations but all listing essentially these three elements, Schwarze (1992) at Chapter 5; 

Dee Bürca (1993) at 113; Emiliou (1996a) at 26; Jacobs (1999); at 1; Jans (2000b) at 240-41. 
1477 E.g. Kramer (1993b) at 120: 'A measure is proportional when it aims to pursue a legitimate political 

objective,, when the measure is appropriate to approach this objective, when the measure is necessary 

too reach or approach the objective and when there is no measure which is less restrictive for the free 

circulationn of goods.' Note, however, that this author lists necessity and least trade-restrictiveness as 

separatee requirements, and does not identify the third prong of the test, proportionality stricto sensu. 
144 See e.g. De Bürca (1993) at 113. 
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criterion,, often "necessity" and "least trade-restrictiveness" are equated by the 
Courtt and in academic literature.'49 The third and most controversial element of 
thee test as described above, proportionality in the strict sense, is rarely applied in 
thee Court's case-law. However, the words "proportional" or "proportionate" are 
frequentlyy used by the Court, often to refer to what has been described above 
ass the "necessity" and "least trade-restrictive" tests.150 Sometimes, the Court has 
separatelyy mentioned proportionality, necessity and least trade-restrictiveness.151 

Thee Court also sometimes suggests that proportionality and least trade-restric-
tivenesss are cumulative conditions.152 On other occasions, the Court has found a 
measuree to be "manifestly disproportionate".153 In a number of cases, the Court 
hass applied a negative formulation of the principle of proportionality, accepting 
aa national measure as "not disproportionate".154 The Court has in a number of 
casess pointed out that 'where a Member State relies on overriding requirements 
too justify rules which are likely to obstruct the exercise of free movement of 
goods,, such justification must also be interpreted in the light of the general 
principless of law and in particular of fundamental rights.'155 

(a)) Proportionality and Article 30 

Inn the absence of Community harmonisation addressing the 
objectivee pursued, Member States are entitled to decide what degree of protection 
off  life and health they wish to assure. However, they must take account of the 
requirementss of the free movement of goods.156 As argued above, the Court does 
nott require exclusive proof of a "health and life" hazard. Genuine doubt about 

1499 See the Court in Case C-131/93 Commission v. Germany (Crayfish): '[Rjules restricting intra-Community 

tradee are compatible with the Treaty only in so far as they are indispensable for the purposes of providing 

effectivee protection for the health and lif e of animals. They cannot therefore be covered by the derogation 

providedd for in Article 36 [now 30] if that aim may be achieved just as effectively by measures having 

lesss restrictive effects on intra-Community trade.' Emphasis added. Cf. fans (2000b) at 240, and Jacobs 

(1999)) at 1. 
1500 Case C-217/99 Commission v. Belgium; Case 302/86 Commission v. Denmark (Danish Bottles), at para. 6. 
1511 Case C-67/97 Bluhme. 
1522 Case C-189/95 Franzèn, para. 76, referring to Cases 120/78 Cassis de Dijon, C-470/93 Mars paragraph 15; 

Casee C-368/95 Familiapress, paragraph 19; and Joined Cases C-34/95, C-35/95 and C-36/95 De Agostini, 

paragraphh 45. 
1533 Cases C-241/89 SARPP at para. 21; C-369/88 Delattre at para. 56. 
1544 Cases C-39/90 Denkavit at para. 24; C-312/89 Conforama at para. 12; C-389/96 Aher-Waggon, para. 25. 
1555 See in the context of goods, Case C-368/95 Familiapress, para. 24; and in the context of services, Case 

C-260/899 ERT, para. 43, both referring to the freedom of expression laid down in Article 10 of the 

Europeann Convention on Human Rights. 
1566 See eg. Case 125/88 Nijman. 
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aa product's safety may justify action under Article 30 even if scientific evidence 
iss not unequivocal, and even if other Member States consider the product to 
bee acceptable.157 Nonetheless, the proportionality test requires that the Member 
Statee take into consideration whether a component in imported products it 
wishess to prohibit is harmless according to international scientific data, and 
whetherr it meets a genuine technical or other need. The concept of technological 
needd must be assessed in the light of the raw materials utilised, bearing in 
mindd the assessment made by the authorities of the Member State where the 
productt is lawfully manufactured and marketed. Account must also be taken 
off  the findings of international scientific research, in particular of the work 
off  the Community's Scientific Committees for Food, the Codex Alimentarius 
Committeee of the FAO and the WHO.158 Furthermore, the Member State must 
makee available to importers and foreign companies an administrative procedure 
forr seeking general authorisation for products containing such components.159 

Ass argued above, in the absence of any health risk, the Court will reject an 
Articlee 30 justification. But whenever there is at least the possibility of a health 
risk,, the Court will demonstrate more deference to national authorities' policy 
decisions.. Thus, in cases concerning products causing health risks, Member 
Statess may require prior authorisation for the marketing of such products, 
andd even complete prohibitions are not per se unacceptable. This is not only 
soo in cases concerning obviously dangerous products such as biocides and pesti-
cides/600 but also in cases concerning medicines,161 and food additives posing 
onlyy a potential health risk.'62 In such cases, the Court has shown that it is ready 
too accept national governments' arguments.16' 

Sometimes,, Member States invoke both health risks and the mandatory 
requirementt of consumer protection. The latter argument will be based on 
thee perceived confusion caused to domestic consumers when confronted with 
productss from other Member States that differ from the domestic products they 
havee traditionally known. This has been put forward in relation to marketing 
requirementss for e.g. beer,164 other alcoholic beverages105, vinegar166 and pasta167. 

1577 See e.g. Case 53/80 Eyssen . 
155 Cases C-13/91 and 0113/91 Debus at para. 29, citing Case 178/84 Commission v. Germany. 
1599 See e.g. Case 174/82 Sandoz. 

Seee e.g. Cases 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten; C-293/94 Brandsma; 

C-400/966 Harpegnies. 

Casee C-55/99 Commission v. France. 
1622 Case 53/80 Officier van Jusitic v. Koninklijke Kaasfabriek Eyssen BV; Case 174/82 Sandoz; Case 227/82 

VanVan Bcnnekom. 
1633 Case C-473/98 Toolex Alpha, at paras. 40-48. See further on this case Heyvaert (2001). 
1644 See Case 178/84 Commission v. Germany {'Beer Purity Laws'). 
1655 See Case 120/78 Cassis de Dijon. 
1666 See Case 788/79 Gilli  and Andres. 
1677 See Case 407/85 Drei Glocken. 
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Thee Court usually not only rejects the health justification, but also the invocation 
off  the mandatory requirement of consumer protection in such cases. It wil l 
considerr that Member States may ensure that consumers make an informed 
choicee by means which do not prevent the importation of products which have 
beenn lawfully manufactured and marketed in other Member States and, in 
particular,, 'by the compulsory affixing of suitable labels giving the nature of 
thee product sold'.168 

Itt is contrary to the principle of proportionality for national rules to require 
importedd products to comply strictly and exactly with the provisions or technical 
requirementss laid down for products manufactured in the importing Member 
State,, when those imported products afford users the same level of protection. 
However,, in a case concerning French requirements for woodworking machines, 
thee Court acknowledged that approaches to protection may differ between 
Memberr States, and that such differences should be taken into account when 
applyingg the proportionality test. In Germany, the approach to life and health 
protectionn included compulsory training for the users of such machines, 
whereass the French applied stricter requirements to the machines themselves. 
Thee Court accepted that it had not been established that the two approaches 
guaranteedd users the same level of protection. Statistics on accidents with wood-
workingg machines in both countries did not take into account these different 
approachess and were not conclusive.109 

Thee proportionality principle has up until now been applied in relation to 
measuress aimed at animal and plant protection in only a relatively small number 
off  cases.170 Roughly, the same principles apply as in relation to measures for 
humann life or health protection, although it is recalled that human life and 
healthh are considered more important than animal or plant life and health.171 

InIn most of these cases, the emphasis has been on the least trade-restrictiveness 
test.1722 The Crayfish case provides a clear example; the Court found a German 
importt ban to be disproportionate, since Germany had not convincingly shown 
thatt measures which were less restrictive for intra-Community trade were inca-
pablee of effectively protecting the interests pleaded.17' In Monsees, the subject-

11 See e.g. Case 407/85 Drei Glocken at para. 16. A more elaborate discussion of these types of cases can 

bee found in Weatherill (1999). 
11 9 Case 188/84 Commission v. France (woodworking machines), paras. 16-22. 
1700 See Case 64/75 Rewc Case 251/78 Denkavit; Case 124/81 Commission v. UK; Case 40/82 Commission v. 

UK;UK;  Case 74/82 Commissionv. Inland; Case 73/84 Denkavit; Case C-304/88 Commission v. Belgium; Case 

C-128/899 Commission v. Italy; Case C-131/93 Commissionv. Germany. 
1711 Cases 104/75 De Peijper; C-320/93 Ortscheit [1994] ECR I-5243. 

''?1?1 Notably the first Denkavit case, Commission v. UK ('UHT Milk'), the Newcastle Disease cases, Commission 

v.. Belgium ('Live Animals'), Commission v. Italy ('Grapefruits') and Commission v. Germany ('Crayfish'), 

alll  in note 111. 
1733 Case C-131/93 Crayfish, at para. 26. 
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matterr of the national measure was Austrian limitations to live animal trans-
portation.. The Court observed that the effect of the measure was to make 
alll  international transit of animals for slaughter by road almost impossible in 
Austria.. Furthermore, measures appropriate to the objective of protecting the 
healthh of animals and less restrictive of the free movement of goods were 
conceivable.174 4 

Thee proportionality requirement not only applies to national laws laying 
down,, for example, food standards, but also to the assessment of conformity 
withh such standards. To the extent that conformity checks are not covered by 
Communityy legislation, the Court has accepted the possibility for a Member 
Statee to apply checks even if the product has been checked and approved in 
anotherr Member State.175 However, the Court has at the same time prohibited 
testss where similar tests have been applied in the other Member State, whose 
resultss are available.176 Moreover, the Court has consistently held that, where 
co-operationn between the authorities of the Member States makes it possible 
too facilitate and simplify frontier checks, the authorities responsible for health 
inspectionss must ascertain whether the documents issued within the framework 
off  that co-operation give rise to a presumption that the imported goods comply 
withh the requirements of domestic health legislation, thus enabling the checks 
carriedd out upon importation to be simplified.177 From this case-law, it has been 
concludedd that 'a product accompanied by a certificate that declares that it has 
beenn tested in its state of origin is in principle free to circulate throughout the 
Communityy without being subjected to further tests.'178 Thus, the importing 
statee will have to justify why a second test is necessary. This can be considered 
aa manifestation of the principle of mutual recognition as laid down in the Cassis 
andd subsequent cases. 

Inn sum, the proportionality principle as applied to justifications for the life 
andd health of humans balances deference to national authorities' chosen levels 
off  health protection with the need to secure market access throughout the 
Communityy for products lawfully manufactured and marketed in any Member 
State.. Article 30, it is recalled, is applicable in those instances where the health 
riskk at issue has not been (fully) addressed by Community harmonisation. 
Thee balance between health protection and market access depends on the 

1744 Case C-350/97 Monsees. The Court relied on pending Community harmonisation to prove its point that 

lesss trade-restrictive measures were conceivable; see Langer and Wiers (2000). On harmonisation, see 

Sectionn 2.4. 
1755 See e.g. Case 251/78 Denkavit [1979] ECR 3369. 
177 See e.g. Case 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten; Case C-293/94 

Brandsma. Brandsma. 
1777 Case 104/75 **e Peijper; Case 251/78 Denkavit; Case 124/81 Commissionv. UK. 
177 Weatherill and Beaumont (1995) at 470. 
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perceivedd health risk. In cases of established health risks, the Member States 
havee moree leeway to restrict or even completely prevent market access. Where 
riskss are minimal or absent, labelling or certification is usually found to be 
thee least-trade restrictive alternative, making more restrictive measures dispro-
portionate.. Factors taken into account when striking the necessary balance are 
internationall  scientific evidence; whether the substance posing a health risk 
meetss a genuine need; and how other Member States deal with the perceived 
healthh risk. All this, however, must be seen in the light of the principles of 
preventionn and precaution, as laid down in Article 174 EC and elaborated in 
aa communication by the Commission.179 Although the Communication was 
onlyy meant as 'input in an ongoing debate', it did outline requirements to be 
mett by precautionary measures.180 Arguably, this principle not only applies to 
Communityy legislation, but also to Member State measures. Thus, it seems 
thatt the existence of a risk as perceived in one Member State, even if disputed 
elsewhere,, may suffice to justify trade-restrictive measures. 

Thee second sentence of Article 30 reflects the preamble of GATT Article 
XX. lSll It stipulates that prohibitions or restrictions that may be justified under 
thee first sentence of Article 30 shall not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimi-
nationn or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States. As the Court 
hass held in various cases, the function of the second sentence of Article 36 is 
too prevent restrictions on trade based on the grounds mentioned in the first 
sentencee from being diverted from their proper purpose and used in such a 
wayy as to create discrimination in respect of goods originating in other Member 
Statess or indirectly to protect certain national products.'82 Thus, the prohibition 
inn the second sentence is designed to prevent abuse of the permitted justifica-
tionss in the first sentence of Article 30. The Court has applied the term "misuse" 
explicitlyy in cases concerning another ground mentioned in Article 30, the 
protectionn of commercial and industrial property.18' 

1799 EC Commission (2000b). 

'8oo Ibid.: 'Where action is deemed necessary, measures based on the precautionary principle 

shouldd be, inter alia: 

-- proportional to the chosen level of protection, 

-- non-discriminatory in their application, 

-- consistent with similar measures already taken, 

-- based on an examination of the potential benefits and costs of action or lack of 

actionn (including, where appropriate and feasible, an economic cost/benefit analysis), 

-- subject to review, in the light of new scientific data, and 

-- capable of assigning responsibility for producing the scientific evidence necessary for a more compre-

hensivee risk assessment.' 

'8'' See Chapter 4. 

Seee Case 34/79 Henn and Darby para. 21; Joined Cases C-1/90 and C-176/90 Aragonesa, para. 20. 

'' See e.g. Case 15/74 Sterling Drug. 
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Thee Court has said that the principle of proportionality underlies the second 
sentencee of Article 30.l84 Some authors contend that the proportionality test 
andd the second sentence of Article 30 are equivalent,1*5 while others argue that 
thee second sentence of Article 30 includes the principles of proportionality and 
alternativee means.186 Still others contend that proportionality and the second 
sentencee of Article 30 are different things. Proportionality is part of the question 
whetherr a measure is justified or not, while the second sentence of Article 30 
actss as an overriding requirement. In this view, a measure that is justified as 
proportionatee may still infringe the second sentence.1*7 

(b)) Proportionality and the Mandatory Requirement of 
Environmentall  Protection 

Thee Danish Bottles case was the first case in which the Court 
discussedd the mandatory requirement of environmental protection and the pro-
portionalityy of a national measure taken to pursue that requirement.'88 The case 
concernedd a Danish measure under which beer and soft drinks could only be 
marketedd in returnable containers, for which a system of collection and refilling 
wass required. Containers had to be approved by the Danish Environmental 
Protectionn Agency. Non-approved containers, except any form of metal contain-
ers,, could be used to market a maximum of 2,800 hectolitres per year per 
producer,, provided that for those containers a deposit-and-return system was 
established.. The case is especially interesting in the light of the proportionality 
principle,, as the Court ruled the infringements to the free movement of goods 
broughtt about by the Danish system to be partially proportionate and partially 
disproportionatee to the objective pursued. 

Thee Court found the obligation to establish a deposit-and-return system, 
whichh went hand in hand with the requirement that beer and soft drinks be 
marketedd only in returnable containers to be 'an indispensable element of a 
systemm intended to ensure the re-use of containers and therefore necessary to 
achievee the aims pursued by the contested rules', and it determined that this 
obligationn was proportionate.189 The Court did not expressly consider whether 
theree were less trade-restrictive means available; perhaps the word "indispensa-
ble""  implies that the Court thought that there were no such alternatives availa-
ble.. Probably the Court did not itself go into the question of the requirement that 

1844 E.g. in Cases 174/82 Sandoz, para. 18; 227/82 Van Bennekom, para. 39; C-400/96 Harpegnies, para. 34. 
1855 See e.g. Kramer (1993b) at 127. 
11 Weatherill and Beaumont (1995) at 455. The principles mentioned are discussed in more detail below. 

77 Gormley (1985) at 210-11. 

Casee 302/86 Commission v. Denmark. On this case, see e.g. Kramer (1993a) at 89-105; Kromarek (1990). 
99 Para. 13 of the judgment. 
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onlyy returnable containers be marketed, because the Commission had accepted 
thiss requirement and had expressed its view that it did not wish to see the system 
inn force replaced by another system.190 

Ass to the quantitative limit for non-approved containers, the Court acknowl-
edgedd that a system for returning approved containers 'ensures a maximum rate 
off  re-use and therefore a very considerable degree of protection of the environment 
sincee empty containers can be returned to any retailer of beverages.'191 Non-
approvedd containers, on the contrary, could only be returned where they had 
beenn bought. The Court however argued: 

Nevertheless,Nevertheless, the system for returning non-approved containers is capable of 
protectingprotecting the environment and, as far as imports are concerned, affects only 
limitedlimited quantities of beverages compared with the quantity of beverages consumed in 
DenmarkDenmark owing to the restrictive effect which the requirement that containers should 
bebe returnable has on imports. In those circumstances, a restriction of the quantity 
ofof products which may be marketed by importers is disproportionate to the objective 
pursued.pursued.11"** "** 

Subsequentt case-law on the mandatory requirement of environmental protection 
andd proportionality is scarce. The Court did not discuss proportionality in the 
WalloonWalloon Waste case. In Aher-Waggon, the Court assessed under Articles 28-30 
aa German measure concerning noise standards for aircraft, which was stricter 
thann the relevant Community harmonisation. The Court observed that the 
measuree fell within the Dassonville formula, but could be justified by considera-
tionss of public health and environmental protection, as long as it was propor-
tionatee and met the least trade-restrictiveness test. The Court found that 'limit-
ingg noise emissions from aircraft is the most effective and convenient means 
off  combating the noise pollution which they generate', and concluded that 
thee measure was not disproportionate.19' Without making explicit whether it 
regardedd the justification as falling within Article 30 or within the mandatory 
requirementt of environmental protection, the Court appears to have opted for 
thee latter by suggesting that the measure was indistinctly applicable,194 and 
concludingg that Article 28 did not preclude the German measure. 

1900 Kramer (1993a) at 101. 
1911 Para. 20 of the judgment. Emphasis added. 
1922 Para. 21 of the judgment. 
1933 Case 0-389/96 Aher Waggon, paras. 21-24. 
1944 Case C-389/96 Aher Waggon, para. 22. This point is debatable, see Section 3.3.3. 
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2.3.44 Proportionality of Community Measures 

Thee third sentence of Article 5 of the EC Treaty provides that 
'[a]nyy action by the Community shall not go beyond what is necessary to achieve 
thee objectives of this Treaty'. Without explicitly mentioning the term, this is a 
clearr formulation of the proportionality principle. It has been somewhat further 
elaboratedd in the Protocol on the Application of the Principles of Subsidiarity 
andd Proportionality attached to the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty, although that Proto-
coll  deals mostly with subsidiarity. The relevant text provides that '[t]he shape 
off  Community action is as simple as possible without impeding satisfactory 
realisationn of the goal of the action and of its effective execution'.195 This means 
thatt the Community should only legislate where necessary, and should choose 
directivess rather than regulations. 

Inn the ADBHU case, the Court said that Community environmental mea-
suress restricting trade must 'neither be discriminatory nor go beyond the inevita-
bleble restrictions which are justified by the pursuit of the objective of environmental 
protection'.1966 The Court, in assessing the proportionality of Community mea-
sures,, clearly distinguishes between the several elements of the test: 

thethe lawfulness of the prohibition of an economic activity [by a Community 
measure]measure] is subject to the condition that the prohibitory measures are appropriate and 
necessarynecessary in order to achieve the objectives legitimately pursued by the legislation in 
question;question; when there is a choice between several appropriate measures recourse must 
bebe had to the least onerous, and the disadvantages caused must not be disproportion-
ateate to the aims pursued.197 

Thee Court usually explicitly identifies and assesses these elements individually. 
Att the same time, it is reluctant to impose its own judgement over and above 
thatt of the Community's legislative authorities when applying the test, especially 
whenn common policies are concerned, such as the common agricultural policy. 
Forr example, in the same judgment cited above, the Court stated that 'with 
regardd to judicial review of compliance with those conditions it must be stated 
thatt in matters concerning the common agricultural policy the Community 
legislaturee has a discretionary power which corresponds to the political responsi-
bilitiess given to it [...] Consequently, the legality of a measure adopted in that 
spheree can be affected only if the measure is manifestly inappropriate having 
regardd to the objective which the competent institution is seeking to pursue'.198 

1955 Amsterdam Protocol, para. 6. 
199 Case 240/83 ADBHU, para. 15. Emphasis added. 
1977 See e.g. Case C-331/88 Fedesa, para. 13. 
199 Ibid., para. 14, referring to Case 265/87 Schraeder, paras. 21 and 22. Emphasis added. 
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Itt should be noted that "manifestly inappropriate" concerns the first part of 
thee proportionality test as described by the Court and cited above, i.e., the 
appropriatenesss of the measure, rather than the last part, i.e. the relationship 
betweenn 'disadvantages caused and aims pursued'.1" 

Thee Court is equally reserved when assessing the necessity of the measure 
andd the availability of less trade-restrictive measures. In the Boehringer case, the 
Courtt of First Instance was asked to judge on the proportionality of Community 
measuress largely prohibiting the use of clenbuterol for bovines, which practi-
callyy put a company producing that substance out of business. The Court, 
havingg found that the measures were not manifestly inappropriate to their aims, 
assessedd their necessity by looking at alternatives. The Court found that the 
Councill  had not made a 'manifest error of assessment' when deciding that a 
prohibitionn was the preferable solution.200 This illustrates the Court's unwilling-
nesss to challenge the Community's legislator. Interestingly, the Court at the 
samee time applied a balancing test as part of the necessity requirement. The 
Courtt not only argued that the alternatives proposed would be less effective, but 
itt also observed that control measures that would be warranted by the application 
off  less restrictive measures would entail a significant cost for the public purse, 
andd that that cost must be balanced against the loss caused to the company by 
thee prohibition.20' Recently, Advocate-General Alber proposed a more intrusive 
"necessary""  test of Community legislation.202 

Thee last part of the test applied to Community legislation assesses propor-
tionalityy stricto sensu, 'that is to say the weighing of damage to individual 
rightss against the benefits accruing to the general interest'.20' Again, the Court 
appearss unwilling to challenge the balance struck by the competent institutions. 
Inn a context where the Community legislature makes social policy choices, 
orr undertakes 'complex assessments based on technical and scientific informa-
tionn which is liable to change rapidly', the Court limits its judicial review to 
examiningg whether the exercise of the legislature's power 'has been vitiated by 
aa manifest error of assessment or a misuse of powers or whether the legislature 
hass manifestly exceeded the limits of its discretion.'204 In practice, the Court 
indeedd applies the strict proportionality test with much restraint. For example, 
inn Fedesa, the Court confined itself to observing that the importance of the 
objectivess pursued was such as to justify even substantial negative financial 
consequencess for certain traders.205 In the Boehringer case, the Court concluded 

1999 This is confirmed by the Court of First Instance in Case T-125/96 Boehringer, at para. 76. 
200Casee T-125/96 Boehringer, paras. 97 and 100. 
2011 Ibid., paras. 92-96. 
2022 Opinion in Joined Cases C-27/00 and C-122/00 Omega Air. 
2 0 ''  Ibid. , para. 102. 
2044 Cases 084/94 UK v. Council, para. 58, and C-127/95 Norbrook Laboratories, para. 90. 
1055 Case C-331/88 Fedesa, para. 17. 
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onn this point that 'the importance of the aims pursued [...] is such as to justify 
adversee economic consequences, even of a substantial nature, for individual 
traderss [...]', and that 'the maintenance of public health must take precedence 
overr all other considerations'.106 

Too sum up, in assessing the proportionality of Community measures, the 
Courtt distinguishes much more clearly between the different elements of 
proportionalityy senso latu than in assessing national measures. Moreover, its 
proportionalityy test for Community legislation includes a strict proportionality 
test,, i.e. a full balancing of the interests at issue. At the same time, however, 
thee Court, apparently very conscious of the division of competencies between the 
Community'ss institutions, is reluctant to step into the role of the Community 
legislator.. It usually only applies a marginal test in assessing all of the elements. 

2.44 Community Harmonisation and the Right to Go Beyond 
Communityy Standards 

Thee goal of this work is not to discuss the intricacies of Com-
munityy harmonisation instruments,207 or the problems associated with their 
appropriatee legal basis.io8 However, an assessment of Member States' environ-
mentall  and health measures as they relate to Community law is incomplete 
whenn looking only at the primary Treaty Articles on the free movement of 
goods.. If an environmental subject-matter is outside the scope of secondary 
Communityy legislation, it remains within the competence of the Member States 
too regulate, albeit within the limits of primary Community law. On the other 
hand,, if the subject-matter is covered by secondary Community legislation, what 
actionn Member States may still take unilaterally with respect to that subject-
matterr primarily depends on the relevant secondary legislation. In principle, 
Articless 28-30 are no longer relevant to national measures in such situations, 
andd a Member State cannot invoke Article 30 or the mandatory requirement of 
environmentall  protection to justify a trade-restrictive environmental or health 
measure.2099 Only if the relevant secondary legislation enables the Member States 
too deviate from or go beyond the set environmental or health standards will 
primaryy Community law on the free movement of goods come into play.iID 

'Casee T-125/96 Bochringcr, para. 102. 

Onn Community environmental harmonisation, see Geradin (1993); Faure (1998); Jans (2000a). 

Thesee problems were more pressing until the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty made the legislative procedure 

forr environmental Community legislation under Article 175 the same as for internal market legislation 

underr Article 95. See e.g. London and Llamas (1995), at 34-44; fans (1995), at 50-61. 

'Seee e.g. Cases C-169/89 Van den Burg, C-5/94 Hedley Lomas, C-1/96 Compassion. 

Seee e.g. Cases G389/96 Ahcr Waggon, C-383/97 Van der Laan. 
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Forr the above reasons, the assessment of national environmental and health 
measuress must begin by investigating whether there is any relevant Community 
legislationn addressing the subject-matter which the national measure seeks to 
regulate.. However, it is not always easy to determine the respective coverage of 
Communityy and national legislation. In assessing whether a subject-matter is 
coveredd by harmonisation, the personal, territorial and substantive scope of the 
Communityy legislation at issue must be examined. Often, the legislation lists 
explicitlyy the areas, persons or products to which it applies. Generally speaking, 
anythingg outside the personal, territorial or substantive scope of Community 
legislationn is for the Member States to regulate.211 

Thee substantive scope of secondary Community law is not only determined 
byy the subject-matter which is regulated, but is also closely related to its objec-
tives,, which can usually be discerned from the preamble. If the objectives of 
Communityy legislation and a national measure regulating the same persons 
orr products coincide, the ability of individual Member States to regulate in 
pursuancee of these objectives is circumscribed by the Community legislation. 
Thus,, if a Community directive lays down maximum transit hours for live 
animall  transports to protect animal welfare, a Member State can only pursue the 
samee objective (animal welfare) regarding the same subject-matter (live animal 
transports)) within the limits set by the directive.212 On the other hand, a Member 
Statee was allowed to apply national measures on the dimensions of boxes for 
fatteningg calves as long as there were no Community measures regulating such 
dimensions,, even if there was a common market organisation scheme in place 
forr the animals concerned.2'3 The common market organisation scheme did not 
containn any provision for animal protection, so it regulated calves but not their 
protection. . 

However,, such a situation wil l not often arise. In the majority of cases, , 
Communityy measures refer to both internal market and environmental or health 
concerns.. The Court in such cases readily accepts that both objectives are 
coveredd by the Community measure. For example, subsequent to the case 
referredd to above, a directive regulating the dimensions of boxes for fattening 
calvess has come into force. The Court subsequently stated that this directive 
'providess for harmonisation of the measures necessary to achieve thee specific 
objectivee [of animal protection], thus making recourse to Article 36 [now 30] 
impossible.'2144 Apparently, the Court sees no problem in Community secondary 

2111 C.f. Cases 94/83 Heijn, 125/88 Nijmon, 380/87 Bahama. C-473/98 Toolex Alpha. 
2122 See Directive 91/628, OJ (1991) L 340/1, as amended by Directive 95/29 OJ (1995) L148/52. This 

directivee was at issue in Case C-350/97 Monsees, but did not yet apply to Austria when the facts of the 

casee arose, thus making Articles 28-30 applicable. 
2133 Joined Cases 141-143/81 Holdijk. 
2144 See Case C-5/94 Hedley Lomas, para. 18; Case C-1/96 Compassion in World Farming, para. 47. 
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legislationn having several "specific objectives". National action pursuing any 
off  these objectives is precluded, even if internal market concerns appear to 
havee weighed at least as heavily as environmental concerns in enacting the 
Communityy legislation, as in the case of the directive on the dimensions of 
calff  boxes.215 

Havingg established the extent to which the subject-matter of a national 
measuree is covered by secondary Community legislation, a close look at that 
legislationn must be taken in order to determine whether, and if so to what 
extentt and under what conditions, individual Member States are still allowed to 
regulatee the subject-matter at issue. Community environmental legislation often 
layss down minimum or maximum values. This is true for standards concerning 
productionn aspects, and general standards concerning e.g. air or water quality, 
butt also sometimes for product standards.216 Member States are in principle 
freee to impose stricter production and quality standards on their own producers 
thann those laid down in Community legislation. Of course, they do not have 
thee jurisdiction to do the same for producers in other Member States.217 The 
situationn is different for product standards. If Member States were allowed to 
imposee stricter product requirements than the standards set at Community level 
onn products imported from other Member States, they could replace Community 
standardss by their own standards for all goods marketed in their territory. 
Thiss would seriously endanger the harmonising effect and the accompanying 
scalee advantages of Community product standards. Therefore, Community legis-
lationn laying down product standards often contains a so-called "free movement 
clause",, stipulating that a Member State cannot impede the marketing of any 
productt imported from another Member State that meets the Community 
standards.. Accordingly, a product meeting the Community standards can be 
marketedd throughout the Community.218 

Communityy legislation is sometimes categorised in terms of "minimum", 
"total",, or "exhaustive" harmonisation. A Community directive can be called 

2155 Cf. the following considerations in the preamble of Directive 91/629/EEC, at issue in Cases C-5/94 

HedlcyHedlcy Lomas and C-1/96 Compassion in World Farming:'[...] Whereas differences which may distort 

conditionss of competition interfere with the smooth running of the organisation of the common market 

inn calves and calf products; Whereas there is therefore a need to establish common minimum standards 

forr the protection of rearing calves or calves for fattening in order to ensure rational development of 

productionn [...]' 
1166 See by way of examples, Directive 92/112 OJ (1992) L 409/11 (waste from the titanium dioxide industry), 

andd Directive 99/30 OJ (1999) L 163/41 (air quality standards), and Directive 94/62 Of (1994) L 365/10 

(maximumm values for heavy metals in packaging materials), respectively. 
2177 What happens when a Member State attempts to impose production standards on imported products is 

discussedd in Sections 2.3.4 a nd 7-2-
2188 See e.g. Article 18 of Directive 94/62 OJ (1994) L 365/10. 
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"minimumm harmonisation" because it lays down minimum standards, "total" 
harmonisationn because it provides a free movement clause, and "exhaustive" 
harmonisationn because it entirely covers the subject-matter a national policy 
aimss to regulate and the room left to act unilaterally. However, such categories 
doo not assist much in determining the scope for national policy measures 
afterr harmonisation has taken place. They seem to be partially overlapping. 
Withh regard to product standards, minimum requirements are often combined 
withh a free movement clause, in which case Member States may apply stricter 
standardss only to domestic production.219 In the absence of a free movement 
clause,, stricter standards may be applied to imports too, but such application will 
bee tested against the Treaty, notably Articles 28-30.22° However, there appear to 
bee exceptions to this scheme. In a case concerning the Wild Birds directive, the 
Courtt pointed at the fact that a directive allowed Member States to apply stricter 
measures,, and 'therefore regulated exhaustively the Member States' powers'. The 
Courtt found that with regard to species that did not receive special protection 
underr the Directive and did not occur within their territory, Member States 
weree not allowed to adopt stricter protective measures than those provided under 
thee Directive."1 In another case, concerning a directive laying down minimum 
standardss for the protection of calves, the Court stated that the Community 
legislaturee 'laid down exhaustively common minimum standards'. The fact that 
thee directive itself authorised Member States to adopt stricter measures within 
theirr territory did not mean that the directive had not exhaustively regulated 
thee powers of the Member States in the area of the protection of veal calves.222 

Inn both instances, the Court thus refused to assess under Articles 28-30 EC 
nationall  measures aiming at higher protection levels than provided for in the 
directivee at issue. These cases may be peculiar in that they both concerned 
nationall  measures pursuing extraterritorial protection goals.223 Be that as it may, 
theyy show how difficult it is to categorise harmonising legislation. Thus, rather 
thann to attempt to establish what type of harmonisation is at issue, the appropri-
atee way to proceed seems to determine the coverage of the national measure 
andd the Community legislation, and then to look at the possibilities for national 
policiess offered by the legislation. Depending on how such possibilities, if any, 
aree phrased, Articles 28-30 may come into play. 

Whenn assessing the Member States' scope of action after harmonisation, 
nott only the text of secondary Community legislation itself is relevant, but 
alsoo its legal basis. The EC Treaty's Title on Environment consists of Articles 

2199 See e.g. Case C-11/92 Gallaher. 
2 100 See e.g. Case C-389/96 Aher-Waggon, paras. 15-16. 
2211 Case C-169/89 Van den Burg, paras. 9 and 12. 
2222 Case C-1/96 Compassion in World Farming, paras. 56 and 6} , referring to Van den Burg, 
22}}  Cf. Scott (2000) at 128. See further on these cases, Section 3.4. 
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174,1755 and 176. Article 174 lays down as the objectives of the Community's 
environmentall  policy 'preserving, protecting and improving the quality of the 
environment',, as well as 'protecting human health'. It further stipulates that the 
Communityy environmental policy shall aim at a high level of protection, and 
mentionss a number of principles on which the policy shall be based and aspects 
thatt shall be taken into account in preparing it. Where appropriate, environmen-
tall  harmonisation measures shall include a safeguard clause allowing Member 
Statess to take provisional measures for non-economic environmental reasons. 
Articlee 175 provides the legal basis for Community environmental legislation. 
Thiss has led to an important body of Community environmental law, both 
"sectoral",, e.g. various directives setting air and water quality standards, and 
"horizontal",, e.g. the directive on integrated pollution prevention and control."4 

Thee Court has observed that the Community rules do not seek to effect complete 
harmonisationn in the area of the environment.225 

Articlee 176 stipulates that Member States may apply more stringent meas-
uress than those laid down in Community legislation based on Article 175. Article 
1766 further restates the obvious requirement that such national measures must 
bee compatible with the Treaty, which includes Articles 28-30. It also stipulates 
thatt Member States must notify such measures to the Commission. However, 
Memberr States do not need the Commission's approval to apply their stricter 
measures.. If the Commission is unhappy about the effects of such measures 
onn the internal market, it may prepare new legislative proposals on the subject-
matterr or start infringement proceedings against the Member State concerned. 
Itt will thus be the Court of Justice and not the Commission which will ulti-
matelyy assess the measure's compatibility with Community law in such cases. 

Thee Treaty Title on Public Health consists of Article 152. According to Article 
152(1),, Community action shall complement national policies and be directed 
towardss improving public health. Article 152(4) gives the Council the power 
too adopt by co-decision (a) quality standards for human organs, substances, 
bloodd and blood derivatives, without preventing individual Member States from 
applyingg more stringent measures; (b) veterinary and phytosanitary measures 
havingg as their direct objective the protection of public health; and (c) incentive 
measuress to protect and improve human health, however excluding any harmo-
nisation.. As regards measures of type (b), the possibility for Member States 
too apply stricter standards would seem to depend on the text of the specific 
Communityy measure at issue. Considering the above enumeration, the legisla-
tivee powers of the Community in the field of public health protection are limited. 
Nevertheless,, human health is an important objective that pervades all policy 
areas.. Article 152(1) provides that a high level of human health protection shall 

2244 See Jans (2000a). 
2255 Case C-318/98 Fornasar, para. 46. 
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bee ensured in the definition and implementation of all Community policies and 
actions,, so human health concerns are to be integrated in other Community 
policies.. It is also recalled that human health is expressly mentioned in Article 
1744 as one of the objectives of the Community's environmental policy. 

Apartt from the specific Treaty provisions on health and environmental 
protection,, there is a general mandate in Article 95 to adopt measures 'which 
havee as their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market'. 
AA great deal of health and environmental protection measures have been based 
onn Article 95. That this is possible is underscored by paragraph 3 of the same 
Article,, which stipulates that the Commission will take a high level of protection 
ass a basis for legislative proposals concerning health, safety, environmental and 
consumerr protection, and the European Parliament and Council wil l also seek 
too achieve this objective. Harmonisation based on Article 95 mostly concerns 
productt standards. Often, such harmonisation contains a free movement clause 
too ensure that products meeting the requirements laid down in the harmonising 
legislationn can be marketed throughout the Community. Derogations must meet 
thee strict conditions laid down in Article 95, discussed infra. 

Thee Court has made it clear that the extent to which Article 95 may be used 
too harmonise health standards is not unlimited. For example, it has overturned 
Communityy legislation based on Article 95 which harmonised rules on advertis-
ingg and sponsorship of tobacco products, and was to a large extent inspired 
byy public health policy objectives."6 In the Court's interpretation, the limits 
too Article 95 seem to be determined by the requirement that the Community 
legislationn must as a whole promote the free movement of goods or other market 
freedoms.. The Court stated that 'a measure adopted on the basis of Article 100a 
[noww 95] of the Treaty must genuinely have as its object the improvement of 
thee conditions for the establishment and functioning of the internal market.'227 

Thee Court subsequently subdivided this requirement into two aspects; (a) the 
eliminationn of obstacles to the free movement (of goods or services in this case); 
(b)) the elimination of distortions of competition. 

Thee above considerations should be seen against the background of the 
limitedd competence to harmonise health standards under Article 152. As regards 
environmentall  standards, there is no doubt as to the Community's competence 
too harmonise, although the choice of the appropriate legal basis between Articles 
955 and 175 is not always clear. Both aspects mentioned by the Court with regard 
too health protection measures, i.e. the elimination of obstacles to free movement 
andd the elimination of distortions of competition, have also featured in disputes 
onn the proper legal basis for environmental legislation " 8 These disputes often 

122 Case C-376/98 Germany v. Parliament and Council. 
1277 Ibid., at paras. 83-84. 

""  See Cases 70/88 Parliament?. Council (Chernobyl 11), C-300/89 Commission v. Council (Titaniumdiox-

ide),ide), C-155/91 Commission v. Council (Waste Directive), C-187/93 Parliament v. Council (Basle Regulation), 

Joinedd Cases C-164-165/97 Parliament v. Council. 
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centree around the question whether the legal basis should be Article 95 or 175, 
orr both. The Court's case-law suggests that Community legislation harmonising 
environmentall  product standards should as a general rule be based on Article 
95,, although in exceptional cases, the incidence on the internal market is to 
bee regarded as merely accessory and not warranting the choice of Article 95. " 9 

Itt is as yet unclear to what extent legislation harmonising production methods 
too eliminate distortions of competition should have Article 95 as its basis. 
Perhapss such legislation should be based on Article 95 when it affects particular 
industries,, but not when it has more incidental effects.230 Alternatively, Article 
955 should be chosen when the production method significantly affects produc-
tionn costs, and Article 175 when that is not the case. Probably, these criteria run 
parallell  to a considerable extent. Finally, a double legal basis is conceivable, but 
onlyy in exceptional cases.2*1 

Thee conditions for derogating from legislation based on Article 95 are laid 
downn in that Article itself. Article 95(4) allows Member States to maintain 
nationall  provisions on grounds of "major needs" referred to in Article 30 (among 
whichh is human, animal or plant life or health), or relating to the protection 
off  the environment or the working environment. Article 95(5) addresses the 
introductionn of national provisions based on new scientific evidence, but only 
relatingg to the protection of the environment or working environment, not to the 
groundss mentioned in Article 30. The problem must be specific to the Member 
Statee introducing the measure and must have arisen after the adoption of the 
Communityy harmonising legislation. According to Article 95(6), the Commis-
sionn verifies whether national measures notified on the basis of paragraphs 
44 and 5 are 'a means of arbitrary discrimination, a disguised restriction on 
trade,, or an obstacle to the functioning of the internal market'. The first two 
elementss are equivalent to the second sentence of Article 30. The Commission 
hass interpreted the third element of Article 95(6) as follows: '[T]he concept 
off  an obstacle to the functioning of the internal market has to be understood 
ass a disproportionate effect in relation to the pursued objective'.2'2 Article 
95(7)) obliges the Commission, in cases where a derogation has been granted 
underr paragraph 6, to immediately examine whether Community harmonisa-
tionn should be adapted. Article 95(10), finally, provides that harmonisation 
measuress based on Article 95 shall in appropriate cases include a safeguard 

" 99 As in Case 70/88 Parliament v. Council (Chernobyl II). There. Article 31 Euratom was considered to be 

thee proper legal basis for measures laying down permitted levels of radioactivity in foodstuffs. That 

Articlee provides for basic standards to be laid down 'for the protection of the health of workers and the 

generall  public against the dangers arising from ionising radiations'. 
2300 See Jans (2000a) at 53. 
2311 See Case C-42/97 Parliament v. Council and Opinion 2/00 Re the Cartagena Protocol. 
2322 See Commission Decisions 99/830-836, Of (1999) L 329/1 et seq. 
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clausee allowing Member States to take provisional measures for one or more 
off  the 'non-economic reasons referred to in Article 30', but not for reasons of 
protectionn of the environment or working environment. 

Judgingg from the first applications of Article 95(6), the Commission's 
proportionalityy test appears to go beyond the test applied by the Court when 
applyingg Articles 28-30 to national measures. This is not entirely surprising. 
Whenn the Commission assesses a national measure under Article 95(6), a 
balancee between internal market and environmental interests has already been 
struckk at the Community level, while this is not the case when the Court 
assessess a national measure under Articles 28-30. The freedom for Member 
Statess to adopt unilateral policies is narrower in the first case than in the second. 
Thiss view is also supported by the very wording of Article 95(6). This adds the 
"obstacles""  test to the requirements that occur in the second sentence of Article 
30,, thus suggesting a stricter test than the Court normally adopts under Articles 
28-30.. On the other hand, it could be argued that a Member State should 
stilll  be free to strike its own balance between trade and environment interests 
whenn adopting stricter measures than those provided by Community legislation 
basedd on Article 95; this is precisely the idea behind the possibility created by 
paragraphss 4-6 of Article 95. 

Despitee the above considerations, the Commission may be expected to 
encounterr difficulties when overturning measures under Article 95(6) because 
off  a disproportionate impact on the internal market. The Commission has so 
farr overturned invocations of Article 95(4) because of the absence of scientific 
evidencee to support the stricter national measure. Considering the hostility 
whichh these decisions have met in the Member States concerned, resistance may 
bee expected to be even greater if the Commission overturns stricter environmen-
tall  measures for being disproportionate.233 It wil l also be interesting to see to 
whatt extent the Court wil l review the Commission's assessment of proportional-
ityy when confronted with a challenge {under Article 230) by a Member State 
againstt a Commission decision taken on the basis of Article 95(6). 

Finally,, it should be noted that Article 6 of the EC Treaty states in general 
termss that environmental protection requirements must be integrated into the 
definitionn and implementation of the Community policies and activities referred 
too in Article 3 of the Treaty, 'in particular with a view to promoting sustainable 
development'.. Article 3 lists among the Community's activities common policies 
inn the sphere of agriculture, fisheries, and transport, but also 'a contribution 
too the attainment of a high level of health protection'. Thus, environmental 
protectionn requirements must be integrated into the Community's contribution 
too a high level of health protection. At the same time, as noted above, protecting 

2333 See Van Calster (2000). 
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humann health is one of the objectives of the Community's environmental 
policy.. This example and the above account of the various legal bases of Commu-
nityy measures demonstrate that the demarcation line between "environmental 
protection",, "public health" and "human health" is far from clear. 
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3.11 Basic Disciplines and Typologies 

3.1.11 'Measures Having Equivalent Effect': From "Trading 
Rules""  to Inaction 

Thee wording 'capable of hindering, directly or indirectly, actu-
allyy or potentially, intra-Community trade' in Dassonville strikes one as being 
almostt a catch-all provision. Interestingly, the definition employs the words 
"tradingg rules", which could be interpreted as a limitation on the type of 
nationall  regulations covered by the concept of'measures having equivalent 
effect'.. However, in subsequent case-law repeating the Dassonville formula, the 
referencee to "trading rules" was dropped in favour of broader concepts, such as 
"nationall  measures"1, "national rules"2, "all commercial rules"3 and even "any 
nationall  rule"4. According to the Court, measures adopted by the government 
off  a Member State which do not have binding effect may also be capable of 
influencingg the conduct of traders and consumers in that state, and are thus 
coveredd by the concept of 'measures having equivalent effect'.5 

Thee Court has suggested that since an internal tax on a product of which 
theree is no comparable domestic production is not covered by Article 90, the 
adversee effect on the free movement of goods resulting from such a tax may 
bee assessed under Article 28 et seq.6 Article 28 even includes, under certain 
conditions,, inaction by a Member State to safeguard the free movement of goods. 
Francee was found to have infringed Article 28 when it failed to act against farm-
erss blocking roads to prevent imports of Spanish strawberries.7 The Court used 
quitee sweeping language, stating that 'the fact that a Member State abstains 
fromm taking action [...] is just as likely to obstruct intra-Community trade as is 
aa positive act.8 

Seee e.g Casee 104/75 &e Pcijper. 

Seee e.g. Case 31/78 Bussonc. 

Seee e.g. Case 247/81 Commission-Germany. 

Seee e.g. Case 94/79 Vriend. 

Seee e.g. Case 249/81, Commission v, Ireland, paras. 28-29. 

Cf.. Case C-47/88 Commission v. Denmark, referring to Case 31/67 Stier. Demaret (2000) at 187 criticises 

thee Court's suggestion, arguing that taxes should not be assessed under Article 28. 

Casee C-265/95 Commission v. France. 

Casee C-265/95 Commission v. France, para. 31. 
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3.1.22 Selling Arrangements, Product Requirements and Other 
Measures s 

Thee Court in Keck only spoke of product requirements and sell-
ingg arrangements. However, the dividing line between "selling arrangements" 
andd "product requirements" is sometimes difficult to establish, for example as 
regardss labelling and advertising.9 Moreover, there are other measures capable of 
hinderingg trade that fit  into neither of these categories. Examples of measures 
thatt are neither product requirements nor selling arrangements, but have never-
thelesss been assessed under Article 28 include a national law on the reimburse-
mentt of spectacles by social security institutions, an administrative requirement 
concerningg the registration of cars, and, in the environmental sphere, national 
ruless making aircraft registration dependent on noise emission standards.10 

Suchh measures do not restrict or prohibit selling arrangements, but they also do 
nott lay down requirements to be met by goods in order to be marketed. They do 
howeverr constitute potential trade barriers. Judging from the Court's case-law in 
thee examples above, such "third category" measures do in principle fall within 
thee Dassonville formula and accordingly require justification, unless their trade 
effectss are too remote or uncertain. 

KeckKeck does not clarify whether Article 28 covers nationall  rules regulating 
aspectss of consumption other than "selling arrangements". Examples range 
fromm restrictions on the use of cars to compulsory waste collection schemes. 
Suchh measures may affect the marketing, use or disposal of imported products 
inn the Member State of consumption. Therefore, they also seem to fall within 
thee "third category", and accordingly within the broad Dassonville formula as 
qualifiedd by the Peralta case-law. 

Inn Keck the Court clarified that the Cassis case-law applies to 'obstacles 
too the free movement of goods which are the consequences of applying, to 
goodss coming from other Member States where they are lawfully manufactured 
andd marketed, rules that lay down requirements to be met by those goods'. 
Thiss statement could be interpreted as suggesting that Article 28 essentially 
addressess rules laying down product requirements." On the basis of such a 
readingg of Keck, one might argue that the Keck limitation applies to all measures 
nott laying down product requirements. Accordingly, Article 28 would deal with 
alll  other national rules only to the extent that they do not 'apply to all relevant 
traderss operating within the national territory and affect in the same manner, 
inn law and in fact, the marketing of domestic products and of those from 

99 See Oliver (1996) at 100-102. 
100 Cases C-120/95 Decker, C-314/98 Snellers, and C-389/96 Aher-Waggon, respectively. 

""  This seems to be the view of Petersmann, who concludes from Keck that 'the scope of application of 

Articlee 28 of the EC Treaty seems to be essentially limited to product regulations.' Petersmann (1995) 

att 55-56. 
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otherr Member States', thus 'preventing their access to the market or impeding 
theirr access any more than the access of domestic products'. In this view, only 
productt requirements fall automatically within the ambit of Article 28 and 
requiree justification. All other measures will only require justification if they 
discriminatee dejure or de facto. If the market access requirement in Keck plays a 
rolee in addition to the discrimination test, measures completely barring market 
accesss for imports would also require justification.12 Thus, any discriminatory 
measuree has to be justified, as well as any other measure barring market access 
forr imports, which would include product requirements.13 

Logicallyy appealing as the above interpretation may be, it is difficult to 
reconcilee with the Court's continued use of the term "selling arrangements", 
whichh could not easily be given such a broad ambit. According to the Court's 
case-laww in its present state, only national measures falling within the concept 
off  "selling arrangements" will be outside the scope of Article 28 unless they 
faill  to meet the test laid down in Keck. All other measures are in principle 
coveredd by the Dassonville formula unless their trade effects are too remote and 
uncertain.. That general rule is further further specified in Cassis de Dijon as 
regardss product requirements, in the sense that differences between Member 
States'' product requirements will always require justification since by their very 
naturee they hinder intra-Community trade. The situation created by the use of 
thee term "selling arrangements" is unsatisfactory. The milder treatment of sell-
ingg arrangements vis-a-vis "third category measures" is nott warranted by their 
respectivee trade effects. It is for the Court to tackle this problem. It would seem 
too make sense to apply a similar test to "third category measures" as applied in 
KeckKeck to "selling arrangements". It is submitted that the Court should at the same 
timee clarify the status of the reference in Keck to measures completely impeding 
markett access for imported goods. If that reference means that such measures 
doo not benefit from the Keck limitation and are to be assessed under Articles 
28-300 EC, the same should be true for "third category measures" that completely 
barr market access for imported goods. 

Whenn they do fall within the scope of Article 28, can "third category" 
measuress be justified under both Article 30 and "mandatory requirements"? It 
wouldd seem perfectly acceptable that they enjoy both justification possibilities. It 
seemss clear from the Court's statement in Gilli  that the mandatory requirements 
weree not intended by the Court to be limited to the justification of product 
requirements: : 

122 Cf. Weiler (1999) at 372-3, arguing that the term "selling arrangements" should be dropped and further 

advocatingg a Community 'national treatment overarching principle', combined with a 'special rule of 

freee movement', according to which national provisions preventing market access for imported goods 

mustt be justified. 

'55 See for a similar proposal Barnard (2001). 
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InIn the absence of common rules relating to the production and marketing of the 
productproduct in question it is for the Member States to regulate all matters relating to its 
production,production, distribution and consumption on their territory subject, however, to the 
conditioncondition that those rules do not present an obstacle, directly or indirectly, actually or 
potentially,potentially, to intra-Community traded 

3.22 Justifications and Conditions: "Means-Ends Tests", 
Interests,, and "Reason" 

3.2.11 Mandatory Requirements as an Additional Justification 
Possibility y 

Duringg the Intergovernmental Conference preparing the 1997 
Amsterdamm Treaty, a proposal to insert a reference to "environmental protection" 
inn Article 30 was not accepted. The question arises what the mandatory require-
mentt of environmental protection adds to the justification grounds in Article 
300 EC. The scope of the concepts of'protection of health and life of humans, 
animalss or plants' in Article 30 and the 'protection of the environment' as a 
"mandatoryy requirement" justifying obstacles to the free movement of goods, 
andd the relationship inter se are not entirely clear. The Court in the Walloon 
WasteWaste case stated that 'the accumulation of waste, even before it becomes a 
healthhealth hazard, constitutes a danger to the environment.' It then accepted the 
measuree as being justified, not by Article 30, but by 'imperative requirements 
off  environmental protection'.'4 Similar reasoning was applied in later cases 
concerningg waste.15 This suggests that in order for the life and health justifica-
tionn to be applicable, there has to be a direct threat to health or life.'6 

Inn Preussen Elektra, the Courtt deemed a national measure obliging electricity 
supplierss to buy local green electricity to be compatible with Article 28. The 
Courtt did not specify whether the measure was justified by Article 30 or the 
mandatoryy requirement of environmental protection. It observed that the meas-
uree was capable of hindering intra-Community trade and that it had to be 
determinedd whether the measure was 'nevertheless compatible with Article 30 
[noww 28]'. It remarked that the measure was 'useful for protecting the environ-
mentt in so far as it contributes to the reductions in emissions of greenhouse 
gasess which are amongst the main causes of climate change', before referring 
too the Community's obligations in this respect, and observed that 'that policy 

1,11 Case 788/79 Gilli  and Andres, para. 5. 
144 Case C-2/90 Commission v. Belgium, at paras. 28 and 32 respectively. Emphasis added. 
155 Cases C-203/96 Dusseldorp and C-209/98 Sydhavnens. 
166 Kramer (1993b) at 118 speaks of the "direct effect" of a measure on the protection of humans or flora or 

fauna,, which in the present author's view is a somewhat unfortunate term in the EC context. 
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iss also designed to protect the health and life of humans, animals and plants'.17 

Whatt 'that policy' refers to is not clear from the judgment, but it appears to 
referr to the Community's energy and climate change policy, rather than to 
nationall  policies. In its dictum the Court concluded that the measure was not 
incompatiblee with Article 28. This suggests that it was looking at the mandatory 
requirementt of environmental protection rather than at Article 30. The Court's 
referencee to Article 30 was made as part of its observations that the national 
measuree was in accordance with the objectives of Community policies, which 
alsoo seek to protect human, animal and plant life and health. It thus seems 
thatt the reference to Article 30 should not be taken as applying to the national 
measure.. The measure aimed at stimulating the use of renewable energy and 
combatingg climate change. It seems that the life and health hazard posed by that 
problemm was too indirect to be covered by Article 30. Thus, the requirement of a 
directt life or health risk for invoking Article 30 would still seem to stand. 

Iff  a direct threat to health or life is needed in order to successfully invoke 
Articlee 30, some national measures that are not eligible for justification under 
Articlee 30 may be justified as being necessary to satisfy the mandatory require-
mentt of environmental protection. Does this mean that the scope of environ-
mentall  protection encompass that of life and health protection? If this is the 
case,, any measure justified under the life and health exception must also be 
withinn the scope of "environmental protection". Or should the two grounds 
ratherr be seen as existing side by side, with some overlap? The question is 
mostlyy academic, as a measure justified under either one of the grounds no 
longerr needs justification under the other ground. However, as wil l be seen, the 
conditionss for invoking the different grounds are not entirely the same. Member 
Statess will therefore want to know which justification ground to invoke. 

Theoreticall  discussion is also possible concerning the precise meaning of the 
"rulee of reason" in its relationship with Article 28 and Article 30. This debate 
centress on the question whether the "rule of reason" adds exceptions to Article 
300 for measures that in principle infringe Article 28, or rather delimits the 
scopee of Article 28, causing those measures to fall outside the scope of Article 
288 in the first place. Confining oneself to the text of the Treaty, the "rule of 
reason""  cannot be read into Article 30, and must therefore be seen as part of 
thee interpretation of the basic obligation in Article 28. Thus, a national measure 
posingg an obstacle to intra-Community trade, but justified by a 'mandatory 
requirement',, should be deemed not to infringe Article 28. However, there is 
ann important difference between on the one hand, measures deemed to fall 
outsidee Article 28 because they do not pose a sufficiently serious hindrance 
too intra-Community trade (the Keck and Peralta situations), and, on the other, 
measuress that do pose such a hindrance but must be allowed when they propor-

'77 C-379/98 Preussen Elektra, paras. 73-75. 
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tionatelyy pursue non-economic public objectives that have not (exhaustively) 
beenn addressed by Community legislation. Substantially, the latter category of 
measuress resemble the measures found to infringe Article 28 but are justified 
underr Article 30 more than they resemble the types of measures found to fall 
outsidee Article 28 in Keck and Peralta. 

Inn practice, the Court does not treat justifications under the "rule of reason" 
anyy differently from justifications under Article 30, except for the additional 
requirementt that the measure must be 'indistinctly applicable' to qualify for the 
"rulee of reason".18 Thus, "mandatory requirements" are increasingly treated as 
additionall  exceptions to the prohibition in Article 28. The Court often uses the 
termm "justified" for both Article 30 and the mandatory requirements.19 On the 
otherr hand, even in the case of Article 30, the Court sometimes uses the words 
'fallss outside the prohibition in 28 and 29'.20 

Whatt seems most important in this respect is the order of assessing things 
andd the burden of proof. The Court's order of proceeding is usually to establish 
whetherr there is an obstacle to the free movement of goods in the sense of 
DassonvilleDassonville (as qualified by Keck), after which it looks at possible justifications for 
thee national measure. Although it has stated that it wil l look at the justifications 
inn Article 30 first,21 the Court is not consistent in whether first to assess Article 
300 or the rule of reason. The Court rarely deals with a measure it has found 
too be indistinctly applicable under Article 30." Rather, the Court often looks at 
Articlee 30 without having to decide whether the measure is equally applicable 
orr not. That appears to be an approach which is informed not by systemic but 
byy practical considerations. Article 30 applies to both distinctly and indistinctly 
applicablee measures, so there is no need to determine whether a measure is 
distinctlyy or indistinctly applicable. From a systemic point of view, it would seem 
too make more sense to look at mandatory requirements which are part of Article 
28,, and only after this to move on to Article 30. 

Inn principle, Member States bear the burden of proving that their measure, 
oncee found to be an obstacle to trade, is justified by Article 30 or a mandatory 
requirement,, and that it meets the conditions for justifications that are discussed 
below.. In many cases, the existence of a ground for justification wil l not be 
contested.. Moreover, as discussed above, the Court has in the context of the life 
andd health justification in Article 30 allowed the Member States a considerable 
degreee of leeway in cases of scientific uncertainty. However, this leeway has its 
limits.. Thus, Member States cannot require traders to prove that a product is 

188 On that requirement, see Section 3.3.3. 
199 See e.g. Case C-389/96 Aher-Waggon, at para. 19. 
200 See Case 53/80 Eyssen, para. 16 
211 See Joined Cases C-1/90 and C-176/90 Aragonesa [1991] ECR 1-4151, para. 13. 
222 E.g. Case 124/81 Commission v. UK. 
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nott dangerous.23 They may, however, within reasonable limits, require a trader 
too verify that a product he wishes to market conforms to theirr health and safety 
standards.244 Although case-law on the mandatory requirement of environmental 
protectionn is still scarce, that mandatory requirement wil l generally be argued 
inn cases where a direct life or health hazard is lacking. Accordingly, in such a 
casee the Court may be less tolerant in cases of scientific uncertainty. Scientific 
uncertaintyy may also play a role in the fulfilment of the means-end requirements 
discussedd below. 

Whenn a national measure is challenged in national court proceedings and 
thee Court is asked for a preliminary ruling, it wil l be up to the Member State 
too show that its measure is justified. In principle, the same is true when the 
Commissionn challenges a Member State in proceedings for a failure to fulfi l 
itss Treaty obligations under Article 226 EC. However, in such cases, it is for 
thee Commission to place before the Court the information needed to enable 
itt to determine whether the obligation has not been fulfilled.25 In the Court's 
practice,, the picture is less clear and more varied, especially with regard to the 
conditionn of proportionality, which is further discussed below. In many cases 
beforee the EC J, all parties, including intervening parties, present arguments 
thatt relate to the proportionality of the contested measure. Thus, for example, 
iff  the Commission presents detailed arguments as to why a measure is not 
proportionate,, the Member State will be forced to respond to those arguments in 
detaill  too. The question of the burden of proof will only arise if factual aspects 
havee not been resolved by the end of the hearing.16 

Itt has been argued that the requirements in the second sentence of Article 30 
alsoo apply to justifications under the "rule of reason".27 This is theoretically prob-
lematicc in view of the Court's insistence that the "rule of reason" is contained 
inn Article 28 and not in Article 30, as a result of which, logically speaking, the 
secondd sentence of the latter Article could not apply to any other justifications 
thann those contained in its first sentence.28 From a practical point of view, 
however,, it seems acceptable to assume that since the proportionality principle, 
whichh also applies to "rule of reason" justifications, underlies the requirement 
inn the second sentence of Article 30, that requirement may be taken together 
withh the proportionality test as applied to both Article 30 and "rule of reason" 
justifications.. In fact, it has been noted that the two overlap to a significant 

233 See e.g. Case 174/82 Sandoz. 
244 Case 25/88 Bouchara nét Wurmser, 
255 Case C-159/94 Commission\. France, para. 102; Case C-55/99 Commission v. France, para. 30. 
266 See for examples, Jans (2000b); Kramer (2000). 
277 Ziegler (1996), at 90, mentioning the Dassonville case as a reference for this assertion. 
288 Cf. Oliver (1996) at 181. 
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extentt and should not be considered in isolation.̂  Perhaps the second sentence 
off  Article 30 is best regarded as a concretisation of the general principle of 
proportionality.. The "added value" of the prohibition of arbitrary discrimination 
orr a disguised restriction on intra-Community trade as compared to the general 
proportionalityy requirement may be that it stresses the intention with which 
nationall  measures are taken, rather than their effect. Its aim is to prevent trade 
restrictionss from being diverted from their proper purpose.30 However, it is 
generallyy difficult to assess the intention behind national measures. Moreover, 
thee case-law on the protection of intellectual and commercial property suggests 
thatt the application of the second sentence of Article 30 depends on the effect 
off  artificially dividing the market, and that proof of subjective intentions is not 
required.31 1 

3.2.22 Observations on Proportionality 

Thee relationship between means and ends required for the jus-
tificationn of national trade-restrictive measures under Article 30 or a mandatory 
requirementt has been referred to earlier in this Chapter as proportionality in the 
widee sense. That concept consists of three elements; suitability (or appropriate-
ness),, necessity (or least trade-restrictiveness), and proportionality in the strict 
sense.. The Court does not consistently describe the means-ends requirements 
forr the justification of national measures in terms of the three elements outlined 
above,, but it does usually refer to some of them. There is support for this 
vieww of proportionality in the academic literature and in several opinions by 
Advocates-General.'2 2 

Itt has been argued elsewhere that the three elements of proportionality lato 
sensusensu constitute 'an ascending series in terms of the intensity with which the 
Courtt of Justice can review national measures.'33 However, none of the three 
criteriaa are without problems as regards their application. The first element looks 

299 Emiliou (1996a) at 259. Examples of cases where both sentences of Article 30 were applied without 

aa clear distinction are Case 64/75 Reive and Case 40/82 Newcastle Disease. The same author however 

contendss at 260 that the second sentence of Article 30 acts as an overriding requirement to ensure that 

apparentlyy justified measures are not applied so as to divide the internal market artificially. 
} °° Case 34/79 Henn and Darby and Case 40/82 Newcastle Disease. AG Van Gerven, in his Opinion in 

Casee C-131/93 Crayfish, uses the words 'improper use of the grounds of justification' and 'only serve 

protectionistt purposes'. Emphasis added. 
3'' Kapteijn and VerLoren van Themaat {1998) at 674, referring to AG Capotorti in Case 1/81 Pfizer. 
322 For example, AG Fennelly in Case C-217/99 Commission v. Belgium endorsed the view of proportionality 

ass consisting of the three elements. See also the other Advocates-General discussed in the current 

Section.. For the literature, see the references in note 146 of Chapter 2. 
355 Jans (2000b) at 241. 
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att the legitimate aim invoked and assesses whether the measure is appropriate 
too pursue that aim, i.e. whether it can actually attain the objective sought. In 
otherr words, the first element of the proportionality test requires some causal 
linkk between the measure and its objective. Although this part of the test seems 
relativelyy straightforward, it wil l not always be easy to assess the suitability of the 
measuree to achieve its aims. In the sphere of health and environmental legisla-
tion,, such assessments often involve complex technical and economic analysis, 
whichh the Court is ill-equipped to undertake. The discussion of the Court's 
deferencee in situations of scientific uncertainty illustrates that risk assessment 
iss to a great extent left to the Member States. Thus, the Court wil l often have to 
acceptt a Member State's arguments as to the objective sought by a measure and 
itss suitability to achieve that objective. 

Onlyy rarely will the Court find that a measure does not fulfi l the first 
element.. When addressing a Belgian measure requiring foodstuff labels to 
containn the reference number under which they had been notified to the national 
healthh inspection service, the Court found that such a requirement is not capable 
off  enabling consumers to decide whether or not they should consume the 
productt and, if they do consume it, in what quantities. Arguably, the Court 
couldd have stopped its analysis there and then, as a measure that is not capable 
off  attributing to the aim pursued can never be proportionate. Nevertheless, in 
cautiouss words the Court concluded that the requirement was not sufficiently 
usefuluseful for consumers for its inclusion to be fully justified on the ground of protec-
tionn of public health. It stated that, moreover, a national measure imposing an 
obligationn such as the disputed obligation must, in any event, be "proportionate" 
too the aim pursued, and it thereby applied a necessity test.34 

Thee second element, the "necessity" or "least trade-restrictiveness" of the 
measure,, also gives rise to a lot of questions. To what extent should the Court 
takee alternative measures into account in its analysis of a measure's necessity? 
Iff  a regulatory measure is chosen, should the Court accept arguments to the 
effectt that a different type of measure, e.g. a tax, is equally effective and less 
trade-restrictive?355 How can the trade-restrictiveness of hypothetical alternatives 
byy assessed? To what extent should the Court look at practices in other Member 
States?? And, perhaps most importantly, how can the Court know whether an 
alternativee measure which is less trade-restrictive is equally effective in achieving 
thee objective sought? This question closely relates to the chosen level of protec-
tionn and whether the Court should interfere with it. If an alternative measure 
iss available which will (possibly) achieve the desired objective slightly less effec-
tively,, but is much less trade-restrictive, what should the Court do? 

344 Case C-217/99 Commission v. Belgium, at paras. 26-28. Emphasis added. 
355 This question is referred to as "diagonal proportionality" by Jans (2000a) at 263. 
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Inn Toolex Alpha, the Court indicated that the necessity test looks at less trade-
restrictivee alternatives that are equally effective in attaining the aim pursued: 

[Njational[Njational rules or practices having, or likely to have, a restrictive effect on the 
importationimportation of products are compatible with the Treaty only to the extent that they are 
necessarynecessary for the effective protection of the health and life of humans. A national rule 
oror practice cannot therefore benefit from the derogation provided for in Article 36 [now 
30]30] of the Treaty if the health and life of humans may he protected just as effectively 
byby measures which are less restrictive ofintra-Community trade*6 

Inn the case concerning the Belgian foodstuff labelling requirement discussed 
above,, the Court also looked at the necessity of the requirement to indicate the 
notificationn number. It observed that the notification number did not provide 
anyy additional information enabling the consumer's health to be more effectively 
protected.. By contrast, the labelling included other data such as the name of 
thee product, the identity of the manufacturer or distributor, the nutritional 
content,, the date of minimum durability or the recommended intake, which 
weree equally useful information in that respect. Thus, the disputed obligation was 
notnot necessary for the protection of public health.37 

Thee third element of the test, proportionality stricto sensu, implies an assess-
mentt of any excessive or disproportionate impacts on intra-Community trade, 
evenn if there were no alternative measures available to the Member State to 
attainn its legitimate objective. If it should fail, such a test would allow free move-
mentt to prevail over legitimate non-economic objectives pursued by Member 
Statess in cases where no Community legislation has been agreed on to harmo-
nisee the ways in which the objective at issue is pursued. The controversial nature 
off  this part of the test becomes clear if one realises that in such cases the 
Courtt of Justice takes the place of democratically legitimised national legislative 
procedures. . 

Advocate-Generall  Van Gerven analysed the principle of proportionality in 
Articless 28-30 in his opinion in the Van den Burg case, which dealt with a 
Dutchh prohibition on keeping, buying or selling red grouse.38 He considered 
thatt national measures have to meet two tests. First, a necessity requirement, 
inn which Van Gerven included the first criterion of appropriateness or causal 
connection.. He left open the question of what degree of causal connection is 
required.399 Secondly, a proportionality requirement, concerned with the exist-

366 Case C-473/98 Toolex Alpha, at para. 40. Emphasis added. 
377 Case C-217/99 Commission v. Btlgium, para. 29. Emphasis added. 
388 Case C-169/89 Gourmetterie Von den Burg, at 2157-2159. The Court itself did not decide the case on the 

basiss of the proportionality test. It only discussed a relevant Community Directive, and then concluded 

thatt Article 30, read in conjunction with the Directive, could not justify the import prohibition at hand. 

Itt had not discussed Article 30 as such when it reached that conclusion. 
399 Cf. Jans (1995) at 215. 
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encee of 'a proportional relationship between the obstacle introduced, and the 
objectivee pursued thereby and its actual attainment'. In the remainder of his 
opinion,, however, Van Gerven changed the word "and" into "and/or", and then 
intoo "or".40 It appears to the current author that the objective of a measure is 
nott necessarily the same as the result actually achieved by it, so that comparing 
eitherr one with the obstacle introduced are different exercises. The relationship 
betweenn the obstacle to trade and the objective of a measure can be assessed 
inin abstracto, while the relationship between the trade obstacle and the actual 
attainmentt of the objective can only be assessed by looking at the concrete facts 
off  the case. The former test appears to coincide with proportionality stricto 
sensuu as described above. However, Van Gerven in his opinion in Van den Burg 
ratherr seemed to propose that the latter test should be applied. He stated that the 
importt prohibition at hand was capable of making only a small contribution in 
concretoconcreto to the achievement of the objective pursued. Such a test shades into the 
firstfirst element of proportionality in the wide sense as described above, because it 
reallyy assesses the quality of the causal relationship between the measure and 
itss objective. 

Inn his opinion in Danish Bottles, Advocate-General Slynn said that the 
Danishh authorities had to prove the necessity and proportionality of the mea-
suress alleged by the Commission to infringe Article 28.4I This is somewhat 
strange,, as he had just previously argued that the Danish measures could not be 
justifiedd by either Article 30 or the "rule of reason". It seems that in such a case, 
theree is no longer any reason to look into the proportionality of the measure.42 

Slynnn accepted that the Danish measures achieved the highest standard of 
environmentall  protection, and that it might be difficult to achieve the same 
highh standard by other measures. Nevertheless, he contended that the Commis-
sionn did not have to show that the same standard can be achieved by other 
specifiedd means. Rather, '[tjhere has to be a balancing of interests between the 
freee movement of goods and environmental protection, even if in achieving 
thee balance the high standard of the protection sought has to be reduced. The 
levellevel of protection sought must be a reasonable level [...]'. The interesting question 
followingg from this is who is to assess what is "reasonable". Slynn seemed to 
thinkk that assessment was a Community affair. Thus, he opted for the Court's 
fully-fledgedd assessment of the proportionality of a national measure, even if 
thatt could result in lowering the level of the protection sought. It should be noted 
thatt there were no direct health hazards at issue in the Danish Bottles case. 

400 See para. 10 of his Opinion. 
411 Case 302/86 Danish Bottles at 4625. 
422 Apparently, AG Slynn addressed the proportionality and necessity question in case the Court would not 

agreee with his opinion that neither Article 30 nor the "rule of reason" could apply to them. 
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3.2.33 Proportionality and "Reason" 

Thee acceptance by the Court in Cassis of national measures 
capablee of hindering trade because they are necessary to fulfi l a "mandatory 
requirement""  is often dubbed the "rule of reason" in academic literature. The 
Court,, however, does not apply the term "rule of reason". Moreover, a survey of 
itss case-law concerning Articles 28-30 of the Treaty shows that the Court's use 
off  the word "reason" is not limited to situations where mandatory requirements 
aree invoked. 

Itt is recalled that the Court in Dassonville stated that as long as there was 
noo relevant Community legislation guaranteeing for consumers the authenticity 
off  a product's designation of origin, Member States could take measures to 
preventt unfair practices in this connection, on condition that the measures were 
reasonable."reasonable." After the judgment in Dassonville, the Commission challenged 
Belgiumm for persisting in its trade-restrictive measures. The Court stated that 
'[t]hee essential question to be resolved is therefore whether the measures taken 
byy the kingdom of Belgium [...] are unreasonable in that they are disproportionate 
inn relation to that objective.'44 In a number of cases, the Court has qualified 
itss refusal to accept administrative or financial reasons as justifications for 
trade-restrictivee measures by a "reason test": '[AJrticle 36 [now 30] cannot be 
reliedd on to justify rules or practices which, even though they are beneficial, 
containn restrictions which are explained primarily by a concern to lighten the 
administration'ss burden or reduce public expenditure, unless, in the absence 
off  the said rules or practices, this burden or expenditure clearly would exceed 
thee limits of what can reasonably be required.'45 The Court has also looked at 
thee reasonableness of national regulatory distinctions. In Aragonesa, where the 
proportionalityy of a measure prohibiting advertising in public places for drinks 
havingg an alcoholic strength of 23 degrees or more was at issue, the Court 
observedd that '[i]n principle, the latter criterion does not appear to be manifestly 
unreasonableunreasonable as part of a campaign against alcoholism'.46 

Fromm the above account of the Court's references to "reason" in its case-law 
concerningg Articles 28-30, it may be argued that in the Court's view, the concept 
off  "reason" is strongly related to the conditions applying to justifications for 
trade-hinderingg measures, which may be captured by the term proportionality 
inn the wide sense. Therefore, it is submitted that the term "rule of reason" is 
moree appropriately used to refer to these conditions as they apply to both the 

Casee 8/74 Dassonville, para. 6. 

Casee 2/78 Commission v. Belgium, para. 38. Emphasis added. 

Casee 104/75 De Peijper, para. 18. See in a similar vein Cases 251/78 Denkavit, 32/80 Kortmann, and 

C-128/899 Commission v. Italy. 

Joinedd Cases C-1/90 and C-176/90 Aragonesa at para. 17. 
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groundss in Article 30 and to "mandatory requirements", than to refer only to 
thee acceptance of mandatory requirements as justification grounds in addition 
too those found in the Treaty. 

3.2.44 The Court and Proportionality in the Strict Sense 

Iff  the proportionality of a national measure to pursue a certain 
objectivee is assessed, does that mean that the assessment of the objective itself is 
alsoo a Community matter? The objective of a measure must be accepted under 
Communityy law.47 In the environmental and health sphere, the acceptability of 
thee objective of a national measure under Community law is often undisputed. 
However,, a more thorny question is whether the objective should be pursued by 
thee measure chosen and at the level of protection chosen, and who is to decide 
whetherr this is the case. Should the Court confine its proportionality test to 
assessingg whether there were less trade-restrictive measures available in order to 
attainn the objective, irrespective of the objective itself? Or should the objective 
itselff  be weighed against the infringement of the free movement of goods? In 
otherr words, what has to be proportionate to what?48 This question may appear 
somewhatt trivial, but nevertheless it has great importance. If the objective is 
weighedd against the trade restriction, a strict proportionality test is applied. As 
appearss from the earlier discussion of the Court's case-law, the Court usually 
confiness itself to testing the suitability of a national measure and its necessity in 
thee absence of less trade-restrictive alternatives. However, in some instances, the 
Courtt appears to have gone somewhat further. One case concerns the mandatory 
requirementt of environmental protection, and the other animal life and health 
protection. . 

InIn Danish Bottles, the Court found the obligation to set up a deposit-and-
returnn system, and thereby the requirement that containers be returnable, to 
bee necessary and proportionate. However, it found the quantitative limit to non-
approvedd containers disproportionate, although it admitted that it ensured a very 
considerablee degree of environmental protection. The Court arguably came to 
thiss conclusion because the objective of "environmental protection" as such, as 
opposedd to 'a very considerable degree of environmental protection', could be 
reachedd by less trade-restrictive means, i.e. by merely requiring a deposit-and-
returnn system without a limit on non-approved containers. This assessment by 
thee Court goes beyond a mere comparison of various alternatives to pursue the 
samee environmental aim. It actually looks at the level of protection attained by 

477 Cf. AG Fennelly in his Opinions in Cases C-149/94 Vergy and C-202/94 Van der Feesten, looking 

forr a justification for the national measures at issue in accordance with Community environmental 

objectives. . 
488 Cf. Jans (1995) at 218-222. 
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thee various alternatives. Thus, the Court in this case applied the third element 
off  the proportionality test, a fully-fledged weighing of the impact on intra-
Communityy trade and the aim of the measure. It has rightly been criticised for 
nott explicitly clarifying how it undertook this assessment.49 

Inn the meantime, a directive on packaging and packaging waste has been 
agreedd upon at the Community level, and a new case concerning Danish bever-
agee containers is pending before the Court.50 The Danish legislation no longer 
containss a limit on non-approved containers that was deemed incompatible with 
thee EC Treaty more than a decade ago. Nevertheless, the requirement that drinks 
mayy only be marketed in returnable packaging, which the Court found to be 
compatiblee with the EC Treaty back in 1988 when there was no directive, has 
noww been challenged anew. The Commission argued that this requirement 
infringess the packaging Directive, which prohibits Member States to impede the 
placingg on their market of packaging satisfying the provisions of the Directive. 
Moreover,, Danish legislation prohibits imported drinks in metal packages. In 
casee the packaging directive does not fully apply to the Danish legislation, the 
Commissionn invoked Articles 28-30 to support these challenges. In that context, 
thee Commission stated that '[e]xtensive measures for environmental protection, 
suchh as a total ban on the use of metal cans and non-returnable packaging 
forr beer and carbonated drinks, even though the packaging is lawfully used 
inn all other Member States, calls [sic] for a reasonably unambiguous and certain 
scientificscientific basis.'51 The Commission deemed that the life-cycle analysis provided by 
Denmarkk does not constitute such a basis. Moreover, according to the Commis-
sion,, a complete ban on the use of certain types of packaging runs counter to the 
proportionalityy principle. Return and deposit systems along with, if appropriate, , 
labellingg and environmental taxes, can secure the same or identical environmental 
advantagesadvantages as a ban>% 

Thus,, in this new Danish case, the Commission advocated strong scrutiny of 
thee national measures in the form of a far-reaching application of the necessity 
andd proportionality requirements. This implies even some interference with the 
levell  of protection as chosen by the Danish authorities. It should be noted, 
however,, that this case concerns a situation in which the Member States have 
agreedd on the balance to be struck between the free movement of goods and 
environmentall  protection in the relevant field, such as in this case packaging 

499 Kramer (1993a) at 102. 
500 See Directive 94/62 EC of 20 December 1994, OJ1994 L 365, at p. 10. There are actually two cases 

pending,, C-233/99 (reference for a preliminary ruling) and C-246/99 (action brought by the Commis-

sion).. Their registration at the Court was reported in OJ 1999 C 246 at p. 14 and p. 19, respectively. 

Seee Langer and Wiers {2000). 
511 C-246/99, OJ 1999 C 246 p. 19 at 20. Emphasis added. 
522 Ibid. Emphasis added. 
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waste.. Whether Member States may go beyond that agreed level will depend on 
thee terms of the harmonisation instrument and the Treaty provision on which it 
iss based.53 The Directive at issue is based on Article 95 EC, but Denmark has not 
invokedd paragraphs 4 or 5 of that provision. The Court will assess the measure 
underr Articles 28-30 EC only if it finds that the Directive does not entirely cover 
thee matters regulated by the Danish measures. Advocate-General Ruiz-Jarabo 
Colomerr argued that the Directive completely harmonised national measures on 
packagingg recovery and disposal. In case the Court would find otherwise, he 
deemedd the measure to be a violation of Article 28 EC which is not justified by 
thee mandatory requirement of environmental protection.54 

Inn Monsees, the Court condemned as disproportionate certain Austrian mea-
suress restricting the transport of live animals on its territory. The Court applied 
ann extremely concise proportionality test in this case. It observed that the 
effectt of the Austrian rules was to make all international transit of animals for 
slaughterr almost impossible in Austria. Furthermore, measures appropriate to 
thee objective and less restrictive of the free movement of goods were conceivable, 
ass was demonstrated by a relevant Community Directive, even if at the time 
itt did not yet formally apply to Austria.55 The Court ignored the fact that the 
Austriann rules at issue contained two separate requirements. First, animals were 
too be transported only as far as the nearest suitable abattoir in Austria. Appar-
ently,, in the Court's view, this aspect of the national measure implied such a 
seriouss infringement of the free movement of goods that it was disproportionate, 
evenn if it ensured a very high level of protection. The Directive showed that less 
drasticc measures could protect live animals during transport. The second aspect 
off  the Austrian law laid down a maximum total journey time and distance. In 
contrastt with the first aspect, these requirements reflected an approach similar 
too that taken in the animal transport Directive, however with stricter limits than 
inn the Directive. It is submitted that even if the first aspect of the Austrian 
measuree could be regarded as too trade-restrictive an approach, the second 
requirementt could well have been judged to be compatible with the Treaty, as 
longg as the transpositionn date of the Directive had not expired.56 

Withh regard to the first requirement of the Austrian legislation, the Court 
appearss to have applied a real balancing test between the seriousness of the 

533 See Section 2.4. 
544 Opinions issued on 13 September 2001. The Advocate-General advised the Court to rule in Case 

C-246/999 that the Danish requirements that beer and sodas can only be marketed in reusable contain-

erss and that imported drinks cannot be marketed in metal containers amount to infringements of the 

Directivee and of Article 28 EC, and to state the same in Case C-233/99 with regard to the prohibition 

too market imported drinks in metal cans. 
555 Case C-350/97 Monsees, paras. 29-30. 
55 For a more detailed analysis, see Langer and Wiers (2000). 
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tradee restriction and the attainment of the aim of animal protection, i.e. a 
proportionalityy test stricto sensu, just as in Danish Bottles. Because of the rarity 
off  such applications, it would have been preferable if the Court had done so more 
openlyy and clearly. Regardless of whether one deems such a test appropriate for 
thee Court to undertake, a more balanced and clear judgment could have been 
madee in this case if the two aspects of the measure had been separated when 
consideringg their justification and proportionality. 

3.2.55 Proportionality, Objectives, Competencies, and Interests 

Accordingg to the Court, what counts in assessing proportional-
ityy is the national interest in attaining an aim found to be legitimate under 
Communityy law: 

AppraisingAppraising the proportionality of national rules which pursue a legitimate aim 
underunder Community law involves weighing the national interest in attaining that aim 
againstt the Community interest in ensuring the free movement ofgoods.v 

Thus,, when applied to national measures, the principle of proportionality ope-
ratess to balance a national interest such as health or environmental protection 
withh the general interest of the Community to ensure the free movement of 
goods.. The latter normally coincides with the individual interests of economic 
operators,, such as producers, importers or exporters, but also with the general 
interestt of European consumers in having a wide choice of goods from all over 
thee Community. The interest pursued by the national measures is sometimes 
purelyy or primarily of a national nature, e.g. in some instances of public morality 
andd public policy. In other cases it is only partly national and may partly coincide 
withh Community interests. Thus, in many cases of environmental or health 
protection,, the interest sought to be protected by national authorities is at the 
samee time a Community interest, which competes with the Community interest 
inn ensuring unimpeded intra-Community trade. 

Itt is recalled that the Court, when assessing the proportionality of Commu-
nityy measures, only marginally tests strict proportionality. The Court weighs 
'thee damage to individual rights against the benefits accruing to the general 
interest'.588 The proportionality of a Community measure applies to a situation 
wheree the Community legislative process has led to a supposedly acceptable 
balancee between the different interests at stake, including the interests of the 
freee movement of goods and of non-economic goals such as environmental or 
heathh protection. Obviously, the compromise laid down in each piece of Commu-

577 Case C-169/91 Stoke-on-Trent at para 15. Emphasis added. 
55 Case T-125/96 Bochringcr, 
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nityy legislation leads to different levels of satisfaction in different Member States, 
andd among different interested persons within the Member States. It reflects the 
relativee power positions of the Member States, in most cases according to the 
officiall  weighting of their rights in qualified majority voting, but probably also 
inn a more concealed way, as a result of, e.g., the strength of national and sectoral 
lobbiess and of the importance attached by Member States to the matter at hand. 
Itt has been argued that Community harmonisation suffers from "majoritarian 
bias""  in that it tends to neglect the interests of consumers and producers in a 
minorityy of Member States.59 Arguably,, however, there is no reason to assume 
thatt Community legislation systematically favours interests in certain Member 
States,States, whether it be trading interests or, for example, environmental interests. 

Takingg the foregoing considerations into account, should the Court assess 
thee proportionality of national measures differently from the proportionality of 
Communityy measures? On the one hand, it may be argued that with regard 
too subject-matters which have not been harmonised, it is for the national legisla-
tivee process to balance the damage to trade and traders with the benefits to 
thee environmental or health interest pursued. This would be a reason for the 
Courtt to be even more reluctant to weigh these interests than when it assesses 
Communityy measures. On the other hand, the Community interest in the free 
movementt of goods may not always be fully represented in the weighing of 
interestss which is part of the national legislative process. This will especially 
bee the case where those standing to gain from the free movement of goods 
aree under-represented in the national policy process. Likewise, it will occur 
whenn non-economic interests such as environmental protection coincide with 
protectionistt or discriminatory motives of national producers. In the words of 
Poiaress Maduro, 'even when national legislation is not enacted with protectionist 
intentss or does not discriminate against foreign nationals, the institutional 
structuree of the State's regulatory process tends, in any case, to favour home 
interests'.60 0 

InIn the view of Poiares Maduro, the problem of interest representation tran-
scendss the application of the principle of proportionality. According to him, it is 
nott desirable to submit all kinds of national measures to a cost-benefit analysis 
byy the Court of Justice under Article 28, without first assessing when the Court 
iss the appropriate institution to undertake such a cost-benefit analysis. He rather 
proposess to curtail the instances in which the Court undertakes a cost-benefit 
analysiss in the first place, thus allowing Member States to make different cost-
benefitt analyses on the basis of different values and measurement mechanisms. 
Att the same time, the representation of the interests of foreign nationals in 

599 Poiares Maduro (1998a) at 116-126 and 172. 
600 Ibid, at 148. 
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thee national policy-making processes should be ensured by the Court.61 To 
thiss end, Poiares Maduro suggests tests to identify measures that are suspect 
off  representative malfunction in the national political process. He proposes 
aa distinction between "cross-national" and "national" interests. If a national 
measuree regulates cross-national interests, it wil ll  not prima facie fall under 
Articlee 28, and wil l only be subjected to a balance test when shown to be 
discriminatory. . 

Thee test proposed moves the identification of the interests at stake to centre 
stage.. This task wil l presumably be performed by national courts and the Court 
off  Justice. However, such an identification exercise appears to be problematic, 
ass is apparent from the examples provided by the author himself.61 Even apart 
fromm the practical difficulties involved in identifying the interests in question, 
itt seems questionable as a matter of principle that the Court of Justice should 
attemptt to correct biases in the domestic political systems of the Member States 
causedd by the under-representation of foreign interests, with regard to those 
matterss not (yet) regulated at the Community level.63 

Withh regard to the objectives invoked to justify trade-restrictive measures 
andd the interests they represent, a distinction has been proposed between two 
categoriess of non-economic factors. On the one hand, factors that 'partake 
essentiallyy of the nature and function of public order', such as public security, 
publicc health and public morality, i.e. the "domaine reserve" in the strict sense. 
Onn the other hand, 'those factors in respect of which governmental action 
iss directly substituted for sections of civil society, reflecting their particular 
interests',, including inter alia environmental policies, social policies and labour 

611 Ibid, at 169. 
622 The examples provided by Poiares Maduro are not entirely convincing to the present author, as they 

partiallyy rely on the same typologies which Poiares Madure earlier on rejects. See ibid. (1998a), at 

173-174,, arguing that many national measures 'regulating market circumstances' concern interests that 

aree equal in the different Member States, and mentioning by way of example a prohibition on selling 

sex-articless in non-licensed establishments. Arguably, this is precisely the kind of measure that may well 

reflectt national idiosyncrasies. The author also contends that "product characteristics" wil l often affect 

divergentt national and foreign interests, but not when they are 'of a technical nature' and 'not part of 

nationall  production habits', or when 'aiming to regulate a recently discovered environmental or health 

risk'.. Arguably, health risks may rightfully be perceived differently in different Member States. 

633 In this respect, it should be noted that Poiares Maduro largely bases his argument on the institutional 

analysiss by Komesar {1994), which was made in the different context of the United States. See Poiares 

Maduroo (1998a) at 172, note 40. The political characteristics of the US federal system in terms of vertical 

andd horizontal relationships are only partially reflected in the context of the European Union. Arguably, 

differencess between the US and the EU in these respects may have important consequences for the 

analysiss of institutional malfunctions. 
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standards.644 However, the current author submits that such a distinction is not 
basedd on essential or principal differences in the nature of the interests involved. 
Evenn if interests such as public security and public morality are within the core 
off  national "domaine reserve", and accordingly are less likely to be transferred 
too the European polity than other interests, there is essentially no reason why 
theyy could not be transferred. It may be recalled that the Court has stated that 
Articlee 30 does not reserve matters to Member States' exclusive jurisdiction.6' 
Thee Court, although accepting Member States' ability to define such "hard core" 
areass of "domaine réserve" as public order, public security and public morality, 
hass not shied away from assessing Member States' measures, thus defining the 
limit ss to those objectives in Community terms.66 

Thee difference between the two groups of interests would rather seem to 
bee gradual. This makes it difficult to categorise interests in either one of the 
groups.. For example, if public health is part of the "domaine reserve", how is it 
explainedd that it is increasingly regulated at the European level? Why is it that 
sociall  policies are so difficult to harmonise if they are not part of the "domaine 
reserve"}reserve"} How should animal and plant life and health protection as mentioned 
inn Article 30 be categorised? It also appears that environmental protection does 
nott always reflect the particular interests of a section of civil society. Arguably, 
theree are numerous environmental problems that are of concern to entire socie-
ties,, within a Member State, within the Community and world-wide. 

Thee complicated interest patterns involved are reflected in the institutional 
roless played by the principle of proportionality. In its function of a check on 
Communityy legislation, this role concerns the "horizontal" relationship between 
thee Community legislator and the Community judiciary, and also the "vertical" 
relationshipss between the Community legislator and individual Member States 
ass well as their inhabitants. In its function as a check on Member States' 
measures,, the institutional role of proportionality concerns the "vertical" rela-
tionshipp between the Community and its Member States in terms of their scope 
too regulate, by way of trade-restrictive measures, in pursuance of non-trade 
interests.. At the same time, proportionality affects the "horizontal" relationship 
betweenn the national legislative and administrative authorities and the national 
judiciary,, as it is informed by the Court of Justice through preliminary rulings.67 

Iff  the Court informs a national court to the effect that a national environ-
mentall  measure violates the EC Treaty because of a disproportionate effect 
onn the free movement of goods, in a way it curtails national legislative and 

644 Weiss {1999). 
655 See Cases 35/76 Simmenthal; 72/83 Campus Oil. 
666 See e.g. Cases 231/83 Cullet-Leclerc and C-265/95 Commission v. France on public order, Case 72/83 

CampusCampus Oil on public security, and 121/85 Conegate on public morality. 
677 Cf. Trachtman (1996a) on 'horizontal and vertical federalism'. 
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administrativee authorities. Yet this is not done in a straightforward "vertical" 
manner,, by legislative action at the Community level precluding or setting 
thee limits for legislative action by Member States. Instead, it is done through 
Communityy judicial action. Thus, to some extent, the principle of proportional-
ityy operates to remove competencies from national authorities to the Community 
levell  in fields of mixed competence such as the environment. Such removal 
off  competencies through judiciary action may cause a "regulatory gap" when 
nationall  authorities are precluded from legislating to pursue an objective, while 
Communityy legislative action on the subject-matter at issue has not (yet) taken 
place.68 8 

Itt has been suggested that the degree of scrutiny with which the Court will 
assesss the proportionality of a national measure wil l relate to the division of 
competenciess between the Community and the Member State with regard to the 
subject-matterr which the measure aims to regulate.69 Thus, it has been argued 
thatt the margin of discretion left to the Member States is likely to diminish 
inn the public health context as health standards are increasingly harmonised 
bothh at the Community level and internationally, a tendency which has been 
contrastedd with the public policy and public morality grounds in Article 30 
EC.7°° In the environmental field, the proportionality question is a particularly 
thornyy issue considering the hybrid nature of the competencies shared by the 
Communityy and its Member States, and the applicability of the principle of 
subsidiarityy in Article 5 EC to such competencies. In the field of public health, 
too,, competencies are shared, although the Treaty confers less competencies 
uponn the Community than in the environmental field, as observed earlier in 
thiss Chapter. Nonetheless, the Community makes frequent use of Article 95 EC 
too harmonise health standards. The link between proportionality testing and 
competenciess suggests that the extent to which the Community has occupied 
aa policy field wil l also determine the room which is left for a Member State to 
actt concerning those subject-matters not (yet) harmonised at the Community 
level.. However, strictly speaking, this does not seem to be correct, because in 
policyy fields where the Community and the Member States share competencies 
thee Member States remain competent to determine how strict their protection 
measuress wil l be. 

688 Cf. Micklit z and Weatherill (1994) at 33-34. 
99 See De Burca (1993) at 112 and 127. 

700 Ibid, at 139. 
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3.2.66 Proportionality and the Appropriate Level of Environ-
mentall  Protection 

Itt may be recalled that the Court has stated in relation to Article 
300 that in the absence of harmonised Community rules, it is for the Member 
Statess to establish their desired levels of protection.71 The freedom to do so would 
bee curtailed by the application of a strict proportionality test. If, as argued above, 
theree is no essential difference between the interests of life and health protec-
tionn and of environmental protection, and the competence to regulate in their 
pursuancee is shared between the Community and the Member States, can it be 
assumedd that Member States are free to set their own levels of environmental 
protectionn just as they are to set their own levels of health protection? If this is 
thee case, a strict proportionality test would seem to be equally inappropriate for 
environmentall  protection measures as for life and health protection measures 
withh regard to those matters not (yet) covered by Community legislation. 

Itt has been suggested that Member States enjoy a wider margin of discretion 
too establish high protection levels under the Treaty exception for life and health 
protectionn than under the mandatory requirement of environmental protection.72 

AA possible willingness by the Court to subject national environmental measures 
too stricter scrutiny than national health measures may be explained by the fact 
thatt the life and health exception has Treaty status, whereas the mandatory 
requirementt of environmental protection is an invention of the Court. It may 
alsoo be connected with the difference regarding the division of competencies 
too regulate health and environmental aims. The specific Community mandate 
too enact environmental legislation is larger than the mandate to enact health 
legislation,, leaving the Member States more competence and thus discretion in 
healthh than in environmental matters.73 On the other hand, as argued above, the 
Communityy also sets a lot of health standards on the basis of Article 95 EC. 

Thee current author submits that to the extent that Member States' competen-
ciess in environmental matters are untouched by Community harmonisation, 
theyy should have the same discretion in establishing their desired protection 
levelss as with regard to the grounds mentioned in Article 30. It has been argued 
thatt it follows from Articles 174-176 and 95 that the environment cannot be 
leftt unprotected.74 This argument was reinforced by the relocation of the require-

11 See e.g. Cases 104/75 &e Ptijpcr. 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten, 

C-131/933 Commission v. Germany (crayfish), C-473/98 Toolex Alpha. See also on public morality Case 

34/799 Henn and Darby. 
22 Temmink (2000), at 89. 
33 See Section 2.4. 
44 Kramer (1993b) at 95 and 122-127 arguing that the degree of protection should not be part of the assess-

mentt of the national measure under Articles 28-30, basing this argument on inter alia his interpretation 

off  Article 95(4). 
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mentt of environmental integration from the environmental title to the Commu-
nity'ss general principles.75 Even if the Court's concept of "environment" does 
nott include situations constituting direct life or health hazards, environmental 
problemss may have health implications in the longer term, which are often 
uncertain.. Taking into consideration the principles of precaution and prevention 
ass laid down in Article 174 and of subsidiarity in Article 5, it seems reasonable 
too assume that where the Community has not (yet) acted to address an environ-
mentall  problem, the Member States are free to do so at the level of protection 
theyy deem appropriate. 

Confirmationn of the assumption that Member States enjoy similar discretion 
withh regard to protection goals under mandatory requirements as under Treaty 
exceptionss may possibly be found in the Court's judgment in Laura. The caveat 
shouldd be made that that case mostly concerned trade in services rather than 
goods,, and did not deal with environmental protection measures, but rather 
restrictionss on gambling for the protection of gamblers and the maintenance of 
orderr in society. The Court made it clear that it was up to the Member State to 
determinee the extent of the protection to be afforded, and added that how other 
Memberr States had regulated the matter would not affect the proportionality of 
thee Finnish measures76 When discussing the proportionality of the measure, 
thee Court accepted that the restrictions were more effective than less restrictive 
alternativess in achieving part of the measure's goal, namely the setting of limits 
too the lucrative nature of gambling.77 It is as yet an open question to what extent 
thee deference shown by the Court in this case is confined to the particular field 
off  gambling. It is true that there are no specific legislative competencies to be 
foundd in the Treaty for the Community to regulate gambling, and that gambling 
constitutess an important source of government income in many Member States. 
However,, it seems clear from this case that the level of protection is to be set by 
Memberr States also in relation to mandatory requirements. The present author 
seess no reason why similar deference should not be applied by the Court to 
environmentall  measures relating to subject-matters not (yet) regulated by the 
Community. . 

3.33 The Role of Discrimination 

Itt is as yet unclear from the Court's case-law how its distinction 
betweenn "distinctly applicable" and "indistinctly applicable" measures relates to 
thee concept of discrimination. Although the Court in most cases appears to 

755 The integration principle is now found in Article 6 EC. 
766 Case C-124/97 LaArii, paras. 35-36. 
777 Case C-124/97 Lüüra, para. 41. 
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equatee "distinctly applicable" with "formally" or "dejure" discriminatory, it has 
sometimess also found a measure that is de facto discriminatory to be distinctly 
applicable.. With respect to these concepts, there are important differences in 
leadingg textbooks.78 As has been remarked by Scott, it is remarkable that 'in an 
areaa as apparently well trodden as free movement of goods there remains such 
scopee for legitimate debate as regards the "basics"'.79 Moreover, the condition of 
'affectingg in the same manner in law and in fact the marketing of domestic and 
importedd products' in Keck has raised new questions as to the role of discrimina-
tion.. The existing confusion is illustrated by the Commission's 1999 Com-
municationn on the Single Market and the Environment. There, the Commission 
statess that where no harmonised rules exist, national environmental rules are 
compatiblee with Article 28 of the Treaty if they are indistinctly applicable, 'i.e., 
theyy should apply, dejure and de facto, without distinction to domestic products 
andd those of other Member States'.80 

Thee continuing lack of clarity as to the role played by discrimination in 
Articlee 28 has consequences throughout the field of the free movement of 
goods.811 It not only has a bearing upon the scope of the prohibition in Article 
288 as qualified by Keck, but also upon the applicability of justification possibili-
ties,, since the Court has decided that only "indistinctly applicable" measures 
cann be justified by mandatory requirements. Moreover, discrimination plays a 
rolee in the conditions applied to justifications. The second sentence of Article 
300 provides that measures which are justified under that provision may not 
constitutee arbitrary discrimination. Sometimes, discrimination even seems to 
informm the proportionality test.81 

Thee inspiration for the Court's distinction between "distinctly applicable" 
andd "indistinctly applicable" measures is found in Commission Directive 70/50, 
whichh made a distinction between "equally applicable" and "other measures". 
However,, it is already unclear from that Directive whether "equally applicable" 
measuress included all measures not formally distinguishing between domestic 
andd imported goods, or only measures that applied equally in law and in fact. 
Thee indicative list of'measures other than those equally applicable' in the 
Directivee included as an example the fixing of product prices 'solely on the 
basiss of the cost price or the quality of domestic products at such a level 
ass to create a hindrance to importation'.8*  This is arguably a formally equally 

788 See e.g. the differences between Craig and De Burca (1998) and Weatherill and Beaumont (1995), 

ass accounted in Scott (1998) and Hilson (1999). See also Kapteijn/VerLoren (1998) at 675, note 592, 

suggestingg that the Court 'looks behind the measure to see if it really is indistinctly applicable'. 
799 Scott (1998) at 74. 
8°° COM(99)263f at 7. 
811 And also concerning other market freedoms such as the free movement of services and workers; see 

Hilsonn (1999). 
822 Case C-169/91 Stoke-on-Trent at para 15. 
8}}  Article 2(3)(e) of the Directive. 
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applicablee measure. Thus, the Directive suggests that 'measures other than 
thosee applicable equally' includes formally equally but materially not equally 
applicablee measures. If that is the case, "equally applicable" measures in the 
sensee of Article 3 of the Directive must logically refer to measures that are 
equallyy applicable both in law and in fact. However, as said, the Court in most 
casess has equated "distinctly applicable" with formally distinguishing measures. 
Indeed,, it may be questioned whether "distinctly applicable" or "indistinctly 
applicable""  measures can meaningfully be distinguished on any basis other than 
aa formal criterion. 

Thee word "discrimination" does not occur in Articles 28 and 29, but does 
occurr in the exceptions in Article 30. This term also features in other parts of 
thee Treaty.84 It even occurs in some of the other provisions on free movement.85 

Thee word "discrimination" as such is also not explicitly used in Directive 70/50, 
orr in any of the landmark cases that have shaped the interpretation of Article 28. 
Nevertheless,, it has been argued that a discrimination test has always underlied 
thee Court's approach to Article 28.86 Moreover, national courts sometimes refer 
too Article 28 as containing a prohibition of discrimination, or as not covering 
equallyy applicable measures.87 That opinion seems difficult to maintain in view 
off  judgments in which the Court has determined that measures may create 
barrierss to intra-Community trade covered by Article 28, even if they do not 
havee the purpose of regulating trade patterns and their effect is not to favour 
nationall  production as against the production of other member states.88 The 
vieww of Article 28 as essentially a non-discrimination requirement is a recurring 
themee in the doctrine, however, and has been aired on numerous occasions in 
disputess involving Article 28.8g 

Thee argument that discrimination is the conceptual basis of the concept of 
measuress of equivalent effect has received renewed impetus especially after the 

44 I.e., Articles n (closer co-operation), 12 (discrimination on grounds of nationality), 13 (discrimination 

basedd on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation), the common 

agriculturall  policy (Article 34(2)), transport policy (Article 75), state aids (Article 87), national measures 

goingg beyond Community internal market harmonisation (Article 95(6)), discrimination based on sex 

(Articl ee 141), and trade with overseas countries and territories (Article 184(5)). 
55 I.e., those regarding commercial monopolies (Article 31), the free movement of workers (discrimination 

basedd on nationality between workers of the Member States as regards employment, remuneration and 

otherr conditions of work and employment, Article 39(2)), and the exceptions to the free movement of 

capitall  (Article 58(3)) 

Seee in particular Marenco (1984). 
877 E.g. a German court in Case C-383/97 Van der Laan, and a French court in Case C-448/98 Guimont, 

Forr references to national courts applying Article 28 as if equally applicable measures are not covered 

byy it, see farvis (1998) at 54-55. 

E.g.. Joined Cases 60-61/84 Cincthique. 
99 See for example, Cases 13/78 Eggers and 153/78 Commission-Germany (meat preparations). 
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KeckKeck judgment. The argument is that the imposition by the importing Member 
Statee of product requirements on goods imported from other Member States by 
itss very nature constitutes indirect discrimination. This is not the case for the 
impositionn on imports of measures regulating selling arrangements. One may 
addd that the same is true for any other measure applied to imports that does not 
imposee product requirements and does not regulate a "selling arrangement", i.e. 
measuress outside the two main categories created by the Court's case-law that 
havee been dubbed "third category" measures in this work. In this view, product 
requirementss are by nature discriminatory and prohibited, while a discrimina-
tionn test is applied to all other measures. 

3.3.11 What is "discrimination"? 

Thee very definition of the word "discrimination" is not devoid 
off  problems.90 Its meaning may vary according to whether it applies to the treat-
mentt of goods, persons, or services. Generally speaking, there is littl e doubt 
thatt the concept of discrimination covers different treatment of identical situa-
tions,, often dubbed "formal" discrimination. Yet a first root of discord is the 
questionn whether such differential treatment should only be dubbed "discrimi-
nation""  when it is not objectively justified, and merely "differentiation" or "diffe-
rentt treatment" when it is justified. In addition, the question arises whether 
"discrimination""  also covers identical treatment of different situations. This 
iss usually dubbed "material" discrimination. The question is then, what are 
"differentt situations"? Sometimes, a distinction is made between "direct" and 
"indirect""  discrimination. While the former refers to a difference in treatment 
basedd on the use of a distinguishing criterion such as nationality or sex, the 
latterr refers to the use of a neutral criterion which has the same effect. Indirect 
discriminationn can also occur when no such criterion is applied, but require-
mentss are imposed which are easier to fulfi l for one category of goods (or 
persons)) than for another category.9' Other terms applied in combination with 
discriminationn are "de facto" or "factual", "in substance", "relative", and "arbi-
trary".91 1 

Thee Court's case-law on the concept of discrimination does not apply any 
clearr or consistent definitions. Sometimes the Court refers to different treatment 
off  similarr situations only, but in other instances it also includes identical treat-
mentt of different situations. In an early judgment, the Court found that 'the 
differentt treatment of non-comparable situations does not lead automatically to 
thee conclusion that there is discrimination. An appearance of discrimination 

900 See e.g. Scott (1998), Bernard (1996), Hilson (1999), Drijber and Predial (1997). 
911 Drijber and Predial (1997). 
922 Timmermans (1982). 
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inn form may therefore correspond in fact to an absence of discrimination in 
substance.. Discrimination in substance would consist in treating either similar 
situationss differently or different situations identically.'95 The Court's definition 
off  discrimination often includes objective justifications for differentiation. As 
earlyy as 1961, the Court found that 'for the High Authority to be accused of 
discriminationn it must be shown to have treated like cases differently, thereby 
subjectingg some to disadvantages as opposed to others, without such differentia-
tionn being justified by the existence of substantial objective differences '.94 The 
Courtt regards non-discrimination as part of the principle of equal treatment: 
'[t]hee prohibition of discrimination [...] is merely a specific enunciation of the 
generall  principle of equality which is one of the fundamental principles of 
Communityy law. This principle requires that similar situations shall not be 
treatedd differently unless differentiation is objectively justified.'95 

Ass wil l be seen below, discrimination tests play a role in the prohibition in 
Articlee 28 EC, although it is not entirely clear what role. If such tests include the 
considerationn of objective justifications, confusion may arise in a context where 
thee justification of national measures also refers to objective justifications, as 
iss the case both for Article 30 and for the "mandatory requirements". For 
instance,, objective justifications for indirect discrimination in the context of 
Articlee 28 have been equated with the mandatory requirements doctrine,96 

whilee others regard these as two separate phenomena.97 However, in order to 
avoidd discrimination, it is the differentiation that needs to be justified, not the 
measuree as a whole. If the differentiation made by a measure is not objectively 
justified,, it is discriminatory. But the measure as a whole, even if discriminatory, 
mayy still be justified under Article 30 or the mandatory requirements, as will 
bee discussed below.98 Thus, although there wil l be an overlap, the justification 
off  measures as such cannot be equated with the justification of differential 
treatment.. The difficulties involved in assessing regulatory distinctions and 
categorisationss under Article 28 and the relationship with justifications under 
Articlee 30 and mandatory requirements are illustrated by the Bluhme case 
discussedd infra. 

3.3.22 Discrimination and Article 28 EC 

Whenn assessing national measures under Article 28, the Court 
usuallyy applies the obstacles test developed in Dassonville and subsequent cases, 

Casee 13/63 Commission v. Italy, para. 4. Emphasis added. See also e.g. Case 817/79 Buys, para. 29. 

Seee Case 17/61 Klöckner. Cf. Case 245/81 Edeka, paragraph 11. 

Joinedd Cases 117/76 and 16/77 Ruckdeschel, para. 7; see also Case C-217/91 Brandy, para. 37. 

Bernardd (1996) at 92. 

Weatherilll  and Beaumont (1995) at 445, as noted by Hilson (1999) at 449. 

Cf.. Timmermans (1982) at 441. 
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withoutt referring to discrimination. However, there are exceptions to this prac-
tice.""  Price regulations have almost always been subjected to a discrimination 
testt by the Court.100 The test seems to include formal as well as material 
discrimination.. It possibly also includes a prohibition for pricing measures to 
preventt imported products from competing on the market altogether: 'price 
controll  systems applicable to domestic products and imported products alike, 
althoughh not in themselves constituting measures having an equivalent effect to 
aa quantitative restriction contrary to Article 30 of the Treaty, may nevertheless 
havee such an effect when the prices are fixed at a level such that the sale of 
importedd products becomes either impossible or more difficult than that of 
domesticc products.'101 

Thee famous limitation on the scope of Article 28 in the Keck case did not 
employy the term "discrimination" as such. Rather, it stipulated that the applica-
tionn to imports of national provisions restricting or prohibiting "certain selling 
arrangements""  would not fall within the Dassonville formula, 

'soo long as those provisions apply to all relevant traders operating within the 
nationall  territory and so long as they affect in the same manner, in law and in fact, 
thethe marketing of domestic products and of those from other Member States'.102 

Thiss test calls for a comparison of the marketing possibilities of domestic and 
importedd products, and therefore closely resembles if not equals a discrimina-
tionn test. However, the Keck conditions do not seem to invite consideration of 
objectivee justifications for any differences in treatment. 

3.3.33 Discrimination and Justifications 

Thee logical starting point of a discussion on the role of dis-
criminationn in the justifications is the second sentence of Article 30, which 
explicitlyy provides that measures that may be justified under the first sentence of 
Articlee 30 shall not constitute 'a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised 
restrictionn on trade between Member States'. However, although often mention-
ingg it, the Court very rarely addresses the second sentence individually.103 It often 
mergess into the proportionality test, which, in the Court's words, underlies it.104 

Whatt role does discrimination play in justifications based on mandatory 
requirements?? According to the Court' s case-law, 'the question of imperative 

999 See Cases 152/78 Commission v. France (Advertising of Alcoholic Beverages); C-21/88 Du Pont de Nemours; 

C-260/899 ERT; Joined Cases C-321-324/94 Pistre and others, referring to Case 13/78 Eggers. 
1000 See Cases 65/75 Tasca; 82/77 Van Tii8ele>  Joined Cases 16 to 20/79 Danis; 90/82 Commission v. France; 

181/822 Roussel; 229/83 Leclerc/Au Bli Wert; 231/83 Cullet/Leclerc; Joined Cases 80 and 159/85 Edah. 
1011 Case C-249/88 Commission v. Belgium, para. 15, referring to Case 181/82 Roussel, para. 17. 
1022 Joined Cases C-267/91 and C-268/91 Keck et Mithouard at para. 16. 
1055 An exception is found in Joined Cases C-1/90 and C-176/90 Aragonesa. 
1044 See e.g. Cases 174/82 Sandoz, 227/82 Van Bennekom, and C-400/96 Harpegnies. 
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requirementt for the purposes of the interpretation of Article 30 [now 28] cannot 
arisee unless the measure in question applies without distinction to both national 
andd imported products.'105 Sometimes, the Court has used the words "without 
discrimination""  instead of "without distinction".106 Generally, the Court treats 
measuress as "indistinctly applicable" if they formally apply to domestic and 
importedd goods without distinction. In other words, "distinctly applicable" mea-
suress would seem to be equated with formal discrimination. Obviously, mea-
suress that apply only to imports do not apply without distinction and cannot be 
justifiedd by a mandatory requirement.107 However, in some cases, the Court has 
alsoo denied national measures justification under the mandatory requirements 
rulee because of their de facto discriminatory nature or character, even if they 
weree applicable without distinction between domestic and imported goods.108 

Howw "applicable without distinction" is defined is of obvious importance 
forr a measure's justification possibilities. If a formal criterion is taken for distin-
guishingg between distinctly applicable and indistinctly applicable measures, 
indistinctlyy applicable measures could be justified by mandatory requirements 
inn addition to Article 30, even if they de facto disfavour imports. Distinctly 
applicablee measures could only be justified by Article 30. On the other hand, 
iff  a material criterion is taken, all measures that discriminate in law or in 
factt are "distinctly applicable", and only measures that do not discriminate 
formallyy or materially are genuinely "indistinctly applicable" and may enjoy the 
justificationn possibilities offered by the mandatory requirements. Accordingly, 
iff  a formal criterion is taken for distinguishing between distinctly applicable 
andd indistinctly applicable measures, a measure failing the "in law" part of the 
KeckKeck test could only be justified by Article 30, while a measure failing only 
thee "in fact" part of the Keck test could be justified by both Article 30 and 
mandatoryy requirements. If, on the other hand, the view is taken that a de facto 
discriminatoryy measure really cannot be called "indistinctly applicable", it would 
seemm inconsistent to allow such a measure to enjoy justification by mandatory 
requirementss if it has failed the "in fact" part of the Keck test. The Court appears 
too take the former view.109 

Thee question whether discriminatory measures may be justified under 
"mandatoryy requirements" is of particular importance in the environmental 
field.field. As discussed earlier, "environmental protection" is a "mandatory require-
ment",, but is not as such mentioned in Article 30 EC. As noted above, an attempt 

1055 See e.g. Joined Cases C-1/90 andC-176/90 Aragonesa, at para. 13. Emphasis added. 
1066 See e.g. Case 788/79 Gilli  and Andres. 
to?to? See e.g. Cases 113/80 Irish Souvenirs, 59/82 Weinvertriebs-GmbH. 
1088 See e.g. Cases 177/83 Kohl v. Ringelhan; C-21/88 Du Pont de Nemours; Joined Cases C-321-324/94 Pistre 

andand others. 
109109 See e.g. Joined Cases C-34-36/95 De Agostini [1997], paras. 44-45. 
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too add "environmental protection" to the list of exceptions in Article 30 at the 
19977 intergovernmental conference failed. To read another justification ground 
intoo Article 30 appears difficult to reconcile with the Court's approach to Article 
300 as a closed list. However, from a policy point of view, the need is sometimes 
feltt for environmental protection measures to differentiate between domestic 
andd imported goods, or to make differentiations that may turn out to be unfa-
vourablee to imported goods. In a number of cases, the Court has referred to 
"thee environment" in the context of Article 30.1'0 Although these cases cannot 
bee said to prove that environmental protection as such now forms part of Article 
30,, they do indicate that the Court is not insensitive to the problem that some 
environmentall  measures need to differentiate in order to be effective. 

Thee problem came to light most poignantly in the Walloon Waste case."1 

Thiss case concerned a measure by the region of Wallonia prohibiting imports 
off  waste from other Belgian regions and from foreign countries. Although 
thee Court in that case repeated that the mandatory requirements may only 
bee invoked with respect to indistinctly applicable measures, it in fact allowed 
aa distinctly applicable measure to be justified by the mandatory requirement 
off  environmental protection.111 The discriminatory character of the national 
measuree was convincingly argued by Advocate General Jacobs and the Commis-
sion.11'' Nonetheless, the Court took a different view, stating that in assessing 
whetherr or not the measure was discriminatory, account must be taken of 
thee particular nature of waste. The Court found that 'having regard to the 
differencess between waste produced in different places and to the connection 
off  the waste with its place of production, the contested measures cannot be 
regardedd as discriminatory'."4 The Court based this finding on the Community 
principlee that environmental damage should be remedied at its source, as laid 
downn in Article 174(2) EC, according to which 'waste should be disposed of as 
closee as possible to the place where it is produced, in order to limit as far as 
possiblee the transport of waste.'"5 The Court argued that this principle is consist-
entt with the internationally agreed principles of self-sufficiency and proximity, 
ass laid down in the 1989 Basle Convention on the control of transboundary 
movementss of hazardous wastes and their disposal, to which the Community 
iss a signatory.1'6 

1100 See Cases 94/83 Heijn, 125/88 Nijman, C-389/96 Aher-Waggon, C-473/98 Toolex Alpha. See also AG 

Trabucchii  in his Opinion in Case 3,4,6/76 Kramer at 1324, equating the protection of animal and plant 

lif ee with environmental protection. 
1111 Case C-2/90 Commission v. Belgium. 
1122 See para. 29 of the judgment. 

" '' See para. 20 of his first opinion and para. 33 of the judgment respectively. 
1144 See para. 37 of the judgment. 

" 55 See para. 29 of the judgment. 
1166 See para. 35 of the judgment. 
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Thiss judgment has been widely criticised for its reasoning."7 For one thing, 
thee Court completely omitted to apply any form of proportionality test to the 
measure.. Moreover, it is questionable that the principle of remedy at source, 
invokedd by the Court to limit the transport of waste, should be applied withinn the 
Communityy in a manner resulting in the upholding of intra-Community trade 
barriers.. The consistency of this principle with the international principles of 
proximityy and self-sufficiency should not necessarily have to result in its being 
interpretedd according to Member States' national borders. Would it not be more 
inn line with the internal market to say that the Community should apply these 
principless as a whole? This could in practice mean that waste generated in 
Northernn France, within 20 km. of the Belgian border, should preferably be 
treatedd and disposed of in Wallonia rather than at the nearest French waste 
treatmentt site, if that were located at a greater distance from the place where the 
wastee was generated. It is as yet unclear to what extent the Court's reasoning is 
confinedd to the specific area of waste, which in the same case was recognised 
ass being a good, but which poses particular problems."8 Moreover, the Court 
didd not formally acknowledge the application of the mandatory requirement of 
environmentall  protection to a measure which was distinctly applicable. Rather, 
thee Court applied creative reasoning to come to the conclusion that the measure 
wass not discriminatory. This suggests that a measure that differentiates between 
domesticc and imported products for legitimate reasons does not discriminate, 
andd can be justified by the mandatory requirement of environmental protection. 

Moree cracks in the wall between mandatory requirements and Article 30 
seemm to be appearing, also outside the area of waste. In the Aher-Waggon case, 
att issue were German rules making aircraft registration dependent on noise 
emissionn standards. The German standards were stricter than those laid down 
byy a relevant Community directive, but aircraft which had obtained registration 
inn national territory before the Directive was implemented were exempt from 
thee stricter standards. Thus, second-hand aircraft from other Member States 
seekingg to be registered were disadvantaged vis-d-vis second-hand aircraft that 
hadd already been registered in Germany."9 The Court found that the German 
measuree could be justified by considerations of public health and environmental 
protection,, in other words, both on the grounds of Article 30 and of "mandatory 
requirements".. This is interesting in that the rules differentiated on the basis 
off  whether the aircraft had been previously registered in Germany or in other 
Memberr States. Thus, although not differentiating on the basis of where the 
aircraftt had been produced, the measure did apply a differentiating criterion 

117117 Another point of criticism is the complete absence of any application of the proportionality principle. See 

onn the case e.g. Kramer (1993a), at 77-87; Jans (1995) at 227-228. 
1188 On the specific features of waste and the Community waste regime, see London and Llamas (1995)-
1199 Case C-389/96 Ahcr-Waggon, at pjra. 18. 
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linkedd to where the aircraft had been registered. The measure was arguably 
"distinctlyy applicable", and could nevertheless be justified by mandatory require-
ments. . 

AA somewhat similar issue is found in Bluhme, which concerned Danish legis-
lationn prohibiting bees being kept on the island of Laes0 other than a certain 
subspeciess that only existed on that island, in order to avoid cross-breeding 
whichh would lead to the extinction of the subspecies. Although the Court did 
nott tackle the question whether the measure was "indistinctly applicable", as it 
foundd the measure justified under Article 30, Advocate-General Fennelly did pay 
attentionn to "mandatory requirements", in case the justification based on Article 
300 would not be accepted. He argued that even if there were indications to 
thee contrary, the measure was indistinctly applicable, for two reasons. First, the 
measuree did not discriminate against other subspecies if the distinction made 
byy it was objectively justified: 

[G]olden[G]olden bees, as members of a separate subspecies, can more readily be recognised 
asas materially different in character, so that rules favouring one subspecies over the 
otherother need not, if they serve a legitimate public-interest objective related to that 
distinction,distinction, be regarded as discriminatory. 

Thiss reasoning essentially boils down to the view that there is no discrimination 
iff  a measure differently treats situations that are different, and the distinction 
madee relates to a legitimate objective. Secondly, Fennelly referred to the Walloon 
WasteWaste judgment and contended that the Danish measures took preventive action 
againstt inter-breeding, which may be seen as an attempt to rectify at source 
thee environmental damage arising from such inter-breeding. In the light of 
thesee legislative objectives, there were relevant differences between the bee 
populationn protected by the measure and other populations of bees. Albeit 
somewhatt hesitantly, Fennelly concluded that the exclusion of the other popula-
tionss was not discriminatory in character, and may therefore be justified by the 
mandatoryy requirement of environmental protection.120 

Inn Preussen Elektra, the compatibility with EC rules of a national measure 
obligingg electricity suppliers to buy local green electricity was at issue. Advocate-
Generall  Jacobs in his opinion advised the Court not to follow its reasoning 
inn Walloon Waste (i.e. the measure is really not discriminatory because of the 
specificc nature of the good and certain environmental principles, so it may be 
justifiedd by environmental protection), which he deemed flawed. He pointed out 
thatt 'it is desirable that even directly discriminatory measures can sometimes 
bee justified on grounds of environmental protection'.121 He therefore urged the 

I2°° Conclusion by AG Fennelly in Case 67/97 Bluhme, at paras. 24-25. 
1211 Conclusion by AG Jacobs in Case C-379/98 Preussen Elektra, para. 225-26. 
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Courtt to clarify its position on this point so as to provide the necessary legal 
certainty,, arguing that a more flexible approach to the mandatory requirement of 
environmentall  protection was called for, for two reasons. First, the heightened 
concernn for the environment in the Community, and secondly, because to deny 
thee justification of environmental protection to distinctly applicable measures 
wouldd risk defeating their purpose: 

NationalNational measures for the protection of the environment are inherently liable to 
differentiatedifferentiate on the basis of the nature and origin of the cause of harm, and are 
thereforetherefore liable to be found discriminatory, precisely because they are based on such 
acceptedaccepted principles as that 'environmental damage should as a priority be rectified 
atat source' [...J Where such measures necessarily have a discriminatory impact of that 
kind,kind, the possibility that they may be justified should not be excluded.122 

Thee argument appears somewhat overstretched, because it seems obvious that 
nott all national environmental measures necessarily need to discriminate. 
However,, the opinion convincingly drives home the point that in some cases, 
environmentall  measures need to discriminate. However, the Court did not 
providee the desired clarity. It observed that the measure was capable of hinder-
ingg intra-Community trade and that it had to be determined whether the mea-
suree was 'nevertheless compatible with Article 30 [now 28]'. It remarked that 
thee measure was 'useful for protecting the environment', referred to Community 
measuress aiming at a reduction in the emission of greenhouse gases, and 
observedd that 'that policy is also designed to protect the health and life of 
humans,, animals and plants'.123 The Court in its dictum concluded that the 
measuree was not incompatible with Article 28. It is submitted that all this 
suggestss that it was looking at the mandatory requirement of environmental 
protectionn rather than at Article 30. The measure was clearly discriminatory."4 

Butt by mentioning Article 30 as well, the Court did not provide explicit clarity 
ass to the possibility of justifying discriminatory measures by mandatory require-
ments.. It seems to have taken a similar approach as in Walloon Waste, referring 
too the 'particular features of the electricity market' and to international and 
Communityy instruments with the same objective which the national measure 
pursues.. Also, just as in Walloon Waste the Court did not apply any kind of 
proportionalityy requirement, which seems strange, to say the least. 

Inn cases involving waste exports, the Court appears to suggest that justifying 
distinctlyy applicable measures infringing Article 29 by mandatory requirements 

122122 Ibid. , para. 233. 
1233 Case C-379/98 Prcusscn Elektra, paras. 73-75. 
1244 Cf. a similar  requirement to purchase a percentage of domestic goods in Case C-21/88 Du Pont dc 

Nemours. Nemours. 
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iss possible.125 This would be difficult to reconcile with the limited scope of 
Articlee 29, prohibiting only discriminatory export restrictions. 

Outsidee the realm of environmental protection, similar developments may 
bee observed to the effect that the difference between indistinctly and distinctly 
applicablee measures becomes blurred. As early as 1984, the Court was willin g to 
considerr a "mandatory requirement" invoked to justify a measure that reserved 
thee use of a certain type of wine bottle to a limited list of domestic wines, 
andd thus seemed clearly distinctly applicable.126 In the Decker case, the Court 
arguablyy accepted a mandatory requirement to justify a measure only applied to 
spectacless purchased abroad.127 In Snellers, the Court did a similar thing for an 
administrativee requirement concerning the registration of cars, which applied 
separatee rules to cars having been registered in the Netherlands and cars having 
beenn registered abroad.128 It is furthermore recalled that the Court has suggested 
thatt a measure that does not meet the Keck test because it does not equally 
affectt in fact the marketing of imports and domestic products, i.e. a (de facto) 
discriminatorydiscriminatory measure, can be justified by mandatory requirements.129 

Ass early as 1982, it was suggested to discard the dichotomy between the 
twoo justification venues in Article 30 and accepted in the Court's case-law on 
"mandatoryy requirements".110 However, the Court only hesitantly appears to be 
willin gg to drop its distinction between indistinctly applicable and distinctly 
applicablee measures, and to consider mandatory requirements as justifications 
forr measures that do not treat imported and domestic goods the same in 
laww and in fact. Even if all measures could benefit from both venues, the 
conceptt of discrimination would not have disappeared from the ambit of Articles 
28-30.. It still plays a central role in Article 29. It keeps on surfacing in the 
doctrinall  debate and occasionally in the case-law on Article 28. Discrimination 
iss expressly mentioned in the second sentence of Article 30. Those wishing 
too get rid of discrimination tests and to concentrate on obstacles to the free 
movementt of goods and justifications have been shown by the Keck line of cases 
thatt discrimination is difficult to eliminate from the discussion. There are even 
suggestionss that it is returning to centre stage in the application of Article 28.131 

1255 See Case 0-203/96 Dusseldorp, paras. 44 and 49. The Court's unclear position on this point is evident 

fromm Case C-209/98 Sydhavnens, paras. 49-50. 
1266 Case 16/83 Pranti ('Bocksbtutcl'). 
1277 Case C-120/95 Decker, especially, paras. 36 and 39 of the judgment. Cf. Oliver {1999) at 805. It is not 

entirelyy clear, however, whether the measure was discriminatory, at least formally, in terms of goods' 

origin.. See also the opinion of Advocate-General Tesauro, at para. 47. 
1288 Case C-314/98 Snellen. 
1299 Joined Case C-34-36/95 DeAgostini. 
1,00 Oliver (1982) at 230-31. 
IJII Weiler (1999). 
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3.44 Production Methods, Extraterritoriality , and Unilateral 
Action n 

Thiss Section addresses three issues that are often, but not 
necessarilyy related. First, what is the status under Articles 28-30 EC of measures 
basedd on production and processing methods? Second, are extraterritorial envi-
ronmentall  protection goals and measures targeting the behaviour of producers 
and/orr governments in other Member States acceptable under Articles 28-30 
EC?? Third, what is the scope for Member States to take unilateral measures 
withh extraterritorial effects and/or objectives when there is relevant Community 
legislation,, and when there is no such legislation? After a general discussion of 
thesee issues, the scarce relevant case-law of the EC J will be discussed. 

3.4.11 Articles 28-29 EC and Production and Processing Meth-
odss (PPMs) 

Cann a Member State infringe the Community rules on the free 
movementt of goods by restricting production under its own jurisdiction? In 
thee absence of Community legislation on production and processing methods 
(PPMs),, Member States are in principle free to regulate production within 
theirr respective jurisdictions. Normally, national production restrictions will not 
constitutee specific export restrictions and will not be caught by the Groenveld 
interpretationn of Article 29.131 Likewise, unless the regulating Member State 
attemptss to apply a production regulation to imports, a possibility which is 
discussedd hereafter, a measure regulating national production wil l not affect 
importss and wil l not be covered by Article 28.1" Nevertheless, the Court has 
nott altogether discarded the possibility that a production limitation can as such 
bee covered by Article 28 EC, In Kramer, the Court observed that the fish catch 
quotass at issue and the prohibition laid down in Article 28 'relate to different 
stagess of the economic process, that is to say, to production and marketing 
respectively'.1'44 However, it did not conclude from this that limitations to produc-

1322 Case 15/79 Groenveld, at para. 6: Article 29 concerns measures which have as their 'specific object or 

effectt the restriction of patterns of exports and thereby the establishment of a difference in treatment 

betweenn the domestic trade of a Member State and its export trade in such a way as to provide a 

particularr advantage for national production or for the domestic market of the State in question at the 

expensee of the production or of the trade of other Member States.' Cf. Case 155/80 Oebel, paras. 12-16. 
I3}}  Cf. Petersmann (1995) at 57. 
1344 Joined Cases 3,4,6/76 Kramer, at para. 55. AG Trabucchi, at 1323, argued that production limitations are 

'liablee to affect trade in the product by limiting from the beginning the quantities which can be offered 

onn the market'. Thus, such restrictions in principle fall within the Dassonville formula and require 

justification.. Cf. Case 190/73 Van Haaster on national rules limiting the cultivation of hyacinth bulbs. 
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tionn are per se outside the scope of Article 28. The Court rather said that whether 
aa measure limiting production impedes trade between Member States depends 
onn relevant Community rules and their objectives, and the nature and circum-
stancess of the production of the product in question. The Court concluded that 
fishfish conservation measures were not covered by Article 28 because their long-
termm objective is to ensure a steady, optimum yield from fishing.135 This suggests 
thatt production limitations for other products and in other circumstances could 
bee covered by Article 28. 

Cann a Member State infringe the Community rules on the free movement 
off  goods by restricting imports for reasons of their production process abroad? 
Itt follows from the Cassis de Dijon line of cases that a Member State should 
inn principle accept the marketing in its territory of goods lawfully produced 
andd marketed in another Member State. Thus, Article 28 wil l be violated if an 
importedd product is refused because of the way it has been produced abroad, 
unlesss the measure is justified and proportionate. If the production method 
cannott be traced back in the product as it is traded, how can the importing 
Memberr State assess the production process which takes place outside its juris-
diction?? It wil l have to either rely on foreign authorities to provide information 
onn the production processes, or send officials to the importing country to carry 
outt checks. Alternatively, the importing Member State may require the imported 
productt to carry a certificate or label specifying that the PPM in the exporting 
Memberr State meets the requirements imposed by the importing country. 

Insistingg on carrying out checks on the territory of other Member States 
appearss to be contrary to the spirit of mutual trust underlying the Community. 
Theree is no reason why the emphasis on mutual trust and acceptance of test 
resultss from other Member States as laid down by the Court in its case-law 
onn product requirements should not apply to the acceptance of information on 
PPMss provided by the exporting Member State.136 Assuming that there is no 
relevantt Community legislation, a certification or labelling requirement specify-
ingg a product's PPM would be covered by Article 28. It would effectively impede 
markett access of products lawfully produced and marketed in another Member 
State.. If a Member State regulates its own producers directly through production 
requirementss and accordingly requires a label only for imported products, the 
requirementt would be a distinctly applicable measure. Justification on grounds 
off  mandatory requirements would be problematic. A labelling requirement 
applyingg to imported and domestic products alike could in principle be justified 
byy Article 30 or mandatory requirements. If extraterritorial protection goals were 
too be accepted in principle under the justification grounds, a matter discussed 

I} 55 Ibid., paras. 56-59. This judgment can be regarded as an application of the "rule of reason" avant la lettre. 
i } 66 See e.g. Cases 272/80 Frans-Nederlandse Maatschappij voor Biologische Producten; C-293/94 Brandsma. 
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inn the next subsection, the importing Member State would still have to demon-
stratee that the production process in the exporting Member State was not equiva-
lentt to its requirements, and that its measure was necessary and proportionate. 

Cann a Member State infringe the Community rules on the free movement of 
goodss by restricting exports for reasons of their domestic production process? A 
specificc export restriction is covered by the Groenveld formula and thus requires 
justification.. Although not very likely, it is conceivable that a Member State, in 
vieww of idiosyncrasies in other Member States as regards taste or morals, wishes 
too restrict the export but not the domestic consumption of products produced 
inn a certain manner. The Groenveld situation is itself a case in point, where the 
Memberr State wanted to safeguard the image of its meat processing industry 
abroad.1377 However, in that case, the measure did not specifically restrict exports, 
butt rather applied at the production level. Export restrictions because of environ-
mentall  or health effects which a product may have abroad are also conceivable. 
Suchh restrictions do not normally concern PPMs, but effects caused by the 
product'ss use or disposal. However, export restrictions applied because of what 
iss going to happen to the product after it has been exported may also relate to 
furtherr production or processing abroad. In that case they do concern PPMs, but 
nott the PPMs of the exporting Member State. A case in point would be an export 
restrictionn or prohibition of live animals because of raising or slaughtering 
methodss abroad which are perceived as cruel in the exporting Member State.1'8 

3.4.22 Extraterritorial Protection Goals 

Theree are arguments for and against accepting extraterritorial 
protectionn goals under Article 30 and the mandatory requirement of environ-
mentall  protection. On the one hand, the solidarity requirement laid down 
inn Article 10 EC Treaty generally applies to unilateral measures aimed at protect-
ingg the environment outside the territory of the Member State taking them. 
Consideringg the fact that the Member States have the possibility to pursue 
environmentall  goals that exceed their own borders through the sophisticated 
systemm of international co-operation provided by the Community, it appears to 
bee against the spirit of European integration to pursue environmental protection 
inn another Member State through trade-restrictive measures. Moreover, it has 
beenn argued that the grounds in Article 30 and the mandatory requirements 
mayy justify trade-restrictive measures to the extent that these account for social 
andd moral differences between Member States, as long as the interests at hand 
aree not or are insufficiently protected by Community harmonisation.1^ If that 

Cf.. in the field of services, Case C-384/93 Alpine Investments. 

Suchh situations are discussed below, however in cases where there was relevant Community harmonisa-

tionn on raising and slaughtering methods. 

Weatherilll  and Beaumont (1995),at 478-9. 
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iss the function of the justifications, it is questionable whether trade-restrictive 
measuress pursuing protection goals in another Member State can be acceptable. 
Indeed,, pursuing such interests has been equated with imposing one Member 
State'ss standards or morality on other Member States.140 

Onn the other hand, neither the text of Article 30, nor the expression of 
environmentall  protection as a mandatory requirement in the Court's case-law 
hintt at a limitation to a Member State's national territory for the protection 
off  environmental or life or health interests. Article 30 mentions "national" in 
relationn to the protection of'treasures possessing artistic, historic or archaeologi-
call  value', and places "public" in front of "morality", "policy" and "security". 
Althoughh "public" does not necessarily refer to the national public and could be 
understoodd as 'the European public', the interests which this adjective precedes 
stronglyy suggest that the national public is meant. Thus, on the basis of the 
absencee of any adjective in front of'health and life of humans, animals or 
plants',, one could conclude a contrario that no territorial limitation was intended. 
Ann argument against such a conclusion would be the general rule that the 
groundss in Article 30 must, according to the case-law, be strictly interpreted as 
ann exception to the fundamental principle of the free movement of goods. 

3.4.33 Unilateral Action and Community Solidarity 

Alll  national environmental measures assessed under Articles 
28-300 are unilateral in the sense that they either address a subject not covered 
byy secondary Community legislation, or, if there is relevant Community legisla-
tion,, go beyond that legislation. However, particular problems in the internal 
markett are raised by unilateral trade-restrictive measures that have extraterrito-
riall  environmental aims, and/or aim to influence foreign producers' or authori-
ties'' behaviour affecting the environment. 

Itt is established Community law that a Member State is not entitled to 'take 
thee law into its own hands'. This follows from the general obligation of "solidar-
ity""  in Article 10 EC. If a Member State deems that another Member State 
infringess Community law, the appropriate way to deal with the problem is not to 
enactt unilateral measures. The Member State should raise the issue within the 
institutionall  setting of the Community, including eventually the possibility of 
ann infringement procedure before the Court of Justice on the basis of Article 
2277 EC. Thus, if production methods are covered by secondary Community 
legislation,, and a Member State thinks that another Member State is not comply-
ingg with that legislation, it may not take unilateral trade restrictive measures 
too address the perceived failure of the other Member State to live up to its 

1 400 Cf. Oliver (1996) at 186. 
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Communityy obligations.'4' Also, a Member State may not compromise pending 
Communityy legislation by its unilateral measures.142 

Inn the absence of relevant Community legislation on the production method 
concerned,, may Member States take unilateral trade-restrictive measures to 
protectt the environment outside their borders, or to affect the behaviour of 
producerss or the policies of governments in other Member States to ensure 
environmentall  protection? It is submitted that the existence of a sophisticated 
politicall  and legal system and the solidarity obligation in Article 10 EC have 
consequencess in such situations too. Perceived deficiencies in a foreign produc-
tionn process should lead the importing Member State to push for the adoption of 
Communityy standards in the field, rather than to restrict trade in the product at 
issue.. Production processes do not have to be uniform throughout the Commu-
nity.1433 Arguably, although unilateral action would not seem to be prohibited per 
se,se, trade obstacles caused by measures based on PPMs in other Member States 
wouldd only be acceptable as necessary and proportionate under Article 30 or the 
mandatoryy requirements in limited circumstances. 

3.4.44 The Court's Case-Law 

Thee Court of Justice has not taken a clear position with regard 
too the issues addressed above. In Dassonville, Advocate General Trabucchi dis-
cussedd Article 30 as an exception enabling Member States to protect various 
nationalnational interests. He posited that Member States can under Article 30 derogate 
fromm the prohibition of Article 28 only for the protection of their own interests, 
nott of the interests of other Member States. Thus, in his view, export restrictions 
cannott be justified for the protection of the public health of the populations in 
otherr Member States.144 Trabucchi further elaborated this view in his opinion in 
Kramer.Kramer. He there spoke of the 'essential spirit and purpose of this exempting 
clause'' in Article 30, which implied that the restrictive measures justified by it 
shouldd have 'the genuinely unilateral character, confined to a particular State, 
whichh results from the fact that the interest for which Article 36 [now 30] 
provides-protectionn is essentially national and internal to the State.' He then 
queriedd whether the essential purpose of Article 30, 'to protect an individual 
Memberr State from more general Community principles concerning free move-
ment',, was sufficient to rule out reliance on the Article in the case at hand. He 

1411 Case 5/94 Hedley Lomas, referring to Joined Cases 90/63 and 91/63 Commission v. Luxembourg and 

Belgium,Belgium, and Case 232/78 Commission v. France. 
1411 Case C-129/96 Inter-Environnement Wallonië [1997] ECR 1-7411 
1433 It is economically disputable that a country should be able to compensate at the border for differences in 

productionn methods. See e.g. Esty and Geradin (1998). 
1444 AG Trabucchi in Case 8/74 Dassonville at 860. 
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decidedd it was not, albeit with some struggle. Trabucchi seemed to say that the 
actionn was really in the Member State's own interest of safeguarding future 
fishfish stocks for its own "production", even if the fish is not in its own waters; 
andd its interest really coincided with the Community interest, and was therefore 
allowedd as long as the Community had not acted to safeguard that interest. 
Thee Court concluded that fish quotas were not prohibited by the Treaty, thereby 
implyingg that migratory fish stocks could be protected extraterritorially through 
aa production limitation. However, although they possibly affected trade flows in 
thee sense of limiting the volume produced by Dutch fishermen and thus the 
volumee offish traded in the Community, there was no restriction or prohibition 
off  the importation of the fish sought to be protected. 

Feww if any examples of the assessment under Articles 28-30 EC of efforts 
byy a Member State to protect the environment outside its borders by measures 
restrictingg imports are known. The Van den Burg case therefore deserves specific 
mention.. The Wild Birds directive covers all species of naturally occurring birds 
inn the wild state in the EC (Article 1).145 It lays down a general prohibition on 
killin gg or capturing those species (Article 5) and selling, keeping or offering 
themm (Article 6), but provides exceptions that oblige, respectively allow Member 
Statess to permit the sale and keeping of certain species listed in Annexes to 
thee directive.146 The directive moreover provides for special protection measures 
forr endangered and migratory species (Article 4), and allows Member States to 
introducee stricter protective measures than those provided for under the direc-
tivee (Article 14). The Scottish Red Grouse that was at issue in Van den Burg did 
nott occur in the Netherlands, which prohibited its marketing and importation. 
Thee bird was mentionedd in Annex III/ i and was lawfully killed or captured in 
thee UK. Thus, the only way the Netherlands could avoid infringing Article 6 of 
thee directive was to invoke Article 14 that allowed stricter measures. 

Thee Commission put forward a number of arguments to the effect that 
Articlee 30 could be invoked for protecting animals in another Member State. 
Thesee arguments were based on the wording of Article 30; on a case which dealt 
withh veterinary inspections;147 and on the 'transfrontier nature of the protection 
off  birds' as recognised in Community and international legal instruments. In 
responsee to these arguments, Advocate General Van Gerven argued that the 
wordingg of Article 30 did not yield any clue on the issue of extraterritorial protec-
tionn goals, and that the veterinary inspections at issue in the case mentioned 
byy the Commission were imposed by a Community directive and were thus not 
unilateral.. He also had doubts about the relevance of the instruments mentioned 
byy the Commission to support its third argument. However, he did agree that 

1455 Directive 79/409, OJ1979 L103/1. 
1466 Annex III / and HI/21 respectively. 
1477 Case 46/76 Bauhuis. 
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itt is possible to justify measures to protect extraterritorial interests, adding that 
thee necessity and proportionality requirements should in such a case be assessed 
'withh the customary vigour'.148 

Thee Court found that Article 30, 'read in conjunction with' the Wild Birds 
directive,, cannot justify extraterritorial protection measures of species that are 
neitherr migratory nor endangered, when those species only occur in another 
Memberr State and are there lawfully hunted in accordance with the directive. 
Inn its dictum, the Court mentioned Article 30 'in conjunction with' the Wild 
Birdss directive, so the Court's position might have been different if unilateral 
measuress had been taken in the complete absence of relevant harmonisation. 
Indeed,, when interpreting the provision in the directive allowing Member States 
stricterr protection measures, the Court implicitly interpreted the room left for 
Memberr States after harmonisation in accordance with Articles 28-30 EC. Thus, 
thee Court's mentioning of Article 30 in Van den Burg suggests that it did 
nott favourably regard import restrictions for extraterritorial protection reasons 
underr that provision, except when animals deserving special protection are at 
stake.. Indeed, the Van den Burg case has been said to hint at 'scepticism on 
thee part of the Court as regards the legitimacy of trade restrictions adopted 
withh a view to protecting "foreign" environmental goods, at least in so far as 
thesee are not conceived as "shared"-representing part of the common heritage 
off  mankind.'149 However, despite the Court's scepticism, Van den Burg does not 
appearr to exclude the theoretical possibility that Article 30 (and arguably the 
mandatoryy requirements) allow for extraterritorial measures pursuing transna-
tionall  and global environmental protection objectives. 

Inn Vergy and Van der Feesten, the Court again interpreted the Wild Birds 
directive.. It found that the directive obliged Member States to ensure the protec-
tionn of all bird species protected by the directive, i.e. not just those receiving 
speciall  protection under Article 4. This is so even if the particular subspecies 
att issue does not occur in the wild in the European territory but the species 
too which it belongs or other subspecies of that species do so occur (Van der 
Feesten)Feesten) ,'5° and even if the species in question does not have its natural habitat 
inn the Member State concerned but does in other Member States (Vergy).'5' Thus, 
itt appears that extraterritorial protection is allowed and even mandated by the 
generall  prohibition on hunting and trading all species protected by the Wild 
Birdss directive. Any other position would endanger the protection goals of the 
directive,, which are of a transnational nature.152 The directive, it is recalled, also 

144 Para. 7 of his Opinion in Case C-169/89 Von den Burg. Sevenster (1998) at 31 agrees with this view. 
1499 Scott (2000) at 128. 
1500 Case C-202/94 Van der Feesten. 

'5'' Case C-149/94 Vergy. 
1511 See Case C-149/94 Vergy, para. 17; Case C-202/94 Van der Feesten, paras. 16-17. 
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allowss Member States to take stricter protection measures. However, considering 
VanVan den Burg, Member States may only take stricter extraterritorial protection 
measuress with respect to endangered or migratory species that receive special 
protectionn under the directive.1" 

Whilee the Commission in Van den Burg argued that Article 30 could accom-
modatee extraterritorial protection goals, it appears to take a different approach 
withh regard to the mandatory requirement of environmental protection. In its 
commentss on a Dutch legislative proposal for a mandatory PPM-based label for 
woodd products, the Commission remarked that the Court has only accepted 
environmentall  protection as a mandatory requirement to the extent that it 
concernss trade-restrictive measures aimed at protecting the environment of the 
Memberr State taking the measures.**  In Preussen Elektra, the Court appears to 
havee accepted extraterritorial protection goals when it deemed a national meas-
uree obliging electricity suppliers to buy local green electricity to be compatible 
withh Article 28. The Court, however, did not make explicit whether the measure 
wass justified by Article 30 or the mandatory requirement of environmental 
protection.. It remarked that the measure was 'useful for protecting the environ-
mentt in so far as it contributes to the reductions in emissions of greenhouse 
gasess which are amongst the main causes of climate change', referred to the 
Community'ss obligations in this respect, and observed that 'that policy is also 
designedd to protect the health and life of humans, animals and plants'.1" 

InIn contrast with the scarcity of cases concerning import restrictions, there 
iss a considerable number of cases dealing with export restrictions in order to 
pursuee extraterritorial environment or health objectives. They are not consist-
ent,, however. The Inter-Huiles case could be taken to imply that protective 
measuress aimed at another Member State's environment might be justified, if 
thatt state does not adequately protect the interest invoked.1'6 On the other hand, 
thee Nertsvoederfabriek casee may be invoked to argue against the acceptance of 

Notaroo (2000) at 470 sees a sharp contrast between Van den Burg on the one hand, and Vergy and 

VanVan der Feesten on the other, although he concludes that they are reconciable. However, it should 

bee emphasised that the former case concerned stricter measures under Article 14 of the Wild Birds 

directive,, while the latter two cases concerned the scope of the basic obligations in the directive, not 

stricterr national measures. 

Commentss by the Commission within the framework of Article 9(2) of Directive 98/34 on the provision 

off  information in the field of technical standards and regulations. See on the Dutch law, Dutch Parlia-

ment,, proposal to amend the Wet milieubeheer (Environmental Management Act), Kamerstukken nos. 

233 982 and 26 998, available in Dutch at http://www.overheid.nl/op. An account of the Dutch Act in 

Englishh can be found in WTO document G/TBT/Notif.98.448, available at http://docsonline.wto.org. 

C-379/988 Preussen Elektra, paras. 73-75-

Casee 172/82 Intcr-Huiles. See Jans (1995) at 229. 
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extraterritoriall  environmental protection goals. In that case, the Court found 
Articlee 29 to be applicable to a national system for poultry offal to the extent 
thatt exports were restricted by it. When examining its justification under Article 
30,, the Court said 'it does not appear necessary to prohibit the exportation of 
poultryy offal, provided that the conditions relating to health laid down by those 
provisionss [the exporting state's health safeguards] are satisfied with respect to 
removall  and transport on national territory.'1" In the Dusseldorp case, the Court 
didd appear to accept the possibility of extraterritorial protection through export 
restrictions.. When the Netherlands argued that an export ban on oil filters was 
justifiedd by the protection of human lif e and health, the Court replied that 
suchh a justification would be relevant if the processing of oil filters in other 
MemberMember States and their shipment over a greater distance as a result of their 
beingg exported posed a threat to the health and life of humans.1'8 However, in 
aa subsequent case dealing with very similar circumstances, the Court dropped 
thee reference to the processing in other Member States and merely pointed at 
transportt over a larger distance.159 Thus, again, there is no conclusive evidence in 
thee Court's case-law for or against extraterritorial application. 

Inn Hedley Lomas and Compassion in World Farming, the Court did not address 
thee question whether extraterritorial protection is in principle possible. In both 
cases,, relevant Community harmonisation existed. The Court held that 'recourse 
too Article 36 [now 30] is no longer possible where Community directives provide 
forr harmonisation of the measures necessary to achieve the specific objective 
whichh would be furthered by reliance upon this provision.'100 In Hedley Lomas, 
thee relevant Community legislation concerned requirements for slaughtering 
animals.1611 The UK prohibited exports to Spanish slaughterhouses because it 
believedd that Spain did not apply these requirements. Thus, the case really 
centredd on the unilateral character of the British measure. The Court stressed 
thatt no Member State is allowed to unilaterally adopt corrective or protective 
measuress designed to obviate any perceived breach of rules of Community law 
byy another Member State.16' In Compassion, the Community directive at issue set 
minimumm standards for boxes and stalls used to house calves.16' The directive 
allowedd Member States to apply stricter provisions for the protection of calves, 
butt only within their territories. The Court held that measures permitted on 
thatt basis were limited to strictly territorial boundaries, and could relate only 

1577 Case 118/86 Ncrtsvocderfabriek, para. 16. Emphasis added. This is also noted by Jans {1995) at 229. 
1588 Case C-203/96 Dusseldorp, para. 46. See Jans (1999). 
1599 Case C-209/98 Sydhavnens, and Vedder (2001). 

'6oo Cases C-5/94 Hedley Lomas, para. 18, and C-1/96 Compassion, para. 47. 
1611 Directive 74/577/EEC, OJ1974 L316/10. 
1611 Case C-5/94 Hedley Lomas, pan. 20. 
1633 Directive 91/629, O) 1991 L 340/28. 
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too cattlefarms falling within the jurisdiction of the Member State in question. 
Memberr States were not entitled to adopt stricter measures for the protection 
off  calves other than provisions applying within their territory. An export ban 
imposedd on account of conditions prevailing in other Member States which had 
implementedd the directive would fall outside the derogation provided in the 
directive.. Such a ban would strike at the harmonisation achieved.'64 

Inn his opinions in Hedley Lomas and Compassion, Advocate General 
Légerr largely disapproved of the possibility of extraterritorial protection goals. 
However,, in his Opinion in Compassion, he did suggest a possibility to justify 
exportt restrictions, not on the basis of animal life and health, but where an 
unjustifiedd impairment of the life or health of animals as a result of the manner 
inn which cattle are raised in another Member State damages public morality 
orr public policy in the exporting state. For such a justification to succeed, the 
damagee caused to animals by the manner in which cattle are raised in the 
otherr Member State should be objectively demonstrated, and the measure should 
off  course be necessary and proportionate.'65 The Court did not follow Léger 's 
argumentt and found that the public morality justification was really not self-
standing,, but accessory to the animal life and health justification.'66 

3.4.55 Tax Parallel 

Regardingg trade restrictions based on production and process-
ingg methods outside the jurisdiction of the Member State taking the measure, 
aa slight side-step is made at this point to the ECJ's jurisprudence on internal 
taxation.. The ECJ has accepted tax differentiation on the basis of PPMs in a 
numberr of cases. In Bobie, the Court accepted a German beer tax based on 
thee quantity of beer produced by each brewery (to protect small breweries), 
ass long as foreign beer was taxed on the same basis.167 In Hansen, the Court 
confirmedd that Article 90 EC does not prevent Member States from granting tax 
exemptionss to certain classes of producers, when legitimate economic or social 
purposess are served, such as the use of certain raw materials or the continuance 
off  certain classes of undertakings. However, any such tax advantages must be 
extendedd to imported Community spirits fulfillin g the same conditions.'68 In 
Commission-ItalyCommission-Italy (Regenerated Oil), Italy fiscally favoured regenerated oil over 
oill  of primary distillation in order to protect the Italian regenerating industry. 
Thee end-products were physically identical and served the same economic ends, 

1644 Case C-1/96 Compassion, paras. 59, 60 and 62. 
1655 AG Léger in Case C-1/96 Compassion. 
166166 Case C-1/96 Compassion, para. 66. 
1677 Case 127/75 Bobie. 
1688 Case 148/77 Hansen. 
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butt the production costs of regenerated oil were much higher than of primary 
destinationn oil. The Court accepted that the tax favour was justified to help 
regeneratorss meet the high costs of regeneration and compete with primary oils, 
butt insisted that this favour should be extended to imported regenerated oils. 
Difficultiess in comparing imported with domestic products were no reason to 
denyy advantages to imports. It was for the importers wishing to qualify for the 
reducedd rate to produce evidence that the oils they imported were regenerated, 
andd Italy could require evidence of this, e.g. demanding certificates from the 
authoritiess or other appropriate bodies of the exporting Member States.169 

Thus,, internal taxes may differentiate on the basis of objective criteria with-
outt regard to product origin, including the raw materials used or production 
processess employed, as long as there is no discrimination or protection, i.e. as 
longg as any tax advantages are extended to imports. This implies that a differen-
tiatedd rate according to production methods for domestic products, accompanied 
byy a flat rate for imports will only be acceptable if no domestic product is 
chargedd less than the flat rate for imports. Moreover, tax differentiation is 
compatiblee with Community law only if it pursues objectives which are them-
selvess compatible with the Treaty and its secondary legislation. These principles 
weree confirmed in Chemial Farmaceutici and more recently in Outukumpu Oy, 
wheree the Court explicitly said that a tax differentiation according to PPMs 
basedd on environmental considerations is acceptable, as long as importers are 
givenn an opportunity to demonstrate the PPM applied in producing the imported 
electricityy so as to qualify for a favourable rate.170 

Thiss consistent case-law regarding tax differentiations may be taken to 
suggestt that a national regulatory measure differentiating products according to 
theirr production methods and allowing imported products to be marketed if 
accompaniedd by a certificate or label stating their production method might be 
acceptablee under Articles 28-30 EC. However, there are several problems with a 
parallell  reading of the tax and regulatory EC Treaty regime. First, no exceptions 
provisionn like Article 30 (ex 36) EC exists for taxes as it does for regulatory 
measures.. Secondly, Article 90 finds its counterpart in Articles 23 and 25 (ex 9 
andd 12). Thus, the EC Treaty separates border taxes and internal taxes. No such 
separationn exists for regulatory measures, Article 28 covering both quantitative 
restrictionss (border regulation) and measures having equivalent effect (which 
mayy be either border or internal regulatory measures). Thirdly, it is generally 
easierr to ascertain whether an imported product is "discriminated" against in tax 
casess than in regulatory cases. For taxes, it is a matter of establishing whether 
twoo products are similar, and whether one is taxed in excess of the other. 

Casee 21/79 Commission v. Italy {Regenerated Oils). 

Casess 140/79 Chemial Farmaceutici and C-213/96 Outukumpy Oy. 
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Arguably,, parallel interpretations of provisions differently structured and located 
inn the Treaty should not readily be assumed. 

3.4.66 Evaluation 

Thus,, neither the Court's case-law, nor the opinions of Advo-
cates-Generall  provide any conclusive answer to the question whether unilateral 
extraterritoriall  protection is acceptable under Articles 28-30, and if so, under 
whatt circumstances or conditions. Despite the scarce case-law on the subject 
andd the contradictory opinions of Advocates-General, a number of authors argue 
that,, in principle, Article 30 does not preclude protection of the environment, 
lif ee and health in another Member State.'71 

Althoughh the Court's findings in Compassion could be read as an outright 
deniall  of the possibility of extraterritorial environmental protection measures, it 
shouldd be borne in mind that the case concerned a situation of existing relevant 
Communityy legislation. If a Community directive lays down minimum environ-
mentall  standards on production circumstances, allowing a Member State to 
bee stricter within its territory, it is not allowed to limit its exports to another 
Memberr State that has chosen to implement the minimum Community stan-
dards,, but not to be stricter. The balance between environmental objectives 
andd the free movement of goods has been struck at Community level, whereby 
thee minimum standards are to be deemed acceptable to all Member States. 
AA Member State is allowed to go beyond the acceptable level, but it cannot 
imposee stricter standards on other Member States. Arguably, the situation is 
differentt in the absence of any relevant Community harmonisation. No accep-
tablee minimum level has been agreed upon in that situation, so Member States 
shouldd have more leeway to decide what is acceptable to them. The current 
authorr would therefore disagree with those interpreting the Compassion judg-
mentt as an outright prohibition of any extraterritorial protection. 

Nevertheless,, unilateral actions aimed at protecting the environment outside 
thee borders of the Member State taking the measure will not be easily accepted, 
ass the institutional structure of the Community risks being undermined when 
Memberr States take action according to their own judgements rather than 
followingg the appropriate path of setting items on the Brussels agenda. When 
thee Court is confronted with such unilateral actions, it wil l have to decide 
whetherr they are in principle contrary to Articles 28 or 29, and if so, whether 
theyy are justified. When assessing their justifications, the Court will have to 
makee clear whether it views extraterritorial protection as illegitimate per st, i.e. 

1711 Sevenster (1998); Jans (1995) at 232. Kramer (1993b) at 118-119, noticeably only mentions life and 

healthh of animals and plants, not of humans. He does not explain why he thinks that only the stricter 

applicationn area of "lif e and health', and not the "rule of reason" could possibly justify such measures. 
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ass a justification ground not covered by Article 30 or the mandatory require-
ments,, or whether it is acceptable in principle. If the Court takes the latter view, 
itt wil l apply the proportionality test to the measure. Both the suitability and the 
necessityy of the measure may be expected to be severely scrutinised, and perhaps 
thee Court wil l apply a strict proportionality test too. 

Considerationss that may play a role in the assessment of extraterritorial 
measuress are the following: whether imports or exports are affected; whether 
protectionn of the environment as a mandatory requirement, or the life and health 
protectionn grounds in Article 30 are invoked; and the extent to which harmonisa-
tionn is in place. Also important will be the location of the interest protected. The 
objectt of the environmental or life and health protection aim may be located fully 
withinn another Member State, or partially in another Member State, or outside 
anyy jurisdiction. It may be transboundary or migratory. 

3.55 Concluding Remarks 

Thiss Chapter has described and analysed the rich case-law of 
thee European Court of Justice in the field of the free movement of goods and 
justificationss for national measures pursuing environmental and health protec-
tion.. Much attention has been paid to the scope of the prohibition of'measures 
havingg equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' in Article 28. The findings 
byy the Court as to the scope of this concept are of paramount importance, even if 
theyy do not directly concern environmental or health measures. This is because 
environmentall  or health justifications and the conditions laid down for their 
acceptancee only come into play once a measure has been found to fall within the 
scopee of the prohibition of'measures having equivalent effect'. 

Ass regards the scope of the prohibition in Article 28, several recurring 
themess may be identified. First of all, the Court has proclaimed that as a matter 
off  principle, any national action - or even inaction - may infringe Article 28 
iff  posing an obstacle to intra-Community trade. Secondly, in order to further 
specifyy and also to delimit this very wide prohibition, the Court has applied 
variouss typologies of national measures. The most important types of measures 
identifiedd by the Court are "selling arrangements" and "product requirements". 
Thee Court has also found that a number of measures are outside the scope of 
Articlee 28 becausee their link with trade is remote and tenuous. Thirdly, the 
Courtt has applied discrimination tests in various instances. One is the require-
mentt that national "selling arrangements" are outside the scope of Article 28 if 
theyy affect in the same manner in law and in fact the marketing of domestic 
andd imported goods. Another is the formula applied to price measures, and yet 
anotherr the interpretation of Article 29, which prohibits export restrictions and 
measuress having equivalent effect. Finally, other themes recur in the Court's 
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case-law,, whose role is difficult to define. These are, market access, e.g., the 
obligationn in Cassis to grant market access to goods lawfully produced and 
marketedd in another Member State; the as yet unclear role of market access 
withh regard to selling arrangements in Keck; and the aim or intent of national 
measures,, e.g. when finding that measures fall outside the scope of Article 28, 
thee Court sometimes observes that they are not designed to regulate trade, or 
aree not aimed at imports. 

Testss delimiting the ambit of Article 28 identify the cases in which the Court 
iss not the appropriate institution to assess the interests involved by assessing 
justificationss and applying conditions to justifications. As seen, such tests may 
bee based on typologies of measures, or on obstacles to trade, or on discrimina-
toryy or protectionist effects or intent, or on combinations of these criteria. 
Historyy has shown that discrimination and protectionism tests sometimes do 
nott go far enough, while obstacle tests go too far. Typologies alone cannot 
delimitt the ambit of Article 28, as they leave open the question what kind of 
criterionn (Obstacle? Discrimination? Market access?) should apply to what type 
off  measures. Moreover, as clearly shown by Keck, typologies result in grey areas. 
Onn the basis of criticisms of all tests applied so far to delimit the ambit of Article 
28,, it has been argued that the interests involved should already play a role in the 
delimitationn of Article 28, and thereby of the identification of situations in which 
thee Court should be balancing interests.172 However, how these interests should 
bee identified and how they should affect the ambit of Article 28 is difficult to 
imagine. . 

Althoughh none of the tests identified above are satisfactory, some test or 
combinationn of tests wil l have to be applied by the Court in order to delimit 
thee ambit of Article 28. But that is not the end of the exercise. Once the 
Courtt has been established as the institution best suited to balancing the in-
terestss involved, it wil l balance the interest of the free movement of goods and 
thee justifications put forward. The question then arises how the Court should 
performm this balancing exercise. The Community interest in the free movement 
off  goods will coincide with the economic interests of traders and consumers in 
thee importing country, but also with those of producers in Member States which 
havee possibly been under-represented in the national decision-making process. 
Whetherr the Court should also take into account non-economic interests in 
otherr Member States wil l mostly be relevant in the context of so-called extrater-
ritoriall  protection measures. 

Oncee found to fall within the scope of Article 28, a national measure may 
bee justified under the exceptions in Article 30 or under the "mandatory require-
ments""  as recognised by the Court, if it complies with certain conditions. In this 
respect,, the following observations may be made on the basis of the analysis 

Poiaress Maduro {1998a). 
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inn this Chapter. The conditions applied by the Court to justifications based on 
bothh Article 30 and mandatory requirements are often dubbed "proportionality". 
Proportionalityy in the wide sense comprises the suitability of the measure to 
contributee to the aim pursued; the necessity of the measure in the sense that 
noo equally effective but less trade-restrictive measures are available; and finally 
andd most controversially, "strict proportionality", which requires a proportionate 
relationshipp between the aim of the measure and its trade-hindering effect. 
Thee Court applies these conditions in essentially the same way with regard to 
justificationss under Article 30 and under the mandatory requirements, usually 
refrainingg from testing "strict proportionality". 

Shouldd the Court confine itself to assessing the suitability and necessity of 
thee measure, or also apply a strict proportionality test, i.e. actually weighing 
thee interests involved, balancing the degree to which trade is restricted with the 
perceivedd importance of the non-trade aim pursued, and in some cases also the 
contributionn of the measure to that aim? The current author submits that in the 
absencee of an agreed Community-wide level of protection, the Court 
shouldd be very reluctant to interfere with levels of protection chosen by Member 
Statess by applying the proportionality test stricto sensu. This is so even if the 
highh level of protection chosen by a Member State necessitates measures that 
severelyy restrict trade. Possibly, the Court in applying a strict proportionality 
testt to national measures can correct national biases and thereby protect the 
Communityy interest in safeguarding the free movement of goods.173 However, 
too the extent that biases in the national decision-making process are the result 
off  interests reflected in national democratic procedures, it seems questionable 
whetherr the Court and not the Community legislator is the appropriate institu-
tionn to correct such biases. Apart from this possibility to correct national biases, 
theree is no reason for the Community Court to replace the national legislature 
anyy more than to replace the Community legislature. 

Thus,, if the "appropriateness" and "necessity" tests are fulfilled, i.e. there is 
aa causal connection between the measure and the goal, and there are no alterna-
tivee less trade-restrictive measures that are likely to result in similar levels of 
attainmentt of the environmental or health objective, the Court should condemn 
aa national measure only when its trade effects are manifestly disproportionate 
too its goal.'74 Measures wil l mostly be deemed manifestly disproportionate when 
thee Court suspects national authorities of pursuing objectives other than merely 
thee environmental or health goal claimed. It may have recourse to the second 
sentencee of Article 30 in cases where life and health justifications are invoked, 
andd may read a similar requirement into the proportionality test for mandatory 

'733 Cf. Poiares Maduro {1998a). 
1744 Cf. the Court's reference to the effectiveness of alternative measures in attaining the protection aim in 

casess C-473/98 Toolex Alpha andC-124/97 Laa~rü. 
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requirements.. This approach seems to be in line with the division of competen-
ciess between the Community and Member States and between legislative and 
judiciall  bodies. 

Thee one difference the Court applies with regard to the mandatory require-
mentss vis-a-vis the grounds in Article 30 is that it only accepts the former 
ass justification for measures that are "indistinctly applicable" to imported and 
domesticc goods. It is submitted, however, that this limitation to the invocation 
off  mandatory requirements is no longer tenable. Of course, national legislators 
shouldd still preferably choose "indistinctly applicable" means to pursue legiti-
matee aims, but sometimes a "distinctly applicable" measure will be necessary 
too pursue a mandatory requirement. An additional benefit of dropping the 
requirementt per st that mandatory requirements can only be pursued through 
indistinctlyy applicable measures is that the confusion may be ended over how 
too define and distinguish distinctly and indistinctly applicable measures, and 
overr what role the various concepts of discrimination play in this respect. The 
preferencee for indistinctly applicable measures does not need to be dropped by 
thee Court. It can still be reflected in the necessity requirement. A distinctly 
applicablee measure will be deemed unnecessary if an indistinctly applicable 
measuree is available as a less trade-restrictive alternative. 

Accordingg to the principle of "mutual recognition", Member States must 
acceptt goods lawfully produced and marketed in other Member States; if they 
doo not, they have to justify why. Thus, production methods in other Member 
Statess should in principle be accepted. Moreover, any Member State wishing to 
applyy its own production requirements to products imported from other Member 
Statess encounters the practical problem of how to check whether those products 
conformm to its production standards. It would either have to perform checks 
onn production sites in other Member States, or require imported products to 
bee labelled or certified. Both possibilities appear problematic in the light of the 
principlee of "mutual recognition" and the mutual trust on which the relations 
betweenn Member States of the Community is built. Mutual trust and the solidar-
ityy requirement in Article 10 EC may also be an obstacle in accepting unilateral 
measuress by Member States aimed at protecting the environment outside their 
borders,, and especially in other Member States. Such measures do not necessar-
ilyy concern production methods. The case-law on extraterritorial protection has 
inn fact addressed more export restrictions than import restrictions. Although the 
case-laww is inconclusive as to the acceptability of extraterritorial protection, the 
currentt author contends that it should not be prohibited per se, but should be 
assessedd with strong scrutiny in terms of its suitability and necessity. 

Finally,, it should be noted that more and more Community harmonising 
legislationn is being enacted in the fields of environmental and health protection. 
Withinn the material scope of such legislation, the room for national measures 
iss primarily determined by the provisions in the relevant Community legisla-
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tion.. However, Articles 28-30 of the Treaty remain applicable when Member 
Statess apply stricter measures, sometimes directly, as provided in Article 176, 
sometimess indirectly, as a source of inspiration in the Commission's assessment 
underr paragraphs 4-6 of Article 95. And of course, Articles 28-30 remain 
fullyy applicable to all those situations where Member States take measures 
regardingg subject-matters of environmental or health protection not covered by 
Communityy harmonisation. 

Theree is a certain interaction between Community harmonising legislation 
onn the one hand, and the control over Member States' measures under the 
primaryy Treaty Articles on the other. First, the Commission acts as a "watchdog" 
throughh its competencies under the infringement procedure in Article 226. It 
cann thus ask the Court to find that a national environmental or health measure 
infringess Article 28 without being justified as reasonable. At the same time, the 
Commissionn can initiate legislation to remove trade barriers caused by national 
measures,, including if the Court upholds a national measure. Secondly, as the 
Commissionn is instrumental in devising Community legislation, it is involved 
inn determining the room left for Member States under such legislation. Under 
Articlee 95, it actively controls and assesses the reasonability of Member States' 
measuress that are more stringent. 
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4.11 Introduction : The Havana Charter, GATT 1947, and GATT 
1994 4 

Consciouss of the role that increasing trade protectionism had 
playedd in the run-up to World War II , countries started multilateral trade nego-
tiationss shortly after the war. The prelude to these negotiations was essentially 
ann Anglo-American affair. The United States and the United Kingdom had 
alreadyy discussed plans on reconstructing the world trading system in the post-
warr period. In December 1945, the US Department of State issued a document 
entitledd 'Proposals for Consideration by an International Conference on Trade 
andd Employment', which was part of its 'Proposals for Expansion of World Trade 
andd Employment'. On the same day, the Government of the UK published the 
samee proposals expressing its full agreement on all important points therein 
andd accepting them as a basis for international discussion. The UN Economic 
andd Social Council thereupon called a UN Conference on Trade and Employ-
mentt (UNCTE) in February 1946. It also established a Preparatory Committee of 
thee UNCTE to prepare for consideration at the Conference an agenda and a draft 
conventionn or charter for an International Trade Organisation (ITO). On the 
basiss of the proposals by the US and the UK, deliberations were held under the 
Unitedd Nations' auspices in London, New York, Geneva and Havana.1 In Geneva, 
aa draft ITO charter was agreed upon in August 1947. 

Parallell  to its second session, the Preparatory Committee held a round 
off  trade and tariff negotiations. This round was to result in 'Procedures for 
Givingg Effect to Certain Provisions of the Charter of the International Trade 
Organizationn by Means of a General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade Among 
thee Members of the Preparatory Committee'. The text of the General Agreement 
onn Tariffs and Trade (GATT), signed in October 1947, was based on the commer-
ciall  policy provisions of the Geneva draft Charter. The Havana Conference, 
whichh was held from late 1947 to March 1948, resulted in the 'Final Act and 
Relatedd Documents of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Employ-
ment,, including the text of the Havana Charter for an International Trade 
Organization'.. The fifth chapter of the Final Act included roughly the same 
provisionss on commercial policy as the Geneva draft and the GATT The Havana 
Conferencee also established an Interim Commission for the International Trade 
Organizationn (ICITO). However, the Havana Charter never entered into force 
andd the ITO was not realised.2 The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

Seee UN Documents E/CONF.2/.. and GATT (1995). 

Thee main reason for this appears to be that the Charter had never been accepted by the United States 

Congress,, which restrained other countries from depositing their acceptances of the Charter. In late 

1950,, the US Department of State issued a statement of policy to the effect that the Havana Charter 

wouldd not again be submitted to Congress. 
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wass definitively accepted by only two governments, and as such never entered 
intoo force either. However, in contrast to the Havana Charter, the GATT did 
becomee operational in practice. It was applied provisionally by its contracting 
partiess under the Protocol of Provisional Application and subsequent Protocols 
off  Accession. 

Att the first three sessions of the GATT contracting parties held in 1948 and 
1949,, amendments were agreed to bring the GATT text closer to that of the 
Havanaa Charter. It was decided to replace Articles III , VI and XVII I GATT by 
theirr Havana counterparts. These changes entered into force in 1948.' In 1955, 
aa Protocol Amending the Preamble and Parts II and III of the GATT entered 
intoo force. This Protocol resulted in the insertion into the GATT text of the 
interpretativee notes to inter alia Article III which had been agreed upon in 
Havana.. Since then, the text of GATT 1947 has only been changed by the 
19655 Protocol to Introduce a Part IV on Trade and Development. GATT 1947, 
ass provisionally applied, has provided the working basis for the regulation of 
internationall  trade relations for almost 50 years. 

Duringg the provisional application of the GATT, a number of negotiating 
roundss on tariff bindings and other commitments were held. The last of these, 
thee Uruguay Round, lasted from 1986 to 1994 and resulted in the Agreement 
Establishingg the World Trade Organisation. Annexed to the WTO Agreement are 
severall  multilateral agreements on trade in goods, among which are the GATT 
T994'' agreements on trade in services and on trade-related aspects of intellectual 
propertyy rights, an understanding on dispute settlement, a trade policy review 
mechanism,, and a small number of "plurilateral agreements". With the excep-
tionn of the latter, the WTO Agreements constitute a "single package" for all 
WTOO Members. On 1 January 1996, a year after the WTO Agreements entered 
intoo force, the provisional application of the GATT was terminated. "GATT 
1994""  now forms an integral part of the WTO "single package" cluster of agree-
ments,, as part of Annex iA to the WTO Agreement. GATT 1994 is no more than 
GATTT 1947 as subsequently amended, to which a number of Understandings 
onn specific GATT provisions and the Marrakesh Protocol containing the tariff 
commitmentss agreed upon in the Uruguay Round have been added. 

4.1.11 Interpretation in Accordance with the Vienna Convention 

Articlee 23 of the WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding 
(DSU)) essentially provides that WTO Members when making a claim concern-
ingg WTO rules, must have recourse to and abide by the DSU rules. This 

Likewise,, Article XXI X was reworded and some other minor amendments were made. Protocol Modify-

ingg Part II and Article XXV I of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, signed at Geneva 14 

Septemberr 1948, entered into force 14 December 1948, 62 UNTS 80. 
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requirementt may be read as a claim to exclusive jurisdiction for panels and 
thee Appellate Body in any dispute involving WTO rules. This claim may result 
inn conflicts where other rules of public international law are also involved in 
aa dispute, and concurring claims are made at other tribunals.4 However, this 
strongg jurisdictional claim should not be taken to imply that WTO rules are 
too be interpreted in "clinical isolation" from other public international law. On 
thee contrary, according to Article 3.2 DSU, the WTO dispute settlement system 
servess inter alia to clarify the existing provisions of the covered agreements 'in 
accordancee with customary rules of public international law'. 

Thee Appellate Body has on various occasions stressed the need to achieve 
suchh clarification of the WTO rules by reference to the fundamental rule of 
treatyy interpretation set out in Article 31(1) of the Vienna Convention.5 According 
too that rule, 'a treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the 
ordinaryy meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and 
inn the light of its object and purpose.'6 Accordingly, the interpretation of WTO 
provisionss must 'begin with, and focus upon, the text of the particular provision 
too be interpreted. It is in the words constituting that provision, read in their 
context,, that the object and purpose of the states parties to the treaty must 
firstfirst be sought. Where the meaning imparted by the text itself is equivocal or 
inconclusive,, or where confirmation of the correctness of the reading of the text 
itselff  is desired, light from the object and purpose of the treaty as a whole may 
usefullyy be sought.'7 As the Appellate Body has emphasised, the general rule of 
interpretationn in Article 31 of the Vienna Convention has attained the status 
off  a rule of customary or general international law.8 So has Article 32 of the 
Viennaa Convention on supplementary means of interpretation.9 That provision 
howeverr only becomes relevant when the interpretation according to Article 31 

44 That such a situation is far from inconceivable in the environmental sphere is illustrated by the 

Swordfishh dispute between the EC and Chile. In this dispute, provisions of both WTO Agreements and 

thee UN Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) were invoked. The dispute was settled amicably, 

andd proceedings were suspended both in the WTO and before the UNCLOS tribunal. See OJ (2000) L 

96/67,, and http://www.europa.eu.int/comm/trade/miti/dispute/swordfish.html. 
55 See the Appellate Body Reports in US-Gasoline, at p. 17; Japan-Alcohol, at pp. 10-12; India-Patent 

Protection,Protection, paras. 45-46; Argentina-Footwear, para. 47; and EC-LAN, adopted 22 June 1998, para. 85. 

Hereinafter,, WTO Appellate Body reports are referred to as 'AB in [...)', followed by their abbreviated 

title,, WTOO panel reports as 'panel in [...]' followed by their abbreviated title, and GATT panel reports 

simplyy by their abbreviated title. 
66 The text of Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is found in the Annex to this work. 

Onn the Vienna Convention, see Reuter (1995). 
77 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 114. 
88 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 17. 
99 See the text of Article 32 in the Annex to this work. 
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leavess the meaning ambiguous or obscure, or leads to a manifestly absurd or 
unreasonablee result.10 As the Appellate Body has put it, the words of the treaty 
formform the foundation for the interpretative process. The provisions of the treaty 
aree to be given their ordinary meaning in their context. The object and purpose 
off  the treaty are also to be taken into account in determining the meaning of 
itss provisions. That is, the treaty's "object and purpose" are to be referred to in 
determiningg the meaning of the "terms of the treaty" and not as an independent 
basiss for interpretation. A fundamental tenet of treaty interpretation flowing 
fromm the general rule of interpretation set out in Article 31 is the principle of 
effectiveness.11 1 

Articlee 31.2 of the Vienna Convention defines the context as comprising 
thee text, including its preambles and annexes, and in addition any agreement 
relatingg to the treaty entered into between all the parties in connection with 
thee conclusion of the treaty, and any instrument made by one of the parties in 
connectionn with the conclusion of the treaty and accepted by the other parties as 
ann instrument related to the treaty. It would appear that the Marrakesh Decision 
onn Trade and Environment qualifies as an agreement relating to the treaty. The 
WTOO Committee on Trade and Environment was set up under that Decision. It 
containss inter alia the following language: 

ConsideringConsidering that there should not be, nor need be, any policy contradiction 
betweenbetween upholding and safeguarding an open, non-discriminatory and equitable 
multilateralmultilateral trading system on the one hand, and acting for the protection of the 
environment,environment, and the promotion of sustainable development on the other, 

DesiringDesiring to coordinate the policies in the field of trade and environment, and this 
withoutwithout exceeding the competence of the multilateral trading system, which is limited 
toto trade policies and those trade-related aspects of environmental policies which may 
resultresult in significant trade effects for its members [...] 12 

Articlee 31.3 further stipulates that the following are to be taken into account 
togetherr with the context: (a) subsequent agreement between parties; (b) subse-
quentt practice in the application of the treaty; and (c) 'any relevant rules of 
internationall  law applicable in the relation between parties'. 

Thee Appellate Body has made it clear that adopted GATT and WTO panel 
reportss do not constitute "subsequent practice" within the meaning of Article 
31.3(b)) of the Vienna Convention.1*  Nevertheless, 

100 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 10. 
111 Ibid. , at pp. 11-12. 
122 Marrakesh Decision on Trade and Environment, available at http://www.wto.org. 
133 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 14. Adopted panel reports also do not constitute 'other decisions of the 

CONTRACTINGG PARTIES to GATT 1947' for the purposes of paragraph i(b)(iv) of Annex iA incorporat-

ingg the GATT 1994 into the WTO Agreement. 
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[a]dopted[a]dopted panel reports are an important part of the GATT acquis. They are often 
consideredconsidered by subsequent panels. They create legitimate expectations among WTO 
Members,Members, and, therefore, should be taken into account where they are relevant to 
anyany dispute.14 

Thee Appellate Body provides 'interpretative guidance for future panels'.15 Thus, 
althoughh adopted panel and Appellate Body reports are only binding as between 
thee parties to the dispute, and even if it is not entirely clear how they fit into 
thee terms of Article 31 of the Vienna Convention, they play an important role 
inn the interpretation of WTO provisions. When the relevant provisions in this 
workk are examined infra, occasional reference will also be made to relevant 
ruless of international law, as these are pursuant to Article 31.2(c) of the Vienna 
Conventionn to be taken into account when interpreting WTO provisions. 

4.22 Articl e 111:4 GATT: National Treatment Requirement for 
Interna ll  Regulation 

ItIt  is self-evident that in an exercise of their sovereignty, and in 
pursuitpursuit of their own respective national interests, the Members of the WTO have 
mademade a bargain. In exchange for the benefits they expect to derive as Members of the 
WTO,WTO, they have agreed to exercise their sovereignty according to the commitments 
theythey have made in the WTO Agreement. One of those commitments is Article III 
ofof the GATT i994 {...]« 

BecauseBecause the national treatment obligation affects internal government action so 
directly,directly, it becomes more quickly embroiled in domestic politics than any other GATT 
obligationobligation and it may be one that is often breached.17 

4.2.11 Text and History of Article II I GATT 

Thee parts of Article III of the General Agreement on Tariffs 
andd Trade which are relevant for the purpose of this study are reproduced 
inn its Annex. The principle of national treatment dates back to at least the 
twelfthh century, albeit in the context of the treatment of persons rather than 

144 Ibid., at p. 14. 
155 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, para. 107. 

ABB in Japan- Alcolhol, at p. 16. 
177 Jackson (19 6 9) at 274. 
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goods.188 Many commercial treaties concluded around the time of the ITO and 
GATTT negotiations featured national treatment provisions for goods. These 
oftenoften concerned internal taxation.̂  Some provided for national treatment with 
regardd to internal regulation.20 The 1945 US-UK Proposals contained a National 
Treatmentt requirement, which provided that 'Members should undertake: 1. To 
accordd to products from other members treatment no less favorable than that 
accordedd to domestic products with regard to matters affecting the internal 
taxationn and regulation of the trade in goods [...].'" 

Articlee 18 of the Geneva draft charter and of the 1947 version of Article 
II II  GATT both did not contain a general introductory clause as is now found 
inn Article III: i GATT. They started off with a national treatment provision on 
internall  taxation, which was substantially different from what was eventually to 
becomee Article 111:2 GATT." In contrast, the provision on national treatment for 
internall  regulation had almost reached its final shape by the time of the Geneva 
session.. Only during the Havana Conference was a new first paragraph of the 

11 VerLoren van Themaat {1981) at 19 et seq. 
199 See e.g. Article II of the 1946 Agreement and Supplemental Exchanges of Notes Between the United 

Statess of America and Paraguay; Article IV of the 1946 Agreement between the United States of 

Americaa and the Republic of the Philippines Concerning Trade and Related Matters During a Transi-

tionall  Period Following the Institution of Phillippine Independence, reproduced in Kress (1949). 
200 Article XVI: i of the 1948 Treaty of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation Between the United States of 

Americaa and the Italian Republic provided that 'Articles the growth, produce or manufacture of either 

Highh Contracting Party, imported into the territories of the other High Contracting Party, shall be 

accordedd treatment with respect to all matters affecting internal taxation, or the sale, distribution or use 

withinn such territories, no less favorable than the treatment which is or may hereafter be accorded to like 

articless of national origin.' Reproduced in Kress (1949). 
211 GATT (1995) at 205. 
222 Article 18 of the Geneva Draft provided as follows: 

i.Thee products of any Member country, imported into the territory of any other Member country shall 

bee exempt from internal taxes and other internal charges of any kind in excess of those applied directly 

orr indirectly to like products of domestic origin. Moreover, in cases in which there is no substantial 

domesticc production of like products of national origin, no Member shall apply new or increased 

internall  taxes on the products of the territories of other Member countries for the purpose of affording 

protectionn to the production of directly competitive or substitutable products which are not similarly 

taxedd [...]. 

2.Thee products of the territory of any Member country imported into the territory of any other Member 

countryy shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national 

originn in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal sale, offering for sale, 

purchase,, transportation, distribution, or use. The provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent the 

applicationn of differential transportation charges which are based exclusively on the economic operation 

off  the means of transport and not on the nationality of the product. [...] 
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Nationall  Treatment provision introduced, which states in a general manner that 
bothh internal taxation and internal regulation should not be applied so as to 
affordd protection to domestic production.23 The provision on National Treatment 
forr internal regulation was not discussed to a great extent and not substantially 
amendedd during the Havana Conference. It was simply renumbered Paragraph 
44 instead of Paragraph 2.24 Subsequently, GATT Article III was replaced by 
thee National Treatment provision of the Havana Charter. The working party on 
modificationss to the General Agreement recognised that '[T]he wording adopted 
att Havana was clearer and more precise than the text as it now stood.'*5 

Att Havana, various delegations proposed amendments and additions to Arti -
clee 18 of the Geneva draft.16 Most of the discussions on National Treatment 
centredd on what would become Article 111:2 on internal taxation, and more 
specificallyy on the reference to protectionism in the second sentence of that 
paragraph.. Already at this early stage, there were differences of opinion between 
thee various delegations as to what exactly the principle of National Treatment 
embodiedd and how it related to protectionism.27 The Committee's draft report 
too the Conference remarked that 'Article 18 [...] was extensively revised and 
clarified,, but the general principle that internal taxes and regulations should not 
bee applied in such a manner as to afford protection to domestic production 
wass preserved'.2& Apparently, the Committee understood the National Treatment 
provisionn as containing a general principle of non-protectionism, both in its 
Genevaa and Havana drafts and concerning both internal taxation and internal 
regulation.. This is striking, as the general formulation of the principle in 
thee new first paragraph referring to both taxation and regulation was only 
introducedd at Havana. 

2 '' According to the documents, the new paragraph i was inserted somewhere between 9 January 1948 (see 

E/CONF.2/C.3/6/Add.5)) and 16 February 1948 (see E/CONF.2/C.3/59). 
244 This was the result of the insertion of the general clause that became the first paragraph, and of a clause 

onn existing national taxes, which became the third paragraph of the National Treatment provision. 
2JJ GATT/CP. 2/22/Rev.i, II/39, paras. 4 and 11. 
266 For ann overview, see E/CONF.2/C.3/6. 
%1%1 E/CONF.2/ii/Add-9: proposal by China to delete the second sentence, arguing that a rule on protection 

didd not form part of National Treatment as it was generally understood. E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.11, at p. 1: US 

opinionn that this particular provision strengthened the principle of national treatment and prevented its 

abuse.. E/CONF.2/C.3/SR.9, at p. 7: The Chairman of Committee 3, dealing with inter alia the National 

Treatmentt provision, thought that this provision embodied 'the principle that domestic industries 

shouldd not be protected through taxation'. 
288 The Committee further observed that a special Working Party had been established on the subject 

off  protection, whose report, however, contained no definite recommendations, and did not result in 

changess in the text. Report of the Working Party: E/CONF.2/C.3/71. See also E/CONF.2/C.3/89/Add.3, 

att p. 9. 
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Thee proposals at Havana regarding regulatory National Treatment were 
mostlyy limited to the second sentence thereof, which addresses differential 
transportationn charges.29 The only proposal in more general terms was made by 
Norway,, which suggested adding a new paragraph to Article 18, to the effect that 
thee national treatment requirement would not apply to 'laws, regulations and 
requirementss which (a) have the purpose of standardizing products in order to 
improvee the quality or to reduce the costs of production, or (b) have the purpose 
off  facilitating an improved organization of internal industry; provided they have 
noo harmful effect on the expansion of international trade.'30 The Norwegian 
delegationn withdrew the proposal when it was reassured by the Sub-Committee 
thatt such internal regulatory measures as envisaged by its proposal would not 
contravenee Article 18 anyway.*1 Thus, apparently, littl e or no discussion was 
neededd to agree on the fact that internal rules regarding product standards 
wouldd not be prohibited by Article 18.32 

4.2.22 Eliminating Discrimination and Avoiding Protectionism 

Thee general context of Article III GATT is constituted by the 
lastt paragraph of the preamble to GATT 1994 and the third paragraph of the 
preamblee to the WTO Agreement, which both read: 

BeingBeing desirous of contributing to these objectives by entering into reciprocal and 
mutuallymutually advantageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduction of tariffs 
andand other barriers to trade and to the elimination of discriminatory treatment in 
internationalinternational commerce 

InIn Japan-Alcohol, the Appellate Body stated that the broad and fundamental 
purposee of Article III is to avoid protectionism in the application of internal 
taxx and regulatory measures.» The Appellate Body observed that Article III 
protectss expectations not of any particular trade volume, but rather of the equal 
competitivee relationship between imported and domestic products.34 It has since 
repeatedd these statements in a number of reports.35 The purpose of avoiding 
protectionismm is most clearly present in the first paragraph of Article III , which 

299 E/CONF.2/C.3/i/Add.43and52. 
300 E/CONF.2/C-3/i/Add.39. 
311 E/CONF.2/C.3/59, at p. 10. 

'22 The final text of Article 18 of the Havana Charter appeared in the Report of the Conference - Final Act 

andd Related Documents, E/CONF.2/78, also published as ICITO/4. 

""  AB in Japan-Alcohol, page 16. 
344 Ibid., referring (in the original footnote 36) to US-Superfund, para. 5.1.9. 
355 AB in Korea-Alcohol, para. 119; AB in Chile-Alcohol, para. 135. Cf. the panel in Chile-Alcohol, para. 7.8. 
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constitutess the immediate context of Article 111:4. However, the adhortative 
wordingg ("should") in the first paragraph of Article III contrasts with the more 
forcefull  language of the second paragraph addressing internal taxation and the 
fourthh paragraph addressing internal regulation. 

Thee GATT panel in US-Beer observed that because Article III: i is a more 
generall  provision than either Article 111:2 or 111:4, it would 'not be appropriate' 
forr the panel to consider Canada's Article III: i allegations to the extent that 
thee panel were to find US measures to be inconsistent with the 'more specific 
provisions'' of Article 111:2 and III:4.} 6 This panel considered that Article III: i 
wouldd only come into play separately if and when Article 111:4 (an<^ f° r t n at 

matter,, Article 111:2) had been found not to have been infringed. The WTO 
panell  in US-Gasoline agreed with the above reasoning, and therefore did not 
examinee the consistency of the US Gasoline Rule with Article III: i after having 
foundd that it infringed Article III:4.37 The Appellate Body in Japan- Alcohol 
observedd that: 

ArticleArticle III:i  articulates a general principle that internal measures should not 
bebe applied so as to afford protection to domestic production. This general principle 
informsinforms the rest of Article III.  The purpose of Article IIT.i is to establish this 
generalgeneral principle as a guide to understanding and interpreting the specific obligations 
containedcontained in Article IIT.2 and in the other paragraphs of Article III,  while respecting, 
andand not diminishing in any way, the meaning of the words actually used in the texts 
ofof those other paragraphs.i& 

Ass the italicised passage from Japan-Alcohol shows, in the Appellate Body's view 
thee principle in Article III: i also informs Article 111:4. This was confirmed by 
thee Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos, which noted that Article III: i has particular 
contextuall  significance in interpreting Article 111:4, as it sets forth the "general 
principle""  pursued by that provision.39 The panels in Canada-Periodicals and in 
EC-BananasEC-Bananas III  considered it necessary to make a separate finding on Article 
III: ii  after having found an infringement of Article 111:4.4°m Canada-Periodicals, 
neitherr of the parties raised this point on appeal and the Appellate Body did not 
correctt the panel. However, in EC-Bananas III,  the Appellate Body decided that 
thiss was not a correct reading of the way in which Article III: i informs Article 
111:4.. As Article 111:4 does n ot specifically refer to Article III:i , a determination 
off  whether Article 111:4 has been violated does not require any separate consid-

55 US-Beer, para. 5.2. 
377 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.17. 
33 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 17-18. 
399 AB in EC-Asbestos, paras. 93 and 98. 
400 Panel in Canada-Periodicals, paras. 5.37-38; panel in EC-Bananas III,  paras. 7.181 and 7.249. 
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erationn of whether a measure affords protection to domestic production.4' The 
Appellatee Body in EC-Asbestos said that the term "less favourable treatment" 
expressess the general principle, in Article III:i , that internal regulations 'should 
nott be applied ... so as to afford protection to domestic production'.42 

4.2.33 Article 111:2 GATT: National Treatment for Internal 
Taxation n 

Alsoo part of the immediate context of Article 111:4 *s Article 
111:2,, its counterpart regarding internal taxation. Contrary to Article 111:4, Arti-
clee 111:2 does not contain a single sentence covering "like products". It consists of 
twoo separate sentences, one dealing with "like products" and the other expressly 
referringg to the principles set forth in paragraph 1 of Article III . The Note Ad 
Articlee 111:2 clarifies that the second sentence applies to 'directly competitive or 
substitutablee products'. In Japan-Alcohol, the Appellate Body made it clear that 
inn order to show that a tax measure is inconsistent with the general principle 
sett out in the first sentence, the presence of a protective application need not 
bee established separately from the specific requirements laid down in the first 
sentence.. However, this does not mean that the general principle of Article III: i 
doess not apply to the first sentence. Rather, the first sentence of Article 111:2 is 
ann application of this general principle. Thus, the first sentence of Article 111:2 
merelyy requires a finding of "like" imported and domestic products and taxes 
appliedd to the imported products 'in excess of those applied to the like domestic 
products.433 The second sentence does require a separate finding of protectionist 
application,, in addition to a finding of directly competitive or substitutable 
productss and dissimilar taxation which is not de minimis." As regards the 
interpretationn of "protective application", the Appellate Body noted in Japan-
AlcoholAlcohol that '[t]his is not an issue of intent. [...] This is an issue of how the 
measuree in question is applied.'** Examining this requires a comprehensive and 
objectivee analysis of the structure and application of the measure in question on 
domesticc as compared to imported products: 

[I]t[I]t  is possible to examine objectively the underlying criteria used in a particular 
taxtax measure, its structure, and its overall application to ascertain whether it is applied 
inin a way that affords protection to domestic products. Although it is true that the aim 
ofof a measure may not be easily ascertained, nevertheless its protective application can 
mostmost often be discerned from the design, the architecture, and the revealing structure 
ofof a measure.*6 

411 AB in EC-Bananas III,  para. 216. 
4 ii AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 100. 
433 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 18-19 
444 Ibid., at p. 24. 
455 Ibid., at p. 28. 
466 Ibid., at p. 29. 
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Thee Appellate Body further noted that the very magnitude of the dissimilar taxa-
tionn in a particular case may be evidence of protective application. Most often, 
theree wil l be other factors that need consideration as well. In conducting this 
inquiry,, panels should give full consideration to all the relevant facts and all the 
relevantt circumstances in any given case. For example, in Canada-Periodicals, 
thee Appellate Body looked inter alia at statements by government officials regard-
ingg the policy objectives pursued by the measure at issue, and found ample 
evidencee that the very design and structure of the measure at issue was such as 
too afford protection to domestic periodicals.47 In Korea-Alcohol, the panel found 
thatt the tax scheme in question had a discriminatory structure, with domestic 
producerss being almost exclusively the beneficiaries, a finding that was upheld 
byy the Appellate Body.4* 

InIn Chile-Alcohol, the Appellate Body made it clear that the objective of Article 
II II  is to 'provide equality of competitive conditions for all directly competitive 
orr substitutable imported products in relation to domestic products, and not 
simplyy for some of these imported products.'49 Therefore, the assessment under 
thee second sentence of Article 111:2 must take into account the whole group 
off  directly competitive or substitutable products, also when it is broader than 
simplyy the products within each fiscal category.50 Likewise, the relative propor-
tionn of domestic versus imported products within a particular fiscal category is 
nott in and of itself decisive as regards the appropriate characterisation of the 
totall  impact of the measure under Article 111:2, second sentence; it is the 
cumulativecumulative consequences of the measure as a whole that wil l be assessed.51 In 
thee same case, the panel had considered the absence of a clear relationship 
betweenn a tax measure and its stated objectives as 'evidence confirming the 
discriminatoryy design, structure and architecture of the measure.'52 On appeal, 
Chilee argued that the panel had been wrong to consider the objectives underly-
ingg the measure. In response, the Appellate Body said that the purposes of a 
measure,, objectively manifested in its design, architecture and structure, are 
'intenselyy pertinent' to whether or not the measure is applied so as to afford 
protection.. The Appellate Body noted that explanations regarding the structure 
off  the tax scheme might have been helpful in understanding what 'prima facie 
appearedd to be anomalies in the progression of tax rates'. Thus, concluding that 
theree is a case of protective application [on the basis of the design and structure 
off  the measure] becomes very difficult to resist in the absence of'countervailing 

ABB in Canada-Periodicals, at p. 31. 

Panell  in Korea-Alcohol, paras. 10.101-102; AB in Korea-Alcohol, para. 150. 

ABB in Chile-Alcohol, para. 111.9. Emphasis in the original. 

Ibid. . 

Ibid.,, para. V.12. Emphasis added. 

Panell  in Chile-Alcohol, para. 7.154. 
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explanations'' and 'effective rebuttal'. The Appellate Body added that it would be 
inappropriatee under Article 111:2, second sentence to examine whether the tax 
measuree is necessary for achieving its stated objectives or purposes. However, 
itt considered that the task of relating the observable structural features of the 
measuree with its declared purposes is unavoidable in appraising whether or not 
thee application of the measure is protective of domestic production.53 

4.2.44 Article 111:4 GATT: National Treatment for Internal 
Regulation n 

(a)) 'Laws, Regulations, and Requirements Affecting their 
Internall  Sale...' 

Consideringg the words 'all laws, regulations and requirements 
affectingg their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribu-
tionn or use', the material scope of the National Treatment requirement in Article 
111:44 is wide.54 These terms cover basically all laws applicable to a product 
fromm the moment it has entered a country's market, i.e. when all customs 
formalitiess have been fulfilled. This includes national regulations dealing with 
circumstancess that are not product characteristics, such as laws regulating 
openingg hours for retail outlets, general advertising bans, prohibitions on heavy 
goodss vehicles using roads at night, etc. Although such laws in general will 
nott readily be found to treat imports any less favourably than their domestic 
counterparts,, or otherwise to protect domestic production, they are not a priori 
excludedd from the material scope of Article III . Moreover, several GATT and 
WTOO panel reports have found that actions by private parties can constitute 
"requirements""  within the meaning of Article III:4.55 

Ass early as 1958, a GATT panel dealt with an Italian argument as to the scope 
off  the GATT in general, and Article 111:4 m particular. The panel was confronted 
withh an alleged violation of Article 111:4 by Italian measures regarding credits 
forr agricultural machinery. Italy argued the GATT was a trade agreement and its 
scopee was limited to measures governing trade. Therefore, Article 111:4 applied 
onlyy to rules concerned with the actual conditions for the sale, transportation 
etc.,, of the good in question and should not be interpreted extensively. In Italy's 
view,, broadly construing the provisions of Article III would limit the rights of 
GATTT contracting parties in the formulation of their domestic economic policies 
inn a way not contemplated when they accepted the terms of the GATT.s6 The 

533 AB in Chile-Alcohol, paras. V.16-17. 
544 For a comprehensive account of interpretations of the terms in Article III , see GATT (1995}. 
555 See e.g. Canada-FIRA, para. 5.4; EEC-Parts and Components, para. 5.21; panel in Canada-Auto, paras. 

10.1077 and IO-HS-

566 Italy-Agricultural Machinery, paras. 6 and 10. 
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panell  rejected these arguments. It had the impression that Italy's contention 
mightt have been influenced by the different wording of Article 111:4 i n m e 

Frenchh version.57 However, the panel did not go into the question whether this 
textuall  difference could have any implications for the scope of the provision.'8 

Rather,, the panel stated that the fact that the Italian law did not specifically 
prescribee conditions of sale or purchase appeared irrelevant. The intention of 
thee drafters of the GATT was clearly to treat the imported products in the 
samee way as the like domestic products once they had been cleared through 
customs.. Otherwise, indirect protection could be given.59 The panel noted that 
thee drafters of Article III , when they selected the word "affecting", intended to 
coverr in Paragraph 4 not only the laws and regulations which directly governed 
thee conditions of sale or purchase but also any laws or regulations which might  might 
adverselyadversely modify the conditions of competition between the domestic and imported 
productss on the internal market.60 

Moree recently, the WTO panel in the EC-Bananas HI dispute observed that 
thee word "affecting" suggests a coverage of Article 111:4 beyond legislation 
directlydirectly regulating or governing the sale of domestic and like imported products. 
Accordingg to the panel, when assessing the scope of Article 111:4, account should 
alsoo be taken of the Interpretative Note Ad Article III , which clarifies that the 
meree fact that an internal charge is collected or a regulation is enforced in 
thee case of an imported product at the time or point of importation does not 
preventt it from being subject to the provisions of Article III.61 The panel in 
Canada-AutoCanada-Auto stated that the ordinary meaning of the word "affecting" implies a 
measuree that has 'an effect on', which indicates a broad scope of application.62 

Thee implementation panel in US-FSC rejected the argument by the US that 
whenn a generally applicable measure is at issue in Article 111:4, a "meaningful 
nexus""  must be established between the measure and adverse effects on compet-
itivee conditions for a like class of imported products.65 

577 The French text provided that the imported products 'ne seront pas soumis a un traitement moins favorable', 

i.e.. in a negative, prohibitive manner. 
588 It is submitted that the English wording, far from being genuinely imperative as opposed to prohibitive, 

merelyy relates to the location of the negation in the sentence. Instead of'shall be accorded treatment 

noo less favourable', Article 111:4 could have read 'shall not be accorded treatment less favourable'. Given 

thee fact that the panel did not even look at this point, and that Article 111:2, although having a close 

relationshipp with Article 111:4, * s prohibitively worded, this textual issue probably has littl e genuine 

importance. . 
599 Italy-Agricultural Machinery, para. 11. 

Ibid.,, para. 12. Emphasis by the author. 

Panell  in EC-Bananas-HI (Guatemala), para. 7.175. Emphasis added. 

Panell  in Canada-Auto, para. 10.80, referring to the AB report in EC-Bananas III,  para. 220, interpreting 

"affecting""  in GATS Article XVII , and to Italian Agricultural Machinery. 
55 Panel in US-FSC Implementation, para. 8.134. 
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(b)) Focus on Products? 

Too what extent can the sale, offering for sale, etc. of products 
bee affected by laws, regulations and requirements applying to persons and com-
paniess rather than to products? There is a great deal of uncertainty surrounding 
thiss question. Article 111:4 u s es t n e w o rds "the products" and "like products". 
Thee GATT panel in Canada-FIRA observed that generally, 'the national treat-
mentt obligations of Article III of the General Agreement do not apply to foreign 
personss or firms but to imported products and serve to protect the interests of 
producerss and exporters established on the territory of any contracting party'.64 

However,, as demonstrated by Italy-Agricultural Machinery, this does not mean 
thatt laws and regulations not directly bearing on products as such are outside 
thee scope of Article 111:4. Other panel reports confirm that products may also 
bee treated less favourably in terms of this provision by measures addressing 
producerss or importers. In US-Section }}j,  the panel observed that the applicabil-
ityy of Article 111:4 could not be denied because most of the procedures in the 
casecase before it were applied to persons rather than products, since the factor 
determiningg whether persons might be susceptible to Section 337 proceedings 
orr federal district court procedures was the source of the challenged products.65 

InIn spite of the broad scope of "affecting...", a number of GATT panels and 
thee WTO panel in US-Gasoline have taken the view that Article 111:4 prohibits 
thee application on imported products of regulations not relating to the product as 
such.. This view has been referred to as the "product-process distinction".66 Both 
panelss in US-Tuna-Dolphin I and II were unclear as to whether Article II I  only 
coverscovers measures applied to products, or rather only permits such measures, which 
impliess it also covers other measures but does not permit them.67 The panel in 
US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes observed that for a measure to be subject to Article III , it does 
nott have to regulate a product directly. It only has to affect the conditions of 
competitionn between domestic and imported products.68 The panel considered 
thatt since conditions of competition could easily be modified by regulations 
appliedd directly to producers or importers and not to a product, the direct 
applicationn of a regulation to a producer did not mean that the regulation 
couldd not "affect" the product's conditions of competition.69 However, when 
confrontedd with other measures, the same panel took a different approach. In 
aa textual analysis of Article III , the panel observed that the activities listed in 

644 Canada-FIRA, para. 6.5. 
55 US-Section 337, para. 5.10. 

Hudecc {2000); Howse and Regan (2000). 
77 These panels are more extensively discussed in Section 5.4. 

US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.45. 
99 Ibid., referring to US-Section 337, para. 5.10. 
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Articlee 111:4 (sale> offering for sale, etc.) 'relate to the product as a product, from 
itss introduction into the market to its final consumption. They do not relate 
directlyy to the producer'.70 

Thee panel noted that a similar principle underlies the treatment of taxes 
underr Article 111:2. Referring to the 1970 GATT Working Party Report on 
Borderr Tax Adjustments, the panel noted that the domestic taxes permitted to 
bee applied to imports in that Report were based on factors directly related to the 
product,, while those that could not be so applied were not directly related to 
thee product, but to other factors, such as the income of the producer.71 The 
panell  considered that this 'limitation on the range of domestic policy measures 
thatt may be applied also to imported products' reflected one of the central 
purposess of Article III , i.e. to ensure the security of tariff bindings. Contracting 
partiess could not be expected to negotiate tariff commitments if these could 
bee frustrated through the application of measures affecting imported products 
subjectt to tariff commitments and triggered by factors unrelated to the products 
ass such. If it were permissible to justify under Article III  less favourable treatment 
too an imported product on the basis of factors not related to the product as 
such,, Article III would not serve its intended purpose.72 These considerations 
confirmed,, in the view of the panel, the fact that Article 111:4 'd°es n ot permit' 
treatmentt of an imported product less favourable than that accorded to a like 
domesticc product based on factors not directly relating to the product as such. 
Thus,, to the extent that treatment under the US measure was based on factors 
relatingg to the control or ownership of producers or importers, it could not 
'in'in accordance with Article IIL4 be applied in a manner that also accorded less 
favourablee treatment to products of foreign origin'.7' 

InIn US-Gasoline, The panel observed that the Gasoline Rule distinguished 
betweenn refiners on the one hand, and importers and blenders on the other, 
whichh affected the treatment of imported gasoline with respect to domestic 
gasoline.. This distinction was related to certain differences in the characteristics 
off  refiners, blenders and importers, and the nature of the data held by them. 
However,, the panel observed, 'Article 111:4 of the General Agreement deals 
withh the treatment to be accorded to like products; its wording does not allow 

700 Ibid., para. 5.52. Emphasis added. 
711 Ibid., para. 5.52, referring to the Report of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments, BISD 18S/97. 

Thee panel asserted that the Working Party had interpreted Article 111:2 as permitting the application of 

domesticc taxes to imports only when the taxes were directly levied on products. However, the Working 

Partyy had only noted that 'there was convergence of views to the effect that certain taxes that were not 

directlyy levied on products were not eligible for border tax adjustment.' Working Party Report, para. 14. 

Emphasiss added. See further Section 5.4. 
711 Ibid., para. 5.53. Emphasis added. 
733 Ibid., para. 5.54. Emphasis added. 
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lesss favourable treatment dependent on the characteristics of the producer and 
thee nature of the data held by it.'74 The panel noted that in US-Beer, a tax 
regulationn according less favourable treatment to beer on the basis of the size 
off  the producer had been rejected.75 Although this finding had been made 
underr Article 111:2 concerning fiscal measures, the panel considered that the 
samee principle applied to regulations under Article 111:4. Accordingly, it rejected 
thee US argument that the requirements of Article 111:4 had been met because 
importedd gasoline was treated similarly to gasoline from similarly situated 
domesticc parties.76 

(c)) "Lik e Products" 

Whetherr products are in fact "like" is of obvious importance in 
thee context of Article 111:4. Imported products that are not "like" domestic prod-
uctss do not have to be treated "not less favourably" than those domestic products. 
Therefore,, the narrower the term "like" is interpreted, the less the treatment 
off  imports under national regulations will be scrutinised under Article III , and 
thee more room there wil l be for national regulatory autonomy. The term "like 
products""  occurs in various GATT and WTO provisions, and does not neces-
sarilyy have the exact same meaning in those different provisions.77 A 1970 
Workingg Party on Border Tax Adjustments concluded that problems arising 
fromm the interpretation of the terms should be examined on a case-by-case 
basis.. The Working Party suggested 'some criteria' for determining whether 
productss qualified as "like" products, which included the product's end-uses in 
aa given market; consumers' tastes and habits, which change from country to 
country;; and the product's properties, nature and quality.78 Often, in addition 
too the criteria mentioned by the 1970 Working Party, the tariff classification of 
productss has played a part in "likeness" assessments.79 However, in the context 
off  tax measures, the WTO Appellate Body has observed that tariff bindings that 
includee a wide range of products are not a reliable criterion for determining or 
confirmingg product "likeness" under Article 111:2.8o This could be relevant to 

744 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.11. 
755 Referring to US-Beer, para. 5.19. 
766 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.11. 
777 See GATT (1995) at 35: The Preparatory Committee stated that 'the expression had different meanings 

inn different contexts of the Draft Charter'. As noted by Jackson (1969) at 259, the terms "lik e products" 

appearr in Articles I:i , II:2(a), 111:2 and 4, Vl:i(a) and (b), IX:i , XI:2(c), XIII:i , and XV1:4. "Lik e commod-

ity" ,, "lik e merchandise", and "like or competitive products" occur in Articles VI7, VII:2 , and XIX:i , 

respectively.. The term "like" also features in a number of other WTO Agreements. 
788 Report of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments, B1SD 18S/97, at 102. 
799 See e.g. EEC-Food Proteins, paras. 4.1-4.2, Japan-Alcohol 1987, para. 5.6; panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.9. 
8 00 AB in Japan-AlcoholTaxes, at p. 25. 
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likenesss determinations under Article III 4 too. GATT panels, as well as WTO 
panelss and the Appellate Body, have stated that "likeness" cannot be generally 
defined,, and have taken a case-by-case approach, based on the above criteria.81 A 
differentt approach to "likeness" takenn by two GATT panels that took into account 
thee objectives of regulatory distinctions in order to determine whether products 
aree "like", known as the "aim and effect" test, appears not to have been accepted 
underr GATT 1994.82 

Whenn interpreting "like" in the first sentence of Article 111:2, the Appellate 
Bodyy in Japan-Alcohol used the following metaphor to illustrate its view of the 
"likeness""  concept: 

...there...there can be no one precise and absolute definition of what is "like". The concept 
ofof "likeness" is a relative one that evokes the image of an accordion. The accordion of 
"likeness""likeness" stretches and squeezes in different places as different provisions of the WTO 
AgreementAgreement are applied. The width of the accordion in any one of those places must 
bebe determined by the particular provision in which the term "like" is encountered as 
wellwell as by the context and the circumstances that prevail in any given case to which 
thatthat provision may apply.83 

Thee interpretation of "like products" in Article 111:4 w as extensively discussed 
inn the EC-Asbestos dispute. The panel in that dispute analysed the 'properties, 
naturee and quality' of the products at issue, noting that these have to be evalu-
atedd with a view to market access. Even if the structure or chemical composition 
off  the products compared was different, the panel found "likeness", seemingly 
focusingg on the similarity of the products' "end-uses". It found other criteria, 
suchh as consumers' tastes and habits or tariff classification, irrelevant or not 
decisive,, and declined to introduce the element of the risk of the products in 
thee likeness determination.84 EC-Asbestos provided the Appellate Body with its 
firstfirst opportunity to interpret the "likeness" issue in the specific context of Article 
111:4.. The Appellate Body reiterated the image of an accordion it had evoked in 
Japan-Alcohol,Japan-Alcohol, and noted that three interpretative issues must be resolved: the 
relevantt characteristics or qualities; the degree or extent to which products must 
shareshare qualities or characteristics in order to be "like"; and from whose perspective 
"likeness""  should be judged.*5 

811 See e.g., Germany-Sardines, at 57; Australia-Ammonium Sulphate, at 191; and more recently, e.g. 

US-Superfund,US-Superfund, para. 5.1.1, and Japan- Alcohol 1987, para. 5.5. 
822 See Section 5.3.3. 
833 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 23. 
844 Panel in EC-Asbestos, paras. 8.112-8.150. See Wiers (2001). 
855 AB in EC-Asbestos, paras. 88 and 92. 
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Thee Appellate Body recalled its narrow interpretation of "like" in the first 
sentencee of Article 111:2 in Japan-Alcohol. However, it pointed to the textual 
differencee between paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article III . This led the Appellate Body 
too the conclusion that the 'accordion of likeness stretches in a different way in 
Articlee lll:^.' se In its view, if "like" were to be interpreted just as narrowly in 
paragraphh 4 as it had been interpreted in paragraph 2, Members could protect 
theirr production by regulatory means while they were prevented from doing 
soo by taxation, which would be incongruous. Thus, in the absence of a second 
sentencee in paragraph 4, "like" in that paragraph has a wider meaning than 
inn paragraph 2, although not broader than the combined product scope of 
thee two sentences of paragraph 2.87 The Appellate Body further remarked that 
thee general principle in Article III: i has particular contextual significance in 
interpretingg Article 111:4. I n i t s view> "like" in Article IIL 4 is to be interpreted 
ass applying to products in a competitive relationship in the marketplace. Thus, a 
determinationn of "likeness" under Article 111:4 is fundamentally a determination 
aboutt the nature and extent of a competitive relationship between and among 
products.'888 Admitting that by thus interpreting "likeness", it gave Article 111:4 
aa 'relatively broad product scope', the Appellate Body added that if two products 
aree "like", that does not in itself mean that a measure is inconsistent with Article 
111:4.. The other element, "less favourable treatment", must still be established.89 

Beforee assessing the panel's "likeness" findings in the actual dispute, the 
Appellatee Body referred to the four general criteria developed in the GATT 
andd the WTO, while slightly rephrasing them.9° The Appellate Body noted that 
thesee criteria do not form a closed list and are often interrelated. At the same 
time,, it criticised the panel for not having examined the evidence 'relating to 
eacheach of those criteria and, then, weighed all of that evidence, along with any 
otherr relevant evidence, in making an overall determination' of likeness.91 It 
alsoo criticised the panel for having used arguments relating to end-uses for its 
conclusionn on properties.?2 The Appellate Body further overturned the panel's 

Ibid.,, paras. 94-96. 
77 Ibid., para. 99. 

888 Ibid., paras. 93 and 99. Emphasis added. 
899 See the AB's obiter dictum on less favourable treatment quoted in Section 4.2.4, and the discussion 

inn Section 5.3.3. 
900 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 101: (1) physical properties (including nature and quality), (2) the extent 

too which the products are capable of serving the same or similar end-uses; (3) the extent to which 

consumerss perceive and treat the products as alternative means of performing similar functions in 

orderr to satisfy a particular want or demand (in short, consumers' tastes and habits); and (4) tariff 

classification. . 
911 Ibid., para. 109. Emphasis in the original. 
922 Ibid., paras. 110-111. 
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refusall  to introduce "risk" as a factor into the analysis of physical properties 
off  products as part of the "likeness" assessment. It observed that no evidence 
shouldd be a priori  excluded from a panel's examination of "likeness". On the 
contrary,, evidence relating to health risks may be pertinent to both physical 
propertiess and consumers' tastes and habits.95 Noting that chrysotile asbestos 
fibresfibres are carcinogenic and the fibres whose "likeness" is examined are not, 
orr at least not to the same extent, the Appellate Body did not see how 'this 
highlyy significant physical difference' could not be a consideration in examining 
physicall  properties.94 The Appellate Body noted that in cases where the products 
att issue are physically quite different, in order to overcome this indication that 
productss are not "like", 

aa higher burden is placed on complaining Members to establish that, despite 
thethe pronounced physical differences, there is a competitive relationship between the 
productsproducts such that all of the evidence, taken together, demonstrates that the products 
areare "like" under Article IIL4 of the GATT1^4.^ 

InIn establishing this competitive relationship, the second and third criteria for 
"likeness",, i.e. end-uses and consumers' tastes and habits, are highly relevant 
evidence.. A panel cannot conclude that products are "like" if their properties 
aree very different without examining consumers' tastes and habits.96 Having 
overturnedd the panel's assessment and findings of "likeness", the Appellate Body 
completedd the analysis itself, concluding that the appellant, Canada, had not met 
itss burden of proving that the products at issue were "like".97 Interestingly, in a 
"concurringg statement", one of the members of the Appellate Body noted that 
inn his view the Appellate Body should have gone a step further by finding that 
thee products at issue were not "like" on the basis of their physical differences 
inn terms of carcinogenity. This definitive characterisation of the products as not 
"like""  in his view 'may and should be made even in the absence of evidence 
concerningg [...] end-uses and consumers' tastes and habits.' It was difficult for 
himm to imagine how evidence relating to the economic competitive relationship 
reflectedd in those criteria could 'outweigh and set at naught' the physical diffe-
rencess between the products if one of them has been scientifically proven 
too be potentially lethal.98 This further step of turning the physical properties 
criterionn into a decisive one irrespective of the other criteria was not taken 

955 Ibid. , para. 113. 
944 Ibid. , para. 114. 
955 Ibid. , para. 118. Emphasis in the original . 
966 Ibid. , para. 121. 
977 Ibid. , paras. 141 and 147. 
988 Ibid. , para. 152. 
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byy the Appellate Body, he added, because of the other members' conception 
off  the "fundamental", perhaps decisive, role of economic competitive relation-
shipss in determining "likeness" under Article 111:4. He disagreed with such a 
"fundamentally""  market-based interpretation of "likeness".99 

Thee implementation panel in US-FSC viewed the principal purpose of the 
"lik ee product" inquiry under Article 111:4 of the GATT 1994 as 'ascertaining 
whetherr any formal differentiation in treatment between an imported and a 
domesticc product could be based upon the fact that the products are different 
-i.e.. not like- rather than on the origin of the products involved.' It observed 
thatt the mere fact that a good is of US origin does not render it "unlike" an 
importedd good.100 

(d)) "Treatment No Less Favourable" 

Regardingg the interpretation of the words "treatment no less 
favourable",, the panel in Italy-Agricultural Machinery noted that the intent of the 
drafterss was to provide equal conditions of competition once goods had been 
clearedd through customs.101 The panel in US-Section }}j  noted that the words 
"treatmentt no less favourable" are an expression of the underlying principle of 
equalityy of treatment of imported products, and that '[t]he words "treatment no 
lesss favourable" in paragraph 4 call for effective equality of opportunities for 
importedd products'.102 The panel noted that a previous panel had found that 
thee purpose of the first sentence of 111:2 on internal taxation is to protect 
'expectationss on the competitive relationship between imported and domestic 
products'.1033 In the panel's view, Article 111:4, which is the parallel provision of 
Articlee III dealing with the non-charge elements of internal legislation, had to be 
construedd as serving the same purpose. The potential impact of laws, regulations 
orr requirements is decisive, rather than their actual consequences for specific 
importedd products.104 The requirement of Article 111:4 is addressed to 'relative 
competitivee opportunities created by the government in the market, not to the 
actuall  choices made by enterprises in that market.'105 Thus, a measure capable 
off  resulting in less favourable treatment of like imported products may infringe 
Articlee III:4.IOD 

9 99 Ibid., para. 154: T he necessity or appropriateness of adopting a "fundamentally" economic interpreta-

tionn of the "likeness" of products under Article 111:4 of GATT 1994 does not appear to me to be free 

fromm substantial doubt.' 
1000 Panel in US-FSC Implementation, paras. 8.132-133. 
1011 Italy-Agricultural Machinery, para. 13. 
1022 US-Section WJ, para. 5.11. See also Canada-Beer U, para. 5.5; US-Beer, para 5.30. 
1033 Ibid., referring to US-Superfund. Emphasis by the author. 
1044 US-Section 557, para. 5.13. Emphasis by the author. 
1055 US-Malt Beverages, para. 5.31. 

EC-Oilseeds,EC-Oilseeds, paras. 140-141; panel in Canada-Auto, para. 10.78. 
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Alsoo in US-Section 337, the panel made it clear that in its view, dejure 
differencee of treatment between imports and like domestic products does not 
necessarilyy lead to less favourable treatment: 

OnOn the one hand, contracting parties may apply to imported products different 
formalformal legal requirements if doing so would accord imported products more favourable 
treatment.treatment. On the other hand, it also has to be recognised that there may be cases 
wherewhere application of formally identical legal provisions would in practice accord less 
favourablefavourable treatment to imported products and a contracting party might thus have 
toto apply different legal provisions to imported products to ensure that the treatment 
accordedaccorded them is in fact no less favourable.107 

Thus,, according to the panel, in cases of formally different treatment, it has to 
bee assessed whether or not such differences in the applicable legal provisions do 
orr do not accord less favourable treatment to imported products. Given that the 
underlyingg objective is to guarantee equality of treatment, it is incumbent on the 
contractingg party applying differential treatment to demonstrate that, in spite 
off  such differences, the no less favourable treatment standard of Article III is 
beingg met.108 Apparently ignoring the findings in US-Section 337, the WTO 
panell  in Korea-Beef found that any regulatory distinction based exclusively on 
criteriaa relating to the nationality or origin of products is incompatible with 
Articlee 111:4.'°9 The Appellate Body reversed this finding, emphasising that a 
measuree whose treatment of imported products is different from that accorded to 
likee domestic products is not necessarily inconsistent with Article 111:4. ^ *s t n e 

competitivee conditions that are decisive: 

AA formal difference in treatment between imported and like domestic products is 
thusthus neither necessary, nor sufficient, to show a violation of Article IIL4. Whether 
oror not imported products are treated "less favourably" than like domestic products 
shouldshould be assessed instead by examining whether a measure modifies the conditions of 
competitioncompetition in the relevant market to the detriment of imported products."0 

Thee Appellate Body in this case focused on 'the fundamental thrust and effect of 
thee measure itself, and concluded that the conditions of competition had indeed 
beenn modified to the disadvantage of imported products.1" The implementation 

1077 US-Section 337, para. 5.n. Emphasis added. 
1088 Ibid. 
1099 Panel in Korea-Beef, para. 627. 
1100 AB in Korea-Beef, para. 137. 
1111 Ibid., paras. 142-148. 
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panell  in US-FSC also emphasised that a formal difference in treatment does 
nott necessarily amount to less favourable treatment, and that the analysis does 
nott stop there. It found that the measure at issue created an incentive to use 
domesticc rather than imported goods, which inherently advantaged domestic 
goods,, and thereby concluded that there was a case of less favourable treat-
ment."2 2 

Bothh in relation to Article 111:2 and Article 111:4, i*  n as been established that 
thee actual trade effects of a disputed measure are not a decisive criterion in 
determiningg whether the requirements of these provisions have been met in a 
givenn case.1'3 In UrS-Section 337, the panel remarked that the no less favourable 
treatmentt requirement of Article 111:4 has to be understood as being applicable 
too each individual case of imported products. The panel rejected any notion 
off  balancing the more favourable treatment of some imported products against 
thee less favourable treatment of other imported products."4 This observation 
wass repeated and concurred with by the WTO panel report in the US-Gasoline 
dispute."55 It is recalled that although Article III: i informs Article 111:4, a deter-
minationn of whether there has been a violation of Article 111:4 does n ot require 
aa separate consideration of whether a measure affords protection to domestic 
production."6 6 

Inn EC-Asbestos, the Appellate Body made interesting remarks on the issue of 
"lesss favourable treatment", although it did not rule on the issue in the particular 
casee before it. Having said that "like" in Article 111:4 covers a potentially broad 
rangee of products, the Appellate Body emphasised the significance of the other 
conditionn in Article 111:4, i-e- l e ss favourable treatment. The Appellate Body 
statedd that the term "less favourable treatment" expresses the general principle 
inn Article III: i and added that: 

IfIf  there is "less favourable treatment" of the group of "like" imported products, 
therethere is, conversely, "protection" of the group of "like" domestic products. However, a 
MemberMember may draw distinctions between products which have been found to be "like", 
without,without, for this reason alone, according to the group of "like" imported products "less 
favourablefavourable treatment" than that accorded to the group of "like" domestic products."7 

Inn the implementation dispute in US-FSC, the US argued that there must be 
evidencee that any particular 'class of imported goods' wil l be accorded less 

" 22 Panel in US-FSC Implemcntation, paras. 154-158. 
1,33 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 16; panel in EC-Bananas III  (ECU), para. 7179. 
1144 US-Section j^y, para. 5.14. 

" 55 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.14. 
1166 AB in EC-Bananas III,  para. 216. 

" 77 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 100. Emphasis in the original. 
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favourablee treatment than a 'class of like domestic products'. The US further 
contendedd that in cases of a generally applicable measure, evidence must be 
introducedd to establish a "meaningful nexus" between the measure and adverse 
effectss on competitive conditions for a like class of imported goods. The panel 
rejectedd these arguments in the context of the "likeness" issue, but they appear 
too refer to all the aspects of Article 111:4 discussed above, i.e. the kind of 
measuress covered by Article 111:4, "likeness", and "less favourable treatment". 
Thee measure at issue was explicitly based on product origin. 

4.33 Articl e XI  GATT: Prohibitio n of Quantitativ e Restrictions 

Articlee XI is the principal provision of the four GATT Articles 
containingg obligations regarding quantitative restrictions.1'8 The text of Article 
XII  GATT is found in the Annex to this work. The second paragraph of Article XI 
containss a number of exceptions to the general prohibition in the first paragraph, 
forr (a) temporary export prohibitions or restrictions to prevent or relieve critical 
shortages,, (b) import and export prohibitions or restrictions necessary to the 
applicationn of standards or regulations for the classification, grading or market-
ingg of commodities in international trade,"9 and (c) import restrictions on agri-
culturall  or fisheries products necessary to enforce government action to restrict 
domesticc production or marketing, to remove temporary domestic surpluses, or 
too restrict the production of animal products. During the preparations leading 
too the GATT and the Havana Charter, the principal prohibition of quantitative 
restrictionss was relatively undisputed.120 A general ban was laid down in Article 
XI ,, albeit accompanied by a number of exceptions in the same Article, and 
byy a number of specific provisions dealing with balance-of-payments problems 
(seee Articles XII and XIV GATT). No amendments were proposed to the first 
paragraphh containing the general prohibition.'21 The discussions focused on the 
widthh of the exceptions to the principal prohibition in the second paragraph, 
withh countries taking positions closely related to the relative importance of their 
agriculturall  sectors. 

1188 The others are Article XII , providing an exception to Article XI for balance-of-payments reasons; Article 

XIII ,, requiring non-discrimination in the application of quantitative restrictions enacted in accordance 

withh the exceptions in Article XI; and Article XIV , providing an exception to Article XII I in certain 

balance-of-paymentss circumstances. 
1199 According to Jackson (1969) at 317, this exception refers to measures such as orderly marketing 

arrangements. . 
1200 However, a number of developing countries (India, the Phillipines, and a number of South-American 

countries)) and Western European countries (mainly France, whose economy had been ravaged by the 

Secondd World War) felt the need to apply quotas for reasons of economic development. 
1211 See document E/CONF.2/C.3/54. 
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Thee decisive criterion in assessing whether Article XI:i is being infringed 
appearss to be whether the measure prevents the importation (or exportation) of 
goodss as such.122 Article XI applies 'to all measures instituted or maintained 
{...]]  prohibiting or restricting the importation, exportation, or sale for export 
off  products [...]'."3 Whereas 'made effective through quotas, import or export 
licences'' seems to be sufficiently clear, the words 'other measures' call for a 
furtherr definition. Such measures may consist of, for example, outright import 
orr export prohibitions, or import or export restrictions other than quotas.124 

Theyy may also take the form of minimum price systems, allowing imports only 
abovee a certain price.125 'Other measures' have also been interpreted to include 
restrictionss made effective through an import monopoly.126 However, where 
statee monopolies extend to both importation and distribution, the distinction 
betweenn measures on importation and internal measures may blur, as illustrated 
byy the Canada-Beer I panel report, discussed infra.'27 The scope of Article XI 
explicitlyy excludes 'duties, taxes and other charges' instituted or maintained 
'onn the importation'(or exportation) of products. Thus, whereas Article II:i(b) 
prohibitss a\\ fiscal barriers to importation in excess of those agreed upon in the 
tarifff  schedules, Article XI prohibits all non-fiscal barriers to importation.12® The 
delimitationn between Articles XI and III is discussed infra.'29 

Despitee the general prohibition, quantitative restrictions have in reality 
persistedd throughout GATT history, albeit that they have increasingly adopted 

1222 Canada-FIRA, para. 5.14: The panel observed that purchase undertakings do not prevent the importa-

tionn of goods as such, and reached the conclusion that they are not inconsistent with Article XI:i . 
1133 Panel in India-Quantitative Restrictions, para. 5.128, referring to Japan-Trade in Semi-conductors, para. 

104. . 
1144 An example of an import prohibition is the American measure at issue in the US-Tuna-Dolphin cases. 

Ann example of a restriction other than a quota is an import restriction by way of a sanction or retaliation, 

whichh wil l be contrary to Article XI if not sanctioned by other WTO provisions (such as the Dispute 

Settlementt Understanding). Cf. the 1950 Report of the Working Party on 'The Use of Quantitative 

Restrictionss for Protective and Commercial Purposes', cited in GATT (1995) at 324. 
1255 See e.g. EEC-Fruits and Vegetables, para. 4.9. 
1266 Japan-Restrictions on Imports of Certain Agricultural Products, para. 5.2.2.2. 
1277 See Section 4.3.1. 
122 There is a difference in wording between 'duties, taxes or other charges' in Article XI on the one hand, 

andd 'ordinary customs duties' and 'all other duties and charges' in Article II:i(b) on the other. According 

too Jackson, there are no travaux prtparatoires nor any GATT practice to suggest that the scope of the 

Articl ee XI phrase was meant to differ from the complement of the scope of the reference in Article 

II:i(b) .. Jackson, (1969), at 315. 
1299 See Section 4.3.1, and with regard to the special case of measures based on production and processing 

methods,, Section 5.4. 
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inn the guise of voluntary export restraints and orderly market arrangements.130 

However,, contrary to those which are specifically allowed under the exceptions 
laidd down in the GATT, such persisting quotas have not been given legal status. 
Thee absolute character of the prohibition in Article XI was explicitly confirmed 
byy a GATT panel in 1983, rejecting an argument by the European Community 
thatt 'quantitative restrictions had become a general problem and had gradually 
comee to be accepted as negotiable, and that Article XI could not and had never 
beenn considered to be a provision prohibiting residual restrictions irrespective 
off  the circumstances specific to each case'.131 Voluntary export restraints and 
orderlyy market arrangements are now explicitly prohibited by the WTO Safe-
guardss Agreement.132 

Generally,, whether or not there is an import restriction or prohibition is not 
aa contentious issue, apart from cases where it is unclear whether Article XI or 
Articlee III is applicable. Accordingly, the discussion in Article XI cases usually 
focusess not on whether that Article has been infringed, but on the possible 
justificationss of the infringement under the specific exceptions in Article XI 
itselff  and/or the general exceptions, mainly to be found in Article XX. Trade-
environmentt disputes involving Article XI have often addressed trade in fish. 
GATTT panels have dealt with tuna import restrictions,133 salmon and herring 
exportt restrictions,13'' and tuna import prohibitions,135 and WTO disputes have 
arisenn over salmon quarantine measures,136 and shrimp import restrictions.137 

Otherr measures concerned import restrictions on cigarettes,13*  and a prohibition 
off  asbestos and asbestos products.139 

4.3.11 Relationship Between Article XI and Article II I 

Articlee XI complements Article 111:4, which addresses "internal 
regulations",, i.e. non-fiscal restrictions affecting products once they have been 
imported.imported. Article HI and XI 'essentially have the same rationale, namely to 
protectt expectations of the contracting parties as to the competitive relationship 
betweenn their products and those of the other contracting parties.'140 Sometimes, 

1300 See on such measures Petersmann (1988). 
1311 EEC- Imports from Hong Kong, paras. 15 and 28-31. 
1Jii Article 11.1(b) Safeguards Agreement. 
1333 US-Tuna 19&2. 
1344 Canada-Herring and Salmon. 
1355 US-Tuna-Dolphin I and II, unadopted. 
1366 Panel in Australia-Salmon, paras. 4.227-3iand 8.185, a n a A B m Australia-Salmon, paras. 97-105. 
1377 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 5.162-9. 
1388 Thailand-Cigarettes. 
1399 Panel and AB in EC-Asbestos. 
1400 US-Superfund, para. 5.2.2; EC-Oilseeds, para. 150. 
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itt is difficult to decide whether a national measure is to be properly assessed 
underr Article III or XI GATT. Simply put, "border measures" are dealt with 
underr Article XI, while "internal measures" are assessed under Article III . How-
ever,, many national laws and regulations comprise both "border" and "internal" 
aspects.. Should these be separated into parts to be assessed under Article III 
andd parts to be assessed under Article XI, or should they be treated in their 
entirety?? Could Articles III and XI be cumulatively applicable, or are they mutu-
allyy exclusive? The relationship between Articles XI and III is important because 
off  the different nature of the requirements which these provisions contain. If 
aa measure falls within the scope of Article XI, it is in principle prohibited and 
recoursee to exceptions to justify it is needed. If a measure falls within the scope 
off  Article III , the complaining party wil l still have to make a case that the 
requirementt not to provide imports with less favourable treatment than their 
likee domestic counterparts is being violated. Only then wil l possible justifica-
tionss come into play. In determining whether Article III or Article XI covers a 
measure,, the Note Ad Article III must be taken into account, which stipulates 
thatt internal measures enforced upon imports at the border may still fall under 
Articlee 111."»1 

Withinn the realm of fiscal measures, the delimitation between duties or 
chargess covered by Article II and internal taxes covered by Article 111:2 has been 
interpretedd according to a rather formal criterion: 'The relevant fact, according 
too the text of these provisions, is not the policy purpose attributed to the charge 
butt rather whether the charge is due on importation or at the time or point 
off  importation or whether it is collected internally.'142 Panels and the Appellate 
Bodyy have been less clear about the delimitation of regulatory border and inter-
nall  measures. In Canada-FIRA, the panel noted that the GATT distinguishes 
betweenn measures affecting the "importation" of products, which are regulated 
inn Article XI:i , and those affecting "imported products", which are dealt with 
inn Article III . According to the panel, if Article XI :i were interpreted broadly 
too cover also internall  requirements, Article III would be partly superfluous. 
Moreover,, the exceptions to Article XI:i , in particular those contained in Article 
XI:2,, would also apply to internal requirements restricting imports, which would 
bee contrary to the basic aim of Article III . The panel did not find any evidence 
justifyingg such an interpretation of Article XI, either in the travaux préparatoires 
off  the General Agreement or in previous cases.143 

However,, in other cases, panels have been less clear about the relationship 
betweenn Article II I and XI. A number of GATT dispute settlement reports 

141141 For  the text of the Note Ad Articl e III , see the Annex to this work. 
1422 EEC-Parts and Components, para. 5.6. 
1433 Canada-FIRA, para. 5.14. 
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havee addressed both Article III and XI in the context of the same measure.'44 

Inn US-Spring Assemblies, the panel considered both Articles III and XI to be 
relevant,, but did not choose between the two.145 A second panel that addressed 
thee same US legislation applied Article 111:4 t o m e measure and did not consider 
Articlee XL The panel, referring to the Note Ad Article III , noted that the fact 
thatt the Section 337 legislation was being used as a means of enforcing US 
patentt law at the border did not 'provide an escape from the applicability of 
Articlee III:4'.146 

Inn Canada-Beer I, the panel considered that in the case of enterprises enjoy-
ingg a monopoly of both importation and distribution in the domestic market, 
thee distinction normally made by the GATT between restrictions affecting the 
importationn and restrictions affecting imported products had lost much of its 
significance,, since both types of restriction could be made effective by means 
off  a decision by the monopoly.'47 The panel suggested that both Articles XI and 
111:44 could be applicable to one and the same measure.'48 The 1992 follow-up 
panell  Report on persisting Canadian measures (Canada-Beer II) did not bring 
thee required clarity. The panel ex officio applied Article III to Canadian listing 
requirements,, while the complainant had alleged an infringement of Article 
XII  only.'49 Moreover, Canada now considered Article 111:4 t o be applicable to 
provinciall  restrictions on access to points of sale that had been found to be 
inconsistentt with Article XI in Canada-Beer I. The panel 'saw great force in 
thee argument that the restrictions on access to points of sale were covered by 
Articlee 111:4'. However, the panel considered it unnecessary to choose between 
Articlee XI:i or 111:4 anc^ simply concluded that the restrictions were contrary to 
thee GATT in general.'50 

Inn US-Tuna-Dolphin I, Mexico argued that the US tuna embargo was a 
quantitativee restriction prohibited by Article XI. While the US did not disagree, 

1444 In other disputes, both provisions have been invoked, but not with regard to the same measures. These 

weree Australia-Ammonium sulphate, which decided that neither Article II I nor XI were applicable to a 

subsidy;; Thailand-Cigarettes, which applied Article 111:2 to a tax and Article XI to an import restriction; 

andd Bananas II, unadopted, which applied Article III to the allocation of import licences and Article 

XII  to a tariff quota. 
1455 Instead, the panel went straight to Article XX(d). US-Spring Assemblies, paras. 49-50. On this case, see 

Klabberss (1992). 
1466 US-Section337, para. 5.10. 
1477 Canada-Beer I, para. 4.24, referring to the Note Ad Articles XI, XII , XIII , XIV and XVIII , which provides 

thatt throughout these Articles, the terms "import restrictions" and "export restrictions" include 'restric-

tionss made effective through state-trading operations'. 
1488 Ibid., paras. 4.25-.26. 
1499 Canada-Bur II, para. 5.4. 
1500 Ibid., paras. 5.6 and 5.7. 
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itt also contended that its measures were internal regulations enforced at the 
timee or point of importation under Article 111:4 a n c^ t ne Note Ad Article III . The 
panell  observed that the text of the Note Ad Article III suggests that 'this Note 
coverscovers only measures applied to imported products that are of the same nature as 
thosee applied to the domestic products, such as a prohibition on importation of a 
productt which enforces at the border an internal sales prohibition applied to both 
importedd and domestic products.'151 Although suggesting that the US measures 
violatedd Article III if covered by that provision, the panel went on to conclude 
thatt the US tuna embargo did not constitute internal regulations covered by the 
Notee Ad Article III , and assessed the measure under Article XI.'52 

Underr the WTO dispute settlement procedures, the EC as a defendant in 
EC-BananasEC-Bananas III  clearly stated that in its view, Articles III and XI were mutually 
exclusive.. However, neither the panel nor the Appellate Body specifically went 
intoo the matter of the delimitation between Articles XI and III ; both thought the 
measuress at issue were internal measures falling within the scope of Article III 
ratherr than XI.1'3 In EC-Hormones, the question of the relationship between Arti-
cless III and XI arose again in one of the complainants' arguments.154 However, it 
wass not addressed by the panel and the Appellate Body, since the panel decided 
too assess the EC measures at stake exclusively under the SPS Agreement.1" 

Inn EC-Asbestos, the measure at issue consisted of a prohibition to produce, 
import,, market, sell, offer or transfer asbestos and asbestos-containing products. 
Thee complainant, Canada, argued that the part of the measure imposing an 
importt ban should be assessed under Article XI. The panel made it clear that a 
measuree prohibiting both the domestic production of a material and its importa-
tionn is covered by the Note Ad Article III . The fact that domestic production 
noo longer existed did not cause the measure to fall under Article XI.156 The 
regulationss applicable to domestic products and foreign products led to the same 
result:: the halting of the spread of asbestos and asbestos-containing products on 
Frenchh territory.1'7 The panel further considered that the wording of the Note Ad 
Articlee II I  and the practice under GATT 1947 did not support the view that an 
identicalidentical measure must be applied to the domestic product and the like imported 
productt if the measure applicable to the imported product is to fall under Article 
III. 1'88 Without referring to the panel's reference to 'measures of the same nature' 

1511 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, unadopted, pira. 5.11. Emphasis added. 
1511 Ibid., para. 5.14. See also Section 5.4. 
1533 Panel in EC-Bananas III  (GTM), para. 7.177; AB in EC-Bananas III,  para. 211. 
1544 Panel in EC-Hormones (CND), paras. 4.304 and 4.337. 
1555 Ibid., paras. 8.272-73 (US); paras. 8.275-76 (CND). 
155 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.91. 
1577 Ibid., para. 8.92. 
1588 Ibid., para. 8.93. 
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inn US-Tuna-Dolphin I, the panel observed that the word "and" in the Note Ad 
Articlee III does not have the same meaning as 'in the same way as'.159 The panel 
consideredd that US-Section 33J supported its view, and that Canada-Beer I did not 
confirmm the non-applicability of Article 111:4 t 0 m e Pa rt 0I* an internal measure 
dealingg with the treatment of imported products. At most, it could confirm the 
applicationn of both provisions.160 The panel decided, however, that it was outside 
itss terms of reference to decide on a claim for the cumulative application of 
Articless 111:4 anc*  XI. l5r These issues were not appealed. 

Inn sum, the basic rule as regards the delimitation between import restric-
tionss covered by Article XI and internal measures covered by Article III would 
seemm to be that measures affecting the "importation" of products are regulated 
inn Article XI:i , while those affecting "imported products" are dealt with in 
Articlee III . Thus, measures that do not prevent the importation of goods as 
suchh wil l be assessed under Article III , not Article XI. Moreover, in accordance 
withh the Note Ad Article III , measures applying to both domestic and imported 
productt which are enforced at the border for imported products will be assessed 
underr Article III . Thus, when a measure includes an import prohibition as 
partt of a more general prohibitory regime, as in EC-Asbestos, it is assessed as 
aa whole under Article III and the Note thereto.. However, it is as yet unclear to 
whatt extent the measures applied to importss may differ in their nature from 
thee measures applied to domestic products. An extreme case is a measure that 
doess not apply to domestic products but to domestic producers, coupled with 
aa prohibition on imported products. Such a measure was not covered by the 
Notee Ad Article III in the eyes of the panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin I. This point is 
furtherr discussed in Section 5.4. The borderline between import measures and 
internall  measures is somewhat blurred in the case of state trading companies 
thatt combine monopolies on import and on distribution, or for that matter, 
anyy of the other activities described in Article III: i and 111:4, i-e- sa^e> offering 
forr sale, purchase, transport or use. In such situations, and where measures 
combinee internal regulations of sale, marketing etc. and import restrictions 
orr prohibitions, as in EC-Asbestos, panels have left open the possibility of the 
cumulativee application of Articles III and XI. 

1599 Ibid., para. 8.94. The panel, the first in GATT/WTO history to issue its original report in French, 

observedd that "and" in the Note Ad Article II I does not have the same meaning as 'in the same way 

as',, which is another meaning of the word "comme" that features in the French version of the Note 

Add Article III . 
1600 Ibid., paras. 8.95 and 8.98. 
1611 Ibid., para. 8.100. 
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4.44 Exceptions in Articl e XX GATT and the Conditions 
Attachedd Thereto 

Thee text of the parts of Article XX GATT most relevant to 
thiss study is found in the Annex to this work. Article XX provides general 
exceptionss to GATT obligations. It may be invoked to justify a measure that 
wouldd otherwise be incompatible with GATT obligations, such as Most-Favoured 
Nationn Treatment or National Treatment, or the prohibition on quantitative 
restrictions.. In addition to these general exceptions, the GATT also provides 
exceptionss for security reasons in Article XXI . Both "general" and "security" 
exceptionss have been termed "universal" exceptions.'6i In addition to these 
"universal""  exceptions, the GATT contains a number of exceptions that are 
particularr to certain GATT obligations. An example of the latter is Article XI:2, 
discussedd earlier, which only applies as an exception to the obligation in Article 
XI:i . . 

Originally,, the provision that was to become Article XX GATT consisted of 
thee chapeau, an introductory clause, followed by two parts. The exceptions now 
foundd under paragraphs (a) to (j) constituted the first part, while a second part 
concernedd various situations of domestic short supply. Throughout the Havana 
negotiations,, the counterpart of Article XX GATT essentially retained this two-
partt structure, and it appeared as such in the Havana Charter.'6' At Havana, a 
sub-committeee of the Committee on Commercial Policy discussed the general 
exceptionss article.164 The version of the exceptions article drawn up by this 
sub-committeee contained two new provisions as compared to the Geneva draft, 
whichh were maintained throughout the negotiations, and also appeared in the 
Havanaa Charter.'6' One related to public safety, and was intended to include 
thee concept of "public order" ("ordre public").166 The other related to measures 

Jacksonn distinguishes three types of universal exceptions: those requiring approval, such as waivers 

(Articlee XXV:5 GATT); those requiring notification, such as customs unions (Article XXIV GATT); and 

thosee requiring neither approval nor notification, such as the exceptions in Articles XX and XXI GATT. 

Jacksonn (1969) at 536-37. 

Seee Article 43 of the draft ITO Charter and Article 45 of the Havana Charter; GATT (1995) at 592-4, 

andd Jackson (1969) at 742, footnote 10. 

Sub-Committeee D on Articles 40,41 and 43 (which became Articles XIX , XXI I and XX GATT, respec-

tively)) The sub-committee proposed a text to Committee III in late January of 1948, E/CONF.2/C.3/37. 

Seee the proposed redraft of Article 43 by the Central Drafting Committee, E/CONF.2/C.8/5, the report 

too the conference by Committee III on Commercial Policy, E/CONF.2/70, and Article 45 of the Havana 

Charter. . 

Thee precursor of Article XX was meant to provide exceptions only to the commercial policy chapter 

off  the intended ITO charter. It originally contained four national security exceptions. At the Geneva 

session,, these were separated from the other exceptions in order to create a general security exceptions 

provisionn that applied to all obligations in the Charter, which became Article XXI GATT. See GATT 

(1995)31596. . 
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'undertakenn in pursuance of any inter-governmental agreement relating solely to 
thee conservation of fisheries resources, migratory birds and wild animals (...)'.'67 

Thiss exception for international animal conservation agreements appeared both 
inn the commodities chapter and in the commercial policy chapter of the Havana 
Charter.'688 However, the GATT Working Party on Modifications to the General 
Agreementt that met in September 1948 decided not to include either of these 
exceptionss in the GATT text.'69 

Ass compared to the GATT text which is currently applicable, neither the text 
containingg the exceptions of particular relevance to environmental measures 
norr the chapeau to Article XX were changed at Havana.'70 The main difference 
betweenn the provision in the Geneva and Havana drafts on the one hand, and 
inn the GATT on the other, is that the former applied only to the commercial 
policyy chapter of the proposed ITO Charter, whereas GATT Article XX applies 
too the whole of the GATT, which contains more than just the commercial policy 
chapterr of the ITO Charter. Before Havana, a second sentence for paragraph 
(b)) was proposed and subsequently rejected. Various wordings were proposed, 
suchh as 'provided that corresponding safeguards are applied in the importing 
countryy if similar conditions exist in that country''7', and 'if corresponding 
domesticc safeguards under similar conditions exist in the importing country'.'72 

Whatt follows are some aspects of Article XX which are relevant to trade and 
environment.'73 3 

GATTT panels have stated that Article XX provides a limited and conditional 
exceptionn to obligations under other GATT provisions.'74 One unadopted GATT 
panell  report also stated that Article XX does not establish obligations in itself, 
assertingg that 'previous panels had established' this. However, in a footnote 
thee panel referred to only one other panel, which moreover never made such a 
statement.'755 In other words, if the structure and function of Article XX suggest 

77 The remainder of this exception referred to the requirements of paragraph i(d) of Article 67 [Articl e 

700 in the Havana Charter], the exceptions provision in the chapter of the ITO Charter dealing with 

intergovernmentall  commodity agreements. See E/CONF.2/C.8/3 (proposed Article 67), and the Havana 

Charterr (Article 7o:i(d)). 
1688 Charnovitz (1991) at 46. 
1699 GATT (1995) at 59 6. 
1700 Cf. Charnovitz (1991) at 43. 
1711 Fauchald (1998) at 331. 
1722 GATT (1995) at 565. 
1733 For a comprehensive overview, see document WT/CTE/W/53, 'GATT/WTO Dispute Settlement Practice 

Relatingg to Article XX, Paragraphs (b), (d) and (g) of GATT, Note by the Secretariat', and the revision 

thereof.. WT/CTE/W/53/Rev.i. 
1744 See US-Section j37, para. 5.9; US-Tuna-Dolphin I, para. 5.22. 
1755 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, unadopted, para. 5.22, referring to US-Section 337, para. 5.9 and incorrectly attribut-

ingg to that paragraph the statement that Article XX does not establish obligations. Cf. Appleton (1999) 

att 482. 
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thatt this Article indeed was not intended to establish obligations in itself, this 
conclusionn cannot be drawn from GATT panel history. As a matter of fact, 
onee could argue that Article XX does establish an obligation; namely to respect 
GATTT principles when pursuing non-trade goals. The panel in Canada-Herring 
andand Salmon stated that: 

thethe purpose of including Article XX(g) in the General Agreement was not to 
widenwiden the scope for measures serving trade policy purposes hut merely to ensure that 
thethe commitments under the General Agreement do not hinder the pursuit of policies 
aimedaimed at the conservation of exhaustive [sic] natural resources.,?e 

Thee function of Article XX, then, is to ensure that the GATT commitments are 
respectedd in the pursuit of non-trade policy goals. The following quotes from the 
panelss in Thailand-Cigarettes and US-Gasoline support this view: 

[the[the objective of paragraphs (b) and (d) of Article XX is] to allow contracting 
partiesparties to impose trade restrictive measures inconsistent with the General Agreement 
toto pursue overriding public policy goals to the extent that such inconsistencies were 
unavoidable.unavoidable.177 177 

UnderUnder the General Agreement, WTO Members were free to set their own environ-
mentalmental objectives, but they were bound to implement these objectives through measures 
consistentconsistent with its provisions [...].17& 

Thee "measures" to be analysed under Article XX are the same as those that 
havee been found to infringe substantive GATT obligations, such as Article XI 
orr Article 111:4.179 Panels will first examine whether a measure falls within the 
scopee of one or more of the exceptions in paragraphs (a) to (j), before scrutinis-
ingg whether the measure in its application conforms to the chapeau to Article 
XX. l8°° In US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body stressed that '[t]he sequence of 
stepss [...] in the analysis of a claim of justification under Article XX reflects, not 
inadvertencee or random choice, but rather the fundamental structure and logic of 
Articlee XX.'lSl It could be argued that the chapeau and paragraphs of Article XX 

1766 Canada-Herring and Salmon, para. 4.6. 
1777 Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 74. 
1788 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 7.1. This observation is a "concluding remark", and not a "finding" by the 

panel. . 
1799 On Articles XX and 111:4, s ee A B i n US-Gasoline, at p. 13, referring to Canada-FIRA, US-Section 337, 

US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes. On the difficulties involved in identifying what the "measure" is, see Section 4 4 3. 
1800 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 22. 
1811 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 119. Emphasis added. 
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aree independent from each other, as the former addresses a measure's applica-
tiontion and the latter a measure's relation to itss policy goal and trade impacts. If 
thiss were so, the assessment sequence should not make any difference to the 
outcome.. However, despite occasional deviations,1*2 the sequence of starting with 
thee provisional justification under the relevant paragraphs and then assessing 
whetherr the conditions in the chapeau have been met now appears to be accepted 
practice. . 

4.4.11 Exception Grounds and Their Specific Conditions 

Thee paragraphs discussed hereunder address specific exception 
grounds,, and contain two different conditions regarding the required means-end 
relationship;; "necessary" in paragraphs (a), (b) and (d), and "relating to" and 
'madee effective in conjunction with..' in paragraph (g). As the Appellate Body 
madee clear in US-Gasoline, 'it does not seem reasonable to suppose that the 
WTOO Members intended to require, in respect of each and every category, the 
samee kind or degree of connection or relationship between the measure under 
appraisall  and the state interest or policy sought to be promoted or realized.'183 

Defyingg an alphabetical order, the analysis starts with paragraph (d), as the 
interpretationn of paragraph (b) draws upon it. 

(a)) Article XX(d): Necessary to Secure Compliance with other 
Lawss and Regulations 

Paragraphh (d) of Article XX refers to measures 'necessary to 
securee compliance with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with the 
provisionss of this Agreement', providing by way of example measures relating 
too customs enforcement, import monopolies and intellectual property protec-
tion.. The material scope of paragraph (d) is somewhat difficult to establish. 
Shouldd 'measures necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations' be 
understoodd as procedural measures only? "Substantive" laws and regulations 
oftenn include measures securing compliance. Examples in the environmental 
spheree are administrative and criminal control mechanisms, and sanctions 
enforcingg environmental standards. 

Withh regard to "necessary" in paragraph (d), the panel in Section 337 stated 
that t 

aa contracting party cannot justify a measure inconsistent with another GATT 
provisionprovision as "necessary" in terms of Article XX(d) if an alternative measure which 

1822 See e.g. the panel in US-Shrimp-Turtk. 
1833 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 17. 
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itit  could reasonably be expected to employ and which is not inconsistent with other 
GATTGATT provisions is available to it. By the same token, in cases where a measure 
consistentconsistent with other GATT provisions is not reasonably available, a contracting party 
isis bound to use, among the measures reasonably available to it, that which entails the 
leastleast degree of inconsistency with other GATT provisions.16* 

Thus,, "necessary" requires that there is no 'GATT consistent or less GATT-
inconsistent'' measure reasonably available to secure compliance.'8' In both the 
US-Tuna-DolphinUS-Tuna-Dolphin disputes and in US-Auto Taxes, the measures at issue could not 
bee justified by Article XX(d) because the underlying measures with which they 
weree to secure compliance were themselves GATT-inconsistent.'86 The WTO 
panell  in US-Gasoline found that maintaining discrimination contrary to Article 
111:44 under the baseline establishment methods did not 'secure compliance' with 
thee baseline system, as these methods were not an enforcement mechanism. 
Ass such, they were not the types of measures with which Article XX(d) was 
concerned.18?? This would seem to indicate that the scope of Article XX{d) is 
limitedd to actual enforcement measures, and a close relationship with the laws 
andd regulations they are supposed to enforce wil l be needed in order for a 
measuree to fall within the material ambit of paragraph (d). 

Inn Korea-Beef, the Appellate Body set out the main factors involved in deter-
miningg whether a measure is "necessary" in the context of Article XX(d). It 
notedd that the word "necessary" may have different meanings, depending on 
thee context in which it is used. In the continuum of meanings of "necessary", 
itss meaning in Article XX(d) is 'located significantly closer to the pole of "indis-
pensable""  than to the opposite pole of simply "making a contribution to"'.188 

Consideringg the context in which "necessary" is found in Article XX (d), the 
Appellatee Body observed that: 

aa treaty interpreter assessing a measure claimed to be necessary to secure compli-
anceance of a WTO-consistent law or regulation may, in appropriate cases, take into 

11 4 US-Section337, para. 5.26. 
11 5 The only instance in which the words "least trade-restrictive" were used instead of "least GATT-

inconsistent""  was the GATT panel report in US-Beer, when addressing a justification claim under Article 

XX(d). . 

1866 u$.Tuna-Dolphin J, unadopted, para. 5.40; US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, para. 5.41; US-Auto Taxes, 

unadopted,, para. 5.67. Other GATT disputes in which Article XX(d) wass involved are US-Spring 

AssembliesAssemblies and US-Beer. 
1877 US-Gasoline, para. 6.33, referring to panel in EEC-Parts and Components, paras. 5.12-18. The AB was not 

askedd to reverse any of the panel's findings other than those on Article XX{g) , and accordingly did not 

addresss paragraph (d) of Article XX. 
11 AB in Korea-Beef, para. 161, referring in a footnote to its reports on Article XX(g) and noting that the 

conditionn set out therein is more flexible than "necessary" in Article XX(d). 
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accountaccount the relative importance of the common interests or values that the law or 
regulationregulation to be enforced is intended to protect. The more vital or important those 
commoncommon interests or values are, the easier it would be to accept as "necessary" a 
measuremeasure designed as an enforcement instrument.1* 9 

Accordingg to the Appellate Body, determining whether a measure is "necessary" 
withinn the contemplation of Article XX(d), involves in every case: 

aa process of weighing and balancing a series of factors which prominently include 
thethe contribution made by the compliance measure to the enforcement of the law or 
regulationregulation at issue, the importance of the common interests or values protected by 
thatthat law or regulation, and the accompanying impact of the law or regulation on 
importsimports or exports.190 

Thee Appellate Body made it clear that it did not consider this interpretation 
too be a break with the previous GATT panel reports that had interpreted "neces-
sary""  as requiring the absence of a reasonably available G ATT-consistent or 
lesss GATT-inconsistent alternative measure. In the words of the Appellate Body, 
thee 'least GATT-inconsistent alternative' interpretation 'encapsulates' the general 
considerationss made by the Appellate Body quoted above. The weighing and 
balancingg process is comprehended in the determination of whether a WTO-
consistentt alternative measure which the Member concerned could reasonably 
bee expected to employ is available, or whether a less WTO-inconsistent measure 
iss reasonably available.191 The panel in this case had found that alternative 
measuress consistent with the WTO Agreement were reasonably available and 
thatt the Korean measure at issue was 'a disproportionate measure not necessary 
too secure compliance [...]V9*  Korea argued on appeal that alternative measures 
mustt not only be reasonably available, but they must also guarantee the level of 
enforcementt sought, which had been set very high by Korea in this particular 
case,, i.e. the complete elimination of fraud. Whilst recognising that Members 
havee the right to determine for themselves the level of enforcement of their 
WTO-consistentt laws and regulations, the Appellate Body refused to accept the 
Koreann argument about its protection level and instead assumed that Korea 
intendedd to considerably reduce fraud.'93 The Appellate Body was not persuaded 

1899 Ibid., para. 162. 
1900 Ibid., para. 164. 
1911 Ibid., paras. 165-6. 
1922 Panel in Korea-Beef, para. 675. 
1933 AB in Korea-Beef, para. 178: 'We think it unlikely that Korea intended to establish a level of protection 

thatt totally eliminates fraud with respect to the origin of beef (domestic or foreign) sold by retailers. The 

totall  elimination of fraud would probably require a total ban of imports. Consequently, we assume that 

inn effect Korea intended to reduce considerably the number of cases of fraud occurring with respect to the 

originn of beef sold by retailers.' Emphasis in the original. 
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thatt Korea could not achieve its desired enforcement level through "conven-
tional""  WTO-consistent enforcement measures if it devoted more resources to its 
enforcementt efforts. Such measures would moreover not involve such onerous 
shiftingg of enforcement costs on imports as the measures at issue had done.'94 

(b)) Article XX(b): Necessary to Protect Human, Animal or 
Plantt Life or Health 

Thee two specific elements that have to be established by the 
partyy invoking Article XX(b) are: 

(1)(1) that the policy in respect of the measures for which the provision was invoked 
fellfell within the range of policies designed to protect human, animal or plant life 
oror health; 
(2)(2) that the inconsistent measures for which the exception was being invoked were 
necessarynecessary to fulfil  the policy objective; [...]195 

Whetherr the environmental policy falls within the 'range of policies designed 
too protect human, animal or plant life or health' will usually not be very 
strictlyy scrutinised. Panels do not normally include environmental specialists. 
Panelss and the Appellate Body have emphasised on various occasions that WTO 
Memberss are free to set the level of protection of their choice for their popula-
tions.'966 Thus, although they wil l check the necessity of the measure taken 
too achieve that goal, as discussed below, panels and the Appellate Body will 
nott check the necessity of a measure's environmental policy goal as such. For 
example,, in US-Tuna-Dolphin II, the panel accepted that a policy to protect the 
lif ee and health of dolphins in the eastern Tropical Pacific Ocean pursued by the 
USS within its jurisdiction over its nationals and vessels fell within the range of 
policiess covered by Article XX(b).'97 In the Thailand-Cigarettes case, the panel 
acceptedd that smoking constitutes a serious risk to human health, and that 
measuress designed to reduce the consumption of cigarettes fell within the scope 
off  Article XX(b).198 

1944 Ibid., paras. 180-82. 
1955 See the panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.169; t n e panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.20, referring to US-Tuna-

DolphinDolphin II, unadopted, para. 5.29. The panels actually outlined three elements, the third element 

beingg conformity with the chapeau of Article XX, which has to be fulfille d when invoking any of the 

paragraphss in Article (XX). 
1966 Panel in EC-Asbestos, paras. 8.171 and 8.T79; AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 33; US-Section 337, para. 5.26. 
1977 US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 5.30 and 5.33. 
199 Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 73. 
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Underr the WTO dispute settlement procedures, the panel in US-Gasoline 
agreedd with the parties to the dispute that a policy to reduce air pollution result-
ingg from the consumption of gasoline was within the range of policies covered 
byy Article XX(b).1" In EC-Asbestos, the panel accepted that the French policy 
off  prohibiting chrysotile asbestos fell within the range of policies designed to 
protectt human life or health, and the Appellate Body upheld this finding.200 

Thee second condition in Article XX(b), the necessity requirement, is more 
controversial.. According to a number of GATT and WTO dispute settlement 
reports,, "necessary" requires that there is no 'GATT consistent or less GATT-
inconsistent'' measure reasonably available to pursue the policy objective. The 
roott of this interpretation of "necessary" is found in the GATT panel report in 
Thailand-Cigarettes,Thailand-Cigarettes, which in turn referred to the interpretation of "necessary" 
inn paragraph (d) by the panel in US-Section 337. The panel considered that 
Thailand'ss health objective consisted of a qualitative aspect in protecting the 
populationn from harmful ingredients, and a quantitative aspect in reducing 
thee quantity of cigarettes sold in Thailand. The panel considered that Thailand 
couldd reasonably be expected to address the quality-related objectives it pursued 
throughh non-discriminatory labelling and ingredient disclosure regulations 
coupledd with a ban on unhealthy substances.201 As to the objectives in terms of 
thee quantity of cigarettes consumed, the panel implicitly stated that Thailand 
couldd reasonably have been expected to impose a non-discriminatory cigarette 
advertisingg ban. A cigarette import ban infringing Article XI did not meet the 
"necessary""  test because the alternative of an advertising ban, even if inconsis-
tentt with Article 111:4, would be justified under Article XX{b) as 'unavoidable 
andd therefore necessary'.202 

Thee Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos further elaborated the necessity require-
ment.. It referred to itss observations in Korea-Beef in the context of Article XX(d), 
discussedd supra, to the effect that assessing "necessary" involves a process of 
weighingg and balancing factors, such as the contribution of the measure to the 
goal,, the importance of the interest protected, and trade impacts. This weighing 
andd balancing process is 'comprehended in the determination of whether a 
WTO-consistentt alternative measure is reasonably available'.203 The Appellate 
Bodyy observed that in the particular case at issue, the value pursued was both 
vitall  and important in the highest degree. The remaining question was whether 
theree was an alternative measure that would achieve the same end and that 
wass less restrictive of trade than a prohibition. The Appellate Body concluded 

1999 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.21. 
20°Panell  in EC-Asbestos, paras. 8.181-2 and 8.194;A B i n EC-Asbestos, para. 163. 
1011 Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 77. 
2022 Ibid., para. 78. 
2033 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 172. 
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thatt France could not reasonably be expected to employ any alternative measure 
iff  that measure would involve a continuation of the very risk that the Decree 
soughtt to "halt". Such an alternative measure would, in effect, prevent France 
fromm achieving its chosen level of health protection.204 

Ass regards the reasonable availability of alternative measures, the panel in 
US-GasolineUS-Gasoline held that alternative measures did not cease to be "reasonably availa-
ble""  because they involved administrative difficulties for the Member invoking 
Articlee XX.2°' The panel in EC-Asbestos observed that the existence of a reason-
ablyy available measure must be assessed in the light of the economic and 
administrativee realities facing the Member concerned, but also by taking into 
accountt the fact that the State must provide itself with the means of implement-
ingg its policies.206 The Appellate Body in the same dispute observed that the 
chosenn level of health protection by France was high, i.e. "halting" the spread 
off  asbestos-related health risks. The measure at issue was 'clearly designed and 
aptt to achieve that level of health protection', and that conclusion was not altered 
byy the fact that competing products that were not prohibited also posed a health 
risk,, but a lesser one.207 

Thee GATT panel in Thailand-Cigarettes and the Appellate Body in EC-Asbes-
tostos were both inspired by the interpretation of "necessary" in Article XX(d).2°8 

However,, there is an interesting difference between them. The GATT panel in 
Thailand-CigarettesThailand-Cigarettes took the view that the meaning of the term "necessary" in 
paragraphh (d) should be the same as in paragraph (b).2°9 On the other hand, 
thee Appellate Body in Korea-Beef suggested that "necessary" need not have the 
samee meaning in different provisions. This leaves open the possibility of having 
differentt tests for "necessary" in paragraphs (b) and (d), and also in paragraph 
(a)) for that matter. 

(c)) Article XX(g): Relating to the Conservation of Exhaustible 
Naturall  Resources 

InIn contrast with Article XX(b), the provision in paragraph {g) 
wass not based on any historical precedents when it appeared in the "Suggested 
Charter""  proposed by the US.2,° There are strong indications that this paragraph 

2 044 Ibid., paras. 172-4. 
2055 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.28. 
2o6Panell  in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.207. 
2 077 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 168, referring to para. 8.204 of the panel report. 
2o8Theyy referred to the interpretation of "necessary" in paragraph (d) in US-Section j j 7 and Korea-Beef, 

respectively. . 
2 099 Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 74. 
2 roo Charnovitz (1991) at 45. 
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wass originally intended to address export restrictions.211 Nevertheless, it has 
beenn invoked in several disputes concerning import-restricting measures under 
thee GATT and WTO dispute settlement practice. The requirements which are 
specificc to this paragraph have been outlined as follows: 

(1)(1) that the policy in respect of the measures for which the provision was invoked 
fellfell within the range of polices related to the conservation of exhaustible natural 
resources; resources; 
(2)(2) that the measures for which the exception was being invoked - that is the 
particularparticular trade measures inconsistent with the General Agreement - were related 
toto the conservation of exhaustible natural resources; 
(3)(3) that the measures for which the exception was being invoked were made effec-
tivetive in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.2I2 

InIn the preparatory meetings to prepare a draft trade charter, the natural 
resourcess were usually referred to as "raw material" or "mineral". One author 
assertss that "exhaustible" referred to "stock" resources, in contrast to "renew-
able""  or "flow" resources, such as animals, plants, soil and water.213 However, 
thee very first GATT panel report dealing with paragraph (g) already interpreted 
"exhaustiblee natural resources" to include fish.214 Subsequently, salmon and 
herring,, dolphins, gasoline, turtles, and even clean air have been found to fall 
withinn the meaning of "exhaustible natural resources".215 Already under GATT 
disputee settlement practice, animals that were not in danger of extinction were 
consideredd "exhaustible natural resources". It can therefore be safely assumed 
thatt animals do not have to be threatened by extinction to qualify. 

Inn US-Gasoline, the panel observed that clean air 'was a resource (it had 
value),, and it was natural. It could be depleted. The fact that the depleted 
resourcee was defined with respect to its qualities was not decisive for the panel. 
Likewise,, the fact that a resource was renewable could not be an objection.'2'6 In 
US-Shrimp-Turtle,US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body observed that '[tjextually, Article XX(g) is 
notnot limited to the conservation of "mineral" or "non-living" natural resources', 
andd that '[it did] not believe that "exhaustible" natural resources and "renewable" 
naturall  resources are mutually exclusive'.217 The Appellate Body referred to the 

2 ""  See Fauchald (1998) at 330, and Charnovitz {1991) at 45. 
2122 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.35. The fourth condition is compliance with the chapeau to Article XX. 
2133 Charnovitz (1991) at 45. 

2144 us-Tuna 1982, para. 4.9. 
2155 See, respectively, Canada-Salmon and Herring, para. 4.4; US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, para. 5.13; 

US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.57; AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 127-134; panel in US-Gasoline, 

para.. 6.37. 
1166 Ibid., para. 6.37. 
2177 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 128. Emphasis in the original. 
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objectivee of sustainable development in the preamble to the WTO Agreement. 
Itt noted that from the perspective of sustainable development, the generic term 
"naturall  resources" in Article XX(g) is not static but is rather 'by definition, 
evolutionary'.. The latter concept was taken from an advisory opinion of the Inter-
nationall  Court of Justice.*18 Pointing in addition at a number of international 
treatiess protecting living resources, the Appellate Body believed that it was 'too 
latee in the day' to suppose that Article XX(g) covers only non-living resources. 
Referringg also to the earlier mentioned US-Tuna 1982 and Canada-Herring and 
SalmonSalmon panel reports, and 'in line with the principle of effectiveness in treaty 
interpretation',, the Appellate Body found that both living and non-living exhaust-
iblee resources could fall within paragraph (g).2'9 Thus, the two instances in 
whichh the meaning of "exhaustible natural resources" were discussed under 
WTOO dispute settlement render the definition of such resources, and thereby the 
materiall  scope of the exception in paragraph (g), potentially very wide. 

Inn comparison with paragraphs (a), (b) and (d), paragraph (g) is characterised 
byy a more loosely formulated means-end test, i.e. "relating" or "related" instead 
off  "necessary". On the other hand, paragraph (g) contains an additional condi-
tionn to be fulfilled, i.e. being made effective in conjunction with domestic restric-
tions.. The GATT panel in Canada-Salmon and Herring interpreted "relating 
to""  in paragraph (g) as "primarily aimed at", an interpretation which was subse-
quentlyy applied in US-Tuna-Dolphin I and II, and US-Auto Taxes.220 The Appel-
latee Body in US-Gasoline observed that all the parties to the dispute accepted 
thee "primarily aimed at" interpretation. It added however that "primarily aimed 
at""  is not itself treaty language and was not designed as a simple litmus test 
forr inclusion or exclusion from Article XX(g).221 The Appellate Body went on to 
applyy the "relating to" test in that case, finding that it required a "substantial 
relationship""  between measure and purpose. The measure under appraisal must 
bee 'not merely incidentally or inadvertently aimed at' the conservation goal.222 

Inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body repeated its findings on "relating to" 
inn US-Gasoline, observing that the relationship it had found there was a 'close 
andd genuine relationship of ends and means'.22' The Appellate Body examined 

1188 Ibid., para, 130, referring to Namibia (Legal Consequences) Advisory Opinion (1971) I.C.J. Reports, at p. 

31,, where the International Court of Justice stated that where concepts embodied in a treaty are 'by 

definition,, evolutionary', their 'interpretation cannot remain unaffected by the subsequent development 

off  law (...J Moreover, an international instrument has to be interpreted and applied within the framework 

off  the entire legal system prevailing at the time of the interpretation.' 
2I»» Ibid., para. 131. 
220220 Canada-Salmon and Herring, paras. 4.5-4.7; US-Tuna-Dolphin /.unadopted, para. 5.31; US-Tuna-Dolphin 

II,II,  unadopted, para. 5.22; US-Auto Taxes, para. 5.67. 
2211 AB in US-Gasoline, at pp. 19-20. 
2222 Ibid., at p. 20. Emphasis added. 
2255 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 136. 
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thee general structure and design of the measure at stake in US-Shrimp-Turtle, 
andd the policy goal the measure purported to serve. The US measure required 
aa country wishing to export shrimp to the US to adopt a regulatory program 
requiringg its shrimp fishers to use turtle excluder devices (TEDs). This require-
mentt was in the view of the Appellate Body directly connected with the policy of 
seaa turtle conservation.224 Focusing on the design of the measure at stake, the 
Appellatee Body thought that the measure was 'not disproportionately wide in its 
scopee and reach in relation to the policy objective of protection and conservation 
off  sea turtle species'. The means were, in principle, 'reasonably related to the 
ends'.. The Appellate Body added that the means-ends relationship was a 'close 
andd real one' and every bit as substantial as that found in US-Gasoline.2  ̂The 
conclusionn was that the US measure was indeed "relating to" the conservation of 
ann exhaustible natural resource. 

'Madee effective in conjunction with' was interpreted by the GATT panel 
inn the Canada-Salmon and Herring case as 'primarily aimed at rendering effec-
tive'.2266 This reading has been criticised, as it appears to exclude from its scope 
domesticc restrictions that are subsidiary to the contested measure, which is not 
warrantedd by the words 'in conjunction with'.227 In US-Tuna-Dolphin I and II 
andd in US-Auto Taxes, the panels referred to the Canada-Salmon and Herring 
panell  report. The panel in US-Auto Taxes, when it dealt with fleet averaging 
requirementss for imported cars, observed that 'the application of fleet averaging 
inin a similar manner to its application to domestic cars [...] served to render 
effectivee the conservation measure.'228 It should be noted that although the panel 
reportt in Canada-Salmon and Herring was adopted, the interpretation of'in 
conjunctionn with' in that report was contested by Canada.129 The three panel 
reportss that followed remained unadopted. Therefore, the interpretation of 'in 
conjunctionn with' as 'primarily aimed at' did not have a very firm basis when 
disputee settlement entered the WTO era. 

Inn US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body observed that the clause 'made effective 
inn conjunction with': 

2244 Ibid., para. 140. Emphasis added. 
2255 Ibid., para. 141. 

Canada-SalmonCanada-Salmon and Herring, para. 4.6. 
2277 Fauchald (1998) at 334. As he rightly points out at 332, Article XI:2(c)(i) does warrant the exclusion 

off  domestic measures subsidiary to an import measure, by referring to 'Import restrictions...necessary 

too the enforcement of governmental measures which operate: (i) to restrict the quantities of the like 

domesticc product [...]'. 
2288 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.65. Emphasis added. 
2 299 Fauchald (1998) at 336. 
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isis appropriately read as a requirement that the measures concerned impose restric-
tions,tions, not just in respect of imported gasoline but also with respect to domestic 
gasoline.gasoline. The clause is a requirement of even-handedness in the imposition of restric-
tions,tions, in the name of conservation, upon the production or consumption of exhaustible 
naturalnatural resources.^0 

Thee Appellate Body added that identical treatment of domestic and imported 
productss is not required. On the other hand, if no restrictions at all are imposed 
onn domestically-produced like products, then the clause is obviously not being 
compliedd with.231 The dividing line between what does and what does not consti-
tutee 'made effective in conjunction with' must be somewhere between these two 
extremes.. Further indications as to where the line may be drawn can be found 
inn the actual application by the Appellate Body in this case of its interpretation 
off  the clause. It observed that '[restrictions on the consumption or depletion 
off  clean air by regulating the domestic production of "dirty" gasoline are estab-
lishedd jointly with corresponding restrictions with respect to imported gasoline.'2'2 

Inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body explicitly recalled "even-handed-
ness",, but not 'established jointly' and "corresponding". In examining whether 
thee US measure which was being applied to shrimp imports was 'an even-
handedd measure', the Appellate Body noted that that specific measure addressed 
thee mode of harvesting of imported shrimp only. It went on to note that the 
USS had enacted legislation two years earlier regulating the fishing methods of 
USS vessels. Having noted that these internal measures were now fully effective 
andd that the US had measures for enforcement at its disposal, the Appellate 
Bodyy remarked that the US government has the ability to seize shrimp catches 
fromm trawl vessels fishing in US waters and had done so in cases of egregious 
violations.. It believed that the import measure was in principle an even-handed 
measure.2" " 

Finally,, the Appellate Body in US-Gasoline noted that the clause 'if made 
effectivee in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consump-
tion'' was in its view not intended to establish an empirical "effects test". If a 
specificc measure cannot realistically in any possible situation have any positive 
effectt on conservation goals, it would very probably be because that measure was 
nott designed as a conservation regulation to begin with. In other words, it would 
nott have been "primarily aimed at" the conservation of natural resources at 
all.2'44 Such a measure would therefore not only fail to meet the 'made effective..' 
requirementt but also to meet the "relating to" requirement. In other words, 

2}°° AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 21. Emphasis added. 
2} II Ibid., at p. 21. Emphasis added. 
1 ,11 Ibid., at p. 22. Emphasis added. 
2} }}  AB in US-Shrimp-Turtlc, para. 144. 
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measuress that fail the "relating to" test because they cannot have a conservation 
effectt wil l logically also fail the 'made effective...' test. 

(d)) Other Paragraphs of Article XX 

Articlee XX(a) refers to measures 'necessary to protect public 
morals'.. No panel has ever been asked to rule on this particular provision.235 

Publicc morals obviously differ from country to country. It wil l be difficult to 
findfind common agreement among all WTO members on even the core contents 
off  this concept. A uniform interpretation therefore appears not to be an option. 
However,, this clause is apt to determine the limits to Members' discretion in 
interpretingg public morality. With so-called "consumer concerns" relating to 
tradee on the rise, the public morals exception may be discussed in the near 
futuree in relation to some of the most difficult aspects of the trade-environment 
nexuss in the WTO, i.e. unilateral actions affecting trade based on production 
methodss in other Members on which no international consensus can be found, 
preciselyy because the arguments condemning foreign production methods are 
basedd on moral arguments in the importing country/'6 Another situation in 
whichh Article XX(a) may be invoked is where a Member wishes to ban a 
productt on grounds of public opinion, without being able (for the time being) 
too provide 'sufficient scientific evidence' within the meaning of Article 2.2 SPS 
Agreement.237 7 

Articlee XX(h) contains a generally phrased exception for 'international 
commoditiess agreements', which in principle allows trade restricting measures 
pursuantt to e.g. fisheries or other commodities agreements to be justified.2*8 

However,, the text of paragraph (h) and the Note thereto contain important limi-
tationss that have resulted in their being rarely invoked.239 An intergovernmental 
commodityy agreement can be brought within this exception only if it conforms 
too criteria that have been submitted to the Members (formerly "Contracting 

2344 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 23. 
2355 On Article XX(a), see Feddersen (1998). 
2366 The most obvious examples are measures based on animal welfare considerations, such as EC initiatives 

onn animal testing, minimum requirements for laying hens, and leghold traps used to catch fur-bearing 

animals.. See further on such measures, Section 5.4. 
2377 See Section 4.5.2. 
233 At Geneva, it was agreed that a general exception for commodities agreements should be applicable not 

justt to the commodities chapter, but to all the provisions of the commercial policy chapter of the Charter. 

Thatt exception was also included in the 1947 text of the GATT (Article XX:i(h) of GATT 1947) and as 

Articl ee 45:i{a)(ix) of the Havana Charter. It now appears as Article XX(h| GATT. GATT (1995) at 588. 
2399 A1991 Secretariat Note on Trade and Environment mentions a small number of countries having 

invokedd Article XX(h) as a justification for quantitative restriction. GATT (1991) at p. 95. 
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Parties")) and they have not disapproved of such criteria, or if the agreement 
itselff  is so submitted and it has not been disapproved of, or, finally, if the agree-
mentt conforms to the principles in a resolution of the United Nations Economic 
andd Social Council (ECOSOC) from 1947. When the European Communities 
raisedd Article XX(h) to justify their banana import regime in the Bananas II 
case,, the panel simply noted that none of these three scenarios were applicable 
too the case. Article XX(h) could therefore not justify the inconsistency of the 
bananaa regime with Article I GAIT.240 

4.4.22 General Conditions: The Chapeau to Article XX 

Thee introductory clause to Article XX is often referred to as the 
chapeauu to that Article, a practice that is adhered to here. The chapeau was 
nott part of the original exceptions article as proposed by the US and the UK. 
Itt was inserted during the London sessions of the Preparatory Committee.241 

Accordingg to the chapeau, a measure taken to protect a legitimate interest as 
describedd in the various sub-paragraphs of Article XX should in its application 
nott constitute arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where 
thee same conditions prevail or a disguised restriction on international trade. 
Thus,, the chapeau contains three requirements, two of which appear closely 
inter-relatedd because they both refer to discrimination. The term "unjustifiable" 
wass only inserted into the chapeau at the New York session of the Preparatory 
Committee.2422 The Appellate Body has made it clear that 'between countries 
wheree the same conditions prevail' includes discrimination between exporting 
Memberss and the importing Member concerned.243 

Thee chapeau to Article XX has only been addressed in two GATT dispute 
settlementt cases. In both instances, the panel dealt with the chapeau first, 
andd then proceeded to examine whether specific exceptions in Article XX had 
rightfullyy been invoked.244 Later GATT panels developed the practice of first 
inquiringg whether one of the exceptions in paragraphs (a) to (j) applied. As none 
off  these panels concluded that this was the case, none of them reached the stage 
off  testing the measure for compatibility with the chapeau.245 In the WTO, the 
Appellatee Body in US-Gasoline for the first time provided a fully-fledged analysis 
off  the chapeau, its function and its wording. The Appellate Body noted that 

1 400 EC-Bananas 11, unadopted, para. 166. 
2411 GATT (1995) at 563-4. 
2422 Charnovitz (1991) at note 41. The term "unjustifiable" is absent in the equivalent of the chapeau of 

Articl ee XX in the EC Treaty, i.e. the second sentence of Article 30 EC. 
2433 AB in US-Gasoline, at pp. 23-24; AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 150. 
2 444 See US-Tuna 1982, para. 4.8, and US-Spring Assemblies, paras. 54-56. 
2455 Document WT/CTE/W/53/Rev.i, para. 13. 
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thee provisions of the chapeau cannot logically refer to the same standard(s) by 
whichh a violation of a substantive rule has been determined to have occurred. 2*6 

Itt further observed that the sentence '[n]ofhing in this Agreement shall be 
construed...'' in the chapeau indicates that Article XX relates to all of the obli-
gationss under the GATT, including Article III. 247 Having remarked that the 
purposee and object of the chapeau is to prevent any abuse of the exceptions, the 
Appellatee Body said that: 

TheThe chapeau is animated by the principle that while the exceptions of Article XX 
maymay be invoked as a matter of legal right, they should not be so applied as to frustrate 
oror defeat the legal obligations of the holder of the right under the substantive rules 
ofof the General Agreement. If those exceptions are not to be abused or misused, in 
otherother words, the measures falling within the particular exceptions must be applied 
reasonably,reasonably, with due regard both to the legal duties of the party claiming the exception 
andand the legal rights of the other parties concerned.*** 

Thee Appellate Body went on to observe that the three standards in the chapeau 
mayy be read side-by-side, and that 'they impart meaning to one another.' It 
wass clear to the Appellate Body that "disguised restriction" includes "disguised 
discrimination"discrimination" and is not exhausted by 'concealed or unannounced restriction or 
discrimination'.. Moreover, "disguised restriction" embraces restrictions amount-
ingg to arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination.249 The Appellate Body applied 
thesee interpretations to the dispute at issue and found two failures in the 
nationall  measures assessed: To explore means to mitigate problems arising from 
acceptingg individual foreign baselines, in particular to seek co-operation with 
foreignn governments, and to count the costs for foreign refiners. The Appellate 
Bodyy concluded that the resulting discrimination 'must have been foreseen, 
andd was not merely inadvertent or unavoidable'.250 In their application, the US 
measuress constituted "unjustifiable discrimination" and a "disguised restriction 
onn international trade". 

Inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body stated that the policy goal of a 
measuree cannot amount to its rationale or justification under the standards of 
thee chapeau of Article XX.2'1 The chapeau requires the striking of a balance 
betweenn the right of the party invoking an exception and the duty of that same 

2 466 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 23. 
2477 Ibid., at p. 24. 
2 488 Ibid., at p. 24. 
2 499 Ibid., at p. 26. Original emphasis. The limitation to 'concealed or unanounnenced' restrictions had been 

suggestedd by the GATT reports mentioned in note 244. 
25°Ibid.,atp.} i. . 
2511 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 148-49. 
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partyy to respect the treaty rights of the other parties concerned.2'2 'The language 
off  the chapeau makes clear that each of the exceptions in paragraphs (a) to (j) of 
Articlee XX is a limited and conditional exception from the substantive obligations 
containedd in the other provisions of the GATT 1994, that is to say, the ultimate 
availabilityy of the exception is subject to the compliance by the invoking Member 
withh the requirements of the chapeau'.1" The chapeau is but one expression of 
thee principle of good faith, which is at once a general principle of law in general 
andd of international law in particular.254 The Appellate Body added that: 

TheThe task of interpreting and applying the chapeau is, hence, essentially the 
delicatedelicate one of locating and marking out a line of equilibrium between the right of a 
MemberMember to invoke an exception under Article XX and the rights of the other Members 
underunder varying substantive provisions [...] [...]  The location of the line of equilibrium, as 
expressedexpressed in the chapeau, is not fixed and unchanging; the line moves as the kind 
andand the shape of the measures at stake vary and as the facts making up specific 
casescases differ.2" 

Thee Appellate Body considered the application of the US measure at issue in the 
lightt of these observations.256 First of all, the Appellate Body stressed the coercive 
effectt of the measure, that required all other exporting Members wishing to 
exercisee their GATT rights to adopt essentially the same policy as that applied in 
thee US. Different conditions prevailing in different countries were not taken into 
account,, which resulted in discrimination.257 According to the Appellate Body, 
discriminationn results not only when countries in which the same conditions 
prevaill  are treated differently, but also when the application of the measure at 
issuee does not allow for any inquiry into the appropriateness of the regulatory 
programmee for the conditions prevailing in those exporting countries.2'8 The 
secondd major aspect of the application of the US measure criticised by the 
Appellatee Body was the fact that the US had not engaged in 'serious, across-the-
boardd negotiations' to seek international agreement before enforcing the import 
prohibition.. The fact that the US had negotiated an Inter-American Convention 
onn the protection of sea turtles demonstrated that 'an alternative course of action 
wass reasonably open to the United States for securing the legitimate policy goal 

2522 Ibid., para. 156. 
2533 Ibid., para. 157. Emphasis in the original. 
2544 Ibid., para. 158. 
2555 Ibid., para. 159. 
2566 For more elaborate discussions, see Appleton (1999); Wiers (1999). 
1577 AB in US'Shrimp-Turtlc, paras. 161-165. 
2588 Ibid., para. 165. 
1599 Ibid., paras. 166-171. 
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off  its measure'. 2'9 The US had negotiated with some shrimp exporters, but not 
withh others. The resulting discrimination was unjustifiable. 

Thee US measure was operated completely unilaterally in its actual applica-
tion.. Detailing the required conservation policies, as well as the process of 
granting,, denying or withdrawing certification to exporting countries took place 
withoutt any participation by those countries. The unilateral character of the 
applicationn of the American measure 'heightened the disruptive and discrimina-
toryy influence of the import prohibition and underscored its unjustifiability.'200 

Moreover,, some countries were granted a phase-in period to comply with the US 
requirements,, while others were not; and the level of efforts made by the US to 
transferr the required technology also differed from country to country. All these 
differencess in their cumulative effect amounted to "unjustifiable discrimina-
tion".2611 The Appellate Body also found that the rigidity of the US requirements 
andd the inflexible way in which they were applied constituted "arbitrary discrimi-
nation".. The Appellate Body in its further considerations on this element of the 
chapeauu placed emphasis on the lack of transparency and predictability in the 
applicationn of the measure. It made a connection with Article X:3 GATT in this 
respect.262 2 

InIn EC-Asbestos, the panel's first step in addressing the measure under the 
chapeauu was to determine whether the measure was "discriminatory" in its 
application.. In a footnote the panel added that what is prohibited by the introduc-
toryy clause to Article XX is a particular form of discrimination (i.e. that which is 
arbitraryy or unjustifiable between countries where the same conditions prevail) 
andd not all forms of discrimination. If the measure is not in general discrimina-
toryy in its application, then a fortiori  it cannot constitute arbitrary or unjustifiable 
discriminationn between countries where the same conditions prevail.26' The 
panell  went on to note that 

ifif  the application of the measure is found to be discriminatory, it still remains 
toto be seen whether it is arbitrary and/or unjustifiable between countries where the 
samesame conditions prevail. It is in this context, and not in the stage of the existence 
ofof discrimination - which is an objective fact, that we shall determine whether the 
measuresmeasures falling within the particular exceptions of Article XX (b) [...]  have been 
appliedapplied reasonably, with due regard to both the legal duties of the party claiming the 
exceptionexception and the legal rights of the other parties concerned.26* 

'°Ibid.,, para. 172. 

""  Ibid., para. 176. 

'22 Ibid., paras. 177-184. 

'33 Panel in EC-Asbestos, original footnote 191, referring to US-Spring Assemblies, para. 55, 

'•** Ibid., para. 8.226. Emphasis in the original. 
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Thee panel concluded that since Canada had not established discrimination in 
relationn to the application of the French Decree, there was no need to consider 
thee question of its arbitrariness or unjustifiability.265 Turning the analysis to 
'disguisedd restriction on international trade', the panel focused on the word 
"disguised".. A restriction which formally meets the requirements of Article 
XX(b)) will constitute an abuse if such compliance is in fact only a disguise to 
conceall the pursuit of trade-restrictive objectives. Although the aim of a measure 
mayy not be easily ascertained, the protective application of a measure can most 
oftenn be discerned from its design, architecture and revealing structure.266 The 
panell referred to the Appellate Body in Japan-Alcohol.267 It saw no reason why 
itt should not be applicable in other circumstances where it is necessary to 
determinee whether a measure is being applied for protective purposes/68 The 
panell found nothing in the design, architecture and revealing structure of the 
Frenchh Decree to suggest that the French measure had protectionist objectives. It 
admittedd that there is always the possibility that such measures might have the 
effecteffect of favouring the domestic substitute product's manufacturers. However, 
'thiss is a natural consequence of prohibiting a given product and in itself cannot 
justifyy the conclusion that the measure has a protectionist aim, as long as it 
remainss within certain limits'. The panel observed that the information made 
availablee to it did not suggest that the import ban had benefited French industry, 
too the detriment of third country producers, to such an extent as to lead to the 
conclusionn that the Decree has been applied so as to constitute a disguised 
restrictionn on international trade.269 The panel's interpretation of the chapeau 
wass not appealed. 

Thee panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle was reconvened to determine the compat
ibilityy with the WTO rules of the measures taken by the US in order to imple
mentt the Appellate Body report. The panel concentrated on the chapeau of 
Articlee XX as a standard for determining the extent of the obligation to negotiate 
ann international agreement before resorting to unilateral import restrictions. 
Thee panel referred to the Marrakesh Decision establishing the Committee on 
Tradee and Environment, and noted that 

recourserecourse to trade-related measures not based on international consensus is gener-
allyally not the most appropriate means of enforcing environmental measures, since it 
leadsleads to the imposition of unwanted constraints on the multilateral trading system 
andand may affect sustainable development.170 

2655 Ibid., para. 8.230. 
266Ibid.,, para. 8.236. 
2 6 7Thee panel erroneously stated that this approach by the AB had been developed in relation to Article IIL4, 

whereass in actual fact it had been developed in relation to Article 111:2, second sentence. 
268Ibid.,, original footnote 199. 
i 69Ibid.,, paras. 8.238-9. Emphasis added. 
2700 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, para. 5.55. 
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Thee panel added that both the factual context, i.e. sea turtles being highly 
migratoryy species, and the legal framework, i.e. the recognition in the WTO and 
otherr international agreements that the protection of migratory species is best 
achievedd through international cooperation, 'significantly move the line of equi
libriumm referred to by the Appellate Body towards a bilaterally or multilaterally 
negotiatedd solution, thus rendering recourse to unilateral measures less accep
table'.. Hence, applying a unilateral import prohibition without having made 
"seriouss efforts" to negotiate a multilateral agreement might amount to an 
abusee or misuse of Article XX. Moreover, the notion of good faith as expressed 
byy the chapeau to Article XX implies a continuity of efforts.271 However, the 
obligationn is to negotiate an agreement before resorting to unilateral measures, 
nott to conclude one.272 The US in this case was obliged to take the initiative 
off negotiating with all interested parties and to make serious efforts in good 
faithh to negotiate, taking into account the situations in the other negotiating 
countries.2733 The panel regarded the Inter-American Convention on Sea Turtle 
Protectionn as evidence that an international agreement was feasible in the 
circumstances,, and observed that it was reasonable to expect a great deal of 
thee US in terms of good faith efforts, considering it was a "demandeur" in this 
fieldfield and given its capacity of persuasion. However, the US cannot be exclusively 
responsiblee for reaching an agreement.274 The panel found that the US efforts 
mett the standards established. However, it added that: 

inin a context such as this one (...J, the possibility to impose a unilateral measure[...] 
isis more to be seen, for the purposes of Article XX, as the possibility to adopt a 
provisionalprovisional measure allowed for emergency reasons than as a definitive "right"  to take 
aa permanent measure. The extent to which serious good faith efforts continue to be 
mademade may be reassessed at any time. For instance, steps which constituted good faith 
effortsefforts at the beginning of a negotiation may fail to meet that test at a later stage.*7'' 

Thee panel subsequently assessed the other elements of "unjustifiable discrimi
nation"" as identified by the Appellate Body. As regards the lack of flexibility of 
thee original US implementing measures, the panel interpreted the AB report 
ass implying that while demanding other Members to adopt 'essentially the same' 
regulatoryy programme would amount to unjustifiable discrimination, demand
ingg them to adopt programmes that are 'comparable in effectiveness' would not. 
Suchh a requirement must in practice be applied with sufficient flexibility, taking 

1711 Ibid., paras. 5,59-60. 
2722 Ibid., paras. 5.63-64, referring to paras. 166 and 172 of the AB report in US-Shrimp-Turtle. 
2733 Ibid., paras. 5.66 and 5.73. 
274Ibid.,, paras. 5.75-76 and 5.78. 
27 '' Ibid., para. 5.88. 
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intoo account the conditions prevailing in the exporting country.176 The panel 
thenn addressed an additional argument by the complainant, Malaysia, which 
meritss consideration. Malaysia argued that the United States, by imposing a 
unilaterallyy defined standard of protection, violated the sovereign right of Malay
siaa to determine its own sea turtle protection and conservation policy. The panel 
respondedd as follows: 

[I]t[I]t  is the understanding of the Panel that the Appellate Body Report found 
that,that, while a WTO Member may not impose on exporting members to apply the 
samesame standards of environmental protection as those it applies itself, this Member 
maymay legitimately require, as a condition of access of certain products to its market, 
thatthat exporting countries commit themselves to a regulatory programme deemed 
comparablecomparable to its own. [...] 277 

Thee panel added that this could have consequences on policy priorities of export
ingg countries: 

IfIf  Malaysia exported shrimp to the United States, it would be subject to require-
mentsments that may distort Malaysia's priorities in terms of environmental policy. As 
ArticleArticle XX of the GATT 1994 has been interpreted by the Appellate Body, the WTO 
AgreementAgreement does not provide for any recourse in the situation Malaysia would face 
underunder those circumstances.27* 

Thee second additional element of unjustifiable discrimination in the AB report 
consistedd of the prohibition of imports of shrimp from uncertified countries, 
evenn if the shrimp in question had in fact been caught using turtle excluder 
devicess (TEDs). The panel found that the US had changed its guidelines suffi
cientlyy in this respect, even if the new guidelines were the subject of appeal in 
USS domestic courts at the time the panel issued its report and were under threat 
off being repealed in the future.2^ The third and fourth additional elements 
concernedd discrimination between exporting countries in terms of the granted 
phase-inn periods, and differences in the level of efforts by the US to transfer 
technology.. The panel considered that the problems identified by the AB in these 
respectss were not very relevant in this instance, as Malaysia had so far not sought 
certificationn and therefore it was impossible to assess whether it would incur 
moree costs than the countries granted longer phase-in periods had incurred. 
Neitherr had Malaysia sought technology transfer.280 

277 Ibid., paras. 5.93-102. 
2777 Ibid., para. 5.103. 
2788 Ibid. 
2799 Ibid., paras. 5.106-m. 
22 °Ibid., paras. 5.14-116 and 5.117-120. 
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Withh regard to the issue of "arbitrary discrimination", the panel essentially 
reiteratedd its findings under "unjustifiable discrimination" to the effect that the 
USS measures now provided sufficient flexibility. The second aspect of "arbitrary 
discrimination"" concerned requirements of due process, i.e. the ex parte nature 
off inquiries and certifications, and the absence of a formal opportunity to be 
heard,, of a formal written decision, and of a procedure for review. The panel 
foundd that the revised US measures, as well as their application in practice, 
sufficientlyy addressed the concerns raised by the AB in this regard.281 

Finally,, the panel assessed whether the US implementing measures consti
tutedd a disguised trade restriction. The panel referred to the EC-Asbestos panel to 
thee effect that there would be an abuse of Article XX if compliance with Article 
XXX was in fact only a disguise to conceal the pursuit of trade-restrictive objec
tives.1822 Like the panel in EC-Asbestos, it further referred to the Appellate Body in 
Japan-AlcoholJapan-Alcohol to the effect that the protective application of a measure can most 
oftenn be discerned from its design, architecture and revealing structure.283 The 
panel,, looking at the US law and implementing measures as actually applied by 
thee US, concluded that there were no indications of protective application. By 
allowingg exporting countries to apply programmes not based on the mandatory 
usee of turtle excluder devices (TEDs), and by offering technical assistance to 
developp the use of TEDs in third countries, the United States had demonstrated 
thatt its measures were not being applied so as to constitute a disguised restric
tionn on trade.2*4 

4.4.33 Relationship Between Article XX and Article III 

Accordingg to the Appellate Body in US-Gasoline, the relation
shipp between the "affirmative commitments" set out in Articles I, III and XI 

,, GATT, and the policies and interests embodied in the "general exceptions" listed 
inn Article XX GATT can only be given meaning within the framework of the 
GATTT and its object and purpose by a treaty interpreter on a case-to-case basis.2*5 

Inn both US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body contrasted the 
rightt to invoke the exceptions in Article XX with the "substantive" rules, provi
sions,, rights, and obligations that are found in provisions such as Articles III 
orr XI.286 Also in US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body stated that '[t]he chapeau by 
itss express terms addresses, not so much the questioned measure or its specific 

2811 Ibid., paras. 5.126-136. 
2822 Referring to the panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.236. This finding was neither reversed nor modified by 

thee AB. 
2833 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 29. 
2844 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, paras. 5.138-144. 
2855 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 18. 
2 8 66 AB in US-Gasoline, at pp. 22-25; A B i n US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 156-160. 
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contentss as such, but rather the manner in which that measure is applied.'287 

Thee provisions of the chapeau 'cannot logically refer to the same standard(s) by 
whichh a violation of a substantive rule has been determined to have occurred'.288 

Inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body specified that the nature and quality of 
thee discrimination in the chapeau of Article XX is 'different from the discrimi
nationn in the treatment of products which was already found to be inconsistent 
withh one of the substantive obligations of the GATT 1994, such as Articles I, 
IIII or XI'.28* 

Inn US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body said that '[t]he chapeau of Article XX 
makess it clear that it is the "measures" which are to be examined under Article 
XX(g),, and not the legal finding of less favourable treatment [under Article 
111:4]] .'29° The AB thereby corrected the panel, which had asked itself whether 
thee "less favourable treatment" of imported gasoline "related to" the conservation 
off natural resources, rather than the "measure", i.e. the baseline establishment 
rules.. In Argentina-Hides, the panel argued that although the above statement 
wass made by the Appellate Body with regard to Article XX(g), it was based on 
thee chapeau and should therefore apply to Article XX{d) too.291 Thus, it is not the 
actuall violation of a substantive obligation such as Article III that has to meet 
thee "means-ends tests" in Article XX, but rather the measure. The same would 
seemm to apply to the chapeau of Article XX, which refers to "measures" and not 
too "violations". However, the assessment of a measure's application under the 
chapeauu will focus on discriminatory or protective aspects. Even if the Appellate 
Bodyy has emphasised that the discrimination standard for the chapeau of Article 
XXX cannot be the same as the standard in substantive GATT provisions, there 
willl likely be some overlap with the analysis under e.g. Article III. However, the 
analysiss in the chapeau requires an extra step, i.e., focusing on the justifiability 
orr arbitrariness of a difference in treatment that may have already been found 
underr Article III.2*2 

77 AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 22, referring to the GATT panel in US-Spring Assemblies. 
2888 Ibid., at p. 23. 
i 8 9 ABB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 150. 
29°ABB in US-Gasoline, at p. 16. 
2911 Panel in Argentina-Hides, para. 11.303 and footnote 560. The panel considered that the Appellate Body's 

approachh overruled that taken by the GATT panel in US-Section 337, para. 5.27, which had stated that 

whatt had to be justified as "necessary" under Article XX(d) was 'each of the inconsistencies with another 

GATTT Article found to exist'. 
2 9 22 Cf. the panel in Argentina-Hides, footnote 564, with regard to the justification of tax differences between 

domesticc and imported products: 'It is true that the European Communities disputes that the higher 

ratess applied to imported products (...) are "necessary" in order to secure compliance with the IVA Law 

andd IG Law. (...) We consider that this contention goes to the question of whether Argentina makes 

improperr use of the exception set out in Article XX(d) and not to the question of whether [the measures), 
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Thee two GATT panel reports in US-Beer and US-Auto Taxes introduced an 
"aimm and effect" test into Article III. According to that test, if a regulatory 
orr tax distinction is not applied with the aim or effect of protecting domestic 
production,, but has a legitimate aim, the products at issue are not "like" and 
thee measure will not thereby violate Article III. This test has been criticised for 
introducingg the consideration of regulatory objectives into the analysis of Article 
III,, while they should be properly considered in Article XX.293 In Japan-Alcohol, 
thee panel expressly rejected the "aim and effect" test for the first sentence of 
Articlee 111:2, noting inter alia that 'the list of exceptions contained in Article 
XXX of GATT 1994 could become redundant or useless because the aim-and-
effectt test does not contain a definitive list of grounds justifying departure from 
thee obligations that are otherwise incorporated in Article III.' According to the 
panel,, a WTO Member could invoke the protection of health in the context of 
thee aim-and-effect test. If this were the case, the standard of proof established 
inn Article XX would effectively be circumvented; WTO Members would not have 
too prove that a health measure is "necessary" to achieve its health objective.294 

Likewise,, the panel in EC-Asbestos refused to take into account health risks 
off different products in determining "likeness" under Article 111:4, for fear or* 
therebyy rendering Article XX(b) inutile, especially the "necessary" and chapeau 
requirements/955 However, the Appellate Body reversed this approach, emphasis
ingg that different inquiries occur under Articles 111:4 a n d XX: 

UnderUnder Article III.4, evidence relating to health risks may be relevant in assessing 
thethe competitive relationship in the marketplace between allegedly "like" products. 
TheThe same, or similar, evidence serves a different purpose under Article XX(b), namely, 
thatthat of assessing whether a Member has a sufficient basis for "adopting or enforcing" a 
WTO-inconsistentWTO-inconsistent measure on the grounds of human health.296 

inn light of their general design and structure, fall within the terms of Article XX(d). We therefore 

addresss the justifiability of applying higher rates to imported products when we appraise [the measures] 

underr the chapeau of Article XX. This approach is in accordance with that followed by the Appellate 

Bodyy in United States-Gasoline.' 
2933 See e.g. Mattoo and Subramanian (1998). 
2944 Panel in Japan-Alcohol, paras. 6.16-17. 
2955 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.130. 
296ABB in EC-Asbestos, para. 115. Emphasis in the original. 
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4.55 Technical Barrier s to Trade and Sanitary and 
Phytosanitaryy Measures 

Inn addition to GATT 1994, two WTO Agreements of particular 
relevancee to the scope of unilateral environmental measures are the Agreement 
onn Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) and the Agreement on the Application 
off Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures (SPS). Both agreements resemble and 
elaboratee upon the GATT disciplines. However, there are important differences 
betweenn the two agreements, regarding their scope and disciplines, as well 
ass their relationship to GATT 1994. Their relationship inter se will also be 
discussed. . 

4.5.11 The Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT) 

Tradee barriers can result from divergences between technical 
requirementss between countries. A producer in country A has to comply with 
requirementt A in its home market, and also with requirement B in country B 
iff it wishes to sell its goods on that market. If requirements A and B are so 
differentt as to necessitate changes in the production process, the additional costs 
incurredd are clear. Trade barriers can also resultt from certification and approval 
procedures.. The emphasis in this work, however, is on diverging requirements 
themselves,, and more particularly, those with which compliance is mandatory. 
Suchh requirements often do not discriminate on the basis of product origin, and 
usuallyy reflect valid national regulatory concerns over such interests as safety, 
healthh and environmental protection. They therefore represent the tensions 
betweenn such interests and that of liberalising trade par excellence. 

Inn principle, all products, including industrial and agricultural products, are 
subjectt to the TBT Agreement.297 The Agreement lays down obligations concern
ingg technical regulations, standards and conformity assessment procedures. 
Onlyy those national measures falling within the definitions of either of these 
threee categories will therefore be covered by the Agreement. The definitions and 
thee most relevant provisions of the TBT Agreement are found in the Annex 
too this work. The definitions differentiate between "technical regulations" and 
"standards".. Whereas compliance with a technical regulation is mandatory, 
compliancee with a standard is voluntary.298 Although voluntary standards may 
havee certain trade effects, especially when they receive some form of government 
support,, the focus in this analysis is on technical regulations. Their potential 
tradee effects are indisputable, as foreign producers will have to comply with such 

1977 Article 1.3 TBT Agreement, hereinafter refererred to as TBT. 
1988 Cf. the Explanatory Note to Definition 2 of Annex 1 TBT:'[...] For the purpose of this Agreement 

standardss are denned as voluntary and technical regulations as mandatory documents.[...J' 
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regulationss if they wish to sell their products on the market of the Member 
applyingg those regulations. The central provisions regarding technical regula
tionss are found in Article 2 of the TBT Agreement. The main obligations of 
Memberss with respect to standards are found in the Code of Good Practice 
forr the Preparation, Adoption and Application of Standards, which is found in 
Annexx 3 to the TBT Agreement. Materially, these obligations strongly resemble 
thee obligations with respect to technical regulations that are discussed hereaf
ter.2"" Article 5 of the TBT Agreement deals with conformity assessment, and 
again,, its obligations resemble those applying to technical regulations. 

Thee panel in EC-Asbestos stated that a measure constitutes a "technical 
regulation"" if it affects one or more given products, specifies the technical char
acteristicss of the product (s) which allow them to be marketed in the Member 
thatt took the measure, and compliance is mandatory.'00 On the basis of this 
description,, the panel found that the part of the pertinent French law consti
tutingg a general prohibition on marketing asbestos and asbestos-containing 
productss was not a "technical regulation". The part of the French law providing 
exceptionss to the asbestos ban did constitute a "technical regulation", but the 
panell declined to come to any findings since the claimant had not made specific 
claimss concerning those exceptions.301 The Appellate Body disagreed with the 
panel'ss separation of the prohibitions and exceptions in the national measure at 
issue.. It was of the opinion that the measure had to be examined as a whole, and 
thatt the exceptions in the measure would have no autonomous legal significance 
inn the absence of the prohibitions.302 According to the Appellate Body, with 
respectt to products, a "technical regulation" has the effect of prescribing or impos-
inging one or more "characteristics". 'Product characteristics may be prescribed 
orr imposed in a positive or negative form. Although a technical regulation 
mustt be applicable to an identifiable product or group of products, these do not 
havee to be explicitly named, identified or specified in the national measure.'303 

Applyingg these interpretations to the French measure at issue, the Appellate 
Bodyy observed that the products covered by a prohibition of products containing a 
substancesubstance (in this case asbestos fibres) were identifiable. The measure laid down 
"characteristics"" for all products that might contain asbestos. Its exceptions laid 
downn the 'applicable administrative provisions' for certain products containing 
asbestoss fibres that were excluded from the prohibition. The measure as a 
wholee was a "technical regulation" under the TBT Agreement.304 Interestingly, 
thee Appellate Body added that if the French measure had consisted only of 

2 " T h ee TBT Agreement contains only one provision specifically dealing with standards, Article 4, which 

referss to the Code of Good Practice. 

'°°° Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.57. Original footnote omitted. 
3011 Ibid., paras. 8.58 and 8.70-72. 
3022 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 64. 
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aa prohibition on asbestos fibres as such, it might not constitute a "technical 
regulation".305 5 

Articlee 2.1 TBT encapsulates both the Most-Favoured Nation (MFN) and 
Nationall Treatment (NT) requirements from the GATT. As the National Treat
mentt requirement is phrased in essentially the same terms as in Article 111:4 
GATT,, the crucial elements being "like product" and "treatment no less favour
able",, the discussion of that Article and those terms in Section 4.2 is referred 
to.. The remainder of Article 2 TBT contains obligations that go beyond the MFN 
andd NT standards. Arguably, the pivotal provision is Article 2.2, reproduced in 
thee Annex to this work. The 1979 TBT Agreement already contained a provision 
similarr to Article 2.2 TBT. In its Article 2.1 it combined the National and 
Most-Favouredd Nation Treatment requirements with two requirements; (a) to 
ensuree that technical regulations and standards were not prepared, adopted or 
appliedd with a view to creating trade obstacles, and (b) to ensure that technical 
regulations,, standards or their application did not have the effect of creating 
unnecessaryy trade obstacles.'06 The difference between technical regulations 
withh the purpose and with the effect of creating trade obstacles has been removed 
inn the 1994 TBT Agreement.'07 Another difference is that Article 2.1 of the 1979 
Agreementt did not elaborate upon the notion of "unnecessary" with reference 
too protection goals, as Article 2.2 TBT does. However, the Preamble to the 1979 
Agreementt did clarify that countries could take measures to pursue such goals, 
andd moreover mentioned them among the reasons why relevant international 
standardss could be inappropriate.308 Presumably, therefore, a member could 
enactt a technical regulation if it deemed it "necessary" to do so for the protection 
off non-trade goals. A complainant had to prove that a technical regulation went 
beyondd what was necessary.'09 

'° ''  Ibid. ,  paras .  68-70 . 

' ° 44 Ibid. ,  paras .  72-76 . 

'° 55 Ibid. ,  para .  71 . 
3066 Emphasis added. Article 2.1 of the 1979 TBT Agreement reads in full: 'Parties shall ensure that techni

call regulations and standards are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to creating obstacles to 

internationall trade. Furthermore, products imported from the territory of any Party shall be accorded 

treatmentt no less favourable than that accorded to like products of national origin and to like products 

originatingg in any other country in relation to such technical regulations and standards. They shall 

likewisee ensure that neither technical regulations nor standards themselves nor their application have 

thee effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade.' 1979 TBT Agreement, as reproduced 

inn EC Official Journal L 71 (1980) 29-43. 
3077 Article 2.2 TBT combines the phrases 'with a view to' and 'with the effect of with 'creating unnecessary 

tradee obstacles'. 
300 Article 2.2 of the 1979 TBT Agreement. 
3099 See Stewart (1993) at 1068, Middleton (1980) at 206. 
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Contemporaryy GATT publications suggest that the 1979 Agreement was 
alreadyy intended to go beyond the National Treatment and Most Favoured Nation 
requirementss which it incorporated.310 A GATT publication from 1979 notes that 
standardss were covered in a general way in Article III, XI and XX GATT, but that 
thee TBT Agreement went "well beyond these provisions".3" This was confirmed 
inn its account of the results of the Tokyo Round.3" The 1979 TBT Agreement 
wass a plurilateral agreement, a "side-code" binding only the signatories to it 
andd having its own dispute settlement procedures.313 When it was transformed 
intoo the 1994 TBT Agreement, it became part of the single WTO undertaking. 
Thus,, the possibility of challenging internal measures beyond those violating 
thee GATT was extended from an option chosen by a limited membership to a 
generall standard applicable to all WTO members, and subjected to the general 
proceduress of the Dispute Settlement Understanding. Little attention appears 
too have been paid to this important extension of the capacity to challenge the 
internall regulations of Members.314 

Thee non-exhaustive list of "legitimate objectives" in Article 2.2 contains 
elementss from Article XX(b) GATT and Article XXI GATT, as well as objectives 
nott found in those provisions, i.e. the prevention of deceptive practices, and the 
protectionn of the environment and of human safety. The second non-exhaustive 
listt in Article 2.2 contains elements to be taken into account in assessing the 
riskk of the non-fulfilment of a legitimate objective, when determining whether 
aa technical regulation is 'not more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfil 
aa legitimate objective'. So far, no dispute settlement reports have assessed a 
measuree under either Article 2.1 of the 1979 TBT Agreement, or Article 2.2 of 
thee 1994 TBT Agreement.315 

3100 GATT (1979a) at 41: 'These regulations are often adopted for perfectly legitimate reasons, and are not 

intendedd in themselves as barriers to trade. However, they can create trade barriers in many different 

ways,, and so can the testing requirements and certification systems which are designed to ensure that 

thee regulations are met. International trade can be complicated and inhibited by disparities between 

regulationss at local, State, national or regional levels'. 
3111 GATT {1979b) at 62. Emphasis added. 
3122 Ibid., at 139: 'The relevant provisions of the GATT are not sufficient in themselves to enable all the 

problemss that arise in the field of technical barriers to trade to be dealt with. There was a need to go 

beyondd the GATT provisions. [...] The objective of the Agreement cannot be to abolish all restrictions. Its 

aimm is to remove unnecessary barriers to trade.' Original underlining. 
3133 Jackson (1988); Bernier (1982); Middleton (1980). 
3144 This author has found no account of the significance of the combination of the far-reaching "trade 

obstacles"" provision and its extension to the entire membership of the WTO. Accounts of the ongoing 

negotiationss during the Uruguay Round merely stated that the new TBT Agreement would extend and 

clarifyy the 1979 version. See e.g. GATT Activities in 1991, Geneva, GATT, 1992, at 25. 
3155 Under the WTO dispute settlement procedures. Article 2 TBT was invoked in a number of disputes but 

nott applied by panels or the Appellate Body. See Section 5.1.2. Its predecessor, Article 2.1 of the 1979 

TBTT Agreement, was also not the subject of dispute settlement. See Annex B in Petersmann (1997a). 
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Accordingg to the first sentence of Article 2.5, Members must, upon request 
byy other Members, justify in terms of the provisions of Article 2.2 to 2.4 their 
technicall regulations which may have significant trade effects. Thus, they will 
havee to explain that their technical regulations do not create unnecessary trade 
barrierss (Article 2.2), and are not maintained while circumstances or objectives 
givingg rise to their adoption no longer exist (Article 2.3). Moreover, they will 
needd to explain why any relevant international standards that they have not used 
ass a basis for their technical regulations were ineffective or inappropriate means 
forr the legitimate objectives pursued by their technical regulations. This may be 
thee case as regards fundamental climatic or geographical factors or fundamental 
technologicall problems (Article 2.4). Apart from the obligation to explain techni
call regulations, there are general notification and information requirements in 
Articless 2.9 and 2.10. The provisions of the TBT Agreement regarding the use of 
internationall standards are further discussed infra.*16 

Articlee 2.7 obliges Members to 'give positive consideration to accepting as 
equivalent'' technical regulations of other Members, even if these regulations 
differr from their own, provided they are satisfied that these regulations 
adequatelyy fulfil the objectives of their own regulations.317 This is a first step 
towardss the recognition of equivalent standards.3'8 It should be noted that Article 
2.77 does not provide for positive consideration to be given to mutual recognition, 
butt to unilaterally recognising another Member's technical regulations.3'9 Article 
2.88 requires Members to specify technical regulations in terms of performance 
ratherr than design or descriptive characteristics. This requirement is of great 
potentiall value in overcoming the problems arising from different national 
regulatoryy approaches. Focusing on performance rather than design will create 
moree instances in which foreign producers can enter markets without having to 
redesignn their products.320 However, the requirement in Article 2.8 is accompa
niedd by the qualification 'wherever appropriate', which may significantly dimin
ishh its importance. 

Thee provisions in the TBT Agreement addressing the procedures applied 
byy Members to assess the conformity with their technical regulations and 

3166 See Section 4.6.2. 
3177 Article 2.7 TBT. 
3'&& It has been proposed to extend the obligation in Article 2.7 to voluntary standards too. See e.g. 

G/TBT/W/888 and 145, and G/TBT/W/143. 
3199 Appleton (1997a) at 120 nonetheless speaks of "mutual recognition" in the context of Article 2.7 TBT. 
3200 Cf. the reference to Article 2.8 TBT in interpreting EC law by Advocate General Alber in his opinion in 

Joinedd Cases C-27/00 and C-122/00 Omega Air. 
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standardss largely mirror the provisions on technical regulations themselves.521 

However,, Article 6, the provision on the recognition of foreign conformity 
assessmentt procedures, is more elaborate than the parallel provision on the 
recognitionn of technical regulations. There is a basic obligation to recognise 
foreignn conformity assessment procedures, which is farther-reaching than the 
meree obligation to 'give positive consideration to accepting as equivalent foreign 
technicall regulations' in Article 2.7. Moreover, Article 6 contains elements of 
mutualmutual recognition not found in the parallel provision on the recognition of 
technicall regulations. However, this wider basic obligation is subject to impor
tantt qualifications. Members are only to ensure the acceptance of the results 
off foreign conformity assessment 'whenever possible', and provided 'they are 
satisfiedd that those procedures offer an assurance of conformity with applicable 
technicall regulations or standards equivalent to theirr own procedures'.322 

4.5.22 The Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and 
Phytosanitaryy Measures (SPS) 

Inn the GATT era, to the extent that sanitary and phytosanitary 
measuress violated GATT obligations, they could be justified under Article XX(b) 
off GATT 1947. However, when negotiations on agricultural trade liberalisation 
weree taking place during the Uruguay Round, the need was felt to elaborate 
moree detailed rules for these types of measures, which resulted in the SPS 
Agreement.. The application of sanitary and phytosanitary measures to imports 
couldd otherwise undo the progress which had already been made in terms of 
markett access commitments in agricultural goods. Thus, the SPS Agreement 
intendss to ensure that human, animal and plant life and health can be effectively 
protected,, but at the same time to prevent SPS measures from being abused as 
'thinly-disguisedd barriers to trade'.32' 

Ass is the case for TBT, the starting point as far as the coverage of the SPS 
Agreementt is concerned lies in its definitions. Article 1.2 SPS refers to Annex 
AA to the SPS Agreement, which defines a sanitary or phytosanitary measure in 
termss of the objective of its application. A measure is an SPS measure if it is 
appliedd to protect human, animal or plant life or health from risks arising 
fromm pests or diseases;324 to protect human or animal life or health from food-
bornee risks;325 and to prevent or limit other damage caused by pests.326 The 

32!! Cf. Article 5.1.2 with 2.2; 5.2.7 with 2.3; 5.4 with 2.4; 5.5 with 2.6; 5.6 with 2.9; and 5.7 with 2.10. 
3222 Article 6.1 TBT. 
3233 Stewart (1993) at 41. 
3244 Annex A of the SPS Agreement, i.(a) and i.(c); hereinafter referred to as SPS. 
3255 Annex A SPS, i.(b). 
3266 Annex A SPS, i.(d). 
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secondd leg of the definition states that SPS measures include 'all relevant laws, 
decrees,, regulations, requirements and procedures including inter alia product 
criteria;; processes and production methods; [...] and packaging and labelling 
requirementss directly related to food safety'. 

Oncee within the SPS Agreement and in accordance with its definitions that 
referr to the measure's objective, Article I.I SPS suggests a broad coverage ratione 
materiaemateriae by stating that the Agreement applies to all SPS measures 'which may 
directlyy or indirectly affect international trade'. This includes a wide range of 
measures,, including border measures that would be covered by Article XI GATT 
andd internal regulations that would be covered by Article III GATT.327 In fact, 
thee words "indirectly affect" make it difficult to imagine any SPS measures 
nott covered by Article I.I. Perhaps a local SPS measure, such as the temporary 
closuree of a nature reserve after the outbreak of an animal or plant disease, could 
bee seen as not even indirectly affecting trade. Potentially more troublesome 
seemss to be the reference to the measure's objective in the definitions. What 
iff a Member challenged with a violation of the SPS Agreement argues that 
itss measure is not being applied to protect life or health and is therefore not 
coveredd by the SPS Agreement? Such a scenario is not entirely inconceivable, 
becausee the SPS Agreement imposes more duties upon the Members in terms of 
riskk assessment than does the GATT or the TBT Agreement, as will be shown 
below.. However, it should be noted that the question whether a measure is being 
appliedd to protect life or health should not be equated with the legislator's subjec
tivee intent. It seems that this question could be objectivised to an important 
extent.'28 8 

Thee central substantive obligations contained in the Agreement are found in 
Articless 2, 3 and 5.329 Article 3 relates to international standards and is discussed 
inn Section 4.6.3. Article 2.1 reaffirms the right of WTO Members to take any 
SPSS measures which are necessary for life or health protection, provided that 
suchh measures are consistent with the SPS Agreement. Article 2.2 lays down the 
basicc obligations of the SPS Agreement. It contains the "necessary" requirement 
thatt is also found in Article XX(b) GATT, and the requirement that SPS mea
suress have a scientific basis, which is further elaborated in Article 5. Article 2.3 
appearss largely to have been inspired by the requirements found in the chapeau 
off Article XX GATT. However, there is a subtle difference. While Article XX 
referss to the application of measures in a manner constituting discrimination, 
Articlee 2.3 SPS refers to discriminatory measures as such.330 Moreover, the 

3277 An overview of trade concerns related to SPS measures raised in the SPS Commitee is found in 

G/SPS/GEN/204. . 
3288 See Section 5.1.2. 
3299 See the Annex to this work. 
3300 The AB in EC-Hormones, para. 238, ignored this difference when it misquoted Article 2.3 SPS as if it did 

containn the exact same wording as the chapeau to Article XX GATT. 
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SPSS provision posits "identical or similar" instead of "the same" conditions, 
andd makes it clear that discrimination is covered not only between exporting 
Memberss but also between an exporting Member and the Member applying the 
measure.. Article 2.3 SPS not only closely resembles the chapeau to Article XX 
GATT,, it has also been said to correspond to the GATT's MFN and National 
Treatmentt principles.331 As the Appellate Body put it in Australia-Salmon, '[Arti
clee 2.3] takes up obligations similar to those arising under Article I:i and Article 
111:44 of the GATT 1994 and incorporates part of the "chapeau" to Article XX 
off the GATT 1994.'332 Thus, Article 2.3 SPS unites substantive obligations and 
exceptionss from the GATT. 

Articlee 5.1 obliges Members to ensure that their SPS measures are based 
onn 'an assessment, as appropriate to the circumstances, of the risk to human, 
animall or plant life or health [...]'. This language elaborates the requirements in 
Articlee 2.2. A measure not based on a risk assessment in the sense of Article 
55 is presumed not to be based on scientific principles or to be maintained 
withoutt sufficient scientific evidence in the sense of Article 2.2.33J The panel 
inn EC-Hormones considered that Article 5 provides for more specific rights and 
obligationsobligations than the 'basic rights and obligations' set out in Article 2.334 The 
Appellatee Body agreed, adding that Articles 2.2 and 5.1 should constantly be read 
together,, that Article 2.2 informs Article 5.1, and that 'the elements that define 
thee basic obligation set out in Article 2.2 impart meaning to Article 5.I.''35 At 
thee same time, Article 2.2 is broader than Article 5.1: '[gjiven the more general 
characterr of Article 2.2, not all violations of Article 2.2 are covered by Articles 
5.11 and 5.2.'336 Thus, a measure can be challenged for inconsistency with Article 
2.22 SPS alone. 

Inn Annex A to the SPS Agreement, "risk assessment" is defined as the 
'evaluationn of the likelihood of entry, establishment or spread of a pest or disease 
[...]] according to the SPS measures which might be applied, and of the associated 
[...]] consequences'. For food-borne risks, the definition is the 'evaluation of 
thee potential for adverse effects on human or animal health'.337 Thus, a risk 
assessmentt requires more for pests and diseases than for food-borne risks, 
whichh is understandable as human life or health may be at stake in the latter 
case.. Evaluating the likelihood of entry or establishment 'according to the SPS 
measuress which might be applied' entails a comparison of risks according to 
variouss alternative measures.338 Article 5 SPS mentions a number of elements to 

3311 Pauwelyn (1999) at 653. 
33ïï AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 251. 
3333 Ibid., paras. 137-138. 
3344 Panel in EC-Hormones (US), para 8.271; (CND), para. 8.274. 
3355 AB in EC-Hormones, para. 180, as repeated by the AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 130. 
355 Panel in Australia-Salmon, para. 8.52, confirmed by the AB, para. 137, 
3377 Annex A, paragraph 4, SPS Agreement. 
3388 As confirmed by the AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 121, and in Japan-Varietals, para. 112. 
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bee taken into account when assessing risk, such as international risk assessment 
techniquess (Article 5.1), factors such as available scientific evidence and relevant 
environmentall conditions (Article 5.2), and economic factors (Article 5.3). 
Thiss does not appear to be an exhaustive enumeration, which leads to the 
questionn whether consumer concerns and societal value judgements that are 
nott based on scientific evidence may be taken into account in assessing risks. 
Inn EC-Hormones, the panel stated that a risk assessment required by Article 5.1 
iss 'a scientific process aimed at establishing the scientific basis for the sanitary 
measuree a Member intends to take'.339 The panel opined that such non-scientific 
factorss should not be part of a risk assessment, but of risk management, i.e. 
determiningg the appropriate risk level and selecting the measure to meet that 
level.3400 The Appellate Body reversed this approach to the extent that the Panel 
purportedd to exclude from the scope of a risk assessment 'all matters not 
susceptiblee of quantitative analysis by the empirical or experimental laboratory 
methodss commonly associated with the physical sciences', noting that 

thethe risk that is to be evaluated in a risk assessment under Article 5.1 is not 
onlyonly risk ascertainable in a science laboratory operating under strictly controlled 
conditions,conditions, but also risk in human societies as they actually exist, in other words, the 
actualactual potential for adverse effects on human health in the real world where people 
livelive and work and die.*1 

Thee Appellate Body referred by way of illustration to factors mentioned in 
Articlee 5.2 SPS, i.e. 'relevant processess and production methods' and 'relevant 
inspection,, sampling and testing methods', which are not necessarily or wholly 
susceptiblee to investigation according to laboratory methods. Although the point 
iss not entirely clear, the above considerations would seem to indicate that the 
Appellatee Body did not intend to include subjective factors in risk assessment, 
suchh as societal perceptions of risk not based on scientific evidence. Indeed, 
att issue in EC-Hormones were factors such as the detection and control of a 
failuree to observe good veterinary practice. Such failure, while not a laboratory 
risk,, is still a real, identifiable risk to health, unlike consumer concerns and 
societall values. 

Alsoo in EC-Hormones, the Appellate Body found that the "risk" evaluated in 
aa risk assessment must be an ascertainable risk; theoretical uncertainty is not 
thee kind of risk which, under Article 5.1, is to be assessed. However, a panel 
cannott require a risk assessment to establish a minimum magnitude of risk; it 
iss authorised only to determine whether a given SPS measure is "based on" a 

3399 Panel in EC-Hormones (US), para. 8.107; (CND), para. 8.no. 
3400 Panel in EC-Hormones (US), para. 8.146, (CND), para. 8.149. 
3411 AB in EC-Hormones, para. 187. 
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riskk assessment.343 "Based on" in this context was interpreted by the panel in 
EC-HormonesEC-Hormones as a procedural requirement of demonstrating that the results of 
aa risk assessment had been taken into account when enacting the measure. The 
Appellatee Body overturned this view and interpreted "based on" as a substantive 
requirementt requiring that the results of the risk assessment must 'sufficiently 
warrantt - that is to say, reasonably support - the SPS measure at stake', thus, that 
theree is 'a rational relationship between the measure and the risk assessment.'343 

AA risk assessment does not have to come to a "monolithic conclusion" that 
coincidess with the scientific conclusion or view implicit in the SPS measure; it 
mayy well representt minority opinions. An SPS measure may even be based on 
'aa divergent opinion coming from qualified and respected sources'.344 However, 
consideringg the way the Appellate Body applied these insights in EC-Hormones, 
aa considerable amount of specificity in the scientific material will be required for 
suchh a measure to be considered to be "based on" a risk assessment.345 

Thee economic factors mentioned in Article 5.3 must be taken into account 
nott only in the risk assessment, but also in determining the appropriate level 
off protection from such risk. The appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary 
protectionn is defined in Annex A as 'the level of protection deemed appropriate 
byy the Member establishing a SPS measure [...]'. Although the SPS Agreement 
doess not contain any explicit obligation to determine the appropriate level of 
protection,, it is implicit in several of its provisions.346 In cases where a Member 
doess not determine its appropriate level of protection, or does so with insuf
ficientficient precision, the appropriate level of protection may be established by panels 
onn the basis of the level of protection reflected in the SPS measure actually 
applied.3477 Determining the appropriate level of protection is a prerogative of the 
Memberss and the appropriate level could even be set at zero risk.348 

Articlee 5.5 adds the requirement to 'avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable distinc
tionss in the levels it considers to be appropriate in different situations, if such 
distinctionss result in discrimination or a disguised restriction on international 
trade'.. The express objective of this requirement is to achieve consistency in the 
applicationn of the concept of an appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary 
protectionn against risks to human life or health, or to animal and plant life 
orr health; in other words, Members are supposed to be consistent in applying 

5422 Ibid., para. 186. 
3433 Ibid., para. 193. 
3444 Ibid., para. 194. 
3455 Ibid., paras. 197-200. 
344 See paragraph 3 of Annex B, Article 4.1, Article 5.4 and Article 5.6 SPS, as referred to by the AB in 

Australia-Salmon,Australia-Salmon, para. 205. 
3477 AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 207. 
344 Ibid., paras. 125 and 199. 
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SPSS measures to various products in different situations. The three-step analysis 
requiredd by Article 5.5 is made up of whether different appropriate protection 
levelss have been adopted in different situations, whether those protection levels 
exhibitt arbitrary or unjustifiable differences, and whether the measure embody
ingg these differences results in discrimination or a disguised restriction on 
internationall trade. The analysis has been applied by panels and the Appellate 
Body,3499 and has also been interpreted by the SPS Committee in guidelines."0 

Thesee guidelines expressly provide that they do not add or diminish rights and 
obligations.. However, they may play an important role in the future application 
off the SPS Agreement, as they contain detailed and extensive elaborations of 
whatt Members are supposed to do under Article 5.5: 

[A][A]  Member should compare any proposed decision on the level of protection in 
aa particular situation with the level it has previously considered or is considering 
toto be appropriate in situations which contain sufficient common elements so as to 
renderrender them comparable [...].  If differences are observed in comparable situations, 
eithereither the proposed level may need to be modified, or the level of protection previously 
determineddetermined may need to be revised [..J351 

Accordingg to the Appellate Body in EC-Hormones, 'Article 5.5, when read 
togetherr with Article 2.3, may be seen to be marking out and elaborating a 
particularr route leading to the same destination set out in Article 2.3'.352 

Inn applying Article 5.5 in EC-Hormones, the Appellate Body concluded that 
neitherr the architecture and structure of the measures, nor the evidence submit
tedd to the panel supported the conclusion that the distinctions resulted in 
discriminationn or a disguised restriction on international trade.353 In Australia-
Salmon,Salmon, the Appellate Body observed that a finding under Article 5.1 that an SPS 
measuree is not based on a risk assessment is a strong indication that it is really a 
disguisedd trade restriction within the meaning of Article 55354 Article 5.5 refers 
too distinctions in appropriate protection levels in different situations, which 
suggestss that it prohibits any discrimination caused by arbitrary or unjustifiable 
distinctionss in protection levels. Thus, it has been argued that SPS measures 
couldd be found to be inconsistent with this provision even if equally applicable to 
importss and domestic products.355 However, inconsistency would only be found 

3499 Panel in EC-Hormoness and panel and AB in Australia-Salmon. 
3500 Document G/SPS/W/104, 'Proposed Guidelines to Further the Practical Implementation of Article 5.5'. 
3511 Point A.4 of the proposed Guidelines. 
3522 AB in EC-Hormones, para. 212. 
3533 AB in EC-Hormones, para. 246. Emphasis added. 
3544 AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 166. 
5555 Pauwelyn (1999) at 653-4. 
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iff the distinctions made were arbitrary or unjustifiable, and if they resulted in 
discriminationn or a disguised trade restriction. Thus, it is uncertain whether 
indistinctlyy applicable SPS measures can be challenged under Article 5.5. 

"Equallyy applicable" SPS measures can certainly be challenged under Article 
5.6.. This provision elaborates upon the more general Article 2.2.3'6 It requires 
thatt SPS measures are not more trade-restrictive than necessary in order to 
achievee their appropriate level of protection, taking into account technical and 
economicc feasibility. A footnote to this provision clarifies that a measure fulfils 
thiss requirement when three cumulative elements are fulfilled: There is no other 
measuree (a) reasonably available taking into account technical and economic 
feasibility,, (b) that achieves the appropriate level of protection, and (c) is signif
icantlyy less trade-restrictive.357 The second element seems problematic, as it 
invitess panels to judge whether alternative measures are equally effective in 
reachingg the protection level chosen by a Member.3'8 In Australia-Salmon, the 
Appellatee Body emphasised that assessing the second element of the test in 
Articlee 5.6 involves no interference with the appropriate level of protection 
chosenn by the Member.359 The Appellate Body said that the SPS Agreement 
containss an implicit obligation to determine the appropriate level of protection. 
InIn cases where a Member does not determine its appropriate level of protection, 
orr does so with insufficient precision, the appropriate level of protection may 
bee established by panels on the basis of the level of protection reflected in the 
SPSS measure actually applied.360 In the dispute at issue, the Appellate Body 
overturnedd the panel's application of Article 5.6 because the panel had used an 
incorrectt "measure" as a yardstick for comparison. The Appellate Body could 
nott complete the analysis of Article 5.6, because there were no indications 
ass to whether alternative measures would achieve the appropriate protection 
level.3611 In Japan-Varietals, the Appellate Body overturned the panel's application 
off Article 5.6, because that panel had deduced the existence of an alternative 
measuree that would meet the protection level on the basis of experts' opinions 
insteadd of on parties' arguments.362 Importantly, in the same dispute the Appel
latee Body made it clear that a panel's consideration and weighing of the evidence 
relatess to its assessment of the facts and, therefore, falls outside the scope of 
appellatee review under Article 17.6 of the DSIJ.36' In other words, a panel's 

3566 Although the panel in Australia-Salmon, para. 8.165, s a w n o reason to explore the relationship between 

Articless 2.2 and 5.6, it did say that Article 5.6 should, in particular, be read in the light of Article 2.2. 
3577 See also AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 123. 
3588 Cf. the "necessary" test in Article XX(b) GATT, discussed in Section 5.2.1. 
3599 AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 204. Emphasis in the original. 
3600 Ibid., paras. 206-207. 
3611 Ibid., paras. 208-213. 
3622 AB in Japan-Varietals, paras. 125,130-31. 
3633 Ibid., para. 98. 
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findingfinding that an alternative measure can achieve a Member's appropriate level of 
protectionn cannot be appealed. 

Articlee 5.7 allows Members in cases where scientific evidence is insufficient 
too adopt provisional SPS measures on the basis of available pertinent informa
tion.. A provisional measure may only be maintained if the Member applying it 
seekss additional information which is necessary for a more objective risk assess
ment,, and accordingly reviews the measure within a reasonable period of time. 
Accordingg to the Appellate Body in Japan-Varietals, the "additional information" 
soughtt must be 'germane to conducting such a risk assessment', and what 
constitutess a 'reasonable period of time' depends on the specific circumstances 
off each case, including the difficulty in obtaining the additional information 
whichh is necessary for the review and the characteristics of the provisional SPS 
measure.3644 In EC-Hormones, the Appellate Body said that the precautionary 
principle,, at least outside the field of international environmental law, still awaits 
authoritativee formulation. It noted that the principle had not been written into 
thee SPS Agreement as a ground for justifying SPS measures that are otherwise 
inconsistentt with the obligations of Members as set out in particular provisions 
off that Agreement, and that it finds reflection in Article 5.7 as well as in the 
sixthh paragraph of the preamble and in Article 3.3 of the SPS Agreement.365 

Thee relationship between Article 5.7 and the "precautionary principle" in more 
generall terms has been much discussed in academic literature as well as in 
policyy papers.'66 The Appellate Body in Japan-Varietals observed that Article 5.7 
formss part of the context of Article 2.2, and operates as a qualified exemption 
fromm the obligation under Article 2.2 not to maintain SPS measures without 
sufficientt scientific evidence.'67 

Inn sum, according to the complicated scheme of obligations arising out of 
thee SPS Agreement, Members are required to take the following steps when 
enactingg measures to protect their populations, animals and plants from health 
risks.. They can determine the level of protection they deem to be appropriate, 
butt should avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable distinctions in the appropriate levels 
off protection that lead to discrimination or disguised restrictions. They must 
basee their SPS measures on a risk assessment. The risk assessment must 
includee available scientific evidence and other relevant factors. Members must 
decidee whether the risk assessed is unacceptable, and if so, they must select an 
SPSS measure to address the risk. The measure selected should not discriminate, 

Ibid.,, paras. 92-93. Original emphasis. 

Panell in EC-Hormones, paras. 124-5. 

Seee e.g. Hey (2000), Pauwelyn (1999), Douma and Jacobs (1999), and the European Council Resolu

tion,, document G/SPS/GEN/225, G/TBT/W/^, WT/CTE/W/181, and Communication from the Euro

peann Commission, document WT/CTE/W/147, G/TBT/W/137, G/SPS/GEN/168. 

ABB in Japan-Varietals, para. 80. 
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andd there should be no alternative measure reasonably available that achieves the 
protectionn level deemed to be appropriate and which is significantly less trade-
restrictive.. The role played by international standards in the SPS Agreement is 
discussedd infra.i6& 

4.66 International Standards and the Right of Members to Go 
Beyondd Them 

4.6.11 GATT 1994 and International Standards 

Exceptt for Article XX(h), which has so far played no significant 
rolee in the trade-environment debate, the GATT does not contain any explicit 
referencess to international environmental or health standards. Such standards 
cann be agreed upon in international organisations or agencies, and/or may be 
includedd in international environmental agreements. During the 1980s and 
1990s,, the EFTA countries and later the EC proposed to insert a general clause 
intoo Article XX referring to international environmental agreements.36? An 
examplee of a similar clause is found in the NAFTA, albeit that it explicitly 
referss to a number of international environmental agreements. Applying the 
samee approach to the GATT would have the disadvantage that it would require 
ann amendment to Article XX every time an international environmental agree
mentt would be added to the list. If the need arises, the relationship between 
Articlee XX GATT and other WTO provisions on the one hand, and international 
environmentall agreements or standards on the other, could be clarified by 
meanss of an authoritative interpretation of WTO provisions.370 In the absence 
off any explicit clause in Article XX apart from paragraph (h), or of other institu
tionall devices regarding the relationship between the GATT and international 
environmentall agreements, the relationship between the GATT and internation
allyy agreed environmental and health standards will depend on how panels and 
thee Appellate Body take such standards into account in interpreting GATT provi
sions.. Of particular relevance in this context are the chapeau and subparagraphs 
off Article XX. 

Onn the basis of paragraph 3(a) or (c) of Article 31 of the Vienna Convention, 
internationallyy agreed health or environmental standards are to be 'taken into 
account'' in interpreting WTO provisions, such as Article XX GATT. Arguably, 
paragraphh 3(c) of Article 31 includes interpretations of the relevant rules of 

3688 See Section 4.6.3. 
3699 See WTO Documents Press/TE 014,14 November 1996, Press/TE 008, 29 April 1996; and the full EC 

contributionss at http://europa.eu.int/comm/trade/miti/envir/contrib.htm. 
3700 In accordance with Article IX:2 WTO Agreement. 
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internationall law by international courts or tribunals, to which WTO panels and 
thee Appellate Body may thus refer. In addition, Article 32 of the Vienna Conven
tionn provides that recourse may be had to 'supplementary means of interpreta
tion',, including the preparatory work of the treaty and the circumstances of its 
conclusion,, in order to confirm the meaning resulting from the application of 
Articlee 31, or to determine the meaning when the interpretation according to 
Articlee 31 leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure, or leads to a result which 
iss manifestly absurd or unreasonable. There are several examples of references 
too international environmental agreements by panels and the Appellate Body.371 

Inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body explicitly mentioned the example of 
aa multilateral environmental agreement in which the parties had 'together 
markedd out the equilibrium line' that is expressed in the chapeau to Article XX 
GATT.. That is, a multilateral environmental agreement was taken to determine 
thee equilibrium line between the right of a Member to invoke an exception 
underr Article XX and the rights of the other Members under varying substantive 
provisionss (e.g., Article XI) of the GATT 1994.372 

Internationall environmental agreements may also contain specific provisions 
thatt regulate trade in certain goods between its members, and sometimes even 
tradee with non-signatories. Well-known examples of ME As containing provi
sionss trade-restrictive measures are the Basel Convention on transboundary 
movementss of waste,373 the Montreal Protocol on substances damaging the ozone 
layer,3744 CITES,375 and the Biosafety Protocol.376 Other environmental agreements 
mayy have WTO repercussions even if not directly regulating trade in goods, 
suchh as the Kyoto Protocol.377 Trade-restrictive measures taken pursuant to such 
MEE As may be difficult to reconcile with substantive GATT obligations such as 
thosee in Articles I, III or XL However, the existence of an ME A will generally 
facilitatee their justification under Article XX GATT. The issue is more compli
catedd when the ME A does not specifically provide for or prescribes trade restric
tions,, but merely suggests them or sets certain objectives which might be 

3711 See Section 5.4.3 and Howse {2000). 
3711 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 159 and 170. 
3733 See e.g. OECD, COM/ENV/TD(97)4i/FINAL, Trade Measures in the Basel Convention on the Control of 

Transboundaryy Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal, at http://www.oecd.org. 
3744 See e.g. OCDE/GD(97)2jo, Experience with the Use of Trade Measures in the Montreal Protocol on 

Substancess that Deplete the Ozone Layer, at http://www.oecd.org. 
3755 See e.g. OCDE/GD(97)io6, Experience With the Use of Trade Measures in the Convention on Interna

tionall Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora, at http://www.oecd.org. 
3766 Article 4 of the Biosafety Protocol provides that '[t]his Protocol shall apply to the transboundary move

ment,, transit, handling and use of all living modified organisms that may have adverse effects on the 

conservationn and sustainable use of biological diversity, taking also into account risks to human health.' 
3777 See Werksman (1999). 
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attainedd through trade-restrictive measures, such as the Kyoto Protocol. Another 
complicationn presents itself when trade restrictions are applied to a non-party 
too an ME A that is a WTO member. The WTO Committee on Trade and Environ
mentt has been discussing the issue for some time.'78 It has issued a matrix 
off trade measures pursuant to selected MEAs.379 Moreover, a rapidly increasing 
bodyy of academic literature is addressing the subject.380 At the fourth Ministerial 
Conferencee in Doha, Members agreed to put the relationship between WTO 
ruless and ME As on the agenda for negotiations in the new round, albeit only 
withh respect to the relationship between parties of MEAs.381 This study does not 
focuss on the relations between MEA provisions and WTO rules, a subject that 
deservess a study in itself. However, as argued in the Introduction, WTO rules do 
nott exist in isolation from other public international law, so at various points in 
thiss work, reference is made to other international law. 

4.6.22 The TBT Agreement and International Standards 

Articlee 2.4 to 2.6 TBT establish a preference for the use of 
internationall standards as the basis for national technical regulations. Article 
2.44 lays down a qualified obligation to use international standards. The obliga
tionn is qualified by the conditions that the standards must be relevant and not 
bee ineffective or inappropriate to attain the legitimate goal pursued, which is 
upp to the Member applying the technical regulation to determine.382 However, 
thatt Member will have to comply with the requirements of notification and 
explanationn in Article 2.9 and the first sentence of Article 2.5. Article 2.4 may 
bee applicable both in situations where a country cannot live up to international 
standards,, and where a country wishes to apply stricter technical regulations 
thann provided for in the relevant international standard. Developing countries 
mayy have climatological or technical difficulties in applying standards suited 
too more developed countries. In many cases, this will imply that developing 
countriess cannot live up to the level of the international standard. On the other 
hand,, a WTO Member may think that the relevant international standard is the 

577 Items 1 and 5 of its Work Program address the issue. See various documents available at http:// 

docsonline.wto.org. . 
3799 Document WT/CTE/W/160. 
33 ° See e.g. various issues of the UNEP Environment and Trade series addressing the Montreal and Basel 

provisionss in relation to the GATT. 
3 8 11 See document W T / M I N ( O I ) / D E C / I . 

33 The list of possible reasons for the ineffectiveness or inappropriateness of international standards is 

non-exhaustive,, as Article 2.4 states 'for instance because of fundamental climatic or geographical 

factorss or fundamental technological problems.' 
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resultt of an international compromise and constitutes the minimum level of 
protection,, and may have good reasons to wish to go further. 

Thee second sentence of Article 2.5 lays down a rebuttable presumption 
off TBT-consistency for technical regulations in accordance with international 
standardss and pursuing one of the legitimate objectives explicitly mentioned 
inn Article 2.2.}8} By reserving the rebuttable presumption for the legitimate 
objectivess listed in Article 2.2, Article 2.5 creates two categories of legitimate 
objectives.. Legitimate objectives other than those explicitly listed in Article 2.2 
mayy be invoked to demonstrate that a measure does not create an unnecessary 
tradee obstacle, but cannot raise a rebuttable presumption of TBT-consistency 
evenn if they are in accordance with relevant international standards. Article 2.6 
providess that 'Members shall play a full part in the preparation by appropriate 
internationall standardizing bodies of international standards for products for 
whichh they either have adopted, or expect to adopt, technical regulations', albeit 
withinn the limits of their resources.'84 This is another qualified obligation, but 
onee that is not likely to lead to dispute settlement proceedings. 

AA difficult question is what exactly is meant by "international standards" 
inn the context of the TBT Agreement. It is recalled that the TBT distinguishes 
betweenn mandatory technical regulations and voluntary standards. The term 
"standard"" is here given a more restricted interpretation than is usual, and 
certainlyy more so than is applied by, for instance, the International Standardisa
tionn Organisation (ISO). An explanatory note in the definitions in Annex 1 to the 
TBTT Agreement adds to the lack of clarity. It provides that whereas standards 
preparedd by 'the international standardisation community' - a term that remains 
undefinedd - are based on consensus, the TBT Agreement also covers documents 
thatt are not based on consensus.3*5 It is unclear whether "documents" refers to 
documentss laying down standards that are internationally agreed upon, but not 
byy 'the international standardisation community', or national standards, or both. 
Whatt is probably meant are international standards not based on consensus. 

Inn view of the above and since the TBT Agreement does not specify the 
organisationss whose standards may be used by Members as a basis for their 
technicall regulations, there appear to be no inherent limitations in the TBT 
Agreementt on the type of international co-operation leading to standards that 
mayy be used. This would make it possible for standards agreed upon in multilat
erall environmental agreements, and even in regional agreements, to be used 
forr its purpose. The definitions in Annex 1 to the TBT Agreement provide 
thatt an "international body or system" is a body or system whose membership 
iss open to the relevant bodies of at least all Members. Strangely, however, 

}} ' See also Section 4.7 on the burden of proof. 
3844 Article 2.6 TBT, emphasis added. 
3855 Explanatory Note to the definition of "standard* in Annex 1 TBT. 
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thee term "international body" is found nowhere in the text of the TBT Agree
ment.. Therefore, it is by no means certain that only standards by bodies whose 
membershipp is open to all WTO Members can be used in the sense of Articles 
2.44 and 2.5 TBT. The fact that "international standards" are not clearly and 
preciselyy defined in the TBT has been identified by several WTO Members as 
onee of the areas in which the Agreement is in need of improvement.386 Concrete 
proposalss have been tabled.387 

4.6.33 The SPS Agreement and International Standards 

Annexx A to the SPS Agreement defines "international stand
ards"" as standards established by or under the auspices of the Codex Ali-
mentarius,, the International Office of Epizootics, and the International Plant 
Protectionn Convention, as well as other relevant international organisations 
openn for membership to all WTO Members for matters not covered by those 
organisations.. Article 3 of the SPS Agreement, entitled "Harmonisation", refers 
too "international standards" in a number of ways. According to the Appellate 
Body,, the object and purpose of Article 3 is to promote the harmonisation of the 
SPSS measures of Members on as wide a basis as possible, while at the same time 
recognisingg and safeguarding the right and duty of Members to protect the life 
andd health of their people.3®8 

Articlee 3.1 establishes an obligation to base SPS measures on international 
standards,, where they exist, 'except as otherwise provided for in this Agreement, 
andd in particular in paragraph 3'.j89 Article 3.2 lays down a presumption of 
consistencyy with SPS and GATT obligations as regards SPS measures that 
conformconform to international standards. Such standards 'shall be deemed to be neces
saryy to protect human, animal or plant life or health, and presumed to be 
consistentt with the relevant provisions of this Agreement and of GATT 1994.'390 

Articlee 3.3 allows Members to introduce or maintain SPS measures 'resulting 
inn a higher level of protection than would be achieved by measures based on 
thee relevant international standards, if there is a scientific justification, or as a 
consequencee of the level of protection a Member determines to be appropriate 
inn accordance with [...] Article 5'.391 A footnote to Article 3.3 adds that there is a 

3866 See e.g. the proposals on the TBT for the Millennium Round by the EC (document WT/GC/W/274) and 

Japann (document WT/GC/W/241). 
3877 See e.g. documents G/TBT/W/121 (Japanese proposal, with correction); G/TBT/W/87 and 133 (EC 

proposals);; G/TBT/W/143 (Canadian proposal), and G/TBT/W/131 (Communications from the IEC and 

ISO). . 
3888 AB in EC-Hormones, para. 177. 
3 99 Emphasis added. 
3900 Emphasis added. 
3911 Emphasis added. 
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"scientificc justification" if a Member determines that the relevant international 
standardd is not sufficient to achieve its appropriate level of protection, on the 
basiss of'an examination and evaluation of available scientific information' in 
accordancee with the SPS Agreement. As the Appellate Body observed, this 
'examinationn and evaluation would appear to partake of the nature of the risk 
assessmentt required in Article 5.1'.392 Thus, the difference in Article 3.3 between 
thee two possible reasons to deviate from relevant international standards is 
unclear.. 'It may have very limited effects and may, to that extent, be more 
apparentt than real.'39' The application of SPS measures resulting in lower levels 
off protection than would be achieved by the relevant international standard is 
unlikelyy and probably even impossible to challenge under the SPS Agreement. 

Ass the Appellate Body made clear in EC-Hormones, "conforming] to" 
requiress much more than "based on".394 Thus, an SPS measure that conforms to 
ann international standard within the meaning of Article 3.2 completely embod
iess the international standard and, for practical purposes, converts it into a 
municipall standard. Such a measure enjoys the benefit of a presumption (albeit 
aa rebuttable one) that it is consistent with the relevant provisions of the SPS 
Agreementt and of the GATT 1994. As the Appellate Body said, 'harmonization 
off SPS measures of Members on the basis of international standards is projected 
inn the Agreement, as a goal, yet to be realized in the future. To read Article 3.1 
ass requiring Members to harmonize their SPS measures by conforming those 
measuresmeasures with international standards, guidelines and recommendations, in the 
herehere and now, is, in effect, to vest such international standards, guidelines and 
recommendationss (which are by the terms of the Codex recommendatory in form 
andd nature) with obligatory force and effect'.395 It should be noted, however, that 
internationall standards arguably do obtain a similar effect de facto, through the 
presumptionn of SPS consistency in Article 3.2. 

SPSS measures based on the existing relevant international standard, guide
linee or recommendation within the meaning of Article 3.1 may adopt some, but 
nott necessarily all, of the elements of the international standard. The Member 
imposingg an SPS measure based on an international standard does not benefit 
fromm the presumption of consistency laid down in Article 3.2. However, that 
Memberr 'is not penalized by exemption of a complaining Member from the 
normall burden of showing a prima facie case of inconsistency with Article 3.1 
orr any other relevant Article of the SPS Agreement or of the GATT 1994'.396 

39** AB in EC-Hormones, para. 175. 
3933 Ibid., para. 176. 
3944 Ibid., para. 163: 'A measure that "conforms to" and incorporates a Codex standard is, of course, "based 

on"" that standard. A measure, however, based on the same standard might not conform to that standard, 

ass where only some, not all, of the elements of the standard are incorporated into the measure.' 
3955 Ibid., para. 165. Emphasis in the original. 
3966 Ibid., para. 171. 
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Thee above considerations lead to an important question which has not yet 
beenn settled. Is there a difference in terms of challenging SPS measures based 
onn international standards and alternatively SPS measures not based on interna
tionall standards? Even if the former do not benefit from a general presumption 
off SPS-consistency, they are based on an international standard and therefore 
onn internationally agreed upon scientific evidence and risk assessment. Argu
ably,, therefore, a complainant cannot challenge an SPS measure based on an 
internationall standard for a violation of the sufficient scientific evidence require
mentt in Article 2.2 and the risk assessment requirement in Article 5. Admit
tedly,, this interpretation leads to a de facto presumption of consistency with 
importantt parts of the SPS Agreement. However, to interpret Article 3.1 any 
differentlyy would render that provision meaningless. There would be no diffe
rencee between the status of SPS measures based on and those not based on 
internationall standards. This would also run counter to the goal of harmonising 
SPSS measures on as wide a basis as possible as laid down in Article 3.1, and 
thee desire 'to further the use of harmonised SPS measures between Members 
onn the basis of international standards' as laid down in the Preamble of the 
SPSS Agreement. 

Underr Article 3.3, a Member may decide to establish its own level of protec
tionn which is different from that which is implicit in the relevant international 
standard,, and to implement or embody that level of protection in a measure 
nott "based on" the international standard. The Member's appropriate level of 
protectionn may be higher than that implied in the international standard.397 

Accordingg to the Appellate Body in EC-Hormones, the right of a Member to 
establishh its own level of sanitary protection under Article 3.3 is an autonomous 
rightt and not an "exception" from a "general obligation" under Article 3.1, as the 
panell had found.398 Even if Article 3.3 is not an exception to Article 3.1, they are 
connected.. Thus, it would seem, a complainant will not confine itself to claiming 
thatt the defendant violates Article 3.1 because its SPS measure is not based on 
ann existing relevant international standard. The complainant will also assert a 
violationn of Article 3.3: the defendant is deviating from a relevant international 
standardd without meeting the requirements in that provision. The burden of 
prooff is further discussed below. 

Inn sum, the following different situations are conceivable with regard to 
thee SPS Agreement and international standards. First, there is no relevant 
internationall standard, and Article 3 SPS is not relevant. Second, there is a 
relevantt international standard, and an SPS measure conforms to it, raising the 
presumptionn of consistency in Article 3.2. Third, there is a relevant international 

3 9 77 Ibid., para. 172. 

3 9 88 Ibid., paras. 104 and 173. 
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standard,, and an SPS measure is based on it. Arguably, although this is not 
clear,, the measure cannot be challenged for a lack of scientific basis, although 
itt may be challenged under other SPS requirements. Fourth, there is a relevant 
internationall standard, and an SPS measure not based upon it achieves a higher 
levell of protection, in which case the conditions in Article 3.3 must be met.399 

Finally,, there is a relevant international standard, and an SPS measure not based 
uponn it does not achieve a higher level of protection with the necessary scientific 
basis,, in which case Article 3.3 has been violated. 

4.77 Burden of Proof 

Thee basic principle as regards the burden of proof in dispute 
settlementt under GATT 1947 was that the complainant had to adduce a prima 
faciefacie case of a violation of a substantive GATT provision, such as Article III 
orr XI. The defendant could rebut that prima facie case. If it did not succeed 
inn doing so or conceded that there was a violation, the defendant could seek 
too "revalidate" or justify its measure under an exception, such as Article XX. 
Articlee 3.8 of the Dispute Settlement Understanding codifies this practice for all 
WTOO Agreements, unless they specifically provide otherwise: 

InIn cases where there is an infringement of the obligations assumed under a covered 
agreement,agreement, the action is considered prima facie to constitute a case of nullification 
oror impairment. This means that there is normally a presumption that a breach of 
thethe rules has an adverse impact on other Members parties to that covered agreement, 
andand in such cases, it shall be up to the Member against whom the complaint has been 
broughtbrought to rebut the charge. 

Thee Appellate Body in US-Shirts and Blouses referred to the 'generally-accepted 
canonn of evidence in civil law, common law and, in fact, most jurisdictions' 
thatt the burden of proof rests upon the party who asserts the affirmative of a 
particularr claim or defence. 'If that party adduces evidence sufficient to raise a 
presumptionn that what is claimed is true, the burden then shifts to the other 
party,, who will fail unless it adduces sufficient evidence to rebut the presump
tion.'4000 The Appellate Body went on to state that in the context of the GATT 
19944 and the WTO Agreements, precisely how much and precisely what kind of 

3999 Arguably, Articl e 3.3 covers both the situation in which the appropriate level of protection of the Member 

imposingg the measure is higher  than the level that would be achieved by the international standard, and 

thee situation that the appropriate level of protection is the same, but the international standard does not 

achievee that level of protection in that country for  specific reasons, e.g. climatological circumstances. 
40OABB in US-Shirts and Blouses, at p. 14. 
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evidencee will be required to establish such a presumption will necessarily vary 
fromm measure to measure, provision to provision, and case to case.401 A prima 
faciefacie case of a violation of Article 111:4 w u l involve adducing evidence that a 
measuree may result in imported goods being treated less favourably than like 
domesticc products. When the measure complained of makes an origin-based 
distinction,, there is no need to demonstrate the existence of products actually 
traded.4022 Article XX GATT provides exceptions to "substantive" GATT obliga
tions,, and the Member invoking it as a defence must show that the requirements 
off Article XX have been met. As the Appellate Body in US-Shirts and Blouses 
stated: : 

ArticlesArticles XX and XI:(2)(c)(i) are limited exceptions from obligations under certain 
otherother provisions of the GATT 1994, not positive rules establishing obligations in 
themselves.themselves. They are in the nature of affirmative defences. It is only reasonable that 
thethe burden of establishing such a defence should rest on the party asserting it.* 0i 

Thiss means that the Member invoking Article XX will have to demonstrate that 
itss measure falls under at least one of the exceptions listed in paragraphs (a) 
too (j), that it fulfils the means-ends requirements provided therein, and that 
thee application of the measure satisfies the requirements in the chapeau of 
Articlee XX. 4°4 This seems clear enough as a principle. However, in the actual 
applicationn of the requirements in the various paragraphs as well as the chapeau 
too Article XX, the burden of proof may cause difficulties. For instance, what 
doess the party invoking the exception in Article XX{b) have to prove in order 
too acceptably argue that its measure is "necessary"? Does that party have to 
showw that all other possible alternatives to its measure were unfeasible? And 
ass regards the chapeau, as discussed above, the Appellate Body appears to have 
appliedd various tests; does that imply that all of them have to be satisfied by the 
partyy invoking Article XX? The combination of both requirements would make 
itt virtually impossible to justify a measure under Article XX. In reality, therefore, 
thee burden of proof in Article XX will be less demanding. For example, in 
EC-Asbestos,EC-Asbestos, the panel observed that it is not for the party invoking Article XX to 
provee that the arguments put forward in rebuttal by the complaining party 
aree incorrect until the latter has backed them up with sufficient evidence.405 

4011 Ibid., at p. 14. 
4 0 22 See e.g. the panel in US-FSC Implementation, para. 8.133. This may be different with regard to 'origin-

neutrall measures'. See Section 5.3.3. 
4033 AB in US-Shirts and Blouses, at p. 16. Original footnotes omitted. 
404Seee document WT/CTE/W/53/Rev.i, at p. 3, citing the GATT panel reports in Canada-FIRA and 

US-SectionUS-Section 337, as well as the WTO panel report in US-Gasoline. 
4055 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.178. 
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Withh regard to Article XX(b), the panel found that France, the defendant, had 
madee a prima facie case to the effect that its measure did satisfy both the require
mentss of falling within the range of policies covered by Article XX(b) and of 
beingg "necessary".406 With regard to the chapeau, the panel observed that the de
fendantt had made a prima facie case that its measure did not constitute arbitrary 
orr unjustifiable discrimination, establishing a presumption which could not be 
rebuttedd by the complainant.407 

Ass said above, the same principles apply to the division of the burden of 
prooff in the other Agreements on Trade in Goods in Annex iA to the WTO 
Agreement.. However, each Agreement has its peculiarities, and the burden 
off proof will accordingly be assessed on a case-to-case basis.408 In many of 
thesee Agreements, not least in the TBT and SPS Agreements, the dividing line 
betweenn "substantive obligations" and "exceptions" is far less clear than in the 
GATT.. In SPS cases, where scientific arguments will usually play an important 
role,, the division of the burden of proof is vital, as witnessed by the fact that it 
hass been addressed in all disputes involving the SPS Agreement to date. As the 
Appellatee Body made clear in EC-Hormones, 

TheThe initial burden lies on the complaining party, which must establish a prima 
faciee case of inconsistency with a particular provision of the SPS Agreement on 
thethe part of the defending party, or more precisely, of its SPS measure or measures 
complainedcomplained about. When that prima facie case is made, the burden of proof moves 
toto the defending party, which must in turn counter or refute the claimed inconsist-
ency.^ ency.^ 

Thee Appellate Body reversed the panel's decision, which had found that the SPS 
AgreementAgreement as a general rule allocates the burden of proof to the Member impos
ingg an SPS measure if a measure does not conform to international standards.410 

Thus,, the party asserting a claim under the SPS Agreement, e.g. that an SPS 
measuree is not based on a risk assessment, or a fact, e.g. the existence of a 
relevantt international standard, must establish a prima facie case, which the 
defendingg party will then have to rebut.411 The complainant may, for example, 

4°6Ibid.,, paras. 8.194 a n d 8.222, respectively. 
4 0 77 Ibid., para. 8.229. 
4 0 88 See e.g. the AB in US-Shirts and Blouses, at 16, as to the burden of proof in the Textiles Agreement. 
4°9ABB in EC-Hormones, para. 98, referring to the panel report in the same dispute and to its own report 

inn US-Shirts and Blouses. 
4100 Ibid., paras. 99-102. 
4 "" See e.g. AB in EC-Hormones, footnote 180, clarifying that the complainant must adduce a prima facie 

casee that a measure is not based on a risk assessment and that it considered this to be the case in 

thee dispute at hand. 
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assertt that an SPS measure is being maintained without sufficient scientific 
evidence,, does not conform to international standards, is not based on existing 
internationall standards, or applies a stricter standard than the relevant interna
tionall standard without scientific justification. If the complainant adduces a 
primaprima facie case, the defendant will need to rebut it. If the complainant fails to 
adducee a prima facie case, the measure will be presumed to be consistent with 
thee SPS Agreement, and therefore also with the GATT.4'2 A panel's decision as 
too whether a prima facie case has been established is not within the scope of 
appellatee review.413 

Althoughh the burden of proof in the TBT Agreement has not yet been the 
subjectt of dispute settlement proceedings, some inspiration may be drawn from 
thee case-law on the burden of proof in the SPS Agreement. Based on that case-
laww and the provisions in the TBT Agreement, it appears that at least three 
situationss may be distinguished. First, there is a rebuttable presumption that a 
technicall regulation does not violate the TBT Agreement if it pursues one of the 
legitimatee objectives identified in Article 2.2 and is in accordance with relevant 
internationall standards (Art. 2.5). Second, if the technical regulation deviates 
fromm the relevant international standard, there is no presumption of consistency 
orr inconsistency with the TBT (Art. 2.4). The complaining Member will have to 
demonstratee a prima facie case of inconsistency with one or various provisions 
off the TBT. Third, in the absence of any relevant international standards, there 
iss no presumption of consistency or inconsistency with the TBT Agreement.4'4 

Again,, the complaining Member will have to demonstrate a prima facie case 
off inconsistency with one or various provisions of the TBT. When a Member 
challengess a technical regulation of another Member under Article 2.2 TBT, 
itt may for example argue that the technical regulation does not pursue any 
legitimatee objective and/or that it is more trade-restrictive than is necessary in 
orderr to fulfil a legitimate objective. Panels and the Appellate Body will then 
havee to assess whether the defending Member has established a legitimate objec
tivee and whether this is either listed in Article 2.2 or is otherwise acceptable. 
Next,, they will have to apply the least trade-restrictiveness test. The question 
arisess to what extent a defending Member has to show that it has applied 

4 I ii See Article 2.4 SPS. 
4155 AB in Australia-Salmon, para. 261; Japan-Varietals, paras. 98 and 136. 
4144 Contra see Völker (1995) at 291, who asserts that it follows a contrario from Article 2.5 that the notion 

of'unnecessarilyy restrictive obstacle' in Article 2.2 includes trade restrictions not using available and 

suitablee international standards. This could be interpreted as an assertion that the Member not using 

availablee and suitable international standards is rebuttably presumed to violate the TBT. In that 

view,, the defending Member should establish a reasonable case that the international standard was 

'ineffectivee or inappropriate'. 
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thee least trade-restrictive measure reasonably available to pursue its stated objec
tive.. Considering the text of Article 2.2 TBT, the defendant should at least be 
expectedd to state a legitimate objective, and to show that it has considered the 
availablee alternatives as well as the risk that the non-fulfilment of its stated 
objectivee would have created/15 

4155 Contra see Howse and Tuerk (2001) asserting that under Article 2.2 the challenging Member must 

provee 'on the balance of probabilities' that the regulating state has failed to ensure within the regulatory 

processs that its measure is the least trade-restrictive. 
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5.11 Basic Disciplines and Typologies 

Nationall environmental measures as defined in this work may 
bee covered by the provisions of the GATT and the SPS or the TBT Agreement. 
Thee main obligations in the relevant provisions of GATT 1994 discussed above 
aree a prohibition of import-specific restrictions (Article XI) and a prohibition 
off discrimination for internal regulatory measures (Article III). It has also 
beenn seen that both the TBT and the SPS Agreements discipline national 
environmentall measures to an extent beyond those in GATT 1994. Under 
bothh Agreements, non-discriminatory internal laws and regulations may be 
challenged.. The existence of various possibly applicable disciplines in these 
Agreementss renders the typology of the measure scrutinised an important issue. 
Thee word "measure" itself features in some of these provisions, like Article XI 
GATTT and the definitions and key provisions of the SPS Agreement, but is not as 
suchh defined in either of these agreements. However, the TBT Agreement does 
nott refer to "measures", but lays down disciplines for "technical regulations", 
"standards"" and "conformity assessment procedures", as defined in that Agree
ment.. Thus, in order to decide which WTO disciplines apply to a "measure", 
onee needs to determine what the pertinent national environmental "measure" 
encompasses,, and into which of the typologies found in these agreements the 
measuree fits. The main questions to be asked in that respect are the following: 
Iss the measure being applied to protect human, animal, or plant life or health 
fromm food-borne risks or diseases (SPS)? If not, is the measure a document 
layingg down product characteristics or their related processes and production 
methodss (TBT)? Is it an import prohibition or restriction (Article XI), or a law, 
regulationn or requirement affecting the sale, transport, distribution or use of 
productss (Article III), even if applied at the border (Note Ad Article III)? 

5.1.11 Relationship between Obligations and Exceptions in 
GATTT 1994 

Thee basic rule regarding the relationship between Articles III 
andd XI GATT is that border measures are covered by Article XI and internal 
regulationss by Article 111:4. It is only different when border measures are merely 
thee enforcement of internal regulations at the border, in which case the Note to 
Articlee III provides that they are covered by Article III.1 Although Articles III and 
XII appear to be mutually exclusive, some hints have been made by panels as to 
thee possibility of their cumulative application.2 

11 Whether measures applied to both imported products and domestic production are covered by the Note 

Add Article III is discussed supra in Section 4.3.1 in general, and infra in Section 5.4.5 in the specific 

contextt of measures based on production or processing methods. 
22 See Section 4.3.1. 
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Thee relationship between the substantive obligations in Articles III and 
XII on the one hand, and the exceptions in Article XX on the other, is even 
moree complicated. In cases of violations of Article XI, few problems present 
themselves,, as the violation usually coincides with the measure. However, sepa
ratingg the analysis of a violation in Article III, the provisional justification under 
onee of the paragraphs of Article XX, and the assessment of the conditions in 
thee chapeau is not always easy. The chapeau invites panels and the Appellate 
Bodyy to determine whether there is arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or 
aa disguised trade restriction in the application of a measure. "Disguised trade 
restriction"" has been interpreted with reference to the same indicators as used 
inn the context of "protectionist application" in Article 111:2. The whole analysis 
off Article III revolves around the themes of discrimination and protection. 
Somee overlap between the analysis under Article III and the chapeau of Article 
XXX therefore appears to be inevitable. Problems of overlap may result in ques
tionss concerning the burden of proof. The current author doubts whether the 
emphasiss on the difference between the measure and its application (See Section 
4.4.3)) is capable of preventing these problems. Arguably, the SPS Agreement 
reinforcess the impression that the difference between the measure and its 
applicationn is not always clear, by referring in its title to the "application" of SPS 
measures,, while laying down obligations for SPS measures themselves, not just 
theirr application. 

Problemss regarding the relationship between Articles 111:4 a n t i x x maY 
becomee especially poignant as measures that do not discriminate dejure against 
importedd products are increasingly assessed under Article 111:4.3 The Appellate 
Bodyy report in EC-Asbestos suggests that there may be flexibility in the interpre
tationn of "less favourable treatment" in Article 111:4. I* is n o t inconceivable that 
policyy goals may be taken into account in determining whether there is "less 
favourablee treatment". If this were the case, and a violation was to be found, 
couldd the subsequent Article XX assessment still lead to a justification? Would 
nott a finding of protectionist application under Article III almost inevitably 
leadd to the conclusion that the measure either does not meet the means-ends 
requirements,, or does not meet the conditions in the chapeau? This scenario 
withh regard to "less favourable treatment" may be highly speculative. However, 
thee EC-Asbestos dispute itself illustrated that a consideration of the same issues 
mayy arise in the context of Articles III and XX, in this case the role of the health 
riskss of certain products. The Appellate Body may have said in EC-Asbestos that 
thesee two Articles require different inquiries, one into the market and the other 
intoo the basis of government policy objectives. But government action is able to 
affectt market perceptions, so presenting the analyses under Articles III and XX 
inn isolation from each other seems somewhat illusionary. 

Seee Section 5.3. 
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Finally,, the relationship within Article XX itself between the means-ends 
testss in the different paragraphs and the tests in the chapeau may result in an 
overlap.. The question whether the discrimination is arbitrary or unjustifiable 
invitess considerations that resemble those which play a role in determining 
whetherr the measure meets the means-ends tests in paragraphs (g) and (b). 
Thee panel in US-Gasoline inquired whether it was not the "less favourable 
treatment"" caused by the measure at issue, rather than the measure itself, that 
wass "relating to" the objectives of the measures. According to the Appellate 
Body,, this approach would 'turn Article XX on its head'. Arguably, however, the 
analysiss by the Appellate Body itself in that case shows how difficult it is to 
separatee the measure, the less favourable treatment, the means-end tests and the 
requirementss in the chapeau of Article XX.4 

5.1.22 Relationships between GATT 1994, TBT and SPS Agree
ments s 

(a)) General Considerations of the Relationship between WTO 
Agreements s 

Thee Vienna Convention applies to the WTO Agreement, includ
ingg its annexed Agreements.5 However, the Vienna Convention does not contain 
anyy specific provisions regarding the interrelationships between provisions 
withinn a constellation of agreements in a "single package". The WTO Agreement 
itselff contains an interpretative note that sheds some light on the question of 
thee relationship between the GATT 1994 on the one hand, and Agreements 
suchh as the SPS and the TBT on the other. The General Interpretative Note 
too Annex IA provides that in the event of conflict between a provision of the 
GATTT and a provision of another Agreement in Annex iA, the provision of the 
otherr Agreement shall prevail. Annex iA to the WTO Agreement contains all the 
multilaterall WTO Agreements on trade in goods, including the GATT 1994, the 
TBTT and the SPS Agreement. The interpretative note has been said to ensure 
thatt the GATT 1994 applies only to the extent that it has not been overtaken by 
thee results of the Uruguay Round incorporated in the other Multilateral Trade 
Agreements.66 Although "conflict" is not defined in the interpretative note, it may 

44 It would seem that the Appellate Body in that case really looked at whether the "less favourable 

treatment"" was "necessary" while applying the chapeau. On this case, see Waincymer (1996), Appleton 

(1997b). . 
55 According to Article 2.1(a) of the Vienna Convention, "treaty" means an international agreement 

concludedd between States in written form and governed by international law, whether embodied in a 

singlee instrument or in two or more related instruments and whatever its particular designation. 
66 See Roessler (1996) at 71. 
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bee understood to refer to those situations in which compliance with a provision 
inn one Agreement goes hand in hand with a violation of a provision in the GATT 
1994,, i.e. when the application of the two Agreements is mutually exclusive.7 

Theree is a presumption against conflict in public international law, so panels 
andd the Appellate Body will interpret provisions of the WTO Agreements so as 
too avoid any conflict.8 

Obviously,, the notion of conflicts thus defined does not exhaust the possible 
relationshipss between the GATT 1994 and other Annex iA Agreements. In fact, 
att least three other relationships have been identified.9 First, express derogation, 
i.e.. an Annex 1A Agreement specifically allows Members to act inconsistently 
withh an obligation under GATT 1994.10 This is a variation of the conflict situ
ation,, but here the prevalence of the other Agreement over GATT 1994 is 
stipulatedd in the Agreement itself. The other two relationships do not result 
inn conflict, but rather occur when obligations in different Agreements can be 
cumulativelyy applied. One is overlap, i.e. the provisions in question deal with the 
samee subject, although one such provision often does so more specifically or 
inn more detail." The other is complementarity, i.e. one of the other Agreements 
inn Annex iA provides for different or complementary obligations in addition 
too those laid down in GATT 1994." In these cases, both Agreements apply 
cumulatively.. As a general principle following from the fact that the WTO Agree
mentt is a single undertaking, Members must comply with all WTO obligations 
att all times, unless there is a formal conflict between them.13 This principle 
alsoo appears to apply between two Annex iA Agreements other than the GATT 
1994,, '4 and even outside the realm of Annex iA, to the relationship between 
GATTT 1994 and GATS (Annex iB) and TRIPS (Annex iC),1' and between 
thee Agreement on Antidumping (Annex iA) and the Dispute Settlement Under
standingg (Annex 2).t6 

77 See Montaguti and Lugard (2000) at 476, referring to the panel in Indonesia-Auto, para. 14.99, concern

ingg the relationship between Article 111:2 GATT and the Subsidies Agreement. 
88 See e.g. the panel in Indonesia-Auto, para. 14.28. 
99 The following list is largely based upon Montaguti and Lugard (2000). 
100 See Articles 5 and 13 Agriculture Agreement, as identified by the AB in EC-Bananas HI, para. 157. 
111 E.g. Article X:3(a) GATT and Article 1.3 of the Licensing Agreement, or Article XIX:i(a) GATT and 

Articlee 4.1(a) of the Safeguards Agreement. 
122 E.g. Article VI GATT and Part V of the Subsidies Agreement, as discussed by the AB in Brazil-Coconut, 

att p. 16; Article XlX:i GATT and Article 2.1 of the Safeguards Agreement, discussed by the AB in 

Argentina-Footwear,Argentina-Footwear, paras. 76-98. 
133 Panel in Turkey-Textiles, para. 9.92. 
144 See e.g. the panel in Indonesia-Auto, paras. 14.47-55. 
155 See e.g. the AB in Canada-Periodicals, at p. 19, and in EC-Bananas HI, paras. 219-222. 

Seee e.g. the AB in Guatemala- Cement, para. 65. 
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(b)) The Relationship Between the TBT and SPS Agreements 

Articlee 1.4 SPS stipulates that the SPS Agreement does not 
affectt the rights of Members under the TBT Agreement with respect to mea
suress not within the scope of the SPS Agreement. Article 1.5 TBT stipulates 
thatt TBT does not apply to sanitary and phytosanitary measures as defined in 
Annexx A to the SPS Agreement. Applying Article 1.5 TBT in EC-Hormones, 
thee panel found that the measures at issue were SPS measures and that the 
TBTT was therefore not applicable to them. Thus, SPS and TBT appear to be 
mutuallyy exclusive in their application.17 This conclusion should nonetheless be 
drawnn with some caution. As said above, Members must comply with all WTO 
obligations,, unless there is a formal conflict between them. Different aspects 
off a measure may be addressed under the TBT and SPS Agreements. It is 
evenn not entirely inconceivable that one aspect of a measure is covered by both 
Agreements,, on different grounds. It may be recalled that the definition of an 
SPSS measure in Annex A to the SPS Agreement attaches a certain degree of 
importancee to the aim of a measure. The definitions in the TBT Agreement, on 
thee other hand, contain more objective descriptions focusing on the typology of 
thee measure at issue. However, the subjective element in the SPS definitions, 
basedd on the aim of the measure as presented by the Member applying it, 
cann and needs to be objectified to some extent. It is submitted that whether 
aa measure is an SPS measure or not cannot depend solely on the national 
legislator'ss subjective intent. Indeed, whether a measure is being applied so as 
too protect human, animal or plant life or health can to an important extent be 
objectifiedd by looking at the measure's structure, design and context. 

AA panel may need to address these problems in a dispute where both the 
TBTT and SPS Agreements are argued by the parties. A prohibition on certain 
productss containing genetically modified organisms (GMOs) could trigger this 
question.. Should the SPS and not the TBT Agreement apply in cases where the 
healthh risk is dubious, but the Member taking the measure presents it as an SPS 
measure?188 Such a scenario is not very likely, because it appears more difficult 
too justify a measure under the SPS Agreement than under the TBT Agreement. 
AA GMO labelling requirement would only fall within the definitions in the SPS 
Agreementt if'directly related to food safety'. If not 'directly related to food safety' 

177 The official United States view is that the TBT and SPS Agreements 'differ fundamentally in the means 

usedd to determine whether a measure is protectionist in nature. The TBT agreement relies primarily 

onn a test of whether a measure discriminates against imported products [...]. By contrast, the SPS 

agreementt focuses on whether a measure is based on scientific principles and on a risk assessment.' 

USS Statement of Administrative Action Uruguay Round Agreements Act, as quoted in Jackson (1997) 

att  222. 
188 Cf. Pardo Quintillan (1999) at 191. 
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butt to, for example, consumer protection, then it would be assessed under the 
termss of the TBT Agreement. 

(c)) The Relationship Between the GATT and the SPS Agree
ment t 

Thee SPS Agreement explicitly states in its preamble that it 
stemss from the desire to 'elaborate rules for the application of the provisions 
off GATT 1994 which relate to the use of sanitary or phytosanitary measures, 
inn particular the provisions of Article XX(b), including the chapeau to Article 
XX.'19.. In Article 2.3, the SPS Agreement repeats the terms found in paragraph 
(b)) and the chapeau to Article XX GATT. Article 2.4 SPS stipulates that SPS 
measuress which are in conformity with the SPS Agreement are presumed to 
bee in accordance with GATT 1994, in particular Article XX(b). Unlike the TBT 
Agreement,, the SPS Agreement does not repeat verbatim the Most Favoured 
Nationn and National Treatment obligations in Articles I and III GATT Nor for 
thatt matter does it refer to the prohibition of quantitative restrictions in Article 
XII GATT The references to Article XX(b) could be taken to imply that the 
SPSS Agreement applies to measures infringing a substantive GATT provision, 
suchh as Articles I, III or XI, and whose justification is sought under Article 
XX(b),, as elaborated by the SPS Agreement.20 However, the standard laid down 
inn Article 1.1 SPS ('all sanitary and phytosanitary measures which may directly 
orr indirectly affect trade') and the text of Articles 2.2 and 5.6 SPS suggest that 
measuress not violating any of these GATT provisions can also be challenged 
underr the SPS Agreement. In other words, the SPS agreement also disciplines 
non-discriminatoryy measures, thereby extending beyond the scope of the GATT. 

InIn EC-Hormones, the panel noted that the dispute related to trade in goods 
(importss of meat and meat products) and that, on its face, the GATT applied. 
However,, the panel observed that the SPS Agreement contains no explicit 
requirementt of a prior violation of a GATT provision which would govern the 
applicabilityy of the SPS Agreement. Moreover, it noted that many provisions 
off the SPS Agreement impose "substantive" obligations which go significantly 
beyondd and are additional to the requirements for the invocation of Article 
XX(b).211 The panel found that the general approach adopted in Article XX(b) 
off GATT is fundamentally different from the approach adopted in the SPS 
Agreement.. Article XX(b) provides for a general exception which can be invoked 
too justify any violation of another GATT provision. The SPS Agreement, on the 
otherr hand, provides for specific obligations to be met in order for a Member to 

199 SPS Agreement, eigth paragraph of the Preamble and first footnote. 
100 Thus, Thorn and Carlson (2000), at 841 assert that the SPS Agreement is an "affirmative defence". 
211 Panel in EC-Hormones, para. 8.38, referring by way of example to the obligation contained in Article 

3.11 SPS. 
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enactt or maintain specific types of measures, namely sanitary and phytosanitary 
measures.. Thus, the panel concluded that the SPS Agreement contains obliga
tionss which are not already imposed by GATT, and that there is no requirement 
inin any of the provisions of the SPS Agreement that a prior violation of a GATT 
provisionn need be established before the SPS Agreement applies." The latter 
approachh has been criticised for a priori  placing the SPS Agreement above the 
GATT.3' ' 

Inn Australia-Salmon, the panel found that both GATT 1994 and the SPS 
Agreementt applied to the measure in dispute. It noted that the SPS Agreement 
specificallyy addresses the type of measure in dispute, and that it would in any 
casee need to examine the SPS Agreement, whether or not it found a GATT 
violation.. In order to consider this dispute in the most efficient manner, the 
panell decided to first address the claims made by Canada under the SPS Agree
mentt before addressing those put forward under GATT 1994.*4 Having found 
thatt the measure in dispute was inconsistent with the requirements of the SPS 
Agreement,, the panel saw no need to further examine whether it was also 
inconsistentt with Article XI of GATT 1994.25 The Appellate Body in the same 
disputee found that Article 2.3 SPS 'takes up obligations similar to those arising 
underr Article I:i and Article 111:4 of the GATT 1994 and incorporates part of the 
"chapeau"" to Article XX of the GATT 1994'.26 

(d)) The Relationship Between the GATT and the TBT Agree
ment t 

Unlikee the SPS Agreement, the TBT Agreement does not refer 
too any specific GATT provision in its preamble, provisions or annexes, and it also 
doess not contain an express presumption that measures that conform to the TBT 
Agreementt are GATT-consistent. It has been asserted that TBT 'explains the 
obligationsobligations contained in GATT Article III'.27 However, the substantive obligation 
inn Article 2.2 is not to create unnecessary obstacles to international trade. This 

222 Ibid., paras. 8.39-41, referring to Articles 2.4 and 3.2 SPS to support its view. Emphasis added. 
233 See Pescatore (1998) at 23, arguing that the EC would have had a stronger position in this litigation had 

itt insisted on having its measures first examined under Article 111:4 GATT, then Article XX(b) GATT 

andd only finally under the SPS Agreement. 
2** Panel in Australia-Salmon, paras. 8.38-39. The panel followed the approach taken in the panel reports in 

EC-EC-Hormones,EC-EC-Hormones, para. 8.42 (US), and para. 8.45 (CND), respectively. 
255 Ibid, para. 8.185. 
2 66 AB in Australia-Salmon, paras. 250-51. 
177 Thorn and Carlson (2000) at 841. See also the US arguments in the panel report in US-Gasoline, 

para.. 3.77: '[T]he TBT Agreement had been designed to elaborate on the disciplines of Article III of 

thee General Agreement for a very specific subset of measures (technical regulations, standards and 

conformityy assessment procedures).' 
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obligationn arguably interferes with national regulatory powers to a larger extent 
thann the non-discrimination requirements in Article III GATT. Thus, arguably, 
internall regulations that are consistent with Article III GATT may be found 
too be inconsistent with Article 2.2 TBT.*8 Moreover, as this obligation applies 
too all technical regulations as defined in Annex 1 to the TBT Agreement, the 
prohibitionn of unnecessary obstacles has a much wider reach than the prohibi
tionn of quantitative restrictions in Article XI GATT, which only applies to border 
measures.. On the other hand, the panel in EC-Asbestos noted that the criteria 
inn Article 2.2 TBT are very similar to those in Article XX GATT, and that the 
Preamblee to the TBT Agreement repeats some of the wording of the chapeau 
too Article XX.29 The same panel noted that the Tokyo Round version of the 
TBTT Agreement 'was already seen as being a development of the existing rules 
off the GATT, notably Article XX.'3° However, Article 2.2 TBT provides a non-
exhaustivee list of legitimate objectives that may prevent a trade obstacle from 
beingg unnecessary. This list includes objectives not found in Article XX, such as 
environmentall protection. Thus, the TBT Agreement appears to build upon both 
thee substantive obligations and exceptions in the GATT, but at the same time 
extendss beyond these obligations and exceptions. 

Articlee 2.2 TBT takes a different approach from the usual GATT-scheme. 
Underr the GATT 1994, a violation of a substantive obligation (such as Article 
III)) is alleged; if that violation is found, the defendant may invoke exceptions 
suchh as Article XX. Here, the substantive obligation and the exceptions are 
integratedd into one analysis. Unnecessary obstacles to international trade only 
occurr where technical regulations are more trade-restrictive than necessary to 
fulfill a legitimate objective, taking account of the risks of non-fulfilment. It has 
beenn argued that Article 2.2 is so general that it is difficult to apply, and is 
thereforee only useful in the most egregious cases, which can normally also be 
addressedd under GATT provisions.31 However, the fact that Article 2.2 has not 
soo far been applied in dispute settlement could also be seen as a result of its 
veryy potential. Wherever they can, panels and the Appellate Body tend to avoid 
itt and apply the GATT instead. 

InIn US-Gasoline, both the complainants and certain third parties argued 
thatt the TBT Agreement applied to the measures complained of.32 The panel, 

Cf.. Petersmann (1993a) at 66; Appleton (1997a) at i n . 
1 99 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.55. 
300 Ibid., original footnote 41, referring to document MTN/3E/W26, quoted in document TRE/W/21. 
311 Thorn and Carlson (2000) at 842. 
322 See the parties' arguments in the panel report in US-Gasoline, paras. 3.73-3.84; third parties' arguments, 

paras.. 4.6-4.7 (EC, referring to 'the increased legal protection resulting from Article 2.2 of that Agree

mentt compared, for instance, with Article XX of the General Agreement'; para. 4.9 (Norway). 
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however,, simply examined the GATT claims and then decided that it was not 
necessaryy to decide on issues raised under the TBT Agreement, without making 
anyy statements on the relationship between GATT and TBT or the correct order 
inn which claims should be examined." This decision by the panel was not 
appealedd against as such, although the complainants did raise a conditional 
argumentt that, if their appeal as regards Article XX would turn out to be 
unfavourablee to them, the Appellate Body would need to examine their claims 
underr TBT. The Appellate Body disagreed and did not examine the TBT Agree
ment.ment.3434 It has been argued that in US-Gasoline, a "golden opportunity" to apply 
thee TBT Agreement was missed, because the TBT Agreement is to be considered 
lexlex specialis vis-d-vis the GATT, and should prevail in the case of conflict.35 

However,, it is recalled that a conflict between the two Agreements only occurs 
wheree their application would lead to different results. In most cases, as in 
US-Gasoline,US-Gasoline, the TBT Agreement and the GATT would seem to be cumulatively 
applicable,, not mutually exclusive. They appear to be partially overlapping (e.g. 
Articlee 2.1 TBT and 111:4 GATT), and to be partially complementary, in the sense 
off adding disciplines to those of the GATT, without however being in conflict 
accordingg to the definition given above. 

Thiss view seems to be confirmed by the Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos?6 The 
panell in that case did not see any reason to conclude that the TBT Agreement 
imposess stricter disciplines than those in GATT 1994.37 The Appellate Body, 
however,, observed that the TBT Agreement furthers the objectives of GATT 
1994 4 

'through'through a specialized legal regime that applies solely to a limited class of mea-
sures.sures. For these measures, the TBT Agreement imposes obligations on Members that 
seemseem to be different from, and additional to, the obligations imposed on Members 
underunder the GATT 1994'.^ 

Ass regards the scope of the TBT, judging from the Appellate Body report in 
EC-Asbestos,EC-Asbestos, it seems that a measure prohibiting all products from containing a 
substancee considered to be dangerous to health or environmentally harmful will 
bee covered, while a measure prohibiting a substance per se may not be covered by 
thee TBT Agreement. The latter may thus be assessed under GATT rules. 

)33 Panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.43. 
)44 AB in US-Gasoline, at pp. 10-12. 
155 Zedalis (1997a) at 205. 
11 See Section 4.5.1. 
177 Panel report in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.56. 

'' AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 80. Emphasis added. 
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Thee TBT Agreement repeats in Article 2.1 the National Treatment obligation 
off Article III GATT, without however providing an exceptions article equivalent 
too Article XX. This gives rise to the question of whether the National Treatment 
obligationn in TBT should be interpreted in the same way as in GATT. Another 
questionn is what should a Member do when it has been charged with infringing 
Articlee 2.1 TBT? The absence of an Article XX-like exception could imply that 
underr the TBT Agreement, discriminatory technical regulations are simply 
prohibitedd without any possibility of justification.59 Alternatively, a defendant 
chargedd with a violation of Article 2.1 could either invoke a legitimate objective 
underr Article 2.2, or invoke Article XX GATT According to the first option, 
aa link should be established between Articles 2.1 and 2.2, although it is debata
blee whether such a link was intended by the drafters of the TBT Agreement. 
Discriminatoryy technical regulations could be presumed to create unnecessary 
tradee obstacles unless they were not more trade-restrictive than necessary to 
fulfill a legitimate objective in the sense of Article 2.2. The other alternative 
appearss to be even more problematic. The chapeau to Article XX GATT clearly 
statess that 'nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent the adoption 
orr enforcement [...] of measures [...]'.4° Thus, to invoke Article XX GATT in order 
too justify a TBT violation seems to stretch the application of Article XX GATT 
beyondd what the ordinary meaning given to the terms of its text allows. 

Althoughh most technical regulations are origin-neutral, a challenge under 
Articlee 2.1 of the TBT Agreement is not inconceivable. The same technical regu
lationn could at the same time be challenged as a violation of Article 111:4 GATT, 
raisingg the question of whether the two Agreements can apply cumulatively. The 
cumulativee application of the TBT Agreement and the GATT is also possible in 
thee case of technical regulations that do not distinguish on the basis of national 
origin,, i.e., "facially neutral" technical regulations. These could be challenged 
underr both Article 111:4 GATT and Article 2.2 TBT. It has been argued that 
measuress that do not make origin-based distinctions will normally be assessed 
underr the TBT Agreement, and measures that do make such distinctions will 
bee assessed under the GATT.41 However, the current author submits that the 
definitionss in the TBT Agreement should be the benchmark for determining 
thee applicability of that Agreement, rather than a distinction between facially 
neutrall and facially discriminatory technical regulations that cannot be found in 
thee TBT Agreement or the GATT. 

399 This view is expressed by Hudec (1998) at 644. 
400 Emphasis added. 
411 Howse and Tuerk (2001) at 24 (manuscript). 
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5.22 Exceptions, Justifications and Conditions 

5.2.11 Article XX GATT 

(a)) Justification Grounds, "Means-Ends Tests" and other 
Conditionss in Article XX GATT 

Thee fact that the Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle found that 
turtless were "exhaustible natural resources" is hardly surprising, as earlier panel 
reportss had done the same for tuna, salmon and herring. Moreover, the turtle 
speciess in question were all listed as 'threatened by extinction' by the Conven
tionn on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 
(CITES).. The Appellate Body in the same case said that "exhaustible natural 
resources"" are to be interpreted in an evolutive way, in the context of the objec
tivee of sustainable development to which the Preamble to the WTO Agreement 
refers.4ii This approach, together with the panel report in US-Gasoline, warrant 
thee conclusion that the concept of "exhaustible natural resources" in paragraph 
(g)) of Article XX GATT has a wide potential. According to the panel in US-
Gasoline,Gasoline, anything natural that can be given a market value and that may 
bee depleted, including in terms of its qualities, may in principle qualify as 
"exhaustiblee natural resources". Arguably, if air that is not "depleted" by pol
lutantss emitted through the consumption of gasoline qualifies as "exhaustible 
naturall resource", then air that is not "depleted" by excessive concentrations of 
greenhousee gases might also qualify. That would imply that measures taken to 
reducee greenhouse gas emissions could be covered by the exception in paragraph 
(g),, subject of course to the other conditions in that paragraph as well as the 
chapeauu to Article XX. Another important resource that might be covered by 
paragraphh (g) is potable water. Water shortages already exist in many regions of 
thee world, and may be expected to become one of the greatest environmental 
problemss of the 21st century.43 

Itt has been suggested that the "evolutionary approach" to "exhaustible natu
rall resources" adopted by the Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle may give rise 
too interpretative problems in the future.44 The argument is that this approach 
mayy cause uncertainty and result in a disrupted balance between the exception 
forr natural resources vis-a-vis the exception for life and health protection, espe
ciallyy for the protection of humans. It has even been argued that the evolutionary 
approachh 'implies the possibility of altering previous GATT/WTO interpreta-

ABAB in Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 129-131. 

AA discussion has developed on the relevance of WTO rules to planned Canadian export restrictions of 

bulkk water. See e.g. http://www.waterbank.com/Newsletters/nws15.html. 

Appletonn (1999) at 482. 
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tionss and thus could affect the balance of rights and obligations negotiated by 
thee parties in contravention of Article 19.2 [DSU]'.45 However, although panels 
willl normally respect interpretations by previous panels and the Appellate Body, 
nothingg in the DSU obliges them to do so. It is submitted that if a (semi)-
adjudicatoryy body is asked to interpret open terms, it will inevitably bring around 
somee changes in the balance of those rights and obligations pertaining to the 
WTOO Members. This is an inherent feature of an evolving legal framework. If 
Memberss think that the balance of their rights and obligations has been exces
sivelyy altered, they can seek an authoritative interpretation under Article 3.9 
DSU,, which may overturn a panel or Appellate Body finding. An "evolutionary 
approach"" in the light of the objective of sustainable development as integrated 
inn the WTO preamble could also be applied to the substantive provisions in 
thee GATT.46 

Thee Appellate Body in US-Gasoline observed that Article XX uses different 
termss in different paragraphs, and that it would be unreasonable to suppose that 
thee WTO Members intended to require the same kind or degree of connection 
betweenn the measure and its purpose in each of those paragraphs.47 "Necessary", 
whichh features in paragraphs (a), (b) and (d), may have a different meaning 
inn different contexts, and there are indications in EC-Asbestos that it is being 
moree loosely interpreted when serious health risks are at stake in paragraph 
(b)) than when such is not the case, as in paragraph (d). Still, looking at the 
termss "necessary" in paragraph (b) and "relating to" in paragraph (g), it seems 
clearr that the ordinary meaning of the former demands a stricter means-ends 
relationshipp than the latter. As a somewhat counterintuitive result, it is in 
principlee easier to justify a measure protecting natural resources than a measure 
protectingg human, animal or plant life or health. Members may therefore be 
expectedd to continue to resort to paragraph (g) when animal protection is at 
stake. . 

(b)) "Necessary" 

Itt may be recalled that when applying the "necessary" test, 
panelss traditionally referred to the "least GATT-inconsistent" measure reason
ablyy available. However, as the GATT does not contain any order of "GATT-
inconsistency",, a measure is either GATT-consistent or GATT-inconsistent, and 
"lesss GATT-inconsistent" seems a nonsensical phrase. It has been suggested that 

455 Ibid, at 483. 
4 66 An example would be the interpretation of "like product" and "treatment less favourable" in Article 111:4 

GATT,, which are argued by some to be in the process of evolving so as to accommodate distinctions 

basedd on production and processing methods (PPMs). See Section 5.4.5. 
477 AB in US-Gasoline, at pp. 18-19. 
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whatt must have been meant is the degree of inconsistency with the objective 
off the GATT. In this view, the meaning of "least GATT-inconsistent" is for all 
practicall purposes equivalent to "least trade-restrictive".48 To what extent should 
alternativess be considered when assessing whether a measure is "necessary"? 
Ass Article XX GATT provides exceptions for violations of all GATT obligations, 
includingg both Articles III and XI, it is clear that the alternative measures to 
bee considered may be quite different in nature from the measure that is being 
assessed.499 For instance, in the panel report in the Thai Cigarettes case, the 
panell considered that a cigarette import ban infringing Article XI did not meet 
thee "necessary" test because an advertising ban was reasonably available. Such 
aa ban, even if inconsistent with Article 111:4, would be justified under Article 
XX(b)) as "unavoidable and therefore necessary".50 Likewise, it is conceivable that 
ann import ban is found to be unnecessary because its objective could be attained 
byy a certain tax measure. 

Itt is sometimes difficult not to involve the level of protection sought by a 
measuree in the assessment of alternatives to that measure. For instance, in the 
ThaiThai Cigarettes case, the quantitative aspect of the Thai health policy objective 
wouldd probably have been attained to a higher degree by an import ban than by 
ann advertising ban.51 Suppose that a country decided to ban smoking altogether, 
equallyy applying to domestic and imported cigarettes. Such a ban should not 
falterr on the "necessary" test just because an advertising ban would be a less 
trade-restrictivee alternative, since that alternative would not enable the same 
levell of protection to be attained.52 

Afterr the "weighing and balancing process" laid down by the Appellate Body 
reportss in Korea-Beef and EC-Asbestos, the interpretation of "necessary" as "least 
GATT-inconsistent"" or "least trade-restrictive" has not explicitly been abolished. 
Ass the Appellate Body said in Korea-Beef, the weighing and balancing process is 
comprehendedd in the determination of whether a WTO-consistent or less WTO-
inconsistentt measure is "reasonably available".53 Nevertheless, the elaboration by 

4 88 Fauchald (1998) at 311. 
4 99 This question may be referred to as "diagonal necessity", as an analogy to the term "diagonal proportion

ality"" as used in Chapter 3. 
500 Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 78. 
511 The problem with the Thai measure was that the import ban was not accompanied by restrictions on 

thee production or sale of domestic cigarettes. However, looking at the dispute in retrospect, that aspect 

off the measure would have been more appropriately addressed under the chapeau to Article XX than 

underr the "necessary" test. 
522 Howse argues that in Thailand-Cigarettes, the panel ignored evidence adduced by the World Health 

Organisationn to the effect that imported cigarettes had specifically caused an increase in smoking in 

severall developing countries. Howse (2000) at 63, referring to Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 55. 
533 AB in Korea-Beef, para. 166. 
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thee Appellate Body puts the least trade-restrictiveness standard into a different 
perspective.. It is recalled that in Korea Beef, the Appellate Body said that it 
shouldd take into account 'the relative importance of the common interests or 
valuesvalues that the law or regulation to be enforced is intended to protect', 'the 
extentt to which the measure contributes to the realization of the end pursued', 
andd 'the extent to which the compliance measure produces restrictive effects 
onn international commerce'. 54 If the relative importance of a non-trade objec
tive,, the effectiveness of a measure in attaining that objective, and the trade-
restrictivenesss of the measure are weighed in one basket, so to speak, this would 
appearr to be a strict proportionality test. It could lead to the conclusion that 
aa measure is not "necessary" because there is an alternative that is much less 
trade-restrictivee and almost as effective in contributing to its goal." 

Thee suggestion by the Appellate Body in Korea-Beefthzt "necessary" may 
havee a variety of meanings depending on the context in which the word appears, 
iss difficult to reconcile with the GATT panel's finding in Thai-Cigarettes that 
"necessary"" has the same meaning in paragraphs (b) and (d) of Article XX. 
Indeed,, comparing the Appellate Body's application of the "necessary" test in 
paragraphh (b) in EC-Asbestos and in paragraph (d) in Korea-Beef it appears that 
aa much more deferential position was taken in the former than in the latter. 
Inn EC-Asbestos, the Appellate Body applied a relatively loose test for "reasonably 
availablee alternative", probably in view of the serious health risk involved.'6 In 
contrast,, in Korea-Beef the Appellate Body replaced the defendant's view of its 
chosenn level of protection by its own assumption of what that chosen level was. 
Ass a consequence, it did not accept the necessity of the measures chosen to 
guaranteee the protection level alleged by the defendant, thereby also interfering 
withh the defendant's budgetary policy. Arguably, this application of the "weigh
ingg and balancing" process tends to lean towards a strict proportionality test. 
Iff the Appellate Body has indeed provided itself with the possibility to weigh 
thee importance of non-trade values with trade impacts and the effectiveness of 
measures,, its more deferential exercise of that weighing exercise in EC-Asbestos 
suggestss that the intensity of its weighing exercise will depend upon the impor
tancee attached to the values pursued by a measure. Which begs the question of 
whatt will be decisive: the importance attached to the non-trade value or interest 
byy the Member applying the measure, or by the Appellate Body? 

544 Ibid., paras. 162-3. 
555 See the discussion on proportionality in Chapter 3. 
566 AB in EC-Asbestos, in particular paras. 168 and 172. 
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(c)) "Relating to" and "Made Effective in Conjunction with..." 

Afterr the Appellate Body reports in US -Gasoline and US-
Shrimp-Turtle,Shrimp-Turtle, "relating to" appears to require that the means be "reasonably 
related"" to the ends. There must be a "close and real" and "substantial" means-
endd relationship, and the measure must 'not be disproportionally wide' in its 
scopee and reach in relation to its policy objective. These interpretations leave a 
greatt deal of flexibility as regards the extent of the relationship between means 
andd ends that satisfies the requirement. Arguably, a "close" or "substantial" 
relationshipp is more than being "reasonably related". Moreover, the reference to 
beingg not disproportionally wide could be taken to suggest that "relating to" 
allowss for a full proportionality test. However, it is submitted that a fully-fledged 
reasonablenesss and proportionality test would overstretch the ordinary meaning 
off the term "relating to". 

Thee second element of the means-end requirement in paragraph (g) requires 
thatt the measure be 'made effective in conjunction with domestic restrictions'. 
Thee Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle arguably softened this obligation vis-
a-visa-vis its earlier interpretation in US-Gasoline as requiring "even-handedness". 
Sincee the domestic restrictions in US-Shrimp-Turtle were enacted as a separate 
laww two years before the import prohibition, they were not jointly established. 
Moree importantly, it is questionable whether an import prohibition is a restric
tionn "corresponding" to domestic requirements as regards fishing methods, 
enforcedd by monetary sanctions and civil penalties. The effect of these domestic 
requirementss was not as absolute as the import prohibition. As long as domestic 
fishermenfishermen were not caught infringing the production requirements, they could 
selll turtle-unfriendly shrimp on the US market. Their catches were only seized 
inn cases of "egregious" violations. In contrast, an exporter from a country hit 
byy the import embargo could no longer sell its shrimp on the US market. Even 
iff one has great confidence in the domestic enforcement of production require
ments,, to accept import bans as "corresponding" to domestic production require
mentss could open the door to abuse.57 Admittedly, however, there is always the 
chapeauu in order to address abuse. 

(d)) Chapeau 

Thee "chapeau" to Article XX is likely to become the central 
issuee in many future trade-environment disputes. The term "unjustifiable" 
appearss somewhat tautological in an Article providing justifications for other-

Thiss issue relates closely to the questions discussed infra in Section 5.4, particularly the role of the Note 

Add Article III in assessing measures based on production and processing methods (PPMs). 
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wisee GATT-incompatible measures.58 For instance, if a measure violates Article 
IIII because it is discriminatory or protective, it is in principle justifiable under 
Articlee XX. However, if the application of a measure constitutes "unjustifiable 
discrimination",, it fails to meet the requirements of the chapeau, which then 
renderss the measure "unjustifiable" under Article XX. As early as in 1969, it was 
questionedd whether Article XX is at all necessary in relation to Article III, on the 
basiss of the following reasoning: If the chapeau to Article XX is meant to ensure 
thatt measures falling into one of the exceptions may not be applied to protect 
domesticc producers, recourse to Article XX is not necessary to justify internal 
measuress protecting health, morals, etc., as Article III itself already ensures that 
internall measures do not discriminate or protect. Thus, the exceptions would 
onlyy be necessary to justify any infringements of Article XI.59 However, since 
then,, internal regulations and taxes have increasingly been challenged under 
Articlee III, and a need to resort to Article XX to justify such measures has cor
respondinglyy developed. Indeed, the Appellate Body made it clear in US-Gasoline 
thatt Article XX applies to all GATT provisions, including Article III, and that 
thee chapeau cannot logically refer to the same disciplines as those contained in 
thee substantive GATT provisions whose violations are sought to be justified by 
resortingg to Article XX. 

Inn both US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body said that 
thee chapeau functions to prevent Members from abusing their right to invoke 
exceptionss under Article XX. In US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body further 
statedd that the chapeau expresses the general principle of good faith, and that 
itt requires the balancing and the drawing of an equilibrium line between the 
rightss and obligations of WTO Members. Applying these general guidelines to 
thee actual measures at issue in US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate 
Bodyy based quite a large number of requirements on the chapeau. Thus, accord
ingg to US-Gasoline, the application of a measure should be "reasonable", there 
shouldd be "no alternatives reasonably available", and if a measure is discrimina
toryy in its application, the discrimination must not be "foreseen", but "inadvert
entent or unavoidable". The reference to "reasonably available alternatives" in an 
analysiss of the chapeau is reminiscent of the "necessary" test applied to para
graphss (b) and (d). This is striking because it was applied to a justification 
underr paragraph (g), which does not contain a "necessary" requirement. The 
Appellatee Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle again appears to have read a "no alternatives 
reasonablyy available" requirement into the chapeau, this time specifically into 
"unjustifiablee discrimination".60 

588 The term "unjustifiable" does not appear in Article 30 EC, the EC equivalent of Article XX GATT. 
599 Jackson (1969) at 743. 
6 00 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtk, paras. 171-172 
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InIn US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body largely took the three elements of the 
chapeauu together, stating that they impart meaning to each other. However, 
inn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body started to differentiate between the 
variouss elements of the chapeau, while in US-Gasoline it had taken them 
together.. The "unjustifiability" of a discriminatory application was mostly based 
onn whether multilateral attempts at solving the environmental problem had 
beenn made, and on whether there was sufficient flexibility in the application of 
thee rule, e.g. whether different circumstances for different exporters had been 
takenn into account. The "arbitrariness" of a discriminatory application focused 
onn procedural aspects of the measure, i.e. due process requirements, such as 
whetherr exporters are duly notified of a decision affecting them, whether they 
cann appeal against a particular decision, etc. The panel in EC-Asbestos took this 
differentiatingg approach further, and interpreted a "disguised trade restriction" 
withh reference to a measure's protectionist design, architecture and structure. 

AA tentative synthesis of the requirements identified in the interpretation 
off the chapeau in US-Gasoline, US-Shrimp-Turtle, and EC-Asbestos is that the 
Memberr imposing a measure for which it seeks justification under Article XX 
mustt show that it has struck a balance between its own rights and obligations 
andd those belonging to other Members. That means that it must have considered 
domesticc as well as foreign interests and weighed the alternatives for its measure 
inn the light of those interests. This synthesis arguably embodies the "reasonable
ness"" requirement as well as the requirements of "foreseen", "not inadvertent", 
andd "unavoidable" which were promulgated in US-Gasoline. 

AA question that remains unsolved after these reports is whether the standard 
inn the chapeau might differ according to the substantive GATT provision which 
hass been infringed. Judging from the first cases in which the chapeau was 
extensivelyy discussed and applied, it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions 
onn this point. US-Gasoline suggests that the chapeau requires that in order to 
justifyy a discriminatory internal measure, foreign interests must be taken into 
accountt to some degree. The panel in EC-Asbestos deemed an internal measure 
too be justified under Article XX(b) after finding it discriminatory under Article 
III.. The panel found no discrimination in the context of the chapeau, however, 
andd then concentrated on a "disguised restriction", not looking so closely at 
foreignn interests. In US-Shrimp-Turtle, the conditions in exporting countries had 
too be taken into account to an important extent. This case involved an import 
prohibition,, which by definition only addresses imported goods. Perhaps the 
degreee to which foreign interests should be taken into account, as required 
byy the chapeau is higher for Article XI infringements than for Article III 
infringements.. Indeed, the Appellate Body and the implementation panel in 
US-Shrimp-TurtleUS-Shrimp-Turtle referred to the import prohibition as the 'heaviest weapon 
inn a Member's armoury of trade measures', its possible justification therefore 
deservingg thorough scrutiny.61 

111 Ibid., para. 171; panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, para. 5.51. 
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However,, it is as yet unclear whether such a general conclusion can be drawn 
fromm only three cases. The measures in US-Shrimp-Turtle targeted production 
methodss elsewhere, so it would seem to be logical that a fair amount of foreign 
interestss had to be taken into account. The panel in EC-Asbestos, which found 
aa violation of Article 111:4, w a s rather deferential in applying the chapeau to 
Articlee XX. At the same time, the assessment of the unjustifiability of the 
discriminationn in US-Gasoline, after a violation of Article III, was not a mild 
onee and required a high degree of taking foreign interests into account. Perhaps 
thee difference between EC-Asbestos and US-Gasoline in this respect is explained 
byy the fact that the latter involved a dejure discrimination while the former did 
not.. That would confirm the suggestion that the nature of the violation of the 
basicc obligations may indeed affect the scrutiny applied under the chapeau to 
Articlee XX. 

5.2.22 The TBT and SPS Agreements 

Strictlyy speaking, one cannot speak of exceptions in either the 
TBTT or the SPS Agreement. Neither Agreement contains a separate provision 
resemblingg Article XX GATT. The TBT and SPS Agreements integrate obliga
tions,, justifications and conditions; the basic obligations and the justifications 
aree not differentiated as they are in the GATT. The "classic" GATT pattern of a 
violationn of a basic obligation which can be justified under an exception if the 
conditionss are fulfilled does not fully apply to the TBT and SPS Agreements. 
Thiss makes it more difficult to assess these elements individually. However, 
groundss and conditions for justification, such as "means-ends tests", can still be 
distilledd from both Agreements. 

Ass said, the TBT Agreement contains no general exceptions article like Arti
clee XX GATT.6* The fact that Article 2.2 refers to unnecessary trade obstacles, 
andd elaborates on "unnecessary" by referring to "legitimate objectives", raises 
thee question whether those objectives may also be invoked to justify infringe
mentss of the Most-Favoured Nation and National Treatment requirements in 
Articlee 2.1. 

Thee word "unnecessary" is elaborated upon by the phrase 'shall not be more 
trade-restrictivee than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective, taking account 
off the risks non-fulfilment would create'. Article 2.2 thus contains an element 
off tautology. The phrase 'not be more trade-restrictive' in Article 2.2 TBT 
iss reminiscent of the interpretation of "necessary" in Article XX(b) GATT. 

Thee same was true for the 1979 TBT Agreement. Thus, the statement in GATT (1979a) at 42 that 

measuress deemed necessary by governments for [inter alia]  health and environmental protection were 

'exceptedd from the Standards Code' was subsequently removed by an erratum. 
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However,, the different balance of obligations in Article 2.2 TBT and in Article 
XXX GATT suggest that "necessary" need not have exactly the same meaning in 
Articlee 2.2 as in Article XX GATT.6^ The test in the TBT Agreement in addition 
containss a reference to the risks created by the non-fulfilment of the legitimate 
objective.. This appears to qualify the requirement that technical regulations 
shalll not be more trade-restrictive than necessary. It is an interesting addition, as 
itt establishes an explicit link between the measure taken (a technical regulation) 
andd the fulfilment of the legitimate objective sought by that measure. Such an 
explicitt link between the measure and the fulfilment of the objective sought 
cannott be found in Article XX GATT, although it recently appears to have been 
readd into the "necessary" test under Article XX(b) and (d) by the Appellate Body. 
However,, according to Article 2.2 TBT, only the risk of non-fulfilment of the 
objectivee is to be taken into account, and not the risk created by a lesser degree 
ofof fulfilment of the objective. 

Thee TBT Agreement contains no further elaboration of the risk assessment 
too be made by the Member applying the technical regulation, as is the case in the 
SPSS Agreement. For assessing the risk of non-fulfilment, a non-exhaustive list 
of'relevantt elements of consideration' is provided in the last sentence of Article 
2.2.. Although that list includes 'available scientific and technical information', 
theree is no hard and fast requirement to have a scientific basis for a technical 
regulationn as there is for sanitary or phytosanitary measures in the SPS Agree
ment.. Accordingly, the TBT Agreement appears to provide more possibilities to 
basee a measure on the precautionary principle than the SPS Agreement. The 
lackk of elaboration as regards the requirement to take account of the risks of 
non-fulfilmentt raises some questions. Does a Member preparing or adopting 
aa technical regulation have to take the risks of non-fulfilment of its objective 
intoo account when looking at each available alternative separately? Does it have 
too demonstrate that it has done so? Or could it be that the requirement to 
considerr the alternatives may itself be limited because of the perceived risk of 
non-fulfilmentt caused by waiting longer to adopt a technical regulation? 

Ann earlier version of the draft Uruguay Round Final Act contained a footnote 
statingg that Article 2.2 was intended to incorporate a "proportionality" test to 
determinee whether technical regulations constituted unnecessary obstacles to 
trade,, and various authors have interpreted Article 2.2 along those lines.64 This 
wouldd imply that Article 2.2 contains a test which balances the trade effects 
againstt the non-trade objective. However, as has been signalled in the EC 
context,, there is considerable uncertainty as to what "proportionality" exactly 

633 However, McGovern (1995) at 7.24-4 argues that the experience gained under Article XX GATT may be 

off use in determining what restrictions are necessary under Article 2.2. 
644 Ziegler {1998) at 216; Appleton (1997a) at 113; Rege (1994) at 105 note 6; Petersmann (1993a), at 66 

notee 45; Völker (1995) at 288. 
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means.. Proportionality may be taken to mean the actual balancing of the trade 
effectss and the non-trade objectives of a measure. A more limited proportionality 
testt only balances the various means to achieve a non-trade policy goal, attempt
ingg to avoid involving the actual policy goal in its analysis. That would coincide 
withh the usual interpretation of the "necessary" test. The question arising from 
thee requirements in Article 2.2 itself is whether it is possible to look only at 
thee least trade-restrictive alternative to reach a given policy goal, and at the same 
timee to take account of the risks created by the non-fulfilment of that policy goal, 
withoutt implicitly assessing the levels of fulfilment of the policy goal. 

Finally,, the SPS Agreement contains the most elaborate set of conditions, 
thatt build upon the "necessity" requirement in sub-paragraph (b) and the 
requirementss in the chapeau to Article XX GATT, but are more detailed and 
moree burdensome for Members to comply with. SPS measures should be applied 
onlyy to the extent necessary; they should be based on scientific principles and 
nott maintained without sufficient scientific evidence (Article 2.2); they should 
nott arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate or be applied in a manner which 
wouldd constitute a disguised trade restriction (Article 2.3); they should be based 
onn international standards wherever possible and appropriate (Article 3); they 
shouldd be based on a risk assessment (Article 5.1); they should be applied in 
orderr to achieve the appropriate protection level, and those levels should be 
appliedd without discrimination (Article 5.5 and Guidelines for its implementa
tion65);; and SPS measures should not be more trade-restrictive than required to 
achievee their appropriate level of protection, taking into account technical and 
economicc feasibility, which is the case when there is no reasonably available 
alternativee measure that achieves the appropriate protection level but is signifi
cantlyy less trade-restrictive (Article 5.6). 

5.2.33 Justifications and "Reason" 

Thee Appellate Body in Japan-Alcohol stated that: 

WTOWTO rules are not so rigid or so inflexible as not to have room for reasoned 
judgementsjudgements in confronting the endless and ever-changing ebh and flow of real facts 
inin real cases in the real world. They will  serve the multilateral trading system best if 
theythey are interpreted with that in mind. In that way, we will  achieve the "security and 
predictability"predictability" sought for the multilateral trading system by the Members of the WTO 
throughthrough the establishment of the dispute settlement system66 

G/SPS/W/104,, 'Proposed Guidelines to Further the Practical Implementation of Article 5.5'. 

ABB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 31. In the same case, the AB used the metaphor of an accordion for the 

meaningg of "likeness". 
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Inn US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body interpreted the chapeau to Article XX as a 
"reasonableness"" requirement against the background of its purpose to prevent 
thee abuse of Article XX. When applying the chapeau, it looked, among other 
things,, at reasonably available alternatives. In US-Shrimp-Turtle, when applying 
thee "relating to" requirement in XX(g), the Appellate Body observed that the 
meanss were "reasonably" related to the ends. When applying the requirements 
off the chapeau to the measure at issue, the Appellate Body remarked that 
ann alternative course of action was reasonably open to the United States for 
securingg the legitimate policy goal of its measure.67 Also in US-Shrimp-Turtle, 
thee Appellate Body said that the chapeau is an expression of the principle of 
goodd faith, prohibiting "abus de droit", which implies that the assertion of the 
rightt in Article XX 'must be exercised bona fide, that is to say, reasonably'.68 The 
Appellatee Body cited an author on public international law who referred to a bona 
fidefide and reasonable exercise of the right as one that is 'appropriate and necessary 
forr the purpose of the right (i.e., in furtherance of the interests which the right 
iss intended to protect)'.69 That description of what is reasonably refers to two 
elementss of what is called in this work proportionality senso latu. The Appellate 
Bodyy further clarified that the chapeau requires striking a balance between the 
rightss of the defendant and those of the complainant, which will need to be done 
onn a case-by-case basis. The panel in EC-Asbestos endorsed this interpretation 
andd examined, within the context of the chapeau, whether the measures at issue 
hadd been "reasonably" applied.70 

InIn the SPS Agreement, the words "reasonably available" feature in the Note 
too Article 5.6 SPS, where it functions much in the same way as in the interpreta
tionn of "necessary" in Article XX(b) and (d) GATT. In EC-Hormones, the Appel
latee Body interpreted "based on" in Article 5.1 as requiring that the results of 
thee risk assessment must 'sufficiently warrant - that is to say, reasonably support 
-- the SPS measure at stake', thus, that there is 'a rational relationship between 
thee measure and the risk assessment.'71 Furthermore, the Appellate Body in the 
samee case found that a single divergent opinion expressed by one scientist was 
nott "reasonably sufficient" to overturn the contrary conclusions reached in more 
specificc scientific studies. 

Thus,, the Appellate Body in various instances refers to "reasonably" and 
"reasonableness",, and has thus provided itself with a great deal of flexibility 
inn the interpretation of open-ended norms. Other instances of such flexibility 

677 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtk, para. 171. 
6 88 Ibid., para. 158. 
6 99 Ibid., para. 158, citing Cheng (1953) at 125. 
7 00 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.226. 
711 AB in EC-Hormones, paras. 193 and 208. 
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aree the "likeness" accordion in Japan-Alcohol, repeated in EC-Asbestos; and the 
'continuumm of meanings of "necessary"' in Korea-Beef. Does this mean that 
thee Appellate Body is moving towards a general "reasonableness" or "reason" 
criterionn in the interpretation of Article XX GATT? It is submitted that despite 
itss increasing use of the concept of reason to interpret key provisions, the Appel
latee Body will not readily overlook textual and contextual differences between 
provisionss if it wishes to interpret them in accordance with the Vienna Conven
tion.. By using such open concepts, and by referring to the line of equilibrium 
whichh accordingly moves as the kind and shape of measures vary and the factual 
situationss of the cases differ, the Appellate Body has granted itself considerable 
leewayy to approach the chapeau on a case-by-case basis. However, governments 
willl want to know what sort of measures pursuing societal and environmental 
needss may be expected to pass the Article XX test. Although it is a difficult task, 
thee Appellate Body will have to clarify some of the most difficult issues if govern
mentss are unwilling or unable to agree on guidelines for the interpretation of 
Articlee XX. 

5.33 The Role of Protection and Discrimination 

5.3.11 Introduction: Protection and Discrimination in WTO 
Provisions s 

Ass discussed in Section 4.2.2, according to the Appellate Body, 
thee broad and fundamental purpose of Article III is to avoid protectionism in 
thee application of internal tax and regulatory measures. It may be recalled that 
Articlee IH:i provides in an adhortative manner that internal taxes, and regula
tionss affecting the sale, distribution etc. of products, should not be applied to 
importedd or domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production. 
Thee first paragraph is evidently not structured as a "chapeau" to Article III, and 
itt has been argued that Article III contains ten paragraphs of equal weight.72 

Nevertheless,, the Appellate Body has made it clear that the first paragraph 
containss a general principle that underlies the whole of Article III and "informs" 
thee other paragraphs of Article III.7* However, exactly how this "informing" 
takess place remains to be clarified, particularly in the context of Article 111:4, 
whichh does not explicitly refer to Article III:i. The notion of "protection" is taken 
inn this work as being broader than discrimination. It encompasses all instances 
off discrimination and in addition those situations where there is no production 

Vonn Moldtke (1997) at 11. 

ABB in Japan-Alcohol and EC-Asbestos. See Section 4.2.2. 
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off domestic products that are "like" the imported products whose treatment 
iss at issue, but domestic producers of products competing with the imported 
productss are nonetheless favoured. The non-protectionism principle is not only 
foundd in Article III:i GATT, but also in Article 2.2 TBT. Arguably, it is also 
embodiedd in the 'disguised restriction on international trade' element of the 
chapeauu to Article XX GATT, and in Article 5.5 SPS. 

Althoughh the notion of discrimination as such does not occur in Article 
111:44 GATT, it is submitted that the prohibition of less favourable treatment of 
likee imported products in that provision constitutes or at least closely resembles 
aa non-discrimination test. Non-discrimination requirements figure in all the 
WTOO Agreements that are central to this work. Even if the word "discrimina
tion"" does not literally figure in Article III, panels have sometimes used that 
termm when addressing this Article.7-» The panel in Japan-Film even spoke of 
dejuredejure and de facto discrimination in the context of Article III.75 The "less 
favourablee treatment" standard is also found in Article 2.1 TBT, but not as such 
inn the SPS Agreement. The word "discrimination" itself does feature in the 
chapeauu to Article XX GATT, where it refers to the manner in which measures 
aree applied. Article 2.3 of the SPS Agreement contains almost identical wording, 
albeitt that it simply refers to the measures themselves, and not to their means 
off application. Article 5.5 SPS prohibits arbitrary or unjustifiable distinctions in 
protectionn levels deemed to be appropriate in different situations, if these result 
inn discrimination. 

AA central question in relation to the national treatment provisions is whether 
theyy prohibit measures that are not linked to product origin, but may neverthe
lesss have as their effect the less favourable treatment of imports. The answer 
too this question determines to what extent WTO Members can make regulatory 
distinctionss without infringing Article 111:4. If their distinctions do not infringe 
Articlee 111:4, m e v do n o t n a v e t 0 r e s o r t t o Article XX. If their distinctions do 
infringee Article 111:4, however, resorting to Article XX is required. Article XX 
lackss justification grounds such as "environmental protection" or "consumer 
protection"" and may therefore be too limited to accommodate all the legitimate 
objectivess for which governments make regulatory distinctions. The latter prob
lemm may largely be accommodated by a wide interpretation of the grounds in 
Articlee XX. But nevertheless, there are regulatory objectives not covered by 
Articlee XX, and moreover, Article XX lays the burden of proof on the defendant 
too justify its measures. Thus, the scope of the prohibition in Article 111:4 

7474 For example, the GATT panel in EC-Oilseeds, paras. 140-141, noted that the EC Regulations at issue were 

capablee of giving rise to discrimination, although they may not necessarily do so in the case of each 

individuall purchase. The panel noted that the exposure of a particular imported product to a risk of 

discriminationn in itself constitutes a form of discrimination. 
755 Panel in Japan-Film, para. 10.86. 
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hass important ramifications. For example, under Article 111:4, should a WTO 
Memberr be allowed to regulate cars with catalytic converters more favourably 
thann cars without catalytic converters, e.g. by allowing cars with converters to 
bee used during rush hours, while cars without converters are not? If cars with 
andd without converters are found to be "like products" and "less favourable 
treatment"" of imported cars without converters is found, the Member will need 
too justify its regulatory distinction under Article XX. If, on the other hand, 
thee terms "like products" and/or "less favourable treatment" are interpreted 
differently,, the outcome may be that the measure is not an infringement of 
Articlee 111:4 m m e first place. 

Forr the purpose of the following analysis, a distinction is made between de 
jurejure differentiating measures and dejure neutral measures. Dejure differential 
treatmentt is understood here to include not only direct references to product 
origin,, but also references to criteria linked to product origin. An example is a 
nationall law laying down different requirements for importers and for domestic 
producerss and traders. "Dejure neutral" measures are defined as measures that 
doo not differentiate between products on the basis of their origin or any factor 
linkedd to origin. Such measures may have unfavourable effects on imports. 
DejureDejure neutral measures cannot be found to accord less favourable treatment 
byy looking solely at the regulations themselves. For example, certain product 
requirementss are tailored to domesticc producers' wishes, or regulatory distinc
tionss are based on criteria placing all or most imports in a disadvantaged 
category.. It should be noted that there is no textual basis for a distinction 
betweenn dejure differentiating and dejure neutral measures in Article III, as 
notedd by the panel in Japan-Alcohol?6 Although the matter has been addressed 
byy many distinguished authors, the problem of how to assess dejure neutral 
measuress that are de facto detrimental to imports under Article 111:4 n a s Yet 

too be resolved.77 

5.3.22 Dejure Differentiating Measures and National Treatment 

Thee way in which the GATT/WTO deals with dejure differentia
tionn to the detriment of imports, sometimes also referred to as "explicit" or 
"facial"" discrimination, seems relatively straightforward. If imported goods are 
explicitlyy treated differently from their "like" domestic counterparts, and the 
differentiall treatment is less favourable to imports, a violation of Article 111:4 
willl be found. The complaining party must adduce a prima facie claim of an 
Articlee 111:4 violation, bearing the burden of proving both elements, i.e. dif
ferentiall treatment of "like" products, and that that treatment is less favourable 

766 Panel in Japan-Alcohol, para. VI.16. This point was not appealed. 
777 See e.g. Roessler (1996), Mattoo and Subramanian (1998), Farber and Hudec (1994). 
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too imports. Then, when the party enacting the measures invokes a justification 
underr Article XX, it is up to that party to prove that all the elements of 
Articlee XX have been fulfilled.78 Once found to contravene Article 111:4, possible 
justificationss will have to comply with Article XX. The panel in US-Section 337 
suggestedd that the Member enacting dejure differential regulations bears part 
off the burden of proof under Article III14.79 Nonetheless, the complainant will 
stilll be required to adduce a prima facie case of differential treatment that is 
unfavourablee to "like" imported products. In US-FSC, the implementation panel 
viewedd the principal purpose of the "likeness" determination under Article 111:4 
ass ascertaining whether any formal differentiation in treatment between an 
importedd and a domestic product could be based upon the fact that the products 
aree different -i.e. not "like"- rather than on the origin of the products involved. It 
notedd that the distinction made in the measure at issue was solely and explicitly 
basedd on origin, and that the mere fact of having a certain origin does not render 
aa product "unlike" an imported good.80 In most cases where dejure differential 
treatmentt of "like" products has been established, finding less favourable treat
mentt will not be a problem.81 

5.3.33 Dejure Neutral Measures and National Treatment 

(a)) Dejure Neutral Measures in GATT-WTO Dispute 
Settlement t 

Thee language of relevant GATT and WTO panel reports and 
WTOO Appellate Body reports on the one hand suggests that Article 111:4 8 o e s 

beyondd a prohibition of purely dejure differential treatment to the detriment 
off imports. On the other hand, there are few instances where dejure neutral 
measuress have actually been found to be in violation of Article 111:4. Under 
GATTT 1947, the panel in Italian Discrimination against Imported Agricultural 
MachinesMachines said that 'the drafters intended to cover [...] any laws or regulations 
whichh might adversely modify the conditions of competition between the domes
ticc and imported products on the internal market.'82 The panel in US-Section 337 
notedd in an obiter dictum that 'there may be cases where application offormally 
identicalidentical legal provisions would in practice accord less favourable treatment to 
importedd products and a contracting party might thus have to apply different 

77 See e.g. panel in Japan-Film, para. 10.29, Farber and Hudec (1994) at 1420. and further Section 47 . 
799 US-Section 337, para. 5.11: '[I]t is incumbent on the contracting party applying differential treatment to 

showw that, in spite of such differences, the no less favourable treatment standard of Article III is met.' 
8 00 Panel in US-FSC Implementation, paras. 8.132-133. 
8 '' See for examples, AB in Korea-Beef and panel in US-FSC Implementation. 
822 Italy-Agricultural Machinery, paras. 11-13. 
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legall provisions to imported products to ensure that the treatment accorded 
themm is in fact no less favourable.'8' However, these two panel reports themselves 
addressedd dejure differential treatment. In Canada-Alcohol, a dejure neutral 
minimumm price for beer was found to be inconsistent with Article 111:4 t o t n e 

extentt that it was fixed in relation to the domestic price.84 In US-Beer, a de 
jurejure neutral beer alcohol content requirement was found not to infringe Article 
111:4,, since high and low alcohol beer were not considered "like products".8' In 
US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes, two aspects of fuel economy requirements were found to be 
inconsistentt with Article 111:4. One because it really was not dejure neutral, and 
thee other because it was not based on factors relating to the product as such.86 

Underr GATT 1994, the panel in US-Gasoline found that the measures 
infringedd Article 111:4 because they prevented imported gasoline from benefit
ingg from individual baselines tied to the producer.87 Arguably, by allowing 
domesticc producers certain advantages not granted to importers, this measure 
wass not dejure neutral. The panel in EC-Bananas HI found aspects of the EC's 
bananaa regime to be inconsistent with Article HI:4 that were, on analysis, also 
nott dejure neutral.88 The one aspect of the banana regime undisputedly dejure 
neutrall was found not to infringe Article 111:4.89 The Canadian postal rates 
thatt were found to accord less favourable treatment in Canada-Periodicals were 
clearlyy not dejure neutral.90 Finally, in Japan-Film, Japanese measures on the 
distributionn and sale of photographic film that were dejure neutral were not 
foundd to be inconsistent with Article III^.»1 Japan-Film concerned a violation 
claimm under Article III and a non-violation claim under Article XXIII:i(b) GATT. 
Forr a non-violation claim, the application of a measure has to result in the nulli
ficationfication or impairment of benefits reasonably expected. As regards the causality 
betweenn the measure and the nullification or impairment of benefits, the panel 
observedd that the complainant had to show a clear causal relation between the 
measuress and the adverse effect on the relevant competitive relationships.92 The 
panell discussed the relevance of the origin-neutral nature of a measure as one 
aspectt of this causality requirement: 

833 US-Scction j j7, para. 5.11. 
8 44 Canada-Beer It, para. 5.29, referring to US-Section}}?, para. 5.11. 
855 US-Beer, para. 5.73. 
8 66 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, paras. 5.47-49 and 5.50-55, respectively. See also Section 4.2.4. 
877 Panel in US-Gasoline, paras. 6.9-12. 
8 88 Panel in EC-Bananas III,  paras. 7.180-181 on "operator categories" and paras. 7.243-250 on "hurricane 

licenses". . 
8 99 Ibid., paras. 7.218-219 on "activity functions". 
9 00 Panel in Canada-Periodicals, paras. 5.32-39. 
911 Panel in Japan-Film, paras. 10.22-24, a t )d 10.379-380. 
9 22 Ibid., para. 10.82. 
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[Ejven[Ejven in the absence ofde jure discrimination (measures which on their face 
discriminatediscriminate as to origin), it may be possible for the [complainant] to show de facto 
discriminationdiscrimination (measures which have a disparate impact on imports). However, in 
suchsuch circumstances, the complaining party is called upon to make a detailed showing 
ofof any claimed disproportionate impact on imports resulting from the origin-neutral 
measure.^ measure.^ 

Thee panel observed that 'WTO/GATT case law on the issue ofde facto discrimi
nationn is reasonably well-developed [...] in regard to [...] national treatment under 
GATTT Article III', and noted that the reasoning in that case law was equally 
applicablee in addressing the question ofde facto discrimination with respect to 
non-violationn claims.94 The panel subsequently transposed much of its reason
ingg to the violation claims under Article 111:4. I* s a w n o significant distinction 
betweenn the standard of'upsetting the competitive relationship' under Article 
XXIII:: i(b), and the standard of'upsetting the effective equality of competitive 
opportunities'' applicable under Article III:^.95 Referring to its findings in the 
non-violationn context, the panel found that the measures at issue 'neither (i) 
discriminatee on their face against imported film or paper (they are formally 
neutrall as to the origin of products), nor (ii) in their application have a disparate 
impactimpact on imported film or paper'. The panel's jumping from violation to non
violationn and back is striking, especially considering the differences between 
thesee types of claims and the remedies which may result.96 This was the first 
WTOO panel report that was not appealed against, and it is not often referred 
too in other dispute settlement reports. Nonetheless, the report is interesting for 
thee panel's willingness to consider dejure neutral measures under Article 111:4 
byy looking at a "disparate" or "disproportionate" impact on imports. However, 
ass said, there really are few examples in GATT/WTO case-law of dejure 
neutrall measures having been assessed under Article 111:4 GATT, so the panel's 
contentionn in Japan-Film that WTO/GATT case-law on de facto discrimination 

933 Ibid., para. 10.85. 
9 44 Ibid., paras. 10.85-86. The panel based its contention on one obiter dictum in a case involving dejure 

differentiationn (US-Section $yj), one finding on a minimum price measure to the extent that it was 

linkedd to domestic prices (Canada-Alcohol), one rinding on a tax measure (Japan-Alcohol), and three 

findingsfindings on measures whose dejure neutrality is at least disputable (a requirement for imported beer 

andd wine to use a wholesaler in US-Beer, differential baseline establishment rules in US-Gasoline, and 

operatorr categories in import licensing rules in EC-Bananas III). 

955 Ibid., para. 10.380. 
9 66 In case of non-violation complaints, there is no obligation for the WTO Member to withdraw the 

measuree which has been found to nullify or impair benefits of another Member. See Article 26.1(b) 

DSU.. On non-violation proceedings generally, see e.g. Petersmann (1997a) Ch. 4; Petersmann (1997) 

(ed.),, Chapters 2 and 3; and Cho (1998). 
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iss reasonably well-developed appears to be ill-founded. Nevertheless, as more 
"traditional"" trade barriers are removed, regulatory differences between WTO 
memberss will come increasingly to the forefront, and dejure neutral measures 
mayy increasingly be challenged in trade disputes. Even if the SPS and TBT 
Agreementss appear to be the most appropriate instruments to do so, challenges 
ofof dejure neutral measures under Article 111:4 GATT, as in EC-Asbestos, will 
quitee probably also increase. 

(b)) Dejure Neutral Measures and "Likeness"; Regulatory 
Distinctions,, "Aim and Effect" 

GATTT and WTO panels have on several occasions rejected the 
notionn of balancing less with more favourable treatment when applying Article 
111:44 a n d the n r s t sentence of Article 111:2: 

TheThe panel further found that the "no less favourable" treatment requirement of 
ArticleArticle IIL4 has to be understood as applicable to each individual case of imported 
products.products. The panel rejected any notion of balancing more favourable treatment 
ofof some imported products against less favourable treatment of other imported prod-
uctsw uctsw 

Itt is recalled that these panel reports both concerned dejure differentiating 
measures.. Yet they did not explicitly limit their refusal to balance less with 
moree favourable treatment to such measures. However, when assessing dejure 
neutrall measures, if "balancing" is not allowed, once products from different 
categoriess created by the national measure are found to be "like" in the sense 
off Article 111:2 or 111:4, it takes only one imported product from the category 
disadvantagedd under the national rule and one "like" domestic product from the 
categoryy advantaged under that national rule in order to conclude that imports 
aree taxed in excess of {Article 111:2), or treated less favourably (Article 111:4)tnan 

likee domestic products. This is even so when the regulatory or fiscal distinctions 
aree made for perfectly acceptable policy reasons. Thus, a test in Article III that 
merelyy asks whether any imported product is treated less favourably than any 
likee domestic product may lead to undesirable results in the case of dejure 
neutrall measures pursuing legitimate objectives, some of which may not be 
coveredd by Article XX.98 

US-SectionUS-Section tfj, para. 5.14, as repeated and supported by the panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.14. The 

"balancing"" of higher and lower taxation was explicitly rejected by the panel in US-Tobacco, para. 98, 

referringg to US-Section jjy as 'another Article III panel' that had ruled against balancing. 

Ehringg (2001) at 3 (manuscript) calls this a "diagonal test". 
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Sincee the early 1990s, attempts have been made to address this problem. 
Initially,, the focus was largely on the interpretation of "likeness". If "likeness" 
iss interpreted strictly, Article 111:4 wu^ n o t easily be infringed and national 
regulatoryy autonomy will be preserved." A "market-based" view of the "likeness" 
off products assesses "likeness" essentially from the consumer perspective.100 If, 
onn the other hand, the perspective of the regulating government is taken, the 
objectivess for which regulatory distinctions between products are made may be 
takenn into account when determining "likeness". As one author put it: 

[T]he[T]he starting point of the analysis cannot be the concrete objects to which an 
internalinternal tax or regulation is applied but only the abstract categories of products 
distinguisheddistinguished by the contracting party. [...]  Article III:i  prescribes the perspective from 
whichwhich products are to be compared. [...]  In determining whether two products are 
alike,alike, the central issue thus is whether the product categories under which they fall 
havehave been distinguished with the intent and effect of affording protection.101 

Takingg this perspective to its extreme, "like" means 'not differing in any respect 
relevantt to an actual non-protectionist policy'.102 However, if "likeness" follows 
nationall regulatory distinctions, Article 111:4 would in effect not discipline any 
dejuredejure neutral measures. A milder version of this perspective influenced the 
interpretationn of the two GATT panel reports in US-Beer and US-Auto Taxes, 
thatt became known for their "aims and effects" test.10' In US-Beer, the panel 
considered,, among other things, dejure neutral sales restrictions of beer accord
ingg to its alcohol content. In the view of the panel, it was imperative that the like 
productt determination in the context of Article III be made 'in such a way that 
itt not unnecessarily infringe upon the regulatory authority and domestic policy 
optionss of contracting parties.'104 In applying this approach, the panel examined 
whetherr the differentiation in the treatment of low-alcohol beer and high-alcohol 
beerr -which were physically similar- was such as to afford protection to domestic 
production.. The panel noted that both Canadian and US beer manufacturers 
producedd both low and high alcohol beer and that the US laws did not differenti
atee between imported and domestic beer as such. The panel observed that 
'[t]hee burdens resulting from these regulations thus do not fall more heavily 

9 99 Cf. Mattoo and Subramanian (1998) at 304. 
1000 See e.g. Bronckers and McNelis (2000). 
1011 Roessler (1996) at 29. 
1022 See the 'aim and effect test' discussed in Section 5.3.3, and Howse and Regan (2000) at 260. 
1033 While US-Beer was adopted and dealt with Article 111:4 as well as Article 111:2, the relevant part on 

'aimm and effect' of US-Auto Taxes concerned only Article 111:2, first sentence, and the report remained 

unadopted. . 
1044 US-Beer, para. 5.72. 
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onn Canadian than on United States producers'.105 Next, the panel noted that 
'thee alcohol content of beer has not been singled out as a means of favouring 
domesticc producers over foreign producers.' It concluded that high alcohol and 
loww alcohol beer were not "like" products in terms of Article 111:4. Finally, the 
panell added that no evidence had been submitted to it that the choice of the 
particularparticular level of alcohol at which the measures distinguished between high 
andd low alcohol had the purpose or effect of affording protection to domestic 
production.106 6 

Thee panel in US-Auto Taxes noted that the practical interpretative issue 
underr paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article III was: 

whichwhich differences between products may form the basis of regulatory distinctions 
byby governments that accord less favourable treatment to imported products? Or 
conversely,conversely, which similarities between products prevent regulatory distinctions by 
governmentsgovernments that accord less favourable treatment to imported products?107 

Thee panel noted that "so as to" afford protection suggested both aim and effect.Iof 

AA measure had the aim of affording protection if the circumstances in which 
itt was adopted, in particular the instruments available to achieve the declared 
domesticc policy goal, demonstrated that a change in competitive opportunities 
inn favour of domestic products was a desired outcome and not merely an incidental 
consequenceconsequence of the pursuit of a legitimate policy goal. It had the effect of afford
ingg protection if it accorded greater competitive opportunities to domestic than 
too imported products.109 After these general remarks, the panel went on to apply 
itss "aim and effect" approach to the tax measures under Article 111:2, but not to 
thee regulatory measures under Article 111:4. 

Thee WTO panel in US-Gasoline did not refer to the "aim and effect" test, 
probablyy because it found dejure differential treatment. In Japan-Alcohol, which 
dealtt with taxes under Article 111:2, both the US as the claimant and Japan as 
thee defendant claimed that an "aim and effect" test should be applied, however 
reachingg opposite results in applying the test.'10 The panel explicitly rejected 
thee application of an aim-and-effect test to Article 111:2, first sentence. It even 
rejectedd the test with respect to the second sentence of Article 111:2, which, 
inn contrast with the first sentence (and with Article 111:4) explicitly refers to 
Articlee III:i. The Appellate Body corrected the panel on this point, stating that 

1055 Ibid., para. 5.73. Emphasis by the author. 
1066 Ibid., para. 5.74. Emphasis by the author. 
1077 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.6. 
1088 The US-Beer panel had only referred to 'purpose or effect'. 
1099 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.10. Emphasis added. 
1100 Panel in Japan-Alcohol, paras. VI.14-18. 
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whetherr the tax measure in question was applied 'so as to afford protection' was 
aa separate issue which had to be addressed individually. However, the Appellate 
Bodyy made it clear that "aims" are not about subjective intentions. It is irrelevant 
thatt protectionism was not an intended objective if the particular tax measure 
inn question is nevertheless, to echo Article III:i, 'applied to imported or domestic 
productss so as to afford protection to domestic production'.1" The Appellate Body 
thenn referred to the design, the architecture, and the revealing structure of 
aa measure from which its protective application can most often be discerned. 
Protectivee application in the context of the second sentence of Article 111:2 has 
sincee been accordingly interpreted in a number of disputes."2 

Inn the light of the foregoing, the "aim and effect test" appears to have led 
aa short life, at least to the extent that it was conceived in US-Beer and US Auto 
TaxesTaxes to inform the "likeness" determination. Nonetheless, both "aims" and 
"effects"" may be expected to resurface in some way when determining which 
measuress should pass the Article 111:4test a n d which should not. Arguments on 
thee regulatory purpose of measures have been made by the parties in Canada-
PeriodicalsPeriodicals and EC-Bananas III  (in the context of GATS National Treatment).11* 
Thee problématique leading to the "aim and effect" test has inspired various 
authorss in proposing alternative tests for Article III GATT."4 

(c)) Dejure Neutral Measures and "Less Favourable 
Treatment" " 

Thee Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos said that the principle of 
avoidingg "protective application" in Article III:i informs both "likeness" and 
"lesss favourable treatment" in Article 111:4.It: i s recalled that the Appellate Body 
deducedd from the principle in Article III:i that "like" in Article 111:4 i s t o De 

1111 AB in Japan-Alcohol, at p. 28-29. 
1122 See AB in Canada-Periodicals, Korea-Alcohol, and Chile-Alcohol, discussed in Section 4.2.3. 
1133 As noted by Hudec (1998) at 636. 
1144 See, in addition to those mentioned in footnotes 77 and 100-102, e.g. Cheyne (1995) at 444, arguing that 

nationall measures must employ an objective test for differentiation, and must have neither a protective 

intentionn nor a protective effect; Zedalis (1997b) at 112, arguing that the first sentence of Article III 

doess not affect Article 111:4,an<^ protective application cannot be a criterion for determining "likeness"; 

Kometanii (1996) at 444, proposing to interpret Article III for environmental measures by shifting the 

burdenn to the country taking the measure to prove that its measure is not aimed at protection but 

pursuess an objective need for environmental protection. Panels should only reject such arguments in 

casess of manifest error or inconsistency. 
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interpretedd to apply to products that are in a competitive relationship in the 
marketplace.. The Appellate Body thus appears to have suggested that likeness 
iss determined 'in the market', and thus predominantly from the perspective of 
thee consumer rather than of the regulating government. The Appellate Body 
thenn emphasised that there is another element in Article 111:4: "less favourable 
treatment".. Thus, perhaps "less favourable treatment" may develop as the main 
tooll by which to introduce into Article 111:4 t n e flexibility desired to allow 
governmentss to regulate de jure neutrally for legitimate purposes without having 
too defend their measures under Article XX. However, Article 111:4 does n o t 

expresslyy refer to Article III:i, and a separate consideration of protective applica
tionn is not needed in order to find a violation of Article III:4.115 This leaves open 
thee question of how "less favourable treatment" in Article 111:4 is informed by 
Articlee III:i. 

Inn its obiter dictum in EC-Asbestos, the Appellate Body suggested that in order 
too find "less favourable treatment", more is needed than merely establishing 
thatt an imported product falls within the category created by the regulatory 
distinctionn that is disadvantaged, while a "like" domestic product falls within 
thee advantaged category."6 The Appellate Body said that if there is "less favour
ablee treatment" of the group of "like" imported products, there is, conversely, 
"protection"" of the group of "like" domestic products. The Appellate Body might 
havee meant that the distinction drawn by the national measure must have 
protectionistt effects in order to violate Article 111:4. Perhaps the Appellate Body's 
indicationss as to a measure's protectionist design in Japan-Alcohol, as further 
elaboratedd in subsequent cases, could be of assistance here. However, it should 
bee recalled that unlike the second sentence of Article 111:2, Article 111:4 does 
nott explicitly refer to Article III:i. Moreover, the Appellate Body did not say that 
protectionn means less favourable treatment, but rather the reverse. The Appellate 
Bodyy also suggested that it has to be established that a group of "like" imported 
productss is treated less favourably than a group of "like" domestic products. This 
approachh has been referred to as the "asymmetrical impact" test."7 However, 
itt will often be a difficult exercise to examine alleged disproportionate or asym
metricall effects on imports. For example, if low-alcohol beer and high-alcohol 
beerr are considered to be "like" products, does a national regulation prohibiting 
thee sale of high-alcohol beer in sports canteens afford imported beer less favour
ablee treatment only if all imported beer is high-alcohol beer, and all domestic 
beerr is low-alcohol beer? What if 80% of imported beer is high-alcohol beer, and 
80%% of domestic beer is low-alcohol beer? 

1155 AB in EC-Bananas III,  para. 216. Emphasis added. 
1166 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 100. See Section 4.2.4. 
1177 Ehring {2001) at 4 (manuscript). 
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Anotherr problem is that the Appellate Body's reference to "groups" of prod
uctss at first sight appears to be difficult to reconcile with a consistent line of 
GATTT and WTO dispute settlement reports in which the "balancing" of more 
favourablee with less favourable treatment was not accepted under Article HI."8 

Itt has been suggested that the 'no balancing' requirement should be seen in 
itss proper context, which was a dejure differentiating measure, and does not 
necessarilyy apply to dejure neutral measures."9 However, it should be recalled 
thatt there is no textual basis in Article III to distinguish between origin-neutral 
andd non-origin-neutral measures. Apart from -perhaps- the obiter dictum in 
EC-Asbestos,EC-Asbestos, there are no further panel or Appellate Body reports to support 
suchh a distinction. In EC-Hormones, the EC argued that there should be a 
comparisonn of the whole group of imported products with the whole group of 
likee domestic products when assessing dejure neutral measures under Article 
111:4.. According to the EC, only when assessing dejure differentiating measures 
couldd it be assumed that domestic production was "protected" if any imported 
productt received less favourable treatment.120 This argument was not addressed 
byy the panel or the Appellate Body, however. In US-FSC, the implementation 
panell rejected a US argument that the treatment of classes of products had to be 
comparedd under Article 111:4.12r 

(d)) Dejure Neutral Measures and "Inherent Competitive 
Disadvantages" " 

Thee suggestion to focus on "less favourable treatment" rather 
thann "likeness" in solving the problems of assessing dejure neutral measures 
underr Article 111:4 w a s made as early as 1994.'" Inspiration was sought in the 
Nationall Treatment provision of the General Agreement on Trade in Services 
(GATS).. Article XVII:i GATS provides that in the sectors inscribed in the 
schedulee to GATS, and subject to conditions and qualifications set out therein, 
eachh Member shall accord to foreign services and suppliers treatment which is 
noo less favourable than that accorded to like domestic services and suppliers. 
Accordingg to Article XVII:2, Members may meet this requirement by according 
formallyy identical or formally different treatment. Article XVII:•$ provides that 
formallyy identical treatment shall be considered to be less favourable if it 'modi
fiesfies conditions of competition' in favour of domestic suppliers. However, the 
notee to Article XVII: 1 GATS provides that specific service commitments do not 

Seee e.g. US-Section }$j, para. 5.14; panel in US-Gasoline, para. 6.14. 
1199 Howse and Tuerk (2001); Ehring (2001) at 25 (manuscript). 
1200 Panel in EC-Hormones, paras. 4.255-256. 
1211 Panel in US-FSC Implementation, paras. 8.130-34. 
1222 Farber and Hudec (1994) at 1427. Cf. Farber and Hudec (1996) at 72. 
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requiree any Member to compensate for any inherent competitive disadvantages 
whichh result from the foreign character of the relevant services or service suppli
ers.1233 The GATS National Treatment provision is not one which applies across 
thee board like the one in the GATT, as it only applies to specific commitments 
madee by WTO members. Moreover, the differences between services and goods 
shouldd not be overlooked.114 Nonetheless, Article XVII GATS may be useful 
inn interpreting Article 111:4 GATT. It has been suggested that the exclusion 
of'inherentt competitive advantages' from the category of actionable violations 
couldd be incorporated into Article 111:4 GATT through the necessary interpreta
tionn of the term "less favourable treatment". However, it has not become clear 
whatt "inherent competitive disadvantages" actually are.125 

AA different kind of "inherence" criterion, this time with regard to Article 
111:22 GATT, can be found in the two "aim and effect" panel reports, US-Beer 
andd US-Auto Taxes. In US-Beer, the claim under Article 111:2 involved beneficial 
taxx treatment for wine produced from a particular type of grape growing mostly 
inn the south-eastern US and the Mediterranean. Although not specifically using 
thee term "inherent", the panel did suggest that a tax categorisation based on 
grapee varieties that could not be grown in some other countries was protection
ist,, in the absence of professed policy objectives other than protection. The panel 
foundd that the tax treatment implied a geographical distinction affording protection 
too local wine to the detriment of wine produced where this particular grape could 
notnot he grown.116 In US-Auto Taxes, when the panel analysed the protective effect 
off the Luxury Tax, it noted that the 'regulatory distinction of $30,000 [above 
whichh the luxury tax was paid] did not create conditions of competition that 
dividedd the products inherently into two classes, one of [...] foreign origin and 
thee other of domestic origin'. The panel's view of "inherence" is illustrated by its 
observationn that there was no evidence that foreign producers did not have the 
'design,, production, and marketing capabilities' to sell cars below the regulatory 

1233 An example of such an inherent competitive disadvantage is a language requirement to provide a 

service,, which will be more difficult to meet for service providers from other countries with a different 

motherr tongue. 
, 2 4SeeMattooo (1997). 
1255 Farber and Hudec {1994) contend that a competitive disadvantage is "inherent" when the regulation 

producingg the disadvantage is not assigned any "causal" weight in the outcome. That seems a contradic

tionn in terms in that the word "producing" assumes a causal relationship. Moreover, the authors appear 

too equate the absence of causal weight with the existence of a valid regulatory purpose, which appears to 

thee current author to be a different issue altogether. 
122 US-Beer, para. 5.26. The panel concluded that the distinction in favour of local wine must, on the 

evidencee placed before it, be presumed to afford protection to local vintners and was inconsistent with 

Articlee 111:2, first sentence. Even if wine produced from the special grape variety were considered 

"unlike"" other wine, this would be inconsistent with the second sentence of Article 111:2. 
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threshold,, or that they did not produce such cars.127 Likewise, the panel found 
thatt the distinctions drawn by the so-called Gas Guzzler Tax did not create 
'inherentlyy foreign or domestic categories', referring to technology as a pointer 
too such inherence.128 It has been observed that such a view of "inherent" 
categorisationss makes it very difficult for a complainant to find a violation of 
Articlee II114.129 

Thus,, whereas GATS refers to inherent competitive disadvantages resulting 
fromm the foreign character of the service or its supplier, which do not have to 
bee compensated under the national treatment requirement, the references in 
US-AutoUS-Auto Taxes to "inherence" in the interpretation of Article 111:2 GATT suggest 
thatt any differentiation is acceptable as long as it does not create categories that 
aree inherently domestic or foreign. In this view, only those differentiations creat
ingg favoured categories in which the foreign product cannot possibly be placed, 
forr geographical, climatological, design, production, marketing or technological 
reasons,, will be deemed to accord less favourable treatment to imports. All in 
all,, the "inherence" criterion is fraught with a lack of clarity and consistency 
whichh means that it is unlikely to provide any decisive guidance in interpreting 
Articlee 111:4. 

(e)) Concluding Remarks on Dejure Neutral Measures 

Challengingg dejure neutral measures under Article 111:4 is Pos" 
sible,, and may be increasingly expected to occur. This is not in itself surprising, 
consideringg the potentially broad scope of Article 111:4 in covering national 
measuress 'affecting the sale, offering for sale', etc. of products. However, there 
iss still a great deal of uncertainty as to how such measures are to be assessed. 
AA criterion of "inherent" disadvantages for imports does not seem very helpful, 
ass "inherence" may be interpreted in very different ways. It seems clear that to 
assesss origin-neutral measures, panels will need information on market condi
tionss in order to discover whether imports are being disfavoured. This raises the 
questionn whether a panel's assessment of market conditions can be appealed, 
inn view of the limitation of appeals to issues of law and legal interpretations.1'0 

Itt appears that the Appellate Body will be able to take such assessments into 
account,, as they are made within the framework of "less favourable treatment", 
whichh is an issue of law. 

Afterr EC-Asbestos, it seems that when a broad range of products are found to 
bee in a competitive relationship and therefore "like", the analysis will concentrate 

1277 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.14. 
1288 Ibid., paras. 5.25, 530-31 and 5.34. 
1299 Mattoo and Subrimanian (1998) at 6-7. 
1300 Article 17.6 DSU. 
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onn "less favourable treatment". The Appellate Body has suggested that the treat
mentt of the group of imported products and of the group of domestic "like" 
productss must be compared. This would imply that the complainant will have 
too adduce a prima facie case of "disparate" or "disproportionately unfavourable" 
treatmentt of the group of imported products as a result of the measure. The 
burdenn of proof upon the complainant may thus be significantly higher than 
whenn challenging a dejure differentiating measure. When assessing how prod
uctss are divided into regulatory categories by the measure, it is not inconceivable 
thatt panels and the Appellate Body will take the policy objectives of the regula
toryy categorisations into account. In that way, "aim and effect" may still play a 
rolee in the assessment of dejure neutral measures, albeit in the determination of 
lesss favourable treatment rather than of likeness. "Aims" should be understood 
ass objectives that may be ascertained from a measure's design, structure and 
application,, rather than as subjective goals. 

5.3.44 Protection and Discrimination in Justifications and 
Conditions s 

Protectionn and discrimination do not only play a role in the 
basicc National Treatment obligations in Article 111:4 GATT and Article 2.1 of 
thee TBT Agreement. They also figure prominently in the chapeau to Article 
XX,, and in several provisions of the SPS Agreement. As discussed supra, the 
panelss and the Appellate Body have started to differentiate between the different 
elementss in the chapeau. It seems that the element of "disguised restriction" 
iss being interpreted as an anti-protectionism test, reference being made to the 
samee yardstick of a measure's 'design, structure and architecture' which is 
usedd to assess protectionist application in Article 111:2, second sentence, and 
possiblyy in Article 111:4. The elements of'arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimina
tionn between countries where the same conditions prevail' leave no doubt that 
theree is a discrimination test in the chapeau to Article XX. Considering the 
interpretationn of these terms in US-Gasoline, US-Shrimp-Turtle, and EC-Asbestos 
(includingg the implementation panel and Appellate Body report), the "unjustifi-
ability"" of the discrimination will depend on the factual background of the case. 
Ann important question in this respect is whether the nature of the violation 
(Articlee III, Article XI, Article I, etc.) sought to be justified under Article XX 
affectss the determination of whether a discrimination is "unjustifiable".'31 

Articlee 2.3 of the SPS Agreement essentially repeats the elements of the 
chapeauu to Article XX GATT.'32 As is apparent from the Section on the SPS 
Agreementt above, that Agreement goes beyond the GATT in disciplining non-

1,11 See Section 5.1.1. 
1 , 11 Note, however, the small difference discussed in Section 4.5.2. 
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discriminatoryy measures. A measure could be challenged under the SPS Agree
mentt although it does not violate Article 111:4 GATT, even if the latter provision 
discipliness de facto discrimination. However, SPS measures may certainly also 
bee discriminatory; of that, there is no doubt. Often, the only way of stopping a 
diseasee or pest that has broken out in a neighbouring country from spreading 
intoo one's territory is through import-specific or discriminatory measures. 
Accordingly,, the reference in Article 2.3 SPS to the elements of the chapeau 
too Article XX makes it clear that discrimination as such is not prohibited, as 
longg as it meets the conditions in Article 2.3 and the remainder of the SPS 
Agreement.. The other reference to discrimination in the SPS Agreement, found 
inn Article 5.5, aims at consistency in the application of the concept of the 
appropriatee level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection. As discussed in Section 
4.5.2,, Article 5.5 must be read closely together with Article 2.3. Article 5.5 
appliess across the board, even with regard to protection levels which are 
deemedd to be appropriate between products that do not have a competitive 
relationship.. However, distinctions in appropriate protection levels only violate 
Articlee 5.5 if they are arbitrary or unjustifiable, and if they result in 'discrimina
tionn or a disguised restriction on international trade'. The Appellate Body in 
EC-HormonesEC-Hormones referred to the 'architecture and structure' of the measures as 
providingg no indication that the distinctions at issue resulted in discrimination 
orr a disguised restriction on international trade. 

5.44 Extraterritoriality , Production Methods and Unilateral 
Action n 

5.4.11 Introduction 

Trade-restrictivee measures can be aimed at protecting resources 
locatedd anywhere; partially or wholly in the importing country, partially or 
whollyy in the country of production, partially or wholly outside any jurisdiction 
(e.g.. the atmosphere or the high seas). A WTO Member can for instance prohibit 
thee export of chemical waste so as to protect the populations of other Members, 
orr the high seas. Trade-restrictive measures that try to protect environmental 
resourcess by influencing the behaviour of producers or governments in other 
countriess have raised major controversies, however. Such measures are usually 
basedd on the production or processingg methods (PPMs) of the products whose 
tradee is restricted. Such measures are perceived by exporting countries to be 
aa major threat to the trading rights they enjoy under the WTO Agreements. 
Illustrativee of the anxiety caused by PPM-based measures is the reaction of 
somee of the complainants to the Appellate Body report in US-Shrimp-Turtle. At 
thee meeting of the Dispute Settlement Body where the Appellate Body report 
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wass discussed, Thailand pointed out that this decision permitted Members 
too discriminate against products based on non-product related processes and 
productionn methods (PPMs). In Thailand's view, this was a fundamental and 
impermissiblee alteration of the present balance of the rights and obligations 
off Members under the WTO Agreement. Thailand considered that this would 
resultt in an 'explosive growth in the number of environmental, and perhaps 
labourr measures applied to PPMs' and justified under Article XX. The Appellate 
Body,, of its own volition, had 'altered the balance of rights and obligations under 
thee WTO Agreement'. Pakistan and India commented to the same effect.1'3 

Thee relationship between the WTO rules and trade restrictive measures 
basedd on production and processing methods (PPMs) has led to a great deal of 
debatee in academic and policy circles. Often, the discussion on PPMs is linked 
too the issues of "extraterritorial" or "extrajurisdictional" environmental protec
tion,, and of unilateral v. multilateral approaches to trade-related environmental 
problems.. Even though the issues of PPMs, unilateralism and extraterritoriality 
aree often interrelated, in this Section they are initially addressed separately, in 
orderr to avoid a confusion of arguments that may easily blur the discussion 
onn these important issues. The OECD stipulated in 1997 that 'present trading 
ruless do not allow one country to use trade measures for the purpose of unilat
erallyy enforcing its own environmental preferences or requirements on other 
countries'.1'44 This presumption of the WTO-incompatibility of unilaterally taken 
PPM-basedd measures has not remained unchallenged.1'5 It will be argued in this 
Sectionn that a blanket presumption of the WTO-incompatility of such measures 
iss indeed untenable, even if they are not easily accommodated under WTO rules. 
Nevertheless,, many officials, policy makers, non-governmental organisations 
andd academics still assume that the WTO simply prohibits unilateral PPM-based 
measures.1'66 At the time of writing, three years after the Appellate Body report in 
US-Shrimp-Turtle,US-Shrimp-Turtle, the WTO website contains a similar statement.1'7 

1333 Document WT/DSB/M/50. 
1344 OECD (1997) at 6. 
1,55 See Howse and Regan {2000); Charnovitz (2001). 
133 Charnovitz (2001) at 25-27 provides an overview of citations from various sources to this effect. 
1377 See the WTO website in its introduction 'Trading into the Future', under the heading T h e Environ

m e n t ss New High Profile': 'The WTO agreements are interpreted to say two important things. First, 

tradee restrictions cannot be imposed on a product purely because of the way it has been produced. 

Second,, one country cannot reach out beyond its own territory to impose its standards on another 

country.' ' 
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5.4.22 Processes and Production Methods 

Thee term PPMs refers to processes and production methods. The 
precisee meaning of these terms is not generally agreed, and this is a point that 
iss often overlooked in discussions of trade restrictions based on PPMs. One of 
thee few attempts to define PPMs which may claim at least some amount of inter
nationall acceptance is an OECD paper from 1997. This paper describes PPMs as 
'thee way in which products are manufactured or processed and natural resources 
extractedd or harvested'.1'8 The OECD paper makes the following distinction: 

AA process or production method can affect the characteristics of a product so that 
thethe product itself may pollute or degrade the environment when it is consumed or used 
(product-related(product-related PPMs). Alternatively, a process or method itself can have a negative 
impactimpact on the environment through, for example, the release of pollutants into the air 
oror water during the production stage (non-product-related PPMs).1™ 

Thus,, the distinction focuses on whether the environmental damage takes place 
duringg the production or during the consumption stage. However, a "product-
relatedd PPM" in OECD terminology may have negative health or environmental 
impactss not only during the consumption stage, but also during the production 
stage.. Therefore, the distinction between "product-related" and "non-product-
related"" PPMs is not always easy to draw. An example of a measure that would 
seemm to fall within the OECD definition of a "product-related PPM" is the treat
mentt of cattle with growth hormones, which was at issue in EC-Hormones..I4° 
Theree was disagreement in that dispute as to whether the PPM actually affected 
thee characteristics of the product. It was clear, however, that the EC's concern 
relatedd to the potential effects of the PPM at the consumption stage. Arguments 
ass to whether measures assessed under WTO rules were based on production 
methodss were also made by the parties in the Canada-Periodicals dispute.14' 
Thee main disputes involving PPM-based measures in GATT/WTO law, however, 
involvedd the incidental killing of dolphins during tuna fishing and of turtles 
duringg shrimp fishing, i.e. environmental damage during the production stage. 

Accordingg to the same OECD paper, the aim of non-product-related PPM 
requirementss is to reduce or control negative, or promote positive, environmental 
effectss during the production stage, i.e. before a product is placed on the market 

'*88 OECD (1997) at 1. 

' »» Ibid. 
1400 Panel in EC-Hormones, (US) para. 4.252; (CND), para. 4.336. 
1411 Panel in Canada-Periodicals, paras. 3.74, 3.80 and 3.87, on whether the Canadian difference between 

original-contentt and split-run magazines was a PPM-based measure. 
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forr sale. PPM requirements can be designed in different ways, e.g. prescribing a 
PPM,, prohibiting one or several PPMs, or prescribing emission or performance 
effectss rather than the methods themselves. Moreover, there are different instru
mentss for implementing PPM requirements, such as regulations, labels and 
environmentall taxes. The emphasis in this study is on regulations.142 Countries 
may,, for instance, apply regulatory restrictions on imported products that do not 
conformm to specified PPM requirements in order to influence the adoption of 
aa PPM by producers in another country. In such cases, the PPM requirements 
aree applied to imported products. The OECD paper rightly noted that applying 
non-product-relatedd PPM requirements to imported products is in itself not a 
simplee exercise: 'Simple inspection of a product will not show whether a specific 
PPMM has been used in its manufacturing. [...] The product would in most cases 
needd to be accompanied by a certificate indicating what process was used.'143 

Applyingg product-related PPM requiremens to imported products will not always 
bee a straightforward exercise either, as the manner in which a PPM affects a 
product'ss characteristics may be very difficult or costly to trace. An example of 
thiss problem is provided by genetically modified organisms (GMOs). 

Subjectt to its obligations under international law, a country may in principle 
applyy any production or processing requirements it wishes upon the producers 
underr its jurisdiction. However, a country cannot regulate foreign producers. 
Therefore,, if it wishes to extend its production requirements to foreign produc
ers,, a country may be tempted to resort to applying PPM requirements to 
importedd products. Foreign producers must meet these requirements in order 
forr their products to be marketed in the country applying the measure. That, 
however,, is not a feature which is exclusive to measures based on PPMs; the 
samee is true for regulations which determine product characteristics. PPM 
requirementss applied to imported products in order to induce foreign producers 
too meet certain production standards are here referred to as 'PPM-based 
measuress targeting producers'. Such measures define how products should be 
produced,, or what environmental damage is acceptable in their production 
process.. They may also be designed in terms of producer characteristics.144 

Whilee measures defining how products should be produced have not so far 
beenn the subject of GATT and WTO disputes145, measures involving producer 
characteristicss have. There are also PPM-based measures restricting imports 
fromm countries whose authorities do not impose upon their producers PPM 
requirementss which are equivalent to those in the importing country. Such 
measuress are referred to here as 'PPM-based measures targeting governments'. 

1422 On WTO rules and environmental labelling, see Appleton (1997a); on WTO rules and environmental 

taxes,, see Fauchald (1998). 
1433 OECD (1997) at 6. 
1444 Charnovitz {2001) at 22. 
1455 The measures at issue in US-Shrimp-Turtk also included certain aspects targeting producers. See infra. 
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Theyy are applied to imports according to government policies in their country 
off origin. Such measures were the subject of the two US-Tuna-Dolphin disputes 
andd also formed a considerable part of the measure at issue in US-Shrimp-Turtle. 

5.4.33 Unilateral and Multilateral Approaches 

Consideringg the cross-border and sometimes global nature of 
manyy environmental problems, multilateral action to tackle such problems is 
generallyy to be preferred over unilateral measures. A preference for multilateral 
solutionss has been laid down in Principle 12 of the 1992 Rio Declaration on 
Environmentt and Development: 

[...][...] Trade policy measures for environmental purposes should not constitute a 
meansmeans of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination or a disguised restriction on inter
nationalnational trade. Unilateral actions to deal with environmental challenges outside the 
jurisdictionjurisdiction of the importing country should be avoided. Environmental measures 
addressingaddressing transboundary or global environmental problems should, as far as possible, 
bebe based on an international consensus.146 

Articlee 2.22 of Agenda 21 asks governments to encourage 'GATT, UNCTAD 
andd other relevant international and regional economic institutions' to examine, 
inn accordance with their respective mandates and competencies, a number of 
'propositionss and principles', among which is to: 

(i)(i) Avoid unilateral actions to deal with environmental challenges outside the 
jurisdictionjurisdiction of the importing country. Environmental measures addressing transborder 
oror global environmental problems should, as far as possible, be based on an interna
tionaltional consensus. Domestic measures targeted to achieve certain environmental objec
tivestives may need trade measures to render them effective. Should trade policy measures 
bebe found necessary for the enforcement of environmental policies, certain principles 
andand rules should apply.[...} 

Principlee 12 of the Rio Declaration, available at http://www.unep. org/unep/rio.htm. See also Agenda 

21,, paras. 39.3(0), with similar language, and paragraph 2.20: 'International cooperation in the envi

ronmentall field is growing, and in a number of cases trade provisions in multilateral environment 

agreementss have played a role in tackling global environmental challenges. Trade measures have thus 

beenn used in certain specific instances, where considered necessary, to enhance the effectiveness of 

environmentall regulations for the protection of the environment. Such regulations should address the 

roott causes of environmental degradation so as not to result in unjustified restrictions on trade. [,..]' 
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Thee provision then refers to principles such as non-discrimination, least trade-
restrictiveness,, transparency and the position of developing countries. Arguably, 
Agendaa 21 thus leaves the position on unilateral action and extrajurisdictional 
protectionn goals somewhat unclear. Whereas it states that such action should be 
avoided,, it also appears to recognise that it may sometimes be necessary. The 
Marrakeshh Decision on Trade and Environment refers to the Rio Declaration 
andd Agenda 21, and considers that 'there should not be, nor need be, any policy 
contradictionn between upholding and safeguarding an open, non-discriminatory 
andd equitable multilateral trading system on the one hand, and acting for the 
protectionn of the environment, and the promotion of sustainable development on 
thee other'.147 This Decision thus leaves open the possibility that unilateral action 
iss taken to protect the environment. 

Theree is no agreed definition of "unilateral measure" in the WTO context, or 
off "unilateralism" in general public international law.'48 In public international 
law,, the term "unilateral" is neutral. Any measure applied by a state and not 
mandatorilyy prescribed by international agreement may be dubbed "unilateral". 
Whetherr a "unilateral" measure is consistent or inconsistent with public inter
nationall law will obviously depend on the type of measure and the type of 
internationall rules that apply to it. Therefore, general statements to the effect 
thatt "unilateral action" is "illegal" are meaningless. In the specific context of 
PPM-basedd trade-restrictive measures pursuing extraterritorial protection goals 
and/orr attempting to influence behaviour abroad, "unilateral" is usually attrib
utedd a negative connotation, or even the suggestion of illegality under interna
tionall law. Unilateral action having trade implications is perceived as threaten
ing,, especially by developing countries. As India put it in a communication: 
'Unilaterall trade measures are normally measures taken by stronger trading 
nationss against weaker ones with a view to influencing the latter. [...] Unilateral 
tradee measure do not find any sanction or justification either in international law 
orr indeed in GATT/WTO law.''49 However, also in the specific context of trade-
restrictivee measures, general statements to the effect that unilateral measures 
aree illegal appear devoid of meaning. Although there is a growing body of 
publicc international law stipulating that multilateral approaches to environ
mentall problems are to be preferred to unilateral approaches, this does not 
meann that unilateral measures are illegal per se. Thus, it has rightly been 

1477 Marrakesh Decision on Trade and Environment, available at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/ 

envir_e. . 
144 On the concept of "unilateralism" in public international law, with particular reference to trade and 

environmentt issues, see the special issue of EJIL (_ooo), no.2, with contributions by inter alia Sands 

(2000),, Boisson de Chazournes (2000) and Bodansky (2000). 
,4** Document WT/GC/W/123. 
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arguedd that '[examining a given trade measure's legality pursuant to applicable 
internationall trade agreements, or in the absence thereof pursuant to public 
internationall law, as opposed to focusing on unilateralism per se, could provide 
greaterr insight into its legal implications.'150 

Howw should "unilateral" be defined in the context of trade-restrictive environ
mentall measures in the first place? The implementation panel in US-Shrimp-
TurtleTurtle described a "unilateral measure" as a measure 'which has been designed 
andd is applied without being expressly mandated or permitted by a multilateral 
agreement',, without prejudice to its justification under Article XX GATT or any 
otherr provision of the WTO Agreement.15' It should be emphasised, however, 
thatt a WTO Member that is not a member of the relevant multilateral agreement 
willl still consider a trade-restrictive measure unilateral, even if expressly 
mandatedd or permitted by the multilateral agreement of which it is not a 
member.1'22 Another aspect of the above desciption that needs clarification are 
thee terms "expressly mandated or permitted" by a ME A. Does that include trade-
restrictivee measures taken in order to meet an objective laid down in a ME A, 
withoutt the measures to be taken to achieve the objective being specified in the 
MEA?? There seems to be a considerable grey area between measures explicitly 
prescribedd by a MEA (such as a ban on trade in certain endangered species) and 
measuress taken in order to pursue a goal of a MEA.'53 

Thee Appellate Body and the implementation panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle 
suggestedd that in order to address certain environmental problems, unilateral 
trade-restrictivee measures may only be taken pending negotiations on a multilat
erall approach to address the environmental problem: 

[Ijn[Ijn a context such as this one where a multilateral agreement is clearly to be 
preferredpreferred and where measures [...J may only be accepted under Article XX if they 

1500 According to Appleton (1997a) at 82, the fact that both the mandatory embargo and the voluntary 

labellingg scheme analysed in US-Tuna-Dolphin I were intended to further unilaterally imposed US 

environmentall policies with extraterritorial implications, and that one scheme was accepted and the 

otherr was not, makes the legal utility of Principle 12's reliance on unilateralism as a differentiating 

factorr questionable. 
1511 Implementation panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle, in footnote 155. 
1522 The issue of trade-restrictive measures taken pursuant to an MEA vis-a-vis WTO members that are 

non-partiess to MEAs has expressly been excluded from the negotiation mandate on MEAs and WTO 

ruless agreed in Doha in December of 2001. 
1555 The EC discussion paper on the relationship between MEAs and WTO rules tabled in March of 2002 

takess a broad ambit, so as to encompass all measures taken to achieve an "obligation de résultat" laid 

downn in an MEA. It however does not clearly elaborate what is understood by such an obligation, how 

specificc it should be expressed, and whether measures to be taken to achieve the objective should also 

bee somehow specified in the MEA. 
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werewere allowed under an international agreement, or if they were taken further to 
thethe completion of serious good faith efforts to reach a multilateral agreement, the 
possibilitypossibility to impose a unilateral measure [...] is more to be seen, for the purposes of 
ArticleArticle XX, as the possibility to adopt a provisional measure allowed for emergency 
reasonsreasons than as a definitive "right" to take a permanent measure.1™ 

Thee limitation to the use of unilateral trade-restrictive measures suggested by 
thee Appellate Body is made in the context of the justification under Article XX 
GATTT of a measure that would otherwise infringe the GATT rules, in this case 
Articlee XI GATT. That Article prohibits the unilateral imposition of quantitative 
restrictions.. In other words, neither a general approval nor a general condemna
tionn of unilateral trade-restrictive measures should be read in this panel report. 
Thee panel is not saying that any unilateral measure can only be regarded as 
provisionall in a context where a multilateral agreement is clearly to be preferred. 
Itt is rather saying that in such circumstances, the possibility to justify a certain 
typee of unilateral measure (an import ban) under the exceptions in the GATT is 
limitedd and needs to meet strict conditions, because such measures should really 
onlyy be taken pursuant to an international agreement. 

Multilaterall action regarding environmental problems may take the shape 
off multilateral environmental agreements and/or standards. Some of those 
agreementss provide for trade-restrictive measures, as discussed in Section 4.6. 
Althoughh the relationship between the WTO rules and such agreements is 
nott the focus of this study, it should be noted that multilateral approaches are 
alsoo relevant in determining the WTO compatibility of unilateral measures. For 
example,, in US-Tuna-Dolphin II, the US referred to a number of international 
treatiess when discussing the location of the "exhaustible natural resources" in 
Articlee XX(g).'" The panel observed, however, that under the Vienna Conven
tion,, these treaties were not relevant as a primary means of interpreting the 
textt of the GATT, and were of little assistance as supplementary means of 
interpretation.1566 The Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle referred to a number 
off MEAs when interpreting "exhaustible natural resources" in Article XX(g).1'7 

Whenn interpretating in general terms the chapeau to Article XX with reference 
too the objective of sustainable development as reflected in the WTO preamble, 
itt sought inspiration from the Marrakesh Decision on Trade and Environment, 

Panell in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, para. 5.88. 

US-Tuna-DolphinUS-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 3.21 and 3.29-31. 

Ibid.,, paras. 5.19-20. 

ABB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 130, referring to UNCLOS, the Biodiversity Convention, and the Resolu

tionn on Assistance to Developing Countries adopted in conjunction with the Convention on the Conser

vationn of Migratory Species of Wild Animals, and para. 133, referring to CITES. 
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whichh in turn refers to the Rio Declaration on Environment and Development 
andd Agenda 21.158 

Whenn assessing more specifically whether the US measure met the chapeau 
requirementt of not being applied in a manner constituting "unjustifiable 
discrimination",, the Appellate Body again referred to the Rio Declaration and 
Agendaa 21, as well as the Inter-American Convention for the Protection and 
Conservationn of Sea Turtles.1'9 The Appellate Body clarified how a ME A may 
determinee the interpretation of a GATT provision by noting that the parties 
inn the Inter-American Convention had marked out the "line of equilibrium" 
expressedd in the chapeau to Article XX.l6° 

5.4.44 Extraterritorial and Extrajurisdictional Environmental 
Protection n 

Objectionss against PPM-based measures are often phrased in 
termss of their being "extraterritorial" or "extrajurisdictional". The terms "extra
territoriality"" or "extraterritorial protection" may refer to measures aimed at 
influencingg behaviour outside the territory of the state taking the measures, 
and/orr to measures aimed at protecting environmental resources outside the 
territoryy of the state taking the measures. In some cases, such objections appear 
too be based on the assumption that a state taking a trade-restrictive measure 
basedd on PPMs is overstepping its jurisdiction and intruding in the jurisdiction 
off other states. However, it is submitted that this view is erroneous. Trade-
restrictivee measures may have extraterritorial and extrajurisdictional effects. But 
suchh measures, it will be argued below, do not amount to the exercise of extrater
ritoriall jurisdiction, even if they are based on PPMs. 

Inn public international law, jurisdiction refers to the regulation of activities. 
"Extraterritorial"" jurisdiction means the assertion of jurisdiction over activities 
abroad.. It may play a role in all three aspects of jurisdiction, i.e. executive or 
administrativee jurisdiction (the power of a state to act in another state), judicial 
jurisdictionn (the power of a state's courts to try cases with a foreign element), 
andd legislative or prescriptive jurisdiction (the power to apply a state's laws to 
casess with a foreign element).'61 'Extraterritorial jurisdiction' is most commonly 
discussedd in the context of criminal law and competition law. Criminal jurisdic
tionn is based on a number of principles, i.e. territoriality, nationality, protection, 
andd universality. According to the nationality or personality principle, a state 

155 Ibid., para. 154, referring to the Marrakesh Decision on Trade and Environment, available at 

http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/envir_e.htm. . 
1599 Ibid., paras. 168-169. 
11 ° Ibid., paras. 159 and 170; see Section 4.6. 
1611 See Brownlie (1998) Ch. XV; Shaw (1997) Ch.i_; Malanczuk/Akehurst (1997} Ch.7. 
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mayy regulate the behaviour of its own citizens outside its territory. Within 
thee territoriality principle, a distinction can be made between subjective and 
objectivee territoriality. If a criminal act begins in one state and ends in another 
(thee typical example being a shooting incident across the border), the state where 
thee act begins may assert jurisdiction on the basis of the subjective territorial 
principle,, and the state where the act is completed on the basis of the objective 
territoriall principle. The latter is also sometimes referred to as the "effects 
doctrine".1622 With regard to competition law, the discussion of "extraterritorial
ity"" in terms of both legislative and judicial jurisdiction has led to a broader 
meaningg of the "effects doctrine", especially in the US and the EC. According 
too this broader concept, a state may assume jurisdiction on the grounds that 
behaviourr produces effects in its territory, even if that behaviour takes places 
whollyy in another state.16' Usually, this doctrine is qualified by the requirement 
thatt the behaviour has a direct, substantial and reasonably foreseeable effect in 
thee territory of the state assuming jurisdiction.'64 

Theree is no general principle on "extraterritorial jurisdiction" in public inter
nationall law. The Permanent Court of International Justice stated the following 
inn the Lotus case: 

[...][...] Restrictions upon the independence of States cannot [...] be presumed. Now 
thethe first and foremost restriction imposed by international law upon a State is that-
failingfailing the existence of a permissive rule to the contrary-it may not exercise its power 
inin any form in the territory of another State. [...] It does not, however, follow that 
internationalinternational law prohibits a State from exercising jurisdiction in its own territory, in 
respectrespect of any case which relates to acts which have taken place abroad, and in which 
itit cannot rely on some permissive rule of international law.1^ 

Thiss judgment may be read as saying that no restrictions can be assumed to 
states'' right to assert extraterritorial jurisdiction, as there is no general prohibi
tionn to do so and therefore no express permissive rule is needed in order to do so. 
However,, the judgment is from 1927, it came from a deeply divided Permanent 
Court,, and it concerned the specific field of the law of the sea. It is therefore 
questionablee to what extent it yields answers to the issue of extraterritorial 
jurisdictionn in general. 

AA state may assert personal jurisdiction over its nationals to prevent them 
fromm damaging the environment, inside or outside its territory. Thus, a state 

Malanczuk/Akehurstt (1997) at n o . 
1633 Shaw (1997) at 484 
1644 Van Calster (2000) at 199-212. 

55 Permanent Court of International Justice Series A, No.10, at p. 18-20, available at http://www.gwu.edu/ 

-jaysmith/Lotus.html. . 
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mayy for example regulate the way its fishermen catch fish, whether they catch 
themm within its territorial waters or on the high seas. Moreover, there is no rule 
inn public international law that prevents states from protecting the environment 
locatedd outside their territorial jurisdiction. According to Principle 21 of the 
19722 Stockholm Declaration, states have the sovereign right to exploit their 
ownn resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, but at the same 
timee have the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction 
orr control do not cause damage to the environment of other states or of 
areass beyond the limits of national jurisdiction. This formula was essentially 
repeatedd in Principle 2 of the 1992 Rio Declaration.166 The legal status of both 
Principlee 21 of the Stockholm Declaration as well as of Principle 2 of the Rio 
Declarationn is somewhat problematic.'67 The inherent tension between the right 
andd the responsibility laid down in these principles is clear. Exploiting one's 
ownn resources may lead to extraterritorial environmental damage. The pivotal 
questionn then becomes what constitutes environmental damage, and what stan
dardd of care applies to the state's responsibility to avoid such damage?168 Impor
tantlyy for the purpose of this work, these principles address the exploitation of 
resources,, and not trade. They do not lay down a right to trade in the yields of 
resourcee exploitation. The 1992 Rio Declaration and Agenda 21 do address the 
issuee of trade measures and environmental protection goals, but without laying 
downn a right to trade.'69 

Inn view of the above observations about the status of extraterritorial jurisdic
tionn and extraterritorial environmental protection under public international 
law,, the following remarks are made with specific regard to trade-restrictive 
measuress targeting foreign behaviour to protect the environment. First of all, 
publicc international law does not prevent states from protecting the environment 
outsidee their territorial jurisdiction; quite to the contrary, they have a duty to 
ensuree that the exploitation of resources within their jurisdiction does not lead 
too environmental damage outside their jurisdiction. Secondly, trade-restrictive 
measures,, even import prohibitions, may be aimed at influencing the conduct of 
legall subjects abroad, but they do not legally regulate their conduct by enacting 
legislationn pertaining to foreign nationals (prescriptive jurisdiction), or trying 
foreignn nationals (judicial jurisdiction). A trade restriction merely regulates trad
ers,, buyers, sellers etc. under the jurisdiction of the state enacting the measure, 
andd therefore by definition does not amount to the assertion of extraterritorial 

1666 The Rio Declaration reads the same, with two words added: 'pursuant to their own environmental and 

developmentaldevelopmental policies' (emphasis added). 
1677 See Nollkaemper (1998) at 186; however, Sands (1998) at 194 asserts that Principle 2 of the Rio 

Declarationn reflects a general rule of customary international law. 
1688 Sands (1995) at 191. 
1699 See Section 5.4.3. 
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jurisdiction.. Thirdly, under public international law, enacting trade measures 
andd internal regulations is a prerogative of a sovereign state, and such measures 
aree in principle lawful. There is no right under customary international law to 
exportt products to foreign markets, and no duty to grant market access.170 If 
thee rights of exporting producers or states are affected by such measures with 
"extraterritorial"" or "extrajurisdictional" effects, these are treaty-based rights. 
Suchh rights or duties only exist to the extent they are laid down in treaties, 
suchh as the WTO Agreements. Thus, it is the terms of these agreements that 
mustt be interpreted when judging measures with extraterritorial effects. In the 
nextt Section, the question to what extent PPM-based measures are covered by 
thee basic prohibitions in Articles III and XI GATT is discussed, and thereafter 
thee possible justifications under Article XX GATT. Finally, the SPS and TBT 
Agreementss are addressed. In sum, the use of the terms "extraterritoriality" and 
"extrajurisdictionality"" is confusing in this context. Trade-restrictive measures 
mayy have extraterritorial effects, because they target foreign behaviour and/or 
aimm to protect resources outside the jurisdiction of the state enacting them. But 
theyy do not amount to the assertion of extraterritorial jurisdiction. 

5.4.55 PPM-Based Measures and GATT 1994 

(a)) Article 111 or Article XI ? 

(i)) The "Product-Process Distinction" 

Iss a measure restricting imports because of their production 
processs to be covered by Article XI GATT, or should it be considered as the 
applicationn at the border of an internal regulation on domestic producers? This 
questionn remains unanswered. The US-Tuna-Dolphin disputes created a great 
deall of confusion in this respect. Both panels said that Article III does not cover, 
orr does not permit, such measures, as they do not apply to the product as such.'7' 
However,, not covering a measure and not permitting it are not the same things. 
Inn US-Tuna-Dolphin I the panel concluded on the basis of the text of Article 
IIII and the Note Ad Article III:i that 'Article III covers only measures affecting 
productss as such', and that '[t]he Note ad Article III covers only those measures 
thatt are applied to the product as such'.'72 The panel went on to find that the 
USS measures at issue did not constitute internal regulations covered by the 
Notee Ad Article III.173 It further concluded that, even if the US provisions were 

1700 Nollkaemper (1998); Appleton (1997a) at 77. 
1711 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, unadopted, para. 5.14; US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 5.8-5.9. 
1722 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, unadopted, paras. 5.11 and 5.13. 

' 7 '' Ibid., para. 5.14. 
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regardedd as regulating the sale of tuna as a product, the import prohibition 
wouldd not meet the requirements of Article III.174 The panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin 
IIII noted that 'Article III calls for a comparison between the treatment accorded 
too domestic and imported like products, not for a comparison of the policies or 
practicess of the country of origin with those of the country of importation.' The 
panell found that the Note Ad Article III 'could only permit' the enforcement, 
att the time or point of importation, of those laws, regulations and requirements 
thatt affected or were applied to the imported and domestic products considered 
ass products. The Note therefore 'could not apply' to the enforcement, at the 
timee or point of importation, of those laws, regulations and requirements that 
relatedd to policies or practices that could not affect the product as such, and that 
accordedd less favourable treatment to like products not produced in conformity 
withh the domestic policies of the importing country.175 

Bothh panels subsequently assessed the measures under Article XI, and their 
reportss have both remained unadopted. Nevertheless, after these panel reports 
thee idea has taken root that PPM-based measures in general are outside the 
scopee of Article III, that they violate Article XI, and accordingly need justifica
tionn under Article XX. This idea was articulated most clearly by the panel in 
US-Tuna-DolphinUS-Tuna-Dolphin I, when it addressed the secondary embargo on tuna imports 
fromm "intermediary countries": '[sjince the US domestic regulations on tuna 
harvestingg were not applied to tuna as a product, the "intermediary nations" 
embargoo did not fall within the scope of the Note Ad Article III, and was therefore 
aa quantitative restriction subject to Article XI.'176 In the WTO US-Shrimp-Turtles 
dispute,, the applicability of Article 111:4 w a s n o t argued by the defendant. A 
violationn of Article XI was found immediately and the dispute further concen
tratedd on Article XX. 

Thee general idea of PPM measures being outside the scope of Article III has 
beenn described as the "product-process distinction".177 It is intimately related to 
thee "focus on products" that some panels have read into Article III.178 However, 
too limit the coverage of Article 111:4 t o measures directly regulating product 
characteristicss appears irreconcilable with the very text of this provision. The 
yardstickk for the coverage of Article 111:4 *s whether the 'sale, offering for sale', 
etc.. of products is "affected" by a law, regulation or requirement. It is eminently 

1744 Ibid, para. 5.15. 'Regulations governing the taking of dolphins incidental to the taking of tuna could not 

possiblyy affect tuna as a product. Article 111:4 therefore obliges the United States to accord treatment to 

Mexicann tuna no less favourable than that accorded to United States tuna, whether or not the incidental 

takingg of dolphins by Mexican vessels corresponds to that of United States vessels.' Emphasis added. 
1755 US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, para. 5.8. 
1766 Ibid., para. 5.35. Emphasis added. 
1777 Hudec (2000); Howse and Regan (2000). 
1788 See Section 4.2.4. 
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clearr from these words and from numerous GATT and WTO panel reports 
thatt the scope of Article 111:4 is not limited to measures 'applied to products 
ass such'.17? Thus, measures applied to producers, wholesalers, distributors and 
importerss can also 'affect the sale, offering for sale' etc. of products.180 Moreover, 
thee sale, offering for sale, etc. of a product can be affected by a measure 
distinguishingg (or even prohibiting) products on the basis of their PPM. For 
instance,, with regard to intellectual property rights, a right holder in the import
ingg country can challenge any infringements of his right that have occurred in 
thee exporting country, including by a production process.'81 The parallel between 
intellectuall property rights protection and environmental protection may be 
problematic,, as the rights and interests involved are very different in nature. 
Arguably,, in many cases of environmental protection, no individual rights are 
att issue. However, that does not invalidate the point that a measure based on a 
PPMM can affect the sale, offering for sale, etc. of a product within the meaning of 
Articlee III GATT, and can therefore be covered by that provision. 

Thus,, a restrictive view is not warranted by the text of Article III and the 
Notee to Article III.182 The measures that were found to contravene Article XI in 
US-Tuna-Dolphin,US-Tuna-Dolphin, and to a large extent those in US-Shrimp-Turtle, were designed 
ass across the board and country-based import prohibitions targeting PPMs. They 
prohibitedd the importation of all tuna and all shrimp from particular countries not 
deemedd by the US to enforce PPM requirements equivalent to those enforced 
uponn US fishermen. It is submitted that these cases should not be taken to 
excludee altogether the possibility of assessing a PPM-based measure under 
Articlee III, such as a prohibition or restriction on the marketing or sale of 
productss on the basis of PPMs. An example is a measure prohibiting the market
ingg or sale of tuna (or shrimp) caught in a way that leads to the death of more 
thann x dolphins (turtles) per tonne. 

(ii)) The Parallel with Border Tax Adjustments 

Inn order to substantiate its observation that 'Article III covers 
onlyy measures affecting products as such', the panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin I 

'99 See Italian Agricultural Machines, Canada-FIRA, US-Section337, US-Auto Taxes, as well as the WTO 

panelss in US-Gasoline, Canada-Auto, and US-FSC Implementation. 

°° See Section 4.2.4 on 'focus on products', and Howse and Regan (2000) at 255. 
hh Cf. Article 27 of the TRIPS Agreement: [...] patents shall be available for any inventions, whether products 

oror processes, [...] In US-Section 337, the national legislation at issue concerned procedures for claims 

off patent infringement by products manufactured abroad, inter alia by means of a process patented in 

thee US. 
111 See Hudec (2000); Howse and Regan (2000), and Charnovitz (2001), all making essentially the same 

claim. . 
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referredd to GATT practice regarding "border tax adjustment".183 Through "border 
taxx adjustment", countries may impose domestic taxes and charges on imports 
andd exempt or reimburse them on exports, in order to ensure the trade neutral
ityy of domesticc taxation. The 1970 Working Party on Border Tax Adjustment 
concludedd in its Report that 

therethere was convergence of views to the effect that taxes directly levied on products 
werewere eligible for tax adjustment. [...} Furthermore, the Working Party concluded that 
therethere was convergence of views to the effect that certain taxes that were not directly 
leviedlevied on products were not eligible for tax adjustment. [...]l*A 

Thee Working Party's references to 'taxes directly levied on products' and to 'taxes 
thatt were not directly levied on products' should be read as references to indirect 
andd direct taxes, respectively. Only "indirect" domestic taxes (levied on products) 
mayy be compensated upon import and export, while "direct taxes" {levied on 
persons)) may not.'85 When the tax is not directly levied on the product, it is 
difficultt or impossible to ascertain what equalisation [i.e. adjustment] requires.186 

Thus,, taxing imported products in order to adjust a domestic producer tax contra
veness Article 111:2, because the like domestic products would not be subject to 
suchh a tax, even if the domestic producers would be. Alternatively, Article II:i{b) 
GATTT is violated when the tax is collected at the border and is considered a 
chargee that violates a tariff binding.'87 If only taxes levied on products as such 
cann be adjusted, that does not mean that taxes based on production methods 
cann never be applied to imported products. It is recalled that Article 111:2 
containss the words 'subject, directly or indirectly'. The major focus of the term 
"indirectly"" seems to lie in enabling the adjustment of taxation of inputs in 
products.1888 In discussions in the Preparatory Committee, it was stated that the 
wordd "indirectly" would even cover a tax not levied on a product as such but on 
thee processing of the product.1*9 It is unclear, however, whether this means that 

1833 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, paras. 5.13 and 5.14. 
1844 Report of the Working Party on Border Tax Adjustments, BISD 185/97, P a r a - !4-
1855 On border tax adjustment in the GATT/WTO context, see Dam (1970) at 124; Demaret and Stewardson 

(1994);; Thaggart (1994); GATT Working party report BISD 18S/97; and a useful overview in document 

WT/CTE/W/47. . 
1866 Howse and Regan (2000) in footnote 19. 
1877 As suggested by Hudec (2000), in the text accompanying footnote 10 (manuscript). 
1888 Article II:2(a) GATT provides as follows: 'Nothing in this Article shall prevent any contracting party 

fromm imposing at any time on the importation of any product: (a) a charge equivalent to an internal tax 

imposedd consistently with the provisions of paragraph 2 of Article III in respect of the like domestic 

productt or in respect of an article from which the imported product has been manufactured or produced 

inn whole or in part; [...]' 

,899 G A T T ( i 9 9 5 ) , at 141, referring to original documents EPCT/A/PV/9, at p. 19 and EPCT/W/181, at p. 3. 
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taxess on inputs that are consumed domestically in producing a final product may 
bee adjusted upon the import or export of the final product.190 

Thee panel in US-Auto Taxes considered that the border tax adjustment prin
cipless constituted a 'limitation on the range of domestic policy measures that 
mayy be applied also to imported products', which equally applied to regulations 
underr Article 111:4.'9I Can a similar argument to the one that only taxes 'directly 
leviedd on products' can be "adjusted" upon imported products indeed be applied 
too application to imports of internal regulations? The wording used in the first 
sentencee of Article 111:2 is 'the products [...] imported [...] shall not be subject, 
directlyy or indirectly, to internal taxes [...] in excess of those applied, directly 
orr indirectly, to like domestic products'. The second sentence of Article 111:2 
referss to applying internal taxes or other internal charges to imported or domes
ticc products.192 With regard to regulations, Article 111:4 refers to 'laws etc. affect
inging the internal sale, etc. of products.' At first sight, one could argue that "affect
ing"" covers a broader range of measures than "subject to" and "applied to". 
Thiss would suggest that Article 111:4 permits a broader spectrum of regulatory 
"border"border adjustment" than Article 111:2 allows border tax adjustment. In the 
taxx situation, the argument for not allowing compensation of direct taxes by 
taxingg imported products is that direct taxes are not necessarily passed on 
too the consumer, while indirect taxes are. That argument has been criticised, 
however.1^»» Perhaps more pressing is the argument that the congruence between 
thee tax burden on the domestic and imported products is difficult to ascertain 
whenn the tax is not levied on domestic products but producers. It is submitted 
thatt in the regulatory sphere, too,, the regulatory burden upon domestic and 
importedd products is more difficult to compare when a regulation is applied to 
domesticc producers and to imported products. Be that as it may, the border tax 
adjustmentt parallel does not shed any conclusive light upon the question of the 
coveragee of PPM-based regulatory measures by Article 111:4 GATT. 

(iii)) The Note Ad Article III 

Itt is recalled that the Note Ad Article III provides that any 
laww or regulation that 'applies to an imported product and to the like domestic 
product'' is subject to Article III even if enforced upon imports at the point or 
timee of importation.194 PPM requirements cannot be applied to foreign producers 
directly,, for reasons of jurisdictional limitations. This leads to situations in 

1900 Demaret and Stewardson (1994) at 18. 
1911 US-Auto Taxes, unadopted, para. 5.53. 
1922 Emphasis added. 
1933 Dam (1970) at 214. 
1944 Note Ad Article III, reproduced in the Annex to this work. Emphasis added. 
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whichh a state regulates its domestic producers, and attempts to balance such 
regulationn by regulating imported products. As observed above, there are practi
call difficulties involved in applying PPM requirements to imported products. It 
iss difficult to control the observance of PPM requirements by foreign producers, 
especiallyy when the PPM is not product-related. However, does that mean that 
noo such requirements could be covered by the Note Ad Article III? This question 
iss important, because if a PPM-based measure is covered by Article III through 
itss Note, the discussion will focus on the issues of likeness and less favourable 
treatment,, with the initial burden of proof being on the complainant. Only if 
thesee conditions are fulfilled will a violation of Article III be found, and the 
defendantt will then bear the burden of proving that its measure is justified 
underr Article XX. If a PPM-based import restriction is not covered by the Note 
Add Article III, on the other hand, it will violate Article XI and the discussion will 
immediatelyy shift to Article XX. 

Thee panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin I was not willing to accept that an import 
prohibitionprohibition coupled with domestic fishing restrictions were covered by the Note 
Add Article III, and observed that the Note only covers measures applied to 
importss and domestic products that are of the same nature.^ However, the WTO 
panell in EC-Asbestos has taken a somewhat wider view of the coverage of the 
Notee Ad Article III. The panel observed that the fact that France no longer 
producedd asbestos or asbestos-containing products (as a result of the production 
prohibition)) did not suffice to make the Decree a measure falling under Article 
XII :i.196 According to the panel, the regulations applicable to domestic products 
andd foreign products led to the same result. It was not necessary that an identical 
measuree be applied to the domestic product and the like imported product if 
thee measure applicable to the imported product is to fall under Article III. The 
wordd "and" in the Note does not have the same meaning as 'in the same way 
as'.1977 The panel added the rhetorical question: 'Is it not equally preferable from 
thee administrative point of view and in the interests of the importers themselves 
too prevent the entry of the like product into the country applying the measure 
ratherr than waiting until it is placed in a warehouse before banning its sale?19® 
Thee panel's observations on the Note Ad Article III were not appealed. 

Itt may thus be assumed that in order to be covered by the Note Ad Article 
III,, the measures applied to imports and domestic products do not need to be 
identical,, as long as the result is the same. There must be a match between what 
iss applied to importss and domestic products, but that match does not have to be 
perfect.. Admittedly, the national law at issue in EC-Asbestos did not involve an 

1955 US-Tuna-Dolphin I, para. 5.11. Emphasis added. 
199 Panel in EC-Asbestos, para. 8.91. 
1977 Ibid., paras. 8.92-94. 
1988 Ibid., para. 8.95. 
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importt restriction based on a PPM requirement, but rather a general prohibition 
onn manufacturing, importing, selling, or marketing a product, i.e. asbestos 
fibres.fibres. Nonetheless, if what the panel said is applied to PPM-based measures, it 
wouldd not seem impossible a priori for the Note Ad Article III to cover a measure 
prohibitingg the internal production and importation of products on the basis of 
theirr PPM, such as a prohibition on producing, marketing, selling or importing 
dolphin-unfriendlyy tuna. However, the Note would not seem to cover production 
regulationsregulations (e.g. requiring the use of certain fishing methods for catching tuna) 
coupledd with a full import prohibition on the product at issue {an import prohibi
tionn on all tuna), as such measures do not lead to the same result. The same 
iss true for an import prohibition on all tuna from certain countries that do not 
imposee on their producers the same or equivalent PPMs as are imposed by the 
importingg country on its producers. Such a measure a priori does not lead to 
thee same result for imported and domestic tuna. It is covered by Article XI and 
requiress justification. 

Interestingly,, the panel in EC-Asbestos did not pay explicit attention to the 
termm "like" in the Note Ad Article III. The Note requires that the measure 
shouldd apply to an imported product and the like domestic product, but the 
asbestoss prohibition did not apply to substitute fibres. Thus, the panel must have 
implicitlyy assumed that asbestos is not "like" substitute fibres for the purposes 
off the Note, because otherwise it could not have found that the Note applied. 
Subsequently,, however, the panel found that asbestos and substitute fibres are 
"like"" for the purposes of Article 111:4. That finding was reversed by the Appel
latee Body, but the question remains whether "likeness" in the Note ad Article 
IIII could be different from "likeness" in Article 111:4. The same problem may 
surfacee in the PPM discussion. One wonders to what extent an (implicit) finding 
off "unlikeness" for the purposes of the Note Ad Articlee III may prejudge the 
likenesss determination in Article 111:4 m future cases. This is especially so 
afterr the Appellate Body has widely interpreted "likeness" in Article 111:4, a s 

discussedd below. 

(b)) PPM-Based Measures and Article 111:4 GATT 

Iff a PPM-based measure is assessed under Article 111:4, m e 

"likeness"" of imported and domestic products will be a central issue. However, 
ass the PPM-based measures in US-Tuna-Dolphin and US-Shrimp-Turtle were 
foundd to violate Article XI, there are to date no GATT or WTO panel or Appellate 
Bodyy reports that have assessed a PPM-based measure under Article 111:4. The 
GATTT panel in US-Beer found that a tax differentiation based on producer size 
violatedd Article 111:2 because beer from large breweries was "like" beer from 
smalll breweries. The panel said that even if the tax credits were granted on a 
non-discriminatoryy basis to small breweries inside and outside the importing 
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country,, there would still be an inconsistency with Article 111:2, first sentence.'99 

Thiss report should be seen against the background of the "product-process 
distinction",, i.e. the view that Article III only addresses measures that 'affect 
thee product as such'.*00 As discussed above, that view is erroneous. Moreover, 
thee case has been distinguished from measures based on environmental PPMs 
becausee the only objective of the tax credit was the protection of small brewer
ies.2011 Still in the context of Article 111:2, the GATT panel in Japan-Alcohol (1987) 
saidd that "likeness" must be assessed taking into account 'objective criteria such 
ass manufacturing processes of products, and subjective criteria such as the use 
off the product by consumers'.202 In EC-Hormones, the US argued inter alia that 
thee EC had violated Article 111:4 by treating hormone-treated beef less favourably 
thann non-hormone-treated beef, while they were like products.203 In the view 
off the EC, hormone-treated meat was not "like" non-hormone-treated meat, as 
itt had substantially different properties, composition and appearance and was 
perceivedd by European consumers as a distinct product.204 The panel and the 
Appellatee Body in that dispute focused on the SPS Agreement; the PPM nature 
off the measures and the "likeness" issue were not addressed. 

Itt is recalled that the Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos stated that a determina
tionn of "likeness" under Article 111:4 is fundamentally a determination on the 
naturee and extent of a competitive relationship between and among products.205 

Thiss appears to reflect a view of "likeness" in the "market", based essentially 
onn the consumer perspective rather than the perspective of the regulating 
government.2066 The Appellate Body made clear that all relevant evidence on the 
"likeness"" issue must be taken into account and weighed by panels, before a 
conclusionn of "likeness" or "unlikeness" can be drawn. It also suggested that 
productss that are physically "unlike" may be found to be "like" after all, when 
otherr criteria such as end-uses and consumer tastes provide overwhelming 
evidencee of "likeness". 

Thiss raises the question whether the reverse may also be true. May two 
productss that are physically identical nonetheless be "unlike" in view of different 

1999 US-Beer, para. 5.19. 
200Seee Section 4.2.4. Hudec (2000), text accompanying footnote 29 (manuscript), mentions this case as 

thee only adopted GATT panel report supporting the "product-process distinction". 
20rr Howse and Regan (2000) at 263. 
202202Japan-AlcoholJapan-Alcohol (1987), para. 5.7. 
2° '' Panel in EC-Hormones (US), paras. 4.22} (on SPS), 4.241 (on TBT), 4.245-251 (on GATT). 
204Ibid.,, para. 4.254. 
2055 Ibid., para. 99. 
2o6However,, Howse and Tuerk (2001) at 16 (manuscript) assert that the AB actually did take regulatory 

objectivess into account by taking a perfectly informed consumer market as reference point, referring 

too para. 122 of the AB report. 
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consumerr tastes and habits? The question is of particular importance for regula
toryy distinctions based on PPMs not causing any physical difference in products. 
Itt is submitted that the possibility that physically identical products are "unlike" 
inn the marketplace does not seem to be a priori excluded. However, in the 
casee of physically completely identical products, consumers will only be able to 
makee a choice on grounds of different PPMs if they are provided with sufficient 
information.. If the regulating government imposes a requirement to provide 
suchh information in order to enable consumers to make an informed choice, e.g. 
throughh mandatory labelling or certification, it may at the same time be steering 
consumers'' choices.207 The consumer and regulatory perspectives cannot always 
bee strictly separated.208 The regulatory perspective is itself steered by pressure 
groupss and domestic producers. 

Thee second aspect of an assessment under Article 111:4 is ' n o l e s s favourable 
treatment'.. In EC-Asbestos, the Appellate Body left open the possibility that no 
violationn of Article 111:4 is found when a regulatory distinction does not treat the 
"group"" of imported products less favourably than the "group" of like domestic 
products.. Although the case itself did not concern a PPM-based measure, and 
althoughh the Appellate Body's remarks on less favourable treatment were obiter 
dictum,dictum, they have been interpreted as implying the possibility of making regula
toryy distinctions based on PPMs without violating Article 111:4.2°9 The Appellate 
Bodyy may also have suggested that the regulatory objectives of a measure that 
distinguishess between products may be taken into account when assessing 
whetherr there is "less favourable treatment".210 

(c)) PPM-Based Measures and Article XX GATT: Panel and 
Appellatee Body Reports 

Argumentss on "extraterritoriality" in the context of Article XX 
mayy relate to all three elements of Article XX; the exception grounds, the 
means-endss tests, and the conditions in the chapeau. In this Section, what has 
beenn said about "extraterritoriality" and PPM-based measures in the relevant 
panell and Appellate Body reports is described and discussed. A distinction is 
madee between the location of protection goals, and the location of behaviour 
targetedd by PPM-based measures. The next Section provides an evaluation of 
thee arguments. 

1077 Of course, the government will in turn be steered by consumer and/or producer pressure and lobby 

groups. . 
200 Bronckers and McNelis (2000) appear to take the view that governments should not be allowed to steer 

consumerr preferences in this way. 
2<>9Howsee and Tuerk (2001). 
2100 AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 100. See Section 4.2.4. 
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(i)) Location of the Resources Protected 

Thee text of paragraphs (b) and (g) of Article XX contains no 
limitationn regarding the location of the resources protected, and GATT and 
WTOO dispute settlement reports are inconclusive on whether extraterritorial 
protectionn goals may be allowed. The panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin I noted that 
thee text of Article XX (b) does not clarify whether it covers measures necessary 
too protect human, animal or plant life or health outside the jurisdiction of the 
contractingg party taking the measure. The panel added that the concerns of the 
drafterss of Article XX(b) focused on the use of sanitary measures to safeguard 
thee life or health of humans, animals or plants within the jurisdiction of the 
importingg country.211 However, the panel did leave open the possibility of extra
jurisdictionall protection. It found that 'even if Article XX(b) were interpreted to 
permitt extra-jurisdictional protection of life and health', the measure could not 
bee "necessary" for another reason, i.e. endangering the multilateral trade system 
byy targeting foreign life and health policies (see below). The panel repeated its 
reasoningg with regard to Article XX(g). 

Inn US-Tuna-Dolphin II, the panel noted that previous panels had considered 
Articlee XX(g) to be applicable to policies related to migratory species of fish 
withoutt making a distinction between fish caught within or outside the territo
riall jurisdiction of the contracting party that had invoked this provision.212 The 
panell observed that measures providing different treatment to products of diffe
rentt origin could in principle be taken under other paragraphs of Article XX 
andd other Articles of the General Agreement with respect to things located, 
orr actions occurring, outside the territorial jurisdiction of the party taking the 
measure.. It mentioned by way of example Article XX(e) concerning the products 
off prison labour. The negotiations of the Havana Charter and the General Agree
mentt did not provide clear support for any particular view on the question of 
thee location of the exhaustible natural resource in Article XX(g). Thus, the panel 
couldd see no valid reason why the provisions of Article XX(g) should only apply 
too policies related to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources located 
withinn the territory of the contracting party invoking the provision.21' However, 
thiss panel, too, denied justification under the exception grounds for reasons of 
targetingg foreign policies, as discussed infra. 

InIn US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body noted that sea turtles are highly 
migratoryy animals, passing in and out of waters subject to the rights of jurisdic
tionn of various coastal states and the high seas. The sea turtle species covered by 
thee US measure were all known to occur in waters over which the United States 

2111 US-Tuna-Dolphin /, unadopted, paras. 5.25-26. 
2111 Referring to Canada-Herring and Salmon; US-Tuna 1982. 
1133 US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 5.15-20. 
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exercisess jurisdiction. The Appellate Body decided not to rule on the question of 
whetherr there is an 'implied jurisdictional limitation' in Article XX(g), and if so, 
whatt is the nature or extent of that limitation. It merely noted that in the specific 
circumstancess of the case before it, there was a 'sufficient nexus between the 
migratoryy and endangered marine populations involved and the United States 
forr purposes of Article XX(g)'.2M The Appellate Body found that the measure was 
provisionallyy justified under paragraph (g). 

(ii)) Location of the Behaviour Targeted 

Trade-restrictivee measures regulate and thereby immediately 
targett domestic behaviour, such as imports, marketing, sales, etc. They may aim 
too influence and thereby eventually target behaviour abroad, such as production, 
processingg or catching methods.215 As argued above, trade-restrictive measures 
raisee no jurisdiction issues, as the behaviour they immediately target is within 
thee jurisdiction of the state taking the measures. With regard to the location 
off the behaviour eventually targeted by a trade-restrictive measure, the text of 
Articlee XX is silent. Nonetheless, a number of panels and the Appellate Body 
havee discussed precisely that issue in their interpretation of Article XX. In 
US-Tuna-Dolphin,US-Tuna-Dolphin, both panels did so within the context of the means-ends 
testss in paragraphs (b) and (g). The panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin I said that to 
acceptt a broad interpretation of Article XX(b) would endanger the multilateral 
tradingg system, as 'each contracting party could unilaterally determine the life 
orr health protection policies from which other contracting parties could not devi
atee without jeopardizing their rights under the General Agreement.'216 The panel 
inn US-Tuna-Dolphin II said that if Article XX were interpreted as permitting 
contractingg parties to take trade measures so as to force other contracting parties 
too change their conservation policies within their jurisdiction, the balance of 
rightss and obligations among contracting parties, in particular the right of 
accesss to markets, would be seriously impaired. The General Agreement could 
thenn no longer serve as a multilateral framework for trade among contracting 
parties.. Thus, 'measures taken so as to force other countries to change their 
policies,, and that were effective only if such changes occurred, could not be 
primarilyy aimed either at the conservation of an exhaustible natural resource, 
orr at rendering effective restrictions on domestic production of consumption, in 
thee meaning of Article XX(g)'.217 The panel repeated this reasoning with regard 
too "necessary" in Article XX(b). 

1144 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 133. 
1155 Cf. Howse and Regan 2000, at 278. 

US-Tuna-DolphinUS-Tuna-Dolphin I, unadopted, para. 5.27. 
1177 US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 5.26-27. 
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Thee panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle relied on essentially the same argument, 
butt this time read it into the chapeau to Article XX. In the panel's opinion, 
thee chapeau to Article XX only allows Members to derogate from GATT provi
sionss so long as, in doing so, they do not undermine the WTO multilateral 
tradingg system, thus also abusing the exceptions contained in Article XX. Such 
underminingg and abuse would occur when a Member jeopardises the operation 
off the WTO Agreement in such a way that guaranteed market access and 
non-discriminatoryy treatment within a multilateral framework would no longer 
bee possible. The panel was of the view that allowing Members to condition 
markett access upon the adoption of certain policies by exporting Members 
wouldd endanger the multilateral trading system. Market access for goods could 
becomee subject to an increasing number of conflicting policy requirements for 
thee same product and this would rapidly lead to the end of the WTO multilateral 
tradingg system.218 In support of its contention, the panel referred to US-Tuna-
DolphinDolphin II, and to the Belgian Family Allowances panel report.219 The panel 
notedd that the US measure conditioned access to the US market for a given 
productt upon the adoption by exporting Members of conservation policies that 
thee United States considered comparable to its own. Accordingly, the panel 
foundd that the US measure constituted "unjustifiable discrimination" within the 
meaningg of the chapeau to Article XX.230 

Thee panel had started its analysis with the chapeau, and had concluded 
thatt as the measure did not meet the requirements in the chapeau, it could 
nott be justified by Article XX. The Appellate Body reversed this sequence. It first 
acceptedd the "provisional justification" of the measure under Article XX(g). Only 
thenn did it find that there was "unjustifiable discrimination" within the mean
ingg of the chapeau, observing that 'it is not acceptable, in international trade 
relations,, for one WTO Member to use an economic embargo to require other 
Memberss to adopt essentially the same comprehensive regulatory program, to 
achievee a certain policy goal, as that in force within that Member's territory, 
withoutwithout taking into consideration different conditions which may occur in the 
territoriess of those other Members.'221 According to the Appellate Body, the 

2188 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle, paras. 7.44-45. 
2199 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 746, referring to Belgian Family Allowances. That dispute involved 

aa charge imposed by Belgium on the purchase by public bodies of imported products originating 

fromm countries where the law did not require companies to pay family allowance benefits for their 

employees,, or required them to pay less than 80% of what was paid in Belgium. The panel in that 

disputee had considered that 'the Belgian legislation on family allowance was not only inconsistent with 

thee provisions of Article I (and possibly with thosee of Article III, paragraph 2), but was based on a  a 

conceptt which was difficult to reconcile with the spirit of the General Agreement.' 
2200 Ibid., paras. 7.48-49. 
2211 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 164. Emphasis in the original. 
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unjustifiablee discrimination was also caused by other factors. First, the United 
Statess had prohibited the importation of shrimp caught using methods which 
weree identical to those employed in the US, solely because they had been caught 
inn the waters of countries that have not been certified by the United States.222 

Second,, the United States had failed to engage all Members exporting shrimp to 
thee United States in serious, across the board negotiations with the objective of 
concludingg bilateral or multilateral agreements for the protection and conserva
tionn of sea turtles, before enforcing the import prohibition against the shrimp 
exportss of those other Members.223 Third, the US had treated exporting coun
triess differently by allowing only some of them to make use of "phase-in peri
ods"" to adjust to its requirements, and by making different efforts to transfer 
relevantt technology.224 

(iii)) Targeting Foreign Producers and Targeting Foreign 
Governments s 

Thee panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle emphasised that it was not 
addressingg the potential jurisdictional scope of Article XX, but rather 'the inclu
sionn of certain unilateral measures within the scope ratione materiae of Article 
XX'.. "5 The panel noted that many domestic governmental measures can have an 
effectt outside the jurisdiction of the government which takes them. However, it 
observedd a difference between an import ban on a particular product (mention
ingg by way of example a dangerous product) and a country-based measure such 
ass the one at issue: 

banningbanning the importation of a particular product does not per se imply that a 
changechange in policy is required from the country whose exports are subject to the import 
prohibition.prohibition. [...] This is clearly different from adopting a policy pursuant to which only 
countriescountries that adopt measures restricting all of their production to products considered 
safesafe by a particular Member may export to the market of that Member."6 

Thee panel considered that a measure requiring that other Members adopt policies 
comparablee to the US policy for their domestic markets and all other markets 
representedd a threat to the WTO multilateral trading system and was not within 

2122 Ibid., para. 165. 
2133 Ibid., paras. 166-172. 
2244 Ibid., paras. 173-175. 
2255 Panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 7.50. 
226Ibid.,, para. 7.50. Emphasis in the original. 
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thee scope of Article XX.227 The Appellate Body rejected the panel's suggestion 
thatt unilateral measures requiring other Members to adopt certain policies are 
outsidee the scope of Article XX altogether. The Appellate Body stated that 

conditioningconditioning access to a Member's domestic market on whether exporting 
MembersMembers comply with, or adopt, a policy or policies unilaterally prescribed by the 
importingimporting Member may, to some degree, be a common aspect of measures falling 
withinwithin the scope of one or another of the exceptions (a) to (j) of Article XX. [...] It 
isis not necessary to assume that requiring from exporting countries compliance with, 
oror adoption of, certain policies [...]prescribed by the importing country, renders a 
measuremeasure a priori incapable ofjustification under Article XX.21* 

Thee Appellate Body subsequently took the country-based nature of the measure 
intoo account as an important factor in the assessment of whether there was 
unjustifiablee discrimination within the meaning of the chapeau to Article XX. 
Indeed,, it expressly noted the fact that foreign producers meeting the PPM 
requirementss could still not export their shrimp to the US.229 Nevertheless, 
althoughh condemning the measure at issue, the Appellate Body suggested that 
aa PPM-based measure targeting the policies of other Members is in principle 
acceptable,, as long as it meets certain conditions. Subsequently, the US revised 
thee application of its measures. Under the revised implementing guidelines, 
shipmentss of shrimp from non-certified countries are accepted when accompa
niedd by a shrimp exporters' declaration form attesting that the shrimp was 
harvestedd with fishing technology not adversely affecting sea turtles.230 Never
theless,, to a large extent the measures still rely on country certification, and 
thuss on targeting foreign government policies.231 The implementation panel 
inn US-Shrimp-Turtle accepted the revised measures, and the Appellate Body 
confirmedd its findings. The Appellate Body expressis verbis repeated the above 
statementt that conditioning market access on the policies of exporting countries' 
governmentss is a common aspect of measures falling within the scope of the 

" 77 Ibid., para. 7.51. Emphasis added. Earlier on in its report, in footnote 649, the panel responded to a  a 

referencee by the United States to Article XX(e) as evidence that GATT refutes any argument that trade 

measuress generally should not have any effect on the internal affairs of exporting countries. The panel 

notedd that 'Article XX(e) does not permit a Member to make entry of imported goods into its territory 

conditionall upon the exporting Member's policy on prison labour. This paragraph only refers to the 

productsproducts of prison labour.' 
222 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 121. 

"99 Ibid., para. 164. 
2300 The possibility of accepting shrimp from non-certified countries is the subject of domestic court 

proceedingss in the US. See the panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, paras. 2.15-18 and 2.24-26. 
2311 Ibid., paras. 2.23, 2.25, 2.27-32. 
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exceptionss in Article XX. It added that its statement expresses a principle that 
wass central to its ruling in its original report in US-Shrimp-Turtle. Then, it 
observedd that a separate question arises when examining under the chapeau of 
Articlee XX a measure that provides market access conditionally.2'2 

(d)) PPM-Based Measures and Article XX GATT: Evaluation 

(i)) Relevance of Context, Object, Purpose, and Public Inter
nationall Law Principles 

Accordingg to Article 31 of the Vienna Convention, the terms of 
aa treaty must be given meaning in their context and in the light of their object 
andd purpose. Together with the context, any relevant rules of international 
laww shall be taken into account. What are the context, object and purpose of 
Articless III, XI, and XX GATT when addressing PPM-based measures? It may 
seemm that measures conditioning the importation or marketing of products on 
theirr production methods are contrary to the basic rationale underlying the inter
nationall trade system. That rationale is a general obligation to provide market 
accesss at bound tariffs, embodied in Articles XI and II GATT, coupled with 
aa general obligation not to discriminate between exporting countries (Article 
II GATT) and against imported products once they have entered the market 
(Articlee III GATT). Any deviation from this obligation to grant market access 
willl in that view need justification under Article XX, which is the only place 
wheree arguments on "extraterritorial effects" should play a role. 

Onn the other hand, it has been argued that as a 'general right of access view' 
derogatess much more from national sovereignty than a "non-discrimination" 
vieww of the trading system, the latter is the correct view. Market access cannot 
alwayss be presumed; to do so would derogate from sovereignty without clear 
textuall support.233 That would not be in accordance with the doctrine of in dubio 
mitius,mitius, according to which in cases of doubt, treaties are to be interpreted in 
thee way that least intrudes upon state sovereignty. Arguably, neither the "market 
accesss view" nor the "non-discrimination view" of the WTO rules is correct. 
Theree are various commitments extending beyond non-discrimination, not only 
inn Articles II and XI GATT, but also in the TBT and SPS Agreements. On the 
otherr hand, market access can indeed not always be presumed. In this respect, it 
shouldd be emphasised that the goal of the WTO as laid down in the preambles 
off the WTO and GATT Agreements is not "free trade" but just "expanding trade" 
throughh 'mutually advantageous arrangements directed to the substantial reduc-

2322 AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle implementation, paras. 137-139. 
2,33 Howse and Regan (2000) at 276. 
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tionn [...] of barriers to trade and to the elimination of discriminatory treatment 
inn international trade relations'.234 

Thee object and purpose of the chapeau to Article XX is to prevent unjustifi
ablee or arbitrary discrimination or disguised trade restrictions in the application 
off measures that could otherwise be justified as pursuing a valid non-trade 
objectivee and meeting the means-ends tests. As the Appellate Body has stated 
att several occasions, the chapeau to Article XX thus aims to prevent the abuse 
off Article XX, and thereby to safeguard the balance of rights and obligations 
betweenn WTO Members. The context of the chapeau to Article XX GATT 
includess the references to sustainable development and environmental protec
tionn in the preamble to the WTO Agreement. According to the Appellate Body in 
US-Shrimp-Turtle,US-Shrimp-Turtle, the language of the chapeau makes it clear that the exceptions 
inn paragraphs (a) to (j) of Article XX are limited and conditional exceptions from 
thee substantive obligations contained in the other provisions of the GATT 1994.2» 
Thee Appellate Body has been criticised for suggesting, by the use of these 
words,, that the right to invoke an exception is in an inferior position vis-a-vis 
thee "substantive rights" such as those in Articles III and XI.236 Indeed, the mere 
factt that a provision is characterised as an exception does not ipso facto require 
aa narrow interpretation.2'7 The text of Article XX provides that subject to the 
conditionss laid down in that provision, 'nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construedd to prevent the adoption or enforcement' of protective measures. Thus, 
theree is no textual reason for assuming that the right to invoke an exception is 
inferiorr to the "substantive rights" in Articles XI and III. 

Inn the view of some, trade-restrictive measures are considered as intrusions 
onn the sovereign right of states not to have their conditions and policies influ
encedd through trade measures by other states.2'8 Article XX would accordingly 
havee to be interpreted strictly. That is only one way of looking at the issue, 

2}44 Cf. the remarks on "embedded liberalism" in the Introductory Chapter. 
2355 Ibid., paras. 156-7. Emphasis added. 
2 '' See Charnovitz (2001) at 30-31. 
2377 Cf. the AB in EC-Hormones, para. 104, on Article 3.3 SPS: 'Merely characterizing a treaty provision 

ass an "exception" does not by itself justify a "stricter" or "narrower" interpretation of that provision 

thann would be warranted by examination of the ordinary meaning of the actual treaty words, viewed in 

contextt and in the light of the treaty's object and purpose, or, in other words, by applying the normal 

ruless of treaty interpretation.' 
233 Cf. the Swedish representative in the GATT Council in 1991 stating that 'In the GATT, parties had 

voluntarilyy accepted some limits on their sovereignty. However, the GATT did not explicitly allow action 

too influence conditions within another contracting party's territory, or its policies outside the trade field. 

[...]] Contracting parties, therefore, retained a basic right to remain free from such pressures, which 

inn many cases could effectively be brought to bear through trade measures.' As cited by Kingsbury 

(1994)) at 21. 
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however.. One may equally assert that the right to apply trade-restrictive mea
suress as reflected in Article XX is itself an expression of state sovereignty, which 
iss only limited by positive commitments to provide market access and to avoid 
discriminationn as laid down in Articles I, II, III, and XI GATT. Thus, Article 
XXX reflects the sovereign right to protect life and health, natural resources 
andd other things, a right which is not conferred by the trade treaty but which 
alreadyy existed. Such goals sometimes override trade liberalisation objectives, 
ass has been recognised by panels.2'9 Tariff bindings and provisions such as 
Articless XI and III GATT maybe said to confer rights of access and treatment 
off traded goods to WTO Members, and to that extent limit the sovereignty of 
otherr Members. But these are treaty rights. In cases of doubt, the in dubio mitius 
principlee would point towards a limited interpretation of those rights in favour 
off the remaining state sovereignty reflected in Article XX.24° If the chapeau is 
too reflect a balance of rights and obligations, "substantive rights" such as tariff 
bindingss or expectations of market access should not be given preference a 
prioripriori over the right to invoke an exception. A presumption against PPM-based 
measuress would therefore seem inappropriate. 

(ii)) Exception grounds and Means-Ends Tests 

Ass observed above, the text of Article XX does not exclude the 
possibilityy of extrajurisdictional resource protection or the targeting of behav
iourr abroad through trade restrictions. The Appellate Body inn US-Shrimp-Turtle 
leftt open the question of whether there is an 'implied jurisdictional limitation' in 
Articlee XX(g), and noted that in the case before it, there was a "sufficient nexus" 
betweenn the migratory and endangered species involved and the United States 
forr the purposes of Article XX(g). One may actually wonder why one should 
bee looking for inherent jurisdictional limitations in Article XX. In accordance 
withh the Lotus principle, one could suffice by observing that there are no 
expresss jurisdictional limits in Article XX(g), and there is no general rule of 
internationall law governing the question of the location of resources protected 
byy trade restrictive measures. One would tend to assume that the same is true 
forr Article XX(b), although that would result in an incongruence with the SPS 
Agreement,, which is limited to the protection of life and health within the 
territoryy of the Member taking measures. The US-Shrimp-Turtle reports have 
clarifiedd that PPM-based measures targeting foreign government policies by 
makingg imports dependent upon them are not a priori excluded from being 

2399 See e.g. Thailand-Cigarettes, para. 74: '[the objective of paragraphs (b) and (d) of Article XX is] to allow 

contractingg parties to impose trade restrictive measures inconsistent with the General Agreement to 

pursuee overriding public policy goals to the extent that such inconsistencies were unavoidable.' 
2400 Cf. Howse and Regan (2000) at 276. 
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coveredd by the exceptions in Article XX. On the contrary, the Appellate Body has 
assertedd that conditioning market access on the policies of exporting countries' 
governmentss is a 'common aspect of measures falling within the scope of the 
exceptionss in Article XX'. 

Itt is difficult to make general statements as to whether unilateral trade-
restrictivee measures based on PPMs will meet the means-ends tests in Articles 
(b)) and (g). It is clear from cases such as US-Tuna-Dolphin and US-Shrimp-
Turtle,Turtle, that the product targeted by a measure is not necessarily the same as 
thee resource or animal or human sought to be protected. 241 This also applies 
too product measures, such as an asbestos ban to protect human health. An 
interestingg question is whether the means-ends tests also require that there be 
aa relationship between the product targeted and the protection or conservation 
goal.. In the sphere of PPM-based measures, such a relationship is absent when 
WTOO Member A bans the imports of cars from Member B, because the latter 
doess not take measures to ensure that its fishermen do not kill dolphins or 
turtles.. Such a measure would operate as a sanction. It would not seem impos
siblee that such a measure could be found to be "necessary" or "relating to". 
However,, if unilaterally imposed, such a measure would appear to upset the 
balancee of rights and obligations of WTO Members and would accordingly not 
meett the standards of the chapeau. 

Thee means-ends requirements in paragraphs (b) and (g) of Article XX 
requiree a link between the measure and its goal. The relationship between a 
measuree and its goal is also part of the assessment of "relating to" in Article 
XX(g),, as the Appellate Body reports in US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle 
show.. The means must be reasonably related to the ends; the means must not 
bee disproportionately wide in relation to the objective. The US-Shrimp-Turtle 
sagaa has made it clear that measures targeting foreign government policies by 
makingg imports dependent upon them can meet the means-ends tests. The 
contributionn made by the measure to the attainment of the policy goal is also 
onee of the factors to be taken into account in interpreting "necessary" in Article 
XX{d)) and XX(b), along with the importance of the objective and the impact on 
trade.1422 Up to now, no PPM-based measures have been assessed under Article 
XX(b).. However, it would not seem impossible that such a measure could be 
foundd to be "necessary". A thorny question is who is ultimately to decide upon 
thee importance of the objective. The Appellate Body has been deferential in this 
respectt in a dispute like EC-Asbestos. But it will face a more difficult situation 
whenn PPM-based measures are at issue. The Appellate Body will probably look 
forr multilateral instruments as indicators for an agreement on the importance 
off the objective. Most thorny will be disputes involving local environmental 
problemss upon which little or no consensus exists, such as animal welfare. 

2411 See Charnovitz (1991). 
2411 See AB in Korea-Beef and in EC-Asbestos, respectively. 
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Althoughh the location of the resources protected in the first place seems 
relevantt to the interpretation of the exception grounds, it could also play a role 
inn interpreting the means-ends tests. It appears overly simplistic to state that the 
moree tenuous the nexus between the territory of the country taking the measure 
andd the location of the protection goal, the less likely it is that a measure will 
meett the means-ends tests. Sometimes, the absence of such a link will indeed 
bee reflected in the measure's lack of effectiveness in contributing to its desired 
objective.. This will especially be the case when the Member taking the measure 
importss only a small share of the product involved. But in other cases, there may 
bee a strong means-end relationship between the measure and its goal, even if 
thee protection goal is fully located within the exporting country. If a Member 
importss 95% of another Member's fur exports and prohibits the importation of 
furss from animals caught with leghold traps, the contribution to the attainment 
off the environmental goal of the measure may be considerable.243 The means-
endss tests may accordingly be met. In a reverse situation, a PPM-based measure 
mayy aim to protect the importing country's territory against production spills, 
butt this will be ineffective because the product restricted by the measure is not 
(orr is hardly) exported to the country taking the measure. 

(iii)) The Chapeau 

Despitee the disputable value of the reference to Belgian Family 
Allowances,Allowances, it is submitted that the panel's point in US-Shrimp-Turtle was 
valid.2444 There is a difference between measures targeting government behav
iourr by making imports dependent upon it, and measures targeting producer 
behaviour.. Measures justified under Article XX do not necessarily or commonly 
prescribee policies to be adopted by the authorities of exporting Members, as 
thee Appellate Body suggests. It is normally not states that trade, but private 
importerss and exporters. It is quite obvious that a producer or exporter must 
ensuree that the importing country's requirements are met by its product if it 
wishess to sell its product on the importing country's market. In principle, this 
iss also true for the requirements set by the importing country regarding the 
wayy the product has been produced. The importing country is not telling the 

Althoughh the actual effect will depend on the extent to which exports are diverted to other countries. 

BelgianBelgian Family Allowances concerned a levy, not a regulatory measure, that was primarily assessed under 

thee Most-Favoured Nation requirement, not National Treatment. Article XX was not even mentioned. 

Moreover,, there was no relationship whatsoever between the policy in the exporting country and the 

importedd products charged. This panel report would therefore appear to be only marginally, if at all, 

relevantt to the assessment of environmental PPM measures under Article III. According to Hudec 

(2000)) at 1 (manuscript), the report in Belgian Family Allowances is often mistakenly cited as the 

foundationn of the "product-process doctrine". 
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producerr in the exporting country how to produce; only how to produce if it 
wishess to compete on its market. It is quite another thing for the importing 
countryy to make access to its market dependent upon whether the authorities in 
thee exporting country determine how their producers produce. 

Measuress targeting foreign policies by making imports dependent on poli
ciess of the exporting country's government treat goods on the basis of their 
origin.. Producers in the exporting country may see the market access of their 
productss denied by the importing country because of their origin, even if they 
fullyy comply with the importing country's PPM requirements. Such measures 
willl accordingly more easily lead to unjustifiable or arbitrary discrimination than 
measuress that target producers by making imports dependent on production 
methods,, irrespective of product origin. It is submitted that unilateral PPM-
basedd measures making imports dependent upon the adoption of certain poli
ciess by governments may endanger the multilateral trading system, because 
aa proliferation of such measures could lead to mutually incompatible policy 
demands.. Such a development could thus endanger the balance of rights and 
obligationss which the chapeau is intended to preserve. This is not to say, as the 
panell did, that measures targeting governments are per se outside the scope of 
possiblyy justifiable measures under Article XX. The Appellate Body was correct 
inn noting that there is no basis in the text of Article XX to exclude certain 
typess of measures a priori from justification under Article XX. A country-based 
approachh may sometimes be unavoidable. However, the discrimination that such 
ann approach implies arguably needs to be justified by particular circumstances. 
Thee present author submits that the Appellate Body was right in suggesting that 
whetherr it is acceptable to make imports conditional on foreign governments' 
policiess is a matter to be assessed under the chapeau. However, it is submitted 
thatt the Appellate Body could have made it clearer that PPM-based measures 
targetingg governments should only be the last resort; PPM-based measures 
targetingg producers are preferable in terms of the chapeau, as they endanger the 
tradingg system much less than measures targeting governments. 

Couldd the balance of rights and obligations as reflected in the chapeau to 
Articlee XX be tilted by the absence of a "nexus" between the location of the 
resourcess protected and/or the behaviour targeted on the one hand, and the 
Memberr taking the measure on the other? The danger identified by the Appel
latee Body of eroding or rendering naught the market access rights negotiated 
inn the WTO Agreement seems most apparent when unilateral measures are 
takenn in order to address an environmental problem located completely within 
thee jurisdiction of the exporting country, without any transfrontier effects. For 
example,, a trade restriction in order to address a local animal welfare problem 
inn the exporting country. A number of approaches have been proposed to argue 
thatt PPM-measures may even be acceptable in such cases, such as a 'new 
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effectss doctrine',145 "universal jurisdiction",246 and "affirmative duties" of states 
too contribute to the protection of the environment outside their territory.247 This 
mayy in principle include trade policies. The idea is that by importing products 
producedd with an environmentally harmful PPM, the importing country is 
contributingg to the harm caused. The US in Tuna-Dolphin II seems to have 
madee a claim along the lines of affirmative duties, arguing that its measures 
weree taken in order to ensure that activities within its jurisdictional control 
(i.e.. the importation and consumption of tuna in the US market) do not cause 
damagee to the environment of other states or areas beyond the limits of national 
jurisdiction.248 8 

Suchh approaches would only be relevant, it seems, when PPM-based mea
suress addressing environmental problems located within the jurisdiction of the 
exportingg Member were presumed to upset the balance of rights and obligations 
betweenn Members and not to meet the standards in the chapeau. However, the 
currentt author submits that such a presumption is nott warranted by the text 
off the chapeau in its context and in the light of its object and purpose. The argu
mentt usually invoked for a presumption that Article XX simply prohibits PPM-
basedd measures is that of the "slippery slope" of "green protectionism", which 
mayy moreover be extended to PPMs relating not to environmental problems, but 
ratherr to labour and human rights standards. However, the current author does 
nott regard this policy argument as a convincing basis for a legal presumption 
againstt this kind of measure. A case-by-case and rigorous application of the 
requirementss in Article XX GATT will arguably suffice to avoid this "slippery 
slope".. Such application may in many cases lead to findings against PPM-based 
measures,, but that is not the same as a blanket presumption against them. 
Evenn PPM-based measures targeting environmental problems in the exporting 
countryy could in theory meet the standards of the chapeau. 

Finally,, the extent to which international agreement (in some form) exists on 
thee environmental issue at stake will play an important role in the interpretation 
off the disciplines in Article XX, especially the chapeau. This role is not confined 

2455 Encompassing not only international physical externalities but also 'non-physical externalities' or 

'psychologicall  or  preservation spillovers', i.e., moral outrage in the importin g country caused by local 

productionn and catching methods in the exporting country. Nollkaemper  (1998) at 194. The link with 

moralit yy raises the issue of the possible applicabilit y of Articl e XX(a), which has not yet been invoked 

andd is not further  discussed here. In fact, a Member taking PPM-based measures to protect animal 

welfaree outside its jurisdictio n may have to invoke paragraph (a), as its protection goal may not qualify 

underr  paragraph (b) or  (g). 
2 466 Jansen and Lugard (1999) at 534. 
2477 Arguably, Principl e 2 of the Rio Declaration requires states to prevent all activities under  their  jurisdic -

tionn that cause harm to other  states or  the commons. Nollkaemper  (1998) at 199. 
2 488 US-Tuna-Dolphin II,  unadopted, para. 3.18. 
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too the few multilateral environmental agreements that explicitly provide for 
tradee measures. The extent to which international agreement exists or is being 
soughtt on any environmental issue may be a decisive criterion for the room 
forr unilateral measures under Article XX GATT. The Appellate Body and the 
implementationn panel in US-Shrimp-Turtle suggested that in order to address 
somee environmental problems, unilateral measures may only be taken pending 
negotiationss on a multilateral approach: 

[I]n[I]n a context such as this one where a multilateral agreement is clearly to he 
preferredpreferred and where measures [...J may only be accepted under Article XX if they 
werewere allowed under an international agreement, or if they were taken further to 
thethe completion of serious good faith efforts to reach a multilateral agreement, the 
possibilitypossibility to impose a unilateral measure [...J is more to be seen, for the purposes of 
ArticleArticle XX, as the possibility to adopt a provisional measure allowed for emergency 
reasonsreasons than as a definitive "right" to take a permanent measure.2*9 

Althoughh the difference between a right to take a permanent measure and 
aa possibility to take a provisional measure can be disputed, this shows the 
importancee that multilateral approaches may have in interpreting Article XX 
GATTT when assessing unilateral measures. 

5.4.11 PPM-Based Measures and the SPS and TBT Agreements 

Thee definitions in the SPS Agreement make it clear that SPS 
measuress are applied to protect human, animal or plant life or health within the 
territoryterritory of the Member taking the measure. Thus, there is no question of the 
protectionn of extraterritorially located resources under the SPS Agreement. That 
doess not in itself mean that SPS measures cannot be based on PPMs, or cannot 
targett health or life risks caused by production processes abroad. Indeed, the 
definitionn of an SPS measure explicitly states that SPS measures include 'inter 
aliaalia [...] processes and production methods; [...]'. However, these risks must 
threatenn the domestic human, animal or plant population of the Member taking 
thee measure, so PPM-based SPS measures will in the majority of cases be 
product-related.. The only scenario in which the SPS Agreement could possibly 
coverr a non-product-related PPM-based measure would seem to be when the 
measuree targets a foreign PPM that threatens the life and health of humans, 
animalss or plants in the state taking the measure not through the product but 
directly,, e.g. through transboundary poisonous gases caused by the PPM. 

Thee definitions of the SPS Agreement cover measures to protect human life 
andd health from risks arising from foods, beverages and foodstuffs,250 measures 

249Panell  in US-Shrimp-Turtle Implementation, para. 5.88. 
2500 Annex A SPS Agreement, Articl e i(b). Emphasis added. 
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too protect animals and plants against risks arising from the entry, establishment 
orr spread of pests, diseases, and organisms carrying or causing diseases,151 

measuress to protect humans against risks arising from diseases carried by 
animals,, plants or products thereof or from the entry, establishment or spread 
off pests, and, finally, measures preventing and limiting other damage from 
thee entry, establishment or spread of pests.J'2 The only possibility for accom
modatingg non-product-related PPM measures under these definitions would be 
byy reference to measures addressing risks and damage caused by the entry, 
establishmentt or spread of pests or diseases. But the scenario of a foreign PPM 
threateningg life or health or causing damage in the territory of the Member 
takingg the measure by contamination through e.g. poisonous gases would not 
bee covered by the words "pests" or "diseases". Thus, the only possibility of 
coveringg a non-product-related PPM-based measure would seem to be a measure 
addressingg a PPM that causes a pest or disease to spread into the territory of the 
Memberr taking the measure, but which does not travel with the product. 

Thee SPS definitions further include 'packaging and labelling requirements 
directlyy related to food safety'. This would seem to include the possibility of an 
SPSS measure requiring a label indicating a non-product-related PPM. However, 
whatt exactly is meant by the limitation 'directly related to food safety' is as yet 
unclear.. For instance, is a requirement to indicate on the label whether a product 
hass been produced with genetically modified ingredients 'directly related to food 
safety'? ? 

Thee TBT Agreement is silent on the location of the resources whose protec
tionn is sought. However, it does contain a limitation in its definitions. The defini
tionn of a mandatory "technical regulation" uses the words 'document which 
layss down product characteristics and their related processes and production 
methodss [...] It may also include or deal exclusively with [...] marking or labelling 
requirementss as they apply to a product, process or production method.' A 
voluntaryy standard, on the other hand, is a 'document [...] that provides [...] 
rules,, guidelines or characteristics for products or related processes and produc
tionn methods'.*" Thus, "technical regulations" are only covered by the TBT 
Agreementt if they lay down PPM requirements that are "related" to product 
characteristics.. However, looking at the text of the definitions, there would seem 
too be no doubt that labelling requirements which refer to "non-product-related" 
PPMss are covered by the TBT Agreement. It has nevertheless been argued 
thatt the first sentence of these definitions overrides the second sentence, to 
thee effect that the limitation of the coverage of the TBT Agreement to product-
relatedd PPMs also applies to the modes listed in the second sentence, such as 

*5'' Annex A SPS Agreement, Article i{a). 
1511 Annex A SPS Agreement, Article i(c) and (d), respectively. Emphasis added. 
2533 Definitions in Annex 1 TBT. 
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labellingg requirements.254 Most authors seem to favour a restricted scope of the 
TBTT Agreement as covering only measures based on product-related PPMs.255 

However,, it is submitted that the differences in wording between "or their 
related"" in the definition for mandatory measures, "or related" in the definition 
forr voluntary standards, and the absence of the word "related" in the second 
sentencee of both definitions dealing with labelling requirements should have a 
conclusivee meaning. It is not warranted by the text to argue that the whole of 
thee TBT Agreement, including the parts of the definitions that address labelling, 
onlyy covers national measures based on product-related PPM requirements. 

Thee history of the TBT Agreement does not provide conclusive evidence of 
thee precise meaning of the word "related" in the definitions, and also shows that 
thee question to what extent PPMs should be covered by the TBT Agreement has 
noww been contentious for some 25 years.1'6 The fact that 'or their related' was 
insertedd in the technical regulations definition indicates that the TBT Agree
mentt was intended to discipline only a narrow group of mandatory PPM-based 
measures,, not including non-product-related PPMs. However, the fact that the 
secondd sentence of the definitions of "technical regulations" and "standards" 
containedd a broader reference to PPMs which was not discussed throughout 
thee negotiations, suggests that labelling requirements referring to non-product-
relatedd PPMs, both mandatory and voluntary, may well have been intended to be 
withinn the purview of the TBT Agreement. A clarification by the WTO Members 
off the scope of the TBT Agreement in terms of production and processing 
methodss is called for/57 However, this is a politically highly contentious issue, 
andd no progress in this respect has so far been made. The first and second 
Trienniall Reviews of the TBT Agreement did not address the PPM issue.158 

However,, in June 2001, it was decided to start a discussion on labelling in the 
TBTT Committee which would include the PPM issue. 

2544 Appleton (1997a) at 93 in footnote }6 cites a WTO official who stated that during the Uruguay Round 

negotiations,, the second sentence was never treated as a stand-alone provision. 
1555 Appleton (1997a) at 93 asserts that this is the generally accepted view, referring to Schultz (1994), Rege 

(1994),, and Volker (1995) at 286-7. Petersmann (1993a) at 68-69 appears to leave open the question 

off "related". 
1566 WTO document WT/CTE/W/10 (G/TBT/W/11), 'Negotiating History of the Agreement on Technical 

Barrierss to Trade with Regard to Labelling Requirements, Voluntary Standards, and Processes and 

Productionn Methods Unrelated to Product Characteristics'. 
1,77 See on PPMs and labelling specifically, Abdel Motaal (1999}, and Swiss paper, G/TBT/W/162. 
1588 See WTO documents G/TBT/5 and G/TBT/9 (triennal reviews). 
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5.55 Concluding Remarks 

Thee main WTO disciplines relevant to trade-related non-fiscal 
environmentall measures have been examined in this Part. These are Articles 
111:4,, XI, and XX of the GATT, and the TBT and SPS Agreements. The major 
developmentss in the interpretation of these disciplines are briefly summarised 
here. . 

Afterr EC-Asbestos, "likeness" in Article 111:4 *s a potentially and traditionally 
widee concept. This may lead to increasing challenges under this provision. 
However,, the same case has suggested that the concept of "less favourable treat
ment"" may provide enough flexibility to avoid all sorts of regulatory measures 
beingg found to be in violation of Article 111:4 a n d imposing on the regulating 
Memberr the burden of justifying them in terms of Article XX. At least with 
regardd to "dejure neutral" measures, it appears to be no longer sufficient for a 
complainantt to show that one imported product is being treated less favourably 
thann one "like" domestic product. In any event, in most cases, dejure neutral 
measuress may be expected to be covered by the SPS or TBT Agreement, and 
assessedd accordingly. However, the relationship between the GATT and the TBT 
Agreementt is not yet clear, and any assessment under either or both will also 
dependd on the claims made by the complainant. More generally, the scope 
andd burden of proof of the disciplines in the TBT Agreement still need clarifica
tion.. Such clarification has been provided for the SPS Agreement in a number 
off dispute settlement reports, which clarify that the SPS Agreement imposes 
discipliness extending beyond the GATT. 

Inn principle, Article XI covers non-fiscal "border measures" and Article 111:4 
coverss internal regulatory measures. Nonetheless, a border measure may be 
coveredd by Article II I  through the Note Ad Article III. According to the panel 
inn EC-Asbestos, in order to be covered by the Note Ad Article III, the internally 
appliedd measure does not have to be the same as the border measure; an import 
prohibitionn may be covered as enforcing an internal production prohibition. 
However,, that does not necessarily mean that domestic production requirements 
cann be enforced at the border by import restrictions and be covered by Article 
III.. In order to be covered by the Note Ad Articlee III, the result for the competi
tivee conditions of foreign products must be the same as for that of domestic 
products.. This is obviously not the case when the importation of a product (tuna) 
iss prohibited due to the enforcement of a domestic production requirement for 
tunaa fishermen. Such measures are not covered by the Note Ad Article III 
andd will be assessed under Article XI. An origin-neutral measure based on a 
productionn method, e.g. a sales prohibition on products produced in a certain 
way,, may be enforced by a border measure and be covered by the Note Ad Article 
III.. However, in order to check whether the PPM requirement is being met by 
thee product, the importing Member will arguably need to resort to labelling or 
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certificationn requirements. If those are not imposed upon domestic products this 
mayy cause National Treatment problems under Article III. 

Violationss of Article III or XI may be justified under Article XX GATT, which 
hass been interpreted in a number of important trade-environment disputes. 
Thiss provision in its subparagraphs imposes requirements as to the legitimate 
objectivee sought and the relationship between means and ends, as well as 
aa general "reasonableness" requirement in its chapeau. Although the "neces
sary"" requirement in paragraph (b) has traditionally been a major obstacle 
inn justifying health protection measures, EC-Asbestos suggests a more deferen
tiall approach to that requirement. "Relating to" in paragraph (g) has been 
interpretedd in US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle as requiring a substantial 
andd reasonable relationship between means and ends. Paragraph (g) moreover 
imposess the requirement 'made effective in conjunction with restrictions on 
domesticc production or consumption', which has been interpreted as a test 
off "even-handedness" between domestic and import restrictions. Under the 
chapeau,, the reasonableness of the application of the measure is assessed, which 
involvess looking at whether the right to invoke exceptions is being abused and 
balancingg the right to do so with the substantive rights of the complainant. 
Inn US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle, similar arguments playing a role in the 
means-endd requirements also seem to have influenced the interpretation of the 
chapeau.. This raises the question to what extent there is a double test in Article 
XX,, and whether the means-ends requirements and the chapeau may become 
increasinglyy conflated. Such conflation would imply that the difference between 
thee measures as such and their application are not vital. 

Itt is indisputable that both the SPS and the TBT Agreements allow WTO 
Memberss to challenge other Members' measures even if these are non-discrim
inatory.. While the SPS Agreement lays down disciplines for sanitary and 
phytosanitaryy measures that may be border or internal measures, the TBT 
Agreementt specifically concerns Members' internal technical regulations. Both 
Agreementss signify a step in the WTO from rules based on non-discrimination 
too a trade obstacle test. However, the obstacle test is qualified in both Agree
ments;; to put it simply, only "unnecessary" trade obstacles are prohibited. While 
thee "unnecessary obstacles" test is the central obligation of the TBT Agreement, 
withh other provisions essentially coming down to notification requirements, 
thee set of disciplines to be met by a measure in the SPS Agreement is more 
elaborate.. That Agreement contains, inter alia, a further elaboration of the 
"necessity"" requirement as 'not more trade-restrictive than required to achieve 
thee appropriate level of protection, taking into account technical and economic 
feasibility'' (Article 5.6), detailed provisions regarding the risk assessment upon 
whichh an SPS measure is to be based {Article 5.1 to 5.4), and an obligation 
too avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable distinctions in the levels of protection consid
eredd appropriate in different situations, i.e., a requirement of consistency of 
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aa Member's SPS measures. Both the TBT and SPS Agreements refer to inter
nationall standard-setting. Simplifying these references, they essentially come 
downn to preferential treatment under the TBT and SPS disciplines of measures 
basedd on relevant international standards. 
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CHAPTERR 6 PROHIBITIONS , JUSTIFICATION S AND CONDITION S 

6.11 Typologies, Scope and Nature of the Prohibition s 

Articlee 28 EC prohibits quantitative restrictions on imports and 
alll measures having equivalent effect. Article XI GATT proscribes prohibitions 
orr restrictions on imports (or exports) made effective through quotas, import or 
exportt licences or other measures. Article 111:4 GATT prohibits the less favour
ablee treatment of imported products in comparison to like domestic products 
inn respect of internal regulatory measures affecting their sale, offering, distri
bution,, transport and use. The TBT Agreement essentially prohibits unneces
saryy trade obstacles created by technical regulations, and the SPS Agreement 
-throughh an elaborate set of disciplines- seeks to ensure that (phyto-)sanitary 
measuress are applied only to the extent necessary and are based on scientific 
principles.. Moreover, both Agreements stimulate the recognition of equivalent 
standardss and the use of international standards in their respective fields of 
application. . 

Thee preceding Chapters have addressed the essential questions of what 
measuress are covered by the disciplines in the relevant EC and WTO provisions, 
andd what these disciplines actually prohibit. The answers to these questions 
determinee the extent to which the relevant rules of the EC and the WTO 
potentiallyy limit domestic authority to regulate environmental and health prob
lems.. First of all, the coverage of the disciplines determines whether a national 
measuree falls within or outside the disciplines. The coverage depends on the 
typologiess used in the relevant provisions to designate the measures disciplined. 
Secondly,, the nature of the disciplines themselves is equally important in deter
miningg which measures are disciplined and which measures are not. A rule 
off non-discrimination or one against protectionism is relative: it disciplines the 
treatmentt of imported goods relative to that of domestic goods, but it does 
nott extend to non-discriminatory and non-protectionist measures. A prohibition 
off trade obstacles, on the other hand, is absolute in that it applies regardless 
off whether there is domestic production of the products at issue. It therefore 
alsoo covers non-discriminatory and non-protectionist measures, inviting their 
justificationn according to the relevant provisions and the conditions attached 
whichh will be discussed hereafter. It is not surprising that the coverage of 
thee prohibition and the typology of the measure are more important when the 
prohibitionn is absolute (trade obstacles) than when it is relative (discrimination). 

6.1.11 Typologies and Nature of the Prohibitions 

Thee EC Treaty contains only one basic provision regarding 
import-restrictivee measures of a non-fiscal nature, i.e. Article 28 EC. However, 
thee interpretation of this unitary provision by the Court of Justice has resulted in 
att least one important typological qualification. The Court focused its attention 
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onn the typology of national measures by introducing in Keck a separate test for 
"sellingg arrangements" which fall outside the scope of Article 28 if they are non
discriminatory.. In Keck, the Court also represented its earlier interpretations of 
Articlee 28 as a prohibition of unjustified trade obstacles, applying essentially 
too product requirements. Thus, after Keck, one might be tempted to conclude 
thatt an obstacles test applies to product requirements and a discrimination test 
appliess to selling arrangements.1 However, the range of measures covered by the 
widee Dassonville formula for interpreting Article 28 is not exhausted by these 
twoo notions. According to the Court's case-law, a "third category" of national 
measuress that are neither product requirements nor selling arrangements in 
principlee falls within the obstacles test of Dassonville.1 It has been argued above 
thatt the Keck limitation should also apply to "third category" measures.3 

Thee typologies for non-fiscal trade barriers in the WTO Agreements are 
muchh more complicated. GATT Article XI prohibits the institution or mainte
nancee of'prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges, 
whetherr made effective through quotas, import or export licences or other meas
ures,, [...] on the importation (or exportation) of any product [...]'. Article 111:4 
prohibitss the treatment of imported products less favourable than that accorded 
too like domestic products in respect of'all laws, regulations and requirements 
affectingg their internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribu
tionn or use'. Thus, the coverage of Article 111:4 plainly covers measures that 
wouldd be denominated "selling arrangements" as identified by the European 
Courtt of Justice in the EC context. The TBT Agreement defines a technical 
regulationn as a 'document which lays down product characteristics or their 
relatedd processes and production methods, including the applicable administra
tivee provisions, with which compliance is mandatory'. Finally, the SPS Agree
mentt defines a sanitary or phytosanitary measure as a measure applied to protect 
animall or plant life or health from risks of pests and diseases, to protect human 
orr animal life or health from food-borne risks, to protect human life or health 
fromm animal and plant diseases and pests, or to prevent or limit other damage 
fromm pests. 

Thee history of the interpretation of both the EC and the GATT/WTO provi
sionss regarding the liberalisation of trade in goods reflects the profound ques
tionn whether such provisions should only prohibit the discriminatory or protec
tionistt measures of their members, or whether they should rather go further 
andd discipline measures that pose obstacles to trade, regardless of whether they 
discriminatee against imports or protect domestic production. When a prohibi-

11 As possibly qualified by a market access requirement, see Section 6.1.2. 
22 An example is a restriction on the use of certain goods, e.g. the use of cars during rush hours or on 

Sundays. . 
33 See Section 3.1.2. 
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tionn of discrimination is taken to include "material", "indirect" or "de facto" 
discrimination,, trade liberalisation rules discipline national regulatory powers 
too a greater extent than when only facial, direct or dejure discrimination is 
prohibited.. The introduction of a prohibition of trade obstacles stretches the 
reachh of trade liberalisation commitments into national regulatory powers even 
further.. Logically, the more intrusive an approach is taken in the interpretation 
off the provisions at issue, the more acutely the need arises to accommodate the 
legitimatee regulatory objectives of the members. This can be done by limiting 
thee scope of the basic prohibitions, e.g. by typological qualifications. It can 
alsoo be done through accepting justification grounds for measures that would 
otherwisee violate the prohibitions. The justifications and conditions attached to 
theirr acceptance are discussed infra in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 

Ass is apparent from this work, Article 28, the key provision of the EC Treaty, 
wass interpreted by the European Court of Justice in Dassonville as a prohibition 
off trade obstacles covering a wide range of measures, enabling in principle 
thee challenging of all kinds of measures not discriminating against imports 
orr protecting domestic producers, and not specifically directed at limiting 
importss either. By contrast, GATT Article 111:4 centres on a prohibition of 
discrimination,, and Article XI only prohibits measures specifically prohibiting 
orr restricting imports {or exports). Although such measures are not necessarily 
discriminatoryy or protective, as they may also apply in the absence of domestic 
productionn of similar or competitive products, they are only prohibited by Article 
XII if specifically directed at limiting imports. 

However,, the description of the EC regime as essentially based upon an 
"obstacless test" and the GATT regime as essentially based upon a "discrimina
tionn test" and a prohibition of specific import restrictions must be qualified. In 
thee EC, the Court of Justice has never applied the obstacles test with full rigour 
too pricing measures, but rather a discrimination or protection test. Moreover, it 
hass made an important qualification to the "obstacles test" in Keck, according 
too which non-discriminatory "selling arrangements" are outside the scope of 
Articlee 28. This discrimination test appears in turn to be qualified by a prohibi
tion;; if selling arrangements completely bar the market access of imported 
products,, they may be covered by the prohibition of Article 28 after all, even if 
theyy are non-discriminatory (i.e. equally barring the market access of domestic 
products).44 Finally, the Court has limited the scope of Article 28 by ruling that 
itt does not cover measures whose trade effects are too remote or uncertain.5 

Strictlyy speaking, measures hindering trade but justified by a "mandatory 
requirement"" also fall outside the ambit of Article 28. However, following the 
Court'ss approach, this study treats "mandatory requirements" as justifications 

44 See Section 6.1.2. 
55 In cases such as C-379/92 Peralta. 
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forfor infringements of Article 28 rather than as limitations to the coverage of the 
Articlee 28 prohibition.6 

Underr the WTO rules, internal regulatory measures not specifically directed 
att imports are not in violation of GATT rules as long as they do not discriminate 
orr protect, even if they result in barring market access. However, within the 
GATTT framework, additional disciplines to address non-discriminatory technical 
regulationss were proposed as early as in 1973. This resulted in the 1979 Tokyo 
Roundd Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT). Article 2.1 of the 
19799 TBT Agreement prompted parties to ensure that technical regulations and 
standardss or their application would not have the effect of creating unnecessary 
obstaclesobstacles to international trade.7 The provision appears to date back to the 1973 
draft,, which was even before the European Court of Justice passed its judgment 
inn Dassonville.* It should be noted that the 1979 TBT Agreement was only 
bindingg upon the signatories, which were far fewer than the GATT contracting 
parties.. Moreover, the 1979 TBT Agreement had its own dispute settlement 
provisions.. However, after the Uruguay Round, the TBT Agreement was trans
formedd into the current multilateral agreement that forms part of the "single 
undertaking"" of the WTO Agreements, and now it is compulsory for all of its 
Members.. The 1994 TBT Agreement also contains a prohibition of unnecessary 
tradee obstacles (Article 2.2). The SPS Agreement does not explicitly lay down an 
obstacless prohibition. Yet it applies to all sanitary and phytosanitary measures 
'whichh may, directly or indirectly, affect international trade' (Article 1.1 SPS), 
andd contains disciplines that go beyond a non-discrimination requirement that 
mayy be read as a qualified obstacles test much in the same way as that found 
inn the TBT Agreement. 

Thus,, while the prohibition of trade obstacles remains a centrepiece of the 
ECC regime on trade and environment, there are limits to its application, and for 
certainn types of measures, the prohibition is limited to discrimination (albeit in 
turnn probably qualified by a prohibition to prevent market access). At the same 
time,, while the GATT non-discrimination requirement of Article III is still one 
off the major WTO disciplines, the TBT and SPS Agreements have introduced 
discipliness going beyond that test, including a prohibition of unnecessary trade 
obstacles. . 

Theyy are accordingly discussed as justifications in Section 6.2 infra. 

Emphasiss added. 

Thiss assertion is based on the account of the negotiations by Bernier (1982) at 199, and on GATT 

Activitiess publications from 1968 to 1979. 
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6.1.22 Recognition and Market Access 

Thee consequence of the obstacles test in the EC as laid down 
byy the Court of Justice in its Cassis de Dijon case-law is that products lawfully 
marketedd or produced in one Member State must be permitted market access in 
anotherr Member State unless there is a justification for refusing to do so. Thus, 
thee Court imposed the recognition of regulatory standards in other Member 
States,, with the burden on the importing Member State of proving why it does 
nott accept products conforming to those standards. In the EC, a complaint may 
bee limited to merely pointing at a potential trade obstacle. The basic disciplines 
inn the TBT Agreement also oblige Members to ensure that technical regulations 
aree not 'prepared, adopted or applied with a view to or with the effect of creating 
unnecessaryy obstacles to international trade'. "Unnecessary" is elaborated by 
referringg to a least trade-restrictiveness test and legitimate objectives (Article 2.2 
TBT).. This arguably amounts to a discipline similar to that in Cassis de Dijon: 
thee application of technical regulations to imported products is only acceptable 
whenn necessary for fulfilling legitimate objectives. Hence, applying technical 
regulationss that are not necessary to fulfil such objectives to imports would 
contravenee the TBT Agreement. A strict application of this discipline could 
eventuallyy lead to a de facto obligation of recognition. 

However,, there is a difference in the division of the burden of proof. While 
thee interpretation of Article 28 by the EC J presumes that a product lawfully 
producedd and marketed in one Member State conforms to requirements pursu
ingg legitimate objectives, with the importing Member State needing to explain 
whyy the product does not conform to its particular requirements, the TBT Agree
mentt does not make such a presumption. Article 2.7 TBT, read in combination 
withh Article 2.2 TBT, makes it clear that the TBT Agreement does not oblige 
Memberss to accept products lawfully produced and marketed in other Members. 
Evenn if the importing Member is satisfied that the exporting Member's regula
tionss fulfil the objectives that the importing Member's regulations seek, Article 
2.77 only obliges it to give positive consideration to accepting the equivalence 
off foreign regulations, not to accept them. Thus, the TBT Agreement does 
nott impose the recognition of foreign technical regulations; it merely provides 
thee exporting Member with the possibility to complain that products lawfully 
producedd and marketed in its territory are subjected to requirements that result 
inn unnecessary trade obstacles. An exporting WTO Member will have to adduce 
aa prima facie case that this results in an unnecessary trade obstacle. Only if such 
aa prima facie case is made will the importing Member need to demonstrate that 
thee application of its technical regulation is necessary. 

Inn the SPS Agreement, Members are obliged to accept the SPS measures 
off other Members as being equivalent, if the exporting Member objectively 
demonstratess that its measures achieve the importing Member's appropriate 
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levell of protection. Here again, the initial burden is on the exporting Member 
ratherr than on the importing Member. Thus, while imposing disciplines going 
beyondd non-discrimination requirements, and making a cautious start towards 
"mutuall recognition", the TBT and SPS Agreements do not impose the market
abilityy in one WTO Member of products lawfully produced and marketed in 
anotherr Member subject to justification for deviations, in the same way in which 
thee ECJ has imposed it in its interpretation of Article 28 EC. 

Differentt understandings of the concept of "market access" may cause confu
sionn when applied in the EC and WTO contexts. Arguably, "market access" in the 
WTOO context means 'not being prevented by import restrictions from entering 
ann export market'. This simply means access to the territory of another Member. 
Withinn the GATT disciplines, market access is guaranteed principally by Article 
II (most-favoured nation treatment with regard to inter alia 'rules and formalities 
inn connection with importation and exportation'), Article II (no tariffs above 
thee tariff bindings) and Article XI (no prohibitions or restrictions upon importa
tion).. Once on the market, i.e. having paid the tariff applicable if any and having 
compliedd with customs formalities, the competitive conditions of imported prod
uctss vis-a-vis domestic products are protected by Article III. However, Article III 
doess not guarantee market access as such. It only guarantees treatment which is 
noo less favourable for imported products as compared to domestic products with 
regardd to both fiscal and non-fiscal regulations that condition the sale, offering 
forr sale, distribution, etc. of the product. Thus, neither Article XI nor Article III 
guaranteess that imported products can actually be marketed in the importing 
country.. All that market access amounts to in the WTO context is getting a 
productt across the border and not being discriminated thereafter. That is not the 
samee as ensuring that the product can actually be offered for sale or be sold. 

Inn the EC, on the other hand, "market access" appears to be associated 
nott only with entering the territory of another Member State, but also with 
thee product not being prevented from actually being put on the market. That 
involvess a great deal more than merely passing customs formalities; it includes 
meetingg all sorts of product requirements and other internal regulatory require
ments.. As the EC Commission puts it, 'placing on the market is the initial action 
off making a product available for the first time on the Community market, 
withh a view to distribution or use in the Community'.9 Moreover, in order to 
bee marketed, a product must in most cases also be transportedd and distributed. 
Thee ECJ's reference to measuress preventing market access in Keck suggests 
thatt "market access" comprises even more than this. If a "selling arrangement" 
havingg the result that an imported product cannot be sold at all is caught by 
thee prohibition in Article 28 and needs justification, "market access" could be 
takenn to mean that a product should be able to pass all customs formalities, to be 

99 EC Commission (2000a), at 18. 
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marketed,, and to be sold. The concept could arguably be stretched even further, 
soo as to include all other internal prohibitions that are capable of making it de 
factofacto impossible for imported products to compete on the market. Examples are 
prohibitionss on registering, using, possessing or disposing of certain products. 
Inn other words, an extensive reading of the concept of "market access" would 
seemm to equal the absence of obstacles to trade in the sense of the Dassonville 
formula. . 

Articless XI and III GATT do not warrant a similar obstacles-based under
standingg of "market access". All sorts of internal requirements that affect the 
marketing,, sale, use, transport or distribution of goods once they have entered a 
Member'ss territory are covered by Article III GATT and not by Article XI, even 
iff they result in preventing the product at issue from being marketed, sold, used 
etc.. They are consequently subject to a non-discrimination requirement, and not 
too an obstacles requirement. This is even so when such requirements are applied 
att the border in the case of the imported product, as the Note Ad Article III 
makess clear.10 Thus, a prohibition to distribute or use a product does not need 
justificationn under GATT rules, while it does under EC rules. A prohibition on 
sellingg a product does not need justification under GATT rules, while it might 
underr EC rules (if the reference by the Court of Justice to market access in Keck 
hass a separate meaning, see infra). These differences are attenuated by the TBT 
andd SPS Agreements, to the extent that measures barring the market access of 
importedd products may be typified as technical regulations or SPS measures. 
Thee TBT and SPS Agreements go beyond the GATT rules by enabling WTO 
Memberss to seek market access, e.g. by disciplining non-discriminatory internal 
measures. . 

Inn the EC context, the typological reference to "selling arrangements" by 
thee Court of Justice in Keck has been criticised. Why should a ban on selling 
cigarettess from machines be excluded from the scope of Article 28, while a ban 
onn smoking in public places does fall within the scope of Article 28 and need 
justification?"" The same question can be posed when there is a restriction on 
thee sale of cars without a catalytic converter and a restriction on the use of 
suchh cars, respectively. There appears to be no logical explanation for applying 
aa preliminary non-discrimination test to selling arrangements, while treating 
"thirdd category measures", i.e. measures that regulate neither product require
mentss nor selling arrangements, as covered by the obstacles test and requiring 
justification,, whether they are discriminatory or not. In addition to creating 
uncertaintyy by introducing the term "selling arrangements", the Court was 

100 In EC-Asbestos, for instance, an internal prohibition on the manufacture, sale, offering for sale, and use 

off asbestos was applied at the border by means of an import prohibition. It was covered by Article III and 

nott XI, even if completely barring market access for the imported product. 

"" Weiler (1999) at 372. 
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somewhatt unclear in Keck as to the role to be played by "market access". The 
Courtt left it open whether its statement on selling arrangements preventing 
markett access in paragraph 17 should be seen as a stand-alone requirement or 
ratherr as flowing from the non-discrimination test in paragraph 16. It has been 
arguedd that as selling arrangements that are non-discriminatory in law and in 
factt may prevent market access altogether, there is indeed a separate market 
accesss requirement, failing which the measure at issue will need to be justified.12 

Thee current author supports this view. 
Thee discontent with the Court's typology of "selling arrangements" and the 

lackk of clarity as regards the role played by market access have led to proposals to 
applyy a more general "market access test" to Article 28 EC. Under such a test, de 
jurejure discriminatory measures always need justification. Arguably, the same goes 
forr product characteristics, even if they are dejure equally applicable to domestic 
andd imported products, because they per se prevent products lawfully produced 
andd marketed elsewhere but not conforming to the product requirement, from 
beingg marketed.'3 Other non-discriminatory measures that substantially impede 
accesss to the market (including the extreme case of preventing market access 
altogether)) breach Article 28 and need justification.14 Some have coupled a 
proposedd general market access test to a proposal to drop the reference to 
"sellingg arrangements".'5 The test would hence also apply to "third category 
measures"" such as restrictions on the distribution, transportation, registration, 
use,, and disposal of goods. It has also been proposed to limit the market access 
testt to a requirement that justification is only needed for those measures that 
preventt market access altogether, rather than for all those measures substantially 
restrictingg market access.'6 

Thus,, according to these proposals, when discrimination is found, justifica
tionn is always needed. However, the content of the discrimination test in some 
proposalss is confined to dejure discrimination, while in others it includes de 
factofacto discrimination.'7 The main question that remains is what to do with those 
measuress impeding trade that are difficult or impossible to tackle on the basis 

122 Barnard (2001) at 48; Eeckhout (2000); Weatherill (1996). 

' '' AG Jacobs in Case C-412/93 Lcclcrc-Siplec, para. 44. 
144 Barnard (2001) at 52; cf. Weatherill (1996), Chalmers (1994) at 401, and AG Jacobs in Case C-412/93 

Leclerc-Siplcc,Leclerc-Siplcc, paras. 41-47 of his opinion. 

'55 Weiler (1999) at 372; Weatherill (1996). 
166 Weiler (1999) at 372-73, regards this market access rule as a 'special rule of free movement', which 

complementss a 'general rule of free movement' that stipulates that national provisions that are discrimi

natoryy in law or in fact need justification. 
177 Weatherill (1996) and AG Jacobs in Case C-412/93 Lcclcrc-Siplec propose a dejure test, while the Court 

itselff in Keck applies a dejure and de facto test, which Weiler (1999) appears to endorse as a general 

rule. . 
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off a discrimination test? Of course, the group of remaining measures is larger 
whenn only dejure discrimination is prohibited than when de facto discrimination 
iss included. In any event, when no discrimination is found, "market access" 
playss a predominant role in the proposed tests, determining whether non
discriminatoryy measures need justification or not. Again, "market access" in 
suchh tests is understood in the wide sense of being able to access a Member 
State'ss territory, to be transported, distributed, marketed, offered for sale, sold, 
andd possibly even used and disposed of. The rationale behind market access tests 
iss the objective of an internal market: 

IfIf an obstacle to inter-State trade exists, it cannot cease to exist simply because 
anan identical obstacle affects domestic trade. [...]from the point of view of the Treaty's 
concernconcern to establish a single market, discrimination is not a helpful criterion: from 
thatthat point of view, the fact that a Member State imposes similar restrictions on 
thethe marketing of domestic goods is simply irrelevant. The adverse effect on the 
CommunityCommunity market is in no way alleviated; nor is the adverse effect on the economies 
ofof the other Member States, and so on the Community economy.l8 

Itt is recalled that achieving an internal market is not an objective or instrument 
off the WTO. Nevertheless, the question what to do with measures that impede 
trade,, but are difficult to tackle on the basis of a non-discrimination test, has also 
presentedd itself in the WTO context. It has been suggested that a combination of 
aa prohibition of non-discrimination and of preventing market access as seen in 
thee EC reflects the GATT situation.19 However, this argument is based on a wide 
readingg of Article XI GATT that is nott reflected in its wording or interpretation, 
andd is arguably not warranted by the structure of the GATT obligations in 
Articless XI and III.20 Moreover, surprisingly, the wide interpretation of Article 
XII GATT is deduced from the panel report in the EC-Hormones case, which did 
nott address the European hormone beef ban under Article XI, but under the 
SPSS Agreement.11 The SPS and TBT Agreement indeed go beyond the GATT 
inn disciplining non-discriminatory measures. However, from that fact alone one 

AGG Jacobs in Case C-412/93 Ltclerc-Siplcc, paras. 39-40. 
199 Weiler {1999) at 356. 
2 00 According to Weiler, Article XI in principle prohibits not only quotas but also 'measures the effect of 

whichh is to prevent, like a quota, access to the market', unless such measures are justified. In his view, 

'[a]nyy measure effectively preventing an imported product from being put into the stream of commerce 

[...]] would be caught by the prohibition' in Article XI. Ibid, at 356. 
211 Ibid, at 374: 'The GATT until recently never took seriously its own Article XI and the prohibition 

containedd therein. [...] it was rare to challenge non-discriminatory quantitative restrictions even where 

thosee totally barred access of imported products to a domestic market. [...] Hormones represents the 

bendingg of the GATT towards the obstacles rationale of the EC.' 
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cannott infer a wider reach of GATT Article XI. On the contrary, further-reaching 
obligationss were negotiated precisely within the confines of the SPS and TBT 
Agreements,, not the GATT. It would seem that the wider obligations on non
discriminatoryy trade obstacles in these Agreements were not intended to widen 
thee prohibitions in the basic GATT provisions. 

6.22 Justifications for  Measures Otherwise Infringin g 
Prohibition s s 

6.2.11 Justification Grounds 

Thee exceptions provision in the EC Treaty, Article 30 EC, refers 
too 'prohibitions or restrictions [...] justified on grounds of [...] the protection of 
healthh and life of humans, animals or plants', and Article XX GATT refers in 
paragraphh (b) to 'measures [...] necessary to protect human, animal or plant life 
orr health' and in paragraph (g) to 'measures [...] relating to the conservation 
off exhaustible natural resources [...]'. When comparing Articles 30 EC and XX 
GATT,, the first thing that strikes one is that the exception of protecting exhaust
iblee natural resources in Article XX(g) is not included in Article 30 EC. As 
thee drafters of the EC Treaty, and in particular of Article 30 thereof, clearly 
hadd the text of Article XX GATT before them, one wonders why that ground 
forr an exception was omitted. Perhaps one of the answers is that exhaustible 
naturall resources were partially covered by the ECSC and Euratom treaties. 
Probablyy more importantly, to allow trade restrictive measures to be justified 
underr Article 30 would have opened the door to economic considerations in that 
provision.. Article 30 was not intended to cater for purely economic considera
tions,, as the Court subsequently consistently held.22 In an internal market, the 
freee movement of production factors should in principle include that of raw 
materials.. One of the objectives of the Community environmental policy is the 
prudentt and rational utilisation of natural resources (see Article 174(1) EC). 

Originally,, Article XX(g) was drafted in order to allow countries to restrict 
exportss of natural resources such as minerals.23 Article XX(g) has since been 
interpretedd to include living resources, which results in a considerable overlap 
withh Article XX(b).*4 Thus, it appears that the exception in paragraph (g) was 
originallyy intended for purposes of economic policy, and was subsequently 
reinterpretedd as an environmental exception. Arguably, measures for the protec-

222 See e.g. Cases 72/83 Campus Oil, C-203/96 Dussddorp, C-379/98 Prcussen Elektra. In Campus Oil, the 

Courtt did accept economic considerations that were intricately linked to security motives. 
2}} See Charnovitz (1991) at 45, and Fauchald (1998) at 330. 
244 See Canada-Herring and Salmon, US-Tuna {1982), and the AB in US-Shrimp-Turtle. 
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tionn offish and other animals justified under Article XX(g) could be justified 
underr the life and health exception too. However, as long as Article XX(g) 
containss conditions that are more easily met than those in paragraph (b) (see 
infra),infra), Members will continue to invoke it for such objectives. In addition, 
thee reference to exhaustible natural resources, already interpreted to cover 
"cleann air" in US-Gasoline, arguably enables the justification of measures aimed 
att addressing important environmental problems such as ozone depletion or 
climatee change. 

Oncee non-discriminatory measures began to be challenged under the wide 
interpretationn of the basic discipline in Article 28 EC, the need was felt to 
expandd upon the limited exceptions Article, which had been conceived at a time 
whenn such a wide interpretation of the basic prohibition had arguably not been 
foreseen.. Thus, in Cassis de Dijon the Court of Justice invented the concept of 
"mandatoryy requirements" that could justify "indistinctly applicable" measures 
thatt were potentially within the scope of the widely interpreted basic prohibition 
andd not covered ratione materiae by the exceptions in Article 30. The Court's 
case-laww is nott always clear and consistent on the interpretation of the concept 
off "indistinctly applicable", i.e. whether it refers only to "directly", "facially" 
orr "dejure" discriminatory measures or also to "indirect", "material" or de 
factofacto discrimination. This author submits that "indistinctly applicable" should 
bee understood as a formal criterion, i.e. excluding only those measures that 
differentiatee on the basis of product origin or are otherwise linked to product 
origin.. This approach implies that formally neutral measures that are de facto 
detrimentall to imports and would be prohibited by Article 28 may nevertheless 
bee justified by a mandatory requirement. 

Inn the WTO context, under the disciplines of Articles XI and III GATT, only 
measuress specifically targeting imports and discriminatory internal measures 
cann be challenged. It has been argued in this work that most cases in which 
internall regulatory measures have been assessed under Article III GATT have 
involvedd differentiations somehow linked to product origin, i.e. formal or dejure 
discrimination.. However, the text of Article 111:4 a l s o enables Members to chal
lengee de facto discriminatory measures, and in a small number of cases this has 
beenn done.25 The possibility of assessing dejure neutral measures under National 
Treatmentt provisions was expressly laid down in the equivalent GATS provision, 
Articlee XVII.26 Nevertheless, as the GATT disciplines were never interpreted 
ass widely as the general trade obstacles test for Article 28 EC, the need for 
thee expansion of the justification grounds in addition to those found in the 

255 See e.g. the GATT panels in Canada-Alcohol, US-Beer, and US-Auto Taxes (unadopted) and the WTO 

panelss in EC-Bananas III and EC-Asbestos. 
22 Even if the meaning of'inherent competitive disadvantages' in that provision is unclear. See Section 

5-33 3-
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GATT'ss main exceptions provision, Article XX, was not felt to the same extent 
ass in the EC. During the Uruguay Round negotiations, Article XX was not 
changedd so as to include "environmental protection". Apparently, parties deemed 
environmentall protection to be sufficiently covered by the Article XX exceptions, 
andd no need was felt to make this explicit in Article XX.27 However, in a develop
mentt to some extent parallel to the EC situation, when basic disciplines were 
agreedd on in the TBT Agreement reaching beyond the GATT disciplines, the list 
off legitimate objectives in the TBT Agreement was also added to in comparison 
withh Article XX GATT, by referring to inter alia "environmental protection". 

6.2.22 Justifying Formally Discriminatory Environmental 
Measuress in the EC 

Thee ECJ, after having stated for over 40 years that the exception 
groundss in Article 30 need to be narrowly interpreted, has arguably started to 
extendd the scope of the 'protection of animal life and health' in the Bluhme 
case.288 Moreover, in a number of judgments it has used the words "environmen
tall protection" in the context of Article 30 justifications, suggesting that (some) 
environmentall protection goals can be read into the grounds of the exception 
provision.299 Still, environmental objectives are conceivable that are not even 
coveredd by a wide interpretation of the exception ground in Article 30. Examples 
aree the prevention of litter not posing any health risk, at issue in Danish 
Bottles,Bottles, and other environmental measures taken for aesthetic rather than life 
orr health reasons, such as measures protecting certain countryside landscapes. 
Consideringg the traditional requirement that measures need to be "indistinctly 
applicable"" in order to qualify for justification under a mandatory requirement, 
suchh objectives cannot be pursued by formally discriminatory measures. Propos
alss by Austria, Germany and a reflection group to add the ground of "environ
mentall protection" to Article 30 during the 1996 Intergovernmental Conference 
thatt led to the Amsterdam Treaty did not succeed.30 The 2000 Treaty of Nice 
againn did not result in such a change. 

277 When Article XIV GATS, the exceptions provision that parallels Article XX GATT, was discussed 

duringg the Uruguay Round, a draft discussion paper by the GATT Secretariat stated that 'the common 

understandingg of Parties, based on the opinion of the GATT legal service division, is confirmed that 

measuress necessary to protect human, animal and plant life and health are understood to include 

measuress necessary to protect the environment'. C2-ART, Revised Secretariat draft based on discus

sions,, 29 November 1991, as cited by Wilkinson (1994) at 401. 
288 See Section 2.2.1. 
299 See Case 125/88 Improsol and Case C-473/98 Toolex Alpha. 
}°° IGC Briefing N0.J2: European Environmental Policy and the 1996 IGC, at the time available on the 

websitee of the European Parliament. 
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Nonetheless,, Member States have occasionally felt the need to take formally 
discriminatoryy measures in order to pursue legitimate objectives such as envi
ronmentall protection not mentioned in the treaty exceptions of Article 30. 
Advocate-Generall Jacobs has even gone as far as asserting that 

[njational[njational measures for the protection of the environment are inherently liable 
toto differentiate on the basis of the nature and origin of the cause of harm, and are 
thereforetherefore liable to be found discriminatory, precisely because they are based on such 
acceptedaccepted principles as that 'environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at 
source'source' [...]. Where such measures necessarily have a discriminatory impact of that 
kind,kind, the possibility that they may be justified should not be excluded.** 

Althoughh the words "inherently" and "necessarily" appear somewhat exaggerat
ed,, as many environmental protection objectives not covered by the life and 
healthh exception can arguably be attained by means of non-discriminatory mea
sures,, Jacobs convincingly makes the point that, sometimes, environmental 
measuress simply need to discriminate. And indeed, this need has prompted the 
ECC J to accept environmentall objectives as justifying discriminatory measures, 
inn spite of its usual statement that "mandatory requirements" can only justify 
"indistinctlyy applicable measures".53 The fact that the Court has so far shied 
awayy from making its change of mind explicit is probably due to a fear of 
possiblee spillovers to other mandatory requirements, and perhaps also to other 
freee movement clauses than those concerning goods. 

6.2.33 Justifying Formally Discriminatory Environmental 
Measuress in the WTO 

Itt is nott inconceivable that a need will arise in the WTO context 
similarr to that in the EC, when a WTO Member applies a formally discrimina
toryy measure with an environmental objective not covered by Article XX GATT. 
Itt should be noted, however, that infringements of Article III or XI GATT may 
too a large extent be justified by an extensive interpretation of the justification 
groundss in Article XX GATT, even if that provision - just as Article 30 EC -
doess not explicitly mention "environmental protection". For instance, the Appel
latee Body has adopted a wide interpretation of the term "exhaustible natural 
resources"" in Article XX(g) in US-Shrimp-Turtle. Even more importantly, in the 
samee case it endorsed a dynamic interpretation of that term in the light of 
thee reference to sustainable development in the preamble to the WTO Agree-

511 AG Jacobs in his opinion in Case C-379/98 Preussen Elektra, para. 233. Emphasis added. 

'22 See Cases C-2/90 Walloon Waste, C-389/96 Aher Waggon, C-314/98 Snellers, and C-379/98 Preussen 

Elektra. Elektra. 
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ment.. This indicates that a large part of the need to discriminate in order to 
protectt the environment can be accommodated with reference to Article XX 
GATT.. Nonetheless, discriminatory measures that are aimed at protecting the 
environmentt and not covered by any of the existing paragraphs of Article XX 
aree conceivable. The same examples mentioned in the EC context may come to 
mind,, such as measures against littering and for landscape protection. Measures 
pursuingg such environmental objectives not covered by Article XX GATT may 
bee challenged as violations of Article 111:4 GATT. Perhaps they may in part be 
savedd by a flexible interpretation of "less favourable treatment", as suggested by 
thee Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos. This may save some environmental measures 
thatt do not differentiate on the basis of product origin but are nevertheless 
challengedd as having discriminatory effects. It would however be difficult to save 
dejuredejure discriminatory environmental measures in this way. 

Unlikee Article XX GATT, the TBT Agreement does explicitly refer to 
"environmentall protection". This is a welcome reference, since, as discussed 
above,, the TBT Agreement disciplines non-discriminatory measures that are not 
prohibitedd by GATT Articles XI and III. It seems only reasonable to have more 
justificationn grounds at Members' disposal as a complement to such further-
reachingg disciplines. However, the TBT Agreement contains no general excep
tionss article like Article XX GATT. This raises the question how discriminatory 
technicall regulations could be justified, if at all. The structure of the TBT 
Agreementt suggests that the "legitimate objectives" in Article 2.2 are not avai
lablee to justify breaches of the National Treatment (and Most-Favoured Nation 
Treatment)) obligations in Article 2.1. That would imply that the TBT flatly 
prohibitss any discriminatory technical regulations and that Members accused of 
breachingg Article 2.1 TBT would have to refer in defence of such regulations 
too Article XX GATT." The problem of how to justify formally discriminatory 
environmentall measures does not present itself in the SPS Agreement, the 
discipliness of which apply to both discriminatory and non-discriminatory SPS 
measures.. An SPS measure may discriminate, as long as the discrimination is 
nott unjustifiable or arbitrary, and as long as the other requirements of the SPS 
Agreementt are met. 

6.2.44 Comparison: How Big is the Problem? 

Howw large or small is the group of strictly environmental aims 
thatt may not be covered by an extensive interpretation of Article 30 EC and/or 
thee acceptance of the mandatory requirement of environmental protection as 
aa justification for discriminatory measures in the EC? Likewise, in the WTO, 
howw many measures will not be covered by the reference to "environmental 

"" This view is expressed by Hudec (1998) at 644. 
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protection"" in the TBT Agreement and an extensive interpretation of Article XX 
GATT?? Considering the wide interpretation of Article XX GATT, the group of 
environmentall measures that are not accommodated by the WTO rules appears 
too be rather small. Examples given above are measures against non-dangerous 
litterr and landscape protection. Considering the lack of reference to exhaustible 
naturall resources, the group of environmental measures not accommodated by 
Articlee 30 EC appears to be somewhat larger. Whether measures addressing e.g. 
climatee change or ozone depletion are covered by the life and health exception in 
Articlee 30 EC depends on the causal connection required between the measure 
andd its objective. If such measures do qualify under the exception of Article 
300 EC, it will in any event be more difficult for them to fulfil the conditions 
attachedd to justification discussed infra, as they protect life and health only 
indirectly. . 

Muchh of the problem in the EC would be resolved by a clear stance by the 
ECC J on its acceptability of the justification of discriminatory measures under 
thee mandatory requirement of environmental protection. As signalled in Part 
2,, the Court tends to accept such justifications, but only tacitly. Measures 
addressingg resources such as clean air, an intact ozone layer or a climate not 
undulyy changed by fossil fuel burning can arguably be covered by the concept 
off "environmental protection". In Preussen Elektra, the Court did not explicitly 
choosee either "environmental protection" or Article 30, but anyhow it found 
discriminatoryy measures aiming at stimulating green energy to be acceptable 
withh reference to the Community's policy to combat climate change. However, 
thee Court's reasoning in that case was unsatisfactory. The Court not only failed 
too clarify whether a discriminatory measure may be justified by the mandatory 
requirementt of environmental protection, but also omitted any reference to 
proportionality.. As a result, the failure of the measure at issue to accept green 
electricityy from other Member States that was equally capable of contributing to 
combatingg greenhouse gases was not properly addressed.34 

6.2.55 Justifications and their Relationship to Prohibitions 

Prohibitionss are difficult to separate from justifications. Even in 
thee EC, which aims to achieve an internal market, prohibiting trade obstacles 
perper se would lead to absurd and undesirable results as long as there are diffe
rencess between Member States. Such differences may relate to e.g. natural 
endowments,, and cultural habits and preferences of local populations. Such 
differencess will not be completely 'harmonised away' by Community legislation. 
Accordingly,, they must be accommodated by accepting trade obstacles that are 
justifiedd by national regulatory objectives. Hence 'obstacles to movement within 

Seee Goossens and Emmerechts (2001). 
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thee Community resulting from disparities between the national laws relating to 
thee marketing of the products in question must be accepted in so far as those 
provisionss must be recognised as being necessary in order to satisfy mandatory 
requirements'' (Cassis de Dijon). In other words, the obstacles test in Article 28 
ECC is not absolute. Likewise, in the application of a prohibition of discrimina
tion,, regulatory objectives may be taken into account as the reasons for which 
differentiationss are made. Therefore, although the basic prohibitions discussed 
inn this work may be isolated from the justifications for the sake of structuring 
thee study, just as they are separated by adjudicators and dispute parties for the 
sakee of dividing the burden of proof, these separations should not obscure the 
factt that basic disciplines and justifications are intimately related. The less far-
reachingg the basic discipline, the less resort to justifications is required, and 
vicevice versa. 

Lookingg at the basic prohibitions and exceptions in the EC Treaty and the 
GATT,, at first sight the following pattern emerges. First, a violation of one of 
thee basic prohibitions (Article 28 EC, Article XI or III GATT) is alleged. If such 
aa violation is indeed found, the EC Member State or WTO Member defending 
itss measure will invoke one of the exceptions in Article 30 EC or Article XX 
GATT,, and will argue that the conditions attached to these exceptions have 
beenn fulfilled. However, this pattern becomes much less straightforward once 
thee basic prohibition is extensively interpreted (as in the EC) or added to by 
otherr provisions (as in the WTO), and the possibilities for justification are 
accordinglyy widened. In the EC, Cassis de Dijon made an explicit link between 
thee prohibition ("obstacles"), the justification ("mandatory requirements") and 
thee condition ("necessary"). However, the ECJ treats justifications under manda
toryy requirements in the same way as under Article 30 EC: a trade obstacle is 
challengedd and the Member State needs to rebut the claimed breach of Article 
288 EC by reference to a mandatory requirement and by showing that the relevant 
conditionss have been fulfilled. 

Underr the WTO rules, an infringement of the obstacle discipline in the 
TBTT Agreement is only found when the obstacle is unnecessary, i.e. more trade-
restrictivee than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective. A GATT publication 
discussingg the 1979 TBT Agreement stated that the problem had been to 'strike 
aa balance between [...] essential needs [...] and the demand of exporters that their 
goodss should not unreasonably or unfairly be excluded from the market.'35 The 
similarityy with the language employed by the European Court of Justice in the 
DassonvilleDassonville and Cassis de Dijon judgments is striking. The 1994 TBT Agreement 
explicitlyy includes "environmental protection" among the "legitimate objectives" 
whosee fulfilment may render a technical regulation 'not more trade-restrictive 
thann necessary' and hence not an "unnecessary trade obstacle". Here, too, the 

355 GATT {1979b) at 62. 
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prohibition,, the justification and the conditions attached to that justification 
cannott be neatly separated as in the "classic" pattern. Thus, the 1994 TBT 
Agreementt reflects a development that parallels that in Dassonville and Cassis 
dede Dijon: extending the basic prohibition, at the same time providing for more 
justificationn possibilities, and blurring the dividing line between the two. The 
claimantt bears a heavier burden of proof than under Article 28 EC, however; 
itt will not be sufficient to limit the claim to the existence of a trade obstacle, 
becausee arguments as to the lack of necessity of that obstacle will need to be 
adduced. . 

Alsoo in the SPS Agreement, the disciplines, justifications and conditions 
cannott meaningfully be separated. Even under Articles III and XX GATT, the 
distinctionn between prohibition and justification may not be so clear-cut after 
all.. It has been argued that national treatment is inherently unstable, and 'with 
timee and pressure seems to metamorphose into more rigorous tests'. National 
treatmentt testing of de jure equally applicable measures easily shades into neces
sityy testing.36 Indeed, if the reason for regulatory distinctions is evaluated in 
orderr to assess whether there is de facto discrimination under Article III, one 
mayy wonder what is the remaining role for the exceptions in Article XX in 
justifyingg de facto discriminatory measures. Suppose a measure is found to de 
factofacto discriminate under Article III because the regulatory distinction made 
iss not justified by the regulatory objective. Could the measure then still be 
justifiedd under Article XX, especially its chapeau which refers to 'unjustifiable 
orr arbitrary discrimination'? Up to now, this problem has been largely avoided 
byy GATT and WTO panels and the Appellate Body. After Japan-Alcohol and 
EC-Asbestos,EC-Asbestos, it seems clear that the consideration of regulatory objectives does 
nott play a role in determining "likeness" under Article III GATT. It is still open 
too debate to what extent such objectives may play a part in determining whether 
dejuredejure neutral regulatory measures assessed under Article 111:4 t r e a t imports 
lesss favourably than like domestic products and thereby protect domestic produc
tion.. It may be expected that the consideration of regulatory objectives will be 
keptt outside Article 111:4 assessments as far as possible. The question under 
Articlee 111:4 *s whether a measure, e.g. a regulatory distinction, treats imports 
lesss favourably than like domestic products. The questions under Article XX 
aree whether the measure - and not the distinction it makes - has a regulatory 
objectivee covered by one of the exception grounds, whether the measure - not the 
distinctionn it makes - meets the means-ends tests, and whether the application of 
thee measure constitutes unjustifiable or arbitrary discrimination or a disguised 
tradee restriction. Thus, arguments that have been made in the context of Article 
IIII are most likely to resurface in the context of the chapeau, where the question 

33 Trachtman (1998) at 60-61. 
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iss addressed whether the regulatory distinction made is unjustifiable or arbitrary 
inn its application.37 

Thee two-tiered approach in which the prohibition and the justification are 
neatlyy divided is sometimes even problematic in cases of dejure discrimination 
wheree a justification is argued for the very distinction made, as illustrated by the 
ECC J's conceptual struggle in Walloon Waste. A parallel may be drawn with the 
ECJ'ss case-law on internal taxation under Article 90, which also centres upon 
aa non-discrimination assessment. There are no treaty exceptions for that provi
sion,, but the EC J has taken regulatory objectives into account when assessing 
whetherr there is discrimination in the first place. A similar issue may arise in 
thee WTO, if a defendant argues that a regulatory distinction challenged under 
Articlee 111:4 *s justified by an objective not covered by Article XX GATT, and that 
ass a result, there is no less favourable treatment of like products and no violation 
off Article 111:4. If regulatory objectives are taken into account in determining 
whetherr Article 111:4 is being violated, what will be the remaining role for 
thee subsequent analysis under Article XX if there is a violation? WTO panels 
andd the Appellate Body may be expected to choose an extensive and flexible 
interpretationn of Article XX rather than allowing regulatory objectives to play a 
rolee in the assessment of Article 111:4. However, considering the obiter dictum in 
EC-Asbestos,EC-Asbestos, it is not inconceivable that such objectives are invoked as a defence, 
too the effect that a regulatory distinction does not result in less favourable 
treatment. . 

Thee ECI has in the application of Article 28 largely avoided the problem of 
howw discrimination tests, regulatory objectives and justifications should relate to 
eachh other by relying on an obstacles test instead of a de facto discrimination 
test,, thuss enabling it to maintain a two-tiered approach. However, its Keck 
case-laww has introduced a preliminary discrimination test for certain types of 
measures,, which includes de facto discrimination. Therefore, depending on how 
dede facto discrimination is assessed, the assessment of discrimination and of 
regulatoryy objectives as justifications could take place in the EC context when 
addressingg "selling arrangements". However, up to now, it appears that the test 
off de facto discrimination as aid down in Keck is objective, in that it does not take 
regulatoryy objectives into consideration.*8 This in turn raises the question of how 
dede facto discriminatory "selling arrangements" may be justified; under Article 
300 only, or also by mandatory requirements? The Court in De Agostini chose 

377 Cf. in the sphere of tax measures under Article 111:2, the panel in Argentina-Hides, para. 11.303 and 

footnotess 560 and 564. 
388 See Joined Cases C-34-36/95 De Agostini, where the Court suggested that there was indeed de facto 

discrimination,, but left the decision to the national court; C-405/98 Gourmet and C-254/98 TK Heim-

dienst,dienst, where the Court itself decided that the measure at issue did not meet the de facto discrimination 

test,, without however at that stage of the analysis considering the measure's regulatory objectives. 
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thee latter option. This reinforces the view adhered to by the present author that 
thee condition laid down by the Court of being "indistinctly applicable" in order 
too qualify for justification by a "mandatory requirement" is a formal criterion 
off de jure equal applicability. If a selling arrangement is de facto but not de 
jurejure discriminatory, it can be justified under both Article 30 and mandatory 
requirements. . 

6.33 Conditions Applicable to Justifications 

6.3.11 Terminology and Factors Taken into Account 

Articlee 30 EC states that Article 28 shall not preclude import 
prohibitionss or restrictions "justified" on the grounds of, inter alia, the protection 
off health and life. The EC J in Cassis de Dijon spoke of national provisions 
"necessary"" in order to satisfy mandatory requirements. Paragraph (b) of Article 
XXX GATT requires that measures be "necessary", and paragraph (g) that they are 
"relatingg to" the conservation of exhaustible natural resources and "made effec
tivee in conjunction with" domestic restrictions. In addition, the second sentence 
off Article 30 EC and the chapeau to Article XX GATT require that measures 
seekingg justification do not constitute a means of arbitrary (or unjustifiable) 
discriminationn or a disguised restriction on trade.39 

Whenn discussing the conditions which a measure seeking justification must 
meet,, be it on the basis of Article 30 EC or of a mandatory requirement, the 
Europeann Court of Justice usually refers to the requirement of "proportionality". 
InIn this work, "proportionality" in the wide sense of the term is defined as 
encompassing,, (1) a measure's suitability to achieve an environmental goal, {2) 
itss necessity, in the sense that there are no alternatives available that are less 
trade-restrictivee while guaranteeing the same level of environmental protection; 
andd (3) whether the measure is proportionate in the narrow sense, in other 
words,, whether it strikes a reasonable balance between trade and environment.40 

Theree is no uniform interpretation of the terms "necessity" and "proportion
ality".. The ECJ itself sometimes applies both, sometimes one of them, and 
sometimess simply refers to "least trade-restrictiveness". The first element of 
"proportionality"" in the wide sense as described above is the appropriateness 
orr suitability of a measure to contribute to its objective, i.e. the existence of a 
causall link between the measure and its goal. Some include this element as part 
off a wider concept of "necessity", which also encompasses "least trade-restric-

399 The adjective "unjustifiable" is found in Article XX GATT but not in Article 30 EC. 
400 See De Bürca (1993); Emiliou (1996a); Jans (2000b) and AG Fennelly in Case C-217/99 Commission 

v.. Belgium. 
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tiveness".411 A minority includes "proportionality" stricto sensu in the concept 
off "necessity".42 In its Communication on the Single Market and the Environ
ment,, the European Commission applies still different definitions: it describes 
thee causal link requirement as "necessity", and the "least trade-restrictiveness" 
requirementt as "proportionality".43 

Whatt is important is not so much the name given to the conditions applied 
too justifications, but rather what factors are taken into account when applying 
them,, and how these factors are taken into account. Factors potentially playing 
aa role in assessing the relationship between means and ends are the importance 
off the objective, the level of protection chosen, the contribution made to the 
objectivee by the chosen measure, the impact of the measure on trade, and the 
domesticc costs of the measure. A "necessary" test applied in the sense of "least 
trade-restrictiveness"" compares the trade impact of alternative measures, assum
ingg that the alternatives will prove equally effective in attaining the chosen level 
off protection. This assumption could be made explicit by adding the require
mentt that the alternatives that are compared must be equally effective, and 
mustt guarantee the same level of protection. Though such a test would not 
takee domestic costs into account, those costs could be taken into consideration 
byy requiring not only that there should be no measure which is less trade-
restrictive,, but also that the alternative should be "reasonably available". 

AA strict proportionality test assesses whether the obstacle to trade is propor
tionatee to the regulatory objective in the abstract, or to the contribution it 
iss capable of making to the achievement of the objective pursued.44 Strict 
proportionalityy may assess the relationship between an obstacle to trade and 
itss objective (or the achievement thereof) directly, or in comparison with alterna
tivee measures. Comparative proportionality takes into account the relationship 
betweenn the impact on trade and the objective of alternative measures in order to 
assesss whether the trade impact of a measure is disproportionate. Non-compara
tivee proportionality only considers whether this relationship is not disproportion
atee for the particular measure at issue, irrespective of alternatives. Comparative 
proportionalityy testing is closely connected to "necessity" or "least trade-restric
tivenesss testing". However, unlike "necessity" testing, comparative proportional
ityy testing openly compares measures that differ in their contribution to the 
regulatoryy objective.45 

411 See e.g. AG Jacobs in Case C-169/89 Van den Burg; Montini (1997). 
422 See e.g. T. Weiler (1998). 
433 COM(99)263fat 8. 
4 44 See AG Van Gerven in Case C-169/89 Van den Burg. 
455 See Trachtman (1998) on the various tests. 
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6.3.22 The ECJ and Proportionality 

Notwithstandingg the fact that the second sentence of Article 30 
expresslyy mentions thee conditions that measures shall not constitute a means 
off arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member 
States,, the Court often does not explicitly apply these conditions. Rather, they 
seemm to be the underlying rationale of the Court's "proportionality test" in the 
widee sense, which it applies to justifications under both Article 30 and the 
"mandatoryy requirements". Apparently, the Court thinks that when a measure 
doess not satisfy the proportionality requirement, it ipso facto breaches that 
sentence.. The condition of being "indistinctly applicable" in order to qualify 
forr justification under the "mandatory requirements" has become somewhat 
uncertain,, now that the Court appears to have accepted environmental protec
tionn as a justification for "distinctly applicable" measures.46 For all practical 
purposes,, the other conditions applicable to justifications under Article 30 and 
thee "mandatory requirements" appear to be identical. 

Itt is argued in this work that strict proportionality testing is controversial 
becausee it may lead to substituting the court's view for that of the Community 
orr the national legislator. It is difficult to attune to the Court's professed view 
thatt it is up to Member States to determine the appropriate level of protection 
off interests such as environmental protection, in the absence of Community 
actionn on the matter at issue. Not surprisingly, therefore, the Court has shown 
restraintt in assessing strict proportionality in its vertical relationship, i.e. when 
checkingg the compatibility of Member States' measures with the EC Treaty. 
Itt has only very rarely actually applied strict proportionality in its full rigour. 
Thee only instances this author has found were Danish Bottles and, somewhat 
lesss clearly, MonseesS7 In Stoke-on-Trent, one of the cases on Sunday trading 
ruless preceding Keck, the Court instructed national courts to weigh the national 
interestt in attaining a legitimate aim against the Community interest in ensur
ingg the free movement of goods.48 The reaction of a British court illustrates the 
controversiall nature of such testing: 

WeightsWeights would be attributed to the interests respectively of free movement and 
thethe socio-cultural object of the particular measure, and the court would then decide 
whetherwhether the latter outweighed the former. Something of the kind is often involved in 
thethe legislative process [...J But to perform this task in a judicial context would in all 
butbut the most obvious cases be a difficult matter.*9 

4 66 In cases such as C-2/90 Commissions. Belgium (Walloon Waste), C-389/96 Aher Waggon, and possibly 

C-379/988 Prcusscn Elektra. 
477 Langer and Wiers (2000>. 
4 88 CaseC-169/91 Stoke-on-Trent at para. 15. 
4 99 High Court of Justice, Queen's Bench Division in WH Smith Do-It-All Ltd. v. Peterborough City Council 

[1990)) 2 CMLR 577, as cited in Trachtman {1998) at 77. 
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InIn its horizontal institutional relationship with the Community legislator, the 
ECC J checks the proportionality of Community legislation. However, even if the 
Courtt applies all three elements of proportionality sensu lato separately in a more 
consistentt way than when assessing national measures, it does so in a deferential 
manner.. It verifies whether the measure is nott manifestly inappropriate to its 
objectivee (suitability), whether the legislator has not made a manifest error of 
assessmentt in deciding that there were no alternatives that were equally effective 
withoutt entailing significant additional costs to the public purse (necessity), 
andd finally, whether the damage to individual rights does not outweigh the 
benefitt to the general interest (strict proportionality).50 In Omega Air, Advocate 
Generall Alber has proposed to apply a more intrusive "necessary" test for 
Communityy law.51 As regards strict proportionality, although separately address
ingg this element, the Court often points to the fact that the Community legis
laturee makes social policy choices or complex technical assessments, and the 
Courtt accordingly demonstrates a great deal of restraint in assessing the balance 
struckk by the Community legislature.52 When assessing Community legislation, 
thee Court mostly defines proportionality stricto sensu as a matter of balancing 
damagee to individual rights versus the common good. This approach should be 
seenn in the context of the types of cases in which the Court is asked to look at 
thee proportionality of Community legislation. These are mostly claims for the 
annulmentt of Community acts under Article 230 EC. In order for such a claim 
too be admissible, an individual must establish that the Community legislative 
actt is of individual and direct concern to him. Thus, when the Court assesses 
proportionalityy in this context, individuals have been identified whose rights 
havee been damaged by the Community act, and the damage to theirr interests is 
weighedd against the general benefit of the act in question. 

Thee above situation does not necessarily present itself when a national court 
orr the European Court of Justice is asked to assess the proportionality of national 
measuress in the context of the free movement of goods. The Court may make 
suchh assessments either in direct actions in which the Commission or another 
Memberr State challenges the measure (Articles 226 and 227 EC, respectively), 
orr by way of a preliminary ruling under Article 234 EC. In the former case, 
thee Court examines whether the national legislator has taken Community in
terestss sufficiently into account when enacting its measure. In the latter case, 
thee Court assists the national court in its function of controlling the national 
legislator,, part of which involves ensuring that the national legislature has 
takenn Community interests into account. It is not clear whether the Court 
shouldd only give general directions or whether it should itself decide on the 

500 See Case T-i 25/96 Boehringer. 
511 Opinion in Joined Cases C-27/00 and C-122/00 Omega Air. The Court however did not follow his 

suggestion. . 
522 See Cases C-84/94 UK v. Council and C-127/95 Norbrook Laboratories. 
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proportionalityy question in preliminary rulings; its decisions provide examples 
off both approaches.53 In both cases, the individual interests affected are not 
necessarilyy as easily identifiable as in the situation where the Court assesses 
thee proportionality of Community legislation. In direct actions under Articles 
2266 and 227, a national measure may be challenged on behalf of all producers 
andd traders in another Member State or in all other Member States. And in 
preliminaryy rulings, the individual rights affected will depend on who is bring
ingg the case in the national court and on the standing requirements there. 

Thus,, it is far from clear that the weighing of interests required by a strict 
proportionalityy test neatly pitches damage to individual rights against benefits 
too the common good. In fact, the rights of individual traders and producers in 
otherr Member States coincide with the more general Community interest in 
ensuringg the free movement of goods. The benefit to the common good, for 
examplee an environmental or health objective, may be local, regional, national, 
transnational,, or global. But in all cases, it can be said to coincide with the 
generall Community interest in a high level of environmental and health protec
tion.. Thus, when a national court or the ECJ assesses the proportionality of 
nationall measures stricto sensu, it is really weighing general interests against 
generall interests. This is the domain of legislators. It may be the Community 
legislaturee if it has competence and if there is a political will to harmonise the 
balancee between free movement and the environmental or health interest at the 
Communityy level. It will be national legislatures if such competence or will is 
lacking. . 

Inn Danish Bottles and Monsees, the Court of Justice applied a comparative 
proportionalityy test, examining whether there were alternatives that struck a 
differentt balance between trade impacts and regulatory goals by impacting less 
onn trade, while safeguarding the regulatory goal to an extent deemed sufficient 
byy the Court. A comparative proportionality test thus combines least trade-
restrictivenesss with the level of attainment of the regulatory objective. It is 
highlyy questionable whether the Court of Justice is in a proper position to 
balancee these elements and thereby to interfere with the chosen level of protec
tionn by a Member State in a field that has not been harmonised by Community 
secondaryy legislation. This is why the strict proportionality test has been criti
cisedd here and elsewhere.54 A non-comparative proportionality test may be of 
assistancee when the "necessary" test does not yield clear results. This may occur 
e.g.. because there is no agreement on the extent to which less trade-restrictive 
alternativess are equally capable of attaining the level of protection chosen, or 
whetherr such alternatives are reasonably available. However, even if applied 
onlyy in this moderate manner and only in those cases where a qualified neces-

555 See Jans {2000b); Jarvis (1998). 
544 See Section 3.2.2; Langer  and Wiers (2000); Jans (2000a); Kramer (1993a). 
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saryy test does not yield satisfactory results, proportionality testing still involves 
adjudicativee bodies in attaching relative weight to incommensurable values, and 
thereforee raises important issues of legitimacy. 

Thus,, it is submitted that when addressing national measures under Articles 
28-300 EC, a strict proportionality test should at the very most only apply in the 
mostt egregious cases. It would have to be a test which would only censure cases 
wheree the legislature could not reasonably have arrived at the balance struck 
byy its measure. Such strict proportionality testing should moreover be applied 
inn negative terms ('not manifestly disproportionate') and be non-comparative. 
Inn most, if not all, such cases, however, there will be something amiss with 
thee measure that can be addressed either under the preliminary question of 
thee existence of an environmental or health goal covered by Article 30 or the 
mandatoryy requirements, or under the first or second element of proportionality 
inn the wide sense - the suitability and necessity requirements. 

Thee "necessary" or "least trade-restrictive" test also entails a risk of substitut
ingg the legislator by accepting less trade-restrictive alternatives that might prove 
lesss effective as a means of attaining the environmental goal. To some extent, 
thiss is true for all "means-ends tests", as they are all conditions attached to 
invokingg exceptions in order to control governments in their regulatory choices 
andd to ensure that they do not neglect the Community interest in the free 
movementt of goods. However, the substitution of the national legislator by the 
Courtt leads to possible interference with the chosen level of protection only 
whenn strict proportionality is applied, or when "necessary" is applied without 
duee regard to the effectiveness in attaining the level of protection sought of the 
variouss alternatives considered. The "necessary" requirement should therefore 
bee applied with due regard to the effectiveness of the alternatives. Recent applica
tionss by the Court of Justice suggest that it is taking this into account.55 In sum, 
althoughh far from consistent in the terminology used, the European Court of 
Justicee appears to apply the means-ends tests with due restraint. However, it is 
regrettablee that in some of the cases where the Court appears to have accepted 
thee justification of discriminatory measures by the mandatory requirement of 
environmentall protection, it has omitted the means-ends tests altogether.56 

6.3.33 Means-Ends Tests in Article XX GATT 

GATTT and WTO panels and the Appellate Body have inter
pretedd Article XX GATT in a manner which is more closely related to the actual 
textt of the provision than the case-law of the EC ƒ has been related to the text of 

555 See e.g. Case C-473/98 Toolex Alpha, Case C-217/99 Commission v. Belgium. 
55 See Cases C-2/90 Commission v. Belgium (Walloon Waste), and C-379/98 Preussen Elektra. 
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Articless 28-30 EC.57 Having identified whether a measure has an environmental 
goall covered by a relevant paragraph, for our purposes mainly (b) or (g), the 
conditionss in those paragraphs are first addressed. Is the measure "necessary" 
(paragraphh b), or is it a measure "relating to" and 'made effective in conjunction 
with...'' (paragraph g)? Only if these requirements are satisfied will the condi
tionss in the chapeau to Article XX be addressed: does the measure in its applica
tionn constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between 
countriess where the same conditions prevail, or a disguised restriction on inter
nationall trade? 

Thee requirement of "relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural 
resources"" was interpreted under GATT 1947 as meaning "primarily aimed 
at".. After the Appellate Body's interpretation of "relating to" in US-Gasoline 
andd US-Shrimp-Turtle, it has been further refined as requiring a "substantial 
relationship"" between a measure and its purpose. According to the Appellate 
Bodyy report in US-Gasoline, the measure under appraisal must be 'not merely 
incidentallyy or inadvertently aimed at' the conservation goal. And, according to 
thee Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle, the measure must not be disproportion
atelyy wide in its scope and reach in relation to the policy objective; the means 
mustt be reasonably related to the ends. The use of the words "not disproportion
ately"" and "reasonably related" might suggest that the Appellate Body applied a 
strictt proportionality test. However, this would seem to overstretch the ordinary 
meaningg of the words "relating to". The words used by the Appellate Body could 
alsoo be read as referring to the appropriateness or suitability of a measure to 
contributee to its objective, i.e. the first element of proportionality senso latu. 

Thee second element of the means-end test in Article XX(g), "made effective 
inn conjunction with", requires a certain even-handedness between restrictions 
imposedd domestically and on imports. However, it does not require the identical 
treatmentt of domestic and imported products.'8 

"Necessary"" in paragraph (b) of Article XX was interpreted by the GATT 
panell in Thailand-Cigarettes as requiring that the "least GATT-inconsistent" 
measuree reasonably available was chosen. "Least GATT-inconsistent" may be 
equatedd with "least trade-restrictive". The "least trade-restrictive reasonably avai
lable"" test was reiterated in interpretations of "necessary" in the WTO era, for 
examplee in US-Gasoline. It was further elaborated in EC-Asbestos, after a similar 
elaborationn had first taken place in Korea-Beef 'in the context of Article XX(d). 
Accordingg to the Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos, assessing "necessary" involves 

577 Article 31.i of the the Vienna Convention mandates a treaty to be interpreted in accordance with the 

ordinaryordinary meaning of the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. 

Emphasiss added. See the Annex to this work for the full text of the provision. The Appellate Body often 

hass recourse to a dictionary when interpreting WTO provisions. 
588 See the AB in US-Gasoline, at p. 21-22. 
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aa process of weighing and balancing factors, such as the contribution of the 
measuree to the goal, the importance of the interest protected, and the measure's 
tradee impacts. The 'contribution of the measure to the goal' can be read as refer
ringg to the suitability of the measure to pursue its goal, which would coincide 
withh the first element of wide proportionality. However, if the importance of 
thee goal and the contribution of the measure to the goal are to be weighed 
againstt trade impacts, then panels and the Appellate Body will be balancing the 
importancee of the interest protected with the accompanying trade impacts. That 
meanss that when they apply the "necessary" requirement, they are assessing 
proportionalityy in the strict sense. 

Inn its actual application of the "necessary" test, the Appellate Body in 
EC-AsbestosEC-Asbestos merely noted that the interest protected, in that case human health, 
wass vital and important to the highest degree. It added that any alternative 
measuree might compromise the chosen level of health protection. Thus, the 
Appellatee Body in that case did not really balance the measure and its goal: only 
reasonablyy alternative measures that guarantee the same level of attainment of 
thee protection goal should be considered. However, in Korea-Beef, the Appellate 
Bodyy suggested that "necessary" may have different meanings in the different 
paragraphss in which it occurs in Article XX. This report dealt with Article 
XX(d),, under which measures may be justified as "necessary" to secure compli
ancee with laws or regulations which are not themselves GATT-inconsistent. In 
applyingg the balancing process involved in assessing "necessity" in Korea-Beef, 
thee Appellate Body was arguably quite severe. Although paying lip service to 
thee right of Members to establish their desired level of protection, the Appellate 
Bodyy thought it unlikely that Korea intended to establish a very high level of 
protection.. Arguably, this second-guessing of Korea's intentions effectively limits 
thee right of Members to establish their own protection levels. Read together with 
thee more deferential application of "necessary" in EC-Asbestos, Korea-Beef could 
bee taken to mean that "necessary" involves a more severe test in paragraph (d) 
thann in paragraph (b). The explanation of this difference probably lies in the 
relativee importance of the interests pursued under both paragraphs. 

Accordingg to the Appellate Body in Korea-Beef when interpreting a treaty, 
accountt may be taken of the relative importance of the common interests or 
valuesvalues that the law or regulation to be enforced is intended to protect. The 
importancee of the interest protected will not easily be doubted in cases involving 
Articlee XX(b), such as EC-Asbestos. Under paragraph (d), the defending Member 
willl be expected to invoke some other interest or value pursued by the law or 
regulationn that the measure at issue enforces.59 Most of the interests protected by 

Paragraphh (d) speaks of'laws or regulations (...] including those relating to customs enforcement, 

thee enforcement of monopolies [...], the protection of patents, trade marks and copyrights, and the 

preventionn of deceptive practices'. 
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lawss whose enforcement measures are sought to be justified under paragraph (d) 
aree of an economic nature. In Korea Beef, the interest invoked was the prevention 
off fraud, or of "deceptive practices", as paragraph (d) refers to it. Economic 
interestss are perhaps more easily weighed against trade impacts than such non-
economicc interests as environmental protection. However, as the reference to 
thee protection of patents, trade marks and copyrights in paragraph (d) itself 
indicates,, such economic interests are sometimes related to individual rights. 
Thiss make it a difficult exercise to weigh them against trade impacts. Moreover, 
itt is submitted that a correct interpretation of "necessary" in paragraph (d) 
shouldd concentrate on the relationship between the actual measure at issue 
andd its objective, which is the enforcement of another GATT consistent law or 
regulation.. It should not impose a "necessary" requirement on the relationship 
betweenn the enforcement measure at issue and the objective of the underlying 
regulation.. As a matter of fact, paragraph (d) explicitly employs "relating to" as 
thee test for the relationship between the means and ends of the underlying laws 
orr regulations, which in its ordinary meaning is less strict than "necessary". 

Thee current author questions whether the approach taken in Korea-Beef is 
desirable.. A very flexible interpretation of "necessary" may lead to much legal 
uncertainty.. Moreover, it is recalled that the Appellate Body questioned the high 
levell of protection professed by Korea and in fact substituted its own assessment 
off the level of protection chosen by Korea.60 The Appellate Body then observed 
thatt Korea could have achieved that level through WTO-consistent measures.61 If 
thee Appellate Body really intended to balance the importance of the interest with 
thee trade impacts and the measure's effectiveness, and in the process to second-
guesss Korea's chosen level of enforcement, it arguably went a step too far. Even 
inn the realm of enforcement measures under Article XX(d), strict proportionality 
testingg is not warranted. Arguments as to the professed level of protection of 
thee objective of a measure would seem to relate to the existence of a legitimate 
objectivee and the suitability of a measure to attain such objective. If the Appel
latee Body really meant that Korea used its measure to discriminate or protect its 
domesticc production, it should have addressed this in the context of the chapeau 
ratherr than under the "necessary" test. 

Itt has been argued that testing "necessity" easily shades into recognition. 
Afterr all, is it "necessary" to impose one's own regulation on an imported 
productt when that product meets the exporting country's equivalent regula
tion?622 Likewise, it has been argued that what is often referred to as "mutual 
recognition"" in the EC context is really no more than "functional parallelism", 
andd that this is 'a very conservative and fully justified application of the principle 

600 AB in Korea-Beef, para. 178. 
6161 Ibid., paras. 180-82. 

11 Trachtman (1998) at 65-67 and at 73, respectively. 
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off proportionality'.6' In this view, 'insisting on a specific technical standard, even 
iff a different standard is functionally parallel in achieving the desired result, 
iss to have adopted a measure which is not the least restrictive possible'.64 And, 
stilll according to the same author, if the logic of functional parallelism is rooted 
inn the necessity requirement, a similar doctrine will inevitably emerge in the 
GATT,, as a state could not justify excluding an imported product which meets 
functionallyy parallel regulation as "necessary", as has already been acknowl
edgedd in the SPS and TBT regimes.6' 

However,, that view does not seem fully correct in that it fails to look at 
thee scope of the basic provisions that precede the consideration of means-ends 
tests.. If a basic provision such as a prohibition of trade obstacles or a non
discriminationn rule is not violated in the first place, no justification or propor
tionalityy assessment is needed. If mutual recognition or "functional parallelism" 
aree rooted in "proportionality" and "necessity", it must be assumed that any 
measuree must be "proportionate" or "necessary". This is not true in the GATT 
situation,, where Article III only prohibits regulatory measures that discriminate. 
Thus,, in principle, any product requirement equally applicable to imported and 
domesticc products could be applied consistently with Article III GATT. Only if 
thee basic discipline were to be extended beyond non-discrimination to include 
non-discriminatoryy trade obstacles could Members be forced to accept imported 
productss that do not meet their requirements but do meet the desired result of 
thosee requirements. Admittedly, the TBT and SPS Agreements have changed the 
lackk of disciplines for non-discriminatory requirements in the GATT, although 
ass argued above they do not go as far as imposing recognition. The interpretation 
off the "necessary" tests in these Agreements may go some way towards de 
factofacto imposing recognition. But to imply "mutual recognition" or "functional 
parallelism"" from the "necessary" requirement in Article XX GATT appears to 
bee mistaken, because Articles III or XI GATT cannot be regarded as implying a 
generall "obstacles test".66 Moreover, there is no general "necessity" requirement 
inn the GATT; while measures protecting life and health must be "necessary", 
measuress protecting exhaustible natural resources only need to be "relating 
to"" their objective. Finally, if "necessary" in Article XX GATT led to "mutual 
recognition",, the need to conclude separate SPS and TBT Agreements would be 
lesss clear. That need can only be explained by the need to extend the disciplines 
beyondd those contained in the basic GATT provisions. 

633 Weiler (1999) at 367. 
6<< Ibid. 
655 Ibid. 
666 Article XI only prohibits those trade obstacles posed by import-specific measures and Article III 

prohibitss less favourable treatment of like imported products. 
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6.3.44 Th e Conditions in the Chapeau to Article XX GATT 

InIn US-Gasoline, the Appellate Body said that the three elements 
off the chapeau to Article XX may be read side-by-side, and that 'they impart 
meaningg to one another.' Nevertheless, in US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body 
begann to differentiate between the different elements found in the chapeau, and 
thiss approach was taken a step further by the panel in EC-Asbestos. That panel 
observedd that under the chapeau, it has first to be established whether there is 
discrimination,, which is an objective fact. Only if this is the case, must the 
questionn whether the discrimination is unjustifiable or arbitrary be addressed, 
whichh involves determining whether the measure has been reasonably applied, 
withh due regard to the duties of the defendant and the rights of the claimant. 
Thee same panel interpreted "disguised restriction" to mean restrictions conceal
ingg trade-restrictive [protectionist] objectives. In order to discern the protective 
applicationn of a measure, its design, architecture and revealing structure should 
bee assessed. The panel further said that a protectionist effect does not normally 
meann that the measure has a protectionist aim, as long as that effect remains 
withinn certain limits. This suggests that extensive and disproportionate protec
tionistt effects may lead to the conclusion that a measure has been applied so as 
too constitute a disguised restriction on international trade. 

Withh regard to violations of Article III GATT that are sought to be justified 
underr Article XX, the questions to be asked are the following. Does the measure 
resultt in less favourable treatment of imported products than of like domestic 
products?? Does the measure pursue a legitimate objective mentioned in Article 
XX,, and does it (as a whole, in its general design) meet the applicable means-
end(s)) test(s)? Finally, does the measure in its application constitute discrimina
tionn that is unjustifiable or arbitrary, or a disguised restriction on international 
trade?? Certain problems and overlaps in the different parts of the analysis are 
likelyy to occur. According to the Appellate Body in Gasoline, '[t]he chapeau by 
itss express terms addresses, not so much the questioned measure or its specific 
contentss as such, but rather the manner in which that measure is applied*7 

However,, it is questionable whether the measure and its application can always 
usefullyy be distinguished. The design of a measure itself may of necessity lead to 
certainn applications of it that may not meet the standards of the chapeau. Does 
itt make any difference in such cases whether the measure or its application is 
assessed?? In fact, the Appellate Body itself appears to have looked at the measure 
itselff rather than its application when it assessed the chapeau in US-Gasoline.6S 

677 The Appellate Body referred to the GATT panel in US-Spring Assemblies that had made the same 

observation. . 

Ass noted by the panel in Argentina-Hides, in note 566. 
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AA second problem is that of the overlap of requirements. The Appellate 
Bodyy in US-Gasoline and in US-Shrimp-Turtle looked at available alternatives 
inn the context of the chapeau. Whether one wishes to call thiss a "necessary" 
testt or not,69 there is a risk of an overlap between the tests in the chapeau 
andd paragraphs (b), (d) and (a). There is also a risk that as a result of the 
interpretationn of the chapeau, a measure justified under paragraph (g) will after 
alll be subjected to a "necessary" test. Overlaps may occur between the non
discriminationn requirements in e.g. Articles I and III GATT and the chapeau 
too Article XX. The question whether there is discrimination under the chapeau 
iss likely to refer back to findings under these substantive provisions. Likewise, 
findingsfindings of protective application under the second sentence of Article 111:2, and 
possiblyy also under Article 111:4, m a v be expected to influence the analysis of 
"disguisedd restriction" in the chapeau.70 

6.3.55 The Conditions in the TBT and SPS Agreements 

Althoughh the conditions that measures must meet in order 
too be justified under the SPS and TBT Agreements resemble those found in 
Articlee XX GATT, there are a number of differences. First of all, there are no 
separatee exceptions provisions in the SPS and TBT Agreements. The "substan
tivee obligations" and "exceptions" cannot be separated in these Agreements; they 
aree integrated. Accordingly, the means-ends tests and other conditions found in 
thesee Agreements do not only come into play once a violation has been found, 
ass is the case under the GATT provisions. As a result, it is possible to complain 
underr the SPS and TBT Agreements that a measure is not "necessary", which 
wouldd not be possible under the GATT rules.71 Secondly, as there are no separate 
exceptionss provisions, there is no structure that resembles that of Article XX 
GATT,, with a chapeau and paragraphs. Reflections of the chapeau are found 
inn the preamble and Article 2.3 of the SPS Agreement, and in the preamble to 
thee TBT Agreement, but not in its actual provisions. Both Agreements contain 
elaborationss of the "necessary" requirement. 

Thee TBT Agreement elaborates the "necessity" condition as 'not more trade-
restrictivee than necessary to fulfil a legitimate objective, taking account of the 
riskss non-fulfilment would create'. The test in the TBT has been identified by 
somee authors as a proportionality test, albeit perhaps an embryonic one.72 In 
thee run-up to the 1999 Seattle Ministerial Conference, the European Commu
nityy called for the clarification of the TBT Agreement, including the proportion-

'99 See Waincymer (1996); McGovern (1995). Appleton (1997b) argues contra. 

'°'° On protective application and less favourable treatment, see the AB in EC-Asbestos, para. 100. 

"" As noted by Desmedt (2001) at 461. 

'22 Trachtman {1998) at 70; Montini (1997); T.Weiler (1998), 
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alityy of measures.73 A footnote to Article 2.2 in an earlier version of the TBT 
Agreementt actually confirmed that this provision was to ensure proportionality 
'betweenn regulations and the risks non-fulfilment of legitimate objectives would 
create'.. However, that footnote was subsequently dropped, so there is no explicit 
referencee to proportionality in the TBT Agreement.74 It has nevertheless been 
arguedd that Article 2.2 TBT authorises tribunals to go further than the "neces
sary"" analysis of GATT Article XX in order to resolve the most difficult cases 
inn this area, including measures that are necessary but disproportionate, and 
thatt WTO tribunals are quite likely to engage in such [advanced] balancing, 
regardlesss of the governing legal standard.75 It has also been argued that a 
panell could find under Article 2.2 TBT that the trade obstacle outweighs the 
riskk of non-fulfilment, and that a technical regulation could be considered to 
bee disproportionate even in the absence of an alternative less trade-restrictive 
alternative.76 6 

Thee current author concurs with the view that 'taking into account the risks 
non-fulfilmentt would create' is indeed reminiscent of proportionality stricto 
sensu.sensu. However, by only taking into account the risks of non-fulfilment of the 
legitimatee objective, this is only a very limited proportionality. The risks of less 
fulfilmentfulfilment of the legitimate objective cannot be taken into account in this test. 
Anotherr argument against reading a strict proportionality test in Article 2.2 TBT 
iss that the preamble of the TBT Agreement recognises that 'no country should 
bee prevented from taking measures necessary to ensure [...] the protection of 
human,, animal or plant life or health, or the environment [...] at the levels 
itt considers appropriate [...].' It has been suggested that panels' willingness to 
interferee with Members' technical regulations may ultimately depend on the 
legitimatee objective at stake.77 

Thee SPS Agreement contains the most elaborate set of means-ends condi
tions.. SPS measures should be applied only to the extent necessary, be based on 
scientificc principles and not be maintained without sufficient scientific evidence 
{Articlee 2.2). They should not arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate or be 
appliedd in a manner which would constitute a disguised trade restriction (Article 
2.3).. They should be based on a risk assessment (Article 5.1), and be applied 
inn order to achieve their appropriate protection level. Appropriate protection 
levelss should be applied consistently (Article 5.5 and Guidelines for its imple
mentation).. SPS measures should not be more trade-restrictive than required to 
achievee their appropriate level of protection, taking into account technical and 

733 Document WT/GC/W/274. 
744 Petersmann (1993a). 
755 Hudec(i998)at643. 
77 Desmedt (2001) at 459-460. 
777 Ibid, at 460. 
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economicc feasibility, which is the case when there is no reasonably available 
alternativee measure that achieves the appropriate protection level but is signifi
cantlyy less trade-restrictive {Article 5.6). 

Thee SPS Agreement thus requires that SPS measures be "necessary", but 
alsoo that they be based on a risk assessment. It has been argued that the "neces
sary"" requirement in Article 2.1 SPS includes an obligation to demonstrate a 
causall link between the measure and its aim.78 The requirement in Article 
5.11 SPS, on the other hand, requires a causal link, or "rational connection" 
betweenn the measure and a risk assessment.79 Thus, it has been argued that 
thee SPS Agreement imposes a double obligation in terms of appropriateness or 
suitability,, the first element of proportionality in the wide sense of the term. 
Thiss double obligation has been contrasted with the EC situation, where no 
distinctionn is explicitly made between the causal link between the measure and 
itss objective, and between the measure and the risk.80 However, the current 
authorr doubts whether it is useful to distinguish the aim of a measure from the 
riskss it seeks to avert. According to the definitions in the SPS Agreement, the 
aimm of an SPS measure is to protect humans, animals or plants from certain 
risks.. Thus, it would seem that the obligation of a risk assessment and the 
existencee of a risk are part of the preliminary question whether a measure is an 
SPSS measure in the first place and the question of the causal link or suitability. 
Thee necessity of the measure rather relates to the reasonable availability of less 
trade-restrictivee alternatives to achieve the aim, as further elaborated in Article 
5.66 SPS. The test in Article 5.6 may be seen as the most elaborate refinement 
off the sometimes rough instrument of necessity as least trade-restrictiveness. 
Byy stipulating that alternatives must be reasonably available taking into account 
technicall and economic feasibility, the domestic regulatory costs of a measure 
cann be accounted for. Moreover, by adding "significantly" to "less trade-restric
tive",, it is ensured that a slightly more trade-restrictive measure will not fail 
thee test. 

6.3.66 Comparison: Proportionality in Article XX GATT? 

Inn Gasoline and Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body referred to 
thee role of the chapeau in ensuring that the exceptions in Article XX are not 
abused,, and that thus, the appropriate balance between rights and obligations 
off the WTO Members is maintained. The Appellate Body observed that the 
chapeauu to Article XX is but one expression of the principle of good faith that 
controlss the exercise of rights by states. It further observed that one application 

788 Desmedt {2001) at 454. 
799 AB in ECHormoncs, para. 193. 
8 00 Desmedt (2001) at 454. 
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off this principle, the doctrine of abus de droit, enjoins that whenever the asser
tionn of a right 'impinges on the field covered by [a] treaty obligation, it must be 
exercisedd bonafide, that is to say, reasonably.' Moreover, the Appellate Body cited 
ann author on public international law who referred to a bonafide and reasonable 
exercisee of the right as one that is 'appropriate and necessary for the purpose 
off the right (i.e., in furtherance of the interests which the right is intended 
too protect)'.81 This terminology strongly calls to mind the terminology used by 
thee ECJ when assessing justifications under Articles 28-30 EC. As signalled 
inn Chapter 5, the Appellate Body appears to be increasingly resorting to the 
conceptss of "reason" and "reasonability".8* 

Itt is recalled that the European Court of Justice has repeatedly stated that 
thee requirement of proportionality underlies the second sentence of Article 30 
EC.. Could it likewise be said that, proportionality derives from the requirements 
inn the chapeau to Article XX GATT? Various authors have suggested that 
thee chapeau to Article XX may be used to test proportionality.8} It should be 
stressed,, however, that the notion of "proportionality" is itself interpreted in 
differentt ways. Sometimes, the term is used to refer to strict proportionality only, 
sometimess it is equated with "necessity", and sometimes it is taken in the widest 
sensee to include both, as well as "appropriateness". Therefore, simply saying that 
thee chapeau calls for proportionality testing does not answer the question of 
whatt is to be understood by a proportionality test. Moreover, it is recalled that 
Articlee 30 EC refers to prohibitions or restrictions which are "justified" on the 
groundss of a number of stated objectives. It does not further differentiate the 
means-endss tests for different exception grounds, like Article XX GATT does. 
Accordingly,, the ECJ usually treats Article 30 as one integrated whole. In most 
cases,, it does not explicitly refer to the second sentence of Article 30, but merely 
layss down the "proportionality" requirement, in one of the many forms it has 
presentedd that requirement. 

Thee question arises whether an "overall" requirement of "proportionality" 
and/orr "reasonableness" could similarly be applied to Article XX GATT, and 
whetherr that would also lead to an approach that integrates all the elements 
off Article XX GATT into one general test. If the EC parallel were followed, 
suchh a test would probably lead to an "appropriateness" and "necessity" test, 
inn which the chapeau requirements would be subsumed. One advantage of an 
integratedd approach to the means-ends tests and the chapeau would be that the 

ABB in US-Shrimp-Turtle, para. 158, citing Cheng {1953) at 125. 

Onn the concept of "reason" in public international law, see Corten (1999). 

Mathiss (1991) at 49; Cameron and Campbell (1998) at 223; Manzini (1999) at 840; Hilf and Puth 

(2001). . 
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overlapss now occurring between the assessment of the means-ends tests under 
thee paragraphs and the chapeau could be avoided. These overlaps risk resulting 
inn double necessity tests for justifications under paragraph (b) and necessity tests 
forr justifications under paragraph (g) even if that paragraph does not contain 
aa necessary requirement. Avoiding such overlaps would alleviate the burden on 
thee defendant under Article XX. 

However,, an "integrated approach" to Article XX GATT is not without its 
problems.. Even if a measure and its application are not always easy to separate, 
ann integrated approach would be difficult to reconcile with the text of Article 
XXX GATT. Up to now, Article XX has been applied in a two-tiered manner, 
treatingg the tests in the paragraphs as addressing the measure and the tests 
inn the chapeau as addressing its application. A textual approach to Article XX 
acknowledgess that "relating to" in paragraph (g) is essentially an appropriateness 
test,, in other words the first element of proportionality sensu lato. "Necessary" 
mayy have different meanings in paragraphs {a), (b) and {d), as the Appellate 
Bodyy suggested in Korea Beef. "Necessary" seems to always include appropriate
ness,, and also compares whether there are equally effective less trade-restrictive 
alternativess available. Looking for alternatives in the context of Article XX GATT 
mayy include a whole range of different types of measures, as Article XX applies 
too the whole GATT Agreement. Thus, when the necessity of a quantitative 
restrictionn found to infringe Article XI is assessed under Article XX, alterna
tivess looked at may include taxation or internal regulatory measures. This wide 
rangee of possible alternatives may be contrasted with the EC situation. There, 
measuress having equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction may be compared, 
butt including taxation measures in assessing "diagonal proportionality" is less 
obvious,, considering the fact that the exceptions in Article 30 do not apply to the 
provisionn on tax measures in Article 90 EC. Going back to "necessary" in Article 
XXX GATT, arguably, in spite of the Appellate Body's suggestions in Korea-Beef 
andd EC-Asbestos, "necessity" does not include strict proportionality. 

Thee chapeau to Article XX GATT does not warrant strict proportionality 
testingg either. The chapeau rather invites the adjudicator to look at whether the 
measuree has been applied reasonably, with due regard to the interests concerned, 
byy checking for qualified forms of discrimination and disguised restrictions. It 
shouldd be emphasised that the measures in US-Gasoline and US-Shrimp-Turtle 
weree found not to meet the standards in the chapeau mainly because they 
unjustifiablyy discriminated, not because they were disproportionate. It has been 
arguedd that there is no 'single overarching (unwritten) proportionality principle' 
inn WTO law, and that it would not be appropriate for WTO dispute settlement 
organss to assert such a principle at this stage of the WTO's development.84 The 
currentt author agrees with this view. It is submitted that the arguments raised 

844 Desmedt (2001) at 479-80. 
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abovee against the application of a strict proportionality test to national measures 
inn the EC apply with even greater force to WTO panels and the Appellate Body. 

6.44 Concluding Remarks on Prohibitions, Justifications and 
Conditions s 

Summarisingg the above considerations, the following pattern 
cann be discerned when comparing the EC and WTO rules regarding trade-
restrictivee environmental and health measures. 

•• National measures taken for health or environmental reasons that specifi
callyy target imported products as such violate Article 28 and Article XI 
GATT,, and need justification under Article 30 EC and Article XX GATT, 
respectively.. When such measures are taken for sanitary or phytosanitary 
protection,, they are disciplined by the SPS Agreement, which prohibits 
themm if they are more trade-restrictive than required, not based on scien
tificc principles and a risk assessment, or if they amount to arbitrary or 
unjustifiablee discrimination or a disguised trade restriction. 

•• National internal regulatory measures taken for health or environmental 
reasonss that lay down product characteristics with reference to product 
originn violate Article 28 EC and Article 111:4 GATT as well as Article 2.1 
TBT.. They require justification under Article 30 EC and Article XX GATT. 
Whenn taken for sanitary or phytosanitary protection, they are covered by 
thee SPS Agreement (see above). 

•• National internal regulatory measures taken for health or environmental 
reasonss that lay down product characteristics without reference to product 
originn violate Article 28 EC but can be justified under Article 30 EC or 
byy mandatory requirements. They do not violate the GATT, but do violate 
Articlee 2.2 TBT if more trade-restrictive than necessary. When taken for 
sanitaryy or phytosanitary protection, they are disciplined by the SPS Agree
mentt (see above). 

•• National internal regulatory measures taken for health or environmental 
reasonss that restrict or prohibit certain selling arrangements violate Article 
288 EC only if they discriminate de facto or dejure or completely prevent the 
markett access of imported goods. If they do, they can be justified under 
Articlee 30 EC or by mandatory requirements, except if dejure discrimina
tory,, in which case only Article 30 EC is available. Such measures violate 
Articlee 111:4 GATT only if they are discriminatory; if so, they may be 
justifiedd by Article XX GATT. 

•• National internal regulatory measures taken for health or environmental 
reasonss that do not lay down product characteristics, and do not prohibit or 
restrictt certain selling arrangements, i.e. those dubbed as "third category 
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measures"" in the EC context, violate Article 28 EC unless their trade effects 
aree too remote or uncertain. If they violate Article 28 EC, they can be 
justifiedd under Article 30 EC or by mandatory requirements, except if they 
aree dejure discriminatory, in which case only Article 30 EC is available. 
Suchh measures violate Article 111:4 GATT only if discriminatory; if so, they 
cann be justified by Article XX GATT. 

•• When measures require justification under Article 30 EC or the mandatory 
requirements,, they need to pursue an acceptable (environmental or health) 
objective,, be appropriate to pursue that objective, and be necessary in the 
sensee that no alternative less trade-restrictive measures are available that 
aree equally capable of attaining the same level of protection. Under Article 
300 EC, they must not arbitrarily discriminate or constitute a disguised 
tradee restriction. When measures require justification under Article XX 
GATT,, the TBT or SPS Agreement, they need to pursue an acceptable 
{environmentall or health) objective, be appropriate to pursue that objective 
(explicitt in paragraph (g) and implicit in other paragraphs and in the 
TBTT and SPS Agreements), be necessary in the sense that no alternative 
lesss trade-restrictive measures are reasonably available that are equally 
capablee of attaining the same level of protection, and must not arbitrarily 
orr unjustifiably discriminate or constitute a disguised trade restriction 
(chapeauu to Article XX and SPS). 

Thus,, the main differences between the two legal regimes are, first, the ECJ's 
separatee treatment of "selling arrangements"; secondly, the WTO's separate 
treatmentt of SPS measures; and thirdly, the different treatment of "third cate
gory"" measures. The first difference is really not that great in that it amounts 
too a national treatment test for selling arrangements similar to that in Article 
111:44 GATT. However, it is qualified by the EC J by a market access test, which 
hass been argued in this work to constitute an additional requirement and is 
nott found in GATT Article 111:4. The second difference is a typological one 
ratherr than one resulting in essentially different tests. The ECJ has made it clear 
thatt Member States may set their own level of life and health protection, but 
thatt they must take into account the interests of traders and producers in other 
Memberr States and scientific evidence, and must avoid double testing. These 
requirementss closely resemble the conditions which SPS measures must fulfil 
inn the WTO. Finally, it has been argued in this work that there is no reason not 
too extend the EC regime applicable to "selling arrangements" to "third category 
measures".. This would unify the EC test for measures not specifically targeting 
importss and not laying down product requirements as a non-discrimination test, 
qualifiedd by a market access test. It would signify further alignment with the 
WTOO regime under Article 111:4 GATT, with the exception of that same market 
accesss requirement, which is appropriate in an internal market but not in the 
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WTO.. Considering the different contexts in which they operate, the similarities 
betweenn the relevant provisions and their interpretations are striking. However, 
twoo fields in which the similarities between the EC and the WTO are less obvi
ouss remain to be discussed: that of harmonisation and that of extraterritoriality 
andd PPMs. 
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METHOD S S 

7.11 Treaty Provisions and Harmonised Environmental 
Standards s 

Whatt effects does harmonisation have upon the assessment of 
tradee restrictive environmental measures as investigated above? Once environ
mentall standards are harmonised, to what extent are measures still assessed 
underr the rules discussed in this work? This question is addressed here for both 
thee EC and WTO contexts, with focus being placed on product standards, as they 
providee the most grounds for a comparative approach. 

7.1.11 Harmonisation, Legislative Powers and International 
Standards s 

"Harmonisation"" denotes a range of policy instruments, from 
thee adoption of completely unified international standards to the recognition by 
onee state of the equivalence of another state's standards.' "Standards" is used 
heree in a wide sense, as encompassing what the TBT Agreement calls mandatory 
"technicall regulations", voluntary "standards", as well as conformity assessment 
rules.. When the word "harmonisation" is used in the EC context, it usually 
referss to the enactment of so-called secondary Community legislation. Such 
legislationn may also encompass the whole range of harmonisation instruments, 
fromm legislation setting unified standards to legislation imposing recognition.2 

ECC harmonising legislation reflects a political compromise in striking a balance 
betweenn the imperatives of the free movement of goods and those of other 
interests,, such as environmental ones. 

Thee WTO, on the other hand, lacks the powers to enact comparable instru
ments.. The WTO Agreements do not empower the institutions of that organisa
tionn to enact legislation as the EC Treaty empowers the Council of Ministers 
andd the European Parliament to issue directives, regulations, and decisions. 
Inn principle, it is not impossible that substantive environmental standards 
becomee part of the WTO set of commitments. The Members of the WTO could 
committ themselves to anything, including substantive environmental standards. 
Substantivee harmonisation has taken place in the TRIPS Agreement, which 
includess substantive norms of intellectual property protection (e.g. the mini
mumm protection to be given to intellectual property rights). Likewise, Members 
couldd add an Agreement on Trade and Environment to the WTO "single pack
age".. However, it is difficult to imagine what kind of substantive environmental 
standardss could be incorporated into such an agreement. WTO Members differ 

11 See Sykes (1999a and b); Trebilcock and Howse (1998). 
22 Legislation imposing recognition even had its own basis in the EC Treaty in the old Article 100b, 

introducedd by the Single European Act but abolished by the Amsterdam Treaty. 
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greatlyy in terms of their natural and climatological endowments and their 
levelss of technological and economic development. Moreover, as has rightly 
beenn observed, the TRIPS Agreement recognises individual intellectual property 
rightss and provides that right-holders can have these rights enforced in their 
domesticc judicial systems.3 These features appear quite difficult to transpose 
intoo environmental standards. Thus, although the TRIPS can be taken as a 
precedentt for incorporating substantive standards within the WTO, it appears 
highlyy unlikely that standards in the environmental sphere will be incorporated 
orr set in a WTO Agreement. It has been argued that in many cases, substantive 
environmentall harmonisation is even unsound from an economic viewpoint.4 

Anotherr problematic question is why, if at all, such standard-setting should take 
placee within the WTO, as that organisation mostly consists of trade experts and 
lackss expertise in environmental and health issues, which is present in other 
internationall fora. Less ambitious and more feasible is for WTO Agreements to 
referr to substantive standards which have been agreed upon elsewhere. That is 
preciselyy what the TBT and SPS Agreements do. 

Ass most of the TBT Agreement and some of the SPS Agreement deal with 
productt standards, the provisions in these agreements that refer to international 
standardss and their consequences for the WTO compatibility of national meas
uress are best compared to Article 95 of the EC Treaty. Article 95 EC, it is recalled, 
providess legislative authority to enact 'measures for the approximation of the 
provisionss laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member 
Statess which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the 
internall market'. Most of the Community legislation based upon Article 95 
harmonisess product standards. Article 95(3) EC provides that the Commission 
mustt take as a basis for its legislative proposals a high level of health, safety, 
environmentall and consumer protection, and that the Council and the European 
Parliamentt will also seek to achieve this objective when enacting the legislation. 
Articlee 95(4-6) EC at the same time lays down conditions under which Member 
Statess are allowed to maintain or introduce stricter standards than those laid 
downn in the harmonising legislation, including the application of such stand
ardss to imported products. 

Accordingg to the EC's "New Approach", the harmonisation instrument itself, 
usuallyy a directive, only lays down "essential requirements" that products must 
meett in order to be allowed free movement in the internal market. The harmoni
sationn of the more detailed technical standards is left to standardisation bodies.5 

Thesee bodies in turn refer to international standards wherever possible.5 Prod-

'' Enders in Van Dijck and Faber (1996) at 71. 
44 See e.g. Esty and Geradin (1998). 
55 The three European standardisation bodies are CEN (general standardisation), CENELEC (electrical 

standardisation)) and ETSI (telecom standardisation). 

Mainlyy ISO (general standardisation) and 1EC (electrical standardisation) standards. 
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uctss manufactured in conformity with harmonised standards are presumed to 
conformm to the essential requirements and thus enjoy free movement.7 Once a 
productt conforms to harmonised standards and is thus presumed to meet the 
essentiall requirements laid down in the relevant Community directive, Member 
Statess may still apply additional national provisions to protect in particular work
ers,, consumers, or the environment. However, these provisions must comply 
withh the Treaty, in particular Articles 28-30 thereof. This means that they 
mayy neither require modifications to the product nor influence the conditions 
forr its placement on the market.8 The New Approach has not been applied 
too all product requirements in the EC. Important sectors such as foodstuffs, 
chemicall products and pharmaceuticals have been excluded.9 Nonetheless, the 
harmonisationn of product standards not following the New Approach is likewise 
usuallyy coupled with a free movement clause, which ensures that Member 
Statess in principle cannot refuse market access to products conforming to the 
harmonisedd standards. Thus, as a general rule for the harmonisation of product 
standardss in the EC, Member States can in principle enact stricter standards, but 
cann only apply them to their own producers. The main exception to this general 
rulee is provided in paragraphs 4-6 of Article 95 EC, which provide a possibility 
forr Member States to apply stricter standards, including to imports, but only 
underr strict conditions and under Commission scrutiny. 

Thee SPS Agreement (Article 3.4) provides that Members shall play a full 
partt 'in the relevant international organisations and their subsidiary bodies, 
inn particular the Codex Alimentarius Commission, the International Office of 
Epizootics,, and the international and regional organisations operating within 
thee framework of the International Plant Protection Convention, to promote 
withinn these organisations the development and periodic review of standards, 
guideliness and recommendations'. In its Annex A, the SPS Agreement defines 
'internationall standards, guidelines and recommendations' by reference to these 
threee organisations, adding that the SPS Committee may identify appropriate 
standardss promulgated by other international organisations which are open 
forr membership to all WTO Members for matters not covered by the above 
organisations. . 

Thee TBT Agreement is less clear as to what should be understood by "inter
nationall standards". It does not define them or list organisations as the SPS 
Agreementt does. It does provide in Annex 1 that the terms in the ISO/IEC 
Guidee on General Terms and Their Definitions Concerning Standardisation 
andd Related Activities shall have the same meaning when used in the TBT 
Agreement,, but subsequently adds its own definitions of a technical regulation, 

77 See Council Resolution on the New Approach to Technical Harmonisation, O) 1985 C136/1, and further 

explanationss at http://europa.eu.int/comm/enterprise/newapproach. 

ECC Commission (2000a), at 9. 
99 See EC Commission (2000a). 
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aa standard and a conformity assessment procedure.10 An explanatory note to 
thee definition of "standard" adds to the lack of clarity. It provides that whereas 
standardss prepared by "the international standardisation community" -a term 
thatt remains undefined- are based on consensus, the TBT Agreement also covers 
documentss that are not based on consensus." It is unclear whether "documents" 
referss to documents laying down standards that have been internationally agreed 
upon,, but not by 'the international standardisation community', or rather to 
nationall standards or technical regulations, or to both. Probably, international 
standardss not based on consensus are meant. Understandably, the lack of clarity 
ass to what is an international standard under the TBT Agreement is one of the 
itemss under discussion in the TBT Committee.11 

Inn the WTO, as said, there is no harmonising legislative authority, so there 
aree no instruments equivalent to Community directives. However, both the SPS 
andd TBT Agreements oblige Members to base their measures on international 
standards,, except if they wish to apply stricter standards (Article 3.1 and 3.3 SPS) 
orr deem the international standard to be ineffective or inappropriate (Article 
2.42.4 TBT). There is a presumption of conformity with the SPS Agreement and 
thee GATT on the part of SPS measures conforming to international standards 
(Articlee 3.2 SPS), and a presumption of conformity with the main discipline in 
thee TBT Agreement for technical regulations in accordance with international 
standardss (Article 2.5 TBT). Thus, although in the WTO there is no presump
tionn of free movement for products conforming to international standards, 
nationall product requirements conforming to international standards will gener
allyy not hamper the importation of a product that conforms to the same inter
nationall standards. However, in the absence of a notion like "essential require
ments"" and of a free movement presumption, a Member can always oppose an 
additionall product requirement being applied to the importation of a product, 
evenn if it conforms to an international standard. Conformity with an inter
nationall standard, in other words, does not exhaust the range of objectives 
thatt national product requirements may pursue. For example, a product may 
conformm to an international safety standard and nevertheless be refused because 
itt does not meet an environmental standard. Moreover, the SPS and TBT Agree
mentss leave ample room for Members to impose stricter standards than relevant 
internationall standards. 

Thee only way for EC Member States to oppose the importation of a product 
meetingg harmonised standards based on Article 95 is to invoke paragraphs 4-6 

100 Annex i TBT further defines an 'international body or system' as a boy or systemm whose membership is 

openn to the relevant bodies of at least all WTO Members. However, that reference is relevant to voluntary 

standardss rather than mandatory technical regulations on which this work concentrates. 
111 Explanatory Note to the definition of "standard" in Annex i TBT. 
122 See e.g. documents G/TBT/W/121 (Japanese proposal, with correction); G/TBT/W/87 and 133 (EC 

proposals);; G/TBT/W/143 (Canadian proposal), and G/TBT/W/131 (Communications from the IEC and 

ISO). . 
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off that provision. As these paragraphs are invoked by Member States to apply 
nationall measures that deviate from harmonised protection levels, the Commis
sionn applies the conditions in these paragraphs strictly. WTO Members, on 
thee other hand, can determine that an international standard is inappropriate, 
ineffectivee or insufficient to achieve their chosen protection level. Although a 
challengee under the SPS or TBT Agreement may oblige them to demonstrate 
thatt this is indeed the case, their stricter standards are not subjected to approval 
byy a WTO body, as is the case under Article 95 EC. A further important 
differencee between the EC and the WTO in this respect is that Article 95(3) 
layss down the Community's ambition to achieve a high level of health and 
environmentall protection when enacting harmonising legislation. Both the TBT 
andd SPS Agreements lack any such reference to the high protection levels of 
internationall standards. 

Harmonisationn of environmental and health standards is not only based on 
Articlee 95 EC, but also on Article 175 EC and Article 152(4) EC. As the Court 
hass said, the Community rules do not seek to effect complete harmonisation in 
thee area of the environment.1' Article 176 EC allows Member States to maintain 
orr introduce more stringent protective measures than the protective measures 
adoptedd pursuant to Article 175 EC. This provision affirms that stricter national 
standardss must be compatible with the Treaty, but does not subject such stan
dardss to Commission approval. Arguably, the looser wording of Article 176 EC as 
comparedd to Article 95(4-6} is precisely the result of the type of standards that 
aree normally harmonised under Articles 175 and 95 respectively. Under Article 
175,, standards for air quality, surface water, nature protection reserves etc. 
aree harmonised. Such standards are not applied to products and have less 
bearingg on the free movement of goods, and the same holds true for stricter 
nationall standards. It is not entirely clear to what extent Article 175 may be 
usedd for harmonising product standards. If this were done, there might be an 
evasionn of paragraphs 4-6 of Article 95, which guarantee that once standards 
aree harmonised and thereby a Community level of protection has been agreed, 
thee application of stricter standards to imports remains exceptional. Thus, the 
harmonisationn of product standards should preferably take place on the basis 
off Article 95, not 175 EC. Production methods may also be harmonised under 
Articlee 175. Such standards cannot as such be applied to products, as they 
addresss manufacturers. However, it is argued in this work that the proper 
legall basis is Article 95 if the production methods have a significant impact 
onn production costs. Finally, Article 152(4) explicitly allows stricter national 
measuress in the case of the harmonisation of quality and safety standards for 
organss and human substances, and explicitly excludes harmonisation of health-
incentivee measures. It also provides for the harmonisation of veterinary and 

133 Case C-318/98 Fornasar, para. 46. 
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phytosanitaryy measures with the direct objective of protecting human health, 
withoutt clarifying whether stricter measures are allowed. 

Internationall standard-setting not only takes place within the organisations 
thee TBT and SPS Agreements explicitly refer to. Standards developed within 
internationall bodies not expressly mentioned may also play a role in interpreting 
WTOO provisions. Moreover, an important part of international environmental 
laww is laid down in multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs). Such agree
mentss contain principles and rules, but sometimes also substantive environmen
tall standards. The WTO Agreements do not currently expressly refer to such 
agreements.. However, MEAs already play a role in interpreting GATT provi
sions,, and are increasingly likely to do so in the future.14 

Iff environmental standards are unlikely to be agreed upon within the WTO, 
theyy will continue to be set outside the WTO. Their relationship with WTO 
commitments,, as well as who is to decide upon that relationship, will therefore 
continuee to be a potential problem.15 Clarification of the relationship between 
WTOO commitments and MEAs is part of the post-Doha negotiating agenda, at 
leastt with regard to WTO members that are also parties to MEAs. However, 
agreementt will be difficult to find, and clarification may be sought through 
disputee settlement procedures. Many MEAs are based on a non-contentious 
model,, and have no or less efficient dispute settlement procedures than the 
WTO.. As a result of this, and of the relatively efficient and successful WTO 
disputee settlement procedures, governments may be expected to resort to WTO 
disputee settlement rather than dispute settlement under MEAs or the Interna
tionall Court of Justice. 

Thiss expected tendency creates two problems. First, why should those 
aspectss which governments cannot agree upon at even the highest political level 
bee left to international dispute settlement bodies? Although there is no easy 
answerr to this question, it should be noted that where treaties contain widely 
formulatedd norms and provide for dispute settlement procedures, these norms 
cann be seen as a mandate for the adjudicatory body to interpret them.'6 In prin
ciple,, states can always interfere if they are unhappy about the results of such 
interpretation.. However, it is difficult to agree politically, as was demonstrated 
byy the difficult decision-making process at recent Ministerial Conferences. Thus, 
thee responsibility laid upon the adjudicatory body is heavy, and that body may 
accordinglyy be expected to search for ways to show deference to states' choices in 
itss interpretations. Secondly, if any dispute settlement body is going to decide on 

144 See also Sections 4.6.1 and 5.4.3. 
155 The Committee on Trade and Environment has carried out important work in co-operation with 

secretariatss of a large number of MEAs in taking stock of potential conflicts. See in particular docu

mentss WT/CTE/W/160, Matrix on Trade Measures Pursuant to Selected MEAs, and WT/CTE/W/IQT, 

Compliancee and Dispute Settlement Provisions in the WTO and in Multilateral Environmental Agree

ments. . 
166 Trachtman (1999} at 362. Cf. Bronckers {1999a and 1999b). 
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thee relationship between trade and environment commitments, why that of the 
WTO?? The preference of the complainant is likely to be the WTO in most cases, 
ass it will typically be the complainant who wants trade interests to prevail and 
whoo wishes to see a swift resolution of the dispute.17 

Thee problem of which disputes concerning the intersection between inter
nationall commitments on trade and on environment are brought before the 
Appellatee Body could be accommodated by agreeing in ME As on dispute settle
mentt procedures with a clear mandate, and by deference to such procedures on 
thee part of WTO panels and the Appellate Body. However, as said, MEAs do 
nott necessarily rely on dispute settlement, which is not always an appropriate 
mannerr to tackle global environmental challenges. Moreover, problems may 
arisee when parties to a dispute disagree on what is the appropriate forum for 
theirr dispute.'8 Perhaps the International Court of Justice is best suited to decide 
uponn such problems of competence. However, the WTO Dispute Settlement 
Understandingg rather coercively stipulates that Members are to have recourse to 
thee DSU rules if they seek redress of a violation of WTOO obligations or other 
nullificationn or impairment of benefits under the WTO Agreements.19 Thus, if 
aa party challenges an environmental measure pursuant to an ME A under the 
WTOO rules, the Appellate Body will play a decisive role as the forum in which 
thee intersection of international trade law and international environmental law 
iss addressed.20 Although the Appellate Body does not consist of experts on inter
nationall environmental law, experience up to now provides reason to assume 
thatt the Appellate Body will show due diligence in properly taking developments 
inn international environmental law into account. Nevertheless, a modification of 
thee DSU provision mentioned above and involvement of the ICJ in disputes over 
competencee to decide over disputes at the intersection of international trade law 
andd international environmental law are worth consideration. 

7.1.22 Interplay between the Legislature and the Adjudicator 

Inn the EC, a "horizontal interplay" between the adjudicator and 
thee legislator takes place in all subject areas where the EC and its Member States 
sharee competencies, and where both Community harmonisation and national 
measuress are controlled by primary Community law. The trade-environment 
nexuss is a good example of this interplay. In the absence of harmonisation, if 

177 See OhlofFand Schloeman (1998). 

Thee swordfish dispute between the EC and Chile is a casee in point. Complaints were brought both in the 

WTOO and before the Law of the Sea Tribunal. However, the dispute was settled amicably. See OJ (2000) 

LL 96/67, and www.europa.eu.int/comm/trade/miti/dispute/swordfish.html. 
199 Article 23.1 DSU. 
aoo Trachtman (1999) at 364. 
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aa national trade-related environmental measure is challenged before a national 
courtt (e.g. by a trader) or before the ECJ (e.g. by the Commission), there are 
twoo possible outcomes: either the measure is found to violate the EC Treaty 
andd must be modified by the national legislator, or the measure is upheld. In 
thee latter case, the distortions to the functioning of the internal market caused 
byy the measure may nevertheless be removed through legislative action at the 
Communityy level. As the Commission stated in its communication after the 
CassisCassis de Dijon judgment, its harmonisation work is mainly directed at national 
lawss posing barriers to trade that are admissible under the Court's criteria for 
Articless 28-30.21 The European Commission, in its role as a "guardian of the 
Treaties",, plays a strategic part in this interplay. It has the sole right of initiative 
too enact proposals for legislation concerning the internal market. It also has the 
discretionn whether or not to commence infringement actions against Member 
States.. Thus, to some extent the Commission is able to influence the direction 
off solutions to trade-environment conflicts. It may commence an infringement 
actionn against a Member State's environmental legislation if it deems that legis
lationn to be too restrictive of intra-Community trade. If the Court agrees, the 
Memberr State will have to repeal or amend its legislation. If the Court upholds 
thee national legislation, the Commission can still propose legislation in order 
too 'harmonise away' thee trade-restrictive effects of the national legislation, or 
att least part of it. 

Thee Court has determined that a measure adopted on the basis of Article 
955 of the Treaty must genuinely have as its object the improvement of the 
conditionss for the establishment and functioning of the internal market, i.e. the 
eliminationn of obstacles to free movement or the elimination of distortions of 
competition.222 It has been argued that the Community may, on the basis of 
Articlee 95, only legislate as regards those matters falling within the ambit of 
Articlee 28 EC.23 This would imply that the Community could not harmonise 
"sellingg arrangements" meeting the Keck test on the basis of Article 95. More 
generally,, it implies that the Court's interpretation of Article 28 is instrumental 
inn determining the scope of the Community's legislative mandate in Article 
95.. However, there have also been instances of harmonisation under Article 
955 concerning subject-matters that had little to do with trade.24 Moreover, 
theree are no instances in which the Court itself has made explicit the linkage 
betweenn Articles 28 and 95.2' In any event, this point illustrates that the inter-

211 Of 1980 C 256/2. 
222 Case C-376/98 Germany v. Parliament and Council at paras. 83-84. 
2}} See Weiler (1999) at 372: '[T]he broader the catch of Article 30 [now 28], the broader the legislative 

competencess of the Community.' 
244 Such as the harmonisation of daylight saving time: See Directive 94/21, mentioned by Schrauwen 

{1997)) at 194. Further on this subject, Mortelmans (1994), and Mortelmans and Van Ooik (2001). 
255 As noted by Mortelmans and Van Ooik (2001) at 126, who argue that it would be logical that only those 

measuress falling within the prohibition of Article 28 could be harmonised under Article 95. 
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playy between the Commission and the Court works both ways. If the Commis
sionn can somewhat steer the direction of trade-environment issues by deciding 
againstt which trade obstacles to address in infringement procedures, its legisla
tivee proposals for harmonisation will in turn be influenced by the Court's find
ingss as to the scope of Article 28, which may vary over time. Moreover, the 
horizontall interplay in the EC is not confined to the relationship between the 
Commissionn and the Court; the Council and European Parliament also play a 
rolee in disputes concerning the proper legal basis of harmonising legislation. On 
thatt point there is also vertical interplay, as illustrated by cases in which Member 
Statess that have been overruled in the Council when harmonisation was enacted 
thenn challenge its legal basis.16 

Horizontall interplay between the adjudicator and the legislator present in the 
ECC is largely absent in the WTO. The WTO legislator is the Ministerial Confer
encee that convenes once every two years. Recent Ministerial Conferences and the 
continuingg deadlock in the Committee on Trade and Environment demonstrate 
howw difficult it is for over 140 Members to "legislate", i.e. to change or add to the 
existingg agreements. The General Council, which is composed of representatives 
off all the Members, convenes once a month and conducts the functions of 
thee Ministerial Conference in the intervals between its meetings.17 The Ministe
riall Conference and the General Council have the exclusive authority to adopt 
interpretationss of the WTO Agreements.28 Amendments to the Agreements 
mustt be decided by the Ministerial Conference.19 Both authoritative interpreta
tionss and amendments are very difficult to agree on. Thus, in the WTO, there 
iss a bias for "negative integration" without accompanying "positive integration".30 

Thiss may result in a "regulatory gap", when national environmental measures 
aree struck down for violating WTO commitments, and international measures 
cannott be politically agreed upon.3' In some respects, this situation may be 
comparedd to the situation prevailing in the EC before the 1987 Single European 
Actt made it possible to enact harmonising legislation by qualified majority. 
Duringg the 1970s and early 1980s, a great deal of environmental harmonisation 
wass precluded by the fact that Member States had a veto. During that same 
period,, the ECJ gave an important impetus to the internal market by interpret
ingg the relevant provisions quite liberally. This impetus in turn paved the way 
forr renewed legislative activity under the Commission's plan to achieve the 
internall market by 1992. 

22 As in Case C-376/98 Germany v. Parliament and Council mentioned above. 
2727 Article IV:i and 1V:2 of the WTO Agreement. 
2 88 Article IX:2ofthe WTO Agreement. 
1 99 Article X of the WTO Agreement. 
300 Cf. Trachtman (1998) at 51. 
311 Cf. the "regulatory gap" referred to in the EC context in Micklitz and Weatherill (1994). 
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Inn the absence of legislative capacity in the WTO comparable to that in the 
EC,, a similar judicial-legislative dynamic appears impossible in the WTO. It 
shouldd be noted, moreover, that the "judicial activism" of the EC J did not only 
resultt in a "pro-trade" attitude. If Article 28 was given its wide interpretation 
off prohibiting trade obstacles and imposing recognition during this period, the 
Courtt at the same time accepted the mandatory requirements as justifications 
forr national measures. Moreover, it accepted that environmental protection is 
onee of the Community's essential objectives, and that it constitutes a mandatory 
requirement.322 The remaining question is whether similar "judicial activism" is 
calledd for in the WTO, as long as governments do not agree on positive integra
tionn inside or outside the WTO. It is submitted that in view of the different 
objectivess of the WTO and the EC, similar activism is not called for. The WTO is 
nott striving to attain an internal market. Panels and the Appellate Body should 
respectt the textual limitations of the agreements they interpret, and not read 
intoo them more trade liberalisation commitments than their text warrants. At 
thee same time, WTO dispute settlement will need to take on board all external 
"positivee integration", i.e. all environmental standards and principles that have 
beenn internationally agreed upon and that are potentially relevant to it when 
interpretingg WTO provisions in trade-environment disputes. Moreover, it should 
bee recalled that harmonisation is not confined to standards and principles; it 
includess the recognition of equivalence. The more environmental standards are 
recognisedd as being equivalent, the less trade barriers will be caused by their 
applicationn to imports. The WTO can play an important role in this respect, 
ass the TBT and SPS Agreements contain the beginnings of recognition require
ments." " 

7.22 Extraterritoriality , Production Methods and Unilateralism 

Thee above considerations regarding harmonisation demon
stratee that it is not always easy to compare the EC and the WTO. The same 
iss true for the issues of extraterritoriality, production and processing methods 
(PPMs)) and unilateralism. Although disputes concerning these issues have been 
presentedd to both the EC J and the GATT and WTO dispute settlement bodies, 
thee manner in which they have been presented and addressed differs to an 
importantt extent. In the WTO, the three disputes in which unilateral measures 
basedd on PPMs were taken to pursue extraterritorial environmental objectives, 
US-Tuna-DolphinUS-Tuna-Dolphin I and II and US-Shrimp-Turtle, all concerned import prohibi-

322 See Cases 240/83 ADBHU and 302/86 Danish Bottles, respectively. 
333 Cf. Van Calster (2000) at 544-549. 
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tionss of products from exporting Members whose authorities did not impose 
PPMss that were equivalent to the PPMs imposed domestically by the importing 
Member.344 In the EC, most of the relevant cases concerned export rather than 
importt  restrictions. Only in Gourmetterie van den Burg and Preussen Elektra were 
importss at issue. The ECJ has as yet not taken a clear position on extraterritorial 
protection,, PPM-based measures, and unilateralism. However, it has in fact 
givenn contradictory hints as to its position. In most of the ECJ cases on these 
issues,, there was relevant secondary Community legislation, which enabled the 
Courtt not to take a definite stance on whether unilateral PPM-based measures 
protectingg the environment outside the Member State taking the measure are 
principallyy prohibited, or rather allowed in principle but subject to strict condi
tions. . 

7.2.11 Extraterritoriality, Unilateralism, and PPMs in the EC 

Thee Court is unclear concerning the acceptability of extraterri
toriall resource protection under Articles 28-30 EC. Extraterritorial environmen
tall objectives may be allowed and even mandated by Community harmonisation 
instruments.355 However, at least in a situation where there was relevant harmo
nisation,, the Court has shown itself to be sceptical about unilateral extrater
ritoriall protection measures extending beyond the protection offered in the 
Communityy instrument. In Van den Burg, the Court found that Article 30 'read 
inn conjunction with' the Wild Birds directive cannot justify extraterritorial pro
tectionn measures. Although the Court's position might have been different had 
unilaterall measures been taken in the absence of any relevant harmonisation, 
itss mention of Article 30 suggests that it did not favourably regard import restric
tionss for extraterritorial protection reasons under that provision.36 However, not 
onlyy was there relevant harmonisation, but the species sought to be protected 
inn Van den Burg were confined to one Member State and were not migratory or 
endangered.. Therefore, Van den Burg does not appear altogether to exclude the 
possibilityy that unilateral extraterritorial measures pursuing transnational and 
globall environmental protection objectives can be justified under Article 30 {and 
arguablyy the mandatory requirements). 

Thee Court's sceptical position with regard to extraterritorial protection goals 
thatt are confined to other Member States can also be seen in the context 
off  export restrictions in the Nertsvoederfabriek, Hedley Lomas, and Compassion 
inin World Farming cases. In the latter case, as in Van den Burg, there was 

344 The second US-Tuna-Dolphin dispute in addition concerned an 'intermediary nation embargo', i.e. an 

importt prohibition from GATT contracting parties that did not certify and prove that they had not 

importedd tuna subjected to the primary embargo. 
555 See Cases C-202/94 Van der Feesten and C-149/94 Vcrgy. 
366 Cf. Scott (2000) at 128. 
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relevantt Community legislation. And again, the Court found that the provision 
inn that legislation allowing Member States to take stricter measures was to be 
interpretedd as being confined to its own territory. In both cases, the Court 
observedd that the secondary Community legislation exhaustively regulated the 
Memberr States' powers with regard to the protection goal at issue.37 There was an 
importantt difference, though. The provision on stricter national measures in the 
directivee at issue in Compassion explicitly provided for such territorial limitation, 
whilee the provision in the Wild Birds directive at issue in Van den Burg did 
not.. Nevertheless, as said, the Court thought it inappropriate for one Member 
Statee to take trade restricting measures to protect a bird that received no special 
protectionn under the directive and was lawfully hunted in another Member State 
inn accordance with the directive. 

Onn the other hand, in Inter-Huiles and Dusseldorp, again in the context of 
exportt restrictions, the Court appears to admit the possibility of extraterritorial 
protection,, when the importing Member State does not offer the same extent 
off protection as the exporting Member State. Although not explicitly, the Court 
alsoo appears to accept trade-restrictive measures aimed at protecting global 
commons,, at least when there are relevant instruments of international law 
regardingg the protection of these commons. Thus, in Bluhme, the Court accepted 
aa trade-restrictive measure with reference to the Biodiversity Convention, and 
inn Preussen Elektra, it accepted an obligation to purchase locally produced green 
electricityy as part of a strategy to combat climate change, with reference to the 
Kyotoo Protocol. The latter case suggests that even discriminatory measures can 
bee taken to protect the global commons. The Court in all four cases mentioned 
abovee did not pay explicit attention to the location of the resources protected. 
Nonetheless,, considering the Court's case-law, it may be argued that in the 
absencee of relevant harmonisation, the possibility that extraterritorial protection 
measuress are acceptable under Articles 28-30 EC exists. Obviously, the propor
tionalityy test may be expected to apply with particular vigour in such cases. The 
appropriatenesss of the measure in terms of its contribution to the environmental 
objectivee will not always be easy to show, and the necessity requirement will 
implyy that the Member State taking the measure will need to explain why it had 
too resort to a unilateral measure. This will probably include a requirement of 
havingg first attempted to fulfil the conservation goal in the other Member State 
byy entering into negotiations with that Member State, and by raising the matter 
inn the appropriate Community institutions. Preussen Elektra and Bluhme suggest 
thatt the Court may be more lenient in its appraisal of unilateral extraterritorial 
protectionn measures when the protection of global commons is at stake than 
whenn the protection objective is confined to the limits of another Member State 
andd has no transnational aspect to it. Both cases also suggest that such measures 

377 Cases C-169/89 Van den Burg, para. 9; C-1/96 Compassion, paras. 56-62. 
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willl be more acceptable when there is relevant international environmental 
laww regarding the problem the measure aims to address. 

Thee issue of unilateralism in the EC is closely connected to the existence or 
absencee of harmonising legislation. In Hedley Lomas, the UK was not allowed 
too restrict exports of live sheep because it thought Spain did not duly apply the 
obligationsobligations in the Community directive on slaughtering methods. The Court 
basedd this observation on Article 10 of the EC Treaty, the obligation of loyalty 
towardss the Community, which precludes Member States from taking the law 
intoo their own hands. Indeed, Member States have various possibilities at 
theirr disposal as alternatives to unilateral action when they are of the opinion 
thatt another Member State is infringing Community law. They may start an 
infringementt procedure against that Member State under Article 227 EC. They 
mayy also ask the Commission to check the behaviour of the other Member State, 
whichh may - upon the discretion of the Commission - lead to infringement 
proceduress under Article 226 EC. Whether unilateralism is acceptable is less 
clearr in the absence of Community legislation on the subject-matter at hand. 
Inn such cases, the subject-matter has not been "occupied" by the Community; 
therefore,, Member States are in principle free to take unilateral measures, as 
longg as they respect primary Community law. Thus, the question whether or 
nott unilateral measures are allowed will have to be answered by interpreting 
Articless 28 and 30. However, if a Member State feels that its industry, consum
erss or animals suffer from PPMs applied in another Member State, Article 10 
ECC commits it to ask the Commission to present proposals for legislation to 
harmonisee that PPM in the Community rather than to take unilateral measures. 
Again,, the Commission has discretion; but especially if the Member State 
succeedss in mobilising other Member States, the Commission is unlikely to 
ignoree its call. 

Ass discussed in Chapter 3, the EC J has accepted tax differentiation on 
thee basis of PPMs in a number of cases.'8 Internal taxes may differentiate on 
thee basis of objective criteria without regard to product origin, including the 
raww materials used or production processes employed, as long as there is no 
discriminationn or protection, i.e. as long as any tax advantages are extended to 
imports.. Moreover, tax differentiation is compatible with Community law only 
iff it pursues objectives which are themselves compatible with the Treaty and 
itss secondary legislation. In Outukumpu Oy, the Court explicitly stated that a 
taxx differentiation according to PPMs based on environmental considerations is 
acceptable,, as long as importers are given an opportunity to demonstrate the 
PPMM applied in producing the imported electricity so as to qualify for a favour
ablee rate.59 Considering this consistent case-law regarding tax differentiations, 

Seee Cases 127/75 Bobie, 148/77 Hansen, 21/79 Commission v. Italy (Regenerated Oils), 140/79 Chemial 

Farmaccutici. Farmaccutici. 

Casee C-213/96 Outukumpy Oy. 
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thee question arises whether a national regulatory measure that differentiates 
productss according to their production methods might be acceptable under 
Articless 28-30 EC, if it allows imported products to be marketed if they are 
accompaniedd by a certificate or label stating their production method. 

Thee European Court of Justice has as yet not been confronted with measures 
makingg imports dependent on the policies of the governments of exporting 
Memberr States, as has been the case in the WTO. The situation in Hedley Lomas 
cann to some extent be compared to the WTO disputes, in that the export restric
tionss were motivated by the perceived failure by the authorities in the importing 
countryy to duly implement a Community directive. In view of the institutional 
frameworkk in the EC, and of the obligation of solidarity laid down in Article 10 
EC,, it appears that unilateral measures to target government policies in other 
Memberr States, e.g. by making imports dependent on policies regarding produc
tionn methods, is not acceptable under Articles 28-30 EC. On the other hand, as 
arguedd above, it does not seem to be impossible from the outset that measures 
makingg the marketing or sale of products, including imports, dependent on how 
productss are produced can be justified by Article 30 or the mandatory require
mentt of environmental protection. The EC J has also not been faced with such 
measuress up to now. Perhaps this is because production methods are partially 
harmonisedd in the EC. It is recalled that according to the Cassis de Dijon 
case-law,, there is a presumption that products lawfully produced in a Member 
Statee should have access to the entire Community market, unless obstacles 
too such access can be justified. The obligation to purchase locally produced 
greenn electricity at issue in Preussen Elektra referred to the production method 
off electricity. At the same time, it excluded all imported electricity, including 
greenn electricity from other Member States. It may be argued that if such a 
discriminatoryy measure can be justified, a measure based on a PPM that equally 
appliess to imported and domestic goods should also be able to find justification 
forr the trade obstacles is causes. If so, the case-law on regulatory measures 
wouldd be brought into line with that on tax measures. 

Thee question as to whether a PPM-based labelling requirement is acceptable 
underr Articles 28-30 EC may need to be addressed by the European Court 
off Justice in the near future. A Dutch legislative proposal currently pending 
essentiallyy requires all wooden products placed on the Dutch market to bear a 
markk indicating whether or not the product originates from an area subject to 
aa management plan for sustainable forestry. This management plan must be 
approvedd by a body recognised either by the Dutch Council for Accreditation 
orr by any organisation with which the Council for Accreditation has a mutual 
recognitionn agreement.40 A declaration made on the basis of a document issued 

400 Dutch Parliament, proposal to amend the Wet milieubeheer (Dutch Environmental Management Act), 

Kamerstukkenn 23982 and 26998, especially the proposed Articles 9.2, 9.4-9.8, and 9.16; the addition 

onn foreign accreditation organisations was added later. 
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byy a foreign organisation and recognised by the Dutch Environment Minister is 
equatedd with this approval. Likewise, permission to issue a certificate conferring 
thee right to apply a "positive mark" on sustainably produced wood is granted 
byy a body recognised either by the Dutch Council for Accreditation or by any 
organisationn with which the Council for Accreditation has a mutual recognition 
agreement.. Such permission may be equated with a declaration by a recognised 
bodyy that the applicant meets the requirements in the Dutch law or equivalent 
requirements.. In turn, such a declaration may be issued on the basis of a docu
mentt issued by a foreign organisation recognised by the Dutch minister that is 
capablee of assessing the sustainability of wooden products in an independent, 
reliablee and expert manner.41 

Thee proposal was notified to the European Commission in accordance with 
thee directive on the notification of technical regulations.42 The Commission and 
tenn Member States as well as Norway delivered detailed opinions criticising the 
proposal.433 In its detailed opinion, the Commission acknowledged that sustain
ablee forest management is an acceptable objective, and thus did not question 
thee acceptability of the extraterritorial nature of the Netherlands' protection 
objective.. However, the Commission raised serious doubts as to the appropriate
ness,, necessity and proportionality of the proposed measure, with regard to 
woodd products both from within the Community and from third countries.44 

Subsequently,, in its reaction to the Dutch response to the detailed opinions, the 
Commissionn did question the extraterritorial nature of the measure's protection 
goal.. In addition, it pointed at the Community's initiatives towards a common 
policyy regarding the protection of tropical forests, and stated that in its view, 
voluntaryy labelling would be more appropriate and a less trade-restrictive mea
suree to fulfil the objective pursued.45 At the time of writing, the Dutch govern
mentt still has to sign the legislative bill. If it does so, the Commission intends to 
commencee infringement procedures. 

7.2.22 Extraterritoriality, Unilateralism, and PPMs in the WTO 

Inn the WTO, the nature of the measures at issue in US-Tuna-
DolphinDolphin and US-Shrimp-Turtle has arguably shaped much of the debate, includ
ingg a misunderstanding that PPM-based measures are WTO-incompatible per se, 
ass violations of Article XI GATT not justified by Article XX GATT. The current 

411 Proposed Articles 9.4 and 9.8 of the Wet Milieubeheer. 
411 Directive 98/34, OJ1998 L 204/34. 
4 '' Detailed opinions within the meaning of Article 9(2) of Directive 98/34. The only Member States not 

havingg reacted are Denmark, Greece, Luxembourg and Ireland. 
444 Documents on file with the author. 
455 Ibid. 
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authorr does not argue that PPM-based measures that make imports dependent 
uponn government policies in exporting countries are covered by the Note Ad 
Articlee III, and should therefore be assessed under Article III rather than Article 
XI.. However, PPM-based measures that do not target products according to 
whetherr the authorities in the exporting country impose the same PPMs as the 
countryy taking the measure could well be assessed under Article III including 
thee Note thereto.. It has been argued in this work that measures restricting the 
sale,, offering for sale, etc. of products on the basis of PPMs can be assessed 
underr Article 111:4 rather than Article XI GATT. The discussion of such mea
suress will concentrate on the issues of "likeness" and "less favourable treat
ment",, before any justification under Article XX becomes relevant. Admittedly, 
theree are no examples of panel or Appellate Body reports that have actually 
foundd products "unlike" on the basis of their PPMs. The issue of the compatibil
ityy with Articles III and XX GATT of a PPM-based internal regulatory measure 
hass as yet not been presented in any dispute. However, within the realm of tax 
discrimination,, a GATT panel has suggested that differentiation on the basis of 
PPMss may affect "likeness".46 Moreover, as the Appellate Body in EC-Asbestos 
hass called for an evaluation of all relevant factors in determining "likeness", it 
doess not seem to be ruled out that products are not "like" despite their physical 
similarity.. Finally, the Appellate Body in the same case has suggested that "less 
favourablee treatment" may in the future receive a more flexible interpretation 
thann previously. This may also be relevant to regulatory measures that do not 
differentiatee on the basis of product origin but on the basis of PPMs. 

Ass regards Article XX, an evolution can be discerned in the GATT/WTO 
interpretationss of both the issue of extraterritorial protection goals and that of 
unilaterall PPM-based measures. As to the location of the resources protected, 
thee first panel in US-Tuna-Dolphin left it open whether Article XX could allow 
thee protection of animals or resources outside the jurisdiction of the country 
takingg the measure, and the second thought that in principle Article XX allowed 
too do so.47 The Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle specifically declined to rule 
onn this point, but it did accept a sufficient link to US jurisdiction of the migra
toryy species whose protection was sought, thus suggesting that Article XX could 
indeedd accommodate measures seeking to protect animals that spend most of 
theirr time outside the jurisdiction of the protecting Member. As regards the 
principall question whether Article XX could at all be invoked to justify unilateral 
PPM-basedd measures, both panels in US-Tuna-Dolphin as well as the panel in 
US-Shrimp-TurtleUS-Shrimp-Turtle condemned the measures at issue essentially because they 

Japan-AlcoholJapan-Alcohol 1987. para. 5,7:'[...] the "likeness" of products must be examined taking into account not 

onlyy objective criteria (such as the composition and manufacturing processes of products) but also the 

moree subjective consumers' viewpoint (such as consumption and use by consumers) [...]'. Emphasis 

added. . 

Onn the second panel report, see Weiss (1995a). 
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fearedd that the multilateral trading system would be endangered if it allowed 
measuress making imports dependent on the exporting states adopting certain 
policies.. The Appellate Body in US-Shrimp-Turtle, however, rejected this view 
andd even stated that most measures seeking justification under Article XX 
conditionn imports on the adoption of policies by other countries. While this 
statementt is not entirely correct in the author's view, it marks an important shift 
inn dispute settlement on unilateral PPM-based trade restrictive measures. Now, 
thee door appears to have been opened for such measures. As the implementa
tionn dispute in US-Shrimp-Turtle shows, even measures targeting countries and 
violatingg Article XI may be justified by Article XX. However, if such measures 
aree to be accepted, the Member taking them will have to show that it has made 
seriouss efforts to reach international agreement on the protection objective with 
alll the countries it is targeting, and is not arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminat
ingg by not taking into account differing circumstances in exporting countries, 
orr by not allowing sufficient guarantees of due process in the administration 
off its measures. 

Phrasingg PPM-based measures in a non-import-specific and non-discrimina
toryy manner in order to have them assessed under Article III rather than Article 
XII GATT looks promising, but is not without its own problems. First of all, 
somee Members perceive import restrictions as the only way to address a number 
off pressing environmental problems, because they fear that market-based non
discriminatoryy measures such as a prohibition of selling dolphin-unfriendly 
tuna,, cannot be effectively enforced and thus lose most of their anticipated effect 
onn foreign producers. If this problem is real, it seems to be accommodated by the 
Appellatee Body's acceptance, in principle, of unilateral origin-based measures 
whenn strict conditions are fulfilled. Secondly, andd related thereto, how can a non-
origin-basedd and non-discriminatory PPM-based measure effectively be applied 
too imports? An obligation to label or certify imported products appears to be the 
onlyy viable way in which to do this. This raises questions such as the following: 
Shouldd the labelling obligation be extended to domestic producers even if their 
productionn is already regulated? To what extent should foreign certification be 
accepted?? Is mandatory labelling or certification based on PPMs covered by the 
TBT,, by GATT or by both? Such questions are at issue in discussions on the 
WTOO compatibility of the Dutch wood labelling legislative proposal mentioned 
above.. After the notification of this proposal under the TBT Agreement, several 
WTOO Members commented upon it, most of them criticising it as an unneces
saryy obstacle to international trade within the meaning of Article 2.2 TBT and 
askingg for further explanations as to its justification under Article 2.5 TBT.48 

Thee US argued in US-Tuna-Dolphin II that the position taken by the EC to 
thee effect that Article XX GATT did not allow extraterritorial protection was 

488 Notification: G/TBT/Notif.98.448. Reactions from Canada, Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia, Norway and 

Polandd on file with the author. The Malaysian reaction is documented as G/TBT/W/96. Discussions on 

thee proposal are found in documents G/TBT/M13 and G/TBT/W/102. 
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inconsistentt with the position it had taken with respect to Article 30 EC in 
VanVan den Burg.*9 The Commission had in this case unequivocally argued that 
Articlee 30 could cover the protection of animals outside the jurisdiction of the 
Memberr State taking the measure. The EC responded that the US had misread 
thee Court's judgment in Van den Burg, and that in any event, Article XX GATT 
shouldd not be interpreted by reference to Article 30 EC, which had gone through 
aa wholly different evolution of interpretation in the common market.50 This 
examplee illustrates that the EC does not necessarily take the same view of the 
acceptabilityy of unilateral PPM-based measures with extraterritorial protection 
objectivess within the EC and in the external sphere. Indeed, the line with regard 
too such measures may be drawn differently in the EC and in the WTO, in view 
off the respective objectives and institutional frameworks of both organisations. 
However,, the EC has also taken a rather ambiguous position on the issue of the 
compatibilityy with WTO rules of unilateral measures based on PPMs as such. 
Thiss ambiguity can be explained to some extent by the fact that the Community 
iss an amalgam of institutions with differing objectives and preferences. Even 
withinn the Commission, several directorates have different agendas on issues 
suchh as trade and environment. 

Forr example, the European Parliament in 1998 passed a resolution reflecting 
thee view that PPMs should play a role in "likeness" determinations under Article 
IIII GATT in accordance with the aim and effect test.51 In preparations for the 
WTO'ss 1999 Seattle Ministerial Conference, the Community suggested as one 
off the priority issues 'a clarification of the relationship between WTO rules 
andd Non-Product Related Processes and Production Methods requirements and, 
inn particular, of the WTO-compatibility of eco-labelling schemes.' Subject to 
transparencyy and non-discrimination in the creation and administration of such 
schemess being safeguarded in a multilateral framework, 'there should be scope 
forr a clear understanding that there is room within the WTO to use such market 
based,, non-protectionist instruments as a means of achieving environmental 
objectivess and of allowing consumers to make informed choices.' The Commu-

499 The US accused the Netherlands, which acted as co-complainant in US-Tuna-Dolphin II representing the 

Netherlandss Antilles, of similar inconsistency. 
500 US-Tuna-Dolphin II, unadopted, paras. 3.25 and 3.48, respectively. 
511 European Parliament Resolution A4-0125/98, adopted on jo April 1998: 'Urges the Commission to 

advocatee (...) that the WTO should draw up a Statement of Understanding concerning the application of 

thee principle of "like products" which enables otherwise identical products to be differentiated where the 

productionn or processingg of such products have different impacts on the environment. This Statement 

off Understanding should elaborate on the findings of the Panel on the US tax treatment of automobiles 

(thee so-called "Gas Guzzlers" ruling).' 
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nityy also suggested establishing rules on eco-labelling schemes based on a life-
cyclee approach in the context of the TBT Agreement.52 

Inn contrast, as said above, the Community in the second Tuna-Dolphin 
disputee argued against extraterritorial protection. In its submissions to the 
panell in the Japan-Alcohol dispute, the Commission warned that 'the aim-and-
effectt test could open the door to claims that the extraterritorial application 
off environmental regulations concerning non-product related processes and 
productionn methods is not contrary to Article III/» Interestingly, the EC itself 
hass taken various legislative initiatives that resemble the measures at issue in 
thee GATT/WTO disputes on PPMs and extraterritoriality. Many of these initia
tivess do not so much aim to protect animals threatened with extinction, but 
ratherr animal welfare. For instance, a recent Council regulation provides for the 
compulsoryy labelling of eggs on the basis of farming methods. The compulsory 
labellingg applies to all eggs sold in the European Community, whether they are 
producedd in the EC or emanate from third countries. However, in the case of 
third-countryy eggs, indication of the farming method may be replaced by the 
indicationn 'farming method not specified', and by an indication of origin if 
thirdd country procedures do not offer sufficient guarantees as to equivalence 
withh the technical rules and standards applicable to Community procedures.54 

Arguably,, the latter indications may function as a negative label much in the 
samee way as the not 'certified to be sustainably produced' label proposed by the 
Netherlands.. The Community has notified the egg labelling regulation under 
thee TBT Agreement." Its WTO compatibility has so far not been challenged. 
Otherr examples of EC unilateral action also aiming at PPMs in third countries 
aree the proposed leghold trap regulation that eventually was not applied,55 and 

522 See documents WT/GC/W/194 and WT/GC/W/274, as well as 'The EU Approach to the Millennium 

Round',, Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament, July 1999, 

andd Council Conclusions of 25 October 1999 on the Millennium Round preparation, on file with the 

author. . 
5JJ [original footnote 46] 'According to the Community, the generally accepted view is that an imported 

productt and a domestic product manufactured in accordance with different non-product related PPMs 

(...)) are still "like" and cannot therefore be treated differently under internal regulations. This interpreta

tionn is supported by the two unadopted panel reports on [US-Tuna-Dolphin I and II]. Under the aim-and-

effectt test one could argue that tuna harvested with a high rate of incidental dolphin killing is not like to 

otherr tuna because the distinction does not have a protectionist purpose.' 
544 Council Regulation 5/2001 amending Council Regulation 1907/90, OJ 2001 L 2/1. Interestingly, neither 

off these two regulations refers to any specific Treaty Article as their legal basis. They are based upon 

Councill Regulation 2771/75, which refers to Articles 36 and 37 (common agricultural policy). 
555 WTO document G/TBT/Notif.00/428. 
55 Regulation 3254/91, OJ 1991 L 308/1. See Nollkaemper (1996). 
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proposalss to prohibit animal testing of cosmetics that initially included an 
importt prohibition.57 

Att some stage, a WTO challenge to EC legislation unilaterally prescribing 
PPMss for third country goods is likely to occur. What will then happen will be 
interestingg not only from the point of view of WTO law, but also for the EC itself. 
Ass said, a legislative proposal for the mandatory labelling of wood products 
inn one Member State has been vehemently criticised by the Commission, and 
mayy lead to both internal EC proceedings and WTO proceedings. It will be 
interestingg to see whether the Community is of the opinion that while one 
Memberr State is nott allowed to impose PPM-based measures on third-country 
imports,, the Community as a whole is allowed to do so. Other EC measures 
mayy be expected to pose less problems of WTO compatibility, as they are based 
onn ME As. Examples are regulations restricting trade in products damaging 
thee ozone layer pursuant to the Montreal Protocol,58 restricting trade in hazard
ouss waste pursuant to the Basel Convention,59 and restricting trade in endan
geredd species pursuant to the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Speciess of Flora and Fauna.60 Sometimes, the Community measures go further 
thann their obligations under the ME A require them to do, which may raise 
questionss of international law regarding the relationship between these ME As 
andd the WTO commitments. 

577 Council Directive 76/768, modified by Council Directive 93/35 (sixth modification), provided in Article 

44 that Member States had to prohibit the marketing of animal-tested cosmetics, irrespective of whether 

theyy were produced in the EC or in third countries. For fear of WTO incompatibility, in the proposal for 

thee seventh modification, COM(2000)189, the cosmetics directive no longer prohibits the marketing of 

animal-testedd cosmetics, but only the carrying out of animal tests within the EC. 
588 Regulation 3093/94, OJ L1994 333/1. A proposed revision is found in COM(98)398. 
599 Regulation 259/93 OJ L x993 30/1-
600 Regulation 338/97, OJ L1997 61/1 
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8.11 Introductio n 

Thiss Section addresses a particular question arising from the 
factt that EC Member States need to comply with both EC and WTO disciplines: 
Whatt is the legal status of the application by EC Member States of trade-
restrictivee environmental measures to products from third countries? That legal 
statuss will in the first place be examined from the point of view of EC law, 
butt the relevance of WTO law will also be discussed. A customs union like 
thee European Community requires a certain degree of uniformity in external 
tradee policies, in order to avoid trade diversions in its internal market. For 
example,, a Member State that wishes to individually ban the imports of a 
third-countryy product will need authorisation by the Community to do so. In 
orderr to effectively implement its ban, it will moreover need to ensure that 
thee third-country product is not indirectly imported into its territory, through 
anotherr Member State that does allow the importation and marketing of the 
third-countryy product. The ensuing internal trade barrier will also require Com
munityy authorisation. 

AA certain degree of external uniformity of the trade policies of a customs 
unionn is also required by Article XXIV GATT. The question is, how far does 
thiss requirement go, both from the point of view of a well-functioning internal 
market,, and from the point of view of WTO obligations? Does it only concern 
measuress specifically regulating trade flows with third countries, such as import 
andd export restrictions? Or does it extend to all sorts of internal legislative 
measuress that may have a trade-hindering effect on third-country goods? In 
otherr words, does the Community's common commercial policy cover the appli
cationn to third-country products of those national measures that fall within the 
notionn of'measures having equivalent effect' to quantitative restrictions in intra-
Communityy trade? Does a Member State need authorisation for each and every 
instancee in which it applies its internal legislation to a third-country product, or 
cann such authorisation be implied in the Treaty or secondary Community legis
lation?? Or should no distinction be made between the treatment of third-country 
productss and products of Community origin once they are on the Community 
market?? These questions are addressed below, with particular attention to the 
interpretationn of the Community's common import and export regulations and 
thee concept of free circulation. 
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8.22 The European Community as a Customs Union and 
Third-Countr yy Products 

8.2.11 The European Community as a Customs Union 

Articlee 23 EC stipulates that the Community shall be based on 
aa customs union which shall cover all trade in goods and which shall involve 
thee prohibition between Member States of customs duties and charges having 
equivalentt effect and the adoption of a common customs tariff in their relations 
withh third countries. This formulation suggests that the EC customs union is 
aa narrow concept, confined to the internal elimination and external uniformisa-
tionn of customs duties and charges having equivalent effect.' However, this 
narroww concept is largely rectified with regard to the internal side of the 
customss union. Articles 3(1)(a) and 28-31 EC make it clear that internally, not 
onlyy customs duties and charges having equivalent effect, but also quantitative 
restrictionss and measures having equivalent effect are prohibited. Furthermore, 
productss from third countries benefit from these prohibitions once they are in 
freee circulation in the Community. Article 23(2) EC provides that Article 25 
(thee prohibition of customs duties and charges having equivalent effect within 
thee Community) and Articles 28-31 (the prohibition of quantitative restrictions 
onn imports and exports within the Community, the exceptions thereto, and the 
provisionn on state trading monopolies) shall apply to both products originating 
inn the Community and products coming from third countries that are in free 
circulationn in Member States. Article 24 defines third-country products to be 
inn "free circulation" when import formalities have been complied with and 
customss duties or charges having equivalent effect have been levied. 

8.2.22 The Customs Union Externally; the Common Com
merciall Policy 

Articlee 3(i)(b) of the EC Treaty mentions among the European 
Community'ss activities a "common commercial policy". According to Article 131 
EC,, by establishing a customs union between themselves the Member States 
aimm to contribute, in the common interest, to 'the harmonious development of 
worldd trade, the progressive abolition of restrictions on international trade and 
thee lowering of customs barriers'. Article 133 of the EC Treaty provides that the 
commonn commercial policy 'shall be based on uniform principles, particularly 
inn regard to changes in tariff rates, the conclusion of tariff and trade agreements, 
thee achievement of uniformity in measures of liberalisation, export policy and 

11 This is narrower than what a customs union should substantially eliminate internally and uniformise 

externallyy according to Article XXIV:8(a) GATT, as discussed infra. 
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measuress to protect trade such as those to be taken in the event of dumping or 
subsidies'.11 Article 133 EC makes it clear that the EC Treaty is aimed at establish
ingg a customs union within the meaning of Article XXIV: 8 GATT, despite the 
narroww description of the customs union in Article 23 (1).3 However, the non-
exhaustivee nature of the measures listed leaves the scope of the Community's 
competencee to conduct a common commercial policy somewhat unclear. 

Inn disputes over whether the Community has been competent to act on the 
basiss of Article 133, the Court has tended to take a broad view of the common 
commerciall policy. As early as in 1973, it stated that the proper functioning of 
thee customs union justifies a wide interpretation of Article 133 and of the powers 
itt confers on the institutions to allow them thoroughly to control external trade 
byy measures taken both independently and by agreement.4 In its Opinion 1/78 
onn the International Rubber Agreement, the Court observed that the common 
commerciall policy could not be restricted to the use of instruments 'intended to 
havee an effect only on the traditional aspects of external trade to the exclusion of 
moree highly developed mechanisms'. The Court went on to state that: 

[T]he[T]he question of external trade must be governed from a wide point of view and 
notnot only having regard to the administration of precise systems such as customs and 
quantitativequantitative restrictions. [...} the enumeration in article 113 [now 133] of the subjects 
coveredcovered by commercial policy [...] [...] must not, as such, close the door to the application 
inin a Community context of any other process intended to regulate external trade. 
AA restrictive interpretation of the concept of common commercial policy would risk 
causingcausing disturbances in intra-Community trade [...].* 

Inn the Chernobyl 1 case, in which the legal basis of a Community regulation 
governingg the imports of third-country agricultural products after the accident 
att the Chernobyl nuclear power station was at issue, the ECJ again took a broad 
vieww of the scope of Article 133.6 The Court referred to Opinion 1/78 cited above 

11 The changes to Article 133 brought about by the 2000 Treaty of Nice mainly concern the conclusion 

off agreements concerning trade in services and trade-related intellectual property rights, which are not 

furtherr discussed here. 
33 Demaret (1987) at 154. 
44 Case 8/73 Massey-Ferguson, para. 4. However, this case should not too easily be taken as an authority. 

Thee Court made this statement while in the very same sentence admitting that Article 235 [now 308] 

andd not Article 133 had rightly been chosen as the legal basis for a Community regulation on customs 

valuation.. That appears typically the kind of measure one would assume that Article 133 should cover. 
55 Opinion 1/78 Re International Agreement on Natural Rubber, paras. 44-45. Emphasis added. 

Casee 62/88 Chernobyl 1, paras. 16-20. 'Articles i3or and 130s [now 174 and 175] [...] leave intact the 

powerss held by the Community under other provisions of the Treaty, even if the measures to be taken 

underr the latter provisions pursue at the same time any of the objectives of environmental protection.' 
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inn the Werner and Leifer cases, which concerned national licensing requirements 
forr the export of so-called dual-use goods to Libya and Iraq, respectively, and are 
furtherr discussed below. It held that 'a measure [...] whose effect is to prevent or 
restrictt the export of certain products, cannot be treated as falling outside the 
scopee of the common commercial policy on the ground that it has foreign policy 
andd security objectives.'7 The Court added that a Member State should not be 
ablee to restrict the scope of the common commercial policy by freely deciding, in 
thee light of its own foreign policy or security requirements, whether a measure is 
coveredd by Article 133.* In other words, even if trade-restrictive measures pursue 
aa healthh or security objective, they may still be covered by the concept of a 
commonn commercial policy. 

Inn Opinion 1/94, the Commission asked the Court to decide upon the 
Community'ss competence to conclude the WTO Agreement.9 The Commission 
phrasedd its questions in a somewhat unclear way, and the Court appears to 
havee deliberately rephrased them in terms not of competence as such, but of 
exclusivee competence.10 The Court decided that pursuant to Article 133 EC, the 
Communityy had exclusive competence to conclude the Multilateral Agreements 
onn Trade in Goods, which include inter alia the GATT and the TBT and SPS 
Agreements."" The Community and the Member States were jointly competent to 
concludee the GATS and TRIPS Agreements.12 As regards the TRIPS Agreement, 
thee Court held that with the exception of the provisions concerning counterfeit 
goods,, the TRIPS Agreement was not within the scope of Article 133.13 Accord
ingg to the Court, even if there is a connection between intellectual property 
andd trade in goods, this does not bring them within the scope of Article 133; 
intellectuall property rights 'do not relate specifically to international trade'.14 

Thee Court's restrictive interpretation of Article 133 as regards the TRIPS Agree
mentt does not extend to measures affecting trade in goods covered by the 
Multilaterall Agreements on Trade in Goods. These Agreements do not only 
disciplinee specific trade policy instruments such as tariffs and quantitative 
restrictions,, but also the internal legislation of WTO Members regarding, for 
example,, taxation and regulation (Article III GATT) and technical regulations 
(TBTT Agreement). Clearly, such internal legislation does not 'relate specifically 

77 Case C-70/94 Werner, para. 10. Emphasis added. 
88 Ibid. , para. n. 
99 Opinion 1/94 Re the Uruguay Round Agreements has been extensively discussed elsewhere. See e.g. 

Bourgeoiss (1995), Hil f (1995), Jans (1996), 
100 On this point, see Jans (1996). 
111 Opinion 1/94 Re the Uruguay Round Agreements, paras. 31-34. 
111 Ibid. , paras. 98 and 105. 

"''  Ibid. , para. 55. 
144 Ibid. , paras. 55 and 56. Emphasis added. 
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too international trade'. The present author therefore does not think that Opinion 
1/944 implies a general retreat vis-a-vis the Court's earlier case-law on the scope 
off Article 133 EC. 

Admittedly,, the Court's recent opinion regarding the legal basis of the Carta
genaa Biosafety Protocol seems to indicate a cautious approach towards the scope 
off Article 133. The central objective of the Protocol is that its parties shall ensure 
thatt the development, handling, transport, use, transfer and release of any living 
modifiedd organisms are undertaken in a manner that prevents or reduces the 
riskss to biological diversity.'5 Thus, the activities within the scope of the Protocol 
noo doubt include trade. Accordingly the Commission had argued for a double 
legall basis (Articles 175 and 133) for the Biosafety Protocol. However, the Court 
refusedd to accept a double legal basis, and advised a single environmental basis 
(Articlee 175). The question remains open of whether this opinion should be 
interpretedd as a general limitation to the scope of Article 133, or should rather be 
seenn as an expression of the Court's reluctance to accept a double legal basis.16 

Thee present author tends to take the latter view. Thus, even if the Court has 
becomee more cautious in interpreting Article 133 in recent opinions, its earlier 
case-laww iss arguably still valid: the common commercial policy is an evolutive 
conceptt that loses its effectiveness when interpreted restrictively. 

8.2.33 Exclusivity of Community Competence and " Specific 
Authorisation" " 

Thee common commercial policy consists of both conventional 
measures,, i.e. international agreements, and autonomous measures, i.e. Com
munityy legislation regulating trade with third countries. With respect to con
ventionall measures, the above cases and opinions indicate a general tendency 
too widely interpret the scope of the common commercial policy. Does this 
meann that a prohibition of'measures having equivalent effect' to quantitative 
restrictionss imposed on third-country goods can be considered to be part of 
thee common commercial policy? In a number of free trade and association 
agreementss with third countries concluded by the Community on the basis of 
Articlee 133 EC, 'measures having equivalent effect' have been expressly included 
ass part of a prohibition. Moreover, even if these words do not figure in the 
WTOO Agreements, these Agreements do discipline many measures that have 
beenn dubbed 'measures having equivalent effect' within the Community. Thus, 
thee Community is clearly allowed to conclude, on the basis of Article 133 EC, 
agreementss disciplining 'measures having equivalent effect'. However, the scope 
off Article 133 is somewhat less clear with respect to autonomous Community 

155 Article 2 Biosafety Protocol, available at http://www.biodiv.org/biosafety 

Seee Case C-42/97 Parliament v. Council. 
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measures,, and with respect to the leeway for Member States to act individually 
inn the absence of such measures. 

Inn principle, Community legislation regulating imports and/or exports from 
and/orr to third countries may be expected to be based on Article 133 EC. 
Exampless are the common import and export regulations that are discussed 
infra,infra, and the antidumping and anti-subsidy regulations.17 However, many pieces 
off secondary legislation do not exclusively regulate trade with third countries 
butt also the internal market, or they pursue other objectives in addition to the 
regulationn of trade flows. Accordingly, the Community legislature often chooses 
aa different legal basis, or a combination of Article 133 and another legal basis. 
Forr example, most Community legislation laying down product requirements 
appliess to both Community and third-country goods. Such Community legisla
tionn is usually based on Article 95, not Article 133.18 Community legislation 
mayy also contain a combination of general measures that apply to internal and 
third-countryy products alike, and measures specifically addressing third-country 
goods.. A combined legal basis of Articles 95 and 133 would appear appropriate in 
suchh cases.'9 Community legislation may also have other objectives in addition 
too regulating international trade. For example, the Court has held with regard to 
agriculturall goods that the mere fact that Community legislation also concerns 
importss into the Community does not suffice to make Article 133 applicable.20 

Inn the environmental sphere, a joint legal basis of Articles 133 and 175 is indeed 
possible.211 However, a considerable number of Community measures that also 
specificallyy regulate imports and exports from and to third countries are based 
onn Article 175 alone, instead of Article 133 or a combination of both.22 

Withh regard to the situation where the Community has not enacted autono
mouss measures on the basis of Article 133 EC, are the Member States in 
principlee free to act individually with regard to third-country goods? The answer 

'77 Regulation 384/96 on protection against dumped imports, OJ1996 L 56/1, Regulation 3284/94 on 

protectionn against subsidised imports, O J 1994 L 349/22. 
188 E.g. Directive 91/157/EEC on Batteries and Accumulators containing Certain Dangerous Substances, 

OJJ 1991 L 78/38. 
199 E.g. Regulation 259/93 o n t n e supervision and control of shipments of waste within, into and out of the 

Europeann Community, OJ 1993 L 30/1, which is based on Article 175 but in the present author's view 

shouldd rather have been based on Articles 133 and 95, as the Commission had proposed. 
200 See Case C-131/87 Commission v. Council, para. 28. However, it may be recalled that the Court stated 

inn Case 62/88 Chernobyl I that the fact that a regulation pursues a health objective is not enought to 

removee it from the ambit of Article 133 EC. 
211 See e.g. Regulation 3254/91 on animals caught with leghold traps, OJ 1991 L 308/1. 
222 See e.g. Regulation 2455/92 on the import and export of certain dangerous chemicals, OJ 1992 L 251/13; 

andd Regulation 259/93 o n waste shipments within, into and out of the Community {Basel Regulation), 

OJJ 1993 L 30/1. See Jans (2000a) at 77. 
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too that question appears to be negative, because the Court has consistently held 
thatt the Community's powers under Article 133 EC are exclusive. This means 
thatt Member States are in principle precluded from acting. The Court as early as 
inn 1975 observed that the common commercial policy is conceived in the context 
off the operation of the common market, for the defence of the common interests 
off the Community. This conception, according to the Court, 'is incompatible 
withh the freedom to which the Member States could lay claim by invoking 
aa concurrent power, so as to ensure that their own interests were separately 
satisfiedd in external relations, at the risk of compromising the effective defence 
off the common interests of the Community.' 'It cannot therefore be accepted 
that,, in a field [...] covered by [...] the common commercial policy, the Member 
Statess should exercise a power concurrent to that of the Community's.2' In its 
judgmentt in the Donckerwolcke case, the ECJ clarified the following consequence 
off the exclusive character of the Community's competence under Article 133: 

AsAs full responsibility in the matter of commercial policy was transferred to the 
CommunityCommunity by means of article 113(1) [now 133(1)] measures of commercial policy of 
aa national character are only permissible after the end of the transitional period by 
virtuevirtue of specific authorization by the Community.1'* 

Thus,, Member States are only allowed to take commercial policy measures with 
specificc Community authorisation, because such measures are part and parcel 
off the Community's exclusive competence to adopt a common commercial policy 
underr Article 133. The scope of this common commercial policy is therefore 
off obvious importance. The wider its scope, the more specific authorisation is 
neededd by Member States to act individually. 

8.2.44 Common Rules for Imports and Exports 

Amongg the measures taken on the basis of Article 133, the Com
munity'ss regulation laying down common rules for imports based on Article 
1333 deserves specific mention.25 The preamble to the common import regulation 
statess inter alia that 'the starting point for the common rules for imports is 
liberalizationn of imports, namely the absence of any quantitative restrictions; 
[...]'.. Article 1 of the regulation stipulates that imports of products originating 
fromm third countries 'shall be freely imported into the Community and accord
inglyy [...] shall not be subject to any quantitative restrictions.' The language of 

233 Opinion 1/75 Re Local Cost Standard. 
244 Case 41/76 Donckerwolcke, para. 32. 
255 Regulation 3285/94, OJ1994 L 349/53-
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'measuress having equivalent effect' found in Article 28 EC does not appear here. 
Thee common import regulation also contains exceptions. According to Article 
24{2)(a),, '[w]ithout prejudice to other Community provisions, this Regulation 
shalll not preclude the adoption or application by Member States (i) of prohibi
tions,, quantitative restrictions or surveillance measures on grounds of [...] the 
protectionn of health and life of humans, animals or plants [...]'. The reference 
too life and health protection forms part of an enumeration of exception grounds 
thatt parallels the one in Article 30 EC. However, there are some differences 
betweenn the two exceptions provisions. While Article 24 (2) (a) of the common 
importt regulation uses the words 'prohibitions, quantitative restrictions or sur
veillancee measures', Article 30 EC uses the wider terms 'prohibitions or restric
tions'.. Moreover, the second sentence of Article 30, which adds that such 
prohibitionss or restrictions should not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimi
nationn or a disguised restriction on trade [between the Member States], is absent 
inn Article 24(2) of the common import regulation. 

Thee prohibition in the common import regulation currently in force has, to 
thiss author's knowledge, not been the subject of any decisions by the European 
Courtt of Justice. However, the identically worded prohibition in one of its 
predecessorss was interpreted in the EMI case, where the Court found that 
thee prohibition related only to quantitative restrictions and not to measures 
havingg equivalent effect.26 The prohibition in the common export regulation has 
similarr wording as that in the import regulation.27 The Court has interpreted 
thee common export regulation on a number of occasions.28 In Bulk Oil, the EC J 
statedd that the common export regulation does not prohibit a Member State from 
imposingg new 'quantitative restrictions or measures having equivalent effect' on 
itss exports of oil to non-member countries.29 The Court's reference to 'measures 
havingg equivalent effect' in this case has been interpreted in a contrasting 
fashion.. Some have read it as confirming that measures having equivalent effect 
weree not covered by the prohibition in the common export regulation in the first 
place.300 Others have suggested that the judgment implies that the prohibition 
alsoo covers such measures.31 In any event, the relevance of this case to the 
interpretationn of the common import regulation is doubtful. The case concerned 

266 Case 51/75 EMI, para. 20, on Regulation 1439/74, Of 1974 L159/1. 
277 The exceptions provision in the common export regulation is confined to "quantitative restrictions" and 

thuss differs somewhat from the exceptions in the common import regulation, which in addition refers 

too "prohibitions". However, quantitative restrictions arguably include prohibitions, so the difference is 

nott that great. 
288 Regulation 2603/69, OJ1969 L 324/25, as amended by regulation 3918/91, O] 1991 L 372/91. 
299 Case 174/84 Bulk Oil, para. 37. 
300 Völker (1993) at 106. 
311 Lauwaars {1988) at 78. 
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aa particular provision containing temporary exceptions to the prohibition of 
quantitativee restrictions for oil and a number of other products, which is not 
foundd in the common import regulation. 

Inn Aimé Richardt, certain export restrictions on materials considered strate
gicc by Luxembourg were at issue. Advocate-General Jacobs argued in his opinion 
thatt the common export regulation was applicable to the export restriction. He 
furthermoree contended that in the light of the objectives of the regulation and its 
structuree and wording it was clear that the regulation 'embodies a fundamental 
rulee that, subject to the exceptions specified, exports from the Community 
too non-member States are unrestricted.'31 Jacobs thought it unreasonable to 
concludee from the absence of the words 'measures having equivalent effect' in 
thee export regulation that all such measures were excluded from its scope. That 
wass not to say, however, that the scope of the prohibition in the regulation is the 
samee as that of the relevant Treaty provision regarding intra-Community trade.33 

However,, an export licensing system would be within the scope of the export 
regulationn if its effect is to preclude all exports of a particular product. Jacobs 
rejectedd a parallel with EMI, positing that the scope of the various provisions 
inn Community legislation depends not on the formulation used, but on their 
contextt and purposes. He then referred to Article XI GATT, which explicitly 
referss to licenses or other measures, and concluded that the measures at issue 
weree prohibited by the common export regulation, unless justified under its 
exceptions.. The Court, however, did not address the common export regulation 
inn its judgment. 

Subsequently,, Jacobs essentially repeated his position in his joined opinion 
inn the Werner and Leifer cases, which again involved national export restrictions 
onn goods that can be used for military purposes. Jacobs referred to the first 
partt of Article 1(2) of the common export regulation, which provides that the 
exportationn of products from the Community shall be free, as a "principle" and 
ass a 'basic rule of the common commercial policy'.34 This time, the Court did 
addresss the common export regulation in its judgment. It observed that it does 
nott follow from the absence of any reference to 'measures having equivalent 
effect'' as found in Article 29 that the concept of quantitative restrictions used 
inn a regulation concerning trade between the Community and non-member 
countriess must be interpreted as excluding any measure having equivalent effect 
withinn the meaning of Article 34 [now 29] of the Treaty.35 The Court stated that 
provisionss of Community law must be interpreted by considering not only their 

322 AG Jacobs in Case C-367/89 Aimé Richardt, para. 18 of his opinion. 
333 Ibid., para. 20 of his opinion, erroneously referring to Article 30 [now 28] EC instead of Article 34 

[noww 29] EC. 
344 AG Jacobs in Cases C-70/94 Werner and C-83/94 Leifer, paras. 31 and 38 of his opinion. 
355 Case C-70/94 Werner, para. 20. 
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wording,, but also their context and the objectives of the rules of which they are 
part.. The Court added that: 

AA regulation based on Article 113 [now 133] of the Treaty, whose objective is to 
implementimplement the principle of free exportation at the Community level, as stated in 
ArticleArticle 1 of the Export Regulation, cannot exclude from its scope measures adopted by 
thethe Member States whose effect is equivalent to a quantitative restriction where their 
applicationapplication may lead, as in the present case, to an export prohibition.}6 

Thee Court then referred to Article XI GATT, 'which can be considered to be 
relevantt for the purposes of interpreting a Community instrument governing 
internationall trade.' It observed that Article XI GATT uses the wording 'prohibi
tionss or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges, whether made 
effectivee through quotas, import or export licences or other measures'. The 
Courtt concluded that the measures at issue were covered by the prohibition in 
thee common export regulation and accordingly proceeded to examine whether 
theyy could be justified under its exceptions. In both cases, the Court found that 
thiss was indeed the case for the security exception invoked. 

8.2.55 Prohibitions, Justifications and Conditions 

Afterr the Werner and Leifer judgments, it is clear that at least 
somee measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions are covered 
byy the prohibition in the common export regulation. It may be assumed that 
byy analogy, the same is true for the common import regulation. However, does 
thatt mean that all measures having equivalent effect covered by the prohibition 
inn Article 28 EC in intra-Community trade are also covered by the import 
regulation,, or merely some of them? On the one hand, one could argue that 
thee sentence 'where their application may lead, as in the present case, to an 
exportt prohibition' functions by way of example, and was added because the 
preliminaryy question concerned such a situation. In that view, the sentence does 
nott necessarily limit the range of measures having equivalent effect prohibited 
byy Article 1 of the export regulation. On the other hand, a more restrictive view 
cann be taken, according to which Article 1 of the export regulation only prohibits 
thosee measures having equivalent effect that may lead to an export prohibition. 
Thee Court suggested in Werner and Leifer that in interpreting the common 
exportt regulation, Article XI GATT should be followed. Article XI GATT only 
coverss prohibitions and restrictions specifically addressing imports and exports, 
andd not internal regulatory measures, even if they formally discriminate against 
importss or exports. Internal measures are covered by Article III. Therefore, 

366 Ibid. , para. 22. 
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despitee the use of the words "other measures" in Article XI GATT, the reference 
too Article XI suggests that the more restrictive view of Article i of the common 
exportt regulation should be taken.37 Then again, the Court did not say that Arti
clee XI is the only GATT provision relevant to interpreting the common export 
regulation.. Could the common export and import regulations also cover those 
'measuress having equivalent effect' that are covered by Article III GATT, i.e. 
discriminatoryy internal regulatory measures? It is difficult to answer this ques
tion,, because Werner and Leifer were preliminary rulings that only concerned 
exportt certificates. 

Whetherr one takes a broad or restrictive view of what the Court said in 
WernerWerner and Leifer, the words "quantitative restrictions" in any event have a wider 
meaningg in the common export regulation than in Article 29 EC. Obviously, a 
widerr interpretation of "quantitative restrictions" in Article 29 EC is not neces
sary,, because that provision itself already explicitly refers to 'measures having 
equivalentt effect'. It has been suggested above that what was said in Werner and 
LeiferLeifer should also apply to the prohibition in the common import regulation. 
Admittedly,, the import and export regulations do not necessarily have the same 
scope.. Therefore, the words 'measures having equivalent effect' do not neces
sarilyy have the same meaning in the common export regulation as in the 
commonn import regulation. After all, these words have not received the same 
interpretationn in Articles 28 and 29 EC, despite the identical wording of these 
provisions.. However, a counter-argument to a diverging interpretation of "quan
titativee restrictions" in the import and export regulations is that they are both to 
bee interpreted taking into account Article XI GATT, which addresses import and 
exportt restrictions in the same manner. In any event, it would seem illogical to 
assumee that the prohibition in the common export regulation is wider than the 
prohibitionn in the common import regulation. 

Iff one adopts a broad interpretation of the prohibition in the common import 
regulation,, then all measures having equivalent effect that are covered by Article 
288 EC are also covered by the prohibition in the common import regulation. 
AA consequence would be that a Member State would infringe the prohibition 
iff it applied an indistinctly applicable product requirement to a third-country 
product,, unless the Member State could justify the resulting trade obstacle. If 
thatt position is accepted, it makes sense to accept justifications for reasons of 
mandatoryy requirements too.'8 It is recalled that the exceptions provision in 
thee common import regulation lists similar grounds as Article 30 EC. If the 
prohibitionn in the common import regulation is to reflect Article XI GATT, the 
exceptionss provision may be expected to reflect Article XX GATT. However, 
thee exceptions provision does not list a number of grounds that are listed in 

377 Support is found in the conclusion of AG Geelhoed in Case C-296/00 Carbone. 
388 As argued by Demaret (1994) at 296, and fans (2000a) at 84. 
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Articlee XX, such as the conservation of exhaustible natural resources. Finally, 
ass regards the conditions which are applicable to exceptions, it may be recalled 
thatt the exceptions in the common import regulation are not accompanied by a 
clausee requiring that any restrictions shall not constitute a means of arbitrary 
discriminationn or a disguised trade restriction. Nevertheless, the Court has 
statedd that the exceptions provision in the common export regulation must be 
interpretedd in a way which does not extend its effects beyond what is necessary 
forr the protection of the interests which it is intended to guarantee. Accordingly, 
itt must be assessed whether the measure is necessary and appropriate to achieve 
thee objective pursued and whether or not the objective could have been attained 
byy less restrictive measures.39 

Doess the exceptions provision in the common import regulation constitute 
aa "specific authorisation" within the meaning of the Donckerwolcke judgment? 
InIn Bulk Oil, the ECJ accepted that an exception to the prohibition of quantitative 
restrictionss in the common export regulation for certain products mentioned in 
ann annex to it such as oil, constituted a specific authorisation.40 However, the 
Courtt at the same time stressed that this exception applied on a "transitional" 
basis.411 The exception provided that 'until such time as the Council [...] shall 
havee introduced common rules in respect of the products listed in the annex to 
thiss regulation, the principle of freedom of export from the Community as laid 
downn in Article i shall not apply to those products'. Arguably, the nature of this 
exceptionn is indeed more temporary than the general public policy exceptions 
inn Article u of the common export regulation or Article 24 of the common 
importt regulation. Nonetheless, in Werner and Leifer, the Court referred to its 
judgmentss on specific authorisation in Donckerwolcke and Bulk Oil, and stated 
thatt 'the export of goods from the Community to non-member countries is 
thereforetherefore governed by [...] the Export Regulation'.41 The Court concluded that 
Articlee 133, and in particular Article 11 of the export regulation, did not preclude 
thee national provisions at issue. Thus, in these cases, the Court appears to 
havee implicitly accepted that the exceptions in the export regulation constitute a 
specificc authorisation for Member States to take individual measures. 

8.2.66 Does Article 133 EC Prohibit 'Measures having Equivalent 
Effect'? ? 

Iff a restrictive reading of the Werner and Leifer judgments 
iss taken, the common import and export regulations only prohibit measures 

399 Case C-83/94 Leifer, paras. 33-34. 
400 Case 174/84 Bulk Oil, para. 33. 
4''  Ibid. , paras. 32 and 35. 
411 Case C-70/94 Werner, para. 13. Emphasis added. 
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havingg equivalent effect that may lead to import or export prohibitions. Could a 
widerr prohibition be read in Article 133 itself? Could Article 133 be interpreted 
ass a parallel to the internal market provisions regarding the free movement of 
goods?? If stretched to its extreme, a parallel interpretation would mean that 
Articlee 133 contains a prohibition with the same scope as that in Article 28 EC. 
Ass Article 133 gives the Community exclusive competence, this would imply that 
Memberr States are precluded from applying to third-country imports any of their 
internall laws that, in intra-Community trade, would be covered by the prohibi
tionn in Article 28 EC. Any such application would constitute a per se violation 
off Article 133. In line with the Court's judgment in Donckerwolcke, a Member 
Statee would require "specific Community authorisation" for any derogation from 
thiss prohibition. 

Ann objection against reading Article 133 in parallel with the internal market 
provisionss is that there is no textual basis for this in the EC Treaty. The 
textt of Article 133 does not prohibit measures having equivalent effect, and 
suchh a prohibition with regard to third-country trade cannot arguably be found 
elsewheree in the EC Treaty, or be deduced or implied from the Community's 
objectivess or tasks as laid down in Articles 2 and 3 of that Treaty. Internally, 
Articless 28-30 (as well as 25 and 90) EC provide for negative integration and 
Articlee 95 EC for positive integration. It has been argued that Article 133 is 
merelyy a Community policy provision, i.e. it provides for positive but not nega
tivee integration.43 However, does not the very exclusiveness of the Community's 
competencee in matters falling within the scope of Article 133 imply a prohibition 
onn Member States taking any unilateral measures {or concluding any agree
ments),, and therewith a negative integration effect?44 Thus, it would seem that 
Articlee 133 comprises aspects of both negative and positive integration. What is 
thee nature of Article 133 as the external dimension of such provisions? There is 
aa clear difference between the Community's competence in the internal market 
andd its competence with regard to the common commercial policy. Internally, 
Memberr States are competent to adopt measures to protect human, animal or 
plantt life and health and the environment, as long as the Community has not 
actedd to harmonise on the basis of Article 95 and as long as they respect the 
requirementss of Articles 28-30 EC. If this state of affairs applied equally to 
externall trade, Member States would be allowed to act as long as the Community 
hadd not acted on the basis of Article 133.4S Thus, the exclusive character of the 
Community'ss competence under Article 133 would thereby be compromised.46 

455 Lauwaars (1998) at 79. 
444 Leefmans (1998) at 127. 
455 As argued by Eeckhout (1994) at 348. 
44 As noted by Schrauwen (1997) at 219. 
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Variouss approaches have been taken to deal with the dual nature of Article 
1333 EC as comprising both a positive and a negative integration aspect and the 
exclusivee character of the Community's competence under this provision. They 
alll attempt to limit the scope of the prohibition to be read into Article 133. 
Forr example, it has been proposed that Article 133 EC only prohibits measures 
'directlyy affecting trade with third countries', or only discriminatory measures.47 

Itt has also been proposed to distinguish between measures specifically regulat
ingg international trade and measures that do not specifically regulate interna
tionall trade, but may have an impact on it.48 Only the former are part of the 
commonn commercial policy and Member States cannot enact them individually 
withoutt specific Community authorisation. Measures not specifically regulating 
internationall trade are not part of the Community's common commercial policy, 
orr only part of it if their "predominant purpose" is to affect international trade 
patternss or flows. It is obviously problematic to determine what the predominant 
purposee of a measure is.49 If a measure falls outside the scope of the common 
commerciall policy, Member States are not ipso facto precluded from individually 
applyingg such measures to products from third countries. They are precluded 
fromm doing so only when the Community has enacted specific legislation in the 
areaa covered by such measures. 

Anotherr aspect of a parallel approach to Articles 28-30 and 133 concerns 
off course the justification possibilities. The possibilities provided under Article 
300 EC and the "mandatory requirements" could also be extended to Article 
1333 EC.S° However, the parallelism is unbalanced if on the one hand, the prohibi
tionn is confined to measures directly affecting trade in third-country goods or 
discriminatoryy measures, and on the other hand, mandatory requirements are 
availablee as justifications. If that were the case, justifications would be available 
externallyy to the same extent as internally, while the prohibition is not as wide 
externallyy as it is internally. 

Inn order to accommodate the possibility for Member States to act with 
thee exclusive character of the Community's competence, a broad reading of 
thee concept of "specific Community authorisation" is needed. Accordingly, any 
measuree having equivalent effect applied to third-country goods that is justified 
byy an exception or a mandatory requirement would need to be considered to have 
"specificc authorisation". As will be argued below, the present author is of the 
opinionn that the concept of "free circulation" renders attempts at interpreting 
Articlee 133 or the import and export regulations parallel to Articles 28-30 EC 
unnecessary. . 

477 Timmermans (1986), Eeckhout (1994). 
488 Bouigeois (1981 and 1983); Ehlermann (1984). 
499 As noted by Ehlermann {1984) at 152-56. 
500 As proposed by Demaret (1994) and Jans (2000a) for the common import regulation; see supra. 
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8.33 Import s from Thir d Countries in Free Circulatio n 

Accordingg to Article 23(2) of the EC Treaty, the prohibitions in 
Articless 28 and 29 EC and the exceptions in Article 30 apply both to products 
originatingg in Member States and to products coming from third countries 
whichh are in free circulation in Member States. Article 24 EC further stipulates 
thatt products coming from third countries are considered to be in free circula
tionn in a Member State if the import formalities have been complied with and 
anyy customs duties or charges having equivalent effect which are payable have 
beenn levied in that Member State. Thus, a third-country product in free circula
tionn has equal status to a product originating in the Community. As the Court 
saidd in Donckerwolcke, 

TheThe result of this assimilation is that the provisions of article 30 [now 28] concern
inging the elimination of quantitative restrictions and all measures having equivalent 
effecteffect are applicable without distinction to products originating in the Community 
andand to those which were put into free circulation in any one of the Member States, 
irrespectiveirrespective of the actual origin of these products.*1 

Ann exception to the above rule is found in Article 134 EC. If a Member State is 
specificallyy authorised to apply or maintain commercial policy measures, such 
ass quantitative restrictions on certain third-country goods, such measures are 
easilyy circumvented if those third-country goods can be imported elsewhere 
inn the Community, be put into free circulation, and then be reimported into 
thee Member State applying the measures. Accordingly, under Article 134, the 
Commissionn may allow Member States to take protective measures in order to 
ensuree that commercial policy measures taken in accordance with the Treaty by 
anyy Member State are not obstructed by a deflection of trade, or where differenc
ess between such measures lead to economic difficulties for one or more Member 
States.. However, recourse to this provision is exceptional and becoming increas
inglyy rare, which is understandable as such protective measures go against the 
conceptt of an internal market in which intra-Community border checks have 
beenn abolished. 

Apartt from restrictions based on Article 134, does the requirement of free 
circulationn mean that any restrictions to intra-Community trade in third-country 
productss are permitted only to the extent that they are justified under the 
exceptionss in Article 30 or the mandatory requirements accepted by the Court of 
Justice?? One would assume that this is the most logical conclusion, and one may 
indeedd find confirmation of this in the Court's observations in Donckerwolcke 

511 See Case 41/76 Donckerwolcke, para. 18. 
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citedd above.51 Any other approach would seem to contradict the logic of the 
internall market. 

Havingg been lawfully imported and brought into free circulation does not 
necessarilyy correspond to having been lawfully marketed in a Member State.55 

Ass regards product safety requirements, the two have been assimilated by 
aa Community regulation (based on Article 133), which ensures that national 
customss authorities competent to release goods for free circulation also exercise 
controll on product safety and on conformity with both Community and national 
rules.544 Generally speaking, however, the test of whether a product can be 
lawfullyy marketed in a Member State is not necessarily fulfilled at the same time 
thee customs formalities have been fulfilled.55 What constitutes being lawfully 
marketedd depends on the product at issue and the applicable rules. For some 
products,, prior authorisation will be needed in order to be marketed, while for 
others,, there will be general rules for marketing in combination with ex post 
factofacto controls to check whether these rules are being adhered to.'6 In the latter 
situation,, a good that has been put into free circulation may not be allowed to 
bee marketed according to national requirements, and if it is marketed anyway it 
mayy be removed from the shops when it turns out that it does not meet these 
requirements. . 

If,, according to Articles 23(2) and 24 EC as interpreted by the Court in 
Donckerwolcke,Donckerwolcke, the prohibition of quantitative restrictions and measures having 
equivalentt effect in Article 28 EC fully applies to goods in free circulation, to 
whatt extent can Member States impose their national requirements to prevent 
thee marketing of those goods on their territory? Is there any difference in this 
respectt between goods originating in the Community and goods originating 
inn third countries? Does a product in free circulation enjoy full freedom of 
movementt according to Articles 28-30 EC, or does it first need to be lawfully 

5ii See also Case 119/78 Peureux, para. 26: 'The prohibition of measures having an effect equivalent to 

quantitativee restrictions in intra-Community trade has the same scope as regards products imported 

fromm another Member State after being in free circulation there as for those originating in the same 

Memberr State.' 
533 Völker (1993) at 93-94; Eeckhout (1994) at 274 in his footnote 54. 
544 Article 2 of Regulation 339/93, OJ1993 L 40/1, provides as follows: 'When, in the context of checks 

whichh they carry out in respect of goods declared for release for free circulation, the customs authorities 

findfind [...] that a product or batch of products is not accompanied by a document or not marketed in 

accordancee with the Community or national rules on product safety applicable in the Member State 

inn which release for free circulation is sought, they shall suspend release of the product or batch 

off products concerned and immediately notify the national authority responsible for monitoring the 

market.' ' 
555 Cf. AG Geelhoed in Case C-296/00 Carbont. 
566 Eeckhout (1994) at 274. 
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marketedd in a Member State in order to do so? It is recalled that in Cassis de 
Dijon,Dijon, the Court said that under Article 28, absent mandatory requirements, 
theree is no valid reason why products should not be introduced into any other 
Memberr State, provided they have been lawfully produced and marketed in one of 
thee Member States.57 In subsequent judgments, the Court dropped the reference 
too "produced" and confined its statement to "lawfully marketed".58 This suggests 
thatt once lawfully imported and marketed anywhere in the Community, third-
countryy goods should be treated in the same manner as goods lawfully produced 
andand marketed in the Community. In other words, third-country goods that are in 
freee circulation and lawfully marketed in any Member State can be marketed in 
anyy other Member State, except if mandatory requirements or an exception in 
Articlee 30 can be invoked and the corresponding conditions are fulfilled.59 

AA number of situations can be envisaged. First, a third country good put into 
freee circulation can be lawfully marketed in the Member State of importation. 
Articless 28-30 prescribe that the good can also be marketed in other Member 
States,, unless Article 30 or a mandatory requirements prevents this. Second, a 
thirdd country product cannot be lawfully marketed in the Member State where 
itt has been put into free circulation, but it can be lawfully marketed in another 
Memberr State. Once such marketing elsewhere has taken place, Article 28 can 
bee invoked to seek marketing in the Member State of first importation. Whether 
thee national measure impeding its marketing is justified will be assessed under 
Articlee 30 or the mandatory requirements. It has been argued that in such a 
situation,, the requirement of having been lawfully marketed in another Member 
Statee does not apply to each individual product; it would be sufficient that 
onee item of the product at issue has been lawfully marketed.60 It has further 
beenn suggested that the Court's "circumvention" or "U-turn" case-law regarding 
goodss which have been exported solely in order to be reimported so as to enjoy 
freee movement could be applicable here mutatis mutandis.61 However, the actual 
marketingg of the product in another Member State as well as discussions on 
whetherr this is done to create a "U-turn" construction can be avoided if Article 

577 See Case 120/78 Cassis de Dijon, and the Commission Communication following that judgment, both 

discussedd in Chapter 2. Emphasis added. 
55 See e.g. Cases 27/80 Fietje. 
599 E.g. Völker (1993), Eeckhout (1994), and Tegeder (1994). Contra, White (1989) at 263, basing his argu

mentt on Case 41/76 Donckcrwolcke, paras. 24-25, where the Court said that the assimilation of goods 

inn free circulation to products originating within the Member States may only take full effect if these 

goodss are subject to the same conditions of importation both with regard to customs and commercial 

considerations,, irrespective of the State in which they were put into free circulation. 
00 Eeckhout {1994) at 275, in his footnote 57. 

611 See Tegeder (1994) at 93; Eeckhout (1994) at 275. 
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288 can be invoked directly, without the good actually having been marketed in 
anotherr Member State. 

Thee present author submits that considering the fact that Article 28 EC, 
ass interpreted in Dassonville, also covers potential trade barriers, it would seem 
sufficientt that the product can be lawfully marketed in any Member State to 
invokee this provision. One could argue that if Article 28 is invoked to challenge 
aa national measure impeding marketing in the Member State of importation of 
aa third country good, there is no sufficient connection to intra-Community trade 
too invoke Article 28. However, it would appear possible to invoke Article 28 if 
thee national measure also applies to imports from other Member States.62 Of 
course,, being able to invoke Article 28 does not mean that the measure is found 
too violate that provision. Whether that is the case depends on the justification 
andd proportionality assessment. 

Thee third situation that can be envisaged occurs when a third country 
productt cannot be lawfully marketed in the Member State where it has been 
putt into free circulation, and cannot be lawfully marketed in any other Member 
State.. Such a product is in the same situation as a product produced in the 
Communityy which cannot be lawfully marketed in any Member State. Article 
288 can be invoked to challenge national measures preventing its marketing, but 
thesee may be justified under Article 30 or mandatory requirements. 

InIn sum, a third-country product in free circulation that has been or can 
bee lawfully marketed in any Member State is really in the same position as a 
productt of Community origin that has been or can be lawfully marketed in 
anyy Member State. Both enjoy free movement with the presumption of "mutual 
recognition".. If a Member State disallows the marketing of a directly imported 
third-countryy product, while the product can be lawfully marketed in another 
Memberr State, the importer can arguably rely on Articles 28-30 EC to have the 
productt marketed after all. There is no danger of trade deflections, except if 
actuall marketing in another Member State is required. However, it is submitted 
thatt the possibility of being lawfully marketed in another Member State suffices, 
whichh would make deflections unnecessary. 

Thee above considerations were based on the assumption that there is no 
relevantt secondary Community law regarding rules for the marketing of prod
ucts.. In reality, both Community and third-country products must increasingly 
meett harmonised Community standards in order to be lawfully marketed. It has 
beenn argued that extending "mutual recognition" to third-country products is 
undesirable,, as third-country producers would have accesss to the entire Commu
nityy market once their products could be marketed in one Member State, while 
similarr advantage is not granted to Community producers on third-country 
markets.6'' However, the extension of "mutual recognition" to products in free 

6 ïï By analogy with Case C-448/98 Guimont. 
6 '' White (1989); cf. Tegeder (1994). 
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circulationn appears to be the only way in which to ensure a functioning internal 
market.. Any other approach would make it necessary to distinguish between 
Communityy and third-country products after they have been put into free circu
lation.. Apart from the practical problems this would create, it would be very 
difficultt to apply such a distinction in legal terms. Should the prohibition in 
Articlee 28 be less broad for third-country products, and/or should Member 
Statess bear a less onerous burden of proof in justifying their measures when 
appliedd to third-country goods? The present author disagrees with the argument 
againstt extending "mutual recognition" to third country goods in free circula
tion.. In fact, to treat third-country products different from products from other 
Memberr States with regard to technical regulations may be difficult to reconcile 
withh the Most-Favoured Nation requirement found in the TBT Agreement, as 
discussedd in Section 8.4. 

8.44 WTO Requirements 

8.4.11 The Requirements for Customs Unions in Article XXIV:8 
GATT T 

Articlee XXIV GATT addresses customs unions and free trade 
areas.. The idea behind this provision is that smaller groups of countries, that 
aree often geographically, economically and/or politically close to each other, 
mayy reach a degree of economic integration going further than the multilateral 
systemm is able to attain. GATT Article XXIV:4 recognises that such integration 
cann increase freedom of trade within such groups, and accepts them as long as 
theirr purpose is nott to raise external trade barriers.64 Accordingly, Article XXIV 
actss as an exception that allows customs unions and free trade areas to derogate 
fromm substantive GATT obligations, such as most-favoured nation treatment.6' 
Inn other words, members of a customs union or free trade area can allow a 
degreee of free movement of goods in their internal trade which is not necessarily 
accompaniedd by similar external openness. However, Article XXIV:5 provides 
thatt 'the provisions of this Agreement shall not prevent [...] the formation of a 
customss union or of a free trade area [...].'66 As the Appellate Body has stated 
withh regard to the customs union between the EC and Turkey, paragraph 5 

Onn Article XXIV GATT, see e.g. Jackson (1969), Dam (1970), Marceau and Reiman (2001), and Mathis 

(2001). . 

Seee the AB in Turkey-Textiles, para. 45: 'Article XXIV may, under certain conditions, justify the adoption 

off a measure which is inconsistent with certain other GATT provisions, and may be invoked as a possible 

"defence"" to a finding of inconsistency.' 

Emphasiss added. 
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indicatess that Article XXIV can justify the adoption of a measure which is incon
sistentt with certain other GATT provisions only if the measure is introduced 
uponn the formation of a customs union, and only to the extent that the formation 
off the customs union would be prevented if the introduction of the measure 
weree not allowed.67 Moreover, Article XXI V:5 imposes the condition that the level 
off protection applied by the customs union or free trade area to trade with third 
countriess shall not be higher than the level of protection previously applied by 
itss constituent members. 

Articlee XXI V:8 is of central importance. It defines a customs union and a 
freee trade area, and its definitions contain requirements as to both the internal 
andd external trade of a customs union. Article XXIV:8{a)(i) addresses internal 
trade,, providing that in a customs union, duties and 'other restrictive regulations 
off commerce' (except, where necessary, those permitted under Articles XI, XII, 
XIII,, XIV, XV and XX) are eliminated with respect to substantially all the trade 
betweenn the constituent territories of the union, or at least with respect to 
substantiallyy all the trade in products originating in such territories.68 Article 
XXIV:8(a)(ii)) GATT concerns external trade. It provides that substantially the 
samee duties and 'other regulations of commerce' are to be applied by each of 
thee members of a customs union to third-country trade. As the panel in Turkey-
TextilesTextiles observed, the implied ultimate (and ideal) situation is that a complete 
singlee common foreign trade regime is adopted by the constituent members 
off the customs union.69 It is to be noted that both the word "restrictive" and 
thee reference to GATT exceptions found in paragraph 8(a)(i) are absent in 
paragraphh 8(a)(ii). Thus, according to Article XXIV:8(a) as a whole, regulations 
off commerce need to be substantially eliminated internally only to the extent 
thatt they are restrictive and not covered by any of the exceptions mentioned, 
whilee they need to be substantially unified externally, regardless of whether they 
aree restrictive or could be covered by Articles XI-XV or XX GATT. 

Thee meaning of the word "substantially" and the phrase 'other (restrictive) 
regulationss of commerce' is not addressed in the WTO Understanding on the 
Interpretationn of Article XXIV GATT. In the Turkey-Textiles dispute, the panel 
saidd that the ordinary meaning of the term "substantially" in the context of sub
paragraphh 8(a) appears to provide for both qualitative and quantitative compo
nents.. In the panel's view, the standard laid down by "substantially" would be 

677 AB in Turkey-Textiles, para. 46. 
688 Incidentally, the last part of this sentence appears very odd in a definition of a customs union. According 

too Demaret, this phrase relates to a situation where the constituents of a customs union have not 

previouslyy agreed on the distribution of the revenues of customs duties, in which case internal checks 

aree needed. This will not be further dealt with, as it is irrelevant to the Communit where customs 

revenuess flow into the Community resources. See Demaret (1987) at 141-42. 
99 Panel in Turkey-Textiles, para. 9.144-
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mett by 'comparable trade regulations having similar effects'.70 The Appellate 
Bodyy agreed that "substantially" comprises both quantitative and qualitative 
aspects.. However, it did not agree with the panel that comparable trade regula
tionss would be sufficient, and said that 'a higher degree of "sameness"' is 
requiredd by the terms of sub-paragraph 8(a){ii).7' That, of course, still leaves 
muchh to be clarified. Importantly for the purposes of this Section, the panel 
andd the Appellate Body in Turkey-Textiles did not address the coverage of'other 
regulationss of commerce' in Article XXI V:8. However, the term 'other regula
tionss of commerce' also features in paragraph 5 of Article XXIV, which, it is 
recalled,, lays down the requirement that a customs union or free trade area 
shouldd not on the whole be more trade-restrictive to third-country trade than its 
constituentt members were before the formation of the customs union or free 
tradee area. In Turkey-Textiles, the panel observed that while there is no agreed 
definitionn between Members as to the scope of this concept of'other regulations 
off commerce', it is clear that this concept includes quantitative restrictions. It 
addedd the following interesting remark: 

MoreMore broadly, the ordinary meaning of the terms 'other regulations of commerce' 
couldcould be understood to include any regulation having an impact on trade (such as 
measuresmeasures in the fields covered by WTO rules, e.g. sanitary and phytosanitary, customs 
valuation,valuation, anti-dumping, technical barriers to trade; as well as any other trade-related 
domesticdomestic regulation, e.g. environmental standards, export credit schemes). Given the 
dynamicdynamic nature of regional trade agreements, we consider that this is an evolving 
concept.concept.72 72 

Thiss interpretation was not appealed against. At first sight, one might be 
temptedd to think that the term 'other regulations of commerce' should be 
givenn the same meaning in another paragraph of the same Article. However, 
too transpose this interpretation of'other regulations of commerce' to Article 
XXIV:8(a)(ii)) appears to be problematic.7' It would mean that any policies that 
mayy have an impact on trade would need to be substantially harmonised by the 
customss union. Considering the fact that this is very much not the case even in 
thee most advanced of all customs unions, the EC, it would seem virtually impos
siblee for any customs union to meet the requirement in Article XXIV:8(a)(ii). It 
shouldd be noted that paragraphs 5 and 8 pursue different objectives. Whereas 
paragraphh 5 seeks to ensure that a customs union is not on the whole more 
protectionistt than its constituent members were before its formation, paragraph 

700 Panel in Turkey-Textiles, para. 9.148. 
711 AB in Turkey-Textiles, para. 50. 
711 Panel in Turkey-Textiles, para. 9.120. Emphasis added. 
733 Cf. Kuijper (1991) at 53, note 4. 
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8(a)(ii)) merely seeks to ensure a certain degree of uniformity in the external 
tradee policy of the customs union. 

Theree are divergent views in academic literature on the correct interpretation 
off the term 'other regulations of commerce' for the purpose of Article 
XXIV:8(a)(ii).. A strict interpretation covers only measures specifically relating 
too imports, and not internal measures.74 On the other hand, it has been argued 
thatt Article XXIV:8(a)(ii) implies that all trade obstacles that have to be elimi
natedd within the customs union need to be made uniform externally.75 The 
samee author has contended that the notion of'other restrictive regulations of 
commerce'' in paragraph (8)(a)(i) covers measures having equivalent effect to 
quantitativee restrictions.76 This would a fortiori mean that 'other regulations of 
commerce'' in paragraph (8)(a)(ii), which are not necessarily restrictive, must 
alsoo include measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions. 

Arguably,, a requirement to recognise other states' standards within a 
customss union, such as laid down in the Cassis de Dijon case-law, violates the 
MFNN requirement if not extended to third-country products. Such a violation 
cannott be excused under Article XXIV GATT, as it will not pass the test of 
Articlee XXIV: 5 laid down by the Appellate Body: the formation of the customs 
unionn would not be prevented if the introduction of the measure were not 
allowed.. This issue has to the author's knowledge not been raised in dispute 
settlement.. If third-country products in free circulation are fully assimilated to 
productss of Community origin, as argued in Section 8.3, it will not arise as there 
iss no MFN violation. 

Thee beginning of recognition of standards between WTO Members is laid 
downn in the SPS and TBT Agreements. Article XXIV GATT only applies to 
GATTT obligations, and not to other WTO Agreements, such as the TBT and SPS 
Agreements.. Thus, in the case of customs unions, Article XXIV:8(a) in itself 
imposess no obligation to substantially unify or harmonise its members' SPS 
measuress or technical regulations, internally or externally. However, that does 
nott necessarily mean that Article XXIV is irrelevant to other WTO agreements. 
Itss possible relevance to other WTO Agreements is as yet untested, except in 
thee particular case of a WTO Agreement that explicitly refers to GATT 199477 

744 White (1989) at 262-63. 
755 Demaret (1988) at 73-74. 
766 Demaret (1987) at 142. 
777 As in the Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC). See the AB in Turkey-Textiles, in its footnote 13: 

'Thee chapeau of [Article XXIV] paragraph 5 refers only to the provisions of the GATT 1994. It does not 

referr to the provisions of the ATC. However, Article 2.4 of the ATC provides that *[n]o new restrictions 

.... shall be introduced except under the provisions of this Agreement or relevant GATT 1994 provisions." 

(emphasiss added) In this way, Article XXIV of the GATT 1994 is incorporated in the ATC and may be 

invokedd as a defence to a claim of inconsistency with Article 2.4 of the ATC, provided that the conditions 

sett forth in Article XXIV for the availability of this defence are met'. 
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Itt could be argued that the absence of a clause concerning customs unions and 
freee trade areas in the TBT Agreement may lead EC Member States to violate the 
Most-Favouredd Nation clause in Article 2.1 of the TBT Agreement. This would 
bee the case when they do not extend to directly imported third-country products 
thee recognition of equivalence that is imposed upon them by the Cassis de 
DijonDijon line of decisions by the ECJ with regard to intra-Community trade.78 The 
samee could be said about the prohibition of discrimination in Article 2.3 of the 
SPSS Agreement, to the extent that this provision demands most-favoured nation 
treatment.. However, the problem there is more minor than with regard to the 
TBTT Agreement, as many SPS measures are import-specific. Only some SPS 
measuress will be the kind of equally applicable internal regulations to which the 
recognitionn of equivalence in Cassis applies. Moreover, the SPS Agreement goes 
furtherr than the TBT Agreement in demanding the recognition of equivalence, 
soo the discrepancies with the EC internal regime may be smaller. Article 4 
off the SPS Agreement obliges WTO Members to recognise the equivalence of 
otherr Members' SPS measures, albeit upon proof that they meet the importing 
Member'ss appropriate level of protection. Article 2.7 TBT only provides that 
Memberss 'shall give positive consideration' to accepting the equivalence of other 
Members'' technical regulations. 

Ass formally, Article XXIV GATT is not applicable to the TBT and SPS Agree
ments,, the possible tension between Most-Favoured Nation requirements and 
preferentiall recognition schemes within free trade areas or customs unions 
willl have to be addressed with reference to the terms of these Agreements. 
However,, as argued in Section 8.3, the present author opines that the problem 
describedd above does not arise in reality as a result of Articles 23(2) and 24 
EC.. A third-country good is assimilated to goods of Community origin after 
customss formalities have been complied with. From that moment on, the good is 
inn free circulation and there will be no difference in treatment as between goods 
originatingg in third countries and goods originating in other Member States. 

8.4.22 The EC and its Member States as WTO Members 

Inn Opinion 1/94, the Court addressed the Commission's objec
tionss to shared competence in the GATS and TRIPS Agreements. The Com
missionn was afraid that Member States would seek to express their views 
individuallyy on matters within their competence, and that there would be inter
minablee discussions to determine under whose competence a given matter falls. 
Thee Community's unity of action and its negotiating power would thus be 
underminedd and weakened. The Court responded that such fears could not 
affectt the competence question, which is a prior issue. However, the Court did 

Cf.. Eeckhout (1994) at 276-77 with regard to the Tokyo Round TBT Agreement. 
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pointt out that it was essential to ensure close co-operation between the Member 
Statess and the Community institutions, not only in the negotiations but also in 
thee fulfilment of the commitments entered into. The obligation to co-operate 
flowsflows from the requirement of unity in the international representation of the 
Community,, and is all the more imperative in the case of the WTO Agreements, 
whichh are inextricably linked and provide for the possibility of cross-retaliation 
measuress 79 Shortly after the Court had delivered its opinion, delegations from 
thee Council of Ministers and from the Commission held negotiations in order to 
draftt a code of conduct between the Member States and the Community in WTO 
matters.. The code was never agreed on, however, and was accordingly not made 
public.800 However, the Community and its Member States have generally suc
ceededd in keeping their internal differences outside the WTO meeting rooms. 
Thee Commission represents the Member States in WTO dispute settlement 
procedures,, apparently without the question of competence being raised. 

Bothh the EC and its Member States are WTO Members, and accordingly, both 
havee to act in conformity with WTO provisions.81 The Multilateral Agreements 
onn Trade in Goods discipline a great number of measures that would be quali
fiedfied as 'measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' in intra-
Communityy trade. As a matter of public international law, Member States are 
obligedd vis-a-vis other WTO Members to respect the Multilateral Agreements on 
Tradee in Goods.82 Therefore, their internal environmental and health legislation 
hass to be in conformity with the obligations found in the GATT, SPS and 
TBTT Agreements. Moreover, as these Agreements have been concluded on the 
basiss of Article 133 EC, Member States have the same obligation vis-a-vis the 
Communityy as a matter of Community law.83 This obligation is confirmed by 
thee solidarity requirement in Article 10 EC. This is not to say that the scope 
off the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods determines the scope of 
thee exclusive powers of the Community under Article 133, which is ultimately 
aa Community matter. However, other WTO Members can hold both Member 
Statess and the Community itself liable for not adhering to WTO obligations. 
Itt is up to the Community how responsibilities are divided internally and who 
respondss to violation claims.8* 

799 Opinion 1/94 Re the Uruguay Round Agreements, paras. 106-109. 

Intervieww with a Community official who whill remain anonymous. 

Onn the WTO compatibility of some of the Community's trade policy measures, see Section 7.2.2. 
822 Article XVI:4 WTO Agreement: 'Each Member shall ensure the conformity of its laws, regulations and 

administrativee procedures with its obligations as provided in the annexed Agreements.' 
33 See Articles 133(3) an(^ 3°°(7) EC. 

844 On the representation of the Member States by the Community in WTO dispute settlement proceedings, 

seee the panel in EC-LAN, paras 4.9-15 and 8.15-17. 
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Increasingg Community harmonisation and the assimilation of third-country 
goodss in free circulation to Community goods make it unlikely that a Member 
State'ss internal regulations are challenged in the Community for breaching 
WTOO rules. Suppose an importer of Chinese beer is precluded from marketing 
itss beer in Germany because of the German beer purity rules. The importerr will 
invokee Articles 28-30 EC and if possible rely on the fact that Chinese beer can be 
lawfullyy marketed in another Member State, rather than trying to rely directly on 
WTOO rules in a national court in a Member State, or asking China to challenge 
thee beer purity laws in the WTO. Nevertheless, it is not inconceivable that the 
Courtt of Justice is called upon to determine whether a measure by a Member 
Statee as applied to third-country goods, violates the WTO rules. The question of 
thee direct effect of WTO law in national courts is not addressed in this work.85 

Rather,, the situation envisaged is a challenge to the WTO-compatibility of a 
nationall measure as a matter of EC law, in a direct action before the ECJ, e.g. an 
infringementt action on the basis of Articles 226 or 227 EC. It is recalled that 
compliancee with WTO obligations is not only an obligation for Member States 
becausee they are WTO Members; it is also part of their obligations under the 
ECC Treaty. As the Court has said, the provisions of'agreements such as those 
concerningg free trade where the obligations entered into extend to many areas 
off a very diverse nature' form an integral part of the Community legal system.86 

Evenn if this was said in the context of free trade agreements with future Member 
States,, it would seem to apply to the WTO Agreement too. The fact that the 
"directt effect" of WTO obligations has been denied by the ECJ in no way affects 
thee obligation of the Community and its Member States to ensure that it is 
observed.87 7 

WTOO challenges to national measures may occur when a national measure 
meetss the WTO requirements (i.e. prohibitions, justifications and conditions) 
butt not the EC requirements, or vice versa. An example would be a technical 
regulationn that lays the burden of proving the equivalence of a foreign technical 
regulationn upon the importer.88 It is also conceivable that a mandatory label 
basedd on production methods in exporting countries is acceptable under Article 
XXX GATT, but not under EC rules. On the other hand, if an individual Member 
Statee were to take a measure like the one at issue in US-Shrimp-Turtle, it would 

855 The direct effect of WTO rules has been consistently denied by the ECJ; see e.g. Case C-149/96 Portugal 

v.. Council. However, WTO rules do have "indirect effect" in the EC legal order, which may have profound 

implicationss over time. See e.g. Cases C-89/99 Schicving-Nijstadt, and the opinion of AG Alber in Joined 

Casess C-122/00 and 27/00 Omega Air. 
866 Case 104/81 Kupjtrberg, paras. 12-13. See also Case 181/73 Haegcman. 
877 Cf. Ehlermann (1986) at 138 with regard to the GATT. 
888 This would not be acceptable under the Cassis at at Dijon line of decisions on Article 28 EC, but would 

bee acceptable under Article 2.7 TBT. 
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mostt likely not be allowed to apply its measure to direct imports from third 
countries,, as an import prohibition is obviously covered by the common import 
regulation.. The question would accordingly be whether such application could 
bee justified under the exceptions in the common import regulation. The require
mentt of interpreting the regulation in conformity with WTO rules would not 
opposee such justification, although the logic of the internal market would. 
Oppositee scenarios are also conceivable, where a national measure is WTO 
incompatible,, but EC compatible. Suppose that the EC had not had a Commu
nity-widee prohibition in place to administer growth hormones, and hormones 
weree administered in some Member States but not in others. If individual 
Memberr States had instituted an import ban on hormone-treated beef, the ECJ 
mightt have accepted such a ban in those circumstances as a proportionate 
meanss to address a potential health risk.89 The same ban might have been 
unacceptablee under the SPS Agreement. If such scenarios were to materialise, 
third-countryy goods could not be precluded from being marketed, sold or used 
inn a Member State while the same Member State was allowed to prevent their 
marketing,, sale or use under Articles 28-30 when the goods originated in 
anotherr Member State. Deflections through third countries might be the result. 

Thee Dutch legislative proposal for the mandatory labelling of wood products 
thatt has been referred to in the Introduction to this study illustrates that the 
abovee considerations are not merely hypothetical. Wood products are to be 
labelledd according to whether they emanate from sustainably managed forests.90 

Afterr the proposed Act had been notified within the framework of the Commu
nity'ss notification procedure, the Commission in its detailed opinion did not 
mentionn Article 133, but concentrated on its compatibility with Articles 28-30 
ECC and with the TBT Agreement.91 This suggests that the Commission does not 
regardd the application to third-country goods of indistinctly applicable measures 
havingg equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions as an infringement of Article 
1333 EC.93 Nonetheless, as argued above, a violation of the TBT Agreement by an 
individuall Member State would also constitute a violation of Community law, 
soo the Commission could challenge the Dutch Act before the ECJ, alleging a 

899 Cf. De Burca and Scott (2001) at 10. 
900 Dutch Parliament, proposal to amend the Wet milieubeheer (Environmental Management Act), Kamer

stukkenn nos. 23 982 and 26 998, available in Dutch at http://www.overheid.nl/op. A brief account 

off the Dutch law in English can be found in WTO document G/TBT/Notif.98.448, available at http:// 

docsonline.wto.org. . 
9 '' Originally, the Dutch proposal prohibited the imports of wood products not sustainably produced. The 

Commissionn had argued that the original proposal not only violated Articles 28-30, but also Article 133. 
911 If the Commission commences an infringement procedure on the basis of Article 226 EC and fails 

too mention Article 133 in its reasoned opinion, the Court will not decide on this point unless another 

Memberr State raises the issue. 
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violationn of the TBT Agreement. If the Act is formally adopted by the Dutch 
parliamentt and other WTO Members start dispute settlement proceedings chal
lengingg its compatibility with WTO rules, the Commission will indeed be 
externallyy defending the Dutch Act that it is attacking internally. 

Iff the Court were to find that the Dutch Act is an unjustified violation of 
Articless 28-30 EC, would the Act then have to be abolished altogether, or could 
itt still be applied to third-country goods as long as its incompatibility with the 
WTOO rules has not been established? A violation found in an infringement 
proceduree obliges the Member State concerned to 'take the necessary measures 
too comply with the judgement' (Article 228 EC). This would seem to imply 
aa requirement to amend the Act so as to remove the violation, not to repeal it 
altogether.. Thus, as a matter of EC law, a Member State could continue to apply 
ann indistinctly applicable marketing requirement to both national products and 
directlyy imported third-country products. However, such continued application 
mayy violate national rules regarding equality of treatment and reverse discrimi
nation.933 Moreover, if the legislation is amended so as to remove products in free 
circulationn from its ambit, its continued application to directly imported third-
countryy goods may be challenged under Article 28 EC, as argued in Section 
8.3. . 

8.55 Conclusions on Third-Countr y Goods in the EC 

Articlee 133 EC functions both to provide the Community with 
powerss to enact legislation and conclude international agreements, and to pre
cludee autonomous Member State action. This double function and the exclusiv
ityy of the Community's competence render the scope of Article 133 EC a difficult 
issue.. The Court has generally held that the Community enjoys broad powers 
too conclude international agreements and to take autonomous measures under 
Articlee 133. Indeed, the Community has concluded international agreements 
withh third countries in which not only quantitative restrictions, but also 'mea
suress having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' are prohibited. It has 
alsoo concluded the WTO Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods on the 
basiss of Article 133, which discipline not just "classic" trade-specific measures, 
butt also all sorts of internal regulatory measures, as is clear from the WTO 
partt of this study. At the same time, most autonomous Community commercial 
policyy measures that are based only on Article 133 EC specifically regulate trade 
withh third countries. 

Thee scope of Article 133 EC as providing competence to act conventionally 
andd autonomously necessarily has repercussions on the Member States' auton-

933 See Case C-448/98 Guimont and Section 2.1.6. 
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omyy with regard to trade in third-country goods. If a 'measure having equivalent 
effectt to a quantitative restriction' falls within the scope of the common commer
ciall policy, the exclusivity of Community competence implies that a Member 
Statee is precluded from taking such a measure autonomously, save with "specific 
Communityy authorisation". Article 133 EC unites the external aspects of both 
Articless 28-30 EC and Article 95 EC. However, the parallel is not perfect. 
Internally,, there are concurrent powers. As long as the Community has not 
enactedd legislation, e.g. on the basis of Article 95 EC, Member States may take 
appropriatee measures, as long as they respect Articles 28-30 EC. Externally, the 
Communityy has exclusive competence, and Member States are precluded from 
actingg save with authorisation. Should the prohibition on acting externally be 
equallyy broad as internally? Should the exception grounds in Article 30 EC and 
thee mandatory requirements also be considered to apply externally, functioning 
ass Community authorisation? Textually, the Community's common import and 
exportt regulations do not go that far. 

Inn the Werner and Leifer judgments, the Court has suggested that at least 
somee 'measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' are prohib
itedd under the common export regulation. It may be assumed that the same 
mustt be true for the common import regulation. However, the Court referred 
too Article XI GATT and the cases themselves concerned export certificates. It 
iss therefore as yet unclear to what extent, if at all, these regulations prohibit 
thee application to imports from third countries the kind of internal regulatory 
'measuress having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' as are prohibited 
byy Article 28 EC in intra-Community trade. From the same judgments, it 
appearss that the exceptions in the common export and import regulations 
constitutee "specific authorisation" for Member States to apply individual trade-
restrictivee measures to third-country products. Whether such measures could 
alsoo be justified by "mandatory requirements" has not been decided, and this 
logicallyy depends on the scope attributed to the prohibition. If all 'measures 
havingg equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions' prohibited by Article 28 
ECC were also prohibited by the common import regulation or Article 133 EC, a 
parallell application of the "mandatory requirements" would be called for. 

Thee present author argues that the scope of the prohibition of the common 
importt and export regulations is restricted to measures covered by Article XI 
GATT,, and does not extend to internal measures covered by Article III GATT. 
Neitherr the common import and export regulations nor Article 133 EC per se 
precludee Member States from applying internal regulatory measures to third-
countryy imports. That does not mean, however, that Member States are free 
too apply to third-country imports trade-restrictive measures having equivalent 
effectt to quantitative restrictions. Rather, the rules on the free movement of 
goodss within the internal market are applicable to the application of internal 
measuress to third-country goods. Once duly imported into the Community and 
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hencee brought into free circulation, third-country goods are assimilated to goods 
off Community origin. The Court has made it clear that such goods enjoy full 
freee movement as guaranteed by Articles 25, 28-30 and 90 EC, thus including 
thee broad prohibition in Article 28 EC. Therefore, a Member State will need 
too justify any obstacle to the importation or marketing of any product in free 
circulation,, wherever it was produced or imported into the Community. The 
presentt author is of the opinion that this approach also applies when marketing 
iss sought in the same Member State where the product was imported from 
aa third country, even if the product has not moved to another Member State. 
Inn order to invoke Article 28 with regard to the marketing of a third-country 
productt in free circulation, it is sufficient that the product can potentially be 
marketedd in another Member State. 

Whateverr view is taken of the scope of Article 133 EC and of the common 
importt and export regulations, both the EC and its Member States must act in 
conformityy with WTO requirements when dealing with third-country goods. In 
additionn to the disciplines imposed by the WTO Agreement, Member States may 
bee precluded from applying to third-country goods measures having equivalent 
effectt to quantitative restrictions because there is internal Community legisla
tionn that already regulates the aspects they seek to regulate, e.g. product charac
teristicss laid down in Community harmonising legislation on the basis of Article 
95.. Such Community legislation may apply to goods of both Community and 
third-countryy origin. 

Finally,, Article XXIV GATT imposes certain requirements on customs 
unions,, which the EC should meet. The scope of these requirements is unclear, 
inn particular the obligation to substantially apply externally 'substantially the 
samee duties and other regulations of commerce'. This work does not address the 
questionn of the "direct effect" of WTO rules in the EC legal order. However, it 
hass speculated as to the possibility that a trade-restrictive measure of a Member 
Statee can be challenged within the EC, e.g. by the Commission, for a breach of 
WTOO obligations. Such challenges are most likely to occur with regard to issues 
wheree EC and WTO obligations diverge. The Commission may find itself in an 
awkwardd position of defending a Member State in the WTO while attacking it 
internally.. However, generally speaking, challenges to Member States' measures 
willl be based on EC law rather than WTO law. 
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CHAPTERR 9 SIMILARITIE S AND DIFFERENCES 

9.11 Introductio n 

Ass is clear from the foregoing, trade and environment conflicts 
andd the relevant rules in the EC and WTO show remarkable similarities. Nev
ertheless,, as discussed in the Introductory Chapter, the backgrounds of these 
organisationss in terms of their objectives, institutional structure, and member
shipp are quite different. Despite these differences, it has been argued by some 
thatt the rules of then EC and the WTO are not only similar, but also converging, 
andd that the European rules and their development could provide a "model" for 
thee WTO. Others have criticised such views and emphasised the differences 
betweenn both sets of rules and their institutional framework. Both such asser
tionss are discussed in this Chapter, with particular attention being paid to the 
ideaa of "constirutionalising" the WTO, which is largely based on the process EC 
laww has gone through over the past decades. 

9.22 Europe as a "ModeF for  the 'Internationa l Economic Law 
Revolution' ' 

Somee have used the term 'international economic law revolu
tion'' when describing inter alia WTO law, and sometimes also developments 
inn the EU.1 This "revolution" has been described as 'a new era of international 
legislationn and constitutionalisation, driven by international economic law and 
challengingg the Westphalian system of international law and its basic concepts 
off sovereignty, domaine reserve, sovereign equality, and territorial jurisdiction'. 
Thee "revolution" is said to have germinated in the EC, and to be 'spreading as 
thee European Union spreads and as its principles of free trade and multilateral
ismm are adopted in other regions and in the multilateral system'.2 The same 
authorr contends that '[w]hile global economic integration is far more difficult an 
enterprisee than European economic integration, it is also ineluctable', and that 
'itss end result would be similar to the goal of the EC: to achieve a single market 
withoutt diseconomies due to the existence of national borders and national 
regulation'?regulation'? This statement is useful to demonstrate the concept of the EC as 
aa "model" or "forerunner" of global economic integration, even if it may be 
criticisedd as being overly broad. Although the EC indeed has as one of its goals 

!! This term, to the current author's knowledge coined by Joel Trachtman, has since occurred in writings 

byy other authors, among whom is Petersmann. See Trachtman (1996b) at 36 and 47, and e.g. Peters-

mannn (1998}. 
22 Trachtman (1996b) at 37. 

'' Trachtman (1992). Emphasis added. 
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thee creation of an internal market, this does not imply that it aims to erase any 
diseconomiess arising from different national regulations. Legitimate differences 
betweenn Member States and their regions may and will persist. This is shown 
bothh by the justifications for obstacles to free movement accepted in the EC 
Treatyy and the EC J's case-law, and by the possibilities for Member States to adopt 
stricterr measures offered in the EC Treaty and in harmonisation measures.4 

Thee WTO does not aim to achieve an internal market. Therefore, even more 
"diseconomies"" between Members may be expected to remain in the WTO, 
whichh itself has no legislative power to even out regulatory differences.5 

Buildingg upon the liberal notion in international relations theory that states 
aree not the only actors, the "liberal paradigm" in international law has been 
saidd to contain 'an expanding world of liberal states, spreading out from the 
Westernn heartland [...], characterised by tendencies toward [...] representative 
liberall democracies with independent judiciaries and flourishing domestic 
andd trans-border civil societies; free, if regulated, market economies [...] increas
inglyy dense patterns of transnational interactions [...], and the erosion of signifi
cantt distinctions between the international and the domestic.'6 According to 
thiss view, the international legal system should reflect these developments by 
comprisingg 'norms of interaction for individuals and groups in transnational 
civill society [...]; rules and decisions promulgated by state institutions in trans
nationall dialogue with other relevant institutions; and the law controlling state 
action,, which will be a mixture of international agreements and national law, 
andd will generally be subject to enforcement in national courts and in suprana
tionall courts of which the EU's European Court of Justice is the prototype.'7 

"Model"" or "forerunner" concepts may lead to even more ambitious visions 
aboutt how the European experience could or should lead the way for global devel
opments.. Considerr the following statement by the President of the European 
Commission: : 

OurOur European model of integration is the most developed in the world. Imperfect 
thoughthough it still is, it nevertheless works on a continental scale. Given the necessary 
institutionalinstitutional reforms it should continue to work well after enlargement, and I believe 
wewe can make a convincing case that it would also work globally.* 

44 See especially Article 95 (4-9) EC. 
55 Trachtman does however acknowledge in the same article that according to the principle of subsidiarity, 

certainn social functions are more effectively addressed at lower levels of organisation, and that economic 

integrationn does not thus erase the state and sub-national entities. 
66 Kingsbury (1994) at 32-33. 
77 As accounted by Kingsbury (1994) at 37-38, who himself expresses doubts about the tendency to centre 

onn the Western model, and as to the value of the EU, the 'beloved archetype of liberal theorists', as a 

modell for the future of global organisation.. 
88 Prodi (2000) at 6. 
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Thee Commission's President further states that a future system of world govern
ancee must be based on shared values such as justice and fair play, sustainability 
andd subsidiarity, transparency and democratic accountability, and that the EU 
alreadyy enshrines and promotes precisely those values.9 Although this statement 
iss not a shining example of self-criticism, it reflects a vision of economic integra
tionn closely associated with values such as justice and democracy. Others, too, 
havee linked the phenomenon of globalisation with the spreading of values 
perceivedd as European, or Western, such as democracy and individualism.10 

9.33 European Difficultie s and Idiosyncrasies 

Variouss voices have emphasised differences rather than simi
laritiess between the EC and the WTO, thus illustrating the possible difficulties 
off regarding the European experience as a "model" for the WTO. For example, 
itt has been asserted that 'as the expansive vision of EU is being called into 
questionn even in Europe, its value as a model for the future of global organisa
tionn must remain very doubtful'." In this view, although the existing WTO 
frameworkk for trade and environment conflicts will evolve somewhat, the WTO 
cannott be expected to model itself on an economic integration organisation like 
thee EU. Likewise, it has been stressed that the European Union has evolved 
intoo a body for "social co-ordination", and that it should not be assumed that 
suchh an evolution can be replicated on a global scale." The EU has even been 
depictedd as a model for how the international trade law order should not develop. 
Inn this view, the EU has been structured by 'the interaction of an economic and 
aa political idea which track, in some sense, the cosmopolitan and metropolitan 
sensibilitiess animating the broader international legal and political regime.'1' 
Thee EU's economic idea combines deregulation and technocratic expertise, 
whilee its political idea combines centralisation with sectoral functionalism. The 
resultt is 'a political culture with a technocrat and legal face, in which politics is 
treatedd as having somehow already happened elsewhere.'14 In this view, the EU 
appearss to track one's worst fears about the internationalisation of public life. 

99 Prodi (2000) at 7. 
100 See e.g. Cohen {1998) at 118:'[...] Adam Smith's book The Wealth of Nations was written before 

thee beginning of the industrial revolution; a revolution that Smith himself apparently was unable to 

imagine.. We may likewise soon discover that the current wave of globalization is spreading production 

techniquess as much as the (individualist? democratic?) values in which they are grounded.' 
111 Kingsbury (1994) at 37 and 40. 
122 Nichols (1996a) at 694. 
133 Kennedy (1994) at 20. 
1414 Ibid, at 21. 
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Thee political has become technocratic, the government exists only to serve the 
market.155 This would appear to provide a warning sign rather than a model 
forr international trade law. This position is qualified, however, by adding that 
thee process of technocratisation and market domination obscuring the locus 
forr political engagement is not unique to the EU. It essentially takes place at 
nationall and even sub-national levels too. Moreover, at those levels, it has been 
shownn that this problem is not solved merely by reinvigorating the institutions 
off public sovereignty. 

Criticismm of the European experience in the specific realm of market integra
tionn is expressed in work discussing 'federalism and responsibility'. It is argued 
thatt the allocation of competence between the EC and its Member States is often 
unclear.. If it is unclear who has competence to regulate, then it is unclear who 
bearss responsibility when things go wrong. Where the fixing of responsibility is 
obscuredd by the imprecision of competence allocation, responsibility may vanish 
intoo a "black hole", the 'chasm between state and market'. The "state" at the 
nationall level is restricted in its capacity for action by obligations arising under 
primaryy Community law. For its part, the Community either does not have the 
competencee to act, or is politically unable to do so. This policy problem, it has 
beenn argued, occurs inter alia in environmental policy.16 Even though the WTO 
couldd not be compared to a "federal" structure, this criticism seems to apply to 
thee WTO too, and possibly even more seriously. After all, while states are limited 
inn their actions by the WTO rules they have agreed on as they are interpreted 
throughh dispute settlement, no competencies whatsoever to legislate in the rele
vantt fields (such as consumer or environmental protection) are conferred upon 
thee WTO. Thus, assuming that both EC and WTO trade liberalisation commit
mentss limit national government action, the gap between "market" and "state" 
iss even greater in the WTO than in the EC. Perhaps on a global scale, at least 
partt of the regulatory functions can be fulfilled by international co-operation, in 
thee shape of multilateral environmental agreements and standards agreed upon 
inn international bodies. However, the WTO as such has no authority to bring 
aboutt such co-operation. 

9.44 European "Constitutionalism " 

Thee experiences in European integration are often captured 
byy the concepts of "constitutionalisation" and "constitutionalism".17 Since the 

155 Ibid , at 22. 
166 Micklitz and Weatherill (1994) at 33-34. On the relationship between the "market" and the "state" in 

Europe,, see Joerges {1996) and Poiares Maduro (1997) and (1998a). 
177 Weiler and Trachtman {1997). 
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earlyy 1980s, an impressive body of literature has addressed the "constitutional" 
aspectss of the European construct, from a legal perspective, but also from politi
call science backgrounds.18 The concepts of "constitutionalisation" and "constitu
tionalism"" are now increasingly employed in the discourse of other international 
organisations,, among which is the WTO.19 It has been argued that 'it is time to 
vieww European constitutionalism as a model that may be copied, if and to the 
extentt that its structure seems useful in other contexts.'20 In academic literature, 
theree is increasing mention of a "constitutional" approach to the WTO.21 At the 
samee time, however, such an approach is criticised. Interestingly, one of the 
authorss who proposed to use European constitutionalism as a model for other 
contextss like the WTO some years ago has since depicted the 'constitutionalisa
tionn of the GATT in structural terms' as a "simplistic dream", and deemed the 
schooll of thought arguing for grafting the constitutionalisation of the EU onto 
thee GATT 'wholly misguided'.22 Others have argued that the WTO lacks, and 
willl lack in the foreseeable future, the sources of legitimacy that would need to 
underpinn a "constitutional" status.23 

Far-reachingg ambitions for drawing inspiration from the European "consti
tutional"" experience at the world stage can be found in various writings by 
Petersmann.244 The emphasis in this "constitutional" approach is on judicially 
enforceablee individual rights. Petersmann stresses the importance of citizens' 
rightss as checks on the trade policy powers of their own nations. Such rights, 
hee argues, are laid down in both the EC and WTO treaties.25 European experi-

188 It is not the intention of this work to provide an exhaustive bibliography of European constitutionalism. 

AA survey is provided in Weiler and Trachtman (1997) 
199 Weiler and Trachtman (1997) argue that despite the alleged uniqueness of the European experience and 

itss "constitutionalism", it is time to recognise that EC law is not a different species of law, but rather a 

mutationn of the samee species [of international law]. 
200 Weiler and Trachtman (1997) at 392. 
1111 See e.g. various works by Petersmann; Cottier (2000); and various papers presented at the June 2000 

Harvardd Kennedy School conference entitled 'Efficiency, Equity and Legitimacy: the Multilateral Trad

ingg System at the Millennium', available at http://www.ksg.harvard.edu/cbg/trade/papers.htm. In one 

off these papers, Roessler (2000) examines the role of the "judicial organs" of the WTO vis-d-vis the 

"legislativee branch" (WTO Membership) and the "executive authorities" (the various Committees in the 

WTO),, asserting that decision-making in the WTO is divided 'in a manner akin to the trias politica 

off modern states'. 
222 Weiler (1999) at 374, and Weiler in Weiler (ed.) (2000), respectively. 
2}} Howse and Nicolaidis (2000). 
244 See Petersmann (2000), (1999), (1998), (1997b), and (1993b). The basis for Petersmann's "constitu

tionall approach" to international trade law is found in Petersmann (1991a). 
255 In the EC, in this view, 'freedom of trade as a fundamental right' protects the freedom to trade of 

Communityy citizens with partners both inside and outside the EC. Petersmann (1993b) at 24. This 

workk has inspired a study on the treatment of GATT/WTO law by the European Court of Justice, with 

particularr focus on the EC banana regime: Kuilwijk (1996). 
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encee shows that trade policy powers are most effectively "constitutionalised" by 
incorporatingg 'international prohibitions of trade barriers' into domestic laws 
andd by enabling private traders, producers and consumers to enforce these 
inn domestic courts/6 Thus, Petersmann strongly advocates a 'human rights 
approach'' to WTO law, inspired by the European experience,27 and based on 
'thee dignity and worth inherent in the human person': 'As in EC Law, "we 
thee citizens" must become the main subjects and beneficiaries of WTO rules. 
Thee protection of our freedom, legal equality, and peaceful cooperation across 
frontierss should be recognised as WTO goals that are morally and legally 
moree important than economic utilitarianism.'28 This line of reasoning assumes 
importantt similarities in the EC and the WTO. More importantly, the author 
appearss to read individual freedoms and rights into the WTO Agreements that 
havee not as such been acknowledged by its Members.29 Furthermore, on the 
basiss of this view of the WTO, he asserts that "WTO integration law" sets 
precedentss for the adjustment of other international organisations such as the 
Unitedd Nations to 'the modern globalisation, deregulation and democratisation 
off national economies and polities'.30 This approach appears to be characteristic 
off a prescriptive attitude towards WTO law, strongly influenced by developments 
inn EC law as well as European human rights law. Rather than discussing 
whetherwhether WTO law serves 'constitutional functions' and contains 'constitutional 
principles',, it concentrates on what can be learned from the WTO to reform the 
UN,, thereby implicitly assuming the "constitutional" character of WTO law. 

9.55 "Constitutionalising "  the WTO? 

Consideringg the voices for and against a "constitutional" 
approachh to WTO law inspired by the European experience, the question of to 
whatt extent, if at all, the European "constitutional model" could be applied to the 
WTOO deserves some further exploration. In order to address this question, it is 
importantt first to agree on what "constitutionalisation" and "constitutionalism" 
meann in the EC context. The emphasis in one definition of these concepts is 

266 Petersmann (1993b) at 49. 
277 Including not only the EU and EC but also the European Convention on Human Rights and its 

institutions. . 
288 Petersmann (2000) at 24. On the asserted universal validity of this moral basis, see Petersmann (1998) 

att  201. 
299 Petersmann provides intellectual property rights as protected by the WTO's TRIPS Agreement as the 

onlyy concrete example provided for a. much wider claim to the existence of such rights as freedom, 

non-discrimination,, and due process. See Petersmann (1998) at 194 and 203. 

'°° Petersmann (1998) at 203. 
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onn the evolution into a 'vertically integrated legal regime, conferring judicially 
enforceablee rights and obligations on all legal persons and entities', and on the 
'allegedd shift from a legal order founded by international treaties negotiated 
byy the governments of states under international law and giving birth to an 
internationall organisation, to a Community which has evolved and behaves as 
iff its founding instrument were not a treaty governed by international law but, 
too use the language of the European Court of Justice, the "constitutional charter 
off a Community based on the rule of law."'31 How does the WTO experience 
soo far fit the description of the key elements of "European constitutionalism", 
i.e.,, a vertically integrated legal regime conferring judicially enforceable rights 
andd obligations on all legal persons and entities, and the interpretation of the 
foundingg treaty as a "constitution"? 

9.5.11 The WTO: A 'Vertically Integrated Legal System'? 

Doess the WTO constitute a 'vertically integrated legal system'? 
Powerr is shared vertically between different levels of government in the EC and 
inn the United States, whether or not one wishes to use the term "federal" or 
"semi-federal"" for the EC. Hence the question at what level should decisions be 
takenn becomes of central importance in such systems. In addressing that ques
tion,, the concepts of "pre-emption" and "subsidiarity" play a role. The doctrine of 
"pre-emption"" originates in US constitutional law, but it is increasingly applied 
inn the EC context too.32 Subsidiarity, which originates in canonical law, has in 
modernn times mostly been applied in the EC context.33 It is sometimes also 
proposedd in the global context of the WTO.34 From the point of view of EC law, 
thee use of the word "subsidiarity" in the WTO context could appear somewhat 
bewildering,, as it applies in the EC context to those areas in which the Com
munityy and its Member States share competencies, such as in the environmental 

311 See the ECf's opinion 1/91 re the European Economic Area, para. 21. 
322 Simplifying the intricacies of the doctrine, it comes down to the idea that laws issued by federal bodies 

precludee the corresponding regulatory powers of the states in the federation. See Goucha Soares (1998), 

withh references to pre-emption in both the US and the EC. 
333 Simplifying again, subsidiarity may be described as the idea that regulation should take place by the 

levell of government closest to the task at hand. Some of the literature on subsidiarity in the EC deals 

specificallyy with environmental policy. See e.g. the special issue of (2000) 10 European Environment on 

Subsidiarityy and Environmental Policy in the EU. 
544 'We believe that the spirit of embedded liberalism needs to be recovered and reinterpreted under the 

neww conditions of globalization. This can be done again in part through inspiration from the EU, not in 

itss constitutional guise but by incorporating some of the institutional and political features associated 

withh the thinking on subsidiarity.' Howse and Nicolaides (2000) (at 11 of the Internet version of the 

paper). . 
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sphere."" Arguably, the equivalent situation does not exist in the WTO, which has 
noo legislative competencies. Surely, WTO bodies take decisions, but they cannot 
harmonisee Members' legislation.'6 

Thee only competencies that resemble legislative powers are the provisions 
inn the WTO Agreement allowing the Ministerial Conference and the General 
Councill to adopt authoritative interpretations, and allowing the Ministerial 
Conferencee to make amendments to the WTO Agreement or the Multilateral 
Tradee Agreements.57 Formally, WTO Members can be bound to such interpreta
tionss or amendments against their will, as these provisions provide for decisions 
too be taken by three-fourths and two-thirds majorities. In practice, however, 
decisionss in the WTO are usually made by consensus, and voting is only resorted 
too if consensus cannot be arrived at.'8 Moreover, WTO Members may withdraw 
fromm the WTO Agreement at any time. In the case of important amendments, 
thee Ministerial Conference may explicitly decide that a Member that has not 
acceptedd an amendment may decide either to withdraw, or to remain a Member 
withh the consent of the Ministerial Conference.39 Hence, it is difficult to draw 
aa parallel with the legislative powers conferred to the EC institutions. There, 
evenn if the Council of Ministers represents the Member States and decides 
whetherr or not to adopt legislation, the Commission and European Parliament 
ass supranational institutions play an important part in the legislative process. 
Memberr States that have been outvoted in a qualified majority decision in the 
Councill are not free to withdraw from the EC. Even if the references in the TBT 
andd SPS Agreements to international standards may to some extent be consid
eredd to be parallel to harmonised Community standards, the former are agreed 
uponn outside the WTO framework and the latter within the EC framework, 
includingg procedures that safeguard a precarious institutional balance. 

9.5.22 Judicial Law-making in the WTO? 

Theree are no legislative vertical power shifts in the WTO con
textt similar to the conferral of legislative authority to the European Community. 
However,, agreeing on open-ended trade liberalisation commitments and excep
tions,, and subsequently leaving it up to a dispute settlement body to decide upon 

355 See Article 5 EC and the Protocol on the Application of the Subsidiarity and Proportionality Principles, 

attachedd to the EC Treaty (as amended by the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty), and the 1993 Interinstitutional 

Agreementt on the application of the subsidiarity principle. 
33 On the decision-making powers of WTO bodies, see Kuijper (2001) 
377 See Articles lX:x and X of the WTO Agreement. 
388 See Article IX: 1 WTO Agreement. To this author's knowledge, voting had not occurred during the first 

fivee years of the WTO's existence (information from the WTO Secretariat). 
399 Article X:3 WTO Agreement. 
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theirr interpretation can be seen as a shift of the level at which decisions should 
bee taken. Thus, 'adjudicative vertical power shifts' may be said to take place in 
thee WTO to the extent that panels and the Appellate Body actively scrutinise 
domesticc policy acts that balance interests. Obviously, the scope of such judicial 
powerss depends on the type of rules agreed upon; are they abstract and open, 
orr concrete and detailed?40 When interpreting the WTO Agreements, panels 
andd the Appellate Body have an opportunity to replace domestic policy-makers' 
decisionss on how to balance, for example, trade and environmental interests with 
theirr own decisions on such trade-offs. Admittedly, the WTO does not share 
formall powers over, for example, environmental or health protection with its 
Memberss in a way which is similar to federal structures like the US or the 
EC.. However, the interpretation of WTO provisions in effect does reflect choices 
overr the level at which decisions should be taken. Thus, vertical power shifts 
doo occur in the WTO constellation.41 Considerable deference to national policy
makers'' choices by a panel or the Appellate Body in the interpretation of trade 
andd environment provisions will result in more decision-making power at lower 
levels,, while activism in the interpretation of such provisions will effectively 
shiftt more decision-making power to the level of the WTO.42 

Judiciall power is also circumscribed by the agreed status of the outcome 
off the exercise of such powers, as well as by the possibilities to overrule such 
outcomes.. In the context of the WTO, panels and the Appellate Body issue 
aa report interpreting WTO provisions.43 Whereas the Appellate Body is a stand
ingg body increasingly regarded as a "tribunal" or "court", the panel procedure 
stilll reflects elements of the practice under the pre-WTO GATT to seek diplo
maticc rather than strictly judicial solutions to trade disputes. Panellists are still 
appointedd on an ad hoc basis, albeit from an indicative list of suitable individuals 
heldd by the WTO Secretariat. Parties to a dispute may oppose nominations of 
panellistss in their dispute for compelling reasons. However, the parties cannot 
blockk the formation of a panel; failing agreement between the parties, the WTO 
Director-Generall determines the composition of the panel.44 A panel or Appel
latee Body report formally contains no more than recommendations.45 However, 

400 See on this issue Trachtman (1999), distinguishing between "rules" that specify in advance the conduct 

too which it is applied, and "standards" that do not. 
411 According to Trachtman, most, if not all, international economic law may involve transactions in 

jurisdiction,, either horizontal or vertical. Trachtman (1996a), at 454. 
411 For an extensive analysis along these lines, see Trachtman (1998). 
4}} Although according to Article 3.2 DSU, the dispute settlement system serves to "clarify" rather than 

"interpret"" WTO provisions, the Appellate Body does refer to "interpretations", e.g. in US-Shrimp-TurtU, 

para.. 107. 
444 Article 8 DSU. 
455 See Article 19 DSU. 
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thee reports are subsequently adopted by the Dispute Settlement Body (DSB) 
whichh consists of representatives of the WTO Membership, unless there is a 
consensuss not to adopt them. This procedure means that, in practice, reports 
havee up to now always been adopted, and consequently, recommendations made 
byy panels or the Appellate Body acquire significant importance as legal interpre
tations.. On the other hand, according to the Dispute Settlement Understanding, 
'recommendationss and rulings of the DSB cannot add to or diminish the rights 
andd obligations provided in the covered agreements'.46 Although WTO Members 
aree obliged to ensure the conformity of their laws and regulations with WTO 
obligations,, nowhere in the WTO Agreements is it explicitly stated that Members 
mustt comply with recommendations in panel or Appellate Body reports adopted 
byy the DSB by bringing their legislation into conformity with the WTO Agree
ments.477 Hence there is some uncertainty as to the legal status of panel and 
Appellatee Body reports adopted by the Dispute Settlement Body, in terms of the 
precisee obligations that ensue for WTO Members.48 

Withh the caveat of the above particularities of WTO dispute settlement, it 
seemss safe to say that a significant amount of "judicial" (or, if one wishes, 
quasi-judicial)) law-making is taking place in the WTO. This is an important 
conclusionn in the light of the absence of legislative powers in the WTO noted 
above.. It is in this judicial (or quasi-judicial) realm that the WTO's Dispute 
Settlementt Body, through panels and the Appellate Body, is asked to interpret 
ruless in conflicts that bear resemblance to the way in which the European Court 
off Justice (ECJ) interprets the EC rules in disputes within the Community. 

9.5.33 Conferring Enforceable Rights on Individuals? 

"Directt effect" in the sense of WTO law mandatorily being able 
too be invoked by individuals in domestic courts is highly unlikely to be agreed 
uponn by the Members. It is even more unlikely to be 'imposed from above' by a 
panell or the Appellate Body in the same way as the European Court of Justice 
hass done for European law. As noted by a WTO panel, even though the WTO 
legall order has implications for individuals, it does not comprise them as its 
subjects.499 As to the possibility of "direct effect" being unilaterally provided by 
WTOO Members themselves, there seems little chance of a breakthrough, since 
thee major players, the US and the EC, have explicitly refused to do so. If the 
possibilitiess for individuals to invoke WTO law before their domestic courts are 
limitedd or absent, there will also be little incentive for co-operation between 

466 See Article 3.2 and Article 19.2 DSU. 
477 See Article XVI WTO Agreement and Article 21 DSU. 
488 See e.g. Hippler Bello (1996) and Jackson (1997). 
499 Panel in US-Section joi, paras. 7.72-78, speaking of "indirect effect". 
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nationall courts and the WTO in the interpretation of WTO law. A "preliminary 
ruling"" type of procedure is therefore highly unlikely to come about in the 
WTO.500 However, the declarations denying direct effect are just statements made 
whenn ratifying the WTO Agreements, and they do not necessarily preclude 
nationall courts from applying WTO law in national disputes. In fact, although 
rulingg out the direct effect of WTO provisions covered by Community compe
tence,, the ECJ has left it to the national courts in the EC's Member States to 
decidee whether to allow the direct effect of WTO provisions covered by national 
competence.511 The possibility of WTO law being directly applied in national 
courtss is certainly not altogether excluded.52 Moreover, even in the absence of 
"directt effect", WTO law can affect domestic legal orders in a variety of ways.53 

9.5.44 Constitutionalisation of the Founding Treaties 

Ass to the second key element of the "constitutional approach", 
thee "constitutionalisation" of the founding treaties, some developments in the 
WTOO context may be noted. A steadily growing body of panel and Appellate 
Bodyy reports leads academics and policy-makers to search for consistency, prin
ciples,, and structure.54 Thus, through these reports, and their doctrinal interpre
tations,, a system of law is being built.55 The influence of EC discourse is seen 

500 Weiler and Trachtman note proposals which have been made for a preliminary ruling-like procedure in 

thee GATT, however without providing exact references. Weiler and Trachtman (1997) at 354. 
511 Case C-300/98 Dior, para. 49: 'In a field in respect of which the Community has not yet legislated 

andd which consequently falls within the competence of the Member States, (...) Community law neither 

requiress nor forbids that the legal order of a Member State should accord to individuals the right to 

relyy directly on [a WTO provision] or that it should oblige the courts to apply that rule of their own 

motion.' ' 
522 For example, the Dutch constitution provides in Article 93 that '[provisions of treaties and of resolutions 

byy international institutions, which may be binding on all persons by virtue of their contents shall 

becomee binding after they have been published', and in Article 94 that '[statutory regulations in force 

withinn the Kingdom shall not be applicable if such application is in conflict with provisions of treaties 

thatt are binding on all persons or of resolutions by international institutions'. A variety of international 

legall rules have been invoked before Dutch courts. 
555 See e.g. the duty to interpret national law in conformity with WTO requirements in Cases C-300/98 

DiorDior and C-89/99 Schieving; the so-called Nakajima case-law from the GATT era as repeated in the 

WTOO era in Case C-149/96 Portugal v. Council, providing limited opportunities to directly invoke 

GATT/WTOO law after all; and the suggestion by AG Alber in Joined Cases C-122/00 and 27/00 Omega 

AirAir that WTO law may influence the assessment of the necessity and proportionality of Community 

secondaryy legislation. The Court did not follow the AG's approach in its judgment in March of 2002. 
544 See e.g. Palmeter and Mavroidis (1998); Senti (2000). 
555 Work on the sources of this system is being done inter alia by Thomas Skouteris and Mary Footer 

(Ph.D.. theses in progress). 
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inn this system-building. A number of recent comparisons between the EC and 
WTOO have focused on the role of principles and the structural implications 
thereoff in both legal systems.56 Interestingly, a first attempt by one author to 
embarkk on a "principled approach" to WTO law argues that similarities with EC 
laww can be observed when considering the 'typical conflict between economic 
ruless and non-economic interests', such as trade and environment.57 The author 
statess that nearly every trade conflict affects a number of rules and principles, 
andd a balancing process is needed in which no rule or principle involved should 
bee left to redundancy or inutility. Having pointed at a number of differences 
betweenn the EC and the WTO, he concludes that the consideration of legal 
principless in the decision-making process of both dispute settlement bodies 
iss nevertheless rather similar. According to him, the necessary balancing pro
cesss can only be guided by the sensitive process of applying the principle of 
proportionality.. Even though this principle is not as such expressed in WTO law, 
itss criteria for finding an appropriate, necessary and reasonable balance between 
conflictingg interests and principles seem to have been applied by WTO panels 
andd the Appellate Body.58 Other comparisons between the EC and the WTO have 
takenn principles like "necessity" and "proportionality" as a basis.59 It should be 
recalled,, however, that the current author argues that WTO law does not contain 
aa "strict proportionality" requirement.60 

Anotherr author discussing the (future) interpretation of WTO law appears to 
bee heavily inspired by the EC experience, and the role of its court therein. He 
asks,, rhetorically so it seems, whether the fact that the WTO is not an integrated 
systemm like the EC will prevent WTO 'to construe in a hierarchical way a system 
off WTO law' through its dispute settlement. He points at the institutional basis 
andd the wider goals pursued by the WTO in contrast with its predecessor, the 
GATT.. Moreover, he asserts, while the only "superseding principle" of the GATT 
wass that of good faith, the WTO in pursuing wider goals adds other "supersed
ingg principles". In the light of these changes, he thinks that 'in the future the 
WTOO will construe WTO Agreements taking into account not only the wording 
off their provisions, but also the objectives and the values that the WTO has in 
commonn with the EC. He adds that it is his conviction that the WTO 'will be 
capablee of a dynamic development similar to that of the EC, thanks to its case 
law'.6'' Already now, in accordance with the Vienna Convention, the WTO rules 

Hilff (1999) and {2001); Mengozzi (1998) and (1999)--

Hilff (1999) at 20. 

Hilff (1999) at 21. Hilf and Puth (2001) have further elaborated on proportionality in WTO law. 

Montinii (1997), concluding that there is a common core concept of the principles of necessity and 

proportionalityy in the EC and WTO. 

Seee Section 6.3.6 and, concurring, Desmedt {2001). 

Mengozzii (1999) at 13. 

56 6 

S7 7 

58 8 

59 9 

60 0 

61 1 
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aree being interpreted in the light of their context and objectives. However, as 
discussedd in the Introductory Chapter, the reference to common values is more 
problematicc in the WTO context than in the EC context. It was also argued 
theree that the objectives of the EC and the WTO are not really the same. It 
iss therefore far from self-evident to speak of the two organisations as having 
certainn objectives in common. 

Inn sum, the definition of "constitutionalism" provided above includes the 
constitutionalisationn of the founding treaties, as well as a vertically integrated 
legall regime conferring domestically enforceable individual rights. In the 
absencee of a vertical power shift in the sense of a conferral of legislative authority 
too the WTO level and of directly enforceable individual rights, the applicability 
off constitutional language inspired by European (and federal) experiences in the 
contextt of the WTO appears doubtful. However, leaving the interpretation of 
open-endedd rules such as non-discrimination requirements and environmental 
exceptionss open to dispute settlement results in de facto adjudicative vertical 
powerr shifts in the WTO. Moreover, even in the absence of "direct effect", 
WTOO law is binding on its Members, and has several important indirect effects 
inn their legal orders. Finally, the search for principles and the building of a 
systemm of WTO law may be expected to continue. Whether one wishes to apply 
aa more narrow meaning to terms like "constitutionalism" or "constitutionalisa
tion"" to describe these phenomena obviously depends on one's definition of 
thesee words.61 

Onee could speak of "partial" or "low-key" constitutionalism in the WTO 
context.. However, when doing so, one should be well aware that the notion of 
"constitutionalisation"" of WTO law along the lines of a European "model" easily 
leadss to misconceptions. Because of the similarity of many EC and WTO rules, 
itt may be tempting to ascribe certain characteristics of EC law to WTO law. 
However,, it is recalled that the WTO lacks an institutional framework similar 
too the EC, including far-reaching legislative powers. Therefore, a top-down 
impositionn of such characteristics as supremacy over national law and direct 
effectt as has taken place through the judicial activism of the European Court 
off Justice appears inconceivable in the WTO. Even if such characteristics were 
too be ascribed to WTO law, the question would arise why they should not apply 
too all other public international law. The WTO lacks the considerable degree 
off autonomy from general international law that appears to go hand in hand 
withh the evolution of a "constitutional order." EC law has reached considerable 
autonomy,, not in the sense of not being bound by public international law (quite 
too the contrary), but in the sense of its effects in national legal orders and on 
theirr citizens. 

Jacksonn (1998a) at 129, note 1, mentions the WTO "constitution", albeit somewhat hesitantly, constantly 

placingg the term between quotation marks. 
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ii  o Concluding Remarks 

Ass seen above, various approaches have been taken to 
comparee developments in the EC and the WTO, among which are "consti
tutional",, "liberal", "principle-based", "systemic", "value-based" and "process-
based"" approaches. The similarities in the trade liberalisation rules and their 
interpretationn have invited some to speculate as to whether one organisation or 
sett of rules could be a "model" for the other, and whether the interpretations 
off the relevant rules may be converging. One author speaks of a 'strong conver
gencee manifest in many areas', and asserts that the convergence in the material 
laww of disparate international trade regimes lies at the heart of the emergent 
'commonn law of international trade'.1 Perhaps this 'material convergence thesis' 
mayy seem the most modest way of looking at similarities in the EC and WTO.1 

Nevertheless,, the current author would like to emphasise the different contexts 
andd backgrounds of the trade liberalisation commitments in the EC and WTO. 
Theree is no equivalent to secondary Community law in the WTO. If the WTO 
ruless on interpretations and amendments to the Agreements can be compared 
too the European construct at all, it would be to the European Union's procedures 
forr Treaty revisions in intergovernmental conferences. For the above reasons, it 
appearss inconceivable that the WTO could achieve, through its (quasi-)judicial 
Disputee Settlement Body, similar effects for WTO rules in its Members' legal 
orderss as the ECJ has done for European law in the Member States' legal orders. 
Institutionally,, there is no equivalent to supranational bodies like the European 
Commissionn or the European Parliament in the WTO. The WTO Secretariat 
doess not function as the guardian of the Agreements in the way the Commission 
doess in the EC. Thus, the kind of intensive institutional interplay witnessed in 
thee EC does not occur in the WTO. The term "horizontal federalism" applied in 
thee context of the EC is nott appropriate in the WTO. 

Doo the rules of the EC or the WTO regarding trade and environment need 
too be changed? This question is particularly topical in the WTO context, where 
publicc concern about the balance struck between trade liberalisation and non-
tradee interests appears to be much greater than in the WTO. For example, it 
hass been argued that the problems engendered by "trade and..." conflicts may 
nott be solved by asking WTO panels to 'struggle openly' with regard to these 
conflicts.'' For the interpretation of WTO rules in "trade and..." conflicts, clear 
authorityy or shared understandings are generally lacking. Such conflicts are 
renderedd effectively non-justiciable and politicised. "Political" choices by WTO 

11 See Weiler( 1999). 
22 Cf. Pescatore, Davey, and Lowenfeld (1991), Chapter II.B, where it is asserted that the WTO will have to 

evolvee along the line of the Cassis de Dijon case-law of the ECJ. 
33 Dunoff(i998a)at388. 
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panelss and the Appellate Body may lead to a crisis of legitimacy putting the 
entiree trading system at risk. For these reasons, it has been suggested, "trade 
and..."" conflicts urge us to rethink the foundations of the international trade 
regime.44 Several attempts have been made to limit the potential role of the 
WTOO dispute settlement system in interpreting open-ended rules, as it is felt 
thatt domestic policy choices are effectively substituted by such interpretations. 
Especiallyy with regard to "trade and..." conflicts, various authors have argued 
forr deference by panels and the Appellate Body to domestic policy decisions in 
WTOO Members. The problem of course is how such deference should be devised. 
Proposedd tests include the creation by panels of a "doctrine" that allows national 
lawss 'to survive' which reflect a societal interest and whose impact on trade is 
incidental.. The burden of proof in the application of such a test should be laid on 
thee country defending its law or regulation.5 This proposal appears to stipulate 
aa general "rule of reason" for WTO law, based on the purpose of national 
legislation.. It may be criticised to the extent that it does not take into account 
thee different nature of the various WTO provisions that can be infringed, and 
iss heavily based on ascertaining the purpose of a measure, which is not a 
desirablee exercise.6 Another test proposes to define the conditions in which 
thee international trade system should yield to 'national democratic impulses' 
byy applying "filters" identifying national measures which are "authentic" and 
"self-sacrificing".77 The WTO rules on antidumping measures provide a special 
deferencee standard, which is not however applicable to other WTO Agreements.8 

Somee authors suggest that WTO panelss should seek inspiration in "passive 
virtues"" strategies developed by domestic and international courts to avoid 
certainn types of contested issues.9 

Inn one author's view, considering the contested issues underlying "trade 
and..."" conflicts, even 'more artful treaty language' will not solve them.10 This 

AA Dunoff (1998a). 
55 Nichols (1996a) at 713 and 716. 
66 Nichols arguably reads too much of a "purpose" test into the case-law of the ECJ, and bases his reading 

off GATT/WTO dispute settlement on the much disputed 'aim and effect' panel reports in US-Alcohol 

andd US-Auto-Taxes, unadopted, which have subsequently been rejected by the Appellate Body in Japan-

AlcoholAlcohol and EC-Bananas III. Nichols (1996a) at 715-16. 
77 Atik (1998) at 252. 
88 Article 17.6 Antidumping Agreement. On this deference standard, see Croley and Jackson (1997). 

However,, there appear to be potential spillovers to the Subsidies Agreement. Croley and Jackson (1997) 

referr to a Declaration on Dispute Settlement pursuant to the AD Agreement and SCM Agreement, 

inn which Ministers recognise the need for the consistent resolution of disputes arising from AD and 

countervailingg measures. 
99 Dunoff (1999a) at 757-760, building in large part upon Dunoff (1996); Davey {2001). 
100 Dunoff (1999a) at 756. 
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vieww may be contrasted with pleas for more precise treaty rules in the WTO 
Agreements,, so as not to leave important decisions to dispute settlement." It 
hass also been argued that the main task of dispute settlement bodies set up by 
tradee agreements is to ensure that the various interests at stake have been duly 
takenn into account in the domestic policy process. The interests to be taken into 
accountt are not confined to domestic ones, and trade liberalisation provisions 
ass well as exception clauses ensure that those interests are duly taken into 
consideration.. Such process-based approaches have been applied to the case-law 
off the European Court of Justice, and have been said to also be of relevance to 
WTOO dispute settlement.12 Some of the Appellate Body's decisions indeed show 
signss of a process-based approach to trade-environment conflicts.13 However, 
althoughh they provide a promising way of looking at inter alia trade and envi
ronmentt problems, process-based approaches are not a panacea. They raise 
importantt questions, which arguably cannot be solved by relying purely on the 
domesticc decision-making process, such as: which non-domestic interests have 
too be taken into account, how should this be done, and what weight should they 
bee accorded? How does the taking into account of non-domestic interests, e.g. 
thosee of particular foreign producers, fit into the democratic model, if it is clear 
thatt those producers cannot vote in the state whose policy-makers are supposed 
too take their interests into account? Although more study is needed on this issue, 
itt appears that generally speaking, taking non-domestic interests into account in 
thee domestic policy-making process is a concept easier to achieve in the context 
off the EC than in the WTO, with its 14o-plus Members. 

Thee present author concludes that in principle, the relevant rules in both the 
ECC and the WTO provide sufficient room for a balanced outcome of disputes on 
tradee and environmental protection in the broad sense. Treaty changes are not 
needed,, provided that the adjudicatory bodies in both organisations ensure that 
certainn conditions are met. Some of these merely reflect their actual practice, 
whilee others require that they provide additional clarification. To start with the 
WTO,, it is submitted that panels and the Appellate Body should ensure that: 

•• The "less favourable treatment" test in Article 111:4 GATT is clarified, 
takingg due account of the fact that the TBT and SPS Agreements are the 
primaryy instruments to address origin-neutral national regulatory meas
ures,, which suggests that such measures will only fall foul of Article 

111 Bronckers (1999a and 1999b}. 

'** See Scott (2000), envisaging a process-based approach for balancing trade-environment conflicts in 

bothh the EC and the WTO and referring to Poiares Maduro (1998). 
133 In US-Gasoline, the AB found that the US authorities had not taken into account foreign producers' 

costs,, and in US-Shrimp-Turtle found that the US had provided insufficient guarantees for foreign 

producerss in a domestic process of assessing whether they met the US requirements. See on interest 

representationn in these cases, Hansen (1999). 
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111:44 GATT if they result in overall less favourable treatment for imported 
productss vis-a-vis like domestic products (See Sections 5.1.2 and 5.3.3). 

•• The grounds in Article XX GATT are interpreted sufficiently broadly so as 
too accommodate environmental concerns (See Sections 5.2.1 and 6.2.1). 

•• No strict proportionality test is applied in the sense of weighing the trade 
impactss of a measure with the importance of its non-trade objectives, such 
ass environmental protection, and 

•• When looking at less trade-restrictive alternatives in testing necessity, only 
reasonablyy available alternatives that are equally effective in achieving the 
non-tradee objective are assessed (See Sections 5.2.1 and 6.3.3). 

•• All relevant international environmental law is fully taken into account 
whenn interpreting WTO provisions, in accordance with Article 31.3(c) of the 
Viennaa Convention (See Sections 4.1 and 4.6). 

•• The conditions of Article XX GATT are applied strictly when assessing 
unilaterall PPM-based measures that make imports dependent upon the 
policiess of the government in the exporting country, because they endan
gerr the multilateral system. It should be made clear that such measures 
aree only acceptable as a last resort, in situations in which PPM-based 
measuress targeting producers, wherever they come from, are not feasible 
(Seee Sections 5.4.5 and 7.2.2). 

Ass regards the European Community, the European Court of Justice will 
continuee to ensure a balanced outcome of trade and environment disputes if it 
ensuress that: 

•• Measures that neither lay down product requirements nor restrict or 
prohibitt selling arrangements but nevertheless are capable of hindering 
intra-Communityy trade, which have been dubbed "third category mea
sures",, are treated in the same way as measures regulating selling arrange
ments,, i.e., they only need justification if they directly or indirectly discrim
inatee or prevent the market access of imported goods altogether (See 
Sectionss 3.1.2 and 6.1.1). 

•• It is clearly recognised that the mandatory requirement of environmental 
protectionn may justify "distinctly applicable" or discriminatory measures, 
butt at the same time, that the proportionality requirement applies to such 
measures.. That requirement will ensure that distinctly applicable mea
suress are not justified if the same result could have been achieved by 
ann indistinctly applicable measure, or by a less trade-restrictive distinctly 
applicablee measure (See Sections 3.3.3 and 6.2.2). 

•• Strict proportionality testing is not applied, because in those areas where 
theree is no harmonising legislation, i.e., where no balance between trade 
andd environmental protection has been struck at the Community level, it is 
nott up to the EC J but to the EC legislature, if need be, to modify the balance 
struckk by national authorities (See Sections 3.2.4-6 and 6.3.2). 
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•• It is recognised that extraterritorial protection goals are acceptable, but that 
measuress targeting the policies of governments of other Member States 
cannott be justified, and that PPM-based measures targeting producers in 
otherr Member States can only be justified if serious efforts have been 
madee to address the perceived distortion caused by a production process in 
anotherr Member State through the appropriate institutional procedures of 
thee Community (See Sections 3.4.6 and 7.2.1). 

Iff the above conditions are met, the interpretation of the relevant EC and WTO 
provisionss results in considerable similarity. As regards the basic disciplines, 
bothh sets of rules include a prohibition of import restrictions and of unneces
saryy obstacles caused by product requirements, and a discrimination test for 
otherr measures that may hinder trade. The remaining difference would be the 
prohibitionn of measures preventing market access altogether in the EC (selling 
arrangementss and third category measures if the suggestions above were to be 
followed).. As regards the justification possibilities, environmental justifications 
wouldd be possible for all measures, be they discriminatory or not. It should be 
noted,, though, that "environmental protection" as such is not mentioned either 
inn Article XX GATT or in Article 30 EC. Accordingly, if the possibility suggested 
heree were to be made explicit, treaty changes would be necessary. However, 
thiss is not really necessary, as the ECJ appears to tacitly accept environmental 
justificationss for discriminatory measures, and the Appellate Body has inter
pretedd Article XX sufficiently broadly to encompass virtually all conceivable envi
ronmentall objectives. Scientific justification for life and health measures would 
bee needed under both sets of rules, although the role of the precautionary prin
ciplee is interpreted somewhat more broadly within the EC. Finally, as regards 
thee conditions applying to justifications, under both sets of rules, a measure 
mustt have an identifiable environmental objective, be appropriate and necessary 
too achieve its objective, and must not arbitrarily discriminate or operate as a 
disguisedd trade restriction. The differences here are, first, that Article XX(g) 
GATTT only requires a measure to be "relating" to its objective, not "necessary". 
Secondly,, while the proportionality test (in the broad sense) and the requirement 
concerningg arbitrary discrimination or disguised trade restrictions are usually 
integratedd in the ECJ's test, they are separate steps in the WTO. Moreover, the 
chapeauu to Article XX GATT adds "unjustifiable discrimination" to "arbitrary 
discrimination",, while Article 30 EC does not. 

Thee present author does not agree with those asserting that EC law provides 
aa "model" for WTO law, or that EC and WTO law in the field of trade in 
goodss are "converging" into one general "common international trade law". It is 
submittedd that the backgrounds to both sets of rules are too different to support 
suchh statements. The main difference lies not so much in the effects of the rules 
inn domestic legal orders, because even in the absence of "direct effect", WTO 
laww certainly has profound effects on Members' legal orders. It is rather the 
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"inn house" legislative authority in the EC that is missing in the WTO, as well 
ass the accompanying interplay between the EC J, the EC legislature, national 
authoritiess and the national courts. According to the EC Treaty, environmental 
concernss are supposed to be integrated in all Community policies, including 
alll secondary legislation.14 Although not impossible, substantive environmental 
standard-settingg is not likely to occur within the WTO as it happens in the 
EC.. International environmental standards are more likely to be set in other 
internationall fora than in the WTO. If the process of environmental standard-
settingg as it now stands is regarded as too dispersed, establishing an overarching 
Worldd Environmental Organisation would in the current author's view be a 
betterr approach than trying to bring substantive environmental agreements into 
thee WTO.15 It is submitted that environmental standard-setting within the WTO 
iss not desirable.16 The WTO lacks expertise in environmental matters, and there 
iss no need to transfer issues to the WTO provided that they are adequately dealt 
withh in other international organisations. Such transfers would arguably put too 
muchh strain on an already overburdened WTO, which could result in an overall 
collapsee or deadlock. That would imply that the baby had been thrown out with 
thee bath water; all the advantages of a rules-based trading system would be lost, 
whichh would arguably be detrimental to developing countries. 

Ass long as WTO Members do not wish to add substantive environmental 
standardss to their obligations under the WTO Agreements, the interplay 
betweenn the national and supranational courts and legislatures found in the 
ECC cannot be replicated in the WTO, even if WTO rules are interpreted in a 
mannerr that is perfectly open to developments in international environmental 
law.. This makes the danger of a "regulatory gap", i.e. the situation in which 
aa national environmental measure is struck out in dispute settlement on the 
basiss of trade liberalisation rules while no international agreement is attained in 
orderr to address the environmental problem, greater in the WTO than in the EC, 
wheree environmental and internal market legislation is agreed upon by qualified 
majorityy voting. Accordingly, panels and the Appellate Body cannot be expected 
too demonstrate "judicial activism" in the sense of providing a strong impetus 
too trade liberalisation as the ECJ has demonstrated, especially during the 1970s 
andd 1980s. The ECJ provided this impetus by emphasising the importance of 
thee free movement of goods and the internal market. Both of these concepts are 
alienn to the WTO, which only aims at continuing liberalisation, not at free 
tradee as such. There is no overriding trade liberalisation principle in the WTO, 

144 Article 6 EC. 

'55 As proposed by inter alia former WTO Director General Ruggiero (Speech at the High-Level Symposium 

onn Trade and the Environment, Geneva, March 1999). 
166 Contra, Bronckers (2001), proposing that the WTO could be turned into a World Economic Organisation, 

providedd that certain changes are made to the organisation; Strauss (1998a) and (1998b). 
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andd it should also not be read into its rules.17 It should be stressed that the 
"judiciall activism" of the EC J did not only result in a wide interpretation of the 
prohibitionn in the EC Treaty, but also to a widening of justification possibilities. 
Inn that regard, the Appellate Body has arguably already demonstrated a degree 
off "activism", in interpreting Article XX GATT in accordance with the exigencies 
off modern times. 

Aroundd the time when the manuscript of this thesis was completed, the 
fourthh WTO Ministerial Conference was held at Doha. In the build up to Doha, 
thee focus was on the inclusion of the developing world in the international 
tradingg system. In view of this focus on the needs of developing countries, 
andd their general disapproval of discussing trade and environment issues, the 
environmentt has been given relatively little consideration. The European Union 
hass been the most persistent to try to keep the debate alive. Indeed, if it 
weree not for the efforts of the EU, the environment would probably not have 
beenn discussed at Doha at all. The EU initially demanded that a new trade 
roundd should include negotiations on the relationship between multilateral 
environmentall agreements (ME As) and the WTO, on a clarification of the use 
off labelling schemes under the TBT Agreement, and on the inclusion in WTO 
laww of the precautionary principle as defined in the Rio Declaration on Environ
mentt and Development. The latter theme has been considered to be an absolute 
non-issuee by other Members. Moreover, many developing countries are afraid 
thatt any clarification of the provisions of the TBT Agreement will increase the 
possibilitiess for trade-restrictive labelling schemes. 

Att Doha, Members agreed to put the relationship between WTO rules and 
MEE As on the agenda for a new round, albeit only with respect to the relationship 
betweenn WTO Members that are parties to ME As. Members also agreed to 
negotiatee procedures for co-operation between the WTO Secretariat and ME A 
secretariats,, and market access for environmental goods and services. Further
more,, the Committee on Trade and Environment has been instructed to focus 
itss debate on certain issues, among which are labelling, market access issues 
andd the relevant provisions of the TRIPS agreement. The Committee is to make 
recommendationss to the fifth Ministerial Conference where appropriate, includ
ingg the desirability of negotiations.18 Negotiations on the three topics mentioned 
abovee are expected to start in the first half of 2002.'9 

Thee language of the Doha mandate on trade and environment issues does 
nott appear particularly forceful, and it may be considered an empty gesture. 
Moreover,, as said, the main objective of the new round is the inclusion of devel-

177 Cf. Bronckers (2001) and Howse and Regan (2000), and the discussion on "embedded liberalism" by 

Dunofff (1999a). Contra, see Hilf (2001). 
188 See document W T / M I N ( O I ) / D E C / I . 

199 Postscript: the EC has posted a first paper regarding the relationship between WTO rules and MEAs 

inn March of 2002. 
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opingg countries in the multilateral trading system. The new round has been 
dubbedd the Doha Development Agenda. Considering the contentious nature of 
mostt trade-environment issues between developed and developing countries and 
thee limited mandate agreed upon at Doha, little clarification or other progress 
mayy be expected from the new round with regard to trade and environment. 
However,, the question is whether this is regrettable. As argued, the present 
authorr opines that the rules as they are provide sufficient room for a balanced 
solutionn to trade and environment issues, provided that certain conditions are 
met.. In fact, especially in its interpretation of Article XX GATT, the Appellate 
Bodyy has arguably done more to "green" the WTO than could conceivably have 
beenn achieved trough intergovernmental negotiations.20 One would expect that 
publicc support of the WTO in developed countries had benefited from the 
"green"" outcome of decisions such as US-Shrimp-Turtle and EC-Asbestos. This 
doess not really seem to be the case in reality, however. Perhaps environmental 
criticss of the WTO in these countries do not sufficiently realise how "green" the 
outcomee in these cases is. 

Thee current author submits that in US-Shrimp-Turtle, the Appellate Body 
hass possibly been even a little too "green", by allowing a unilateral PPM-based 
measuree that targeted government rather than producer behaviour in the export
ingg country, without making it very clear that such measures must remain 
highlyy exceptional so as not to endanger the multilateral nature of the trade 
system.. Indeed, governments of a large number of developing countries are 
highlyy critical of the outcome of this dispute, as it appears to open the door to 
powerr politics by developed members to the detriment of the export opportuni
tiess of developing countries. Accordingly, one of the major challenges for the 
WTOO as an organisation, including its Dispute Settlement Body, will be to 
findfind sufficient support on both sides of the "North-South divide", in conflicts 
thatt at least at first sight pitch trade and development interests of developing 
countriess against environmental and health interests in developed countries. 
Majorr examples of such conflicts that are likely to surface over the next few 
yearss concern eco-labelling requirements, and various sanitary, phytosanitary 
andd technical requirements seeking to apply the high protection level chosen 
byy developed countries to imports from developing countries. If the EC wants 
too be a "model", it should address the concerns of developing countries over 
suchh matters, and enhance the external coherence of its trade, environment, 
developmentt and other policies. It should moreover reflect upon the question 
off whether the Community can enact certain measures, such as unilateral PPM-
basedd trade-restrictive measures, while disallowing individual Member States to 
doo the same. 

Cf.. Weinstein and Charnovitz (2001). 
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Viennaa Convention on the Law of Treaties 
Articl ee 31. General Rule of Interpretatio n 
1.. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be 
givenn to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose. 
2.. The context for the purpose of the interpretation of a treaty shall comprise, in addition to the 
text,, including its preamble and annexes: 
(a)) any agreement relating to the treaty which was made between all the parties in connexion 

withh the conclusion of the treaty; 
(b)) any instrument which was made by one or more parties in connexion with the conclusion 

off the treaty and accepted by the other parties as an instrument related to the treaty. 
3.. There shall be taken into account, together with the context: 
(a)) any subsequent agreement between the parties regarding the interpretation of the treaty or 

thee application of its provisions; 
(b)) any subsequent practice in the application of the treaty which establishes the agreement of 

thee parties regarding its interpretation; 
(c)) any relevant rules of international law applicable in the relations between the parties. 
4.. A special meaning shall be given to a term if it is established that the parties so intended. 

Articl ee 32. Supplementary Means of Interpretatio n 
Recoursee may be had to supplementary means of interpretation, including the preparatory 
workk of the treaty and the circumstances of its conclusion, in order to confirm the meaning 
resultingg from the application of article 31, or to determine the meaning when the interpreta
tionn according to article 31: 
(a)) leaves the meaning ambiguous or obscure; or 
(b)) leads to a result which is manifestly absurd or unreasonable. 

Generall  Agreement on Tariff s and Trade 1994 
Articl ee III . National Treatment on Internal Taxation and Regulation 
i.Thee contracting parties recognize that internal taxes and other internal charges, and laws, 
regulationss and requirements affecting the internal sale, offering for sale, purchase, trans
portation,, distribution or use of products, and internal quantitative regulations requiring the 
mixture,, processing or use of products in specified amounts or proportions, should not be 
appliedd to imported or domestic products so as to afford protection to domestic production. 
2.Thee products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other 
contractingg party shall not be subject, directly or indirectly, to internal taxes or other internal 
chargess of any kind in excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like domestic products. 
Moreover,, no contracting party shall otherwise apply internal taxes or other internal charges to 
importedd or domestic products in a manner contrary to the principles set forth in paragraph 1. 

4.Thee products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other 
contractingg party shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like 
productss of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their 
internall sale, offering for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use. The provisions of 
thiss paragraph shall not prevent the application of differential internal transportation charges 
whichh are based exclusively on the economic operation of the means of transport and not on 
thee nationality of the product. 

Interpretativ ee Notes Ad Articl e II I  and Ad Articl e 111:2' 
Add Articl e II I 
Anyy internal tax or other internal charge, or any law, regulation or requirement of the kind 

Thee Note Ad Article 111:1 is not reproduced here as it is of no relevance to the purpose of this work. 
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referredd to in paragraph i which applies to an imported product and to the like domestic prod
uctt and is collected or enforced in the case of the imported product at the time or point of 
importation,, is nevertheless to be regarded as an internal tax or other internal charge, or a law, 
regulationn or requirement of the kind referred to in paragraph i, and is accordingly subject to 
thee provisions of Article III. 

Add Paragraph 2 
AA tax conforming to the requirements of the first sentence of paragraph 2 would be considered 
too be inconsistent with the provisions of the second sentence only in cases where competition 
wass involved between, on the one hand, the taxed product and, on the other hand, a directly 
competitivee or substitutable product which was not similarly taxed. 

Articl ee XI . General Eliminatio n of Quantitative Restrictions 
1.. No prohibitions or restrictions other than duties, taxes or other charges, whether made effec
tivee through quotas, import or export licences or other measures, shall be instituted or main
tainedd by any contracting party on the importation of any product of the territory of any other 
contractingg party or on the exportation or sale for export of any product destined for the ter
ritoryy of any other contracting party. 
2.. The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall not extend to the following: 
(a)) Export prohibitions or restrictions temporarily applied to prevent or relieve critical short

agess of foodstuffs or other products essential to the exporting contracting party; 
(b)) Import and export prohibitions or restrictions necessary to the application of standards or 

regulationss for the classification, grading or marketing of commodities in international 
trade; ; 

(c)) Import restrictions on any agricultural or fisheries product, imported in any form,*2 neces
saryy to the enforcement of governmental measures which operate: 
(i)) to restrict the quantities of the like domestic product permitted to be marketed or 

produced,, or, if there is no substantial domestic production of the like product, of a 
domesticc product for which the imported product can be directly substituted; or 

(ii)) to remove a temporary surplus of the like domestic product, or, if there is no sub
stantiall domestic production of the like product, of a domestic product for which the 
importedd product can be directly substituted, by making the surplus available to cer
tainn groups of domestic consumers free of charge or at prices below the current market 
level;; or 

(iii)) to restrict the quantities permitted to be produced of any animal product the produc
tionn of which is directly dependent, wholly or mainly, on the imported commodity, if 
thee domestic production of that commodity is relatively negligible. [...] 

Articl ee XX. General Exceptions 
Subjectt to the requirement that such measures are not applied in a manner which would con
stitutee a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries where the same 
conditionss prevail, or a disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement 
shalll be construed to prevent the adoption or enforcement by any contracting party of mea
sures: : 
(a)) necessary to protect public morals; 
(b)) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health; 

(d)) necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations which are not inconsistent with 
thee provisions of this Agreement, including those relating to customs enforcement, the 
enforcementt of monopolies operated under paragraph 4 of Article II and Article XVII, the 

Notee Ad Article XI:2 (c): 'The term "in any form" in this paragraph covers the same products when in an 

earlyy stage of processing and still perishable, which compete directly with the fresh product and if freely 

importedd would tend to make the restriction on the fresh product ineffective.' 
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protectionn of patents, trade marks and copyrights, and the prevention of deceptive prac
tices; ; 

(e)) relating to the products of prison labour; 

(g)) relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made 
effectivee in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption; 

(h)) undertaken in pursuance of obligations under any intergovernmental commodity agree
mentt which conforms to criteria submitted to the CONTRACTING PARTIES and not disapproved 
byy them or which is itself so submitted and not so disapproved;' 

Agreementt  on Technical Barrier s to Trade 
Annexx i 
i.. Technical regulation 
Documentt which lays down product characteristics or their related processes and production 
methods,, including the applicable administrative provisions, with which compliance is manda
tory.. It may also include or deal exclusively with terminology, symbols, packaging, marking or 
labellingg requirements as they apply to a product, process or production method. 
2.. Standard 
Documentt approved by a recognized body, that provides, for common and repeated use, rules, 
guideliness or characteristics for products or related processes and production methods, with 
whichh compliance is not mandatory. It may also include or deal exclusively with terminology, 
symbols,, packaging, marking or labelling requirements as they apply to a product, process or 
productionn method. 
3.. Conformity assessment procedures 
Anyy procedure used, directly or indirectly, to determine that relevant requirements in technical 
regulationss or standards are fulfilled. 

Articl ee 2. Preparation, Adoption and Application of Technical Regulations by Central 
Governmentt  Bodies 
Withh respect to their central government bodies: 
2.11 Members shall ensure that in respect of technical regulations, products imported from the 
territoryy of any Member shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to 
likee products of national origin and to like products originating in any other country. 
2.22 Members shall ensure that technical regulations are not prepared, adopted or applied with 
aa view to or with the effect of creating unnecessary obstacles to international trade. For this 
purpose,, technical regulations shall not be more trade-restrictive than necessary to fulfil a 
legitimatee objective, taking account of the risks non-fulfilment would create. Such legitimate 
objectivess are, inter alia: national security requirements; the prevention of deceptive practices; 
protectionn of human health orsafety, animal or plant life or health, or the environment. In 
assessingg such risks, relevant elements of consideration are, inter alia: available scientific and 
technicall information, related processing technology or intended end-uses of products. 
2.33 Technical regulations shall not be maintained if the circumstances or objectives giving rise 
too their adoption no longer exist or if the changed circumstances or objectives can be 
addressedd in a less trade-restrictive manner. 
2.44 Where technical regulations are required and relevant international standards exist or their 
completionn is imminent, Members shall use them, or the relevant parts of them, as a basis for 
theirr technical regulations except when such international standards or relevant parts would 

33 Note Ad Article XX(h); 'The exception provide for in this sub-aragraph extends to any commodity 

agreementt which conforms to the principles approved by the Economic and Social Council in its 

resolutionn 30 (IV) of 28 March 1947.' 
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bee an ineffective or inappropriate means for the fulfilment of the legitimate objectives pur
sued,, for instance because of fundamental climatic or geographical factors or fundamental 
technologicall problems. 

[...] ] 

2.66 With a view to harmonizing technical regulations on as wide a basis as possible, Members 
shalll play a full part, within the limits of their resources, in the preparation by appropriate 
internationall standardizing bodies of international standards for products for which they 
eitherr have adopted, or expect to adopt, technical regulations. 
2.77 Members shall give positive consideration to accepting as equivalent technical regulations 
off other Members, even if these regulations differ from their own, provided they are satisfied 
thatt these regulations adequately fulfil the objectives of their own regulations. 
2.88 Wherever appropriate, Members shall specify technical regulations based on product 
requirementss in terms of performance rather than design or descriptive characteristics. 

] ] 

Agreementt  on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary measures 
Annexx A 
1.. Sanitary or phytosanitary measure - Any measure applied: 
(a)) to protect animal or plant life or health within the territory of the Member from risks aris

ingg from the entry, establishment or spread of pests, diseases, disease-carrying organisms 
orr disease-causing organisms; 

(b)) to protect human or animal life or health within the territory of the Member from risks 
arisingg from additives, contaminants, toxins or disease-causing organisms in foods, bever
agess or feedstuffs; 

(c)) to protect human life or health within the territory of the Member from risks arising from 
diseasess carried by animals, plants or products thereof, or from the entry, establishment or 
spreadd of pests; or (d) to prevent or limit other damage within the territory of the Member 
fromm the entry, establishment or spread of pests. 

Sanitaryy or phytosanitary measures include all relevant laws, decrees, regulations, require
mentss and procedures including, inter alia, end product criteria; processes and production 
methods;; testing, inspection, certification and approval procedures; quarantine treatments 
includingg relevant requirements associated with the transport of animals or plants, or with the 
materialss necessary for their survival during transport; provisions on relevant statistical meth
ods,, sampling procedures and methods of risk assessment; and packaging and labelling 
requirementss directly related to food safety. 

Articl ee 1. General Provisions 
1.. This Agreement applies to all sanitary and phytosanitary measures which may, directly or 
indirectly,, affect international trade. Such measures shall be developed and applied in accord
ancee with the provisions of this Agreement 

Articl ee 2. Basic Rights and Obligations 
1.. Members have the right to take sanitary and phytosanitary measures necessary for the pro
tectionn of human, animal or plant life or health, provided that such measures are not incon
sistentt with the provisions of this Agreement. 
2.. Members shall ensure that any sanitary or phytosanitary measure is applied only to the 
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extentt necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health, is based on scientific prin
cipless and is not maintained without sufficient scientific evidence, except as provided for in 
paragraphh 7 of Article 5. 
3.. Members shall ensure that their sanitary and phytosanitary measures do not arbitrarily or 
unjustifiablyy discriminate between Members where identical or similar conditions prevail, 
includingg between their own territory and that of other Members. Sanitary and phytosanitary 
measuress shall not be applied in a manner which would constitute a disguised restriction on 
internationall trade. 
4.. Sanitary or phytosanitary measures which conform to the relevant provisions of this Agree
mentt shall be presumed to be in accordance with the obligations of the Members under the 
provisionss of GATT 1994 which relate to the use of sanitary or phytosanitary measures, in 
particularr the provisions of Article XX(b). 

Articl ee 3. Harmonization 
1.. To harmonize sanitary and phytosanitary measures on as wide a basis as possible, Members 
shalll base their sanitary or phytosanitary measures on international standards, guidelines or 
recommendations,, where they exist, except as otherwise provided for in this Agreement, and in 
particularr in paragraph 3. 
2.. Sanitary or phytosanitary measures which conform to international standards, guidelines or 
recommendationss shall be deemed to be necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 
health,, and presumed to be consistent with the relevant provisions of this Agreement and of 
GATTT 1994. 
3.. Members may introduce or maintain sanitary or phytosanitary measures which result in a 
higherr level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection than would be achieved by measures based 
onn the relevant international standards, guidelines or recommendations, if there is a scientific 
justification,, or as a consequence of the level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection a Member 
determiness to be appropriate in accordance with the relevant provisions of paragraphs 1 
throughh 8 of Article 5.+ Notwithstanding the above, all measures which result in a level of 
sanitaryy or phytosanitary protection different from that which would be achieved by measures 
basedd on international standards, guidelines or recommendations shall not be inconsistent 
withh any other provision of this Agreement. [...] 

Articlee 5. Assessment of Risk and Determination of the Appropriat e Level of Sanitary or 
Phytosanitaryy Protection 
1.. Members shall ensure that their sanitary or phytosanitary measures are based on an assess
ment,, as appropriate to the circumstances, of the risks to human, animal or plant life or health, 
takingg into account risk assessment techniques developed by the relevant international organi
zations. . 
2.. In the assessment of risks, Members shall take into account available scientific evidence; 
relevantt processes and production methods; relevant inspection, sampling and testing meth
ods;; prevalence of specific diseases or pests; existence of pest- or disease-free areas; relevant 
ecologicall and environmental conditions; and quarantine or other treatment. 
3.. In assessing the risk to animal or plant life or health and determining the measure to be 
appliedd for achieving the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection from such 
risk,, Members shall take into account as relevant economic factors: the potential damage in 
termss of loss of production or sales in the event of the entry, establishment or spread of a pest 

44 'For the purposes of paragraph 3 of Article 3, there is a scientific justification if, on the basis of an 

examinationn and evaluation of available scientific information in conformity with the relevant provisions 

off this Agreement, a Member determines that the relevant international standards, guidelines or 

recommendationss are not sufficient to achieve its appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary 

protection.' ' 
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orr disease; the costs of controll or eradication in the territory of the importing Member; and the 
relativee cost-effectiveness of alternative approaches to limiting risks. 
4.. Members should, when determining the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary pro
tection,, take into account the objective of minimizing negative trade effects. 
5.. With the objective of achieving consistency in the application of the concept of appropriate 
levell of sanitary or phytosanitary protection against risks to human life or health, or to animal 
andd plant life or health, each Member shall avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable distinctions in the 
levelss it considers to be appropriate in different situations, if such distinctions result in dis
criminationn or a disguised restriction on international trade. Members shall cooperate in the 
Committee,, in accordance with paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 of Article 12, to develop guidelines to 
furtherr the practical implementation of this provision. In developing the guidelines, the Com
mitteee shall take into account all relevant factors, including the exceptional character of human 
healthh risks to which people voluntarily expose themselves. 
6.. Without prejudice to paragraph 2 of Article 3, when establishing or maintaining sanitary or 
phytosanitaryy measures to achieve the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection, 
Memberss shall ensure that such measures are not more trade-restrictive than required to 
achievee their appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection, taking into account 
technicall and economic feasibility.5 

7.. In cases where relevant scientific evidence is insufficient, a Member may provisionally adopt 
sanitaryy or phytosanitary measures on the basis of available pertinent information, including 
thatt from the relevant international organizations as well as from sanitary or phytosanitary 
measuress applied by other Members. In such circumstances, Members shall seek to obtain the 
additionall information necessary for a more objective assessment of risk and review the sani
taryy or phytosanitary measure accordingly within a reasonable period of time. 
8.. When a Member has reason to believe that a specific sanitary or phytosanitary measure 
introducedd or maintained by another Member is constraining, or has the potential to con
strain,, its exports and the measure is not based on the relevant international standards, guide
liness or recommendations, or such standards, guidelines or recommendations do not exist, an 
explanationn of the reasons for such sanitary or phytosanitary measure may be requested and 
shalll be provided by the Member maintaining the measure. 

55 'For purposes of paragraph 6 of Article 5, a measure is not more trade-restrictive than required unless 

theree is another measure, reasonably available taking into account technical and economic feasibility, 

thatt achieves the appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary protection and is significantly less 

restrictivee to trade.' 
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Treatyy Establishing the European Community y 
Articl ee 28 
Quantitativee restrictions on imports and all measures having equivalent effect shall be pro
hibitedd between Member States. 

Articl ee 29 
Quantitativee restrictions on exports, and all measures having equivalent effect, shall be pro
hibitedd between Member States. 

Articl ee 30 
Thee provisions of Articles 28 and 29 shall not preclude prohibitions or restrictions on imports, 
exportss or goods in transit justified on grounds of public morality, public policy or public secu
rity;; the protection of health and life of humans, animals or plants; the protection of national 
treasuress possessing artistic, historic or archaeological value; or the protection of industrial 
andd commercial property. Such prohibitions or restrictions shall not, however, constitute a 
meanss of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States. 

Articl ee 95 
1.. By way of derogation from Article 94 and save where otherwise provided in this Treaty, the 
followingg provisions shall apply for the achievement of the objectives set out in Article 14. The 
Councill shall, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 and after con
sultingg the Economic and Social Committee, adopt the measures for the approximation of the 
provisionss laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States which have 
ass their object the establishment and functioning of the internal market. 
2.. Paragraph 1 shall not apply to fiscal provisions, to those relating to the free movement of 
personss nor to those relating to the rights and interests of employed persons. 
3.. The Commission, in its proposals envisaged in paragraph 1 concerning health, safety, envi
ronmentall protection and consumer protection, will take as a base a high level of protection, 
takingg account in particular of any new development based on scientific facts. Within their 
respectivee powers, the European Parliament and the Council will also seek to achieve this 
objective. . 
4.. If, after the adoption by the Council or by the Commission of a harmonisation measure, a 
Memberr State deems it necessary to maintain national provisions on grounds of major needs 
referredd to in Article 30, or relating to the protection of the environment or the working envi
ronment,, it shall notify the Commission of these provisions as well as the grounds for main
tainingg them. 
5.. Moreover, without prejudice to paragraph 4, if, after the adoption by the Council or by the 
Commissionn of a harmonisation measure, a Member State deems it necessary to introduce 
nationall provisions based on new scientific evidence relating to the protection of the environ
mentt or the working environment on grounds of a problem specific to that Member State aris
ingg after the adoption of the harmonisation measure, it shall notify the Commission of the 
envisagedd provisions as well as the grounds for introducing them. 
6.. The Commission shall, within six months of the notifications as referred to in paragraphs 4 
andd 5, approve or reject the national provisions involved after having verified whether or not 
theyy are a means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between 
Memberr States and whether or not they shall constitute an obstacle to the functioning of the 
internall market. 
Inn the absence of a decision by the Commission within this period the national provisions 
referredd to in paragraphs 4 and 5 shall be deemed to have been approved. 
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Articl ee 133 
1.. The common commercial policy shall be based on uniform principles, particularly in regard 
too changes in tariff rates, the conclusion of tariff and trade agreements, the achievement of 
uniformityy in measures of liberalisation, export policy and measures to protect trade such as 
thosee to be taken in the event of dumping or subsidies. 
2.. The Commission shall submit proposals to the Council for implementing the common 
commerciall policy. 
3.. Where agreements with one or more States or international organisations need to be negoti
ated,, the Commission shall make recommendations to the Council, which shall authorise the 
Commissionn to open the necessary negotiations. The Commission shall conduct these negotia
tionss in consultation with a special committee appointed by the Council to assist the Com
missionn in this task and within the framework of such directives as the Council may issue to it. 
Thee relevant provisions of Article 300 shall apply. 
4.. In exercising the powers conferred upon it by this Article, the Council shall act by a quali
fiedfied majority. 
5.. The Council, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission and after consulting 
thee European Parliament, may extend the application of paragraphs 1 to 4 to international 
negotiationss and agreements on services and intellectual property insofar as they are not cov
eredd by these paragraphs. 

Articl ee 152 
1.. A high level of human health protection shall be ensured in the definition and implementa
tionn of all Community policies and activities. 
Communityy action, which shall complement national policies, shall be directed towards 
improvingg public health, preventing human illness and diseases, and obviating sources of 
dangerr to human health. Such action shall cover the fight against the major health scourges, 
byy promoting research into their causes, their transmission and their prevention, as well as 
healthh information and education. 
Thee Community shall complement the Member States' action in reducing drugs-related health 
damage,, including information and prevention. 
2.. The Community shall encourage cooperation between the Member States in the areas 
referredd to in this Article and, if necessary, lend support to their action. 
Memberr States shall, in liaison with the Commission, coordinate among themselves their 
policiess and programmes in the areas referred to in paragraph 1. The Commission may, in 
closee contact with the Member States, take any useful initiative to promote such coordination. 
3.. The Community and the Member States shall foster cooperation with third countries and 
thee competent international organisations in the sphere of public health. 
4.. The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 and after 
consultingg the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall con
tributee to the achievement of the objectives referred to in this Article through adopting: 
a)) measures setting high standards of quality and safety of organs and substances of human 

origin,, blood and blood derivatives; these measures shall not prevent any Member State 
fromm maintaining or introducing more stringent protective measures; 

b)) by way of derogation from Article 37, measures in the veterinary and phytosanitary fields 
whichh have as their direct objective the protection of public health; 

c)) incentive measures designed to protect and improve human health, excluding any har-
monisationn of the laws and regulations of the Member States. 

Thee Council, acting by a qualified majority on a proposal from the Commission, may also 
adoptt recommendations for the purposes set out in this Article. 
5.. Community action in the field of public health shall fully respect the responsibilities of the 
Memberr States for the organisation and delivery of health services and medical care. In par
ticular,, measures referred to in paragraph 4(a) shall not affect national provisions on the dona
tionn or medical use of organs and blood. 
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Articl ee 174 
1.. Community policy on the environment shall contribute to pursuit of the following objec
tives: : 
-- preserving, protecting and improving the quality of the environment; 
-- protecting human health; 
-- prudent and rational utilisation of natural resources; 
-- promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or worldwide environ

mentall problems. 
2.. Community policy on the environment shall aim at a high level of protection taking into 
accountt the diversity of situations in the various regions of the Community. It shall be based 
onn the precautionary principle and on the principles that preventive action should be taken, 
thatt environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source and that the polluter 
shouldd pay. 
Inn this context, harmonisation measures answering environmental protection requirements 
shalll include, where appropriate, a safeguard clause allowing Member States to take provi
sionall measures, for non-economic environmental reasons, subject to a Community inspection 
procedure. . 
3.. In preparing its policy on the environment, the Community shall take account of: 

availablee scientific and technical data; 
environmentall conditions in the various regions of the Community; 
thee potential benefits and costs of action or lack of action; 
thee economic and social development of the Community as a whole and the balanced 
developmentt of its regions. 

4.. Within their respective spheres of competence, the Community and the Member States shall 
cooperatee with third countries and with the competent international organisations. The 
arrangementss for Community cooperation may be the subject of agreements between the 
Communityy and the third parties concerned, which shall be negotiated and concluded in 
accordancee with Article 300. 
Thee previous subparagraph shall be without prejudice to Member States' competence to negoti
atee in international bodies and to conclude international agreements. 

Articl ee 175 
1.. The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 and after 
consultingg the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions, shall 
decidee what action is to be taken by the Community in order to achieve the objectives referred 
too in Article 174. 
2.. By way of derogation from the decision-making procedure provided for in paragraph 1 and 
withoutt prejudice to Article 95, the Council, acting unanimously on a proposal from the Com
missionn and after consulting the European Parliament, the Economic and Social Committee 
andd the Committee of the Regions, shall adopt: 
-- provisions primarily of a fiscal nature; 
-- measures concerning town and country planning, land use with the exception of waste 

managementt and measures of a general nature, and management of water resources; 
-- measures significantly affecting a Member State's choice between different energy sources 

andd the general structure of its energy supply. 
Thee Council may, under the conditions laid down in the preceding subparagraph, define those 
matterss referred to in this paragraph on which decisions are to be taken by a qualified majority. 
3.. In other areas, general action programmes setting out priority objectives to be attained shall 
bee adopted by the Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 251 
andd after consulting the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions. 
Thee Council, acting under the terms of paragraph 1 or paragraph 2 according to the case, shall 
adoptt the measures necessary for the implementation of these programmes. 
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4.. Without prejudice to certain measures of a Community nature, the Member States shall 
financee and implement the environment policy. 
5.. Without prejudice to the principle that the polluter should pay, if a measure based on the 
provisionss of paragraph 1 involves costs deemed disproportionate for the public authorities of a 
Memberr State, the Council shall, in the act adopting that measure, lay down appropriate provi
sionss in the form of: 
-- temporary derogations, and/or 
-- financial support from the Cohesion Fund set upp pursuant to Article 161. 

Articlee 176 
Thee protective measures adopted pursuant to Article 175 shall not prevent any Member State 
fromm maintaining or introducing more stringent protective measures. Such measures must be 
compatiblee with this Treaty. They shall be notified to the Commission. 
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Literatur e e 

AJIL AJIL 

CMLRev CMLRev 

EELR EELR 

EJIL EJIL 

ELRcv ELRcv 

ICLQ ICLQ 

JEL JEL 

JIEL JIEL 

JWT JWT 

LIEI LIEI 

LIEI LIEI 

LJIL LJIL 

NILR NILR 

NJB NJB 

NTER NTER 

REC1EL REC1EL 

RMC RMC 

RMUE RMUE 

RTDE RTDE 

SEW SEW 

Americann Journal of International Law 

Commonn Market Law Review 

Europeann Environmental Law Review 

Europeann Journal of International Law 

Europeann Law Review 

Internationall Comparative Law Quarterly 

Journall of Environmental Law 

Journall of International Economic Law 

Journall of World Trade 

Legall Issues of Economic Integration (from vol. 27) 

Legall Issues of European Integration (vol. 1-26) 

Leidenn Journal of International Law 

Netherlandss International Law Review 

Nederlandss Juristen Blad 

Nederlandss Tijdschrift voor Europees Recht 

Revieww of European Community and 

Internationall Environmental Law 

Revuee du Marché Commun 

Revuee du Marché commun et de 1'Union Européenne 

Revuee Trimestrielle du Droit Europeen 

Sociaal-Economischee Wetgeving 

Other r 

ABAB Appellate Body 

AGAG Advocate General 

DSUDSU Understanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the 

Settlementt of Disputes 

ECEC European Community 

ECJECJ European Court of Justice 

ECSCECSC European Coal and Steel Community 

EECEEC European Economic Community 

EUEU European Union 

EAECEAEC (Euratom) European Atomic Energy Community 

GATSGATS General Agreement on Trade in Services 

GATTGATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

JCJJCJ International Court of Justice 

NAFTANAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement 

SPSSPS Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and 

Phytosanitaryy measures 

TBTTBT Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 

TPRTPR Trade Policy Review 

TRIPSTRIPS Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectuall Property Rights 

WTOWTO World Trade Organisation 
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Samenvatting g 

Ditt proefschrift analyseert een aantal rechtsregels van de 
Europesee Gemeenschap (EG) en de Wereld Handels Organisatie (WTO), als
medee hun interpretatie door respectievelijk het Hof van Justitie van de EG 
enn panels en het Beroepsorgaan van de WTO. Deze regels hebben betrekking 
opp enerzijds het wegnemen van belemmeringen in de goederenhandel tussen 
statenn en anderzijds het legitieme belang dat staten hebben bij het nemen 
vann maatregelen om de gezondheid van mens, plant en dier en het milieu 
tee beschermen. Wanneer zulke maatregelen de handel belemmeren, moet in 
dee interpretatie van de betreffende regels een balans worden gevonden tussen 
dee genoemde legitieme beschermingsbelangen en het belang de handel niet 
onnodigg te verstoren en protectionisme en discriminatie te voorkomen. Zowel 
milieu-- en gezondheidsbelangen als het belang van een niet onnodig belem
merdee handel worden door alle lidstaten van de EG en alle WTO-leden onder
schreven.. Het milieu en het leven en de gezondheid van mens, dier en plant 
moetenn worden beschermd en daar zijn dikwijls overheidsmaatregelen voor 
nodig.. Maar handelsbelemmeringen, protectionisme en discriminatie zijn in 
hett algemeen inefficiënte middelen om zulke doelen te bereiken en brengen 
economischee schade met zich mee. Het is dan ook een misvatting te denken dat 
milieuu en gezondheid alleen door middel van handelsbelemmeringen kunnen 
wordenn beschermd: een open economie en een hoog beschermingsniveau gaan 
heell goed samen. Dat neemt niet weg dat soms handelsbelemmerende maatre
gelenn noodzakelijk zijn en in concrete gevallen milieu- en handelsbelangen 
kunnenn botsen. Een voorbeeld is een invoerverbod van varkens uit een land waar 
mondd -en klauwzeer is uitgebroken. Maar ook allerlei milieumaatregelen die 
niett specifiek de handel betreffen kunnen die handel wel degelijk belemmeren. 
Wanneerr een land bijvoorbeeld besluit dat auto's een katalysator moeten hebben, 
heeftt dit consequenties voor de verkoop en verhandeling van ingevoerde auto's 
diee niet aan zo een eis hoeven te voldoen. In dit voorbeeld zal men het erover 
eenss zijn dat het milieubelang boven het handelsbelang gaat. Maar is dat ook 
zoo wanneer de nationale overheid een bepaald type katalysator voorschrijft dat 
alleenn in eigen land wordt geproduceerd, en andere katalysatoren niet worden 
aanvaard,, ook al zorgen ze voor minstens even schone uitlaatgassen? 

Dee centrale vraag in dit proefschrift is dus hoe milieu- en handelsbelangen 
tott uitdrukking komen in de regels van de EG en van de WTO, hoe ze worden 
afgewogenn en door wie. De relevante regels in het EG verdrag bestaan uit 
slechtss twee artikelen, terwijl de onderzochte WTO-regels verspreid zijn over 
driee overeenkomsten: de algemene overeenkomst inzake tarieven en handel 
(GATT),, de overeenkomst inzake technische handelsbelemmeringen (TBT), en 
dee overeenkomst inzake sanitaire en fytosanitaire maatregelen (SPS). Ondanks 
ditt verschil in omvang blijken er belangrijke overeenkomsten te bestaan tussen 
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dezee regels en hun interpretatie. Dit is frappant gezien de verschillen tussen de 
EGG en de WTO. De eerste bestaat - vooralsnog - uit slechts 15 lidstaten, die allen 
tott de ontwikkelde landen behoren, terwijl van de tweede al meer dan 140 staten 
lidd zijn, het merendeel daarvan ontwikkelingslanden. De eerste heeft als één van 
haarr taken het bewerkstelligen van een markt zonder binnengrenzen, dus het 
wegnemenn van alle onderlinge handelsbelemmeringen, terwijl de tweede slechts 
streeftt naar een afname van handelsbelemmeringen en het wegnemen van 
discriminatiee in het handelsverkeer. De EG heeft een uitgebreide institutionele 
structuurr inclusief een direct gekozen parlement, bezit belangrijke wetgevende 
bevoegdhedenn -ook op gebied van milieubescherming- en beslist op veel gebie
denn bij gekwalificeerde meerderheid. Terwijl de EG daarom geldt als het school
voorbeeldd van een supranationale organisatie, opereert de WTO zuiver intergou
vernementeel:: alles wordt door de vertegenwoordigers van de WTO-lidstaten 
bijj consensus beslist. De WTO-leden kunnen de WTO-regels veranderen en 
bindendee interpretaties overeenkomen, maar dit blijkt politiek zeer moeilijk. De 
WTOO heeft geen eigen instellingen die de lidstaten bindende wetgeving kunnen 
vaststellenn zelfs als een of meerdere lidstaten het er niet mee eens zijn, zoals 
gebeurtt in de EG. 

Hett EG-verdrag stelt de Gemeenschap onder andere tot taak een hoog niveau 
vann bescherming en verbetering van de kwaliteit van het milieu te bevorderen. 
Hett schrijft ook voor dat de Gemeenschap milieueisen moet integreren in 
haarr beleid en optreden met het oog op het bevorderen van duurzame ontwikke
lingg en bevat een rechtsbasis om milieuwetgeving uit te vaardigen. Verwijzing 
naarr duurzame ontwikkeling en milieubescherming vindt men ook terug in 
dee preambule van de WTO-overeenkomst. Maar die verwijzing wordt minder 
geoperationaliseerdd in de overige WTO-regels; de WTO vaardigt immers geen 
milieuwetgevingg uit zoals de EG dat doet. Toch zijn beide organisaties gezien 
dezee verwijzingen in de verdragen toegewijd aan de doelstellingen van duur
zamee ontwikkeling en milieubescherming. Dat komt tot uitdrukking in de 
interpretatiee van hun regels over handelsbelemmeringen en rechtvaardigingen 
voorr zulke belemmeringen als ze milieu- en gezondheidsbescherming tot doel 
hebben. . 

Hoee nu de balans te vinden tussen handelsliberalisering en milieu- en 
gezondheidsbelangen?? De vraag is niet alleen hoe die balans in concrete geval
lenn uitvalt, maar ook wie die afweging eigenlijk moet maken: de wetgever of 
dee rechter? Als de nationale wetgever de afweging tussen handel en milieu of 
gezondheidd maakt en handelspartners nadeel van het resultaat ondervinden, 
willenn die laatste een garantie dat ook hun belangen voldoende worden meege
wogen.. Die kan worden gegeven in de vorm van bindende internationale regels 
enn toezicht op de naleving daarvan door een vorm van geschillenbeslechting. In 
dee EG is onder andere om die reden het Hof van Justitie in het leven geroepen. 
Inn de WTO worden - tot nu toe op ad hoc basis - zogenaamde panels gevormd 
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omm de naleving van WTO-regels te controleren. Tegen de uitspraak van een 
panell kan een lidstaat van de WTO in beroep gaan bij het Beroepsorgaan. 
Ondankss een aantal belangrijke verschillen in functie en werkwijze tussen het 
Hoff van Justitie van de EG en de geschillenbeslechtingsorganen van de WTO 
wordenn beide regelmatig met min of meer vergelijkbare conflicten geconfron
teerd,, waarin ze worden gevraagd min of meer vergelijkbare regels te interprete
ren.. Dit zal af en toe leiden tot uitspraken die op elkaar lijken. Het is dan ook 
zekerr niet uitgesloten dat de een de ander zal beïnvloeden. 

Tochh moet, zelfs al zijn er opvallende overeenkomsten, steeds in het oog 
wordenn gehouden dat er belangrijke verschillen bestaan wat betreft de context 
waarinn de geschillenbeslechters in de EG en de WTO tot hun beslissingen 
komen.. Het gaat dan om de hierboven genoemde verschillen in taakstelling, 
doeleindenn en lidmaatschap van de organisaties: een deels supranationaal opere
rendee regionale organisatie die streeft naar een ééngeworden binnenmarkt 
tegenoverr een intergouvernementele, mondiale organisatie die streeft naar 
handelsliberalisering.. Ook de institutionele structuur waarin de 'rechter' functi
oneertt verschilt aanzienlijk. Het komt zelden voor in de EG dat de ene lidstaat de 
anderee voor de rechter sleept. In conflicten over handel en milieu is het veeleer 
dee Commissie van de EG die een lidstaat aanklaagt wegens verdragsschending. 
Daarnaastt komen veel conflicten over handel en milieu bij het Hof van Justitie 
terechtt via de zogenoemde prejudiciële procedure. Nationale rechters passen 
rechtstreekss het EG verdrag toe, zodat burgers zich voor de nationale rechter 
kunnenn beroepen op bijvoorbeeld het verbod op handelsbelemmeringen. Als 
dee nationale rechter dan twijfelt of een milieu- of gezondheidsreden voor de 
handelsbelemmeringg aanvaardbaar is, kan hij een prejudiciële vraag stellen aan 
hett Hof van Justitie. Al die mogelijkheden bestaan niet in de WTO; daar worden 
geschillenn alleen tussen staten uitgevochten. 

Eenn van de belangrijkste verschillen tussen de EG en de WTO is dat de 
EGG zelfde bevoegdheid bezit om substantiële milieunormen af te kondigen. 
Wanneerr dus een nationale milieumaatregel geen standhoudt vanwege strijd 
mett de regels over handelsliberalisering, betekent dat niet dat het milieu niet 
wordtt beschermd; de bescherming kan ook op communautair niveau worden 
geregeld.. De Commissie, die verdragsinbreukprocedures tegen lidstaten voert, 
heeftt ook het initiatief van wetgeving. Zij kan er dus voor waken dat het 
milieuu beschermd wordt. De Communautaire wetgever vaardigt trouwens niet 
alleenn milieuwetgeving uit om een ontstaan vacuüm op te vullen. Het stelt ook 
milieunormenn om bestaande nationale wetten te harmoniseren. Er bestaat geen 
WTO-milieuwetgever.. Dat betekent niet dat het onmogelijk of ondenkbaar is dat 
err internationaal milieunormen overeen worden gekomen. Maar er bestaat 
geenn bevoegdheid binnen de WTO om zulke normen aan te nemen. Als het 
zoverr komt, dan zal dit hoogstwaarschijnlijk buiten de WTO om zijn, bijvoor
beeldd in multilaterale milieuverdragen. Dat betekent dat er geen noodzakelijk 
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verbandd bestaat tussen het sneuvelen van een nationale milieumaatregel wegens 
strijdd met WTO-regels en het overeenkomen van internationale normen om 
hett ontstane vacuümm op te vullen. Gezien de afwezigheid van zo een verband 
moetenn WTO-geschillenbeslechters ervoor waken de relevante regels zo te inter
preterenn dat allerlei nationale milieumaatregelen sneuvelen: binnen de context 
waarinn zij opereren is geen plaats voor 'judicial activism' zoals door het Hof 
vann Justitie van de EG vertoond bij het bewerkstelligen van de interne markt. 
Datt betekent dat WTO-geschillenbeslechters de regels over handelsliberalisering 
niett te ruim moeten uitleggen en de rechtvaardigingen voor milieubescherming 
niett te eng. Dat is ook precies wat het Beroepsorgaan heeft gedaan in een aantal 
geschillenn die uitgebreid in dit werk worden besproken. 

Ditt onderzoek besteedt uitgebreid aandacht aan wat de regels verbieden 
{discriminatiee of handelsbelemmeringen), hoe de regels milieu en gezondheid 
alss legitieme doeleinden accepteren, en welke voorwaarden de regels verbinden 
aann het inroepen van zulke doeleinden om een handelsbelemmering of discri
minatiee te rechtvaardigen. Ook wordt ingegaan op de hierboven al aangestipte 
mogelijkheidd van wetgevingsharmonisatie in de EG, die niet bestaat in de WTO 
zelf,, maar wel tot stand kan worden gebracht door middel van internationale 
milieustandaardenn en -verdragen. Daarnaast wordt besproken in hoeverre de 
EGG en WTO-regels toestaan of verbieden dat een staat door middel van handels-
belemmerendee maatregelen het milieu of de gezondheid buiten zijn grenzen 
probeertt te beschermen, en wat die regels zeggen over het instellen van handels-
belemmerendee maatregelen die niet zijn gebaseerd op producteigenschappen 
maarr op de manier waarop een product (elders) is geproduceerd. 

Belangrijkstee conclusies zijn dat de onderzochte regels van zowel de EG 
alss de WTO de EG-rechters en WTO-geschillenbeslechters voldoende ruimte 
biedenn om tot een evenwichtige uitkomst van geschillen over handel en milieu 
tee komen. Op een aantal punten zouden de regels echter nog kunnen worden 
verduidelijktt en hiertoe worden suggesties gedaan. Zo zou het Europese Hof van 
Justitiee bijvoorbeeld duidelijk moeten maken dat een discriminerende handels-
belemmerendee maatregel kan worden gerechtvaardigd door de 'dwingende eis 
vann milieubescherming'. In WTO verband moeten de term 'less favourable treat
ment'' in Artikel III van de GATT en 'unnecessary trade obstacle' in Artikel 2.2 
vann de overeenkomst inzake technische handelsbelemmeringen (TBT) nader 
wordenn geïnterpreteerd. In zowel de EG als de WTO is de status van handelsbe-
lemmerendee maatregelen die beogen het milieu buiten de eigen landsgrenzen 
tee beschermen nog onduidelijk. 

Tenn aanzien van de vraag wie de uiteindelijke afweging tussen handel 
enn milieu moet maken, stelt de auteur dat zowel in de EG als in de WTO 
dee rechterlijke instanties hun beperkingen moeten onderkennen. De rechter 
moett het door de nationale overheid gekozen beschermingsniveau respecteren. 
Dee afweging hoeveel milieubescherming hoeveel handelsbelemmering rechtvaar-
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digt,, moet niet door de rechter worden gemaakt maar door de wetgever. Met 
anderee woorden, het Europese Hof van Justitie moet zich niet met strikte propor-
tionaliteitstoetsingg bezighouden, en de WTO-geschillenbeslechters al helemaal 
niet.. De rechter kan wel toetsen of er minder handelsbelemmerende alter
natievenn voorhanden zijn voor een milieumaatregel, maar moet de gekozen 
maatregell alleen dan afwijzen als zulke alternatieven ook even effectief zijn om 
hett beoogde milieubelang te realiseren als de gekozen maatregel. Anders treedt 
dee rechter toch in het gekozen beschermingsniveau. De auteur wijst tenslotte 
hett idee van de 'constitutionalisering' van de WTO naar 'model' van de EG 
af.. Ook al vertonen de EG- en WTO-regels op gebied van goederenhandel en 
milieu-exceptiess belangrijke overeenkomsten, een dergelijke benadering onder
kentt onvoldoende dat de context waarin deze regels functioneren zeer verschilt. 
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